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Abstract 

The University of Manchester, Adwoa Hughes-Morley, Doctor of Philosophy, 
‘What are Effective Methods to Recruit Research Participants into Mental Health Trials?’ 

2016 
 

Background: There is a great need for effective treatments for mental health 

problems. Randomised controlled trials are the gold standard for evaluating treatments, 
however recruitment into trials is challenging, highlighting a clear need for evidence-
based recruitment strategies. This thesis aimed to systematically develop a recruitment 
intervention and evaluate its effectiveness for improving the recruitment of participants 
into mental health trials. 

Methods: A mixed-methods approach, adopting the Medical Research Council’s 

complex interventions framework: 1) a systematic review to identify the evidence base and 
describe the factors affecting recruitment into depression trials; 2) a qualitative study  to 
understand patients’ decision-making process in declining to enrol in a depression trial; 3) 
development of a recruitment intervention, using Participatory Design methods; and 4) 
evaluation of the recruitment intervention, using a randomised controlled trial, embedded 
in an ongoing mental health trial (the EQUIP trial). The primary outcome was the 
proportion of participants enrolled in EQUIP.  

Results: From the systematic review, a conceptual framework of factors influencing the 

decision to participate was developed, which highlighted that the decision to enrol 
involves a judgement between risk and reward. Findings suggested that patient and public 
involvement in research (PPIR) might be advertised to potential participants to reduce 
such perceived risk. The qualitative study found positive views of trials. Interviewees’ 
decision making resembled a four-stage process; in each stage they either decided to 
decline or progressed to the next stage. In Stage 1, those with an established position of 
declining trials opted out – they are termed ‘prior decliners’. In Stage 2, those who opted 
out after judging themselves ineligible are termed ‘self-excluders’. In Stage 3, those who 
decided they did not need the trial therapy and opted out are termed ‘treatment decliners’. 
In Stage 4, those who opted out after judging that disadvantages outweighed advantages 
are termed ‘trial decliners’. While ‘prior decliners’ are unlikely to respond to trial 
recruitment initiatives, the factors leading others to decline are amenable to amelioration 
as they do not arise from a rejection of trials. We recruited a host mental health trial 
(EQUIP), and worked with key stakeholders, including mental health service users and 
carers, to develop an intervention using a leaflet to advertise the nature and function of 
the PPIR in EQUIP to potential trial participants.  34 community mental health teams 
were randomised and 8182 patients invited. For the primary outcome, 4% of patients in 
the PPIR group were enrolled versus 5.3% of the control group. The intervention was not 
effective for improving recruitment rates (adjusted OR= 0.75, 95% CI= 0.53 to 1.07, 
p=0.113).  

Conclusions: This thesis reports the largest ever trial to evaluate the impact of a 

recruitment intervention. It also reports the largest trial of a PPIR intervention and makes 
a contribution to the evidence base on trial recruitment as well as to that assessing the 
impact of PPIR. Two further embedded trials are underway to evaluate the effectiveness of 
different versions of the recruitment intervention in different trial contexts and patient 
populations. This will also allow the results to be pooled to generate a more precise 
estimate of effect; to evaluate the impact of the intervention on trial retention; and to 
explore patient experiences of receiving the intervention. 
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Lay abstract 

Why was the research in this thesis done? 

There is a need for better treatments to help people with mental health problems, but 
recruiting patients into randomised controlled trials to test new mental health treatments 
is very difficult. More effective recruitment strategies are urgently needed. This thesis 
aimed to develop and test a strategy for recruiting patients into mental health trials.  

 

What was done? 

The Medical Research Council’s ‘Framework for Developing Complex Interventions’ was 
used to:  

1. Review the literature in a systematic way to find out about the factors that affect 
recruitment into trials recruiting people with depression  

2. Speak with people who chose to not take part in a depression trial to understand 
their reasons as well as how they went about making their decision 

3. Develop a new strategy for recruiting patients, by working together with patients, 
carers and other key people 

4. Test this strategy using a real trial which aimed to recruit people with mental 
health problems. Patients invited into a mental health trial were randomly sent the 
new strategy or not. Findings compared how many people who did or did not get 
the new strategy actually took part in the trial  

 

What did the thesis find? 

The results of these studies found patients and doctors make a judgement between ‘risk 
and reward’ before deciding whether to take part in a trial. Most people who chose to not 
take part in a trial were positive about trials, but did not enrol because they felt they did 
not need the trial treatment. People who declined fell into different ‘types’; however most 
were likely to consider taking part in future trials. We developed and tested a strategy for 
recruiting patients, which was to directly tell people being asked to take part in a trial 
about the patient and public involvement that had already taken place in that trial, using a 
leaflet. We hoped that people learning about the patient and public involvement might see 
the trial as less ‘risky’. Findings showed that sending a leaflet about patient and public 
involvement was not effective as it did not increase the numbers of people actually taking 
part in the trial.  

 

What difference does this thesis make? 

This thesis adds to our understanding of how people make the decision to decline trials; to 
our understanding of what does and does not work for improving recruitment; and to 
understanding the impact of patient and public involvement. Further research building on 
this work is now underway. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Rationale for the thesis 

Mental health disorders are the leading cause of disability worldwide, and randomised 

controlled trials are the gold standard for evaluating treatments. Yet the recruitment of 

participants is the most challenging aspect of undertaking trials, which is more so for trials 

recruiting patients with diagnoses of mental health problems. Consequences of poor 

recruitment include increased costs and effort, sampling bias, reduction in statistical 

power, delays in the generation of evidence and the subsequent adoption of effective 

interventions, as well as in some cases the continued use of interventions that are 

ineffective and/or harmful to patients. Trialists use many strategies in attempting to 

improve recruitment; however few recruitment interventions have been rigorously 

evaluated in real-life trials, leading to increasing calls in the UK and internationally for a 

better evidence base. The need to robustly develop and evaluate trial recruitment 

interventions has been highlighted as the number one methodological priority by trialists. 

One way of increasing the evidence base is to develop recruitment interventions and then 

rigorously evaluate them for effectiveness using randomised controlled trials embedded in 

ongoing, ‘host’ trials.  

 

1.2 Aims and objectives of this thesis 

The central aim of this thesis is to contribute to existing literature on evidence based trial 

recruitment, by adopting a systematic approach using the MRC complex interventions 

framework to develop and test the effectiveness of an intervention for recruiting 

participants into mental health trials.  The research is guided by four main objectives, 

which are to: 

1. Identify and describe the factors affecting recruitment into depression trials. This is 

achieved through a systematic review, meta-synthesis and development of a 

conceptual framework (Study One)  

2. Identify potential components of a possible recruitment intervention. This is 

undertaken using qualitative interviews with patients who declined to participate 

in a depression trial (Study Two) 

3. Develop an intervention for recruiting participants into mental health trials. This 

uses Participatory Design methods with key stakeholders (Study Three)  
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4. Determine the effectiveness of the intervention for improving recruitment. This 

adopts a  randomised controlled trial design, embedded in an ongoing trial 

recruiting patients with mental health problems (Study Three) 

 

1.3 Overview of the studies 

This thesis adopts a mixed methods approach and combines qualitative and 

quantitative methods to allow the strengths of each to complement the other [1]. The 

thesis comprises of three separate studies which are designed to build on each other. 

An outline of the three studies and how they fit together is provided in Figure 1. Study One 

is a systematic review and meta-synthesis of qualitative studies. Findings lead to Study 

Two, which is a qualitative study. Study Three is informed by studies one and two and 

adopts Participatory Design methods to design a recruitment intervention, which is then 

evaluated using a randomised controlled trial, embedded in an ongoing mental health 

trial. 

 

Figure 1: Overview of studies included in thesis 

 

 

 

 

  

 
Study One: Systematic 

review, meta-synthesis and 
conceptual framework 

 
Study Two: Qualitative 

study with trial decliners 

Study Three (a): 
Intervention design 

Ongoing work and recommendations for future research  

Study Three (b): Embedded 
randomised controlled trial  
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1.4 Thesis structure 

This thesis is presented in the ‘alternative format’ and is composed of three 

separate studies that are presented as the three ‘results’ chapters. Consequently, 

the chapters reporting the results of the three studies have either already been 

published in open access peer-reviewed journals, or have been drafted and 

submitted to a target journal.   

This thesis is structured in seven chapters. Chapter 1 introduces the rationale for and 

structure of the thesis. Chapter 2 provides a review of the background literature, including: 

mental health and the need for more effective treatments; evidence based practice and the 

randomised controlled trial; the recruitment problem; efforts to address the recruitment 

problem, including patient and public involvement; and the need for robust evaluations of 

recruitment interventions.  In Chapter 3 an overview of the thesis methodology and the 

specific methods used in each of the three studies is provided. Chapters 4 to 6 report the 

results of the studies undertaken and are presented as the following journal articles:  

Study One (Chapter 4) 

Hughes-Morley, A., Young, B., Waheed, W., Small, N., & Bower, P. (2015). Factors 

affecting recruitment into depression trials: systematic review, meta-synthesis and 

conceptual framework. Journal of Affective Disorders, 172, 274-290. 

Study Two (Chapter 5) 

Hughes-Morley, A., Young, B., Hempel, R.J., Russell, I.T., Waheed, W., & Bower, P. 

(2016). What can we learn from trial decliners about improving recruitment? Qualitative 

study. Trials, 17:494 

Study Three (Chapter 6) 

Hughes-Morley, A., Hann, M., Fraser, C., Meade, M., Lovell, K., Young, B., Roberts, C., 

Cree, L., More, D., O’Leary, N., Callaghan, P., Waheed, W., & Bower, P. (2016). The impact 

of advertising patient and public involvement on trial recruitment: embedded cluster 

randomised recruitment trial. Trials, 17:586 

Study One has undergone peer review and is published in the Journal of Affective 

Disorders, which has an impact factor of 3.570. Impact factor is a proxy measure for 

quality, which reflects the average annual number of citations in a journal. Studies Two 
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and Three have been peer reviewed and published in Trials. Trials has an impact factor of 

1.859. The published studies are presented in their journal format.  

The author (AH-M) is first author for all included journal articles and conceived as well as 

led on the conduct and reporting of the studies. Thus she performed the inception, 

planning, data cleaning, data analysis, manuscript writing, manuscript submission and 

revisions. The collaborating authors of the journal articles contributed by assisting with 

data extraction, access to the study populations, patient and public involvement, 

participant recruitment, randomisation, statistical support and supervisory oversight. At 

the beginning of each chapter containing a journal article, a ‘contributions’ statement 

provides further details of collaborating authors’ contributions to each article. AH-M 

conceptualised and wrote all other sections of the thesis.  

Chapter 7 concludes the thesis by summarising the results and discussing the strengths 

and limitations of the thesis overall. This chapter also makes recommendations for future 

research and recruitment practice and provides an overview of the ongoing work emerging 

from this thesis. 

 

1.5 Rationale for submitting thesis in the alternative format 

The motivation for submitting this thesis in the alternative format is to ensure timely 

publication of research findings. The purpose of this thesis is to add to the evidence base 

for clinical trial methodology, by developing and evaluating an intervention for recruiting 

research participants into mental health trials. In order to avoid duplication of effort; to 

advance shared knowledge; and to reduce harm to patients, there is a need for researchers 

to publish their findings. Currently, a large proportion of research undertaken remains 

unpublished, sometimes years following study completion [2]. This creates ethical 

problems, as harms that might otherwise be preventable continue to occur because the 

results of existing research remain inaccessible. Failure to publish research findings also 

constitutes research waste, both of time and resources, which arguably, is no longer 

justifiable [3][4]. Recently, initiatives by institutions such as the World Health 

Organisation (WHO) [5] and AllTrials [6] have highlighted the need for the mandatory 

reporting of trials. Thus the timely reporting of research findings is an ethical and a moral 

imperative, as well as being vital to developing an evidence base. In submitting the thesis 

in the alternative format, the aim is to assist with this timely reporting of its findings.  
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Chapter 2: Background literature 

2.1 Chapter overview  

This background chapter aims to highlight the need to develop recruitment interventions 

and evaluate their effectiveness for improving participant recruitment into mental health 

trials. In so doing, the chapter will address the following: 

1. Mental ill health, the impact on the person and the complexities around the 

diagnosis, treatment and outcomes  

2. Evidence based practice and the randomised controlled trial 

3. The recruitment problem, how this relates to mental health trials and its impact 

4. Efforts  to address the recruitment problem, including patient and public 

involvement,  and the need for a ‘science of recruitment’ 

5. The specific factors influencing recruitment into mental health trials 

6. Proposed solutions to enhance recruitment into mental health studies 

7. Theories to inform the development of recruitment interventions 

In this chapter we provide an outline of relevant and methodologically robust literature, 

rather than present an exhaustive systematic review. 

 

2.2  ‘No health without mental health’: the need for improved 

treatments for mental illness 

2.2.1 Introduction 

In this section we1 aim to highlight the need to develop and evaluate effective treatments 

for mental illness, and the complexities associated with managing the following: the 

conceptualisation of mental illness; its prevalence and incidence; its identification and 

                                                      
1 In this thesis we use the active voice wherever possible. In particular, the first person plural 
pronoun ‘we’, rather than ‘I’, is used throughout the thesis, in both the published and the non-
published chapters. In the non-published chapters solely written by AHM, ‘we’ is used to maintain 
consistency between the published and non-published chapters; to include the reader where 
relevant; and in acknowledgement of the collaborative nature of the work. AHM is responsible for the 
decisions and choices made in this thesis, and as already highlighted in the previous chapter, led on 
all the work in this thesis and wrote all sections of the non-published chapters. 
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treatment; and current treatment, which highlights a need for well-developed and trialled 

interventions to improve outcomes for patients.  

 

2.2.2 The conceptualisation of mental health and mental illness 

Mental health can be defined as:  

‘A state of well-being enabling individuals to realise their abilities, cope with the 
normal stresses of life, work productively and fruitfully, and make a contribution to 
their communities’ [7] - p4.  

Indeed, such is the fundamental nature of mental health to overall health that there can be 

‘no health without mental health’ [8], [9]. However, mental health is not a universal health 

state, with mental illness being prevalent across all societies globally and accounting for 

significant disability and disease burden.  

Mental illness is a broad term generally characterised by dysregulation of mood, thought, 

and/or behaviour [10]; however, definitions of mental illness vary depending on its 

conceptualisation [11]. It is important to note that there is no internationally agreed 

operational definition of mental illness [12][13]; this has far-reaching implications for 

developing a science of mental illness and can create difficulties for professionals when it 

comes to understanding, responding  and developing appropriate treatments which can be 

robustly evaluated for effectiveness [14][15][16].  

In the United kingdom (UK) National Health Service (NHS), ongoing difficulties with 

treating mental illness has been rooted in a history of uncertainty regarding the optimal 

provision of care for patients, and indeed, whether care should be provided at all. 

Increasing complexity coupled with very high rates of comorbidity also result in difficulties 

with classification, which has an adverse impact on delivery of care [17]. It has been 

suggested that such uncertainties partly arise from the differing explanatory models used 

to frame the conceptualisation of mental illness [18][19]. For instance, while the 

biomedical model of mental illness posits that mental disorders are brain diseases and 

emphasises pharmacological treatment to target presumed biological abnormalities [20], 

the sociological model conceptualises mental illness as a consequence of the person failing 

to respond adaptively in the face of overwhelming environmental stress [21]. Kendler 

(2008) argues that such models are based on the incorrect assumption that psychiatric 

illnesses can be understood from a single perspective, and suggests that a more 

appropriate scientific model for mental illness should emphasise the understanding of 
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mechanisms, an approach that fits with a multi-causal framework and provides a 

potentially realistic paradigm for scientific progress [22].  

In this thesis we define ‘mental illness’ broadly and include common mental health 

problems such as anxiety and unipolar depression as well serious mental illness such as 

psychosis and schizophrenia. This definition adheres to standardised definitions of mental 

illness, which involves dysregulation of mood, thought, and/or behaviour [12], [13]. Our 

definition does not include neuropsychiatric conditions such as dementia and 

neurodegenerative diseases; intellectual disabilities; or personality disorders. There is a 

consensus that the latter diagnoses are not mental illnesses [23]; while neuropsychiatric 

conditions and intellectual disabilities arguably have different underlying processes and 

issues [24].   

In the UK, management of mental illness begins with a diagnosis based on criteria 

specified in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM)[12] and 

International Classification of Diseases (ICD) diagnostic manuals [13]. Table 1 compares 

the two guidelines [12][13]. 
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Table 1: Comparison of guidelines for diagnosing mental illness, adapted from 

American Psychological Association website [25] 

 
DSM ICD 

Origin Developed in the US Developed in Europe 

Produced by A National Professional 
Association:  The American 
Psychiatric Association 

A global health agency: the World 
Health Organisation 

Intended reach US psychiatrists: however used 
globally 

 

Global: multidisciplinary and 
multilingual 

Approved By Assembly of The American 
Psychiatric Association 

By the World Health Assembly 
comprised of health ministers of 
member countries 

Distributed At a cost; revenue generated 
from sale of book and related 
products 

Widely and at a reduced cost to 
low-income countries; available 
online 

Current version Current version: 5 Current version: 10 

 

Whilst the ICD can be used to classify most medical disorders, the DSM focuses on mental 

and behavioural disorders. However, both classify mental illnesses based on clinical 

consensus. Since version III of the DSM, there has been a division between professionals 

who adhere to DSM due to what they perceive to be better research classification, and 

those who adhere to ICD because they perceive it to allow more clinical discretion in 

making diagnoses [26]. As a consequence of poor definitions of mental illnesses from these 

diagnostic manuals, which also demonstrated poor test-retest reliability and temporal 

instability, some argued that the beliefs of the psychiatrist seemed to take precedence over 

the patient characteristics during the diagnostic process [26]. Another dilemma central to 

this psychiatric classification debate is the relationship between psychotic and affective 

symptoms and whether they should be considered separate disease entities or as part of a 

rich psychopathology, distributed across multidimensional spectra [27]. Other limitations 

of these diagnostic categories often include failing to align with findings from clinical 

neuroscience and genetics; not being predictive of treatment response; and not capturing 
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fundamental but underlying mechanisms of dysfunction [28]. The impact of this has been 

to impede research on aetiology and pathophysiology as well as the development of new 

treatments [28][29]. 

To summarise, the conceptualisation of mental illness is a complex but important issue 

that requires consideration in the management of patients and the development and 

evaluation of new treatments. It is important to consider the limitations of current 

diagnostic approaches, which can have potentially negative impacts on research as well as 

treatment. We focus on incidence and prevalence in the next section. 

 

2.2.3 Incidence and prevalence  

In this thesis we focus on depression, schizophrenia and other psychotic disorders, which 

are the mental health problems that have been demonstrated to cause the most burden 

[30]. Depression, also known as unipolar depression or major depressive disorder, is a 

broad and heterogeneous condition characterised by depressed mood and/or loss of 

pleasure in most activities and a range of emotional, cognitive, physical and behavioural 

symptoms [31]. The term ‘severe and persistent mental illness’ (SMI) can be used to refer 

to the group of psychotic disorders that includes schizophrenia, schizoaffective disorder, 

schizophreniform disorder and delusional disorder which has a duration of service contact 

of two years or more [32][33]. SMI is characterised as a major psychiatric disorder, or 

cluster of disorders, in which a person's perception, thoughts, mood and behaviour are 

significantly altered. Symptoms of SMI can be divided into 'positive symptoms', such as 

hallucinations (perception in the absence of any stimulus) and delusions (fixed or falsely 

held beliefs), and 'negative symptoms', such as emotional apathy, lack of drive, poverty of 

speech, social withdrawal and self-neglect [34].  

The difficulties in defining mental illness make it difficult to report robust estimates of 

prevalence and incidence. Additional difficulties arise due to people with mental illness 

being less likely to participate in mental health surveys and more likely to offer false 

negative responses if asked about psychotic symptoms as part of survey interviews [35].  

The most prevalent mental illness worldwide is depression, which affects approximately 

350 million people [36]. The most up to date and comprehensive systematic review, which 

involved 120 prevalence and incidence studies of major depressive disorder identified the 

global point prevalence for depression at 4.7%. Consistent with existing literature, 

prevalence in women was higher than in males. For women, the point prevalence was 
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5.9%, while men had a point prevalence of 3.8%. The 12 month prevalence for women was 

7.2%, while for men this was 3.9%  [37]. The annual pooled incidence was 3%, with women 

having a higher incidence (3.4%), than men (2.7%). The authors detected a time effect 

which suggested that the prevalence of depression had increased over time. This study 

identified significant heterogeneity between the studies and estimates, and found that 

prevalence period, sex, year of study, depression subtype, survey instrument, age and 

region were significant determinants of prevalence, explaining 57.7% of the variability 

between studies [37]. In the UK, a descriptive epidemiological study within UK Biobank 

involving 172,751 adults aged 40-69 found prevalence rates for probable single lifetime 

episode of major depression to be 6.4%; probable recurrent major depression (moderate) 

to be 12.2%;  and probable recurrent major depression (severe) to be 7.2% [38].  

According to the Global Burden of Disease Study 2010, the largest ever systematic 

description of the global distribution and causes of major diseases and injuries, the global 

prevalence cases for schizophrenia in 2010 was 21,500,000 [39]. Combined prevalence 

estimates from another high-quality systematic review has found median values per 1,000 

persons (10%–90% quantiles) for the distributions for point, period, lifetime, and lifetime 

morbid risk to be 4.6, 3.3, 4.0, and 7.2 respectively. This study found no significant 

difference between men and women and between urban, rural, and mixed sites [40]. The 

prevalence of schizophrenia in migrants was higher compared with native-born 

individuals: the migrant-to-native-born ratio median (10%–90% quantile) was 1.8 [40]. 

In England, the largest systematic review of incidence rates for schizophrenia and other 

psychoses identified 83 studies between 1950 and 2009. The pooled incidence of all 

psychoses was 31.7 per 100,000 person-years; 23.2 for non-affective psychoses; 15.2 for 

schizophrenia; and 12.4 for affective psychoses. For men aged 45 years and under, the 

incidence rate of schizophrenia was twice that of women; however over the age of 45 years 

there were no significant differences between women and men. The opposite was found 

for affective psychoses with no significant difference found between men and women aged 

45 years and under, but an increased incidence in women aged over 45 years old. Rates of 

disorders were elevated in ethnic minority groups compared with the white British 

population in England for schizophrenia: African Caribbean (pooled rate ratio [RR]: 5.6; 

95%CI: 3.4-9.2), black African (pooled RR: 4.7; 95% CI: 3.3-6.8) and South Asian groups 

(pooled RR: 2.4; 95%CI: 1.3-4.5) [41].   

Thus the data available suggests that depression is the most common mental illness, whilst 

SMI is not uncommon. In the next section we discuss the impact of depression and SMI on 

the person and on society. 
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2.2.4 Morbidity, mortality and burden  

According to the Global Burden of Disease study, depression is a leading cause of disease 

burden [42][43]. It is the biggest cause of sickness absence in the UK, accounting for 70 

million sick days in 2013 [44]. In 2010 depression accounted for 8.2% of global Years Lived 

with Disability (YLDs). Although no mortality was attributed to it as an underlying cause, 

depression was a leading cause of Disability Adjusted Life Years (DALYs), accounting for 

2.5% (1.9%-3.2%) of global DALYs. The DALY measures overall disease burden, expressed 

as the number of years lost due to ill-health, disability or early death [43]. Higher 

estimates were found in females and adults of working age.  Depression accounted for 16 

million suicide DALYs and almost 4 million ischemic heart disease DALYs. This 

attributable burden increased the overall burden of depressive disorders from 3.0% to 

3.8% of global DALYs [42].  

Thus depression is a leading cause of disease burden and a major contributor to the 

burden for suicide and ischaemic heart disease. Alongside others, the authors of the Global 

Burden of Disease studies have highlighted the importance of including depressive 

disorders as a public-health priority and implementing cost-effective interventions to 

reduce its burden [42] [43] [45]. 

SMI is among the most burdensome and costly illnesses worldwide [46]. Life expectancy 

for people with SMI is reduced by approximately 10 years, predominantly due to suicide. In 

the UK, a prospective study of the mortality rates of a community cohort of people with 

schizophrenia identified a mortality risk of between two and three times that of the 

general population [47]. This study also found cardiovascular mortality to be increased 

relative to the general population [47]. 

Data from the Global Burden of Diseases study shows schizophrenia causes a high degree 

of disability and accounted for 0.5% of total, all cause DALYs in 2010 [39]. Aside from the 

individual suffering from the condition, SMI places considerable burden on families and 

carers [39]. The indirect costs of SMI are multifaceted and include loss of productivity 

through impairments, disability and premature death, burden on families and caregivers, 

as well as some legal problems, which can include violence [46].  

People with depression and SMI are among the most excluded in society. There is no 

single accepted definition of the concept of social exclusion and existing empirical 

research is generally  limited to focusing on the experiences of being excluded within an 
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institutional or semi-institutional setting  [48]. However, the Social Exclusion Unit has 

defined social exclusion as: 

“…what can happen when people or areas suffer from a combination of linked 
problems such as unemployment, poor skills, low incomes, poor housing, high 
crime, poor health and family breakdown’ [49] - p3. 

Despite many people with depression and SMI wanting to work, employment rates are the 

lowest of any group with long term conditions  [50]. This often leads to social isolation, 

which is an important risk factor for deteriorating mental health and suicide [51]. Coupled 

with unemployment, hospital admissions and difficulties paying accommodation costs are 

factors which contribute to the disproportionately high rates of people with SMI being 

homeless, on the streets or living in insecure housing [52]. Additionally, issues around 

stigma and discrimination are pervasive throughout society [53], with employers often 

being reluctant to employ someone with mental illness [54]. Many people fear disclosing 

their condition, even to family and friends, which can lead to further social isolation. 

Depression and SMI are also costly, being respectively the most expensive and third most 

expensive mental health conditions to manage in the UK, despite SMI having relatively 

low prevalence [45]. A mental health expenditure review by the King’s Fund estimated the 

total costs to the UK, including direct health and social care, informal care, criminal justice 

services and lost employment in 2007 was £7.5 billion for depression and £4.01 billion for 

SMI; by 2026 this is estimated to be £12.15 billion for depression and £6.5 billion for SMI 

[45].  

In summary, depression and SMI bear an enormous burden in terms of mortality, 

morbidity, disability, social exclusion and high costs to the individual suffering from the 

disorders, on healthcare systems, on society, as well as on families. In the following section 

we will discuss the need for improved treatments. 

 

2.2.5 Recognition and treatment  

Treatment for depression and SMI begins with recognition; however mental illness is often 

poorly recognised by professionals, meaning most people are not correctly diagnosed or 

adequately treated when they present to health services. This has led to a UK Department 

of Health mental health strategy highlighting the need for improved recognition and 

treatment [9]. Poor recognition in turn leads to a large treatment gap, which the WHO 

estimates at between 35% and 50% for high income countries such as the UK [55].  
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In the UK there are clinical guidelines developed by the National Institute for Health and 

Care Excellence (NICE), whose role is to provide clear published guidance on treatment 

options within the NHS. NICE base their guidelines on systematic reviews and meta-

analyses, combined with an economic review of intervention costs. These guidelines form 

the treatments used as standard care. Guidelines have been published for the management 

of depression in adults [31] and for psychosis and schizophrenia in adults [34]. For 

depression, a stepped-care model is recommended, which aims to provide a framework in 

which to organise the provision of services, and supports practitioners in identifying and 

accessing the most effective interventions. In stepped care the least intrusive, most 

effective intervention – whether psychological, pharmacological, disease management or 

combined - is provided first; if the patient does not benefit from the intervention initially 

offered, they are then offered an appropriate intervention from the next step [31]. For SMI, 

NICE recommends that care across all phases of the disorder should be attentive to the 

service user experience; physical health; support for carers and peer support and self-

management. For preventing psychosis, NICE recommends cognitive behavioural therapy 

(CBT). For first and subsequent episodes of psychosis, a range of antipsychotic, 

psychological (CBT or arts therapies), social, occupational, educational and disease 

management interventions are recommended. Recommended service led interventions 

include Early Intervention in Psychosis Services (EIPS) and Crisis Resolution and Home 

Treatment Teams (CRHTTs) [34]. 

NICE and the formation of the guidelines have received criticism for being subjective and 

ostensibly illustrating Foucault's notion that the authority of medicine acts to promote a 

technological view of the nature of human problems, which in turn strengthens medical 

hegemony [56]. For instance, there are reports that in developing the depression guideline, 

the NICE Panel briefly considered the complexity and heterogeneity of depression, and 

numerous methodological problems with evaluating treatments, including 

antidepressants. However, the guideline recommendations make no reference to these 

issues and ignored evidence that questioned the analysis of antidepressant trials [57]. 

Arguably, the guidelines demonstrate how contradictory data are managed so as not to 

jeopardise the currently predominant view that depression and SMI are valid and un-

contentious medical conditions that should be treated with medication [57]. The 

guidelines have also been construed as misleading by implying, through their 

recommendation of certain treatments, that such treatments are clinically effective and 

curative. For example, concerns have been raised about the perceived dominance of CBT 

as a preferred psychological treatment option for both depression and SMI, when high-
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quality systematic reviews have shown CBT to lack superiority over lower cost treatment 

options [58][59]. 

Even with the use of treatments as recommended by NICE, recovery rates from 

symptomatic exacerbation or relapse are low and side effects of pharmacological 

treatments are high. These include weight gain; extrapyramidal side-effects such as tardive 

dyskinesia and Parkinsonism; prolactin increase; life threatening arrhythmia; and sedation. 

Such side effects often lead to discontinuation of treatment by patients, leading to 

exacerbation of their mental health condition [60]. Systematic reviews show that recurrent 

rates are high for depression, with as many as 80% of those requiring multiple treatments 

relapsing within a year of achieving remission [61]; for SMI recovery rates are even lower, 

with the median proportion of patients with schizophrenia who meet the recovery from 

their symptoms for at least two years being only 13.5% [62]. 

The range of evidence based interventions for managing depression and SMI are limited, 

as is the evidence on their effectiveness. For example, a systematic review to identify early 

interventions to prevent psychosis found no conclusive evidence of benefit for any specific 

intervention [63]. NICE itself has recognised that existing treatments are not optimal, and 

has made 10 high-priority recommendations for research for depression [31], and five such 

recommendations for psychosis and schizophrenia [34], in order to improve NICE 

guidance and future patient care. These are areas where clear gaps exist where NICE have 

not been able to make treatment recommendations.  

In the face of unsatisfactory treatments, systematic reviews, patient groups and other 

stakeholders have increasingly called for the need to develop effective interventions that 

have been robustly evaluated in randomised controlled trials for treating and managing 

people with depression and SMI [63][64][61][39]. Evidence of longer term outcomes of 

treatment is also needed, in addition to including patients who are not currently well 

presented in trials [65]. As well as developing and evaluating novel antidepressants and 

antipsychotics, a range of other promising strategies have been identified that can be 

evaluated in trials, including cognitive adaptive therapy, service-user involvement in care 

planning, first-episode psychosis intervention, healthy lifestyle interventions, integrated 

treatment for co-occurring disorders, interventions targeting older individuals, peer 

support services, physical disease management, prodromal stage intervention, social 

cognition training, supported education and supported housing [66].  

To summarise, effective treatment for people with depression and SMI is thwarted by poor 

recognition by clinicians and unsatisfactory treatments. While treatment guidelines are 
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available, these are limited in that they do not acknowledge the complexities and 

heterogeneity of the conditions.  High relapse rates coupled with clear gaps in the 

evidence base means that the need to develop and test treatments for depression and SMI 

is a national priority. In the next section we turn our attention to the testing of these 

treatments. 
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2.3 ‘Testing treatments’: evidence-based practice and the 

randomised controlled trial 

2.3.1 Introduction 

In this section we will review the following: 

1. Evidence based practice, the challenges and the randomised controlled trial 

2. The nature of trials and the extent of the recruitment problem 

3. Attempts to address recruitment problems to date 

4. The specific factors influencing recruitment into mental health trials 

5. Proposed solutions to enhance recruitment into mental health studies 

6. Theories and models that might inform the development of recruitment 

interventions 

2.3.2 Evidence-based practice: what it is 

To improve health, clinical and health services and to minimise iatrogenic effects of 

treatments, research:  

‘Is a necessary and plausible tool for judging the value of what we do for and to 
patients’ [67]-p315.  

By acknowledging that treatments can sometimes do more harm than good, research 

attempts to minimise unintended harm to patients by firstly admitting uncertainties about 

treatment effects, and secondly introducing tests of treatments to adequately reduce these 

uncertainties [68]–[70]. Such tests of treatments is crucial and underpins evidence based 

practice, long advocated by clinical scientists including Cochrane, Chalmers and Sackett 

[71]–[73]. The terminology ‘evidence based medicine’ was originally coined by Guyatt [74] 

and has subsequently been defined as requiring: 

 ‘The integration of best research evidence with clinical expertise and patient 
values’ [75] - p1.  

In evidence based medicine, optimal care is provided to patients through the practitioner 

informing their clinical expertise with the best available external clinical evidence from 

systematic research, combined with the needs and preferences of their patient [75]–[77]. 

The alternative system to evidence based medicine is empirical diagnosis and treatment, 

which is subject to individual, cultural and training bias [78], [79] and has become less 

popular as practitioners have gained increased access to emerging evidence in our 

information age [78]. Evidence based medicine represented a paradigm shift whereby 
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intuition, unsystematic clinical experience and pathophysiological rationale were to be 

consigned as potentially detrimental to patients [80].  Whilst policy makers, purchasers 

and clinicians in other branches of medicine greeted evidence based medicine with some 

enthusiasm, some viewed this movement with caution, particularly in psychiatry, a 

speciality described as being characterised by ideology and controversy [81].  Psychiatrists 

argued that: there is little evidence that the model can be adapted to their field [82]; the 

psychiatric diagnostic system, being based on expert consensus rather than experimental 

evidence was incompatible with evidence based medicine [83]; evidence based medicine 

was of limited relevance to complex mental health problems [82], [83]; the model offered 

little tangible benefit to practitioners and their patients [82], [84]; the diagnostic system, 

the manner in which data were gathered, and financial factors result in a model that is 

misleading and even dangerous [82]. Despite its detractors, evidence based medicine is 

now firmly established in all fields of medicine including psychiatry, which now displays 

an explicit enthusiasm for experimental design and trials [81], [85].   

In the UK, the consequent establishment of the Cochrane Collaboration and NICE 

promoted evidence based medicine as an orthodoxy of contemporary healthcare practice 

[86], [87]. Here, the goal was to support practitioners to adopt treatments demonstrated 

through research to be clinically and cost-effective, while discouraging practices that do 

not qualify as such. This has become the gold standard for the commissioning and 

provision of health services, in the UK and internationally [87], [88] and has evolved 

beyond clinical treatments to practitioner and patient behaviour and health services 

research, all aspects of health and social care and the generation of evidence for 

randomised controlled trials [89], [90].  The concept of evidence based medicine has been 

broadened to ‘evidence-based practice’ [91]–[93] to reflect the wider use of the evidence 

based approach and the benefits of entire health and social care teams and organisations 

adopting a shared evidence-based approach [93]. This evolution in scope also sees an 

evolved definition, which now: 

‘Requires that decisions about health care are based on the best available, current, 
valid and relevant evidence. These decisions should be made by those receiving 
care, informed by the tacit and explicit knowledge of those providing care, within 
the context of available resources’ [93] - p4. 

Evidence based practice has been attributed as the key to the success of modern 

healthcare, which has witnessed extraordinary improvements in life expectancy and 

quality of life in the last century [89]. Well-researched and targeted treatment and 

prevention programmes in mental health can reduce deaths, years lived with disability, 

stigma, poverty, and can promote social capital as well as individual and national 
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development [94]. The grounding of clinical practice in science and empiricism also led 

globally to safer, more consistent and more cost effective clinical care [95]. Evidence based 

practice has also generated significant advances in methodology that has enabled 

practitioners to  distinguish between helpful and harmful treatments, identify major 

problems with publication bias, and identify  and commence the address of industry 

conflicts of interest [96]. 

However, proponents of evidence based practice have argued that the movement is in 

crisis [97]–[100], arising from the challenges in implementation of evidence based practice 

[101]. Greenhalgh et. al. (2014; 2016) argue that there has been unintended consequences 

of evidence based practice [97], [102]. First, that there is a distortion of the evidence based 

‘quality brand’, which has been misappropriated by the vested interests of the commercial 

pharmaceutical and medical industries, who increasingly set the research agenda. Second, 

that although a measure of its success, the large volume of evidence, especially that 

generated by clinical guidelines makes it unmanageable and unfathomable for 

practitioners treating patients. Third, that since the large gains in health improvement and 

scientific advance have already been made, evidence based practice is now increasingly 

focused on marginal gains, meaning that statistically significant benefits may be marginal 

when applied to patients in practice. Fourth, an overemphasis on inflexible algorithmic 

rules and technological prompts may produce care that is management driven rather than 

patient centred. Finally, that while the population ages and chronic and multi-morbid 

diseases become increasingly prevalent, evidence based guidelines often fit poorly with the 

complex multi-morbidities seen in practice [97], [102]. 

To herald the renaissance of the evidence based practice movement, Greenhalgh et. al. 

[97] argue for a return to ‘real’ evidence based practice which places the ethical care of the 

patient as the top priority; demands individualised evidence in a format understandable to 

both patients and practitioners; is characterised by expert judgement rather than 

mechanical rule following; places shared decision making with patients at its core and is 

patient centred. Thus they offer a preliminary agenda by refocusing on providing useable 

evidence that can be combined with context and professional expertise so that individual 

patients obtain optimal care [97]. Despite its limitations, evidence based practice 

continues to be considered the most complete paradigm for delivering safe and effective  

healthcare for patients [103]. 

To summarise, evidence based practice is a movement that has been critical to improving 

life expectancy and quality of life for people throughout the world. However, it is beset 

with challenges, mainly to do with implementation. In the next section we discuss the 
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process of evidence based medicine, the levels of evidence and the randomised controlled 

trial. 

2.3.3 The process of evidence based practice  

The process of evidence based practice, originally proposed by Cook et. al. (1990) [104], 

involves the informed and effective use of all types of research evidence and starts with the 

practitioner identifying a clinical uncertainty to ask an answerable question; searching for 

the best evidence; critically appraising the evidence for its validity and relevance; 

integrating the evidence with clinical expertise and the patient’s values; and evaluating 

performance [104]. These phases have been evaluated for effectiveness in randomised 

controlled trials [105]–[109], and remain the basis of evidence based practice and teaching 

to date [93]. 

The cornerstone of evidence based practice is critical appraisal, the process of assessing 

and interpreting evidence by systematically considering its validity, results and relevance 

[110]–[112]. A range of methods are available to appraise the evidence; however, the most 

prevalent tool is the research hierarchy [113], [114], which ranks the body of evidence 

according to the level of bias associated with the different study designs that have 

contribute to the evidence base. This hierarchy, also known as the levels of evidence, has 

helped to raise awareness of what constitutes ‘good’ evidence, and that some types of 

evidence are more trustworthy than others [110], [115] . However, it has also been criticised 

for leading to misconceptions and abuses, particularly the use of criteria designed to guide 

inferences about the main effects of treatment being uncritically applied to questions 

about aetiology, diagnosis, prognosis, or adverse effects [115]. Nevertheless, the 

hierarchical system remains the mainstay of classification in evidence based practice [110] 

with a number of different ranking systems having been proposed  [111], [116]–

[119][120][121]. In the UK, the most prevalent system was proposed by the Scottish 

Intercollegiate Guidelines Network and adapted by NICE [122], [123]. Table 2 outlines the 

hierarchy of evidence. 
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Table 2: Hierarchy of evidence of the efficacy of an intervention, adapted from 

Weightman et. al. 2005 [123] 

Level of evidence Type of evidence 

I++ High-quality meta-analyses of RCTs, systematic reviews of 
RCTs or RCTs with a very low risk of bias 

I+ Well-conducted meta-analyses, systematic reviews of RCTs 
or RCTs with a  low risk of bias 

1- Meta-analyses, systematic reviews of RCTs or RCTs with a  
high risk of bias 

2++ High-quality systematic reviews of case-control or cohort 
studies 
High-quality case-control or cohort studies with a very low 
risk of confounding, bias or chance and a high probability 
that the relationship is causal 

2+ Well-conducted case-control or cohort studies with a low 
risk confounding, bias or chance and a moderate 
probability that the relationship is causal 

2- Case-control or cohort studies with a high risk 
confounding, bias or chance and a significant risk  that the 
relationship is not causal 

3 Non-analytical studies (for example, case reports, case 
series) 

4 Expert opinion, formal consensus 
 *Studies with a level of evidence (-) should not be used as a basis for making recommendations. 

The hierarchy of evidence classifies studies based on their potential for bias, with trials and 

systematic reviews accorded the highest level due to them being designed to be unbiased 

and being less associated with systematic errors. Some have criticised this dominant 

hierarchical levels of evidence for failing to incorporate all types of research evidence, 

however [124][125]. In particular, it has been argued that qualitative research is more likely 

to be classified as lower quality evidence – or indeed excluded altogether – although such 

research may provide high quality evidence depending on the problem being addressed 

[125]. Here, alternative models such as the Research Pyramid have been proposed to take 

into account qualitative research [124][125].  

Regardless of the model assessing the evidence base however, all hierarchies and models 

assign the randomised controlled trial and systematic reviews the highest grades, whilst 

expert opinions and non-analytical studies are at the lowest levels. Trials minimise bias 

and confounding through random allocation of participants to different trial arms and in 

some cases, the use of blinding. Non-analytical studies or expert opinions on the other 

hand are at high risk of biased from the author’s opinion or experience, with confounding 

factors not controlled for [110]. Thus the ideal of evidence based practice is to combine 
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‘best evidence’ from high quality randomised controlled trials with clinical expertise and 

the needs and wishes of patients to provide optimal care [97].  

In summary, the process of evidence based practice involves several phases, a core part of 

which is critical appraisal of the evidence. Despite being open to misconceptions and 

abuses, the research hierarchy is the mainstay of evidence classification, which prioritises 

the randomised controlled trials due to trials minimising bias and confounding. We 

discuss the randomised controlled trial in detail in the following section. 

 

2.3.4  The randomised controlled trial 

According to Bulpitt, a randomised controlled trial (to which we refer hereonin as a ‘trial’) 

is: 

 ‘A carefully and ethically designed experiment which includes the provision of 
adequate and appropriate controls by a process of randomisation, so that precisely 
framed questions can be asked’. [126] - pvii 

The basic principles of the trial are the comparison, under controlled conditions, of two or 

more interventions and the statistical analysis of the possibility of error [127]. The three 

features of a trial are: use of a control group; random allocation; and blinding. In health 

research, the term ‘intervention’ can refer to therapeutic treatment such as 

pharmacotherapy or psychological therapy, surgical procedures, medical devices, 

behavioural treatments, process-of-care changes and preventive care. Beyond clinical care, 

such as in health services research, ‘intervention’ may refer to any strategy or model being 

evaluated such as a training to enhance practitioner behaviour or initiatives to improve the 

recruitment of participants into trials. A ‘control group’ acts as the comparator to the 

intervention being evaluated and can include a traditional treatment, a placebo, or the 

exclusion of active treatment. Randomisation aims to introduce balance and reduce 

selection bias by distributing confounding variables equally amongst study arms [128], 

[129]. Blinding keeps trial participants, practitioners and outcome assessors unaware of the 

assigned intervention, so that they are not influenced by that knowledge and become 

biased. Trials can adopt single, double or triple blinding procedures [130].  

While other research designs can detect associations between an intervention and 

outcome, they cannot exclude the possibility that the association was caused by an 

extraneous variable linked with both intervention and outcome [131]. Since trials, and in 
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particular meta-analyses of large trials are significantly more likely to be informative and 

less likely to misinform, they are the gold standard for evaluating the effectiveness of 

interventions [132]. Thus trials are necessary to improve health, healthcare efficiency and 

to minimise iatrogenic effects of treatments and are considered by the healthcare and 

scientific communities, including the Medical Research Council (MRC) as the most 

scientifically rigorous, unbiased way of comparing alternative interventions [133]–[135]. 

The elevation of the trial above other methods for generating evidence is on the basis that 

it stands:  

‘Second to no other method in protecting the scientist and the reader against bias, 
confounding, and other generators of false conclusion’ [67] - p315.  

This was also Archie Cochrane’s view, who in 1972 asserted that the importance of the trial 

could not be exaggerated [71]. 

The importance attributed to trials has seen governments in the UK and other developed 

countries place them at the forefront of national health strategies. Internationally, 

different models emerged to deliver trials and other high quality research. In the USA the 

National Institutes of Health was established to drive forward the research agenda and 

currently spends approximately 10% of its budget on trials [136]. The Canadian Institutes 

of Health Research was established with one of its original strategic priority areas being 

trials [137]. Internationally, the WHO also places trials as a core of its research strategy, 

with a particular focus on the identification of trials using registry platforms to enhance 

access to trials and trial information for patients and families [138]. 

According to the UK Clinical Research Collaboration (UKCRC), a partnership of the main 

stakeholders that influence clinical research across the business, public and charitable 

sectors in the UK,  spending on evaluating interventions to prevent disease and treat 

health conditions account for a minimum of 15% of total research expenditure [139]. In the 

UK, the strategy document ‘Best research for best health’ promoted research as the ‘core 

business of the NHS’ on the basis that NHS care depended on evidence based research, and 

established research infrastructure and funding streams to support the delivery and quality 

of trials, including Clinical Research Networks (CRNs), Clinical Trials Units (CTUs), 

Health Technology Assessment (HTA) and a programme of Pragmatic Clinical Trials to 

address questions of direct relevance to the NHS [140]. In Scotland, a new  health science 

program placing trials at its core complements that in the rest of the UK and aims to 

create a powerful internationally competitive programme [141].  
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Alongside publicly funded research, there has been a significant growth in industry 

sponsored trials for pharmacological interventions identified as potentially commercially 

profitable. In the USA, medical research funding from industry accounted for 58% of total 

research expenditure in 2012 [142]. In Europe, approximately 70% of medical research is 

industry funded, while globally industry sponsored research accounts for 61% of research 

funding [142]. Thus the majority of pharmacological intervention and medical device trials 

are sponsored by the commercial sector. Although commercial sponsorship of 

pharmacological trials raises issues of potential bias relating to financial conflicts of 

interest since favourable trial results present strong financial incentives for commercial 

companies [143], [144], there continues to be a growth in this sector, in particular a shift in 

companies outsourcing trial activities to increase their profit margins and better position 

themselves in the rapidly-changing healthcare environment [145]. This has given rise to 

Contract Research Organisations (CROs), service organisations that provide research and 

support services to pharmaceutical, biotechnological, and health companies [145]. In the 

UK and elsewhere, governments have welcomed and supported industry funded research 

as part of wider national research strategies to foster internationally competitive research 

environments [146][136], [140]. Such organisations have now become an integral part of 

the development of pharmacological interventions in the UK and internationally [145], 

[147]. 

However, despite their importance and the drive to undertake more trials, a cautionary 

note must be struck as trials are not a panacea, with their design, conduct, interpretation 

and reporting being open to a range of potential biases which can impact on their quality 

and validity. An influential early methodological study involving 33 meta-analyses from 

the Cochrane Pregnancy and Childbirth database identified inadequate trial methodology, 

particularly poor allocation concealment, which was associated with bias. The authors 

found odds ratios were exaggerated by 41% for inadequately concealed trials and by 30% 

for unclearly concealed trials [148]. Trials that were not double-blind also yielded larger 

estimates of effect, with odds ratios being exaggerated by 17%  [148]. The authors called for 

readers to be wary of the pitfalls of poor allocation concealment and inadequate blinding, 

and for investigators to improve their design, execution, and reporting of trials [148].  

Concerns about the quality of trials has led to the development of a number of component, 

scale and checklist quality assessment tools for reporting trials, which are used as proxy 

measures for methodologic quality [149][150][151]. In recent years, methodological work 

has led, for example, to reporting guidelines such as the Consolidated Standards of 

Reporting Trials (CONSORT) and its revisions [152]–[154] and extensions, such as for 
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cluster [155], [156] and pragmatic trials [157]. A Cochrane systematic review to determine 

whether the CONSORT statement improved the quality of reports of trials found 

consistent improvements, and indicated that adoption of CONSORT by journals may 

benefit the completeness of reporting of trials they publish [158]. This review also 

identified that despite relative improvements when CONSORT is endorsed by journals, the 

completeness of reporting of trials remains sub-optimal [158]. Others further suggest that 

focusing on reporting quality, a proxy for methodologic quality, may hide the real 

methodologic quality of trials, as some well-conducted trials may simply be reported badly 

[151][159]. Thus it has been suggested that a clear distinction should be made between 

methodologic quality and reporting quality of trials [151][159]. 

Depression and SMI trials face additional issues. Psychological treatments are difficult to 

standardise and disability is a difficult endpoint to measure [160]. Some have viewed the 

conventional trial with caution for being reductionist or unrepresentative of complex 

clinical practice [161], [162]. They argue that while trials are able to generate good evidence 

for pharmacotherapy (which tends to be a standardised and well-defined intervention), 

trials cannot generate good evidence for psychological, social, organisational or service 

level interventions, which tend to be complex in nature [161], [163]. Complex interventions 

“built up from a number of components, which may act both independently and 

interdependently”[164] - p2, and require an interactive development life-cycle [164]. The 

active ingredient in a complex intervention is not easily evident; many mental health 

interventions are multi-faceted or involve organisational restructuring as well as individual 

intervention [163], [165]. Furthermore, in a pragmatic trial of a psychological intervention 

for instance, there are usually a number of effects that can make the definition of the 

intervention difficult: treatment effects from the actual intervention protocol, therapist-

specific effects, effects of the environment within which the treatment is delivered or other 

ancillary effects on the treatment [164]. Since the publication of the MRC Complex 

Intervention Framework an emphasis has been placed on trials in mental health as they 

can be adapted to evaluate complex health interventions and technologies, as well as to 

undertake process evaluations of treatments and outcome [165]. In fact, because complex 

interventions have known and unknown factors impacting on outcome, trials should be 

the primary point of call in mental health research:  

‘Only an adequately powered randomised design technique allows these variables 
to be properly controlled: those that are known and those that are not known.’ 
[165] - p270 
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Whilst some have contested this view for potentially neglecting the contribution that 

other well-established methodologies can make to mental health [161], it remains the 

dominant view.  

Sample sizes in mental health trials are often small, making them susceptible to bias. One 

study has used two Cochrane databases to assess the changes in characteristics of 135 trials 

of psychotherapies for treating depression, the temporal changes in trial quality, and the 

quality differences among different therapeutic approaches [112]. In this study, positive 

changes in quantity and improvements in methodological quality at study-level over the 

past 50 years were reported. Despite these apparent improvements, the trials were still at 

high risk of bias as assessed by the Cochrane Risk of Bias tool [112]. Sample sizes were 

small, with the average number of participants randomized to each treatment arm: 13.9 for 

behavioural therapy, 26.6 for cognitive behavioural therapy, 20 for third wave cognitive 

behavioural therapy, 20.3 for humanistic therapy, 38.9 for integrative therapy, and 27.0 for 

psychodynamic therapy respectively. The risk of bias for researcher allegiance also 

increased in the last decade. Additionally, a limitation of this study was that the authors 

did not determine whether the observed changes in quality resulted from actual 

improvement in trial quality and/or from improved reporting [166]. Another study which 

focused on the content and quality of 2000 trials on the Cochrane Schizophrenia Group’s 

Register over 50 years  found that in general the trials were short (54% <6 weeks), small 

(mean number of patients 65), and poorly reported (64% had a quality score of <=2, with a 

maximum score of 5) [167]. The authors’ were critical in their conclusion:  

‘Half a century of studies of limited quality, duration, and clinical utility leave 
much scope for well planned, conducted, and reported trials.’ [167] - p1 

An update on this study, which assessed the content and quality of 10,000 trials on the 

Cochrane Schizophrenia Group’s Register over 60 years [168] found some improvements, 

in particular a large increase in the number of trials and an improvement in the 

accessibility of reports. However, trials remained small (median 60 people) and often 

employed new non-validated outcomes scales, with 2194 different scales employed, and 

every fifth trial introducing a new rating instrument [168]. It is clear therefore that the 

methodologic, conduct and reporting of trials have scope for improvement. There is also a 

need for larger trials, particularly those that are more patient-centred, with greater clinical 

utility and of direct value patients and their families.  

In summary, trials are currently the best available method for robustly evaluating clinical 

and methodological interventions, which has led to both policy and commercial 

motivations to conduct more trials. However, trials are only good as their methodological 
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conduct, with a range of limitations identified in the literature. There are additional 

complexities inherent in undertaking mental health trials. Moreover, the quality of current 

trials for depression and SMI is low, highlighting a need for better quality trials. In the next 

section we discuss the issue that slows the progress of most trials: recruitment. 

 

2.4 The recruitment problem 

In the promotion of trials as critical to health improvement, their numbers worldwide 

increased from 5633 in 2000 to 218315 in 2016 [169]. The International Standard 

Randomised Controlled Trial Number registry (ISRCTN), a primary clinical trial registry 

recognised by WHO and International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE) 

currently has 14701 [170], while the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials 

(CENTRAL) currently holds 403898 trials [171]. This high level of trial activity requires 

large numbers of patients and practitioners to participate, since for a trial  to answer the 

research question it addresses, the sample size must be sufficiently large to contribute to 

its power, that is, to be able to detect the effect of an intervention if one exists [172]–[176]. 

This necessitates enrolling and retaining sufficient participants into each trial arm. This 

trial recruitment process can be described using both qualitative and quantitative data 

[177] and is outlined in Figure 2.  

Figure 2: The Trial enrolment process, adapted from Gross (2002) [177] 

 

During the trial design phase, trialists define the target population to be enrolled, based on 

the condition under study. For instance, in recruiting patients into a treatment trial for 

schizophrenia, trialists could target community mental health teams, psychiatric wards or 

specialist services such as early intervention in psychosis services. The trial team then 

identifies and approaches a subgroup of the target population, that is, the potential 

participants. Following identification, potential participants are screened for eligibility 

based on the trial’s inclusion and exclusion criteria. Those that are eligible to participate 
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are then asked to provide their informed consent and enrolled into the trial, should they 

provide consent. In this process which involves a number of phases, any factor that 

impacts on any stage can potentially lead to poor recruitment.  

The recruitment and retention of participants is often the most challenging and expensive 

aspect of a trial. Trialists often under-estimate the extent of the recruitment challenges 

when planning a trial, leading to what has been described as the cognitive bias of 

‘Lasagna’s Law’[178] or ‘Muench’s Third Law’ [179], which states that: 

‘In order to be realistic, the number of cases promised in any clinical trial must be 
divided by a factor of at least ten.’  [179]- p1   

An extension to these laws states that the percent yield of those screened or initially 

contacted is related to the restrictiveness of the trial protocol's eligibility criteria and 

patients’ motivation to enrol [180].  

Recruitment represents approximately 32% of total trial costs [181]; in the commercial 

sector globally, the cost of a trial per patient is approximately $23600 (approximately 

£17246, calculated on 25th June 2016) [182]. For publicly funded trials, data suggests that in 

2012 the mean cost of a trial per patient in the UK was approximately £7928, higher than 

in Spain (£5939), Germany (£5876), Italy (£5810), and Poland (£4614)[183]. Thus the UK 

performs particularly poorly in participant recruitment.  

In a UK review of 114 trials funded by the Medical Research Council and the NIHR HTA in 

2006, only 31% of all trials recruited successfully, 45% of trials recruited less than 80% of 

their target, and 53% were awarded an extension [184]. An update on this review found 

that while recruitment appears to have improved in recent years, publicly funded trials in 

the UK continue to struggle to recruit, and both time and financial extensions were 

requested in 45% of trials [185]. This review found no evidence of recruitment improving 

over the assessment period of 2002 to 2008. Internationally, a retrospective cohort of 1017 

trials in Switzerland, Germany, and Canada found that the most frequent reason for trial 

discontinuation was poor recruitment; and that discontinuation was common for trials 

involving patients (28%), and less common for trials involving healthy volunteers (3%) 

[186]. This study also found that investigator-led trials (as opposed to industry sponsored 

trials) and those with smaller planned sample sizes were at higher risk of discontinuation 

due to poor recruitment [186]. In the commercial sector recruitment difficulties are also 

acute, with more than 80% of these trials failing to meet recruitment targets [187]. Thus 

achieving the appropriate levels of patient enrolment has been a significant obstacle to 
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evidence-based practice [188]. Such is the extent of the recruitment problem that it is the 

cause of policy, scientific and commercial concern [184], [189]–[192]. 

In sum, there is an increasing need for trial participants; however recruitment is the most 

resource intensive and consistently the most difficult aspect of a trial, and often leads to 

trial failure. We review issues specific to mental health trials in the next section. 

 

2.4.1 ‘Notoriously difficult’: Recruiting participants into mental health 

trials 

The exact magnitude of difficulties with recruiting patients into mental health trials is 

unknown as there is an absence of robust evidence in the literature. For example, 

limitations within the evidence base do not permit a clear interpretation of the barriers, 

moderators, and benefits involved in participation [193]. Despite this, there is a consensus 

that mental health trials experience particular challenges in recruiting participants; so 

much so that they have attained a level of notoriety [194]–[204]. Mental health trials often 

fail to recruit to target or fail altogether. Indeed, within the trials community there is a 

unique but substantial body of literature illustrating failure to recruit participants into 

mental health trials [195], [198], [200], [204]–[214][215]; this has not occurred in other 

health conditions. Even if mental health trials do not fail, recruitment has been described 

as ‘excruciatingly slow’ [216] and there appears to be an endemic problem of low statistical 

power caused by inadequate, small sample sizes; usually a result of failure to recruit and 

retain a sufficient number of participants [166]–[168], [217]. It is difficult to obtain an 

accurate picture of the causes of poor recruitment into these trials from existing literature, 

since inherent limitations means the body of literature mainly consists of: 

1. Individual case studies of the recruitment experiences of trial teams, which offer 

post-hoc outlines of issues without them being subjected to formal, prospective 

evaluation 

2. Retrospective descriptive studies without comparison groups 

3. Studies which assess hypothetical participation or willingness to participate in 

trials 

4. Qualitative studies which simply ask respondents to state their reasons for 

participation or non-participation, rather than in-depth exploration of the issues 

 

It is important to highlight here that high-quality qualitative studies conducted alongside 

ongoing trials show that patients diagnosed with mental health problems can actually be 
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eager to participate in trials; and that when they do participate, they tend to evaluate their 

experiences of participation positively [218][219]–[222]. Furthermore, patients also endorse 

the feeling of hope associated with research participation [223][222]. Thus on the whole, 

patients appear to want to enrol in mental health trials. 

 

However, barriers to the recruitment of participants into trials have been widely reported 

for mental health trials, as well as for the conduct of trials more generally. This forms the 

largest body of the recruitment literature, with 11 systematic reviews focusing just on this 

issue to date [203], [224]–[228]. The earliest recruitment systematic review on the topic 

identified a range of barriers related to both patients and clinicians [224]. One key 

limitation of this review is that it did not undertake quality assessment of the included 

studies. Another systematic review addressed the topic of improving the recruitment 

activity of clinicians in trials [229]. In Table 3 we outline some of the barriers that have 

been identified from two systematic reviews that are thought to affect all trials [224] [229].  
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Table 3: Barriers to participation, adapted from Ross et.al. (1999) [224] and Fletcher 

et.al. (2012) [229] 

Barriers to clinician 
participation 

Barriers to Patient Participation Clinician as barrier to 
patient participation 

Time constraints Additional procedures and appointments Protocol causing problem 
with recruitment 

Lack of staff and 
training 

Travel problems and costs Clinician concerns about 
information provision to 
patients 

Worry about the impact 
on doctor-patient 
relationship 

Patient preferences for a particular 
treatment (or no treatment) 

Clinician influencing patient 
decision not to join 

Concern for patients Worry about uncertainty of treatment or 
trials 

Difficulty communicating 
trial methods 

Loss of professional 
autonomy 

Patient concerns about information and 
consent 

Ease of understanding and 
carrying out RCT methods 

Difficulty with the 
consent procedure 

Protocol causing problem with 
recruitment 

clinical workload associated 
with trial participation 

Lack of rewards and 
recognition; financial 
and otherwise 

Clinician concerns about information 
provision to patients 

Patient–clinician relationship 

Insufficiently interesting 
question 

Clinician influencing patient decision not 
to join 

Effect on patients 

Effect on clinical 
practice 

Mistrust 

Competing demands 

Unintended outcomes 

Lack of access to information 

Stigma 

Inadequate health insurance coverage 

Immigration status 

 

From these systematic reviews, there appear to be three key recruitment barrier domains 

in trials across all disease areas, relating to:  

1) Clinician participation 

2) Patient participation 

3) Clinician as barrier to patient participation.  

For concerns around clinicians, there appears to be difficulties around resource, capacity, 

skills and lack of incentives, alongside professional unease such as concern for the patient 

and the impact of the trial on the relationship with their patients. For patients, the 

concerns seem to be around: inconvenience and access; preferences and concerns around 

treatments and outcomes; clinician influence; protocol-related issues; and issues around 

trust and stigma. 
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Currently, no reviews have looked specifically at the issues of recruiting participants into 

depression and/or SMI trials. In addition to the barriers in Table 4 however, two 

systematic reviews focusing on recruiting participants into mental health research more 

generally have identified additional barriers to enrolling people with a diagnosis of mental 

illness. A review by Woodall et. al. (2011) looked at participation in mental health research 

and specific gender, ethnicity and age barriers [230]; whilst Brown et. al. (2014) reviewed 

barriers to recruiting ethnic minorities to mental health research [231]. As these reviews do 

not specifically focus on trials, where issues around randomisation might play a prominent 

role, it is unclear to what extent these issues are accurately reflective of mental health 

trials. The reviews also have a number of limitations. For example, Woodall’s review [232] 

had a limited search strategy focusing exclusively on three electronic databases (Medline, 

PsychInfo and EMBASE), with no searches of other sources. This means that there was a 

high probability that some relevant studies may have been omitted. Studies were also not 

evaluated for methodological quality in this review. However, these reviews are the only 

ones in the body of literature that address participation issues in mental health research. 

Thus we must be cautious about translating the data from these reviews to mental health 

trials. In Table 4, we highlight the specific barriers identified around participation in 

mental health research (as opposed to issues identified as barriers relating to ethnicity, 

such as immigration status; or general issues that relate to all trials, such as travel 

problems and costs). 

 

Table 4:  Barriers to mental health trial participation, adapted from Woodall 2010 

[233] and Brown 2014 [231] 

Barriers 

Stigma of mental illness  

Acceptance of illness 

Help-seeking/negative attitude to psychotherapy 

Underutilization of mental health services 

Severity of illness 

Fear of relapse or exacerbating illness 

Psychopathology/substance misuse 
 

Trust, Distrust and/or fear of research 
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From Table 5, barriers to participation in mental health research are around stigma; 

acceptance of illness; trust; help seeing and attitudes to therapy; fear of relapse or 

exacerbation of illness; psychopathology. We discuss these in turn. Some of the barriers 

are related, in which case they are grouped and discussed together. 

 

2.4.1.1 Stigma 

Stigmatization and discrimination of individuals with mental illness is a worldwide and 

pervasive problem that can occur inside and outside psychiatric institutions with 

significant negative consequences [234], [235][236][53], [237]. Individuals experiencing 

mental illness may fear the repercussions of revealing their condition to their GP, family, 

friends and employers. The negative effects of psychiatric labelling can also deter people 

from accessing treatment and/or services and to fully participate once they have access 

[236], [238]. Clinicians can also sometimes resist formally diagnosing patients in an effort 

to minimise the negative impact of stigma [239], which can impact on research. 

 

2.4.1.2 Acceptance of illness, help seeking/poor negative attitudes to 

psychotherapy, and under-utilisation of mental health services  

Patients (and their families) are sometimes unable or unwilling to accept the mental 

illness diagnosis [240]. For instance, patients are often reluctant to accept the diagnosis of 

psychosis [240]–[243]. Furthermore, poor public understanding of psychiatric treatment 

means that  psychiatric treatment can unduly be perceived as harmful, limiting willingness 

to access such interventions [244]. As discussed earlier, the incidence and prevalence of 

mental disorders differ by age, gender and ethnicity. In primary care, clinicians are less 

likely to detect mental health problems in younger patients, in men, and in BME patients; 

possibly because they are less likely to seek help for mental health problems [245], [246]. 

Differences in pathways into mental health care means, for example, that BME groups are 

more likely to have contact with mental health services via the criminal justice system and 

to be compulsorily admitted to psychiatric hospitals [247]–[249]. When people do present 

to services, mental illness can also often go unrecognised by healthcare professionals, 

meaning that effective diagnosis can become a challenge [250]–[253]. All of this can 

significantly affect trial recruitment, with women and BME patients being particularly 

under-represented [254]. 
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2.4.1.3 Severity of illness/fear of relapse or exacerbating illness 

Mental illness can adversely impact on the person’s capacity, ability and motivation to 

participate in research [255], [256]. Severe mental illness may inhibit an individual’s 

understanding and appreciation of the risks involved in research or from assessing 

potential risks against potential benefits [242]. While the presence of a psychotic disorder 

does not necessarily indicate impaired capacity, people with psychotic disorders may 

experience delusions, apathy, lack of insight, and impaired memory and mental flexibility; 

all of which can contribute to impaired decision-making capacity [257], [258][259], [260]. 

Likewise, severe presentation of depression, even without psychotic symptoms, can impair 

concentration and abstract reasoning capability, and can also be associated with nihilism 

and a decrease in concern for personal well-being [261]–[264]. Recruitment rates may be 

lower in trials involving some mental health disorders (such as acute mania, first-episode 

psychosis) than in trials involving other conditions (such as anxiety) [232]. 

 

2.4.1.4 Psychopathology/substance misuse 

Patients with mental illness experience a considerable degree of comorbidity [265]–[268]. 

Mental illness and comorbid substance misuse, otherwise known as ‘dual diagnosis’ is 

common [269].  The consequences of dual diagnosis include poor medication compliance, 

physical comorbidities and poor health, poor self-care, increased suicide risk or aggression, 

increased sexually risky behaviour, and possible imprisonment [270]. They are therefore 

less likely to engage with services and more likely to be excluded from trials, limiting the 

generalisability of many clinical trials in mental health [271]. High exclusion rates also 

means that trialists screen large numbers of patients to achieve recruitment goals, 

increasing recruitment effort and reducing generalisability [272]. 

 

2.4.1.5 Trust, Distrust and/or fear of research 

Studies have found that often, declining to participate in research was based on a fear of 

not knowing what was involved in the research, concerns about confidentiality of 

information and concerns by patients that their personal information may be misused 

[273]. For African Americans, mistrust as a barrier often stems from mistrust of research 

more generally, which can be linked to the legacy of unethical research conducted by 

researchers, particularly the Tuskegee syphilis study [274], [275]. An additional barrier is 

related to suspicion about mental health services and legal documents, with a perception 
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that encounters with psychiatrists will often be followed by involuntary hospitalisation 

[275][275]. 

In summary, for mental health trials recruitment difficulties are more severe than for trials 

in general. There are a range of additional barriers acting to impede recruitment into 

mental health research. Translating findings of systematic reviews focusing on research 

studies for trials must be made with caution, in the absence of specific evidence for 

depression and SMI trials. In the next section we discuss the impact of the recruitment 

problem. 

 

2.5 Impacts and implications of the recruitment problem 

Failure to recruit and retain participants can significantly affect trials in a number of ways. 

It can lead to reduced sample size, which reduces the power of a trial. Inadequately 

powered trials are at increased risk of type II error - that is, reporting clinically relevant 

effects to be statistically non-significant [276]. This may inhibit the development of 

reliable evidence and lead to delays in the adoption of effective interventions [184]. 

Delayed recruitment prolongs uncertainty about the effectiveness of treatment and 

extends exposure to ineffective or dangerous treatment [277]. It also raises ethical 

concerns when participants are exposed to an intervention which at the completion of the 

trial is still uncertain whether more harm than good has been caused [278].  

 

Recruitment difficulties can disrupt a trial’s project timeline and increase research costs as 

well as workload [279]–[281]. A common approach is to extend the length of the trial [184], 

[185], which has significant cost implications and is something that funders – both public 

and commercial - are increasingly unwilling to bear [190], [191], [282], [283]. More 

resources being diverted to extend recruitment within existing trials may mean less money 

being invested in new trials, resulting in fewer trials being undertaken [184]. 

Poor recruitment into a trial may mean that findings may not be representative of the 

relevant clinical population, meaning the study lacks external validity. The external 

validity of trials hinges on the assumption that research participants represent populations 

from which they are drawn; that findings are generalisable [284], [285]. Poor recruitment 

may also mean that trials are often unable to access sufficient numbers of certain 

population groups; particularly women, children, the elderly, those with multi-
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morbidities, ethnic minorities, meaning again that they have limited external validity 

[286]–[290]. 

Thus poor recruitment has a number of important impacts and implications including 

scientific, ethical and economic. We next consider efforts undertaken to date to address 

the recruitment problem.  

 

2.6 Efforts to address the recruitment problem at the policy level 

2.6.1 Introduction 

In this section we provide an overview of:  

 Policy efforts to improve the recruitment problem 

 Patient and public involvement in research (PPIR), in particular critically assessing 

the following: 

o The complexities around its conceptualisation and definition 

o Its potential benefits as well as its limitations 

o The need for robust evaluations of the impact of PPIR 

 

2.6.2 The UK and US policy efforts: divergent solutions 

In the UK and elsewhere, policy concerns that trials are not meeting their planned 

recruitment targets has led  to a drive to increase the number of people who enrol in trials 

[140], [141], [291]. In the UK and the US, the two countries with the highest levels of 

recruitment activity, different paths were pursued to address the recruitment problem. 

The US National Institutes of Health (NIH)  in the 1993 Revitalisation Act mandated the 

inclusion of racial and ethnic minorities and other underserved groups, in particular 

African Americans, Latinos, Native American and women as participants in their funded 

trials [292], [293] [294]. This pressure to enrol underserved groups in trials gave rise to 

what Epstein coined ‘recruitmentology’, to refer to:  

‘An empirical body of studies scientifically evaluating the efficacy of various social, 
cultural, psychological, technological, and economic means of convincing people 
(especially members of 'hard-to-recruit populations') that they want to become, 
and remain, human subjects.’ [295] - p801.  

Under the pressure of the NIH mandate, Epstein argues that the task of recruitment 

transformed into an applied science which presupposes and generates knowledge about 
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the characteristics of medically underserved communities [295]. Thus the US focus on 

addressing the recruitment problem via the NIH mandate attempted to recruit racially 

diverse participants, conceptualise race while simultaneously grappling with problems of 

trust, collective memory and participation [295].  This emerged from a long history of 

women and minorities being ignored or abused by medical research in the USA [296]. 

Among such abuses was the US Public Health Service Tuskegee Study, in which more than 

400 African American men with syphilis were enrolled into a study investigating syphilis 

but were not informed of the purpose of the study; that they had the disease; nor provided 

with treatment, even when treatment became available, a consequence of which was more 

than 100 of the men dying from syphilis or its complications [297]. This surge in 

recruitment research following the NIH mandate highlighted issues around inequality, 

representation and health care access; however it has largely contextualised barriers to 

participation for underserved populations through frameworks of cultural and therapeutic 

misconceptions, poor health literacy, mistrust in the health care system, or fears related to 

experimentation [298]. This is evidenced in systematic reviews of the trial recruitment 

literature led from the USA which exclusively focus on vulnerable and under-represented 

populations [225], [299]–[302].  

In the UK, a parallel but contrasting movement occurred where the ambition of  the NIHR 

was  broader and aimed to see ‘more patients and health professionals participating in 

health research’ [140]- p6. The new infrastructure of CRNs and CTUs and support staff 

such as Clinical Studies Officers and Research Nurses aimed to support the delivery of 

trials and to identify efficiently and comprehensively patients eligible, in order to facilitate 

recruitment into trials [140]. This also established the principle of engaging professionals 

and patients with research, particularly the concept that patients using the NHS would 

routinely be offered opportunities to take part in research [140][303]. Currently the NIHR 

invests £645 million, approximately 62% of its total annual budget on infrastructure [304]. 

This investment has seen the NIHR recruit three million NHS patients in England into 

research in the past six years through its CRNs [304].  

This infrastructure support means that trialists can recruit from a wider range of sites and 

can therefore increase the numbers of absolute patients recruited. However, the proportion 

of patients enrolling into trials remains low [305]. While the literature around recruitment 

rates is sparse, a rapid review of prevention and intervention trials focusing on metformin 

and exercise found that randomisation rate as a percentage of those approached was 2.6% 

for metformin prevention trials and 36.4% for metformin treatment trials. For exercise 

prevention trials the randomisation rate was 1.9% while the randomisation rate for 
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exercise treatment trials was 16.4% [305]. Low uptake in recruitment limits the 

representativeness of the sample and reduces the external validity of a trial [285]; is 

inefficient thus requires more resources [306]; and may introduce volunteer bias [307]. 

Thus there is a need to develop recruitment strategies with the capacity to increase both 

the absolute numbers of patients entering mental health trials, as well as the proportion of 

potentially eligible individuals participating [307]. 

To recapitulate, governments of the two countries with the highest recruitment activities 

took different approaches to address the recruitment problem: in the US there was the 

mandating of the inclusion of under-represented people in trials; whilst in the UK policy 

focused on building the research infrastructure and capacity. Whilst some advances have 

been made in terms of absolute numbers, the proportion of people recruited into trials 

remains low. The next section focuses on another policy that can impact on recruitment 

and is common to the UK, US and other developed nations; that of PPIR. 

 

2.6.3  ‘Nothing about me, without me’: patient and public involvement in 

research 

PPIR is about empowering individuals and communities to play a greater role in shaping 

health and research to maximise benefits to both patients and society [308]. Also referred 

to as ‘user involvement’, ‘lay involvement’, ‘consumer involvement’, or ‘stakeholder 

participation’, PPIR has been defined by INVOLVE, the PPIR arm of the NIHR as: 

‘Research being carried out ‘with’ or ‘by’ members of the public rather than ‘to’, 
‘about’ or ‘for’ them’. (Emphasis in original) [309] - p1  

This is the definition we will use in this thesis and is the definition used in the NHS, and 

that which researchers undertaking publicly funded trials in the UK most frequently use. 

This definition of PPIR is broad, and involves individual patients, all groups who represent 

patients, as well as national and international consumer organisations taking roles in the 

development, conduct and governance of research [310]–[312]. In mental health research, 

PPIR can refer to consultation or collaboration with patients on activities such as selecting 

which outcomes to measure, designing recruitment materials and presenting findings; or it 

can refer to user control, where patients lead the research themselves, for example, to 

understand the needs of patients [313] or to explore perceptions of user involvement [314]. 

Figure 3 outlines these ‘levels of involvement’, which is adapted from the works of Arnstein 

(1969) and Feingold (1977) [310], [315]. 
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Figure 3: Levels of involvement, adapted from Arnstein (1969) [310] and Feingold 

(1977)[315] 

 

 

It is necessary for us to distinguish the  term ‘involvement’ from ‘engagement’, which is the 

sharing of information and knowledge about research by professionals, such as through 

newspapers or other media; and ‘involvement’ from ‘participation’, which is the 

recruitment of patients or others to enrol in trials or other research [309]. PPIR is well-

established as public policy in the UK and other developed countries and is increasingly 

mandated for publicly-funded trials [316]–[319]. For example, in applying for funding with 

the NIHR, researchers are expected to ‘actively involve the public in their research’ [320] - 

p1 and are requested to outline their PPIR plans at both the outline and full application 

stages. Where researchers plan no PPIR, they are required to provide a justification. The 

Chief Medical Officer for England, Professor Davies, has underlined the policy rationale for 

mandating PPIR:  

‘No matter how complicated the research, or how brilliant the researcher, patients 
and the public always offer unique, invaluable insights. Their advice when 
designing, implementing and evaluating research invariably makes studies more 
effective, more credible and often more cost effective.’ [321] - Foreword 

Some have argued that the policy in the UK to embed PPIR has its basis in prevailing 

notions of accountability rather than evidence-based practice [312]. However, the 

argument by Professor Davies appears to combine the policy argument for researchers to 

undertake PPIR with the epistemological and the methodological arguments. The policy 

argument mandates the inclusion PPIR for researchers to obtain funding; the 

epistemological argument proffers that patients have better knowledge of their own health 

conditions than researchers who do not have first-hand experience; and the 

methodological argument posits that  PPIR produces ‘better’ patient-focused research by 

offering valuable insights into its prioritisation, design, implementation and evaluation, 
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making trials more effective and credible [322], [323]. Thus it is argued that PPIR 

positively impacts on the research itself but also has positive impacts on researchers 

undertaking PPIR, research participants as well as the wider community [323]. There is a 

further, moral argument for PPIR, which suggests that involvement is the right of citizens, 

thus they should have a voice in publicly funded research; here the phrase ‘nothing about 

me, without me’ is frequently cited [324][325]. According to the moral argument, the 

individual has a right to be fully involved about any health care or research intervention 

being done ‘to’ them as a person. A key feature of this moral argument is that PPIR is 

justified regardless of any practical benefits it might incur. This argument also sees PPIR as 

the right of the individual citizen, who it is thought, should have a voice in the public 

services that they pay their taxes to fund [326].  

It is widely acknowledged that the potential benefits of PPIR are considerable [322], [323], 

although the evidence base is complex. A systematic review of the conceptualisation, 

measurement, impact and outcomes of PPIR identified a range of benefits for service users, 

researchers and communities, which improved the quality and appropriateness of research 

[327]. Impacts occurred at all stages of research, including:  

 The development of user-focused research objectives 

 Development of user-relevant research questions  

 Development of user-friendly information 

 Questionnaires and interview schedules 

 User-focused interpretation of data  

 Enhanced implementation and dissemination of study results [327].  

Service users also felt empowered and valued, as well as gaining in confidence and life 

skills. Researchers gained increased understanding and insight into their research area, 

along with respect and a good rapport with the community. The community involved in 

research moreover became more aware and knowledgeable about their condition [328].  

There is evidence from systematic reviews that PPIR can help to build important links with 

the community and assist with accessing participants; with improving response and 

recruitment rates; with development of greater empathy with research participants; and 

better informed consent based on more informed participants [327][329], [330] [331]. 

There is moderate quality evidence that involving consumers in the development of 

patient information material results in material that is more relevant, readable and 

understandable to patients, without affecting their anxiety. This PPIR informed material 

also improved patients' knowledge [331]. For mental health trials, an observational study 
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involving 374 trials on the UK Mental Health Research Network database found that  trials 

with more PPIR were associated with an increased likelihood of achieving their 

recruitment targets [332].  A poll of 1295 British adults commissioned by the Health 

Research Authority (HRA) found that 44% of respondents thought that trials using PPIR 

would increase their confidence and trust in a trial [333], [334]. An additional 49% of 

respondents stated they were not sure either way, although very few thought PPIR would 

reduce their confidence. The authors issued a press release widely advertising that:  

‘If health researchers communicate the fact that patients and the public have been 
involved in the design of their research when approaching potential study 
participants, it might help to boost recruitment’ [333], [334].  

To achieve these effects, it would be necessary for trialists to directly advertise that PPIR to 

patients; however, current recruitment practice does not routinely advertise PPIR to 

potential participants at the point of enrolment [308], [335]. In the era of evidence based 

practice, a clear effectiveness case can be made for robustly evaluating this 

recommendation to determine whether directly advertising PPIR to potential participants 

positively impacts on recruitment, for which participants, and in what contexts. The HRA 

recommendation is based on a survey of members of the public, who were asked to make a 

hypothetical decision. An ethical case can also be made about determining whether 

advertising PPIR to potential participants may be harmful, since a systematic review has 

identified some negative impacts of PPIR across all stages of the research process [308]. 

Further, an economic case can be made to evaluate whether advertising PPIR serves as a 

good use of resources [308]. 

There are questions about whether PPIR should be about more accountability or about 

better research however, alongside uncertainty about why and how to do involvement well 

and evaluate its impact [336]. This includes how to identify, involve and support a diverse 

range of individuals, in ways that allow them to work in partnership to genuinely influence 

decision-making [336]. There are also the challenges of implementing PPIR, which is 

complex: studies of its implementation tend to yield suboptimal evidence of impact 

[337][329][336]. Moreover, PPIR has not been universally welcomed, with some 

professionals feeling threatened by the active involvement of patients and other 

stakeholders [322][336]. Systematic reviews [328][327][329] [330] have identified specific 

challenges to implementing PPIR, alongside some negative impacts. These can include 

some service users feeling under-prepared and therefore unable to contribute to the 

research, whilst others have felt overburdened with the work involved, not listened to, 

frustrated and marginalised. Researchers doing PPIR have also reported difficulties 
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undertaking PPIR in meaningful ways due to resource constraints. Practical aspects of 

planning, collaborating with users and managing the PPIR could be both time consuming 

and costly. Incorporating user views into the research agenda may lead to divergence from 

scientific methods and cause ethical dilemmas during the protocol design stage. Recruiting 

hard-to-reach groups such as Black and Minority Ethic (BME) groups, older people, people 

with disabilities can also prove difficult [338]. This, it has been argued, leads to 

disappointing outcomes which results criticisms of PPIR for being exclusive and tokenistic 

[339][329] [330]. 

The principles underlying PPIR is also mired in confusion and contradiction, including 

lack of clarity about scope and purpose and limited conceptual and empirical work to 

underpin policy and practice [340]. The underlying rationale for doing PPIR is rarely made 

explicit [322]. PPIR is also poorly defined, theorised and conceptualised [341], [342], with a 

range of terms and definitions used to describe very similar things. The definition used by 

INVOLVE itself is contentious, with some arguing that the term ‘public’ is confusing; while 

others argue that the term ‘patient’ fails to capture the ‘expert’ nature of the experiential 

knowledge brought specifically by patients [343]. Conversely, the term ‘patient’, with its 

passive connotation has also been criticised [344]. PPIR has been often been 

conceptualised as a ‘complex intervention’ where context and process are important 

underpinning factors forming the PPIR ‘architecture’ [308][164][345], [346]. Recently 

however, others have argued that the conceptualisation of PPIR as a complex intervention 

has derailed the development of an evidence base  [347], yet alternative conceptualisations 

remain to be tested.  

This confusion and contradiction constrain the generation and reporting of evidence for 

PPIR, which has been described as weak [308], [329], [330][348][327]. Efforts to develop a 

solid evidence base on PPIR are limited by the non-standard and non-empirical nature of 

much of the literature [349]. Questions have been raised regarding whether PPIR should 

even be assessed for impact, given moral arguments about its intrinsic value [345]. An 

absence of robust instruments capable of capturing or measuring PPIR impact, has led to a 

dearth of formal evaluation of impact [308]. Although some high quality qualitative 

studies of the impact of PPIR exist, most of the evidence on PPIR consist of case study 

reflections of PPIR, cross-sectional studies reporting individual or organisational views 

with relatively little critical evaluation [308], [329], [330][350]. Thus quantitative evidence 

around its impact is sparse, and that which exists is of poor quality and lacking in rigour 

[351] [327]. For instance, outcomes of PPIR are typically reported using narrative 

description, which is usually too brief to provide a full understanding of impact [308]. 
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There is therefore a need to  assess the effectiveness, cost effectiveness and ethical impacts 

of PPIR using high-quality methodological research [328], [337], [340], [351]–[354] [355].  

To summarise, different efforts by governments has led to divergent attempts to address 

the problem of participant recruitment. However, a common approach is the use of PPIR, 

which is deeply embedded within publicly funded trials in the UK and elsewhere with a 

top-level mandate. Despite its prevalence, there is little rigorous evaluation of the impact 

of PPIR, predominantly due to complexities around its conceptualisation and 

implementation. Thus much about the impact and harms of PPIR remains unknown. 

There is a need for rigorous evaluation of the impact of PPIR; one clear way to add to the 

evidence base would be to evaluate the recommendation by the HRA for trialists to 

advertise PPIR to potential participants.  

 

2.6.4 Moving from the ‘art of recruitment’ to a ‘science of recruitment’  

‘There is a peculiar paradox that exists in trial execution - we perform clinical trials 
to generate evidence to improve patient outcomes; however, we conduct clinical 
trials like anecdotal medicine: (1) we do what we think works; (2) we rely on 
experience and judgement and (3) limited data to support best practices.’ Monica 
Shah, quoted in - , [356] 

Despite trials being critical to evidence based practice, the methods and infrastructure for 

undertaking them are largely evidence free [4], [357]. Inefficient conduct of research is 

wasteful, especially if it results in poor recruitment and retention of participants in well-

designed studies addressing important questions [4].  

It is not clear why some trials recruit well while other trials do not [358][185]. Within 

individual trials investigators adopt many strategies in a bid to improve recruitment [359]. 

However, it is difficult to determine the effects of these interventions without them being 

subjected to robust methodological assessment. Indeed, such idiosyncratic and 

methodologically un-tested recruitment methods have led to some observing that that 

recruitment success often seems to be a result of luck rather than anything else [360]. 

Historically, recruiting into trials has commonly been considered an ‘art’ rather than a 

‘science’, whereby the recruitment experience has been thought to be unique to each trial 

and each recruiter [197], [361], [362]. The importance of recruitment and retention to 

trials, clinical practice and policy received relatively little attention [363]. The use of a 

myriad of recruitment methods without systematic evaluation results in replication of 

effort and an absence of shared learning. As a consequence, very few of the proposed 
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strategies for improving recruitment have evidence of effectiveness, leading to the 

conclusion that: 

 ‘Recruiting for science has not been underpinned by a science of recruitment’ [364] 
- p393. 

Bower et. al. (2009) [365] proposed that three key areas of improving recruitment should 

form the focus of future work: developing a repository of evidence-based techniques and 

methods which can be introduced by trial teams; developing the infrastructure to support 

recruitment; and increasing public engagement with research, to improve participation by 

both clinicians and patients [365]. In other recommendations for reducing waste in 

research, the need for trialists to increase the efficiency of recruitment and retention were 

highlighted as being key priorities [4]. 

A large number of proposed solutions to address recruitment difficulties have been 

reported in the literature [190], [366]–[370]. A Cochrane systematic review identified 46 

recruitment interventions that had been tested in real-world randomised or quasi 

randomised controlled trials. However, only three of these interventions had evidence of 

effectiveness in real trials: telephone reminders to non-respondents;  use of opt-out rather 

than opt-in procedures for contacting potential participants; and open designs where 

participants knew which treatment they were receiving in the trial [370]. The effect sizes 

are presented in Table 5.  

Table 5: Recruitment interventions identified in systematic reviews as having 

evidence of effectiveness 

Intervention Effect size Original Paper 
(s) 

Telephone reminders to non-respondents 
following a written invitation to take part 
in a trial  

RR 1.66, 95% CI 1.03 to 
2.46 

Nystuen & Hagen 
(2004) [371] 

Use of opt-out, rather than opt-in, 
procedures for contacting potential trial 
participants  

RR 1.39 95% CI  1.06 to 
1.84 

Trevena et. al. 
(2006) [372] 

Open designs where participants know 
which treatment they are receiving in the 
trial  

RR 1.25 95% CI  1.09 to 
1.36  

Avenell et. al. 
(2004) [373] 
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Only one of these interventions involved some patients with depression [371]: this study by 

Nystuen et al. (2004) was a trial of a structured telephone follow-up versus no telephone 

follow-up to a recruitment letter into a community-based trial. 703 employees who were 

sick-listed for more than 7 weeks due to psychological problems or musculoskeletal pain 

were eligible. The employees received a written invitation to participate in a study 

comparing standard treatments with a solution-focused follow-up, and were randomly 

allocated to an intervention or control group. Those who did not respond within 2 weeks 

received either ‘no telephone reminder’ (n = 242) or ‘attempted telephone reminder’ (n = 

256). The outcome was enrolment to the trial. Whilst an intention to recruit analysis 

revealed no significant differences between the groups, an intention to phone analysis 

among non-responders revealed significant differences between ‘no reminder’ (recruited 

4.5%) and ‘attempted telephone reminder’ (recruited 12.1%) (P = .003, odds ratio 2.89, 

95% confidence interval 1.42–5.90). An analysis of numbers needed to phone showed that 

to recruit one more person in this group of non-responders, 13 persons needed to be 

phoned (95% CI = 8–33). 

The two systematic reviews focusing on barriers to participation in mental health research 

identified some potential solutions to the recruitment barriers [231], [232], [374]. However, 

the reviews found no studies that systematically tested the effectiveness of the proposed 

solutions: 

‘Making it difficult to attribute successful recruitment to a particular method’ 
[232] -p7.  

Many other systematic reviews of recruitment interventions include studies that 

randomise patients to hypothetical trials; to trials of recruitment to non-randomised 

studies (e.g., case control studies); or to studies with no control groups [229], [232], [375]–

[377]. Very often the methodological rigour of the studies is poor, with little or no 

statistical reporting, making it very difficult to determine the effectiveness of such 

interventions. All systematic reviews on the topic have called for an urgent need for 

systematically evaluated recruitment strategies, particularly those tested in trials [190], 

[229], [232], [291], [358], [366]–[370], [375], [378], [379]. 

 

2.6.4.1 The need to develop and evaluate a theory-informed recruitment 

intervention for mental health trials 

Recruitment is now highlighted as the methodological research priority for trialists in the 

UK [380]. More evidence for recruitment strategies is urgently required. One way of 
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improving recruitment is to develop a repository of evidence-based techniques and 

methods, which can be introduced by research teams [188], [381]. In a recent Cochrane 

review, the authors concluded:  

‘Trialists should include evaluations of their recruitment strategies in their trials, 
and funders should support this because the number of interventions that have 
been rigorously evaluated in the context of a real trial is low.’ [370] p-13  

Evaluating recruitment strategies by embedding them within a real, ‘host’ trial is 

considered the most rigorous method of evaluating recruitment strategies [367], [370], 

[382]. Embedding across ongoing host trials increases the generalisability of findings. The 

concept of embedded trials is viewed positively by stakeholder groups such as principal 

investigators, research managers, ethical committee chairs and funder representatives 

[383]. However, some potential challenges to embedded trials have been highlighted, such 

as: increased management burden for host studies; compatibility between the host and the 

embedded trial; and the impact of the embedded trial on host trial design and 

relationships with collaborators [383]. For embedded recruitment trials, there were 

concerns that host investigators might have strong preferences, limiting the embedded 

trial investigators' control over their research. The Systematic Techniques for Assisting 

Recruitment to Trials (START) project seeks to develop and test recruitment interventions 

by embedding trials across actively recruiting host trials and evaluating their impact on 

recruitment [384]. 

In developing recruitment interventions, it is important to consider the underlying 

theoretical models that might help to explain any mechanism of effect. Much of the 

current research on trial recruitment is not grounded in robust theory to guide 

intervention development, leading to trial recruitment research being described as 

atheoretical [188], [385], [386]. However, there are a range of theories that can be drawn 

on to inform the development and evaluation of future recruitment interventions, 

although the literature is sparse where this relates to trial recruitment.  In Table 6 we 

provide an overview of potential theories and models that can be adopted for trial 

recruitment research. We have categorised these into economic, behavioural-based and 

community-based theories and models. 
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Table 6: Theories and models pertaining to recruitment 

Economic Behavioural-based Community-based 

Social validation [387], [388] Theory of planned behaviour 
[389], [390] 

Social marketing [391] 

The business model [392] Protection motivation theory 
[393] 

The matching model [394] 

Marketing model [395]  Behavioural change theory 
[396] 

Community-driven model 
[397] 

Commodity theory [398], [399] Transtheoretical model [400] Peplau’s theory of 
interpersonal relations [401], 
[402] 

Economic model [403]   

 

The most well-known models recently used in UK trials are the Business Model  [392], the 

theory of planned behaviour [389], [390] and social validation [387], [388].  

The business model uses insights from marketing theory and suggests that trials can be 

regarded as businesses, with similar dimensions, including 'marketing', 'sales' and 'ongoing 

client management' [184][392]. The model aims to inform and structure the entire 

management of a trial, and is fundamentally an ongoing assessment of the sales and 

marketing capability of a trial. By improving trial processes, it is argued that participant 

recruitment can be improved. The model can be applied in various ways to assist the 

conduct of trials, including: to guide recruitment planning; as a diagnostic tool if trials 

experience difficulties, and; to audit the progress of trials. The model has four domains: (1) 

Building Brand Values (2) Product and Market Planning (3) Making the Sale and (4) 

Maintaining Engagement. Each of the four domains has three components. The twelve 

components are considered as links in a chain; if one link is underdeveloped then the 

entire chain is compromised. This model is being actively developed, and to date has been 

applied in a number of successful trials as case studies, demonstrating promising results 

[291], [392], [404], [405]. 

Another potentially useful theory is the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB), which is an 

extension of the Theory of Reasoned Action [406], [407]. The TPA provides a relatively 

simple basis for identifying where and how to target individual’s behavioural change 

attempts. The TPB is a predictive and motivational model, and combines ‘attitude’ (that is, 

whether the person in favour of doing it); ‘subjective norm’ (how much the person feels 

social pressure to do it); and ‘perceived behavioural control’ (whether the person feels in 

control of the action) to form intentions that predict behavioural outcomes. A widely 
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utilised model in psychology, the TPB has been used to examine cancer trial participation 

[408]. A meta-analysis found evidence of the predictive utility of the model [409]. 

A corollary of social comparison theory [387], ‘social validation’ posits that people 

frequently use the beliefs, attitudes, and actions of similar others as standards of 

comparison for their own beliefs, attitudes, and actions. This therefore suggests that 

people may be more willing to comply with a request to enrol in a trial if they believe that 

others are already engaged in a trial [387], [388], [399]. This has been used alongside other 

marketing strategies in the UK [410], as well as to encourage survey participation [388]. 

This theory may be particularly relevant to the inferred impact of PPIR boosting 

recruitment suggested by the HRA, where the involvement of patients in research was 

found to increase respondents’ reported confidence in research. 

 

Summary 

Mental illness is common worldwide, with significant consequences for the individual and 

for society. There is a need to develop new, well-evaluated and effective interventions to 

alleviate mental health problems. However, the evaluation of such interventions in 

rigorous trials is often stymied by inadequate recruitment of research participants, leading 

to both policy and scientific concerns. There are many barriers to successful recruitment of 

participants into mental health trials. Strategies to improve recruitment are rarely 

evidence based, so it is unclear what effects these strategies have on participant 

recruitment. There is therefore a need for evidence-based recruitment strategies to enable 

mental health trials to recruit adequate samples on time and within budget. The HRA has 

made a recommendation for trialists to advertise the PPIR used in their trials to potential 

participants, which they argue might help boost recruitment. An effectiveness, ethical and 

economic case can be made for a robust evaluation of this recommendation. 

In the next chapter we describe the thesis methodology and methods. 
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Chapter 3: Thesis methodology and methods 

3.1 Chapter overview 

In Chapters 1 and 2 we provided an overview of the thesis and demonstrated that there is a 

need to develop and robustly evaluate interventions aimed at improving recruitment into 

mental health trials. This chapter presents an overview of the general methodology 

employed in this thesis, along with a justification of the methods used. In this chapter we 

will discuss the following:  

1. Research paradigms and their methodology 

2. The rationale for using mixed methods in this thesis 

3. The MRC framework for developing and evaluating complex interventions and how 

this informed the objectives of the thesis  

4. The methods used in the three component studies, including rationale, 

participants and sampling, data analysis, and strengths and limitations  

 

3.2 Choosing research methods: by choice or by chance? 

The choice of research methods, and the way in which they are implemented is largely 

determined by the research question, as different research methods are appropriate for 

addressing different research questions [411], [412]. There are other reasons however why 

researchers adopt certain methods; this includes funding, politics, resources, the 

underlying philosophies of science and the disciplinary background as well as worldview of 

the researcher[412], [413]. Indeed, some contend that there is an interplay of social, 

political and scientific forces which influence what type of evidence is generated and what 

is taken notice of and used [414].  

 

3.2.1 Through a lens: research paradigms and the generation and 

interpretation of knowledge 

There are three elemental aspects of research: epistemology, methodology, and method 

[415]. Research methodologies and how they produce knowledge are embedded in 

particular political and ideological positions. These positions are known as ‘paradigms’, a 

term first coined by Kuhn [416]. From a research perspective, a paradigm can be defined 

as: 
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‘A worldview that defines, for its holder, the nature of the world, the individual’s 
place in it, and the range of possible relationships to that world and its parts’. [417] 
- p107  

Paradigms represent our basic beliefs and the lens through which we view the world as 

researchers. A paradigm is defined according to three fundamental beliefs: 

1. Ontology: the nature of the phenomena being investigated and what is there that 

can be known 

2. Epistemology: knowledge and the nature of the relationship between the knower 

and what can be known 

3. Methodology: how we go about obtaining knowledge [416]  

In Table 7, we provide an overview of the most prominent paradigms in health services 

research, along with their ontological, epistemological and methodological assumptions. 

These paradigms are critical realism, constructionism, positivism, post-positivism, and 

pragmatism. 
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Table 7: The ontology, epistemology and methodology of alternative paradigms. 

Adapted from Guba and Lincoln (1994) [417], with additional content from Hussain 

(2013)[418].  

 

3.2.2 Quantitative research 

Quantitative research is based on a positivist paradigm, which assumes that there are 

objective ‘facts’ about the world, separate from the beliefs of the individual. Ontologically, 

the quantitative paradigm assumes that there is only one truth, an objective reality that 

exists independent of the researcher’s perception. Epistemologically, the researcher and 

the subject of research are independent entities, where the phenomenon is studied 

objectively without being influenced by the researcher, or the researcher being influenced 

Paradigm Ontology Epistemology Methodology 

Critical realism  Values shape our inquiry into 
reality which are transformed 
into a political act which 
determines who are the 
empowered and 
disempowered (Critical realist) 

All scientific inquiry is related to 
the values of the observer including 
choice of research question, 
paradigm selection, methods, 
analysis and interpretation 
(Subjectivist) 

Participatory and 
emancipatory 
approaches 

Constructivism Multiple realities, intangible 
mental constructions, socially 
and experiential based, local 
and specific in nature, and 
dependent on the individual 
holding the construction 
 (Relativist) 

The investigator and the object of 
the investigation are assumed to be 
interactively linked so that the 
findings are created as the 
investigation proceeds 
(Transactional/subjectivist)  

Hermeneutic and 
dialectical; 
interaction and 
synthesis; ethno 
methodology; case 
studies 

Interpretivism  
 

Reality is created by 
individuals and groups 
(Interpretivist) 
 

All scientific inquiry is related to 
the values of the observer including 
choice of research question, 
paradigm selection, methods, 
analysis and interpretation 
(Subjectivist) 

Qualitative 
approaches 
 

Positivism  
 

Reality is ‘knowable’ and 
driven by natural laws (Realist) 

The biases and values of the 
researcher must not influence 
outcomes. (Objectivist) 
 

Experimental; 
quantitative 
approaches 
 

Post-positivism  Reality is driven by natural 
laws but is not always 
‘knowable’ (Critical realist) 

Objectivity is aimed for but places 
emphasis on external verification of 
results and limiting bias as far as 
possible (Modified objectivist) 

Modified 
experimental; 
quantitative 
approaches 

Pragmatism 
 

Reality is the practical effect of 
ideas (not committed to any 
one system of reality or 
philosophical system) 
(Pragmatist) 

Individual researchers have the 
freedom of choice to select 
procedures that best meet their 
needs 

Mixed methods 
approaches; action 
research 
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by the phenomenon; here research is value-free. Quantitative research requires the 

reduction of phenomena to numerical values to allow for statistical analysis. Quantitative 

methods include trials, which apply techniques such as randomisation, highly structured 

protocols, and structured questionnaires with a limited range of predetermined responses. 

Sample sizes are large and aim for representativeness [419]. 

 

3.2.3 Qualitative research 

In contrast, qualitative research focuses on process and meanings and emerged largely in 

response to criticisms of positivism. Qualitative research concerns itself with aspects of 

research such as experience and understanding [420], [421] and is rooted in the 

interpretive and constructionist paradigms, which hold that reality is socially constructed 

through individual or collective definitions of the situations. The qualitative ontological 

position is that there are multiple realities and truths based on the researcher’s 

construction of reality.  Here, reality is socially constructed and therefore is constantly 

evolving. Epistemologically, there is no reality independent of our minds: the researcher 

and the research subject are interactively linked and findings are subjective and sensitive 

to social context. Techniques used in qualitative studies include in-depth semi-structured 

interviews and focus groups, and data can take any form including audio recordings, 

words, images or videos. Samples sizes are small, and rather than aiming for 

representativeness aim for purposeful samples of respondents to provide important 

information.  

Qualitative research has a natural home in the field of mental health for its ability to align 

itself with vulnerable groups [422], [423]. Qualitative research can engage with mental 

health service users and empower the disenfranchised in the research process by giving 

them a voice [422], [424]. This is important in trials because it can help to identify trial 

questions relevant to patients concerns; identify the concerns and priorities of patients; 

and elicit what participants in a process see as being important and significant [425]. 

Furthermore, qualitative research can assist with the development and evaluation of 

theories, tools and interventions, as well as assist with translation and implementation 

into clinical practice [422]. This can be particularly powerful in informing the design of 

trials, as well as in the recruitment of participants into such studies [425]. There is an 

increasing emphasis on the adoption of qualitative methodologies within mental health 

research, where interventions are often complex in nature [422]. 
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3.2.3.1 Quality in qualitative research 

Whilst qualitative research is often criticised for lacking in scientific rigour, ensuring 

rigour in data collection and analysis is in fact vital to qualitative research [426]. However, 

the terminology used to appraise the quality of quantitative research – such as internal 

validity, external validity and generalisability - do not fully apply to qualitative research 

[427]. Rather, qualitative research can be assessed for quality and rigour using 

‘trustworthiness’, which is the conduct and reporting of the research in a transparent and 

auditable manner [427]. Here, alternative terminology such as credibility, transferability, 

dependability, confirmability and authenticity are used [427][417]. To address credibility, 

the researcher should attempt to demonstrate that a true picture of the phenomenon is 

being presented. To enable transferability, sufficient detail of the context of the qualitative 

study should be provided to allow the reader to determine whether the context of the 

study allows finding to translate to similar contexts. For confirmability, the researcher 

should demonstrate that the findings are clearly derived from the data. To ensure 

dependability an audit trail should be maintained of the data, methods and decisions 

[428]. Authenticity is the extent to which the researcher fairly and faithfully describes 

participants’ accounts. These aspects of trustworthiness are achieved in qualitative 

research through triangulation and reflexivity.  

Triangulation can exist in a number of forms in qualitative research and includes data 

source, investigator, theoretical and method triangulation [429]. Triangulation refers to 

the use of multiple methods or data sources in qualitative research to develop a 

comprehensive understanding of phenomena. Triangulation can be used to provide 

verification or completeness to the data, which is important to qualitative research as it 

enables multiple realities to be recognised [430]. Here, triangulation can be used as a 

means of confirming existing data and to broaden the landscape of the research to offer a 

deeper and  more comprehensive picture [430]. 

Since researchers view the world through specific paradigms, we bring our subjective 

perspectives and experiences to the research process [431]. While objectivity is prized in 

quantitative research and is sought through the use of strategies such as blinding, 

subjectivity is fundamental to qualitative research [432]. Qualitative research is therefore 

reflexive, in that the researcher is part of the research: here the researcher is not just an 

observer, but ‘an “instrument” in the research process’ [433] - p1170. Reflexivity is the self-

aware analysis of the interconnectedness between the researcher and the object of the 
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research [434]. Thus it is important to consider how the researcher’s background, 

perspectives, positioning and behaviour might potentially influence the research [434]. 

Reflexivity aids transparency of the research and minimises error by ensuring that the 

researcher does not lose the ability to interpret the findings [435]. Whilst there is a debate 

as to when reflexivity should occur in the research process, there is some agreement that it 

is required at different stages [436] and in particular during the data creation process 

[437].  At this stage, reflexive analysis enables the researcher to assess how the data has 

been shaped by the relationship between the researcher and the object of research [434]. 

During the data analysis stage reflexivity is also important in the researcher considering 

their own beliefs, assumptions and perspectives and how this might influence 

interpretation of participants’ experiences and views [434]. However, the author 

acknowledges that there are limits to self-awareness; it is not easy to be fully aware of the 

nuances of all our conscious and subconscious motivations at all times during the research 

process [438]. Nevertheless, throughout the conduct of the qualitative research presented 

in this thesis, efforts were made to consider the role of the researcher on the research, 

using strategies including a ‘field’ diary [435]. We discuss triangulation and reflexivity in 

the studies in more detail later in Chapter 7.  

Beyond validity and rigour, reflexivity is in itself an essential process in qualitative research 

and research mixing qualitative and quantitative methods. The reflexive research process 

is about the continuous self-awareness of the ways in which the researcher’s background, 

assumptions, positioning and behaviour impact on the research process [439]. Thus at 

every step of the research process the researcher assesses their own effect on the context of 

knowledge production. This process of reflexivity can also be transformative, since 

experience and knowledge gained by the researcher from earlier in the research process 

can feed into subsequent stages of the research. Whilst it is beyond our scope in this thesis 

to offer a detailed debate of the relationship between researcher theoretical perspectives, 

evidence production and consumption, it is important to offer some information on the 

author’s discipline as well as her worldview. 

 

3.2.4 The author’s disciplinary background – health services research 

For the past ten years, the author has worked as a health services researcher. Health 

services research has been defined as: 

’The multidisciplinary field of scientific investigation that studies how social 
factors, financing systems, organisational structures and processes, health 
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technologies, and personal behaviours affect access to health care, the quality and 
cost of health care, and ultimately our health and well-being. Its research domains 
are individuals, families, organisations, institutions, communities, and 
populations’.[440] - p16  

At a fundamental level, health services research seeks to improve the infrastructure which 

supports provision of healthcare to ultimately benefit human health. Health care is 

complex, thus health services research tends to require comprehensive research methods 

in order to, for example, understand the impact of the delivery and organisation of health 

services, with a focus on processes as well as outcomes [441]. This tends to require a range 

of methods to address research questions, which means most health services researchers 

adopt mixed methods out of pragmatism rather than principle [441]. 

 

3.2.5 Pragmatism: paradigm war and peace  

‘Researchers should be open to an ecumenical blend of epistemologies and 
procedures, and leave the grand debate to those who care about it.’ [442] 

It is neither within the scope nor purpose of this thesis to resolve the grand philosophical 

debates about various research paradigms. Nevertheless, it is necessary to briefly visit the 

qualitative versus quantitative debate to demonstrate a critical appreciation of the 

methodologies, as well as to present a rationale for the mixed-method approach adopted 

to answer the thesis aims and objectives. 

The long-running quantitative versus qualitative debate emerged from the ‘politics of 

legitimacy’ associated with choice of research methods, where quantitative methodologies 

are particularly regarded as  more scientific and ‘objective' compared with qualitative 

methods [443]. Methodological allegiances, the ‘firing of philosophical missiles’ about the 

relative merits of qualitative and quantitative strategies and their perceived 

incompatibility became known as the ‘paradigm wars’ [444], [445], which according to 

Gage reached its climax in 1989 [445]. In the aftermath of the paradigm wars emerged the 

realisation that the ‘oppositional component of the paradigm’, which stated that 

quantitative and qualitative perspectives must be mutually exclusive and antagonistic  was 

in fact invalid [445]. Pragmatic resolutions to the paradigm conflicts followed the 

realisation that nothing about objective-quantitative research precluded the description 

and analysis of processes with interpretive-qualitative methods [445]. Pragmatism is 

context driven; therefore of critical importance to pragmatists is what is likely to work best 

within a given context [445]. Table 8 outlines some of the general characteristics of 

pragmatism. 
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Table 8: General characteristics of pragmatism, adapted from Johnson (2004)[1]. 

1. Pragmatism finds a middle ground between philosophical dogmatisms and skepticism to 

find a workable solution (sometimes including outright rejection)  

2. Rejects traditional dualisms (e.g., rationalism vs. empiricism, realism vs. antirealism) and 

prefers philosophical dualisms based on how well they work in solving problems  

3. Recognises the importance of the natural or physical world as well as the social and 

psychological world that includes language, culture, human institutions, and subjective 

thoughts  

4. Places high regard for the reality of and influence of the inner world of human experience 

in action 

5. Knowledge is viewed as being both constructed and based on the reality of the world we 

experience and live in 

6. Endorses fallibilism (current beliefs and research conclusions are rarely viewed as perfect, 

certain, or absolute) 

7. Theories are viewed instrumentally (they become true and they are true to different 

degrees based on how well they currently work; workability is judged on the criteria of 

predictability and applicability) 

8. Endorses eclecticism and pluralism (e.g., different, even conflicting, theories and 

perspectives can be useful) 

9. Human inquiry is viewed as being analogous to experimental and scientific inquiry. Use of 

this “scientific” or evolutionary or practical epistemology moves us toward larger Truths. 

10. Endorses a strong and practical empiricism as the path to determine what works 

11. Current truth, meaning, and knowledge as tentative and are changing over time. What we 

obtain on a daily basis in research should be viewed as provisional truths 

12. Instrumental truths are a matter of degree (i.e., some estimates are more true than others). 

Instrumental truth is not “stagnant,” and, therefore, James (1995: 1907) states that we must 

“be ready tomorrow to call it falsehood.”  

13. Prefers action to philosophizing  

14. Takes an explicitly value-oriented approach to research that is derived from cultural values; 

specifically endorses shared values such as democracy, freedom, equality, and progress. 

15. Endorses practical theory (theory that informs effective practice; praxis).  

16. Offers the ‘pragmatic method’ for solving traditional philosophical dualisms as well as for 

making methodological choices. 

Pragmatism challenged the idea that qualitative and quantitative methods are 

incompatible and embraced mixed methods research: for pragmatists, the integration of 

research methods from different paradigms builds on the strength of each and reduces the 
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inherent flaws of each [446]. Pragmatists are not methodological purists and are open to 

any paradigm that fits best with the research aims [447]. Pragmatic logic of inquiry 

embraces induction (discovery of patterns), deduction (testing of theories and hypotheses) 

and abduction (discovering the best of a set of explanations for understanding research 

results) [1]. Pragmatism concerns itself with ‘what works’ and solutions to existing 

problems and questions [448]. Rather than prioritising methodological purity, pragmatism 

prioritises the research problem and utilises all methods to understand and address this, 

including being open to forming an allegiance to any paradigm or theory that best fits with 

the research aims  [447][449][450]. 

 

3.2.6 Mixed methods research as an attractive partner to pragmatism 

‘Research approaches should be mixed in ways that offer the best opportunities for 
answering important research questions’. [1] - p16 

Mixing methods in research has been defined as the combination of both quantitative and 

qualitative research techniques, methods, approaches, concepts or language in the context 

of a single study [1]. Mixed methods research can adopt a number of different research 

strategies related to a complex range of research questions and a complex research design 

[451]. Five key design approaches for mixing methods in research have been proposed, 

which we outline below [452]:   

1. Triangulation design – aims to converge and corroborate results from different 

methods  

2. Complementarity design – aiming for elaboration, enhancement, illustration and 

clarification of the results from one method with results from the other method 

3. Development design - using the results from one method to help inform the other 

method: includes sampling, implementation and measurement decisions 

4. Initiation design - discovering paradoxes and contradictions that lead to a re-

framing of the research question 

5. Expansion design -  seeking to expand the breadth and range of inquiry by using 

different methods for different inquiry components 

Combining methods in this way is often referred to as ‘mixed methods’ or ‘multiple 

methods’. While these two terms are very similar and are generally used interchangeably, 

they are distinctive approaches that can be characterised by the stage and level at which 

the methods are mixed or integrated [453]. In multiple methods research each study is 

complete in itself, with the results of the completed studies then integrated or triangulated 
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to form a whole [454]. This contrasts with the mixed methods approach adopted within 

this, where integration occurs during the analysis stages: in this thesis the studies build on 

each other, with Study One shaping the focus and analysis of Study Two; whilst the 

recruitment intervention and its evaluation in Study Three is informed by Studies One and 

Two [455]. Thus this thesis is an example of a ‘development design’ design approach to 

mixed methods. Mixed methods research strengthens the ability to understand complex 

social phenomena by utilising both qualitative and quantitative research to offset the 

weaknesses of either approach alone [456], [457]. Mixed methods research embraces 

methodological pluralism and more than one paradigm can underlie it; by this nature 

therefore, it becomes an attractive philosophical partner to pragmatism [1][458]. In Table 

9 we outline the core characteristics of mixed methods research.  

 

Table 9: Core Characteristics of Mixed Methods Research, adapted from Teddlie 

(2012) [458] 

1. Methodological eclecticism  

2. Paradigm pluralism  

3. Iterative, cyclical approach to research  

4. Set of basic “signature” research designs and analytical processes  

5. Focus on the research question (or research problem) in determining the methods 

employed within any given study  

6. Emphasis on continual rather than a set of dichotomies  

7. Emphasis on diversity at all levels of the research enterprise  

8. Tendency toward balance and compromise that is implicit within the “third methodological 

community”  

9. Reliance on visual representations (e.g., figures, diagrams) and a common notational 

system  

 

3.2.6.1 Strengths and weaknesses of mixed methods research 

Mixed methods research has a number of key strengths; however there are also limitations 

to adopting this approach. In Table 11 we highlight some of the main strengths and 

limitations of the mixed methods research. 
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Table 10: Some strengths and weaknesses of mixed methods research, adapted 

from Johnson (2004) [1] and Onwuegbuzie (2006) [459] 

Strengths limitations 

 Words can be utilised to add meaning to 
numbers  

 Numbers can be utilised to add precision to 
words  

 Bolsters the strengths of quantitative and 
qualitative research  

 Theory can be generated and tested  

 Can address a more comprehensive range of 
research questions than either qualitative or 
quantitative methods alone 

 The results of the quantitative phase can inform 
the design of the qualitative phase of the 
research, and vice versa 

 The strengths of one method can be used to 
overcome the weaknesses in another method by 
using both in a study (the complementarity 
principle) 

 Convergence and corroboration of findings can 
offer stronger evidence (the triangulation 
principle) 

 Offers additional insights and understanding 
than is possible with just a single method  

 Aids the generalisability of findings 

 Combining qualitative and quantitative methods 
produces more complete knowledge necessary to 
inform theory and practice 

 Can burden a single researcher 
to undertake both qualitative 
and quantitative research, 
especially if undertaken 
concurrently  

 The researcher is required to 
have knowledge of multiple 
methods and approaches  

 Methodological purists 
continue to argue the need for 
methodological segregation  

 Mixed methods is more 
resource intensive, both in 
time and costs 

 Some of the details of mixed 
research are yet to be fully 
delineated by  research 
methodologists: for example, 
the concept of ‘validity’ still 
requires significant work   

 

3.3 Summary of methodology and methods selected for this 

thesis 

We approached the health services research contained within this thesis from a pragmatic 

paradigm. The thesis adopts a mixed methods approach and combines qualitative and 

quantitative methodologies, aiming for robustness and comprehensiveness, to allow for a 

wider range of questions to be answered than either quantitative or qualitative 

methodologies individually can allow. This addresses the deficit of either method alone in 

developing and evaluating a recruitment intervention for mental health trials. As an 

example of the ‘development design’ approach to mixed methods research, the thesis uses 

the results from one method to inform the other method: 

1. Qualitative methods (to provide depth of understanding) – to systematically 

explore factors affecting recruitment into depression trials and develop a 

conceptual framework and; to explore the decision making process of patients who 

declined to participate in a trial;  
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2. Quantitative methods (to provide breadth of understanding) - to develop a 

recruitment intervention and to test its effectiveness using a randomised 

controlled trial embedded in an ongoing host trial  

In undertaking this design we were guided by the Medical Research Council’s ‘Framework 

for developing and evaluating complex interventions’ [460][164].  

 

3.3.1 The Medical Research Council Complex Interventions Framework 

Some researchers view the conventional trial with caution for being reductionist or 

unrepresentative of complex clinical or research practice [161]. They argue that while 

conventional trials are able to generate good evidence for pharmacotherapy (which tends 

to be a standardised and well-defined intervention), it cannot generate good evidence for 

psychological, social, organisational or service level interventions, which tend to be 

complex in nature [161], [163]. Complex interventions have been defined as being: 

‘Built up from a number of components, which may act both independently and 
interdependently’ [460] - p2.  

The active ingredient in a complex intervention is not easily evident; many interventions 

in mental health research are multi-faceted or involve organisational restructuring as well 

as individual intervention [163], [165]. Recruiting participants into trials is a complex 

process involving a range of interacting components such as trial planning, selection of 

recruitment strategies and a range of relationships including between researchers, 

clinicians and patients [461]. This has led to trial recruitment being conceptualised as a 

complex intervention [461]. Table 11 below highlights what makes a complex intervention. 

 

Table 11: What makes an intervention complex? Adapted from Craig (2008) [164]  

 

 

 

 

Whilst there are a range of models, theories and frameworks to describe and evaluate 

complex interventions [164], [462]–[464], these models are generally interchangeable and 

 Number of interacting components within the experimental and 

control interventions 

 Number and difficulty of behaviours required by those delivering or 

receiving the intervention 

 Number of groups or organisational levels targeted by the 

intervention 

 Number and variability of outcomes 

 Degree of flexibility or tailoring of the intervention permitted 
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feature only minor differences in their application [461][465]. In this thesis we adopt the 

most established and widely applied of the frameworks, which was developed by the 

Medical Research Council in 2000 and updated in 2008 to address identified limitations 

[164], [460]. Figure 4 outlines the current MRC Framework. 

 

Figure 4: MRC framework for developing complex interventions, adapted from 

Craig (2008)  [164]  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The 2008 MRC framework consists of four interactive phases: 1) development; 2) 

feasibility and piloting; 3) evaluation and 4) implementation. Each phase of the framework 

allows the use of a range of methods, and the authors place emphasis on each phase, in 

order to evaluate well-developed interventions that are likely to be implemented. The 

2008 Framework was a response to the difficulties faced by researchers in attempting to 

develop and evaluate complex interventions and addresses the limitations of the 2000 

framework. The updated framework offers flexible, non-linear movement between the four 

phases. The 2008 framework also emphasises the importance of the development stage. 

However, the authors also highlight that each stage must be considered since focusing on 

one stage may have negative consequences for other stages as it may lead to: 

‘Weaker interventions, that are harder to evaluate, less likely to be implemented 
and less likely to be worth implementing.’ [164] - p4 

The process from development through to implementation of a complex intervention may 

also take a wide range of different forms. Within the MRC Framework, the identification of 

1. Development 

 Identifying the evidence base 

 Identifying/developing theory 

 Modelling process & outcomes 

4. Implementation 

 Dissemination 

 Surveillance and monitoring 

 Long-term follow-up 

3. Evaluation 

 Assessing effectiveness 

 Understanding change process 

 Assessing cost-effectiveness 

2. Feasibility and piloting 

 Testing procedures 

 Estimating recruitment and 
retention 

 Determining sample size 
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the evidence base, qualitative research and assessment of effectiveness are important for 

intervention development and evaluation [164].  

The framework highlights that a good theoretical understanding is needed of how the 

intervention causes change. This is supported by evidence from the published literature 

evaluating complex interventions, which demonstrate the practical value of theory in 

determining which aspects of an intervention and its context are likely to be crucial for 

influencing outcomes [466]. However, few recruitment interventions link with theories or 

conceptual frameworks, suggesting previous recruitment research have not adopted a 

systematic approach to intervention development and evaluation. Reviews of recruitment 

studies also suggest that most published reports of recruitment interventions are either 

observational or anecdotal in nature and have not undergone the evaluation phase [233]; 

or those that have undergone the evaluation phase without having undertaken the 

preliminary phases recommended by the MRC framework [370], [461].  

 

3.4  Thesis methodology 

3.4.1 Introduction 

The previous section provided an overview of the general methodology used in this thesis, 

in particular: pragmatism, the theoretical lens underlying this thesis; mixed methods 

research; and the MRC complex interventions framework. In this section we will describe 

the specific methods used in the component studies of the thesis. Specifically, this section 

will describe in detail: 

1. How the MRC complex interventions framework informed the development and 

evaluation of the recruitment intervention in this thesis 

2. The systematic review and meta-synthesis methods used to answer our objective of 

identifying factors affecting recruitment in depression trials and develop a conceptual 

framework (Study One) 

3. The methods used to undertake the qualitative study exploring the decision making of 

patients invited into a depression trial but who declined  

4. How the collaboration with the Systematic Techniques for Assisting Techniques for 

Assisting Recruitment to Trials (START) project established the feasibility of 

embedded recruitment trials, which informed the work in this thesis 

5. The methods used to develop the recruitment intervention  
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6. The methods of the embedded trial used to evaluate the effectiveness of the 

recruitment intervention  

 

3.4.2 Developing and evaluating a recruitment intervention for mental 

health trials using the MRC framework 

 

This thesis adopts the MRC framework and takes into account all four phases. In the 

following section, we describe the approach we took in adopting the MRC framework to 

develop and evaluate a recruitment intervention for mental health trials. 

3.4.2.1 Development 

For the development phase, the MRC framework specifies that: 

‘Before undertaking a substantial evaluation, you should first develop the 
intervention to the point where it can reasonably be expected to have a reasonable 
effect’. [164] -p9 

The framework further specifies that the research should begin by identifying the relevant 

evidence, ideally in a systematic review. 

1. We initiated the thesis  by undertaking a systematic review and meta-synthesis, to  

develop a conceptual framework of factors affecting recruitment to depression 

trials (Study One) 

2. We then undertook a qualitative study to understand the decision making in 

declining to participate in a mental health trial (Study Two) 

3. We adopted Participatory Design approaches to inform the development of the 

recruitment intervention to ensure acceptability, compliance and delivery of the 

recruitment intervention (Study Three) 

3.4.2.2 Feasibility and piloting 

‘The feasibility and piloting stage includes testing procedures for their 
acceptability, estimating the likely rates of recruitment and retention of subjects, 
and the calculation of appropriate sample sizes.’ [164] -p10  

For this thesis we did not undertake feasibility and piloting. However, the collaboration 

with the START programme helped to produce the necessary information that a feasibility 

and piloting phase would have generated. START was a feasibility study developing 

methodological, logistical and reporting frameworks for undertaking embedded 
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recruitment trials. We actively collaborated with START to test the feasibility of 

developing and evaluating a recruitment intervention for embedded recruitment trials.  

3.4.2.3 Evaluation  

‘You should always consider randomisation, because it is the most robust method 
of preventing the selection bias that occurs whenever those who receive the 
intervention differ systematically from those who do not, in ways likely to affect 
outcomes.’  [164] -p10 

We evaluated the effectiveness of the recruitment intervention in improving recruitment 

rates, using a randomised controlled trial design, embedded in an ongoing mental health 

trial (Study Three). Figure 5 outlines the thesis framework for developing and evaluating a 

recruitment intervention for mental health trials. 

 

Figure 5: Framework for developing and evaluating a recruitment intervention for 

mental health trials. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the next section we describe the methods selected for each component study and 

discuss their strengths and limitations. 

  

1. Development 

 Systematic review 

 Interviews with trial decliners 

 Recruitment intervention 
development  

4. Implementation 

 Dissemination 

 Recommendations for future 
research 

 Ongoing work 

3. Evaluation 

 Recruitment trial embedded 
in the EQUIP host trial 

(2. Feasibility and piloting: 

Collaboration with START) 
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3.5 Methods – Study One: Factors affecting recruitment into 

depression trials: systematic review, meta-synthesis and 

conceptual framework 

 

The corresponding paper is presented in Chapter 4: 

Hughes-Morley A., Young B, Waheed W, Small N, & Bower P (2015). Factors affecting 

recruitment into depression trials: systematic review, meta-synthesis and conceptual 

framework. Journal of Affective Disorders, 172, 274-290 

 

3.5.1 Rationale 

Previous systematic reviews of trial recruitment have mainly focused on recruitment into 

cancer trials, the recruitment of ethnic minorities, or on barriers to trial recruitment. Few 

systematic reviews have focused on mental health; even fewer have adopted the meta-

synthesis approach; and despite depression being the most common mental health 

problem, none have addressed recruitment issues from the perspective of patients with 

depression and the clinicians and gatekeepers tasked with recruiting them into trials. Thus 

there is a need to systematically explore the literature around recruiting patients into 

depression trials, from the perspective of patients with depression and gatekeepers. A 

systematic review was therefore undertaken to support the development and testing of a 

recruitment intervention. This review identified the factors affecting recruitment into 

depression trials, to perform a meta-synthesis to identify common themes that describe 

factors affecting recruitment into depression trials, in order to develop a conceptual 

framework of factors influencing the decision to participate in depression trials. This 

review was limited to empirical qualitative studies, to gain insights about the subjective 

recruitment experiences. This review was limited to qualitative studies so as to obtain an 

in-depth understanding of the issues and to access phenomena beyond those that 

researchers might anticipate. Unlike quantitative data derived from trials or observational 

studies which aggregate data to produce a common effect size, qualitative studies of trial 

recruitment investigate the subjective experiences of patients and gatekeepers, to gain an 

understanding of the factors affecting their decision making.  
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3.5.2 Objectives 

The three objectives of this systematic review were: 

1. To systematically identify relevant qualitative studies describing factors affecting 

the recruitment of participants into depression trials 

2. To perform a meta-synthesis to identify common themes that describe the factors 

affecting recruitment into depression trials 

3. Develop a conceptual framework of factors influencing the decision to participate 

in depression trials. 

 

3.5.3 The systematic review 

Decisions for patients in need of healthcare, for policy makers and for researchers should 

be informed by the best available research evidence [467]. However, large volumes of 

research evidence can present difficulties for decision makers, who need to access an 

overview of a research area.  Systematic reviews aim to identify, synthesize and appraise 

relevant empirical evidence that meets pre-specified eligibility criteria to produce reliable 

findings to inform decision making [112]. Unlike traditional literature reviews which report 

study results at face value, systematic reviews use transparent and replicable methods for 

synthesising and critically appraising empirical evidence [467]. We outline the key 

characteristics of a systematic review in Table 12 below. 

Table 12: The key characteristics of a systematic review, adapted from Higgins & 

Green (2011)[112] 

1. Contains a clearly stated set of objectives, with pre-defined eligibility 

criteria for studies  

2. Has an explicit, reproducible methodology  

3. Adopts a systematic search that attempts to identify all studies that would 

meet the eligibility criteria  

4. Includes an assessment of the validity of the findings of the included studies  

5. Presents the findings in a systematic way and synthesises the characteristics 

and findings of the included studies.  

 

The results from multiple studies can be combined to form new interpretations using 

meta-synthesis for data that is qualitative in nature, or aggregated for quantitative data 

using meta-analysis [468], [469]. Whilst the majority of systematic reviews are 
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quantitative in nature and typically aim to determine the effectiveness of interventions or 

programmes, systematic reviews can be identify qualitative literature and use this to 

explore the meanings, experiences and values of patients and professionals; processes or 

interventions; or to investigate methodological issues [370], [470].  

The methodology for this review and meta-synthesis was informed by the Centre for 

Reviews and Dissemination Guidance for Undertaking Reviews in Healthcare [467], the 

Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions [112], Noblit and Hare’s 

guidelines for synthesising qualitative studies [471] and the Preferred Reporting Items for 

Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses [472]. These are fully described in Chapter 4. 

 

3.5.4 Systematic literature search 

The goal in a qualitative meta-synthesis is to retrieve all of the relevant studies in a field, 

and not just a sample [473]. It is therefore imperative to search multiple electronic 

databases to retrieve the maximum number of relevant citations [474]. However, there is 

poor empirical evidence underpinning practice in information retrieval of qualitative 

research [475], meaning that searching for and identifying appropriate qualitative research 

has been described as both ‘frustrating and difficult’[476]. Development of the search 

strategy followed the Centre for Reviews and Dissemination’s guidance for undertaking 

systematic reviews [467]. As the aim was to retrieve studies that were qualitative in nature, 

a modified version of the SPIDER search framework was adopted [477]. The SPIDER 

framework involves searching by using terms across five domains - Sample, Phenomenon 

of Interest, Design, Evaluation, Research type. SPIDER is a development on the widely-

utilised ‘PICO’ (Population, Intervention, Comparator, Outcome) [478] and provides a 

useful framework for specifying criteria for inclusion in systematic reviews of qualitative 

studies, where there is an absence of ‘intervention’ and ‘comparator’, as in our case. Using 

SPIDER to frame the search, the author tested different search strategies and sought 

advice from information retrieval experts (a subject librarian and an information service 

manager with experience of conducting literature searches for systematic reviews).  

During the test searches the author identified that a number of studies known to her were 

not retrieved when the ‘qualitative’ methodological filters were applied, indicating that the 

qualitative studies were poorly indexed in the databases [479]. There is also limited 

evidence to suggest that PICO may be preferred when the primary objective is sensitivity, 

whereas SPIDER favours specificity [480]. The search strategy therefore did not specify 

study methodology and was finalised when the author was confident this contained the 
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best balance of sensitivity and specificity [481]. This strategy utilised the following search 

terms: 1) Sample = ‘depression’ search terms; 2) Phenomenon of Interest = ‘recruitment’ 

search terms; and 3) Design/Evaluation/Research type= this was left deliberately blank in 

order to identify ALL possible methodologies. All citations retrieved were reviewed to 

identify suitable study types. Please see Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6: Scope of the search in the systematic review 

 

 

3.5.5 Appraising the quality of qualitative research 

There is an ongoing debate about the nature of the knowledge produced by qualitative 

research, in terms of whether its quality can legitimately be judged, and if so, how [482]. 

This debate reflects:  

‘Diverse disciplinary traditions and allegiances, and many of the limitations of 
appraisal processes reflect methodological anarchy at a primary research level.’ 
[425] - p1 

Despite this ongoing debate however, many now accept the necessity for clear and 

transparent methods to assess the quality or credibility of qualitative research [467]. This 

acceptance has led to a large number of quality appraisal tools for qualitative research: in 

one review, 45 appraisal tools in healthcare alone were identified [483]. Despite this, there 
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remains a relative absence of empirical work to evaluate such tools [484]–[486], giving rise 

to uncertainty about the most appropriate tools to adopt in qualitative systematic reviews.  

Quality appraisal tools for qualitative research sit along a continuum, with ‘highly 

structured’ at one end and ‘unstructured’ at the other. Unstructured approaches rely 

predominantly on individual judgement, such as expert opinion. Examples of structured 

appraisal tools include the UK Cabinet Office’s Quality Framework (QF) [487] and the 

Critical Appraisal Skills Programme (CASP) [488]. In one of the few studies evaluating 

qualitative appraisal tools, Dixon-Woods et al. undertook a qualitative and quantitative 

comparison of three methods for appraising 12 qualitative studies: unprompted 

judgement, based on expert opinion; the QF; and CASP [486]. The authors concluded that 

structured approaches did not appear to yield higher agreement than that by unprompted 

judgement, nor did they produce greater consistency of judgements about whether to 

include qualitative papers in a systematic review [486]. Structured approaches are widely 

used to assess studies for inclusion in systematic review, and there is considerable pressure 

for a structured approach to appraising qualitative research [486]. However, in addition to 

the problems identified by Dixon-Woods et al, structured assessments have received 

criticisms for being unwieldy, in the case of the QF, or in the case of CASP, superficiality 

[486]. Finally, structured approaches have been criticised for being biased towards 

procedural aspects of research practice [486][489], and for being less insightful and 

making weaker contributions towards the conceptual development of the field [490]. 

The author’s approach to quality assessment aimed to assess papers critically, while 

maintaining a methodologically neutral position. This adopted the ‘Prompts for appraising 

qualitative research’ developed by Dixon-Woods et al. [486]. These criteria take into 

account methodological rigour, clarity of reporting, as well as the overall contribution 

made by the study. We categorised papers as ‘Key Paper’ for those that were conceptually 

rich and methodologically sound, which were appraised as most relevant in terms of their 

contribution; or ‘Satisfactory Paper’, which were papers that were appraised as making a 

contribution but less methodologically rigorous. This is discussed in detail in Chapter 4. 

 

3.5.6 Synthesising results: meta-synthesis 

A wide range of methods for synthesising qualitative data exists, including critical 

interpretive synthesis [491] and thematic synthesis [492]. The most well-developed of 

these methods for synthesising qualitative data, with origin firmly rooted in the 

interpretive paradigm, is meta-synthesis [493][471]. Whilst the term ‘meta-synthesis’ is 
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often used, it can also generate confusion as some researchers use it to refer to the actual 

method of the synthesis, whilst others use it to refer to the whole process of the synthesis, 

irrespective of the method used [494]. However, there is no fixed nomenclature [494]; 

thus in this thesis we use the term meta-synthesis to refer to the process of the synthesis, 

which can be defined as:  

‘The theories, grand narratives, generalizations, or interpretive translations 
produced from the integration or comparison of findings from qualitative studies’ 
[495] - p366. 

Meta-synthesis aims to combine results from different qualitative studies to identify 

patterns among study results, sources of disagreement or other interesting relationships to 

gain new insights [471]. Thus its aims are akin to the meta-analysis for quantitative studies; 

however rather than aggregating results (as in the case of the meta-analysis), the aim of 

the meta-synthesis is to reconceptualise themes from across a number of qualitative 

studies to combine phenomena into a transformed whole [471]. The meta-ethnographic 

approach originally developed by Noblit and Hare [471], it has subsequently been adapted 

and utilised to support the meta-synthesis of qualitative data in healthcare research, 

including in depression [496], [497] and trial recruitment [498], [499]. 

There are a number of reasons why a meta-synthesis was chosen in this context. Firstly, 

meta-synthesis, as we aimed to operationalise it, is much more than attempt to develop 

the functional qualitative equivalent of a meta-analysis [500]: far from aggregating the 

data from individual studies, meta-synthesis aims to increase the interpretive possibilities 

of the results of individual studies, to enable new insights to emerge [501]. Secondly, meta-

synthesis can be incorporated into systematic reviews to inform and develop evidence 

based practice and research [495] [502][503]. Finally, meta-synthesis can be utilised to 

enable:  

a) theory building, which generates new theories and concepts;  

b) theory explication, which outlines and explains existing theory  

c) theoretical development [504]  

This therefore fits well with our stated objective of developing a conceptual framework of 

the decision around trial participation, to assist the development of a recruitment 

intervention that can then be evaluated. 

It is important to consider the methodological comparability of studies during the 

synthesis process [495]. Whilst a debate exists over the appropriateness of synthesising 

research with different epistemological standpoints, there is increasing agreement that 
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combining findings from different standpoints can actually enhance the ‘true value’ of the 

synthesis [495], [505][506]. Furthermore, a pragmatic approach, as outlined earlier 

underpinned by the concepts of abduction (connection of theory to data), intersubjectivity 

(relationship to research process) and transferability (inference from the data), can help 

overcome epistemological differences to allow the inclusion of a variety of research 

methodologies and theoretical frameworks [507]. This approach provided breadth to the 

review and enabled the exploration of all published studies to date [507][505].  

To achieve the synthesis a lines-of-argument synthesis was utilised, which is a method 

emerging from meta-ethnography [471]. Lines-of-argument synthesis is fundamentally 

about inference [471]. Within this approach, statements about the phenomenon of interest 

are inferred from the selected studies to build up a picture. The lines-of-argument 

synthesis focuses on the likely response of patients and gatekeepers to recruitment 

interventions. The synthesis process began with studies quality appraised as ‘Key Papers’, 

before continuing with ‘Satisfactory Papers’. 

 

3.5.7 Conceptual framework 

From the meta-synthesis we developed a conceptual framework, which is defined as a 

visual or written representation that: 

 ‘Explains, either graphically or in narrative form, the main things to be studied—
the key factors, concepts, or variables—and the presumed relationships among 
them’ [508] - p18 

This conceptual framework is built by the researcher using existing theory and research, 

along with their own philosophical paradigm [509]. A conceptual framework represents 

the researcher’s own interpretation of findings from qualitative analysis and is a tentative 

theory of the phenomena [509], which may need further development and testing. 

This conceptual framework functions to provide justification for research and inform 

future study design; assess and refine research goals; develop realistic and relevant 

research questions; select appropriate methods; and identify potential validity threats to 

conclusions [509]. 

 

3.5.8 Strengths and limitations 

The strengths of the meta-synthesis of qualitative studies is that it can provide valuable, 

in-depth insight into experiences, beyond that of individual studies.  Furthermore, the 
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meta-synthesis can also demonstrate where knowledge is lacking, thus it can be effectively 

used to guide future research. A robust approach was taken to identify and retrieve both 

qualitative and quantitative studies and then select relevant qualitative studies. Whilst this 

was a sound approach [494], it was also labour intensive.  

There are some limitations to this review. A systematic literature search including only 

published qualitative literature was undertaken. It did not include factors that have not 

been identified in the peer-reviewed literature, and the synthesis was dependent on the 

particular studies included. For resource reasons studies not published in the English 

language were excluded, meaning that relevant publications may have been omitted. The 

author aimed for transparency in all aspects of the review and synthesis; however the 

subjective nature of qualitative research and the process of synthesising the studies means 

that another researcher may have obtained different results. Additionally, the order in 

which the meta-synthesis was undertaken, beginning with ‘Key Papers’ may have affected 

its outcome. For instance, an alternative approach beginning with older studies may have 

identified time related differences in findings. 
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3.6 Methods – Study Two:  What can we learn from trial decliners 

about improving recruitment? Qualitative study 

 

The corresponding paper is presented in Chapter 5: 

Hughes-Morley A, Young B, Hempel RJ, Waheed W, Russell IT, Bower P (submitted). 

What can we learn from trial decliners about improving recruitment? Qualitative study. 

Trials 

 

3.6.1 Rationale  

Qualitative research concerns itself with meaning, experience and understanding [510]. 

The knowledge this research generates can be particularly powerful in informing the 

design of trials, as well as in the recruitment of participants into such studies [425]. Within 

the MRC framework there is an emphasis on qualitative research being intrinsic to each 

stage of intervention development and implementation [164]. 

Although some qualitative studies have identified factors affecting participation in trials by 

exploring motivations for participation, these have tended to focus on the perspectives of 

patients who are already enrolled in trials. Few studies have explored issues from the 

viewpoint of patients who have declined to participate. Understanding the causes of poor 

recruitment is critical to identifying potential opportunities for a recruitment intervention 

to address any barriers raised. Our prior systematic review identified only one study which 

explored the perspectives of patients who had declined trial participation [511]. This study 

focused on patients’ self-reported reasons for their decision but did not explore in detail 

their accounts of what happened when they received the invitation to join a trial. 

Understanding how participants respond to the invitation to join a trial and their decision 

to decline may assist trialists to determine how recruitment practices might be enhanced 

by well-designed interventions aimed at improving trial recruitment. By exploring this 

important gap around patients’ responses to the invitation to join a trial and how they 

reach a decision to decline trial enrolment, our goal was to shed light on an area which has 

been described as a blind spot in the literature [512].  
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3.6.2 Objectives 

The objectives of Study Two were: 

a) To explore patients’ accounts of their decision making about taking part in a trial 

b) To understand how patients reached the decision to decline the invitation to 

participate in the trial 

 

3.6.3 The REFRAMED Trial 

A qualitative study embedded within the REFRAMED depression trial was undertaken. 

REFRAMED was an ongoing trial which investigated the effectiveness of Radically Open 

Dialectical Behavioural Therapy for treatment resistant depression (RO-DBT) [513]. 

Participants were approached to be recruited into the REFRAMED trial via GP practices, 

Community Mental Health Teams and Intensive Psychological Therapies services in 

Dorset, Hampshire and North Wales. Patients were eligible if they were: 

a. Aged over 18 years 

b. Had a current diagnosis of depression 

c. Had not responded to antidepressants 

Participants were individually randomised to receive RO-DBT in addition to usual care 

and antidepressant medication, or to usual care and antidepressant medication.  

In REFRAMED, patients declining the invitation to participate could return an ‘opt-out’ 

reply form to the trial team. In the reply form, patients could additionally express an 

interest in being contacted to explore their reasons for declining participation. Patients 

interested in being contacted provided their contact details and brief demographic 

information.  

 

3.6.4 Linked qualitative study 

To undertake the qualitative study, the author approached the REFRAMED trial team to 

propose a collaboration to interview this hard-to-reach group to explore how patients 

made the decision to decline participation in a mental health trial. Thus the linked 

qualitative study with REFRAMED forms a nested - and distinct - study, using patients 

approached by, but not included in the REFRAMED study sample. Table 13 is an outline of 

the distinction between the qualitative study undertaken for this thesis and REFRAMED. 
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Table 13: Distinction between the qualitative study and REFRAMED 

 REFRAMED Trial Linked qualitative study 

Aims To evaluate the effectiveness 
and cost-effectiveness of RO-
DBT for patients with 
treatment-resistant 
depression. 

a) To explore patients’ 
accounts of their 
decision making 
about taking part in a 
trial 

b) To understand how 
patients reached the 
decision to decline 
the invitation to 
participate in the trial 

Sample Patients with refractory 
depression 

Patients declining 
participation in REFRAMED 

Study design Randomised controlled trial Qualitative study 

Interventions individual and group RO-DBT 
treatment versus treatment as 
usual  

None 

Data collection 
methods 

Face-to-face, telephone, text 
message 

Telephone, email 

 

To undertake this qualitative study, the author independently collected data from the 

population of patients who had declined participation in REFRAMED, which was data that 

the REFRAMED team did not have the capacity to collect themselves. Undertaking this 

work with the REFRAMED team was of mutual benefit to both the author and to the 

REFRAMED trial team.  

In undertaking this collaboration with an ongoing trial that was led from a separate 

institution, a range of issues had to be discussed, and arrangements put into place, namely: 

1. Data arrangements, including transfer and ownership 

2. Research ethics, including university arrangements, and obtaining letters of access 

across multiple primary care trusts 

3. Consent arrangements 

4. Patient and public involvement in research 

5. Publication policy  

6. Training, both on REFRAMED, and in preparation for the qualitative interviews 

A Research Passport was obtained, along with Letters of Access for all recruiting NHS sites. 

An honorary contract was also obtained with the University of Southampton (the 

REFRAMED trial Sponsor), along with remote web-based access to the REFRAMED 

databases.  
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3.6.5 Methods: qualitative study 

This qualitative study, as with the rest of the work in this thesis, was undertaken from the 

pragmatist perspective. As a paradigm, pragmatism focuses on the usefulness of 

knowledge and how it can be used to guide behaviour that produces anticipated outcomes 

[514]. Thus pragmatism is concerned with action and change and the interplay between 

knowledge and action. Epistemologically, pragmatism aims for a compromise between 

realism and constructivism to argue that whilst a reality exists outside of human 

experience, this can only be encountered through human experience [515].  This combines 

a belief that the world is both real and socially constructed, as well as that all knowledge is 

social knowledge. Thus the pragmatist belief is that each individual’s knowledge is unique 

because it is based on individual experience, whilst also arguing that much of this 

knowledge is socially shared because it is derived from socially shared experience [514]. 

Methodologically, pragmatism focuses on ‘what works’; therefore, data collection and 

analysis methods are selected to reflect  the likelihood of gaining insights into the 

question. Here, the pragmatist approach welcomes methodological pluralism and enables 

different methods of qualitative sampling, data collection and analysis to be utilised to 

address research aims [446]. 

Alternative paradigms such as interpretivism or constructivism have been traditionally 

associated with qualitative research. However, pragmatism’s concern with action and 

change and the interplay between knowledge and action makes it particularly suitable as a 

basis for research approaches intervening into the world rather than merely observing the 

world. Thus in the overall goal of the thesis to apply findings from the qualitative study 

and meta-synthesis to inform the development and evaluation of a recruitment 

intervention, the pragmatist approach was particularly appropriate. 

Interviews can be structured, semi-structured to unstructured. Structured interviews are 

generally utilised to gather data for quantitative analysis and adopt a pre-specified list of 

questions which are covered for each participant in the same order. Unstructured 

interviews have few pre-determined boundaries. We opted to use semi-structured 

interviews for this study. Interviews were facilitated by the use of a topic guide to focus on 

the patient experience of making the decision to decline trial participation, whilst  

allowing the conversation to follow each participant’s own story [516]. 

In-depth semi-structured interviews were undertaken by telephone and email with those 

patients who had returned the ‘opt-out’ reply slip and indicated a willingness to participate 

in an interview. These participants were all patients who were approached via the GP 
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route. We opted to undertake telephone and email interviews with this hard-to-reach 

group from a pragmatic perspective. Personal communication with trialists who have 

undertaken work with similar patient groups highlighted that many decliners would likely 

decline face-to face interviews [511]. In consultations with two PPIR groups - the UK 

Clinical Research Network Mental Health’s Service User Research Panel (SURP) and 

Primary Care Research in Manchester Engagement Resource (PRIMER) – both agreed that 

in this group of patients, telephone interviews would be the least intrusive and most 

acceptable option. Telephone and e-mail interview  can be used as methods in their own 

right, or in combination with other methods [422]. Well-planned telephone and email 

interviews can gather the same material as those held face-to-face, whilst enabling the 

inclusion of  groups that are isolated, geographically dispersed or stigmatised  [517], [518].   

Recruitment into this qualitative study occurred between August 2013 and January 2015. 

To minimise recall bias interviews occurred within 3 months of respondents declining to 

participate in REFRAMED. 

 

3.6.5.1 Topic guide 

A topic guide was used to ensure consistency across the interviews. Prior to initiating the 

interviews, a service user from SURP met with AH-M for detailed discussion around the 

topic guide, and to role play the interview in preparation for conducting the actual 

interviews. The topic guide was then piloted with two interviewees. This guide consisted of 

a series of open-ended questions that related to a number of topic areas: patient 

recollection of being approached about the study; clarity and quality of the information 

they received; understanding of the trial and the interventions; reasons for declining; and 

their views on talking therapies, DBT, group therapy and antidepressants. The interviews 

were recorded using a digital audio recorder. Chapter 5 includes a copy of the topic guide. 

 

3.6.5.2 Sampling  

Due to the relatively small numbers of patients opting into the qualitative study, there was 

a chance that random sampling may have led to an unrepresentative sample. Therefore a 

maximum variation sampling technique was used [448], which is a purposeful sampling 

method that aims to capture and describe the central themes that cuts across participant 

variation. Maximum variation sampling looks to identify the uniqueness of each case from 

a heterogeneous sample, as well as common patterns that emerge from the sample to 
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capture the core experiences and central, shared aspects of experiences. We used a 

sampling matrix to identify patients with diverse characteristics based on the demographic 

criteria of age (under 65 years old - i.e. of ‘working age’; or over 65 years old – i.e. of 

‘retirement age’), gender and participant geographic location/study site (Wales, 

Hampshire or Dorset). There is an ongoing debate about how many participants are 

required for a qualitative study, and some have argued that  sample size recommendation 

for qualitative research is moot [519]. However, based on our sampling criteria, we 

estimated a minimum sample size of 12 participants. Maximum variation sampling is also 

an emergent approach; findings from initial interviews can inform the subsequent 

direction of the study [520]. We therefore anticipated that further interviews may be 

required: later interviews were theoretically sampled to explore and define themes and fill 

out gaps in knowledge [521], [522]. Interviews were carried out until data saturation was 

reached; that is, no new themes or information relating to the identified themes emerged. 

This was operationalised by interviewing the initial maximum variation sample of 12 

participants, then continuing to sample an additional eight participants theoretically until 

no new information was ascertained. Combining maximum variation and theoretical 

sampling enabled comparison of data from different participant groups constitutes a form 

of triangulation [523]; the goal in this context was completeness rather than convergence 

or consensus  [524]. 

 

3.6.5.3 Data collection, analysis and reporting 

Data were collected and analysed iteratively, starting with the topic guide, but allowing 

the interviewer to follow participants’ responses, gradually focusing on emerging themes 

and analytical categories. All interviews were transcribed ‘intelligent verbatim’, that is, 

excluding hesitations and non-verbal expressions, and the transcripts anonymised. AH-M 

transcribed six interviews and the remainder were transcribed by professional 

transcriptionists. All interviews were checked for accuracy against the audio files. Analysis 

was an ongoing process and interviews were conducted until additional interviews ceased 

contributing to the analysis. The process of analysis was assisted by qualitative analysis 

software (NVivo) [525]. The use of this software merely provided a tool to organise and 

review the data during the analysis process, and did not provide an objective method of 

analysis [526].  

Analysis was interpretive and drew on grounded theory and constant comparison [527]. 

Grounded theory is particularly useful: 1) when exploring new research areas; 2) when 
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researchers seek to gain new perspectives in familiar areas; or 3) when studying complex 

behaviour where salient behaviour has not been identified [528]. Constant comparison is 

an iterative analysis method whereby each emergent theme or analytic category is 

searched for across all transcripts and all instances are compared until no new themes or 

categories can be identified [529]. Transcripts were read and reread, discussed with the 

supervisory team and compared with emerging understanding from other transcripts. A 

combination of coding for themes and categories were used for the analysis. The purpose 

of coding themes was to capture the meaning of the data; whereas categories aimed to sort 

data into the same place in order to identify and describe the characteristics of the 

categories to enable definition and comparison [530]. The category coding enabled the 

generation of the ‘stages’ of the decision making process, which is presented in Chapter 5. 

Alongside coding, a holistic consideration of transcripts aimed to retain the context of 

participants’ accounts and enable the identification of ‘invisible’ aspects of accounts not 

clearly expressed or not ‘fitting’ with the rest of the account. Emerging constructs were 

continually reviewed in the light of new data and were modified to ensure they fitted the 

data whilst taking into account deviations. Given that the researcher had authored a meta-

synthesis, deviant cases whose account did not emerge from existing data were actively 

sought out. Further analysis involved a two-way process: some unique insights arising 

directly from inductive analysis, while others drew on the literature [531][532] and might 

be considered more deductive. Thus refinement of the themes and categories involved an 

iterative process between the data, literature, and back to the data [522]. Quotations 

presented in the final write-up were broadly representative of the key themes and reflected 

a range of views. 

 

3.6.5.4 Ethical and consent issues considered 

Ethical approval was granted by National Research Ethic Service (NRES) Committee South 

Central - Southampton A (REC reference 11/SC/0146). This approval was for the whole 

REFRAMED trial and included permission to undertake a qualitative study to explore the 

decision making process of patients who declined.  

Participants opted into the qualitative study by providing written consent (see Appendix 

1). Each participant was informed of the purpose of the study and assured that 

participation was voluntary, that the data would be anonymised and kept confidential. 

Participants were asked to reiterate their consent verbally or by email prior to the 

commencement of each interview. This process of informed consent has been used in a 
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previous study with trial decliners [511]. This method also recognised that informed 

consent is an ongoing process, while minimising the burden of participation in the 

interviews for this hard-to-reach group [533]. This process was also discussed with and 

approved by two PPIR groups - SURP and PRIMER. 

 

3.6.6 Patient and public involvement 

For this qualitative study we sought involvement from two patient and carer involvement 

groups – SURP and PRIMER. The study plans and topic guide were reviewed by SURP and 

PRIMER. Feedback from both groups was overwhelmingly positive, and members felt that 

this was an important and worthwhile study. Three suggestions were made, all of which 

were implemented. The first was to ‘role play’ the interview with a mental health service 

user prior to undertaking the study. A member of SURP met with AH-M for detailed 

discussion around the interview schedule (Chapter 5), as well as to role play the interview 

in preparation for conducting the actual interviews. The second suggestion was around the 

timing of the telephone calls, which they suggested should avoid early mornings (to not 

awaken those who may need to sleep a little later) but include the early evenings to reach 

those who may work. The third suggestion was to ensure the appropriate management of 

potential suicide risk in telephoning this group of patients diagnosed with depression. This 

resulted in the use of a risk protocol, which was the same used by other researchers in the 

REFRAMED trial (see Appendix C). 

 

3.6.7 Strengths and limitations 

To our knowledge this is the first study to focus on the process of decision making when 

declining a mental health trial. Involving service users in the development of the topic 

guide ensured that the patient perspective was considered from the very early stages of 

intervention development. We achieved theoretical saturation. 

It has been argued that the absence of visual cues when using email and telephone 

interviews may result in loss of contextual and non-verbal data and to compromise 

rapport, probing and interpretation of interview responses [534]. However using these 

methods enabled us to access a hard-to-reach group with whom we might otherwise not 

have engaged [535][536]. Whilst we may have lost some ‘quality’ in terms of not being able 

to access non-verbal cues, we felt this was a necessary price to pay to access this hard-to-

reach group. 
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Due to small numbers of patients declining REFRAMED who opted into this qualitative 

study, the completion of the study took 16 months, which was longer than anticipated. 

Whilst ongoing analysis fed into the development of the recruitment intervention, the 

delay in completion of the qualitative study meant that the qualitative study played less of 

a prominent role in the development of the recruitment intervention than it could have. 
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3.7 Methods – Study Three: Evaluating the impact of advertising 

patient and public involvement on trial recruitment: an embedded 

cluster randomised recruitment trial 

 

The corresponding paper is presented in Chapter 6: 

Hughes-Morley A, Hann M, Fraser C, Meade C, Lovell K, Young B, Roberts C, Cree L, 

More D, O’Leary, Callaghan P, Waheed W, and Bower P (submitted). The impact of 

advertising patient and public involvement on trial recruitment: embedded cluster 

randomised recruitment trial. Trials 

3.7.1 Rationale 

The systematic review and meta-synthesis of factors affecting the recruitment of 

participants into depression trials undertaken as part of this thesis enabled the 

development of a conceptual framework, which highlighted that the decision by patients 

to enrol as participants in trials involves a difficult deliberation involving ‘risk’ [531]. The 

qualitative study also identified the need for increased patient and public involvement in 

trials, specifically the presentation and provision of accurate and effective trial information 

in which patients and the public play a seminal role. Evidence is emerging that PPIR may 

improve rates of recruitment into trials [537], however the best way to use PPIR to achieve 

that is unclear. Although many trials use PPIR to improve design and conduct, many do 

not communicate their use of PPIR clearly to potential participants. Better advertising of 

PPIR might encourage patient participation, as trials may be seen as more socially valid, 

relevant and increase patient trust.   

The most robust method of evaluating recruitment interventions is to ‘embed’ trials of 

recruitment interventions in ongoing host trials [370], [383]. However, systematic reviews 

have identified relatively few of these recruitment trials embedded in ongoing trials [277], 

[370]. 

3.7.2 Objectives 

The objectives were to: 

1. Work with PPIR stakeholders to develop an intervention directly advertising PPIR 

in a host trial (the ‘EQUIP’ trial) recruiting people diagnosed with serious mental 

illness 
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2. Evaluate its effectiveness on recruitment by undertaking a randomised controlled 

trial, embedded in the EQUIP trial 

 

3.7.3 The randomised controlled trial (revisited) 

In Chapter 2 we highlighted that the randomised controlled trial is the most rigorous way 

of evaluating whether a cause-effect relation exists between an intervention and outcome 

[131]. We also provided a basic overview of the trial. In this section we describe the features 

of the trial (Table 14) and how we utilised this method to evaluate the recruitment 

intervention.  

Table 14: Key features of a randomised controlled trial, adapted from Sibbald (1998) 

[131]  

 

 Outcomes are pre-defined at the outset 

 Use of random allocation to experimental intervention or control groups 

 Blinding of participants and/or those delivering the experimental intervention (in 
most cases) 

 All groups are treated identically, with the exception of the experimental 
intervention  

 Participants are usually analysed according to the group to which they were 
allocated (intention to treat analysis) 

 The analysis estimates the size of difference in outcomes between the experimental 
intervention and control groups 

 

Within a trial, random allocation means that each participant has a known chance of being 

placed in the experimental intervention or control groups, but the group they are to be 

allocated to cannot be predicted [538]. Random allocation may be at the level of the 

individual participant or group (cluster) level. The purpose of random allocation is to 

minimise bias by attempting to distribute confounding variables equally amongst study 

arms [539]. This guards against potential systematic differences between the experimental 

intervention and control groups from any influences, known and unknown, that could 

affect outcome. Blinding ensures that the prior beliefs of participants and those delivering 

the experimental interventions cannot systematically bias the assessment of outcomes. 

The use of the intention to treat principle maintains the advantages of random allocation 

by analysing participants’ data in the trial arm to which they were randomised, irrespective 

of treatment compliance, cross-over into the other arm or retention in the trial.  Thus a 

well-designed and executed trial provides the most robust evidence regarding whether an 

intervention is effective or not.  
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3.7.3.1 Pragmatic and explanatory trials 

While trials generate crucial, robust evidence on the effectiveness of interventions, many 

trials have limited relevance to actual practice [540]. Trials can be explanatory or 

pragmatic in nature. Explanatory trials assess efficacy: the benefit an intervention 

produces under ideal circumstances using carefully selected participants. Pragmatic trials 

measure effectiveness: the benefit the intervention produces under usual circumstances 

[71], [541]. Pragmatic trials are designed to assess the effectiveness of interventions in 

routine practice and tend to have outcomes that are attuned with the evidence needs of 

stakeholders, such as patients, researchers and policy makers. Hence the focus is on the 

extent to which an intervention works in the real world (as opposed to under optimal 

conditions) [542]. Since they are designed to test the effectiveness of interventions in real 

world practice and promote evidence based practice, pragmatic trials are less-perfect 

experiments than explanatory trials, because they sacrifice some internal validity to attain 

external validity (that is, generalisability) [540]. Typically, pragmatic trials recruit 

participants from a range of settings, apply broad eligibility criteria and manage patients in 

a way that is consistent with usual practice. Thus estimates of intervention effectiveness in 

pragmatic trials are likely to be similar to those seen in usual practice when knowledge 

from the trial is translated into practice.  For trials embedded within ongoing host trials, 

findings will relate to the context of the host trial; therefore results are likely to apply to 

trials recruiting from similar contexts to the host trial. 

A distinct strength of the pragmatic trial is that if an intervention is demonstrated to be 

effective, there can be a level of assurance that the intervention really does work and can 

be implemented in real practice [543]. However, pragmatic trials have drawn criticisms for 

having the following limitations:  

1. They can sacrifice some internal validity, for example, by not blinding those 

delivering the intervention, to attain external validity - that is, generalisability 

2. If an intervention is shown to be ineffective, it cannot provide information as to 

whether the intervention is effective under ideal conditions  

3. Due to the potential heterogeneity of treatment effect, they often require large 

sample sizes to detect small intervention effects  

4. They present greater design and analytical challenges due to the heterogeneous 

sample 

5. They are less-perfect experiments than efficacy trials 
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A defence of pragmatic trials is that if in the real-world people do not utilise interventions 

as directed, the problem must be permitted to occur in a trial, in order to obtain a clear 

answer as to whether the underlying intervention works in the real world [543]. 

Furthermore, pragmatic and explanatory trials are not distinct concepts, as trials 

incorporate differing degrees of pragmatic and explanatory components. This can 

strengthen internal validity while maintaining external validity. The decisions that trialists 

make about the designs of their trials therefore make a trial more (or less) pragmatic or 

explanatory [544]. However, it becomes important to establish the extent to which a trial 

is pragmatic or explanatory because this is important for the interpretation of findings. For 

example, a ‘positive’ explanatory trial does not guarantee that the intervention will work in 

usual practice; conversely, a ‘negative’ explanatory trial very strongly suggests that its 

intervention would not work in usual practice. Similarly, a ‘positive’ pragmatic trial 

strongly suggests its intervention would also work in an ideal setting, whereas a ‘negative’ 

pragmatic trial does not mean its intervention cannot work in an ideal setting. Tools such 

as the Pragmatic-Explanatory Continuum Indicator Summary (PRECIS) have now been 

developed to assist trialists in making design decisions that are consistent with their trial's 

stated purpose [544]–[546].   

 

3.7.3.2 Cluster trials 

The majority of trials adopt individual participant level randomisation, where individuals 

are assigned to different interventions. Participant level randomisation is not always 

possible or desirable however, and it can be more appropriate to adopt cluster 

randomisation. Cluster randomisation can take a variety of forms; the most common is 

where groups of participants, such as general practices or mental health teams form the 

unit of randomisation. Cluster randomisation is often used to minimise ‘contamination’ 

between the intervention and control groups (e.g. a training intervention aimed at staff 

within a mental health team) which might occur with individual randomisation and result 

in dilution bias and as a consequence lead to Type II error (i.e. erroneously concluding 

there is no effect when the intervention is effective) [547], [548]. To overcome this dilution 

bias, cluster (mental health team) level randomisation is conducted on the basis that 

compared with individual staff level randomisation, members of staff in the intervention 

teams are less likely to contaminate patients in the control arm.  

Cluster trials present more challenges in their design, execution, analyses and reporting 

than individually randomised trials [155], [549]. A design characteristic of cluster trials is 
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that observations from participants within a cluster are generally more similar than 

participants in different clusters, meaning that each individual within a cluster adds less 

new information. This reduces the effective sample size and is called the design effect, the 

main components of which are the cluster size and the intra-cluster or intra-class 

correlation coefficient [550]. As a consequence, cluster trials may require significantly 

larger sample sizes than individually randomised trials. Statistical analysis of cluster trials 

requires adjustment for intra-cluster dependencies, otherwise the result may lead to 

erroneous conclusions, resulting in Type I error (i.e. falsely concluding there is an effect 

when there is no effect).  Another potential threat to the validity of cluster trials is where 

trial recruiters in different trial arms enrol participants differently depending on the 

cluster allocation: this can result either in bias as a consequence of differential recruitment 

[547]; or raise ethical issues [551]. 

The reporting of cluster trials must also allow readers to assess trial quality and 

understand how the conclusions were reached [552]. Here, the CONSORT extension for 

cluster trials recognises the need for accurate reporting and provides clear guidelines on 

the reporting of cluster trials [155]. 

 

3.7.3.3 Embedded recruitment trials 

An embedded randomised controlled recruitment trial, also known as a ‘nested’ trial, a 

‘trial within a trial’ or a ‘study within a trial’ (SWAT), can be defined as: 

 ‘A RCT in which an intervention (or several interventions) to enhance recruitment 
outcomes are tested in the context of another RCT (or several RCTs) known as the 
host RCT(s)’.  [553] - p2 

This test of the effectiveness of the recruitment intervention using a trial conducted in the 

context of an ongoing host trial forms the most rigorous test developed to date to evaluate 

the effectiveness of such interventions [383]. In determining the effectiveness of 

recruitment interventions in real-world settings, embedded recruitment trials can 

therefore be classified as pragmatic trials.  

Systematic reviews have identified a limited number of such embedded trials [367], [370]. 

A range of scientific, logistical and ethical challenges to embedded trials have been 

identified [90], [554]: 

1. The design and conduct of the embedded trial is often constrained by its host trial  
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2. The sample size of the embedded trial is limited by the number of participants 

approached by the host trial. This can sometimes mean that the embedded trial is 

insufficiently powered to attain statistical significance, although this tends to be 

more of an issue for retention trials than for recruitment trials as the sample size 

for recruitment trials is larger, being the number of patients approached, rather 

than the number enrolled   

3. Host trial investigators’ resistance to randomising recruitment methods may make 

implementation difficult  

4. Potential ethical concerns around different patient populations being approached 

differently 

5. Potential concern of funders about the impact of embedded trial on host trial 

progress 

6. Additional workload posed by embedded trial on host trial staff  

7. The results of single embedded trials may not generalise to other trial contexts 

Thus undertaking these trials present real challenges, and trialists often choose to evaluate 

recruitment interventions using hypothetical, rather than real-life trials [370]. 

Hypothetical trials present their own difficulties in that potential participants are not 

making real decisions, therefore it is unclear how generalisable their results are to real-life 

trials [555].  Furthermore, the small number of embedded trials that have been published 

tend to be undertaken by the host trial teams themselves in an ad-hoc way, often in 

response to recruitment problems and/or in the context of clinical trials units [90]. 

Embedded trials are also often poorly reported [370], [553] not containing sufficient 

information for replication. In addition, embedded trials have some methodological 

characteristics that are atypical, such as the eligible population and sample size being 

restricted to the host trial. These characteristics affect their design, conduct, interpretation 

and reporting. Guidelines for reporting embedded trials have recently been published 

[556]. 

 

3.7.4 The START model 

To address the thesis objective of systematically developing and evaluating a recruitment 

initiative in the context of an ongoing host trial, the author collaborated with the 

Systematic Techniques for Assisting Recruitment to Trials (START) programme. The 

collaboration with START established the feasibility of recruiting host trials and working 

with them to develop, evaluate and report the recruitment intervention. We highlight here 
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that the Chief Investigator for START was also the primary supervisor of the author. This 

facilitated access to START and ensured START findings would feed into the thesis. 

The START program was funded by the Medical Research Council (MRC) Methodology 

Research Programme to support the routine adoption of embedded trials to evaluate 

standardised recruitment interventions across multiple ongoing host trials [384]. The 

program involved three interrelated work packages:  

1. Methodology: to develop guidelines for the design, analysis and reporting of 

embedded recruitment trials 

2. Interventions: to develop interventions to enhance recruitment  

3. Implementation: to recruit host trials and evaluate interventions through 

embedded recruitment trials 

Through these work-packages, START aimed to rapidly develop a reliable and rigorous 

evidence base. START aimed to achieve this by evaluating recruitment interventions across 

a number of host trials simultaneously, in order to maximise sample size and 

generalisability. Ultimately, this would contribute to the health and wellbeing of patients 

and carers through better trials. START focused on the recruitment of patients in primary 

care and community settings and developed and evaluated two recruitment interventions:  

enhanced patient information sheets (PIS); and multimedia resource (MMI). START aimed 

to recruit six trials to each of these interventions, conducting a total of 12 embedded 

recruitment trials.  

To meet the aims of this thesis the author collaborated closely with the START team. She 

shadowed team meetings, the process of methodological development, intervention 

development and implementation in order to gain valuable insights. She also actively 

contributed to the START, including to: the START protocol [384]; the development and 

testing of the PIS and MMI recruitment interventions in ongoing host trials [557], [558]; 

and the development of guidelines for reporting embedded recruitment trials [553]. Table 

15 compares START with the work in this thesis.  
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Table 15: Comparison between START and the work in this thesis 

START Thesis 

Develop interventions to enhance 
recruitment into primary care and 
community trials 

Develop and evaluate an intervention for 
mental health trials 

Collaborate with multiple ongoing host  
trials (n=12) to test these interventions using 
trials embedded in the trials  
 

Collaborate with one mental health host 
trial to test the effectiveness of a 
recruitment intervention, using the 
START model. This included adopting the 
protocol template for working with the 
host trial 

Develop guidelines for the reporting of 
embedded recruitment trials 

Use the START guidelines to report the 
embedded recruitment trial 

Undertake a meta-analysis by combining 
data form the multiple host trials 

No meta-analysis planned 

Rapidly develop the evidence base Make a contribution to the evidence base 

 

This thesis uses the principles underlying the START programme to develop an 

independent stream of research, which extends the START methodology to mental health 

trials and to develop a recruitment intervention specifically for recruiting patients with 

mental health problems into trials. This thesis represents the first intervention to be 

systematically developed for mental health trials [370], to recruit an ongoing mental 

health trial (EQUIP) and to evaluate its effectiveness within the mental health trial. In the 

following section we describe the EQUIP trial and the development and evaluation of the 

recruitment intervention. 

3.7.5 Design: The EQUIP host trial 

We approached the investigators of the EQUIP trial – Enhancing the Quality of User 

Involved Care Planning in Mental Health Services – and proposed a collaboration to 

enable the recruitment intervention to be evaluated in the context of a real, ongoing host 

trial. EQUIP aimed to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of a training intervention for mental 

health professionals to improve user involvement in care planning for service users with 

diagnoses of SMI [559]. EQUIP had significant high-quality PPIR and was awarded the 

2014 UK CRN Mental Health Prize for ‘Outstanding Carer Involvement’ [560]. The 

collaboration with EQUIP was initiated as the author’s primary supervisor was a co-

investigator on EQUIP; thus the author was aware that its recruitment timeline aligned 

with that of the work in this thesis.  
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EQUIP was a multi-centre cluster randomised trial, in which 36 mental health teams and 

rehabilitation inpatient facilities in England caring for 480 patients were randomly 

allocated to the training intervention or to usual care. In EQUIP, the mental health team 

clusters were ‘paired’ at the recruitment stage, based on size and geographic location, and 

randomly assigned in pairs using minimisation to the training or control arm. Recruitment 

in each paired clusters operated in parallel (Figure 7). 

 

Figure 7: EQUIP trial recruitment flowchart [559] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EQUIP used existing registers maintained by the mental health teams to recruit 

participants. Recruitment was undertaken by the UK CRN Mental Health CSOs and 

Research Nurses, who accessed patient details, determined eligibility and mailed trial 

invitations. Invitations were posted to patients prior to randomisation of clusters. The 

EQUIP eligibility criteria for patients were: 

36 EQUIP Clusters 

(Mental health teams) 

Randomisation 

BASELINE CONTROL 

18 clusters  

BASELINE INTERVENTION 

18 clusters  

Usual Care Planning 

 

EQUIP training to inform care 
planning 

6month Follow-up 

CONTROL 

6month Follow-up 

INTERVENTION 
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1. Aged  18 years or older 

2. To be under the care of a mental health team 

3. To have capacity to provide fully informed consent and to be judged well enough 

to complete study assessments.  

The research team did not have access to patient details until they returned the ‘consent to 

contact’ form. In clusters where recruitment was deemed to be slow by the trial team, 

potential participants who did not respond to the initial invitation letter were telephoned 

by a CSO, Research Nurse or a member of their mental health team to determine whether 

they received the trial invitation and if they would be interested in taking part. 

Recruitment and baseline assessment of participants in each cluster pair occurred before 

the training intervention was delivered to the mental health cluster in the intervention 

arm, which was within six weeks of the trial invitation being mailed. The host trial team 

aimed to recruit a minimum of 10 participants per cluster. Details of the EQUIP trial 

design have  been published [559].  

 

3.7.6 Design: Developing the recruitment intervention 

3.7.6.1 Participatory Design  

We adopted Participatory Design approaches [561]–[563] to develop the recruitment 

intervention.  

‘In Participatory Design the people destined to use the system play a critical role in 
designing it.’ [564] - pXI 

Originating from Scandinavia in computing and engineering design, Participatory Design 

has been adopted outside of technology, including interventions for mental health [565]–

[568]. Participatory Design offers an evolving set of critical, conceptual and practical tools 

to support active collaboration with users in the design of interventions, systems, services 

and products [566]. Participatory Design aims to appreciate the ‘lived experience’ of users 

and channel those experiences as resources for design [569]. Moving beyond consultation 

and testing, Participatory Design strives for active contribution of end-users as co-

designers throughout the design process [561][566]. In this way, Participatory Design is 

complementary to other participatory approaches such as PPIR [566]. Involving end-users 

in the development of interventions closely aligns that intervention with the priorities of 

potential participants and leads to interventions developed with a better understanding of 

users’ requirements that may have several advantages: better engagement; relevant and 
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usable; and minimises anxiety [570]–[573]. This approach is therefore potentially useful for 

promoting trial recruitment.  

In adopting the Participatory Design approach we considered its method, tools and 

techniques such as workshops [566] and mock-ups [574], as well as the role the end user 

would play in the design process [561]. Stakeholders can be involved in the following 

aspects of the design process [566]: 

 Developing the design goals and principles that will guide the intervention 

 Generating and shaping creative concepts 

 Generating, selecting and refining the design direction and look and feel  

 Developing content 

 Identifying and developing potential distribution and promotion strategies 

 Prototyping and refining functionality and implementation strategies 

Participatory Design is ideally applied from the inception of a project through to 

implementation and evaluation; however it can also be introduced gradually and after a 

project has already commenced the design process [566]. In the next section, we describe 

the development of the recruitment intervention advertising PPIR in a the EQUIP trial.   

 

3.7.6.2 The intervention: advertising PPIR to potential trial participants 

A recruitment intervention advertising PPIR to potential trial participants was developed, 

informed by Participatory Design and guided by the MRC framework [164]. We 

hypothesised that informing potential participants invited to enrol in a trial about active 

PPIR in the trial would reduce patients’ perception of the trial as a ‘risk’ and therefore 

increase the likelihood of them enrolling. This hypothesised mechanism was informed by 

the following: 

1. The prior meta-synthesis and conceptual framework, which highlighted that the 

decision by patients to enrol as subjects in trials involves a difficult deliberation 

involving ‘risk’ [575]  

2. The qualitative study, which highlighted the need to research the presentation and 

provision of accurate and effective trial information in which patients and the 

public play a seminal role  [576] 

3. ‘Social validation’, emerging from social comparison theory, which suggests that 

people may be more willing to comply with a request to enrol in a trial if they 
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believe that others are already engaged in a trial, as people tend to compare and 

base their beliefs, attitudes and actions on  similar others [387], [388], [577] 

4. A survey of public attitudes to research which suggests that PPIR may increase 

confidence and trust in a trial, if potential participants are reassured that other 

patients have advised its design [333], [334]. 

To determine the most appropriate mechanism to deliver the intervention, the latest 

Cochrane systematic reviews were searched to determine frequently used recruitment and 

retention interventions [370], [578]. Working closely with the EQUIP team, we reviewed 

their recruitment strategy and discussed with the EQUIP team to agree a simple, 

systematic, feasible and acceptable method of delivering the recruitment intervention. 

Given that the EQUIP recruitment occurred through mental health teams and patients 

were being approached to enter EQUIP by postal invitations, we selected a leaflet format 

as the most appropriate delivery mechanism to advertise PPIR to potential participants.  

 

3.7.6.3 Participatory Design workshop 

Having agreed the delivery mechanism for the recruitment intervention, the author 

organised a half-day expert workshop involving key stakeholders. The workshop was 

advertised widely through a range of sources including the Salford Citizen Scientist 

Project, PRIMER, SURP, CRN Mental Health, National Research Ethics Service, University 

of Manchester Research Ethics Committees, and directly to trialists undertaking mental 

health trials. 27 stakeholders including 15 patients with mental health and physical 

problems and their carers; principal investigators on trials; trial recruiters; research ethical 

review board members; and PPIR members of the EQUIP host trial attended. 

During the workshop stakeholders were provided with an overview of the project, and 

presented with the hypothesis of PPIR as a possible recruitment intervention. Stakeholders 

endorsed the use of the leaflet format for advertising PPIR to improve trial recruitment. In 

small breakout groups, each comprised of a mix of researchers and PPIR members, and 

then reconvening, stakeholders discussed and agreed seven ‘core principles’ for the leaflet 

advertising PPIR to potential trial participants (see Images 1 and 2, Table 16). All images 

are used with kind permission of stakeholders. 
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Image 1: Workshop breakout group discussing ‘core principles of the recruitment 

intervention’ 

 

 

Image 2: Feeding back the breakout discussion to the wider group 
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Table 16: Core principles of the recruitment intervention advertising PPIR  

1. a template leaflet format communicating PPIR should be developed, but this 

should be tailored for each host trial;  

2. the leaflet should be in booklet style;  

3. it should be in plain language, with an informal, conversational style;  

4. it should include photographs of the PPIR patients and carers, who in their own 

voice describe how they were involved in the trial and what their impact has been;  

5. it should include photographs of the research team 

6. it should show that PPIR was taken  seriously and not tokenistic, should be honest 

7. It should be eye catching: bold, bright print, large font, colourful 

 

In line with the principles of Participatory Design, stakeholders were asked to ‘mock up’ 

their ideal recruitment leaflet advertising PPIR, in accordance with the Core Principles. 

Stakeholders were assigned to four break-out groups and supplied with paper, scissors, 

pens and other arts and craft materials (see Images 3 and 4).  

Images 3 and 4: creating the ‘mock ups’ 

   

 

Each of the four groups presented their prototype leaflets to the wider group, including the 

key elements of the design. Members then voted for which of the four leaflets they thought 

was best overall for attracting potential participants. The highest-rated leaflet contained 
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similar elements to the other leaflets, all of which were aimed at reducing potential 

perception of the trial as being a ‘risk’ or an unknown quantity to patients. This included:  

a. Making a clear and direct appeal for potential participants to join the trial 

b. Including positive photographs of people with mental health problems which 

avoided the typical media image of a person holding their heads in their hands, 

which members discussed as stigmatising [579] 

c. Highlighting benefits to future patients and convenience 

d. Highlighting the person’s right to withdraw from the trial without giving a reason 

e. Emphasising approval by an independent research ethics committee. These were 

all aimed at reducing potential perception of the trial as being a ‘risk’ or an 

unknown quantity to patients.  

Attending the workshop were two EQUIP PPIR members, Mrs. Lindsey Cree and Ms. 

Donna More, who volunteered to be photographed and featured in the recruitment 

intervention advertising the PPIR in EQUIP. Both ladies had active and ongoing 

involvement in EQUIP. Mrs Cree was a co-applicant and a member of the EQUIP trial 

management team; and both ladies were members of the training team that delivered the 

EQUIP user-involvement training intervention to the EQUIP intervention clusters.  

 

3.7.6.4 Post-workshop intervention design 

The author worked closely with Mrs. Cree and Ms. More to develop a leaflet tailored to the 

EQUIP host trial, in accordance with the agreed Core Principles. In designing the EQUIP 

leaflet, we took into account key elements from the four leaflets from the workshop. Mrs. 

Cree and Ms. More supplied quotations about their involvement in EQUIP and suggested 

key points to highlight in the leaflet, along with colour templates and layout. Once we had 

designed and agreed on the initial leaflet, the author emailed a PowerPoint version to the 

EQUIP trial investigators and Trial Manager and asked for input, specifically to check the 

accuracy of the content. We also requested a quotation from the EQUIP Trial Chief 

Investigator (Professor Karina Lovell) for inclusion in the leaflet, which we specified 

should be about her opinion regarding the impact of PPIR on EQUIP. The trialist input 

into the leaflet did not alter its content or format. 

The author then emailed the initial leaflet to a professional graphic designer at Making 

Sense, a company with significant expertise in designing patient communication materials 

(www.makingsense.co.uk). For the design brief, the author highlighted the agreed ‘core 

http://www.makingsense.co.uk/
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principles’ (Table 16) and focused solely on the visual presentation of the leaflet rather 

than the content. The graphic designer emailed two initial options for the leaflet, which 

the author presented to the EQUIP team and PPIR members. The EQUIP team and PPIR 

members were asked to vote for their preferred design and provide comment. Voting gave 

priority to PPIR members, so PPIR members’ votes were counted twice. These comments 

related to the colours and visual presentation, and the content did not change. There were 

three rounds of iterations before the final leaflet was agreed. Table 17 outlines the 

presentation and content of the final leaflet. The final leaflet is attached in Chapter 6 and 

was sent in addition to the standard EQUIP trial invitation. 

 

Table 17: Content of the finalised leaflet advertising PPIR 

Presentational elements Content 

 Four-page booklet layout 

 Photographs of the EQUIP 

trial team and PPIR 

members on the front and 

back pages 

 Written in plain language;  

with an informal, 

conversational style 

 Included photographs of 

the PPIR members 

 Included quotations 

written by PPIR members 

Utilised large font sizes 

and bright colours  

 Front and back pages advertised national 

award of ‘outstanding carer involvement’ to 

EQUIP 

 Front page highlighted  PPIR in EQUIP, and 

asked patients to consider enrolling in EQUIP  

 Middle pages of the leaflet contained 

Photographs of PPIR members  

 Quotations by PPIR members highlighted why 

they thought the study was important 

 A section highlighting issues felt to be 

important to patients including: helping 

future patients, convenience, confidentiality, 

approval by a research ethics committee 

 Quotation from chief investigator highlighted 

close working with PPIR members 

 Highlighted contact details of the EQUIP team 

 

3.7.7 The control arm: the standard EQUIP trial invitation 

The control intervention used in our embedded recruitment trial was the standard EQUIP 

trial recruitment invitation material. This comprised of the following: 
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1. A standardised 1 page cover letter, A4 sized in 13 point font,  addressed to ‘Dear 

Service User’ and signed by the EQUIP Chief Investigator, Prof Karina Lovell 

(Appendix F) 

2. A 4 page Participant Information Sheet, in 12 point font (Appendix G) 

3. A 1 page ‘consent to contact’ form, for participants to complete and return to the 

study team (Appendix H) 

4. A pre-paid, addressed envelope to enable participants to return the ‘consent to 

contact’ form back to the EQUIP team 

Potential participants were sent these materials in an A4 sized white envelope. 

3.7.8 Method: the embedded recruitment trial design 

3.7.8.1 Challenges and solutions 

As highlighted earlier, designing and implementing recruitment trials embedded in 

ongoing host trials raises significant scientific, logistical and ethical challenges [554]. 

EQUIP was a cluster randomised trial, where community mental health team clusters were 

randomly allocated to receive the user-led training in care planning or to continue with 

usual practice [559]. As previously noted, the EQUIP design meant that it had a limited 

window of six weeks in which to approach patients within each paired mental health team, 

organise and undertake all baseline assessments and recruit all participants.  Undertaking 

the embedded recruitment trial in this context raised significant methodological and 

logistical challenges, which had to be resolved prior to implementing the embedded trial.  

The first challenge was around the embedded trial design and the recruitment of patients 

in clusters, which reduced the power, raised imbalance issues and presented a threat to the 

host trial in terms of differential recruitment. Individual patient level randomisation would 

have been the most efficient method for ensuring adequate power for testing the 

recruitment intervention in the embedded trial, and the author had originally aimed to 

adopt this approach. It was not possible to undertake patient level randomisation for the 

embedded trial however, as this was logistically burdensome and not acceptable to the 

EQUIP Trial Management Group (TMG). Patient level randomisation would have required 

the CSOs and Research Nurses undertaking the postal mailing of the EQUIP recruitment 

invitation letters to randomise each patient to the embedded trial (that is, randomise each 

patient to receive the addition of the PPIR leaflet or not); to record this systematically; and 

to track the response from each patient to determine outcomes. The EQUIP trial team 

were reliant on the CSOs to identify participants by obtaining a list of all patients within 

each mental health team cluster, to ask clinical teams to review the lists of all patients, and 
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then to invite all potentially eligible participants. At the time of recruitment 

commencement, the CRN Mental Health had undergone a major organisational 

restructure, with associated staffing cuts. This meant that the remaining CSOs and 

Research Nurses already had large workloads, and the EQUIP TMG were careful not to 

place additional burden on the CSOs and Research Nurses by asking them to do more by 

undertaking patient level randomisation. Reducing the burden of hosting a recruitment 

trial was highlighted as a potentially key factor in the success of implementing a 

recruitment trial [554].   

We therefore opted to undertake cluster randomisation, at the level of the mental health 

teams, using the same cluster pairs as in the EQUIP host trial. This enabled random 

assignment in the embedded recruitment trial, yet reduced the burden on the CSOs and 

Research Nurses by removing the need for them to randomise, record allocations or to 

track patient responses. Rather, mental health teams would be randomised to either the 

intervention arm, where all patients would be sent the trial invitation with the addition of 

the PPIR leaflet, or to the control group, where only the standard host trial invitation 

would be sent. Randomisation was undertaken independently by the host trial 

statisticians, and the recruitment invitation packs were be prepared according to their 

allocation status by the EQUIP trial office, with additional support from AH-M. The CSOs 

and Research Nurses received the prepared, sealed, stamped recruitment packs, which 

they mailed out to patients eligible to be invited in each team. The EQUIP trial office 

recorded the patient responses, logged recruitment and forward this to AH-M. This cluster 

randomisation solution ensured robust randomisation and reporting, removed burden 

from the CSOs and Research Nurses, blinded them to allocation and was acceptable to the 

EQUIP TMG.  

Whilst cluster randomisation was the most appropriate option in this instance, it created 

additional challenges. As previously mentioned, the EQUIP host trial was a cluster 

randomised trial. The numbers of clusters available were small – 36 in total. This meant 

there was a possibility of imbalance in the embedded recruitment trial arms. This posed a 

risk in that there was a possibility of one arm of trial having a higher recruitment rate than 

the other (not as a result of the recruitment intervention). The bigger risk to the validity of  

the findings however was that there would be between-arm differences in patient 

characteristics, which would impact on the host trial. For example, more women may have 

been enrolled in EQUIP than men.  

To determine the most robust way of ensuring balance between the intervention and 

control arms for the embedded trial, and to ensure that the embedded recruitment trial 
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would not adversely impact on the host trial, we sought expert statistical advice from the 

EQUIP trial statistical team about the best method of allocation for the embedded trial, 

taking into account the host trial design. The agreed solution was to adopt a cross-factorial 

embedded randomised controlled trial design with the EQUIP host trial intervention 

allocation, using pairwise allocation. The embedded trial utilised the same cluster pairs as 

in the EQUIP host trial and randomised them concurrently: however whilst in EQUIP one 

cluster was assigned to the intervention arm and the other to the control arm; the 

embedded trial randomised both clusters to either receive the recruitment intervention, or 

both to the control arm. 

Cluster pairs were randomised rather than cluster units to ensure the integrity of the host 

trial. Pairwise allocation guaranteed that cell wise balance was achieved, that is, having 

approximately the same numbers of intervention and control clusters for both the EQUIP 

host trial and the embedded recruitment trial (Table 18).   

Table 18: 2x2 cross-factorial design of the PPIR recruitment trial embedded within 

the EQUIP host trial 

 EQUIP host trial 

User-led training 
intervention 

Host trial control (no 
training) 

Embedded 
Recruitment 

trial 

Intervention arm  
(sent recruitment 
leaflet) 

User-led training + 
recruitment 
intervention = 9 
clusters, 3164 
patients 

Recruitment intervention 
ONLY (no user-led 
training) = 9 clusters, 
2218 patients 

Control arm (No 
recruitment leaflet)  

User-led training 
ONLY (on recruitment 
intervention) = 8 
clusters, 1492 
patients 

NO User-led training + 
NO recruitment 
intervention = 8 clusters, 
1308 patients 

 

This allocation method also ensured the validity of both the host and embedded 

recruitment trial interventions. Clusters were randomly allocated for their patients to be 

sent one of two interventions: the standard invitation (control group); or the recruitment 

intervention in addition to the standard invitation (intervention group). As can be seen 

from Table 18, the randomisation outcome was a relatively balanced distribution of 

clusters in the intervention and control arms of both the EQUIP trial and the embedded 

recruitment trial. However, the randomisation saw larger clusters (that is, clusters with 

larger patient sizes) being assigned to the recruitment intervention arm of the embedded 
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trial. We discuss how this imbalance was managed later in the ‘statistical methods’ section 

and in Chapter 6. 

The recruitment intervention was sent in the same envelope as the EQUIP trial invitation, 

which also contained a cover letter, a participant information sheet and a ‘consent to 

contact’ response form and stamped addressed envelope. The embedded recruitment trial 

thus measured the incremental benefit of being sent the PPIR intervention.  

There was an additional challenge to do with obtaining ethical permissions within tight 

deadlines. The logistically complex issues to be resolved in the planning and execution of 

the randomisation procedure for the embedded recruitment trial led to delays in gaining 

NHS ethics permission to initiate the embedded trial. This meant that the mailing of 

invitations to the first two clusters in the EQUIP trial occurred before we received NHS 

ethics approval to undertake the embedded trial. Thus the first two EQUIP clusters could 

not be included in the embedded trial. 

Finally, the EQUIP team found recruiting adequate numbers of patients in the limited 

recruitment window prior to the delivery of their training intervention to be challenging. 

Fewer numbers of recruited patients than anticipated within each of the mental health 

team clusters also led to slower than anticipated recruitment. This meant that the EQUIP 

team found it necessary to extend recruitment from an originally planned 24 mental 

health team clusters to 36 clusters. This created additional logistical challenges for the 

embedded trial. Additional clusters recruited were required to be randomised to the 

embedded trial within tight timelines; there was a need to organise the supply of 

additional recruitment leaflets to the trial team and to assist with the packing of the trial 

invitation packs; and additional Research Letters of Access had to be organised for AH-M 

for each additional site, to enable her to access the data. 

 

3.7.8.2 Outcome measures 

In EQUIP, CSOs, Research Nurses or mental health teams telephoned patients who did 

not respond to the postal invitation in clusters where recruitment was poor. The latest 

Cochrane systematic review of recruitment intervention reported evidence that telephone 

follow-up prompting of patients who do not respond to invitations to participate in trials 

significantly increases recruitment [370]. In EQUIP telephone follow-ups were conducted 

as and when necessary, thus not all clusters had the telephone follow-ups.  
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The primary outcome was selected to assess the effect of the recruitment intervention, 

without potential contamination of the telephone follow-ups. The primary outcome for 

the embedded recruitment trial was the proportion of patients in each group who were 

consented and enrolled into EQUIP after responding to the postal invitation - that is, the 

proportion of participants who responded and enrolled without the need for a telephone 

follow-up reminder. The denominator is the number of patients initially identified as 

eligible participants.  

The following comprised the secondary outcomes:  

1. The proportion of patients in each group who positively responded, without the 

need for a telephone follow-up reminder. This differs from the number actually 

consented and enrolled, due to, for example the host trial exclusion criteria 

2. The total proportions of patients in each group who positively responded,  

including telephone follow-up of initial non-responders  

3. The numbers of clusters in each group needing to conduct telephone follow ups 

due to low postal response. This outcome takes into account the potential resource 

implications of a mental  health clinician or a trial recruiter telephoning patients 

who do not respond to the trial invitation 

 

3.7.8.3 Sample size and power 

EQUIP aimed to recruit 36 mental health clusters and approach an average of 240 patients 

per cluster, in order to recruit a total of 480 participants. Thus the expected recruitment 

rate in EQUIP was approximately 5%.  

As is usual with a trial embedded within a host trial, no formal power calculation was 

undertaken to determine the sample size [90]. This is because in the embedded trial the 

sample size was constrained by the number of patients being approached in EQUIP. The 

sample size for the embedded trial was the total number of patients invited to participate 

in EQUIP from the 34 available clusters at the time of implementing the embedded trial, 

which was 8182 patients. 

Schulz and Grimes [580] argue that whilst trialists should make proper a-priori sample 

size calculations and adequately describe the key details in their published reports, post-

hoc power calculations are a futile exercise, since the power of a trial is expressed in the 

confidence interval generated from the outcome analysis. However, for the purposes of 

this thesis, we estimate a post-hoc power calculation.  
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The denominator is the number of patients who were initially invited into EQUIP. This is a 

larger number than that normally required for power calculations of clinical outcomes 

within individually randomised trials. A base response rate of 50% to invitations in the 

non-PPIR arm was assumed. A significant improvement in recruitment rate was defined as 

an increase in response of 8%. Given that the embedded recruitment trial was cluster 

randomised, the sample size calculations needed to be inflated to accommodate the 

clustering or design effect [581]. We assumed a total sample size of 8182 patients across 34 

clusters, with an average of 17 clusters per arm and approximately 240 patients per cluster. 

In this recruitment trial, individual patients (level-1) were clustered within mental health 

teams (level-2), which were clustered within paired mental health teams (level-3). Thus a 

level-3 design effect was initially assumed. However, given that the  overall derived intra-

cluster correlation coefficient (ICC) for our sample was very small at 0.006 we ignored the 

design effect imposed by the cluster pairs since it was negligible.   This provides 

approximately >99% power for a minimally detectable difference of 8% between the 

intervention and control groups, assuming a 5% 2-sided alpha.    

 

3.7.8.4 Randomisation 

The EQUIP host trial statisticians undertook the randomisation and were independent 

from the delivery of the interventions for both the host and embedded trial.  

Randomisation in EQUIP was stratified by cluster pairing, the site/region and caseload size 

of each cluster. The embedded recruitment trial used the same cluster pairing as the host 

trial. Thus the unit of randomisation for the embedded recruitment trial was the cluster 

pair. Each cluster pair was block-randomised using permuted block sizes of 2, 4 and 6. A 

computerised randomisation programme was utilised to undertake the randomisation. 

Patients did not know that they were part of a trial of a PPIR intervention so were blind to 

the study hypothesis.  CSOs and Research Nurses undertaking trial recruitment and 

mental health team clusters were also blind to the group to which clusters were allocated. 

Allocation was also concealed from patients, mental health teams and trial recruiters. 

 

3.7.7.5 Data management 

Data were entered and managed using Microsoft Excel [582]. Data were checked and 

validated, and discrepancies were checked with the EQUIP host trial team manager to 

resolve. Once discrepancies were dealt with the database was locked for analysis.  This 
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means that the database was made read-only.  To help identify problems with missing 

data, outlying values, or other errors, full descriptive statistics were produced for all 

variables in the database(s). The numbers for the available data for each analysis were 

reported. 

 

3.7.8.6 Statistical Methods  

To undertake the statistical analysis, baseline data on cluster size (patient list size), 

deprivation, care quality rating and patient satisfaction with clinical care were obtained. 

Cluster size data were obtained from the EQUIP host trial team.  Deprivation was 

determined using the Index of Multiple Deprivation rank, averaged across Lower-layer 

Super Output Areas located within each cluster’s Clinical Commissioning Group [583]. 

Care quality and patient satisfaction data were obtained at the cluster level from the Care 

Quality Commission, which is the independent regulator of health and social care in 

England [584]. Patient satisfaction focused on the experiences of service users who receive 

care and treatment within the mental health teams. Baseline comparability of trial arms 

and representativeness of the sample in terms of the clusters and the overall eligible 

population were examined using preliminary tabular and graphical exploration of the data.   

Patients from the same mental health team cluster were considered to be possibly 

correlated since their outcomes are more likely to be similar to each other [585]. Various 

options were considered for the statistical analyses. Standard logistic regression was not 

considered to be appropriate in this instance, given that the analysis needed to account for 

a multi-level structure involving individual patients, mental health clusters and cluster 

pairs. The generalised estimating equation (GEE) approach was considered as an option 

[586]. The GEE accounts for clustering and the cluster pair could have been treated as a 

fixed-effect, or a categorical covariate in the model; however, this would have had the 

undesired effect of limiting the generalisability of the effect estimate and underestimating 

its standard error. 

Analysis therefore adjusted for the clustering variable and used generalised linear mixed 

models (GLMM) to estimate the effect of the recruitment intervention [587]. The ‘mixed’ 

model refers to the use of both fixed effects - parameters that would be used again if the 

trial was repeated; and random effects - parameters that have been randomly selected, for 

example, mental health teams. As the unit of randomisation was the cluster pair, a three-

level random effects logistic model was fitted, which pertained to the individual patient 

(level-1), clustered within mental health teams (level-2), clustered within paired mental 
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health teams (level-3). Calculation of a cluster-marginal effect involved averaging over the 

random effects at level-2 (cluster) and 3 (cluster pair). This provided a measure of effect on 

the group (cluster) being randomised, rather than on the individuals within the clusters. 

The analysis adjusted for mental health team cluster size, levels of deprivation and care 

quality rating. Patient satisfaction with clinical care was not included in the model due to 

incomplete data. Standard errors and confidence intervals for cluster marginal effects were 

calculated using the delta method. Given that the EQUIP randomisation occurred after the 

embedded trial randomisation, there was no plausible causal effect of the EQUIP 

intervention on recruitment so no interaction between the EQUIP intervention and the 

recruitment intervention was tested for. To assist with interpretation, the output reports 

the marginal mean difference in proportions (that is, the effect in the cluster pair) as well 

as odds ratios (which provide a measure of association between being sent the recruitment 

intervention and enrolling in EQUIP).  

Due to the small numbers of clusters, Fisher’s exact test  rather than a chi-squared test was 

used to test for association between recruitment trial arm and the need for telephone 

follow-up [588]. Fisher’s test calculates an exact p-value by considering all possible 

configurations, hence its use in small samples, rather than an approximation which 

improves with increasing numbers. Analyses were in accordance with the intention-to-

treat principle and were undertaken using Stata, version 14 [589]. Appendix reports the 

statistical analysis outputs. 

 

3.7.8.7 Ethical Issues and trial registration  

NRES approval was obtained to conduct the EQUIP trial, using the recruitment method 

described above.  Patients did not give informed consent to enter into the embedded 

recruitment trial. This was approved by NRES Committee Yorkshire and the Humber – 

South Yorkshire (REC Reference 11/YH/0271) on the basis that the embedded trial was not 

withholding information. The embedded trial has been registered by EQUIP as a sub-study 

[559], and as a ‘Study Within a Trial’ (SWAT) by the MRC Hubs for Trials Methodology 

Research (SWAT 26) [590]. A Research Passport and letters of access were obtained for all 

recruitment sites in EQUIP to enable the author to access the data. 
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3.8 Chapter Summary 

In this Chapter we have outlined the methodological basis of this thesis. We discussed the 

adoption of the MRC framework for the thesis and explained the rationale for using a 

mixed methods approach. This chapter also detailed each of the three studies, including 

the rationale for method selection, a description of the main features of the methods, and 

a discussion of the key strengths and limitations of each. 

We have reported each study in publication format, which we present in the following 

three chapters (4-6). 
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Results  

The following three chapters (chapters 4-6) are results chapters from the three empirical 

studies. 
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a b s t r a c t

Background: Depression is common and clinical trials are crucial for evaluating treatments. Difficulties in
recruiting participants into depression trials are well-documented, yet no study has examined the factors
affecting recruitment. This review aims to identify the factors affecting recruitment into depression trials
and to develop a conceptual framework through systematic assessment of published qualitative research.
Methods: Systematic review and meta-synthesis of published qualitative studies. Meta-synthesis involves a
synthesis of themes across a number of qualitative studies to produce findings that are “greater than the
sum of the parts”. ASSIA, CINAHL, Embase, Medline and PsychInfo were searched up to April 2013.
Reference lists of included studies, key publications and relevant reviews were also searched. Quality
appraisal adopted the “prompts for appraising qualitative research”.
Results: 7977 citations were identified, and 15 studies were included. Findings indicate that the decision to
enter a depression trial is made by patients and gatekeepers based on the patient's health state at the time
of being approached to participate; on their attitude towards the research and trial interventions; and on
the extent to which patients become engaged with the trial. Our conceptual framework highlights that the
decision to participate by both the patient and the gatekeeper involves a judgement between risk and
reward.
Limitations: Only English language publications were included in this review.
Conclusions: Findings from this review have implications for the design of interventions to improve
recruitment into depression trials. Such interventions may aim to diminish the perceived risks and increase
the perceived rewards of participation.
& 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-SA license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/).
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1. Introduction

Depression is a major health problem and is predicted to become
the single leading cause of disease burden worldwide by 2030
(World Health Organization, 2004; World Health Organization,
2013). A significant number of patients do not fully recover despite
treatment (National Collaborating Centre for Mental Health, 2009;
Torpey and Klein, 2008; Hardeveld et al., 2010). Thus there remains
a significant need to develop effective interventions for managing
depression.

Whilst clinical trials are the most scientifically rigorous way of
comparing alternative treatments, delivery of such trials is limited
in a large part by poor recruitment and retention of research
participants (Tenhave et al., 2003; Sacks et al., 1982; Barton, 2000).
Difficulties with recruiting participants into clinical trials are very
common: 45% of publicly funded trials require an extension and 80%
of industry trials do not meet enrolment deadlines (Sully
et al., 2013; Centerwatch, 2009). To our knowledge there have been
no studies establishing the scale of recruitment problems specifically
for depression trials, so the exact magnitude of difficulties in this area
is unknown. However, there is a general consensus that depression
trials experience particular challenges with recruitment, and many
fail to recruit their proposed sample of participants to target, or
indeed fail altogether (Hunt et al., 2001; Fairhurst and Dowrick, 1996;
Woodford et al., 2011; Rendell and Licht, 2007; Hetherton et al.,
2004; Garnham et al., 2011; Ruddell et al., 2007; Stek et al., 2007;
Katz et al., 2005; Minas et al., 2005; Haberfellner, 2000;
Yastrubetskaya et al., 1997). Other consequences of poor recruitment
include increased costs and effort, reduction in statistical power, and
delays in the generation of evidence and the subsequent adoption of
effective interventions (Halpern et al., 2002; Patel et al., 2003;
Drüeke et al., 2003).

Historically, recruiting into trials has commonly been considered an
“art” rather than a “science”, whereby the recruitment experience has
been thought to be unique to each trial and each recruiter (Bonvicini,
1998; Baquet et al., 2008; Timmerman, 1996). The importance of
recruitment and retention to research, clinical practice and policy
received relatively little attention (Froelicher and Lorig, 2002). Whilst a
large number of individual interventions to address recruitment
difficulties have been reported in the literature, very few of these
interventions have robust evidence of effectiveness, leading to the
conclusion that “recruiting for science has not been underpinned by a
science of recruitment” (Bower et al., 2009, p. 393). All systematic
reviews undertaken on the topic have called for an urgent need for
systematically evaluated recruitment interventions, particularly those
that are tested in real-world trials (Foy et al., 2003; Watson and
Torgerson, 2006; Woodall et al., 2010; Prescott et al., 1999; Campbell
et al., 2007; Mcdonald et al., 2006; Fletcher et al., 2012; Uybico et al.,
2007; Caldwell et al., 2010; Johnson et al., 2011; Rendell et al., 2007;
Treweek et al., 2013). Furthermore, recruitment is now highlighted as

the methodological research priority for clinical trials units in the
United Kingdom (Smith et al., 2014).

The MRC Complex Interventions Framework can be adopted to
develop and evaluate recruitment interventions using a multi-
phased approached (Craig et al., 2008; Tramm et al., 2013). Within
the Framework, evidence synthesis and qualitative research are
important methodologies in intervention development (Peters,
2010). Here, we use qualitative meta-synthesis to identify and
synthesise the evidence base on factors affecting recruitment into
depression trials, to assist in the development of interventions
aimed at improving recruitment into depression trials.

Systematic reviews provide the most reliable research findings
by applying explicit methods that minimise bias (Higgins and
Green, 2011; Antman et al., 1992; Oxman and Guyatt, 1993).
Systematic reviews of qualitative research aim to apply similar
methodology to the exploration of subjective experiences about
meanings, processes or interventions (Pettigrew and Roberts,
2006). There have been numerous systematic reviews investigat-
ing various aspects of recruitment into clinical trials, and recently
two of these reviews have adopted the meta-synthesis approach to
investigate reasons for participating in trials in general; and
willingness of patients of Chinese heritage to participate in trials
(Mccann et al., 2013; Limkakeng et al., 2013). However few have
focused on mental health, and of those, the first reviewed barriers
to participation in mental health research, focusing on gender,
ethnicity and age (Woodall et al., 2010); the second reported on
the inclusion of Latinos with obsessive compulsive disorder in
clinical trials (Wetterneck et al., 2012); and the third examined
barriers to recruiting ethnic minorities to mental health research
(Brown et al., 2014). None of these mental health reviews adopted
a meta-synthesis approach, nor focused on the specific factors
affecting the recruitment of participants into depression trials.

Our aims in undertaking this review were firstly to system-
atically identify relevant qualitative studies describing factors
affecting recruitment of participants into depression trials; and
secondly to perform a meta-synthesis to identify common themes
that describe factors affecting recruitment into depression trials, to
develop a conceptual framework of factors influencing the deci-
sion to participate in depression trials.

2. Method

The method we employed was meta-synthesis (Stern and Harris,
1985). Much as meta-analyses for quantitative studies focus on
combining results from different studies with the aim of identifying
patterns among study results, meta-synthesis attempts to integrate
results from a number of different but inter-related qualitative studies
to generate new insights. The process involves both induction and
interpretation. However, whilst meta-analysis typically aggregates data
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to produce a common measure of effect size, meta-synthesis involves
reconceptualising themes from across a number of qualitative studies
to combine phenomena into a transformed whole (Noblit and Hare,
1988). Numerous published high quality systematic reviews of quali-
tative studies have applied this method, including meta-syntheses on
clinical trial recruitment (Limkakeng et al., 2013; Mccann et al., 2013)
and depression (Beck, 2002; Khan et al., 2007; Knowles et al., 2014;
Lamb et al., 2012; Gask et al., 2011; Malpass et al., 2009); however to
our knowledge no study to date has addressed both.

Within meta-synthesis the data comprise the main themes
reported in each of the primary studies. These main themes are
synthesised across the studies to develop a conceptual framework
concerning the factors affecting recruitment into depression trials.
Our review and meta-synthesis comprised three stages: systema-
tic literature search; quality appraisal; and synthesis.

2.1. Systematic literature search

This review investigated empirical accounts of factors affecting
the recruitment of patients into depression trials. We considered
any studies (including those using mixed methods) that reported
qualitative empirical findings, including from gatekeepers/profes-
sionals as well as from patients with depression. The search strategy
identified terms corresponding to clinical trial “recruitment” and
“depression” (and their variants) (see Appendix A for Medline
search strategy). Electronic bibliographic database searches used a
combination of medical subject headings (MeSH) and free text. Test
searches were conducted and expert advice from specialists in
retrieval was sought to maximise efficiency (Centre for Reviews and
Dissemination, 2009). Whilst we aimed to identify qualitative
studies, we did not include a “qualitative research” filter in the
electronic database searches as our test searches indicated qualita-
tive studies were poorly indexed (Gorecki et al., 2010), whereby a
number of studies known to us were not retrieved when the
“qualitative” methodological filters were applied. Rather, we read
and reviewed study titles and abstracts to increase the likelihood of
identifying all suitable qualitative studies.

The following databases were searched from inception: ASSIA
(1987 to 8th April 2013), CINAHL (1937 to April 7th 2013), Embase
(1974 to 2013 April 05), Medline (1946 to March Week 4, 2013)
and PsychInfo (1806 to April Week 1 2013). Manual searches of the
reference lists of included studies, key publications and relevant
reviews were also undertaken.

2.1.1. Inclusion and exclusion criteria
Table 1 lists the inclusion and exclusion criteria. Due to limited

resources we only included papers published in the English language.

Unpublished articles, dissertations, non-empirical published articles
and book chapters, and conference abstracts without corresponding
full text articles were excluded. Studies with a majority (more than
50%) of participants under 18 years of age were also excluded, as
paediatric trials can involve specific issues and procedures that are
not present in trials involving adults (Caldwell et al., 2004).

2.2. Quality appraisal

There is lack of consensus about quality assessment in qualitative
research (Mays and Pope, 2000; Dixon-Woods et al., 2004a). In
recognition of this, and arguments that quality in qualitative research
does not arise simply from adherence to recommended procedures
(Barbour, 2001; Chamberlain, 2000), quality appraisal within this
review was therefore adapted from the minimally prescriptive
“prompts for appraising qualitative research” (Dixon-Woods et al.,
2004b, 2006). The prompts aim to sensitise appraisers to the various
dimensions of articles that require evaluation, and include an assess-
ment of whether the aims and objectives of the research were clearly
stated; whether the research questions are suited to qualitative
methodology; and whether the sampling, data collection and analysis
are clearly described and appropriate to the research question (see
Table 4). Using these criteria, we critically assessed papers while
maintaining a methodologically neutral position, and taking into
account methodological rigour, clarity of reporting, as well as our
assessment of the overall contribution made by the study.

Although quality assessment can sometimes be used to exclude
studies that do not meet certain criteria, this is not standard practice
(Centre for Reviews and Dissemination, 2009). Papers were not
excluded on the basis of quality assessment, but rather we placed
emphasis on contribution, whereby the most relevant and methodo-
logically strong papers were given more weight in the synthesis
(Gough, 2007). The objective was to prioritise studies that appeared
to be relevant, rather than particular study types or papers that
followed particular methodological procedures or standards. This
can be described as prioritising “signal” (the “message” of the study,
or likely relevance) over “noise” (potential methodological weak-
nesses) (Dixon-Woods et al., 2006; Edwards et al., 2000). Noise in
our review was quantified by a checklist for methodological quality,
and signal by an explicit judgement about the value of the findings
presented in each study. This has been used effectively in high-
quality published reviews (Langer et al., 2013; Dixon-Woods et al.,
2006; Marshall et al., 2012; Stack et al., 2012).

One reviewer (AH-M) initially assessed each paper for methodo-
logical quality and for contribution. Each included paper was assigned
to one of two predetermined categories, using the coding: KP (Key
Paper which is conceptually rich and methodologically sound. Papers

Table 1
Study inclusion and exclusion criteria, adapted from SPIDER (Cooke et al., 2012).

Inclusion Exclusion

Studies: Peer reviewed journal articles or conference papers published anytime up to April
2013.

Unpublished dissertations, book chapters or papers

Articles in English language, published in any country
Sample: Patients with depression, professionals including clinicians, as well as researchers etc. Studies with a majority (more than 50%) of participants under 18 years

of age
Phenomenon of interest: Recruitment of research participants Studies that focus on attrition
Design: Qualitative studies, or mixed methods studies containing substantial qualitative
components that can make a contribution to the meta-synthesis. As an operational
definition, data collected were in the form of semi-structured interviews, focus groups, open
ended evaluation forms involving free text responses, observational field notes, or reflective
journals. Papers should report some form of thematic or inductive analysis

No qualitative analysis undertaken or primarily quantitative data
reported. Questionnaire data were included in this classification

Evaluation: Any type of evaluation/outcome, including patient, clinician or researcher views Reports that focus on the feasibility of delivering interventions in
depression trials, rather than on recruitment

Research type: Qualitative and mixed methods studies that report on factors affecting
recruitment into depression trials

Studies of recruitment into depression research studies that are not
randomised controlled trials
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that in our appraisal of contribution were the most relevant) or SAT
(Satisfactory Paper). Where it was unclear about the methodological
quality and contribution of a paper, the paper was reviewed by a
second author (PB), and then discussed with the first reviewer (PB) to
reach agreement. Any disagreement was resolved in discussion with a
third reviewer (BY).

2.3. Literature synthesis

To undertake the meta-synthesis, articles were read and re-read,
starting with the Key Papers (KP) and continuing through all 15
papers. First and second order constructs were abstracted from the
results and discussion sections of papers into a spreadsheet. First-
order constructs refer to everyday understandings of the study
phenomena (e.g. as conveyed in direct quotes from participants as
reported in a paper). Second-order constructs are defined as the
authors' interpretations of participants' accounts often expressed as
themes or analytical categories within qualitative studies. Based on
these first and second order constructs, we developed third order
constructs or interpretations, to generate a conceptual framework
(Britten et al., 2002; Noblit and Hare, 1988).

Two reviewers (AHM, NS) reviewed the spreadsheet independently
and categorised the first order constructs to identify emerging themes.
Second-order constructs were reviewed to see how they compared
and translated across papers. Review of the constructs also paid
attention to any differences in perspective between patients and
gatekeepers. Reviewers independently sifted the second order con-
structs, developing new third order constructs to offer new insights

and understanding. Discussion with a third, independent reviewer
(PB) then refined these constructs until a consensual understanding
was reached.

Duplicated papers were removed before screening. Titles and
abstracts were screened for relevance by one reviewer (AH-M). 10%
of retrievals were reviewed by a second reviewer (NS). Full-text
retrievals were assessed by two reviewers (AH-M and BY). Where it
was unclear whether to include or exclude a paper, the full text was
obtained and discussed between all authors. Disagreements were
dealt with via discussion.

3. Results

3.1. Search results

The search initially identified 9932 citations, and 15 studies were
eligible for inclusion in the review. The flowchart summary of
literature search and outcome is presented in the PRISMA diagram
(Fig. 1) (Moher et al., 2009). Appendix B outlines the studies excluded
at full-text review and reasons for exclusion.

Table 2 summarises and Table 3 details the characteristics of
the 15 included papers (Barnes et al., 2012; Bartlam et al., 2012;
Carey et al., 2001; Cramer et al., 2011; Dowrick et al., 2007;
Fairhurst and Dowrick, 1996; Hetherton et al., 2004; Hinton
et al., 2006; Mason et al., 2007; Mendel et al., 2011; Schroer
et al., 2009; Shellman and Mokel, 2010; Tallon et al., 2011; Van Der
Weele et al., 2012; Chew-Graham et al., 2007).

Fig. 1. Summary of literature search, adapted from PRISMA (Moher, 2009).
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3.2. Quality appraisal outcome

Table 4 presents the outcome of the quality and contribution
assessment for each of the 15 included papers. Based on overall
contribution and conceptual richness, in addition to satisfying each of
the prompt questions, eight papers out of the 15 included papers
were judged to be Key Papers. Overall therefore, the majority of
included studies were judged to be of generally good quality. Seven
papers were judged to be Satisfactory Papers; compared to the Key
Papers, Satisfactory Papers lacked conceptual richness and made a
lesser contribution to the synthesis, and/or demonstrated limitations
in the reporting of findings. Common weaknesses within the 15
included studies were mainly around the presentation of findings,
and included: lack of a clear description of analysis method;
insufficient raw data to support interpretations; and limited con-
textual information about sampling and participants.

3.3. Literature synthesis: analysis and results

45 emerging themes and analytical categories were initially
identified and furnished with first and second-order quotes extracted
from individual studies, which we reviewed and consolidated into 11
sub-themes.

Firstly, we categorised these sub-themes into either “facilitators to
participation” or “barriers to participation” in depression trials; these
were concepts directly adopted from use in several of the included
papers (Bartlam et al., 2012; Hinton et al., 2006; Mason et al., 2007;
Mendel et al., 2011; Shellman and Mokel, 2010) (Tables 5 and 6).

The seven sub-themes around barriers were

� Expression of depression symptoms (which includes presenta-
tion, endorsement and impact of depression symptoms)

� Risk of trial to mental health (that participation would be
depressing or anxiety provoking)

� Stigma (including perceived stigma, self-stigma, and double
stigma – “weakness” or “vulnerability” associated with mental
illness, as well as that associated with severe mental illness or
“craziness”)

� Protecting the vulnerable patient (such as clinician concerns
about capacity of depressed patients to provide valid informed
consent, concerns about welfare of patients as well as patients
being perceived to be “too depressed”)

� Presenting depression trials to patients (including the particular
difficulties introducing research in a depression consultation,
clinician skill, confidence and experience in introducing the
trial to patients)

� Treatment preferences (such as strong patient preferences for
particular trial treatments, or negative views about treatment
options and objections to randomisation)

� Views of trial processes and procedures (such as inconvenience
posed by participation).

The four sub-themes around facilitators were

� Access to services to meet mental health need (gaining additional
resources and trial being perceived as offering a service)

� Altruism
� Marketing (active promotion of trial to patients and gatekeepers)
� Trust (in research teams and in referrers, as well as endorse-

ment by valued individuals and organisations).

The second step was to apply a line-of-argument synthesis
based on the themes around barriers and facilitators (Noblit and
Hare, 1988). Line-of-argument synthesis is fundamentally about
inference, and uses both similarities and differences across the
studies to build up a picture, or a “whole” that makes sense of the
parts. Our reading of the included studies showed consistent
themes but also different perspectives, particularly those between

Table 2
Summary of included studies.

Number of studies (%)

Country:
UK 9 (60%)
USA 4 (27%)
Netherlands 1 (7%)
Multinational 1 (7%)

Context:
Primary care 10 (67%)
Outpatient psychiatry 1 (7%)
Hospital and community 1 (7%)
Ethnic minorities/underserved communities only 1 (7%)
Older ethnic minority adults 1 (7%)
Primary and secondary care 1 (7%)

Perspective:
Gatekeepers/providers/staff only 7 (47%)
Patients with depression only 6 (40%)
Both Gatekeepers/providers/staff and patients 2 (13%)

Data collection:
Qualitative interviews only 8 (53%)
Mixeda qualitative methods 5 (33%)
Focus groups 1 (7%)
Free text responses 1 (7%)

Analysis method:
Thematic analysis 5 (33%)
Framework 4 (27%)
Constant comparison 2 (13%)
Content analysis 1 (7%)
Immersion/crystallisation technique 1 (7%)
Inductive 1 (7%)
Mixed (thematic analysis, constant comparison, framework approach) 1 (7%)

a Mixed methods combined interviews with the following: questionnaires, conversations, focus groups, open ended evaluation forms,
field notes, journals and observations.
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Table 3
Characteristics of included studies.

Reference and setting Study objectives Sample Method of data
collection

Analysis Context

1. Barnes et. al. (2012)
United Kingdom

To explore patients' reasons for declining
to be contacted about a study of the
effectiveness of cognitive behavioural
therapy as a treatment for depression

Patients responding to an initial invitation
to participate in research involving a
talking therapy (n¼25)

Questionnaire
and semi-
structured
telephone
interviews

Thematic analysis Primary care

2. Bartlam et. al. (2012) Concern over the inappropriate exclusion
of older people from clinical trials is
longstanding. To investigate the extent of
exclusion of older people in clinical trials,
and to explore the views of those directly
involved

Older people and carers living with
conditions commonly affecting older
people: hypertension, cancer, dementia,
heart failure, stroke and depression
(n¼285)

Focus groups
(n¼42)

Constant
comparison

Hospital and
communityNine countries: the

Czech Republic,
Israel, Italy,
Lithuania, Holland,
Poland, Romania,
Spain and the UK

3. Carey et. al. (2001)
USA

To provide information regarding the
experiences of 45 outpatients who
recently completed their participation in a
trial that was designed to promote
healthier behaviours among adults with a
SPMI

Outpatients with severe and persistent
mental illness (SPMI) who had
participated in a trial (n¼45)

Semi-structured
[exit] interviews

Content analysis Outpatient
psychiatric
clinics

4. Chew-Graham et. al.
(2007) United
Kingdom

To presents experience of recruiting
patients into the PRIDE trial which was
carried out in one Primary Care Trust
(PCT)

General practice staff, general
practitioners, practice nurses and
community nurses (n¼15)

Conversations
and semi-
structured
interviews

Constant
comparison

Primary care

5. Cramer et. al. (2011)
United Kingdom

To examine the feasibility and
acceptability of a trial of a group
intervention based on CBT principles for
women with depression in primary care

Women aged 30–55 years (n¼75) Interviews Thematic
analysis, constant
comparison
method and
framework
approach

Primary care

6. Dowrick et. al.
(2007) United
Kingdom

To ascertain views of potential study
participants of the ethics and pragmatics
of various balanced placebo designs, in
order to inform the design of future
antidepressant drug trials

GPs, psychiatrists and patients with
depression (n¼48)

Focus groups and
in-depth
interviews

Thematic analysis
using Framework

Primary and
secondary
care

7. Fairhurst and
Dowrick (1996) United
Kingdom

To evaluate the effectiveness of
counselling in the management of minor
psychiatric morbidity in general practice,
and to explore the reasons for difficulties
in recruiting patients to such an
evaluation

General practitioners (n¼8) Semi-structured
telephone
interviews

Inductive Primary care

8. Hetherton et. al.
(2004) United
Kingdom

To describe the study, the problems that
were encountered when GPs agreed to
recruit participants during consultations
and to outline possible solutions to these
problems

General practitioners (n¼3) Questionnaire,
qualitative
interview

Thematic analysis Primary care

9. Hinton et. al. (2006)
USA

To examine gender differences in
recruitment, depression presentation, and
depression treatment history in a large
effectiveness trial; and to use qualitative
data to generate hypotheses about
reasons for observed gender differences

Referring physicians, depression care
managers, and study recruiters (n¼30)

Qualitative
interviews

Thematic analysis Primary care

10. Mason et. al. (2007)
United Kingdom

To investigate the perceived barriers
among GPs towards introducing
participation in trials to patients
presenting with depression during
consultations

General practitioners (n¼41) Semi-structured
interviews

Thematic analysis
using framework
approach

Primary care

11. Mendel et. al. (2011)
USA

To evaluate one of a number of
community engagement strategies
employed in the Community Partners in
Care (CPIC) study, the first randomized
controlled trial of the role of community
engagement in adapting and
implementing evidence-based depression
care

Administrators, providers, psychologists,
licensed therapists, social workers,
psychiatrists, physicians, registered
nurses, drug treatment counsellors, case
managers (n¼187)

Open-ended
evaluation forms,
qualitative
observation field
notes

Thematic analysis Community
engagement/
Inclusion of
ethnic
minorities in
RCTs

12. Schroer et. al.
(2009) United
Kingdom

To identify subgroups of patients with
depression who could be the focus of
effectiveness trials

Acupuncture patients, acupuncturists,
physicians (n¼30)

In-depth
interviews

Thematic analysis
using the
framework
approach

Primary care

13. Shellman and
Mokel (2010) USA

To describe barriers and strengths of a
study testing the effects of reminiscence
on depressive symptoms in community-
dwelling older African Americans

Research assistants, senior centre
directors, pastors, church group leaders
(n¼not reported)

Reflective
journals,
participant
observations, and
key informant
interviews

Immersion/
crystallisation
technique

Older adults/
Research with
ethnic
minority
communities

Primary care
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patients and gatekeepers. The line-of-argument approach was
utilised to make sense of apparent contradictions in the data and
to integrate the emergent themes and derive new insights. This
synthesis revealed three key constructs which are discussed with
direct quotations extracted from original interviews:

1. Health state
2. Attitudes towards research and trial interventions
3. Engaging the patient.

Table 7 provides examples of first- and second-order constructs
and third-order synthesised themes. These core themes enabled
us to develop a conceptual framework of factors influencing the
individual decision to participate in depression trials.

3.3.1. Health state
The decision whether to participate in a depression trial—or in the

case of gatekeepers to invite patients to participate—is filtered through
consideration around the patient's health state. There were two key
facets of this: firstly the impact of depression on the patient and their
ability to engage with trials, and secondly the potential impact of the
trial on the patient's health state—positive, neutral or negative.

In terms of the impact of depression, the presenting symptoms
of the condition, such as lack of concentration and confidence and
low motivation were noted to be barriers to participation: “When I
get depressed, everything seems hard on me” (Carey et al., 2001). The
relapsing-remitting nature of the disease, as well as the impact of
comorbid conditions could also adversely affect recruitment
(Mason et al., 2007; Barnes et al., 2012; Van Der Weele et al.,
2012; Tallon et al., 2011). Here patients could easily fall into either

Table 3 (continued )

Reference and setting Study objectives Sample Method of data
collection

Analysis Context

14. Tallon et. al. (2011)
United Kingdom

To investigate patients' views on
participating in a primary care trial
comparing two antidepressant drugs

Patients with depression who had
participated in a trial (n¼601)

Cross-sectional
survey involving
free text
responses

Thematic analysis
using framework
approach

15. Van Der Weele
et. al. (2012) The
Netherlands

To explore limiting and motivating factors
in accepting an offer to join a “coping with
depression” course, and perceived needs
among persons aged 4/¼75 years who
screened positive for depressive
symptoms in general practice

Patients with depression offered a “coping
with depression” course (n¼23)

Interviews Thematic analysis Primary care

Table 4
Quality appraisal using the prompts, adapted from Dixon-Woods et al. (2007).

Source paper Are the
aims and
objectives
of the
research
clearly
stated?

Are the
research
questions
suited to
qualitative
enquiry?

Are the following clearly
described?

Are the following appropriate
to the research question?

Are claims
supported
by
sufficient
evidence?

Are the data,
interpretations
and
conclusions
clearly
integrated?

Does the
paper make a
useful
contribution?

Rating

Sampling Data
collection

Analysis Sampling Data
collection

Analysis

1. Barnes et. al.
(2012)

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ KP

2. Bartlam et. al.
(2012)

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ KP

3. Carey et. al.
(2001)

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ KP

4. Chew-Graham
et. al. (2007)

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ KP

5. Cramer et. al.
(2011)

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ SAT

6. Dowrick et. al.
(2007)

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ SAT

7. Fairhurst and
Dowrick (1996)

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ KP

8. Hetherton et. al.
(2004)

√ √ √ √ X √ √ √ √ √ √ SAT

9. Hinton et. al.
(2006)

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ KP

10. Mason et. al.
(2007)

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ KP

11. Mendel et. al.
(2011)

√ √ √ √ X √ √ √ X √ √ SAT

12. Schroer et. al.
(2009)

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ SAT

13. Shellman (2010) √ √ X √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ SAT
14. Tallon et. al.
(2011)

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ KP

15. Van Der Weele
et. al. (2012)

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ SAT

KP: Key Paper, to be included in systematic review, SAT: Satisfactory Paper, to be included in systematic review.
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of the “too ill” or “too well” categories; both of which meant
enrolment into a trial was less likely. Those who declined trial
participation often reported that they did not feel depressed or
were happy with their situation (Van Der Weele et al., 2012).

Patients were less likely to consider enrolling in depression
trials when they were experiencing remission of symptoms as
they felt a need to protect their the wellness or health state
(Dowrick et al., 2007; Van Der Weele et al., 2012), and patients
voiced concern that participation may lead to deterioration in
health status if they were otherwise coping: “If I felt that I'd
reached a stage with my depression that it was no longer a factor in
a) my working life, b) my social life, c) my domestic life, then I
wouldn't [participate], because you're on the straight and narrow and
you don't want anything to demur from that or jeopardise it”
(Dowrick et al., 2007).

Core issues arose in terms of the potential impact of the trial on
the patient's health, which were typically viewed in the context of
risk versus rewards in the decision about participation. Depression
trials were perceived with caution by both patients and profes-
sionals, with welfare issues a key consideration. For patients, there
was awareness that participating in trials might carry risks,
particularly for those that are older and/or in poor health, and
how participation may affect the individual's ability to cope and
manage their illness: “Well, being older and having more diseases
and entering a trial with a drug, you cannot be sure on the body's
reactions” (Bartlam et al., 2012).

Nine papers addressed issues from the perspective of gate-
keepers and other professionals (general practitioners, other physi-
cians, nurses, acupuncturists etc.) (Chew-Graham et al., 2007;
Hetherton et al., 2004; Dowrick et al., 2007; Fairhurst and Dowrick,

1996; Hinton et al., 2006; Mason et al., 2007; Mendel et al., 2011;
Schroer et al., 2009; Shellman and Mokel, 2010). Patients with
depression were typically viewed as vulnerable, often leading to
protectiveness on the part of professionals. Here trials were some-
times viewed as an extra demand that would overburden patients
and generate more distress. Clinicians particularly were less likely to
refer patients who were unwell, for fear of further deterioration in
the patient's health: “sometimes you're so anxious to get this person
feeling better you, anything you think might jeopardise that or stall it
you're bit disinclined to do” (Mason et al., 2007). In contrast to this,
patients reported being more amenable to participation if their
condition was currently impacting negatively on their quality of life;
here a key factor was potential alleviation of symptoms: “I decided it
would be helpful if I could improve my health” (Carey et al., 2001).

3.3.2. Attitudes towards research and trial interventions
Attitudes towards research and trial interventions were a

theme represented in all but two papers. A key facilitating factor
in patients enrolling in depression trials was trials offering
potential access to services to meet mental health needs. Both
patients and professionals considered trial interventions as a
potential resource to be accessed in order to address patients'
depression treatment needs. This was particularly the case where
there was a lack of local resources. For clinicians, referral into a
depression trial could be an acknowledgement that “all else has
failed” in terms of the treatment they could provide to their
patients: “When I refer patients…it is when I have completely
exhausted my own resources” (Fairhurst and Dowrick, 1996).
Depression trials could also provide improved services that were

Table 5
Barriers to participating in depression trials.

Source paper Expression of depression
symptoms (Presentation,
endorsement and impact
of depression symptoms)

Risk of trial to
mental health
(Fear of
symptom
exacerbation)

Stigma
(Perceived,
self, double
stigma)

Protecting the
vulnerable patient
(Concerns about
capacity and welfare
of patients)

Presenting depression
trials to patients
(Difficulties introducing
research to patients with
depression)

Treatment
preferences (Patient
and clinician
preferences for
particular trial
treatments)

Views of trial
processes and
procedure
(Inconvenience
and burden)

1. Barnes et. al. (2012) X X X
2. Bartlam et. al.
(2012)

X X

3. Carey et. al. (2001) X X X
4. Chew-Graham
et. al. (2007)

X X X

5. Cramer et. al.
(2011)

X X

6. Dowrick et. al.
(2007)

X X X X X

7. Fairhurst and
Dowrick (1996)

X X X

8. Hetherton et. al.
(2004)

X X X

9. Hinton et. al.
(2006)

X X

10. Mason et. al.
(2007)

X X X X

11. Mendel et. al.
(2011)

12. Schroer et. al.
(2009)

X X X X

13. Shellman and
Mokel (2010)

X X X X

14. Tallon et. al.
(2011)

X X X X

15. Van Der Weele
et. al. (2012)

X X X X X X X
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local and relevant in the day-to-day management of patients:
“Well there's nowhere else to send these patients, so they get
something out of it, as do us GPs who are doing the extra work”
(Chew-Graham et al., 2007).

For patients, participating in depression trials could enable
access to otherwise unavailable treatment options. Another moti-
vating factor was a general preference for interventions that did
not involve antidepressant medication, because of perceived dis-
advantages such a dependence, toxicity, contraindication with
other medication and side effects (Cramer et al., 2011; Schroer
et al., 2009; Bartlam et al., 2012; Tallon et al., 2011). Patients who
previously had experience of the active trial interventions were
also more likely to decline participation, particularly when they
had found it to be a negative experience (Barnes et al., 2012).
Conversely, options for innovative treatments (such as acupunc-
ture) could be appealing (Schroer et al., 2009).

Randomisation was potentially a significant barrier to the
recruitment of depressed patients (Hetherton et al., 2004; Chew-
Graham et al., 2007; Fairhurst and Dowrick, 1996; Carey et al.,
2001). For GPs, randomisation was often a difficult procedure in
practice, even though they acknowledged its value. The traditional
responsibility of GPs is the well-being of individual patients, which
is promoted by directing them to the best possible treatment
for their presenting problems. Randomisation presented GPs
with a competing responsibility, specifically, to prioritise scientific
advancement from which future patients would benefit. Faced
with an ethical dilemma between care of their patients and
research interests, GPs often opted to adhere to their traditional
role and did not risk their patient being randomised to the non-
desired arm of the study. Clinician referral to a trial was also often
perceived as a recommendation for the active trial interventions
(Schroer et al., 2009), and some GPs viewed treatment as usual by

GPs as inferior and believed that patients would be disappointed
or “could not cope” if they were randomised to a “usual GP care”
control group (Hetherton et al., 2004; Schroer and Macpherson,
2009). Support for this came from the patient perspective, who
considered randomisation to the “wrong” allocation a potential
risk; patients not randomised to the intervention arm often voiced
disappointment: “I wasn't in a group. I wanted to be” (Carey et al.,
2001). Equipoise was highlighted as a fundamental requirement of
successful RCTs: all treatment arms being perceived as equally
effective or ineffective by both the health professional and the
prospective participant (Fairhurst and Dowrick, 1996). However
this was often difficult to achieve in practice for GPs in the context
of psychological therapy trials as this went against the predomi-
nant professional attitude of benign paternalism: “Faced with a
patient, in your own mind you've made a therapeutic decision one
way or another: either they need [trial intervention] or they don't”
(Fairhurst and Dowrick, 1996).

Altruism, the desire to help others and contribute to further
knowledge and treatment, was discussed in four studies (Cramer
et al., 2011; Carey et al., 2001; Dowrick et al., 2007; Tallon et al.,
2011). Altruismwas an important consideration in patients enrolling
into depression trials; however it did not appear to be the sole
consideration for many potential participants. Whilst patients
wanted to help, this willingness to participate appeared to be
enhanced when there was a sense that they were also helping
themselves: “I felt that I was being helped yet helping others at the
same time” (Tallon et al., 2011). If helping others involved making no
personal gains, or indeed, risking the stability of one's mental
health, then patients with depression were less likely to participate.

3.3.3. Engaging the patient
“Engaging the patient” focuses on communication and the

relationships between the patient, gatekeepers and trial team, and
includes themes of stigma, the presentation of depression trials to
patients, marketing and trust. Stigma was a theme reported in six
studies (Carey et al., 2001; Hinton et al., 2006; Schroer et al., 2009;
Shellman and Mokel, 2010; Tallon et al., 2011; Van Der Weele et al.,
2012). Depression was reported to be viewed as a highly stigmatised
condition by patients, associated with severe mental illness or
“craziness”. Patients often viewed depression as a much more severe
mental state than the condition which they were experiencing
themselves, or associated with mental or moral “weakness”. This
resulted in “double stigma”, which was a barrier both in terms of
patients accessing care in general, and into depression trials in
particular. The diagnostic label “depression”was a term that patients
could be fearful of, and which they sought to avoid; clinicians might
in turn de-emphasised the diagnostic label, and avoided the
potential stigma associated with enrolling in a depression trial.
While this was an issue across genders and age groups, older men,
and men of lower socio-economic status were reported to be
particularly reluctant to be diagnosed as depressed.

Five papers discussed challenges in presenting depression trials
to patients (Cramer et al., 2011; Chew-Graham et al., 2007; Hetherton
et al., 2004; Dowrick et al., 2007; Mason et al., 2007). In general,
clinicians often found it difficult to introduce the trial in a depression
consultation, where patients presented as emotionally vulnerable
and distressed. This is linked with the “health state” theme, and
underscores communication as particularly problematic in this con-
text: i.e. it was difficult to raise research in a clinical consultation, and
where raising the unrelated issue of research may lead to negative
clinical effects, those issues were exacerbated. Raising the issue of
trials was described as a “sales pitch” by GPs (Mason et al., 2007). To
introduce the trial detracted from focusing on presenting problems
and was felt to be detrimental to patients, and this appears to
undermine GPs' ability and willingness to introduce the research at

Table 6
Factors serving as facilitators in depression trials.

Source paper Access to services to
meet mental health
needs (viewing the
trial as a resource)

Altruism Marketing
(to both
patients and
gatekeepers)

Trust (in
researchers,
referrers)

1. Barnes et. al.
(2012)

2. Bartlam et. al.
(2012)

X X X

3. Carey et. al.
(2001)

X X

4. Chew-Graham
et. al. (2007)

X X

5. Cramer et. al.
(2011)

X X

6. Dowrick et. al.
(2007)

X X X

7. Fairhurst and
Dowrick (1996)

8. Hetherton
et. al. (2004)

X

9. Hinton et. al.
(2006)

10. Mason et. al.
(2007)

11. Mendel et. al.
(2011)

X X

12. Schroer et. al.
(2009)

X

13. Shellman and
Mokel (2010)

X X

14. Tallon et. al.
(2011)

X X

15. Van Der
Weele et. al.
(2012)

X X
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Table 7
Examples of first- and second-order constructs and synthesised themes.

First order construct Second order constructs Sub-theme Third order construct: Synthesis of main
findings into an explanatory framework

“There's more shame associated with admitting to
symptoms of depression, admitting to failure.”
(Hinton et. al., 2006)

Because older men tend not to endorse depressed
mood or sadness, they were often viewed as more
reluctant to accept the diagnosis of depression
and the treatment recommendations (Hinton,
2006).

Expression of
depression
symptoms

Health state
Consideration around the patient's health state
is a key factor for both patients and referring
clinicians.

“Is this going to do my patient any good, or am I
just doing it for the study's sake?” (Mason et.
al., 2007)

GPs described the presenting symptoms of
depression, such as lack of concentration and
confidence and low motivation, as barriers to
patients agreeing to take part in research. Some
patients were characterised as too ill, distressed,
distracted, inward focused and indecisive to be
involved in research and this sometimes
constrained GPs' willingness to introduce the
study to them (Mason, 2007).

Risk of trial to
mental health

The diagnosis of depression often lends to
patients being characterised as vulnerable,
often leading to protectiveness on the part of
the treating clinician

“I mean, the issue is if a person is really truly
depressed, to what extent is he truly
autonomous? To what extent is he or she in a
position to make a decision, you know, in terms
of giving their consent to a trial with all the
informed information that goes with it?”
(Dowrick et. al., 2007)

The capacity of patients with depression,
particularly severe or longstanding depression, to
provide valid informed consent was a cause for
concern (Dowrick, 2007).

Protecting the
vulnerable
patient

“Well, I thought it's bothersome that it's so far
away. That was a reason not to do it… the
travelling is still a big nuisance… If I had to pay
the taxi myself it would be a bit too much for
me. Taxis are quite expensive…that would be
reimbursed” (Van Der Weele et. al., 2012)

Several GPs saw research as an extra demand that
would overburden patients and generate more
distress (Van Der Weele et. al., 2012).

Burden

“Well there's nowhere else to send these patients,
so they get something out of it, as do us GPs
who are doing the extra work”. GP (Chew-
Graham et. al., 2007)

The trial was perceived to be local, relevant and
offered an additional service to them in the day-
to-day management of a particularly underserved
patient group (Chew-Graham, 2007)

Access to services
to meet mental
health needs

Attitude towards trial interventions
Here tension is played out between equipoise
and access. Both patients and clinicians see
depression trials as a potential platform to
access valued services. Strictly the trial
interventions are in equipoise, but in the
context of people seeking services and wanting
access, that is not the case. So the trial is
presented as a neutral test, but is not received as
such, because people want support

“I wasn't in a group. I wanted to be just (for)
experience, like to know what other people go
through and maybe I could learn something
from them.” (Carey et. al., 2001)

Even those participants who were not
randomized to a group intervention commented
on their desire to be part of one (Carey, 2001).

Treatment
preferences

“I guess I wanted to be part of something, to help
out society … I just thought it might help
somewhere down the line.” (Carey et. al., 2001)

Patients also noted that participating in the
research allowed them to make a contribution to
the care of other patients, and to contribute to
science through their participation (Carey, 2001).

Altruism

“[The randomization process] is the reason why
they didn't get into the study in the first place. It
stopped it”. (Fairhurst and Dowrick, 1996)

Although the GPs recognised the value of
randomisation and agreed to participate in the
process, the majority of them found the
procedure difficult in practice. The traditional
responsibility of GPs is the well-being of
individual patients which is promoted by
directing them to the best possible treatment for
their presenting problems. The randomisation
and recruitment procedures presented GPs with a
competing responsibility, specifically, to prioritise
scientific advancement from which future
patients would benefit (Fairhurst and Dowrick,
1996)

Randomisation

“Sometimes I think they're not as forthcoming
because of the stigma. They will not say, ‘I feel
sad’ or ‘I feel depressed.’ They'll say ‘I have a
stomach ache.’” (Hinton et. al., 2006)

Depression's stigma may result not only from its
association with “vulnerability” or “weakness,”
but also from its association with severe mental
illness or “craziness.” These are theoretically
separable sources of stigma, and as a result,
patients may be vulnerable to “double stigma”
and amplification of their suffering (Hinton,
2006)

Stigma Engaging the patient
Introducing depression trials to patients can be
particularly difficult in the context of patients
presenting as emotionally vulnerable and
distressed, as well as avoiding the stigmatising
label of a mental illness diagnosis

“To raise the research seemed alien to the
atmosphere of the consultation.” (Hetherton
et. al., 2004)

As the trial was concerned with patients who
presented with depression or anxiety,
recruitment involved raising the issue of the
research with patients who possibly presented as
emotionally vulnerable or distressed. It seems
that this context undermined GPs' ability to
introduce the issue of research at all (Hetherton,
2008)

Presenting
depression
trials to
patients

Effective marketing of trials to patients and
clinicians, as well as trust in the integrity of the
trial and trialists promotes willingness to
participate. Trial communication might aim to
enable people to consider whether they are in a
“win:win” situation in which both they and
others might benefit. Stigma negatively affects
recruitment, Depression trials need to
“normalise” depression, and use “neutral”, non-
stigmatising language in participant
communication

“It must be said by a physician I visit regularly …
Then I would like to agree, because my
physician tells me this” (Bartlam et. al. 2012)

First amongst those processes that could mitigate
risks to participation was the reliability of the
person suggesting inclusion, almost invariably
seen ideally as a physician (Bartlam et. al. 2012)

Trust

“In my opinion, the issue is that older persons are
not aware of clinical studies and researchers

Marketing
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all: “To raise the research seemed alien to the atmosphere of the
consultation” (Hetherton et al., 2004). Not only was this alien to the
atmosphere of the consultation, it was also alien to the caring of the
depressed patient as to listen empathically to the patient's problems
and then introducing the research was found to be awkward. The
confidence of GPs to introduce depression trials to patients related to
their knowledge of the trial and remembering the trial criteria,
familiarity with the paperwork, the patient's acceptance of the
depression diagnostic label, belief in the purpose and clinical relevance
of the trial, and the acceptability of the interventions (Mason et al.,
2007; Hetherton et al., 2004). More practical and pragmatically, heavy
workloads within GP practices could also result in delays in sending
invitation letters to relevant patients after clinical note searches, or
clinical teams refusing to participate in trials altogether, both of which
negatively impact on recruitment (Cramer et al., 2011; Chew-Graham
et al., 2007; Mason et al., 2007).

Issues around trust were reported in four trials (Bartlam et al.,
2012; Dowrick et al., 2007; Shellman and Mokel, 2010; Van Der
Weele et al., 2012). Trust in the people conducting trials was
reported to be an important factor (Dowrick et al., 2007; Shellman
and Mokel, 2010), as was the opinion and endorsement of valued
individuals and organisations such as ethical review boards, family
and clinicians (Bartlam et al., 2012; Dowrick et al., 2007; Shellman
and Mokel, 2010; Van Der Weele et al., 2012). Having high levels of
trust, particularly in one's doctor, was seen as very important in
influencing patients' decision as to whether or not to enrol in
depression trials (Bartlam et al., 2012; Van Der Weele et al., 2012).
This was especially crucial if the doctor was the one making the
initial approach about trial participation: “If it was my doctor
suggested it: ‘will you try this?’ I'd say yes, but if anybody else asked
me, I would probably say no” (Bartlam et al., 2012). However the
involvement of doctors does not always motivate trial enrolment:
“I was visiting my GP and he said ‘You're not suitable for that… you
don't need it’… He just didn't see the need in my case” (Van Der Weele
et al., 2012). Mistrust on the other hand was an important factor
in refusal to participate, particularly for older African-Americans
(Shellman and Mokel, 2010). This mistrust expressed itself as
concern about researchers' motives and research conduct, extensive
questioning by gatekeepers and professionals during initial meet-
ings, and refusal to participate.

4. Application of the synthesis to develop a conceptual
framework of key factors involved in patients' decision to
participate in depression trials

The line-of-argument synthesis entails the construction of an
interpretation (Noblit and Hare, 1988). While the secondary data
suggested that the authors of the included studies were aware of
the tension between concerns about the patient's welfare and
the potential benefits of trial participation, the line-of-argument
approach enabled us to explicitly conceptualise these contradictions

to combine findings across the studies. This allowed us to develop
new insights in the form of a conceptual framework of the key
factors involved in the patient's decision to participate (Fig. 2).

This conceptual framework focuses on the patient and the
gatekeeper and their weighing up of the participation decision. In
reaching the participation decision, the patient and gatekeeper
rely on the third-order constructs of health state, attitudes towards
trial and research interventions and engaging the patient to weigh
up the risks and rewards of the participation decision. According
to our framework, there are two key points at which decisions are
made as to whether or not to participate in a depression trial.
Firstly, the gatekeeper needs to make a decision as to whether or
not to inform the patient about the opportunity to participate in the
trial (i.e. the patient needs to be exposed to the recruitment
method). Secondly, once the patient is exposed to the recruitment
method, they are able to make the decision to accept or decline trial
participation. In both cases, the gatekeeper and patient are faced
with a difficult decision involving risk.

For the gatekeeper, the assessment of risk is centred on negotiat-
ing the tension between the difficulties introducing depression trials
and the need to protect the vulnerable patient from involvement in
such trials, against accessing new avenues of care to address their
patient's needs; an assessment moderated by their trust in the
research team conducting the depression trial. For the patient, risk
assessment involves balancing rewards (both the personal need to
access treatment and support and feelings of altruism), against the
risks of stigma, of “losing out” by being randomised to the “wrong”
intervention arm, or of encountering adverse effects of trial involve-
ment. Here, our line-of-argument synthesis allows us to focus the
weighing up decision on the sub-themes that present with the most
contradictions.

5. Discussion

5.1. Summary of key findings

Our review highlights that the decision to enter a depression
trial depends on the patient's health state at the time of the
approach; on their attitude towards the interventions being eval-
uated within the trial; and on the extent to which patients become
engaged with the trial. Our conceptual framework emphasises that
the decision to participate by both the gatekeeper and the patient
involves a judgement between risk and reward.

5.2. Comparison with existing literature

As in our review, the previous meta-synthesis of Mccann et al.
(2013) identified that people's health state and health care situation
at the time of being invited to participate in a trial were salient
to participation decisions, and that being able to perceive some
personal benefit from trial participation was clearly associated with

Table 7 (continued )

First order construct Second order constructs Sub-theme Third order construct: Synthesis of main
findings into an explanatory framework

should make an effort to inform older persons. If
older persons become more aware of the
problem, they will get involved more easily.”
(Bartlam et. al., 2012)

Making the general public more aware of the
importance of trials was seen as a way of
increasing participation (Bartlam et. al., 2012).

“The (referral) form was so simple, it was no
hassle to refer on.” (Chew-Graham et. al.,
2007)

It appeared that the simplicity of the intervention
concept (attending a group with other stressed
women and being taught skills to cope better)
helped participants and recruiters to understand
and promote the groups (Cramer, 2011).

Trial processes
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willingness to take part. Personal benefit has also been found in
another meta-synthesis to be a primary driver influencing the
participation of Chinese individuals in trials, particularly for those
who were already unwell and did not have access to any other
effective treatment (Limkakeng et al., 2013).

In contrast to previous meta-syntheses (Mccann et al., 2013;
Limkakeng et al., 2013), our framework more clearly outlines the
tension between risks and reward. Our synthesis also emphasises
the role that gatekeepers play in the recruitment of patients into
depression trials, and that there is often a protective bias in their
predictions of the vulnerabilities of patients with depression
(Roberts and Kim, 2014; Jenkinson et al., 2014).

Our synthesis relates to two published concepts: the therapeutic
misconception (Appelbaum et al., 1982) and injurious misconception
(Snowdon et al., 2007). Therapeutic misconception involves an over-
stated sense of benefit, and occurs when participants demonstrate
difficulties in appreciating the distinction between clinical treatment
and research, therefore incorrectly attributing therapeutic intent to
research procedures. Injurious misconception was proposed as a
counterpart to therapeutic misconception, and is a product of a
particularly keen and discomforting sense of distinctions between
care and research and a correspondingly over-stated sense of risk and
threat associated with research. It has been argued that equipoise can
be extremely difficult for mental health trials, particularly for trials of
psychological therapy. This may be due to widespread assumption
that psychological therapy is always helpful to patients—or at least
not harmful—despite evidence that there can be iatrogenic effects
(Barlow, 2010; Lilienfeld, 2007; Nutt and Sharpe, 2008). Such trials
also cannot be double blind, use a “credible” placebo, and typically
have strong practitioner effects and patient preference (Parry and
Barkham, 2009).

Given the literature suggesting that people take part in clinical
trials mostly for altruistic reasons, and that deriving personal benefit
is a secondary consideration, the strong theme that patients pre-
dominantly enrol in depression trials to access to services to meet
mental health needs is noteworthy (Jenkins and Fallowfield, 2000;
Andresen et al., 2010; Hussain-Gambles, 2004; Cox, 2000; Dixon-
Woods and Tarrant, 2009; Sharp et al., 2006; Ross et al., 1994;
Criscione et al., 2003; Bevan et al., 2012; Cassileth et al., 1982;
Emanuel and Patterson, 1998; Ross et al., 1999; Loraas, 2009). Whilst
altruism is certainly identified as a distinct theme in this review, it is
overshadowed by the idea of personal benefit, which in this context
is the need of patients to address mental health needs. The term

“conditional altruism” has been coined to describe the general
willingness to help others that may initially incline people to
participate in a trial, but that is unlikely to lead to trial enrolment
in practice unless people also recognise that participation will benefit
them personally, or that they will not be disadvantaged from doing
so (Mccann et al., 2010). Strong patient preferences around trial
interventions are common in mental health research (Howard and
Thornicroft, 2006), and such preferences around trial interventions
have been found to affect recruitment (King et al., 2005).

5.3. Research implications

Systematic reviews have consistently highlighted the knowl-
edge gap around effective strategies aimed at those recruiting into
trials (Treweek et al., 2013) and this review is intended to guide
the development and evaluation of interventions to improve
recruitment into depression trials. Our key finding that patients
and gatekeepers weigh up the risks and rewards of the participa-
tion decision by taking into account health state, attitudes towards
trial and research interventions and engaging the patient has
methodological implications for innovations in trial design and
delivery. This in turn has the potential to positively impact on the
recruitment of participants.

The emerging concept of “patient-centred trials” may be adopted
to design trials that potential participants and their clinicians perceive
to be less “risky” (Mullins et al., 2014; Woolfall et al., 2014). Patient-
centred trials have the potential to address the issue of withholding
treatment from patients who are seeking help for their problems, for
example, by encouraging the use of adaptive trials. Such trials are
designed to adjust in a pre-specified manner to changes in clinical
practice and could motivate people and their health care providers to
view clinical trials as more applicable to real-world clinical decisions.
The concept of patient-centred trials may also be applied to evaluate
alternatives to untreated (or “treatment as usual”) control groups in
depression trials and their effect on recruitment. For example, patient
preference arms can be included in randomisation into depression
trials: here participants with strong preferences are allocated to the
intervention of their choice (Bower et al., 2005). An alternative to
patient preference is waiting list control trials, in which all patients
eventually receive the trial intervention, but are randomised to
receive the intervention immediately, or at a later date (Elliott and
Brown, 2002). A further option could be the explicit use of the
“uncertainty principle” in depression trials, whereby patients are only

Fig. 2. Conceptual framework of factors influencing the decision to participate.
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entered into trials if clinicians are uncertain which of the trial
treatment would be most appropriate for that particular patient
(Peto and Baigent, 1998, p. 1170).

Patient and public involvement in trials might be better com-
municated to prospective participants with the aim of reducing
perceptions of risk; specifically to “normalise” depression and
reduce stigma, as well as a form of public endorsement to enhance
trust in those undertaking depression trials (Boote et al., 2014). To
address altruism, trial recruitment communication might aim to
enable people to consider whether they are in a “win:win” situation
in which both they and others might benefit from their participa-
tion (Mccann et al., 2010).

Our conceptual framework represents an early effort to develop
an explanatory model. Further qualitative work is required to
understand the process of the decision making and the priority
placed on the themes identified within this review, to better
understand how these factors may be subjected to influence by
well-designed recruitment interventions. Additional avenues for
further qualitative research may examine recruitment issues in
other populations, for instance in patients with anxiety or with
serious mental illness, as well as in children and members of
minority ethnic groups (Brown et al., 2014; Young et al., 2011). The
studies included in our review were fairly homogeneous in their
methods of data collection, which generally involved qualitative
interviews or focus groups; future research may apply alternative
observational methods, such as audio or video recorded consulta-
tions (Salmon et al., 2012).

5.4. Limitations

Our literature searches were systematic and transparent, but
searching for qualitative studies is complex and necessitates further
investigation (Flemming and Briggs, 2007; Tong et al., 2012). Any
systematic review of existing literature will not include factors that
have not been reported in the peer-reviewed literature, and the
synthesis is dependent on the particular studies included. Relevant
publications may have been omitted, particularly as we excluded
studies not published in the English language for resource reasons.
Publication bias also exists in qualitative research (Petticrew et al.,
2008), so our exclusion of grey literature may have resulted in bias.
While we undertook quality appraisal of included studies, due to
resource constrains it was not possible for quality assessment of all
studies to be undertaken independently by two authors; however
when there was a question about the quality of a paper, this was
reviewed by a second author and discussed with the first author. We
aimed for transparency in all aspects of this review and synthesis;
however the nature of qualitative research means that another
researcher may have obtained different results.

The studies included in this review generally adopted a prag-
matic approach and were primarily concerned with increasing the

numbers of patients recruited, rather than the quality of the
recruitment process, which remains poorly delineated (Gross
et al., 2002). There is a debate about the limitations of research—
both qualitative and quantitative—in identifying clearly, reliably
and consistently barriers and facilitators to trial participation
(Fayter et al., 2007; Salmon et al., 2007). It is possible that there
is some discordance between the factors underlying the motiva-
tion to participate in depression trials and participants' accounts of
their decision making. For example, stigma could make partici-
pants less willing to reveal motivations.

6. Conclusions

This review highlights a number of barriers and facilitators affect-
ing the recruitment of participants into depression trials, which has
implications for the design of interventions to improve recruitment
into these trials. Findings from the synthesis will enable us to a)
undertake further qualitative work to understand the process and
priority of decision making for patients approached to participate in
depression trials, and b) develop recruitment interventions that can
be evaluated using the MRC Complex Interventions Framework (Craig
et al., 2008).
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Appendix A. Search strategy – Medline

See Table A1.

Table A1
Search strategy – Medline.

Search domains Search terms used Results in Medline
(Search date 5th
April 2013)

Sample 1. Depression/
2. Depressive disorder/
3. Dysthymic disorder/
4. Mood disorder/
5. or/1–4

1. 69,314
2. 55,773
3. 935
4. 10,109
5. 13,1621

Phenomenon of interest: to increase specificity the “recruitment” text word terms only identify publications that
refer to the terms more than twice. This was a strategy used in the most recent Cochrane review (Treweek et al.,
2013).

6. Research subject/
7. Patient participation/
8. Patient selection/
9. Enrol?n.ab. /freq¼2

10. recruitn.ab. /freq¼2
11. Participatn.ab. /freq¼2
12. Enlistn.ab. /freq¼2
13. Informed consent.tw.
14. Informed consent/
15. or/6–14

6. 4756
7. 16,563
8. 45,870
9. 18,050

10. 29,625
11. 37,227
12. 200
13. 19,713
14. 30,084
15. 17,9749

Design, evaluation, research: these three constructs have been combined to identify ANY research design that
recruits patients with depression.

16. [Leave blank] 16. [–]

17. 5 and 15 17. 2262

Limits 18. limit 17 to (English
language and humans)

2097

Table B1
The papers excluded from the meta-synthesis and reasons for rejection.

Paper Reasons for rejection

Allen et al. (2009) This study examined participants' experiences of mindfulness-based cognitive therapy. There was no focus on recruitment issues.
Breland-Noble et al.
(2011)

Although this was a qualitative study of recruitment into depression research, the focus is on the recruitment of teenagers, rather than adults.

Edge (2008) While this study stated that its focus was around access of womenwith perinatal depression to services and research, the focus was exclusively
on access to services of depression in general, and there was no focus on recruitment into clinical trials.

Gaudiano et al. (2013) This paper did address treatment expectancies in clinical trials of antidepressants versus psychotherapy for depression. However the data
presented was only of a quantitative nature.

Grant et al. (2009) While this paper addressed issues to do with motivation, randomisation and withdrawal in a depression RCT, the data presented was not
qualitative in nature.

Kokanovic et al.
(2009)

This paper looked at the engagement of ethnic minority communities in a qualitative study of help seeking for depression. It was excluded as
the focus was not on recruitment into a clinical trial.

Locock and Smith
(2011)

Included 2 interviewees (out of 42) with depression. Therefore insufficiently focused on depression.

Loue and Sajatovic
(2008)

The authors described the challenges encountered in recruiting and retaining a sample of severely mentally ill (including depressed) Mexican
and Puerto Rican ethnicity for a study of the context of HIV risk. This study did not present qualitative empirical data.

McFarland et al.
(2002)

The focus is on patient consent to post-mortem tissue/organ donation for research, not recruitment to an intervention or prevention study.

Minas et al. (2005) This paper explored problems in carrying out a mental health research project in the general practice setting. It was excluded as the research
project was not a clinical trial.

O’Donnell et al. (2007) This study used hypothetical vignettes and focus groups to discuss GPs management of patients, including depression. The study discussed
recruitment of GPs in this context, however this did not involve recruitment of patients

Rost et al. (2000) While this article considered issues of recruitment into a trail of major depression, it did not present qualitative empirical data.
Simpson et al. (2000) Whilst the report of this RCT includes a description of the difficulties recruiting participants during the pilot phase of the trial, as well as the

reasons given by GPs for not referring, no qualitative data is presented.
Schroer et al. (2012) This study focused on discussing the feasibility of the acupuncture intervention rather than recruitment into the trial. (The authors have

published a separate paper focusing on recruitment, which has been included as part of this review.)
Sloane et al. (2006) The authors sought to develop a model of participant enrolment via a representative cohort of adult primary care patients maintained for use in

multiple projects. The cohort included some depressed patients; however the study did not involve empirical qualitative data.
Steinman et al. (2012) The focus of this paper was on treatment programme implementation after the trial had been completed.
Uebelacker et al.
(2012)

The authors conducted focus groups with Latinos enroled in a Medicaid health plan in order to ask about the barriers to and facilitators of
depression treatment in general as well as barriers to participation in depression telephone care management. There was no emphasis on
clinical trial recruitment.
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Appendix B. The papers excluded from the meta-synthesis,
and reasons for exclusion.

See Table B1.
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Table B1 (continued )

Paper Reasons for rejection

van Weel et al. (2006) The authors undertook research methodology workshop to raise awareness and interest in longitudinal research in practice-based research
networks (PBRNs) among family physicians (FP) and researchers. The discussions covered recruitment, and some patients had depression.
However there was no qualitative empirical data presented.

Wasan et al. (2009) This study used qualitative methodology to address the self-reported reasons for participation in the clinical research of chronic low back pain
and to evaluate those reasons in the context of informed consent and the concept of therapeutic misconception. The study did not focus on
depression.

Whiting et al. (2008) The authors aimed to establish the feasibility of conducting a randomised controlled trial to evaluate the efficacy of acupuncture in the
treatment of mild-to-moderate depression. While they undertook some qualitative interviews with participants, there was very little reporting
of it, with no discussion of themes and no presentation of quotations. Furthermore, the qualitative reporting was presented in terms of the
numbers of participants who mentioned certain factors.

Willison et al. (2009) This paper did not address recruitment, but rather consent for use of personal information for research.
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Abstract

Background: Trials increasingly experience problems in recruiting participants. Understanding the causes of poor
recruitment is critical to developing solutions. We interviewed people who had declined a trial of an innovative
psychological therapy for depression (REFRAMED) about their response to the trial invitation, in order to understand
their decision and identify ways to improve recruitment.

Methods: Of 214 people who declined the trial, 35 (16 %) gave permission to be contacted about a qualitative
study to explore their decision. Analysis of transcripts of semi-structured interviews was informed by grounded
theory.

Results: We interviewed 20 informants: 14 women and six men, aged 18 to 77 years. Many interviewees had prior
experience of research participation and positive views of the trial. Interviewees’ decision making resembled a four-
stage sequential process; in each stage they either decided not to participate in the trial or progressed to the next
stage. In stage 1, interviewees assessed the invitation in the context of their experiences and attitudes; we term
those who opted out at this stage ‘prior decliners’ as they had an established position of declining trials. In stage 2,
interviewees assessed their own eligibility; those who judged themselves ineligible and opted out at this stage are
termed ‘self-excluders’. In stage 3, interviewees assessed their need for the trial therapy and potential to benefit; we
term those who decided they did not need the trial therapy and opted out at this stage ‘treatment decliners’. In
stage 4, interviewees deliberated the benefits and costs of trial participation; those who opted out after judging
that disadvantages outweighed advantages are termed ‘trial decliners’. Across all stages, most individuals declined
because they judged themselves ineligible or not in need of the trial therapy. While ‘prior decliners’ are unlikely to
respond to any trial recruitment initiative, the factors leading others to decline are amenable to amelioration as
they do not arise from a rejection of trials or a personal stance.

Conclusions: To improve recruitment in similar trials, the most successful interventions are likely to address patients’
assessments of their eligibility and their potential to benefit from the trial treatment, rather than reducing trial burden.
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Background
Randomised trials are strongly recommended for evaluat-
ing interventions, yet recruitment of participants is an in-
creasing problem [1–3]. In developed countries, there
have been considerable efforts to improve recruitment
through legislation and infrastructure [4–6]. Recent re-
ports in the United Kingdom (UK) suggest that more
people than ever are being approached to participate in
trials [6]; however the proportion of people who enrol is
small and recruitment remains a problem, with between
45 % and 80 % of trials failing to meet recruitment targets
[2, 7]. The difficulties may be even more pronounced
when enrolling patients with depression, with many exam-
ples of trial failure due to poor recruitment [8, 9]. The
challenges stem from sources including: the stigma of
mental illness; poor identification of mental disorders by
clinicians; diagnoses which adversely affect patients’ ability
and motivation to participate in research; and mistrust
[10, 11]. Consequences of poor recruitment include
increased costs, reduction in statistical power and contin-
ued use of interventions that are ineffective or harmful to
patients [12, 13].
There is a dearth of evidence-based interventions for

improving recruitment into trials, leading to calls for the
development of ‘a science of recruitment’ [1, 14]. Recruit-
ment is now a methodological research priority for trials
units in the UK [15], and systematic reviews have identi-
fied an urgent need for robustly evaluated interventions,
particularly those tested in the real world [16, 17].
The Medical Research Council (MRC) Complex

Interventions Framework provides a useful basis for de-
veloping and evaluating interventions to improve recruit-
ment [18, 19]. Qualitative research has an important role
to play in the development of interventions [20–22]. To
improve recruitment, it is important that this develop-
ment work is informed by the perspectives of people who
decline trials. However, our meta-synthesis of factors
affecting recruitment into depression trials [23] found that
only one of the 15 studies included decliners [24]. The
remaining studies all focused on the perspectives of staff,
or of patients successfully recruited. Furthermore, all of
the studies focused on respondents’ reported reasons for
their decision, but did not explore in detail their accounts
of what happened when they received the invitation to
join a trial. This may have elicited idealised justifications
and failed to take into account deliberation, an important
aspect of decision making identified by the ‘deliberation
and determination’ framework [25, 26]. Understanding
responses to the invitation to join a trial and how the deci-
sion to decline is reached may assist trialists to enhance
recruitment by designing interventions to address short-
comings. By exploring this important gap in our under-
standing, we aimed to shed light on what has been termed
a ‘blind spot in the literature’ on recruitment [27].

We therefore explored interviewees’ accounts of what
they did and what happened when they received the trial
invitation. Rather than simply asking for reasons why
they declined trial participation, which might elicit idea-
lised justifications rather than deliberations and reasons,
we explored informants’ accounts of how they reached
their decisions and the factors that affected them.

Methods
Setting: the REFRAMED trial
This qualitative study explored interviewees’ responses to
receiving an invitation to participate in the REFRAMED
trial (REFRActory depression - Mechanisms and Efficacy of
Dialectical Behaviour Therapy) [28]. REFRAMED evaluated
the effectiveness of Radically Open Dialectical Behavioural
Therapy (RO-DBT) [29] for treatment-resistant depression.
It recruited trial participants through general practices and
mental health services in Dorset and Hampshire in England
and Gwynedd in North Wales. Those eligible were: aged
over 18 years; had a current diagnosis of depression; and
had not responded to antidepressants. All invited individ-
uals received a ‘summary participant information leaflet’
(Additional file 1) and those who were interested took part
in full eligibility assessments. Eligible individuals who con-
sented were randomised to RO-DBT in addition to usual
care and antidepressant medication, or to usual care and
antidepressant medication. RO-DBT comprised 29 weekly
individual therapy sessions lasting 50 minutes and 27 group
skills sessions lasting 2.5 hours. While some components of
RO-DBT are common to all behaviour therapies, RO-DBT
uniquely targets social-signalling deficits, focuses on chan-
ging internal experience (for example emotion dysregula-
tion, cognitive distortions and traumatic memories) and
also teaches clients how to express emotions appropriate to
context and use non-verbal social-signalling strategies
known to enhance social connectedness. REFRAMED par-
ticipants were assessed four times over 18 months – at
baseline and after 7, 12 and 18 months; in addition RO-
DBT participants completed monthly questionnaires over
18 months.

Qualitative study
The qualitative study was informed by an epistemo-
logical standpoint of pragmatism, a perspective that em-
braces methodological pluralism and is increasingly used
in health services research to inform the development
and evaluation of interventions that are transferable and
usable in real life [30, 31]. Pragmatism focuses on ‘what
works’ and on generating solutions to existing problems
by identifying and integrating effective strategies to build
on the strengths and reduce the inherent flaws of each
[32, 33]. Our pragmatic approach enabled us to use dif-
ferent methods of sampling, data collection and analysis
to address our research aims, including techniques from
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grounded theory [34]. Grounded theory aims to generate
theories of social phenomena grounded in systematic
analysis of data and is particularly appropriate for
explaining social processes. We offered individuals who
had declined the REFRAMED trial the choice between
being interviewed by telephone or email. These options
were informed by: advice from two patient and carer en-
gagement groups – the UK Clinical Research Network
Mental Health Service User Research Panel (SURP) and
Primary care Research In Manchester Engagement
Resource (PRIMER); advice from trialists who had
worked with similar groups; literature suggesting that
decliners would be reluctant to take part in face-to-face
interviews [24]; and evidence that well-planned tele-
phone and email interviews can gather the same data as
interviews face to face [24, 35] and promote access to
‘isolated, geographically dispersed or stigmatised groups
who are often overlooked or ignored’ [36, 37].

Sampling and recruitment
Most of the 1867 patients approached for REFRAMED
were identified from electronic health records in general
practices and community mental health teams by
searching for patients diagnosed with depression who
were receiving repeat prescriptions of antidepressants.
Of the rest, a few referred themselves, but most were
referred to REFRAMED by their general practitioners
(GPs), care coordinators and psychiatrists. We could not
access those who declined their clinicians’ invitations so
our sampling for the qualitative study focused on the
214 patients who responded to postal invitations from
general practices and community mental health teams
by returning reply slips to decline REFRAMED, in par-
ticular the 35 who expressed interest in participating in
the interviews and provided contact details.
We initially sampled 12 interviewees for maximum

variation [38] in the following characteristics: age, gen-
der and geographic location. In line with the principles
of grounded theory, we then sampled theoretically [39],
using information provided on decliners’ reply slips. We
invited eight interviewees who gave different reasons for
declining and who we therefore felt were ‘deviant’ or
could provide accounts that would help us to develop
our analyses further [34]. We continued sampling until
we achieved data saturation; that is until no new themes
emerged.

Data collection
One of us, AH-M, a health services researcher undertaking
a PhD with training in qualitative interviewing, contacted
those who expressed interest – by telephone or email ac-
cording to their preferences – to discuss the qualitative
study. Having had no prior contact with interviewees, she
explained that she was linked to the REFRAMED team but

independent of both them and patients’ clinical teams, and
sought consent from potential interviewees. Arrangements
were made to conduct telephone or email interviews at a
later date with those who consented. Audio interviews were
recorded and professionally transcribed in an ‘efficient ver-
batim’ style, that is by transcribing content but not pauses
or hesitations. AH-M checked transcripts for accuracy and
pseudonymised them.
Recruitment to REFRAMED took place between March

2012 and May 2015 and the qualitative interviews took
place between August 2013 and January 2015 – within
3 months of interviewees declining to participate in
REFRAMED so as to minimise recall bias. To allow full
exploration of topics, interviews were conversational and
responsive to participants. To ensure consistency across
interviews, questions followed a topic guide (Additional
file 2), which was piloted and based on relevant literature
and consultation with SURP and PRIMER, our patient
and carer engagement groups. Interviews initially explored
participants’ recollection of and thoughts about: being in-
vited into the trial; making the decision to decline; under-
standing the research and trial interventions; and talking
therapies, in particular RO-DBT. Interviews focused on
the period when respondents first received the invitation
into the REFRAMED trial, and asked them to describe in
detail what they did, who they talked to, and what they
thought. We made field notes during interviews and
modified the topic guide in response to early interviews.
To minimise interviewee burden, transcripts were not
returned to respondents, nor were they asked to provide
feedback on findings.

Data analysis
Analysis was interpretive and drew on constant compari-
son with grounded theory [34]. The iterative analysis
process was led by AH-M who read and reread tran-
scripts to develop preliminary codes to identify themes
and theoretical categories [40], which we gradually de-
veloped into a conceptual framework. Coding was com-
bined with a holistic consideration of transcripts to
retain the context of participants’ accounts and identify
and interpret aspects that participants were silent about
or did not emphasise relative to the accounts of other
participants, or which did not fit the rest of their ac-
count. In discussion with BY and PB, AH-M continually
reviewed emerging themes and categories in the light of
new data, modifying these to ensure they fitted the data
whilst accounting for deviations. Some categories and
themes arose from inductive analysis, while others drew
more deductively on literature from our systematic
review [23]. This flow from data to literature, and back
to the data, refined the codes and the developing theoret-
ical constructs [41]. The multi-disciplinary team devel-
oped the analysis and ensured its ‘trustworthiness’ [42, 43]
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in a process of investigator triangulation. Analysis was
assisted by NVivo 10.
To illustrate our interpretations we include selected

quotations from our data. These are broadly representa-
tive of the key themes, whilst also reflecting a range of
views. Quotation labels indicate participants’ age, gender,
identification number and stage at which they declined;
for example ‘67F01S03’ indicates a 67-year-old female
who was our first participant and declined at stage 3.
Text within square brackets [] indicates clarifications
that we have inserted; ellipses ‘…’ indicate pauses by re-
spondents; and ellipses within square brackets […] indi-
cate omitted text.

Results
Participant characteristics
Of the 35 patients initially expressing interest, two de-
clined to be interviewed when contacted and eight did not
respond to our attempts to contact them. The remaining
five were not interviewed as we had reached theoretical
saturation. We undertook 20 interviews with 14 females
and six males – 18 by telephone, one by email and one by
both telephone and email. Apart from the interviewee and
the researcher, no other persons were present during the
interviews. Telephone interviews lasted between 16 and
76 minutes with a mean of 30 minutes. The email inter-
view took place over the course of one week; and for the
combined interview the telephone interview occurred
first, followed by one day’s email correspondence. The
mean age of the 20 who participated in the qualitative
study was 57 years; the mean age of the 252 who partici-
pated in REFRAMED was 45 years and that of the 214
who declined was 50 years. Of the 20 interviewees, 18 de-
scribed themselves as ‘white British’, one as ‘white other’
and another as ‘Asian British’. Ten were retired, six were
unemployed, three were employed full time and one was a
full-time student. Ten interviewees had prior experience
of being invited to participate in a trial. Table 1 lists the
characteristics of interviewees.

Overview of informants’ decision making
Ten interviewees read the trial invitation with experience
of having made trial participation decisions in the past.
Our analysis of their accounts of their response to receiv-
ing the trial invitation indicated that they passed through
up to four sequential stages in making the participation
decision: (1) assessing the nature of the invitation; (2)
assessing their own eligibility; (3) assessing their own need
for trial therapy and potential to benefit; and (4) compar-
ing the risks with the rewards of participation. While all
informants engaged in stage 1, two described opting out
of the trial at this stage without further deliberation. Of
those progressing to stage 2, nine declined at this stage,
seven at stage 3, and two progressed to stage 4 before

finally declining. Thus while two progressed through all
four stages of this process, the majority reached their deci-
sion earlier. However, the content of informants’ delibera-
tions did not always reflect this sequential order, for
example some considered the potential to benefit from
the therapy (stage 3) before assessing their eligibility (stage
2). In reporting their accounts, we characterise different
‘types’ of decision makers to distinguish the decisions that
interviewees made at each stage of the process of respond-
ing to the REFRAMED invitation.

Stage 1: assessing the nature of the invitation
In the REFRAMED trial GPs and mental health teams
sent invitation letters to potential participants without
prior notice. Informants generally reported opening the
letter without delay and reading it with the trial response
form. Some reported that they briefly glanced through
the accompanying REFRAMED summary leaflet or did
not read it, while others described reading the leaflet in
detail. With one exception, informants reported that:
they approved of being sent the trial invitation; the letter
format was appropriate; and being invited in this way
was good because it enabled them to make decisions in
their own time:

‘The letter is a good idea…I mean if they sign you up
you have to decide very quickly and you don’t have
time to chew over the information, so having a letter
makes sense, you can sit and think about it and decide
what to do’. (66M12S2)

The exception was an interviewee widowed one year
before receiving the trial invitation. She reported that,
given her personal circumstances, she would have
expected her GP to have removed her name from the list
of patients to be sent the invitation. However, she
acknowledged that for people experiencing ‘normal
depression’, being sent such an invitation was not only
appropriate, but would actually be positive:

‘It probably is a good thing really, if I’m honest. I
mean, it’s the only way you get to know things, isn’t
it?… Like, say, I’d got some illness, I suppose it’s the
only way you’re going to find out things isn’t it, what
tablets I’m on, whether they work and all that sort of
thing. I think perhaps if I’d been depressed normally,
like, I mean, a lot of people are, aren’t they, and
they’re on depression tablets for a while. I can
understand that’. (70F08S2)

The other interviewees expressed positive views about
research and the trial specifically, particularly the need
to improve health services and advance knowledge
through such endeavours:
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‘Without research no-one would ever get anywhere,
would they? So even if it didn’t help me, it would still
help, you know, others wouldn’t it?’ (44F09S3)

Many respondents reported that they supported
REFRAMED’s aim to evaluate a new treatment for depres-
sion, and were comforted to know ‘that somebody was
doing something about it’ (67F01S3).
For ten informants this was not the first time they had

been invited by letter to participate in research. Of these,
eight reported having accepted at least one invitation.
Three of these were trials of psychological therapy for de-
pression; one a psychological experiment including mood
assessment; two studied bowel cancer; one respiratory ill-
ness; and one vision. Being sent such letters was seen as a
necessary part of the research process, regardless of
whether the invitation was declined or accepted. Crucially,
interviewees felt able to make whatever decision felt right
for them, including declining, so did not mind being
invited:

‘I didn’t mind actually because I know that the
[general practice] was very into research and I believe
that the surgery itself was one of the best in the
country for research. I had been sent them on, I think,
about bowel cancer and, I can’t remember, two or

three other things and I must admit that my reaction
was just the same’. (74F05S1)

This interviewee, whom we categorised as a ‘prior de-
cliner’, reported that REFRAMED was one of several tri-
als that she had declined owing to concerns about
confidentiality. The other ‘prior decliner’, who reported
having declined all invitations, was the oldest of our in-
terviewees, and cited her advanced age as the reason for
not accepting trial invitations:

‘I’m 77…when you get to this age, you realise that you
just take every day at a time, and I don’t want
anything that I haven’t got to have, because I’ve had
two hip replacements, I’ve had an operation on my
back, and to be quite honest, as I say, I don’t want
anything that isn’t necessary. I don’t think that at this
stage in my life, [trials] apply to me, really’. (77F11S1)

Thus these two ‘prior decliners’ had made prior deci-
sions not to participate in trials for different reasons –
confidentiality and being ‘too old’. Yet both accounts
centred on their personal circumstances and their pol-
icy of declining all trial invitations, and both declined
very quickly and with little deliberation, as they had
established a precedent.

Table 1 Characteristics of study participants

Participant number Age Site Gender Highest educational qualification

1 67 England F Secondary school

2 18 Wales F Secondary school

3 67 Wales M Secondary school

4 54 England F University degree or higher

5 74 England F Secondary school

6 59 England M Secondary school

7 62 Wales M University degree or higher

8 70 England F Secondary school

9 44 England F Secondary school

10 73 England F Secondary school

11 77 England F University degree or higher

12 66 Wales M University degree or higher

13 63 England M Secondary school

14 69 England F Secondary school

15 40 England F University degree or higher

16 46 Wales F University degree or higher

17 61 England F Secondary school

18 50 England F Secondary school

19 38 England M University degree or higher

20 45 Wales F University degree or higher
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In contrast most interviewees reported making decisions
that took account of the features of each trial presented to
them. The remaining 18 interviewees, including eight who
had previously participated in research, made decisions
specific to the REFRAMED trial. These interviewees
approached the REFRAMED decision with positive atti-
tudes despite perceiving mixed outcomes from that previ-
ous research:

‘It was excellent… And it’s been the greatest help I’ve
ever had actually. I mean, 40 years I’ve been suffering
with depression but this came at a latter stage of my
life obviously and I took it’. (62M07S3)

Whilst others found it to be of less direct benefit:

‘I think the person that was doing [the study] got more
benefit than I did. I was just helping that person out,
which I didn’t mind doing’. (54F04S2)

Interviewees with no experience of trials often
recounted experiences of close family members who had
made decisions to enrol in trials, described supporting
their family members’ decisions, and displayed positive
opinions and detailed knowledge of those trials:

‘One of my husband’s problems is that he now has
end-stage kidney failure, and has had for the last
8 years. When he was initially diagnosed with chronic
renal failure [pharmaceutical company] were instigating
a massive worldwide research into statins and the effect
on renal failure. My husband agreed to enter into that
and I appreciate that they basically give people either a
placebo or the real drug[…]And it was perfectly obvious
from my husband’s statins – prior to taking the drug, his
cholesterol was six-something and 3 months after it had
gone down to two. So it was pretty obvious that he didn’t
have the placebo.’ (74F05S1)

Thus interviewees were universally positive about the
trial, even the ‘prior decliners’.

Stage 2: determining own eligibility
With the exception of prior decliners, all respondents
described engaging with trial eligibility on reading the
letter. Interviewees described: the trial eligibility criteria;
their perceptions of their eligibility for the trial; and their
identification by clinical teams who sent them the trial
invitation. Their accounts revealed differences in the
interpretation of the diagnosis and management of
depression. Nine interviewees described using the trial
information and eligibility criteria to decide how to
respond to the invitation in light of their personal cir-
cumstances. They fell into two broad ‘self-excluding’

categories: those who judged that they were ineligible
because they were not taking antidepressants prescribed
by their clinical teams (though they may have been
considered eligible by those teams); and those who de-
scribed themselves as ‘not depressed enough’.
The trial eligibility criteria required patients to have

a current diagnosis of major depressive disorder, to
have been prescribed antidepressants, and not to have
responded to these within the current episode. All
participants in this qualitative study had been identi-
fied by their clinical teams as matching these criteria.
Six interviewees reported that, when invited into
REFRAMED, they had never taken their prescribed
antidepressants, or soon stopped doing so, without
informing their doctors. They had decided not to par-
ticipate in the trial, perceiving that they were ineli-
gible for the trial, rather than rejecting the trial itself.
One reported that doctors had prescribed him antide-
pressants on several occasions, but he had always re-
fused to take them, because he felt strongly that he
did not need them to manage his mood, and worried
about the effects of long-term antidepressant use on
his health:

‘I really do believe going onto antidepressants,
particularly long-term, is not a good thing’. (62M07S3)

Other interviewees, who had initially taken their pre-
scribed antidepressants, reported that they had stopped
taking them without consulting their doctors when they
felt they no longer needed medication, or they did not
‘like taking them’ (59M06S2). Several interviewees re-
ported side effects from the antidepressants, which they
had managed by stopping their medication. Another
interviewee described asking her GP to stop antidepres-
sants immediately as her mood had improved, but her
GP had insisted on reducing the dose gradually:

‘She wanted me to wind it down…she made me have
one more lot’. (70F08S2)

Thus respondents pointed to differences between
themselves and their treating clinicians in perceptions of
the diagnosis of depression and its management. Some
managed these differences by doing what felt right, often
without consulting their doctors.
Other interviewees had been taking their antide-

pressants but considered themselves ineligible because
their depression was not severe enough to meet the
inclusion criteria in the trial invitation. These respon-
dents reported that: they were ‘not very depressed’;
they were on maintenance doses of antidepressants;
their antidepressants were for comorbid conditions
like anxiety; their depression was not the main
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problem; or their mood had improved as a result of
taking antidepressants:

‘The thing was I’d been on tablets but they seemed to
have worked’. (69F14S2)

Some interviewees reported that, to be of use to the
trial, they needed to be much more unwell than they
were:

‘I didn’t think you’d learn anything from me’.
(73F10S2)

Thus respondents and their clinical teams differed in
their interpretation of eligibility for the trial. The fluidity
of the diagnosis of depression may have allowed these
differing interpretations that led to interviewees exclud-
ing themselves from the trial. The imprecision of the ini-
tial screening process via electronic health records may
have given further scope for interviewees to exclude
themselves and not progress to the full assessment of
eligibility (by a member of the REFRAMED team). As
one participant commented:

‘Our GP practice must have sent the letter to everyone
with the word “depression” in their records rather than
going for the precise criteria’. (66M12S2)

In summary the term ‘self-excluders’ describes the
nine respondents who labelled themselves as ineligible
after reading the initial invitation. Typically they did not
deliberate on the decision, but soon returned the ‘opt-
out’ form to the trial team.

Stage 3: assessing own need for trial therapy and potential
to benefit
Other participants focused their decision making on the
trial therapy. This is distinct from stage 2, in that infor-
mants who progressed to stage 3 considered the trial’s
potential to benefit their health, rather than their poten-
tial to benefit the trial. They viewed the trial as offering
an adjunct to current treatment, and focused their deci-
sion making on whether they were likely to benefit from
the trial therapy. These seven interviewees, whom we
term ‘treatment decliners’ indicated that once they had
assessed that they did not need the trial therapy they de-
cided to decline:

‘I don’t need it. If I did need it, then yes, it’s good’.
(67F01S3)

These informants saw the trial invitation as offering
help to manage their depression. Whilst they acknowl-
edged that they were depressed, some described their

depression as not as severe as others’, and therefore in
less need of help:

‘I don’t think that I’m that ill enough to warrant
anything a great deal anyway, if you know what I
mean. There are people far more depressed than what
I am and need more help than I do’. (67F01S3)

Other interviewees compared their present state with
past episodes of depression. Several claimed they were
better able to ‘cope’ with their present state than with
past episodes, and therefore did not feel in need of the
trial therapy:

‘I thought, well I’m not actually, I mean, I’m bumping
along on a low dose of antidepressants, I’ve retired
from work, things are going reasonably’. (66M12S2)

Despite the trial invitation stressing randomisation, all
interviewees assumed they would receive the trial ther-
apy. They made their decision by focusing on what
would happen should they receive the trial therapy, ra-
ther than on the uncertainty of receiving one of two pos-
sible allocations. Some did go on to reflect on the
difficult situation that could arise if a hypothetical de-
pressed person focused their decision on their need for
the treatment but was randomised to ‘usual care’. Infor-
mants emphasised how help was often lacking for people
with depression and people were sometimes ‘desperate’
for treatment. In this context, one informant talked of
how it was ‘almost cruel’ to offer people the chance to
enrol into a trial but then not provide the trial treat-
ment, and advised that people could experience feelings
of frustration and rejection:

‘People are sometimes desperate for something new or
different that will get rid of the pain…for people with
mental health issues where feelings of suicide pop up
now and again it can be almost cruel if you were not
to be chosen[…]Feelings of distress and frustration can
be ever so amplified. You can feel so disheartened’.
(46F16S4)

Similarly, another interviewee who had participated
in a trial of psychological therapy for depression
(which he had completed not long before being in-
vited into REFRAMED) described how he had en-
rolled in the previous trial because he had wanted
help for his depression; and he had declined to par-
ticipate in REFRAMED because his depression was
much improved as a consequence of receiving the ac-
tive psychological intervention in the previous trial.
He recognised there was a chance he might not re-
ceive the psychological intervention in the previous
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trial; however he had enrolled with the clear aim of
being assigned to psychological therapy:

‘That was my target. I aimed to get the assessments
right, so they would put me on the [trial therapy],
because I wanted something to help me. No question of
it, that was my goal. I never thought any different’.
(62M07S3)

Thus there was also a belief that the randomisation
outcome depended on the baseline assessments.
This and other accounts saw trials as providing access

to potentially life-prolonging and life-enhancing treat-
ment not otherwise available. The perception was that
trials are fulfilling health needs, rather than providing an
impartial mode of resolving clinical uncertainty. Thus
not to receive the trial treatment was problematic for
people seeking novel healthcare where few other options
were available. In declining REFRAMED, however, pa-
tients did not feel they ‘needed’ the trial therapy to man-
age their depression. However, it is clear from these
accounts that, if interviewees had felt they needed the
therapy, they would have considered enrolling in the
trial with the aim of accessing the trial therapy to man-
age their depression.

Stage 4: deliberating burdens and benefits of trial
participation
The remaining two interviewees deliberated about the
costs and benefits of trial participation, but only after de-
ciding that they could benefit from the trial therapy. We
describe them as ‘trial decliners’. They considered the bur-
den of the research procedures and the commitment
required to participate. Personal circumstances, like caring
and work responsibilities, were key considerations along-
side the distance and time from home to therapy and
other inconveniences caused by participation.
Interviewees expressed this in terms of comparing bur-

dens and rewards. The burdens arose from the time
commitment, both to therapy and research follow-up;
one focused on the number and length of therapy ses-
sions, regarded as time-consuming and ‘intense’, whilst
the other focused on the follow-up period of 18 months:

‘The long-term commitment was a nightmare for me
as I was looking for work, going for interviews and not
really knowing what I would be doing or where I would
be over the next 18 months’. (46F16S4)

This debate was important only to the two people who
judged that they were eligible and could benefit from the
trial therapy – the ‘trial decliners’. Most interviewees de-
cided to opt out of the trial earlier in the deliberation
process and did not consider inconvenience as a primary

reason for not participating; for them eligibility and need
for the trial therapy trumped inconvenience.

Discussion
Summary of main findings
The 20 interviewees had positive views of research and
of the aims of the REFRAMED trial in particular. Many
had experience of research participation. The interviews
enabled us to identify four stages in the process of decid-
ing whether or not to participate in the REFRAMED
trial. At each stage some respondents concluded their
deliberation and opted out. In stage 1 the ‘prior
decliners’ opted out, who have an established position of
declining trial participation, stemming from personal cir-
cumstances, for example viewing themselves as ‘too old’.
In stage 2, the ‘self-excluders’ who use the trial eligibility
criteria to declare themselves ineligible opted out; they
see their illness and its management differently from the
clinical team who invited them to participate. In stage 3
the ‘treatment decliners’ opted out, who perceive that
they may be eligible, but focus on their health needs and
decide that they do not need the trial therapy. In stage 4
the ‘trial decliners’ opted out, who perceive that they
may be eligible and in need of the trial therapy, but
focus on the burden of trial participation and decide that
that outweighs potential benefits.

Strengths and limitations
Our study adds to the very sparse literature on non-
participation in randomised trials. To our knowledge
this is the first qualitative study to explore explicitly how
decisions to decline invitations to mental health trials
were made and to present the results in a conceptual
framework of decision making.
There are gender and age differences in the presentation

and diagnosis of depression [44, 45], and most primary
care depression trials enrol many more females than males
[46]. Our sample of 14 (70 %) women and six (30 %) men,
with ages ranging from 18 to 77 years, reflects the demo-
graphics of depression trials and is a strength of this
study.
We used telephone and e-mail interview methods and

it is possible that, compared with face-to-face interviews,
these may compromise rapport, probing and interpret-
ation of interview responses [47]. However, using these
methods enabled us to interview a hard-to-reach group
who otherwise may not have engaged [48, 49] and to
achieve a degree of anonymity which arguably helped in-
terviewees to disclose their experiences.
It is possible that interviewees present themselves as

rational deliberators in studies of this sort, because that
is what they perceive is expected of them. We minimised
this risk by asking interviewees simply to report what
happened when they received the trial invitation, rather
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than to provide detailed elaborations of their decision
making process and some – the ‘prior decliners’ who
had previously made similar decisions to decline other
trials – clearly reported that they made the decision with
little deliberation. Some interviews occurred months
after the initial refusal. While some respondents had dif-
ficulty recalling details, most recalled the invitation and
decision process in detail and provided vivid accounts.
As in all studies of volunteers, informants selected

themselves. However, participants represented only 16 %
of decliners, which may limit the transferability of our
findings. Interviewees expressed very positive views of
research, presumably because, like other studies of non-
participation, we could not access those averse to research.
However, we doubt whether research-averse individuals
could help to enhance recruitment, as they would not re-
spond to recruitment interventions.
Patients who declined after being directly approached

by clinicians to participate in REFRAMED also could not
contribute to this study. Such patients may have offered
different views, particularly around eligibility and self-
exclusion issues, since clinicians were perhaps more likely
to approach those whom they were confident would meet
the trial eligibility criteria.
Whilst we undertook purposive sampling, the small

numbers of patients who responded limited the scope of
that. Despite this we did reach data saturation with those
interviewed. Finally, the novel treatment in REFRAMED
was aimed at patients with refractory depression and
was particularly intense, so findings may not be transfer-
able to other depression trials.

Comparison with existing literature
Our meta-synthesis [23] shows that patients’ decisions to
enter depression trials depend on: their health at the time
of the invitation; their attitudes towards the research and
trial interventions; and the demands of the trial. Our con-
ceptual framework describes how decisions to participate
require judgment between ‘risk and reward’. This qualita-
tive study supports that meta-synthesis by showing that in
making their decisions, respondents balanced their
current health and whether they would benefit from the
trial therapy against the burden of participating in the
therapy including travel and time. In planning this study,
we sought to contribute to existing knowledge. For ex-
ample, we focused on patients under-represented in the
previous literature by exploring how those who opted out
of REFRAMED made their decisions.
Our findings reflect the wider decision-making litera-

ture, in particular the ‘deliberation and determination’
framework [25]. This framework differentiates between
the pre-decisional process of deliberation, the act of deter-
mination and post-decisional outcomes. Our findings and
the stages appear to match this process of ‘deliberation’, in

which the person considers the invitation in light of their
eligibility, experiences and need; and determination, which
is the act of choosing to not participate. Our classification
of individuals as ‘prior decliners’, ‘self-excluders’, ‘treatment
decliners’ and ‘trial decliners’ appears to reflect the ‘deter-
mination’ phase of the deliberation and determination
framework.
Our findings in this subgroup contrast with the gen-

eral literature which suggests that altruism is a major
reason for research participation [50–52]. Our respon-
dents initially assessed their eligibility for the trial, then
focused on their need for the trial therapy, and their po-
tential to benefit. There is evidence that perceived ineli-
gibility can lead people with depression to decline trial
participation [24], and that patients participating in trials
focus on the therapy under review and consider personal
benefits from it [53–57]. The term ‘conditional altruism’
describes willingness to help others that inclines people
to participate in trials, but does not clinch trial participa-
tion unless they judge that this will benefit them person-
ally [57]. Whilst interviewees appeared to understand
that randomisation meant that those who enrol might
not receive the trial intervention, their accounts revealed
the perception of randomisation in treatment trials as
fundamentally unfair, even ‘cruel’ in cases where people
may be seeking treatment through trial participation.
Thus our group of decliners demonstrated similar attitudes
to those who enrol to gain therapeutic benefit from trial
participation. A relevant concept is the therapeutic miscon-
ception – a blurring of research and treatment, and thus a
threat to understanding the trial and its risks [58–61].
There is some evidence that patients who decline par-
ticipation often misunderstand the nature of the re-
search [62, 63]. More pertinent to our interviewees,
however, may be the concept of the therapeutic mis-
estimation, which misunderstands the likelihood of risks
and benefits rather than the general purpose of trials [64].
We found that interviewees had positive attitudes to re-

search and the trial. This contrasts with some literature
on non-participation which reports that decliners are less
supportive of research [65–67]. Despite not participating,
our interviewees generally did not mind being invited and
felt free not to participate. There is evidence that most pa-
tients with mental health problems approve of psychiatric
research [50], and that non-participation does not reflect
objection to research in principle [63, 68]. Patients who
opt out of trials have reported that they do not object to
being asked to participate, nor do they feel any pressure to
do so [69].

Implications for recruitment practice and future research
Our findings have several implications for trial recruit-
ment and ethical and methodological research on it.
First it is important to recognise that those whom we
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term ‘prior decliners’ are unlikely to respond to any re-
cruitment initiative as they have an established stance of
declining all trial invitations. However, other factors
leading patients to opt out of trials may be open to
amelioration as they do not arise from a rejection of tri-
als or personal stances of declining such invitations.
To improve responses to postal invitations in similar

trials, the most successful interventions are likely to ad-
dress patients’ assessments of their eligibility and their
potential to benefit from the trial treatment, rather than
reducing the burden of that treatment. Trialists can in-
fluence patients’ assessments of eligibility by exploring
methods of:

(a)managing electronic patient records to estimate
eligibility more precisely;

(b)influencing patients’ own assessment of eligibility
and their judgments of their potential to benefit
from the trial treatment; and

(c)drafting trial invitations, for example to minimise
the risk of excluding themselves as ineligible.

The wording of invitations could be evaluated to
examine the effect of conveying broader criteria on the
numbers initially expressing interest, and ultimately en-
rolled. It is unclear whether ‘self-excluders’ make the same
decisions that the trial team would, and whether the trial
team would also have excluded them as not meeting the
inclusion criteria. Thus trialists could evaluate a trial invi-
tation letter which lists the precise inclusion and exclusion
criteria against a comparator invitation which lists only
the condition under investigation (e.g. ‘depression’), to es-
timate how many people initially respond in each arm,
how many are excluded by the trial team and how many
are ultimately enrolled. While eligibility issues are com-
plex, there may be a case for accepting the risk of attract-
ing more patients who turn out to be ineligible rather
than being too restrictive. However, our findings caution
against raising patients’ expectations in a way that would
be unrealistic.
We know from our study that most patients focus on

their need for the trial therapy when deciding whether
to participate, whatever their final decision. Thus Miller
and Brody [70] and Schlichting [71] have argued for
trials to serve health needs, by abandoning the trad-
itional commitment to clinical equipoise and conducting
research ‘with therapeutic intent’. This approach replaces
the ethical framework of equipoise with that of non-
exploitation, so as to achieve the goals of patients, clini-
cians and researchers [71]. Though detailed examination
of this ethical dilemma is beyond the scope of this study,
trialists should know that our respondents effectively sup-
ported this radical proposal. The implication of accepting
the principle of research ‘with therapeutic intent’ is that

trials should aim, not only for a favourable benefit-risk ra-
tio for society, but also to avoid an unfavourable benefit-
risk ratio for each trial participant [72, 73]. Our qualitative
study suggests that trialists should prospectively monitor
patients’ expectations of their trials and use that to inform
design and delivery. Better, patient-centred explanations of
the potential benefits of trial treatments may help [74].
Engaging service users and members of the public in
the design and conduct of trials alongside qualitative
research may be the key to this [75]. For example,
qualitative research could explore patient treatment
preferences [76, 77]. Thus a priority for future research
is the presentation and provision of accurate and effect-
ive trial information in which patients and the public
play a seminal role [78]. Retrospective but timely feed-
back from patients who opt out of trials can assess the
acceptability of the treatment being evaluated [24].
Early inclusion of such feedback into trial recruitment
procedures can increase participation rates [79]. How-
ever, all such interventions require robust evaluation,
ideally through embedded randomised trials.

Conclusions
We have studied how patients invited into a randomised
trial in mental health decided not to participate. They
opted out in a sequence of four stages: first, the ‘prior de-
cliners’ who have an established position of declining trial
participation; second, the ‘self-excluders’ who judge that
they are ineligible; third, the ‘treatment decliners’ who de-
cide that they do not need the trial therapy; and finally the
‘trial decliners’ who decide that the burden of trial partici-
pation outweighs potential benefits. These findings have
positive implications for improving trial recruitment,
because trialists can address most of these issues.
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REFRAMED: REFRActory depression - 
Mechanisms and Efficacy of Radically 
Open Dialectical Behaviour Therapy 

We are conducting a research study asking the question  
“Does Radically Open Dialectical Behaviour Therapy 
reduce depression symptoms better than Standard 

Clinical Care such as antidepressant medication?” and 
are looking for people to take part 

Depression is an extremely common mental health problem 

that is most commonly treated with antidepressant drugs. 

Unfortunately, some people continue to feel depressed even 

though they have taken antidepressants for a while.  

Recently, a new type of therapy has been developed, called 

Radically Open Dialectical Behaviour Therapy (RO-DBT). In 

order to find out whether RO-DBT can reduce depression 

symptoms, we need to compare two approaches to treating 

depression by carrying out what is called a randomised 

controlled trial. In this study, we will compare  

antidepressant medication alone with antidepressant 

medication plus RO-DBT.  

We are hoping to include 276 people in this study. 

Telephone: : 01202 492126  ISRCTN85784627  
Email: reframed.dorset@dhuft.nhs.uk South Central REC: 11/SC/0146 

Web: www.reframed.org.uk Version 4 Date: 09/12/14 

Additional File 1: Summary participant information leaflet
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What’s the Research about? 

Standard DBT has proved to be effective for borderline 
personality disorder or people who harmed themselves. 
Radically Open Dialectical Behaviour Therapy (RO-DBT), a 
new treatment approach with strong roots in standard DBT, 
has demonstrated promise for patients with difficult-to-treat 
depression and related overcontrolled disorders.  

We want to know if RO-DBT together with antidepressant 
medication is better than antidepressant medication alone by 
asking a lot more people to take part and checking back with 
these people a year after they’ve finished their treatment to 
see how they are doing.  

In order to work out which is the best way to help people 
who suffer from depression, we will organise people into two 
groups. One group will continue to take their antidepressants 
as usual (the Standard Care group) and the other group will 
take part in a course of RO-DBT in addition to taking their 
medications.  

As part of the research we will ask all participants from both 
groups to chat, privately, with a researcher several times 
over the next 12, and if possible 18, months. The researcher 
will ask you questions about how you have been feeling and 
look for any signs of low mood or depression. You will never 
have to answer any question you don’t want to. 

Because we also want to know how this therapy might work, 
we will further ask people to complete a questionnaire every 
month during the first year, and if possible, once more 6 
months later.  



What is RO-DBT and what will happen if I 
am in the RO-DBT Group? 

RO-DBT is a type of talking therapy that is based on the 
idea that the way people think and behave affects how 
they feel. During RO-DBT sessions, the patient and thera-
pist discuss difficulties the patient is experiencing and 
how their thoughts and feelings affect the problem. The 
patient and therapist then work together to find ways of 
helping the person cope with their depression.  

If you are in this group, you will be invited to take part in 
a RO-DBT programme run by a trained and closely super-
vised therapist. The duration of the therapy is approxi-
mately 29 weeks. The RO-DBT treatment involves 1 hour 
weekly individual sessions and 2.5-hour weekly group 
sessions. As part of this process, you may be asked to 
think about some of the issues discussed between ses-
sions and you are asked to keep a diary.  

What will happen if I am in the Standard 
Care group? 

If you are in this group, we would prefer you to continue 
to take your prescription for the duration of the study in 
the way you and your GP decide is appropriate. This is 
currently the recommended treatment for people who 
suffer from depression. However, taking part in this study 
does not mean you would have to continue to take your 
medication; if you and your GP decided it was the right 
time for you to stop, we would support that decision. We 
will regularly ask you how you are getting on. We will also 
not discourage you from seeking other types of treat-
ment, such as psychotherapy.  



Who can take part? 
We are looking for people who: 
 Are 18 or over

 Are currently depressed

 Have been taking antidepressant medication for at least 6
weeks during their current episode. This means you do not have

to be taking them at the moment, as long as you have tried them for at least
6 weeks.

Will my taking part in this study be kept confidential? 
Yes, all information collected about you during the course of 
the research will be kept confidential in line with the normal 
NHS and clinical research policies.   

How do I find out more? 
This is a very short summary about the study, if you would like 
to find out more then you can do so by   
 returning the enclosed ready prepared letter,
 telephoning 01202 492126 ;
 or emailing reframed.dorset@dhuft.nhs.uk

Someone working on the study will then send you more 
information about this study and arrange a time to meet you to 
answer any questions that you may have.   

Thank you for reading this and for considering taking part in 
this study.  

www.REFRAMED.org.uk 

mailto:reframed.dorset@dhuft.nhs.uk
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Additional file 2 

Interview topic guide 

The beginning of the interview covered introducing the researcher and research, agreeing appropriate time 
for the interview, obtaining consent for the interview, to audio record the interview and confidentiality. 

Questions 

мύ CƛǊǎǘƭȅΣ ȅƻǳΩǾŜ ōŜŜƴ ƪƛƴŘ ŜƴƻǳƎƘ ǘƻ ŀƎǊŜŜ ǘƻ ōŜ ƛƴǘŜǊǾƛŜǿŜŘ ŀōƻǳǘ ƴƻǘ ǘŀƪƛƴƎ ǇŀǊǘ ƛƴ
ǘƘŜ w9Cw!a95 ǘǊƛŀƭΦ LΩƳ ƛƴǘŜǊŜǎǘŜŘ ƛƴ ŜȄǇƭƻǊƛƴƎ ŀ ōƛǘ ŀōƻǳǘ ǿƘŀǘ ƛƴǘŜǊŜǎǘŜŘ ȅƻǳ ǘƻ 
ŀƎǊŜŜ ǘƻ ōŜ ƛƴǘŜǊǾƛŜǿŜŘΚ 

нύ 5ƻ ȅƻǳ ƘŀǾŜ ŀƴȅ ŜȄǇŜǊƛŜƴŎŜ ƻŦ ǘŀƪƛƴƎ ǇŀǊǘ ƛƴ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ōŜŦƻǊŜΚ If yes, PROBE
оύ L ǳƴŘŜǊǎǘŀƴŘ ǎƻƳŜ ǘƛƳŜ Ƙŀǎ ǇŀǎǎŜŘ ǎƛƴŎŜ ȅƻǳ ǿŜǊŜ ǎŜƴǘ ǘƘŜ ƭŜǘǘŜǊ ŀōƻǳǘ ǘƘŜ
ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ w9Cw!a95 ǎǘǳŘȅΦ LŦ L Ŏŀƴ ŀǎƪ ȅƻǳ ǘƻ ǘƘƛƴƪ ŀōƻǳǘ ǘƘŜ ǎǘǳŘȅΣ Řƻ ȅƻǳ ǊŜƳŜƳōŜǊ 
ǿƘŀǘ w9Cw!a95 ƛǎΚ 

пύ LŦ ȅƻǳ Ŏŀƴ ǘƘƛƴƪ ōŀŎƪ ŀōƻǳǘ ǘƘŜ w9Cw!a95 ǎǘǳŘȅΣ ǿƘŀǘ Řƻ ȅƻǳ ǊŜƳŜƳōŜǊ ŀōƻǳǘ ȅƻǳǊ
ŜȄǇŜǊƛŜƴŎŜ ƻŦ ōŜƛƴƎ ŀǎƪŜŘ ǘƻ ǘŀƪŜ ǇŀǊǘ ƛƴ ǘƘŜ w9Cw!a95 ǎǘǳŘȅΚ 

PROBES 
ƛΦ CǊƻƳ ǘƘŜ ǾŜǊȅ ōŜƎƛƴƴƛƴƎ ƻŦ ǘƘŜ ƭŜǘǘŜǊ ŘǊƻǇǇƛƴƎ ǘƘǊƻǳƎƘ ȅƻǳǊ ƭŜǘǘŜǊōƻȄΣ Ŏŀƴ ȅƻǳ

ǘŀƭƪ ƳŜ ǘƘǊƻǳƎƘ ǿƘŀǘ ƘŀǇǇŜƴŜŘΚ
ƛƛΦ Lǎ ǘƘŜǊŜ ŀƴȅǘƘƛƴƎ ǘƘŀǘ ŎƻƳŜǎ ǘƻ ƳƛƴŘ ŀōƻǳǘ ƛǘΚ

рύ LΩƳ ǊŜŀƭƭȅ ƛƴǘŜǊŜǎǘŜŘ ƛƴ ǿƻǊƪƛƴƎ ƻǳǘ ǿƘŀǘ ǘƘŜ ǇǊƻŎŜǎǎ ƛǎΣ ǿƘŜƴ ǎƻƳŜƻƴŜ ƛǎ ƳŀƪƛƴƎ ŀ
ŘŜŎƛǎƛƻƴ ŀōƻǳǘ ǿƘŜǘƘŜǊ ƻǊ ƴƻǘ ǘƻ ǘŀƪŜ ǇŀǊǘ ƛƴ ŀ ǎǘǳŘȅΦ ²Ŝ ŘƻƴΩǘ ƪƴƻǿ ŀōƻǳǘ Ih²
ǇŜƻǇƭŜ Ǝƻ ŀōƻǳǘ ƳŀƪƛƴƎ ǘƘŜ ŘŜŎƛǎƛƻƴ ŀōƻǳǘ ǿƘŜǘƘŜǊ ǘƘŜȅ ǿŀƴǘ ǘƻ ǘŀƪŜ ǇŀǊǘ ƛƴ
ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΣ ǎƻ ǘƻ ƎŜǘ ŀƴ ƛƴǎƛƎƘǘ ƛƴǘƻ ǘƘƛǎ ŦǊƻƳ ȅƻǳΣ  LΩƳ ƎƻƛƴƎ ǘƻ ŀǎƪ ŀ ŦŜǿ ǇǊƻōƛƴƎ
ǉǳŜǎǘƛƻƴǎΥ

 PROBES 

ƛΦ ²Ƙŀǘ ŘƛŘ ȅƻǳ ǘƘƛƴƪ ǿƘŜƴ ȅƻǳ ŦƛǊǎǘ ǎŀǿ ǘƘŜ ƭŜǘǘŜǊΚ
ƛƛΦ 5ƛŘ ȅƻǳ ƻǇŜƴ ǘƘŜ ƭŜǘǘŜǊ ƛƳƳŜŘƛŀǘŜƭȅΣ ƻǊ ŘƛŘ ȅƻǳ ǿŀƛǘ ŀ ǿƘƛƭŜΚ
ƛƛƛΦ !ŦǘŜǊ ȅƻǳ ƻǇŜƴŜŘ ǘƘŜ ƭŜǘǘŜǊΣ ŘƛŘ ȅƻǳ ǊŜŀŘ ǘƘŜ ƛƴŦƻǊƳŀǘƛƻƴ ƭŜŀŦƭŜǘ ǎǘǊŀƛƎƘǘ ŀǿŀȅΚ
ƛǾΦ ²Ƙŀǘ ǘƘƻǳƎƘǘǎ ǿŜƴǘ ǘƘǊƻǳƎƘ ȅƻǳǊ ƳƛƴŘΚ
ǾΦ 5ƛŘ ȅƻǳ ǿŜƛƎƘ ǳǇ ŀƴȅ ǇƻǎƛǘƛǾŜǎ ƻǊ ƴŜƎŀǘƛǾŜǎ ŀōƻǳǘ ǘŀƪƛƴƎ ǇŀǊǘΚ
ǾƛΦ 5ƛŘ ȅƻǳ ŘƛǎŎǳǎǎ ƛǘ ǿƛǘƘ ŀƴȅƻƴŜ ŜƭǎŜΚ
ǾƛƛΦ 5ƛŘ ȅƻǳ ŦŜŜƭ ŎƻƴŦƭƛŎǘŜŘ ŀǘ ŀƭƭΚ
ǾƛƛƛΦ 5ƛŘ ȅƻǳ ŦŜŜƭ ȅƻǳ ǿƻǳƭŘ ōŜ ŜƭƛƎƛōƭŜ ǘƻ ǘŀƪŜ ǇŀǊǘΚ
ƛȄΦ Iƻǿ ŘƛŘ ȅƻǳ ŦŜŜƭ ŀōƻǳǘ ōŜƛƴƎ ŎƻƴǘŀŎǘŜŘΚ
ȄΦ Iƻǿ ŘƛŘ ȅƻǳ ŦŜŜƭ ŀōƻǳǘ ōŜƛƴƎ ǎŜƴǘ ŀ ƭŜǘǘŜǊ ǘƘǊƻǳƎƘ ȅƻǳǊ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǘŜŀƳΚ ²ƻǳƭŘ

ƻǘƘŜǊ ŦƻǊƳǎ ƻŦ ŎƻƳƳǳƴƛŎŀǘƛƻƴ ƘŀǾŜ ōŜŜƴ ōŜǘǘŜǊΚ
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ƛΦ ς {ŀȅΣ ōȅ ŜƳŀƛƭΣ ƻǊ ŀ ǇƘƻƴŜ ŎŀƭƭΣ ƻǊ ǎƻƳŜƻƴŜ ŀǇǇǊƻŀŎƘƛƴƎ ȅƻǳ ƛƴ ǇŜǊǎƻƴΣ 
ƻǊ ȅƻǳǊ DtκƴǳǊǎŜ ƻǊ ƻǘƘŜǊ ŎƭƛƴƛŎƛŀƴ ǘŜƭƭƛƴƎ ȅƻǳ ŀōƻǳǘ ǘƘŜ ǎǘǳŘȅΚ 

 
сύ !ǎ ŦŀǊ ŀǎ ǇƻǎǎƛōƭŜΣ ŘƛŘ ȅƻǳ ƎŜǘ ŀ ŎƘŀƴŎŜ ǘƻ ǊŜŀŘ ǘƘŜ ƛƴŦƻǊƳŀǘƛƻƴ ƭŜŀŦƭŜǘΚ 

 
 

тύ IŀǾŜ ȅƻǳ ƘŜŀǊŘ ŀōƻǳǘ ŀ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭ ōŜŦƻǊŜΚ  
уύ /ŀƴ ȅƻǳ ǘŜƭƭ ƳŜ ŀ ōƛǘ ŀōƻǳǘ ǿƘŀǘ ŀ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭ ƳŜŀƴǎ ǘƻ ȅƻǳΚ 
фύ /ŀƴ ȅƻǳ ǘŜƭƭ ƳŜ Ƙƻǿ ȅƻǳ feel ŀōƻǳǘ ǘƘŜ Ǉƻǎǎƛōƛƭƛǘȅ ƻŦ ǘŀƪƛƴƎ ǇŀǊǘ ƛƴ ŀ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ǎǘǳŘȅΚ  

 
млύ Iƻǿ ǿƻǳƭŘ ȅƻǳ ŦŜŜƭ ƛŦ ȅƻǳ ƪƴŜǿ ǘƘŀǘ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘǎ ƭƛƪŜ ȅƻǳ ƘŀŘ ƘŜƭǇŜŘ ǘƻ ŘŜǎƛƎƴ ǘƘƛǎ ǎǘǳŘȅΚ 

 
όIf not already knownύ  

ммύ ²ƻǳƭŘ ȅƻǳ ǎŀȅ ǘƘŀǘ ȅƻǳǊ ǊŜŀǎƻƴǎ ŦƻǊ ƴƻǘ ǿŀƴǘƛƴƎ ǘƻ ǘŀƪŜ ǇŀǊǘ ƻƴƭȅ ŀǇǇƭȅ ǘƻ ǘƘƛǎ 
ǇŀǊǘƛŎǳƭŀǊ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ǎǘǳŘȅΚ LŦ ǎƻΣ ŎƻǳƭŘ ȅƻǳ ǇƭŜŀǎŜ ǘŜƭƭ ƳŜ ǿƘȅΚ 

мнύ ²Ƙŀǘ ǿƻǳƭŘ ƘŀǾŜ ƘŀŘ ǘƻ ŎƘŀƴƎŜ ŦƻǊ ǎƻƳŜƻƴŜ ƭƛƪŜ ȅƻǳ ǘƻ ŦŜŜƭ ƛǘ ƳƻǊŜ ǿƻǊǘƘǿƘƛƭŜ ǘƻ 
ǘŀƪŜ ǳǇ ǘƘŜ ƻŦŦŜǊ ǘƻ ǇŀǊǘ ƛƴ ǘƘŜ ǎǘǳŘȅΚ 

ƛΦ ²Ƙŀǘ ǿƻǳƭŘ ƘŀǾŜ ƘŀŘ ǘƻ ŎƘŀƴƎŜ ƛƴ ǘƘŜ ǎǘǳŘȅΚ 
ƛƛΦ ¢ƘŜ ǎǘǳŘȅ ǘǊŜŀǘƳŜƴǘǎΚ ¢ƘŜ ƭƻŎŀǘƛƻƴΚ ¢ƘŜ ŀƳƻǳƴǘ ƻŦ ǘƛƳŜ ƛƴǾƻƭǾŜŘΚ 

моύ ²Ƙŀǘ ǘȅǇŜ ƻŦ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ǎǘǳŘȅ ƳƛƎƘǘ ȅƻǳ ōŜ ƛƴǘŜǊŜǎǘŜŘ ƛƴ ǘŀƪƛƴƎ ǇŀǊǘ ƛƴΚ 
 
 
(If they read the information sheet) 
ά¢ƻ ǊŜƳƛƴŘ ȅƻǳΣ ǘƘŜ ƛƴŦƻǊƳŀǘƛƻƴ ǎƘŜŜǘ ǎŀȅǎ ǘƘŀǘ ǇŜƻǇƭŜ ǘŀƪƛƴƎ ǇŀǊǘ ƛƴ ǘƘŜ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ǘǊƛŀƭ ǿƛƭƭ 
ōŜ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƭȅ ǇƭŀŎŜŘ ƛƴǘƻ ƻƴŜ ƻŦ ǘǿƻ ƎǊƻǳǇǎΦ hƴŜ ƎǊƻǳǇ ǿƻǳƭŘ ǊŜŎŜƛǾŜ 5ƛŀƭŜŎǘƛŎŀƭ 
.ŜƘŀǾƛƻǳǊŀƭ ¢ƘŜǊŀǇȅΣ ǿƘƛŎƘ ƛƴŎƭǳŘŜǎ ƻƴŜ ǘƻ ƻƴŜ ǎŜǎǎƛƻƴǎ ǿƛǘƘ ŀ ǘƘŜǊŀǇƛǎǘ ŀǎ ǿŜƭƭ ŀǎ ǘŀƪƛƴƎ 
ŀƴǘƛŘŜǇǊŜǎǎŀƴǘǎΣ Ǉƭǳǎ ƎǊƻǳǇ ǘƘŜǊŀǇȅΦ ¢ƘŜ ƻǘƘŜǊ ƎǊƻǳǇ ǿƻǳƭŘ ƴƻǘ ǊŜŎŜƛǾŜ 5ƛŀƭŜŎǘƛŎŀƭ 
.ŜƘŀǾƛƻǳǊŀƭ ¢ƘŜǊŀǇȅ ŀƴŘ ǿƻǳƭŘ ƛƴǎǘŜŀŘ ŀƛƳ ǘƻ ǊŜƳŀƛƴ ƻƴ ǘƘŜƛǊ ŀƴǘƛŘŜǇǊŜǎǎŀƴǘǎ ŘǳǊƛƴƎ ǘƘŜ 
ǎǘǳŘȅΦέ 
If applicable 
мпύ  ²ƘŜƴ ȅƻǳ ǊŜŀŘ ǘƘŜ ƛƴŦƻǊƳŀǘƛƻƴΣ ŘƛŘ ȅƻǳ ƘŀǾŜ ŀ ǎǘǊƻƴƎ ƛŘŜŀ ŀōƻǳǘ ǿƘƛŎƘ ƎǊƻǳǇ ƛƴ ǘƘŜ 

ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ǎǘǳŘȅ ȅƻǳ ǿƻǳƭŘ ƭƛƪŜ ǘƻ ōŜ ǇƭŀŎŜŘ ƛƴΣ ƛŦ ȅƻǳ ǿŜǊŜ ŎƻƴǎƛŘŜǊƛƴƎ ǘŀƪƛƴƎ ǇŀǊǘ ƛƴ ƛǘΚ  
ƛΦ  Iƻǿ ǎǘǊƻƴƎ ǿŀǎ ȅƻǳǊ ǇǊŜŦŜǊŜƴŎŜΚ 
ƛƛΦ  Iƻǿ ŘƛŘ ȅƻǳ ŦŜŜƭ ŀōƻǳǘ ǘƘŜ ƛŘŜŀ ƻŦ ōŜƛƴƎ randomly ǇƭŀŎŜŘ ƛƴ ǘƻ ŜƛǘƘŜǊ ǘƘŜ ƎǊƻǳǇ 

ǿƘƻ ǊŜŎŜƛǾŜŘ 5ƛŀƭŜŎǘƛŎŀƭ .ŜƘŀǾƛƻǳǊŀƭ ¢ƘŜǊŀǇȅΣ ƻǊ ǘƘŜ ƎǊƻǳǇ ǿƘƻ ŀƛƳŜŘ ǘƻ ǊŜƳŀƛƴ 
ƻƴ ǘƘŜƛǊ ŀƴǘƛŘŜǇǊŜǎǎŀƴǘǎΚ 

 
мрύ /ƻǳƭŘ ȅƻǳ ǇƭŜŀǎŜ ǘŜƭƭ ƳŜ Ƙƻǿ ȅƻǳ ŦŜƭǘ ŀōƻǳǘ ǘƘŜ Ǉƻǎǎƛōƛƭƛǘȅ ƻŦ ǊŜƳŀƛƴƛƴƎ ƻƴ ȅƻǳǊ 

ŀƴǘƛŘŜǇǊŜǎǎŀƴǘ ƳŜŘƛŎŀǘƛƻƴ ŀǎ ŀ ǿŀȅ ƻŦ ǘǊŜŀǘƛƴƎ ŘŜǇǊŜǎǎƛƻƴΚέ 
 
мсύ Iƻǿ Řƻ ȅƻǳ ŦŜŜƭ ŀōƻǳǘ ǇǎȅŎƘƻƭƻƎƛŎŀƭ ǘƘŜǊŀǇȅΣ ŎƻƳǇŀǊŜŘ ǘƻ ŀƴǘƛŘŜǇǊŜǎǎŀƴǘǎΣ ŦƻǊ 

ǘǊŜŀǘƛƴƎ ŘŜǇǊŜǎǎƛƻƴΚέ 
 
(If applicable) 



vǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ LƴǘŜǊǾƛŜǿ {ŎƘŜŘǳƭŜΣ !ǇǇŜƴŘƛȄ н  tŀƎŜ 3 ƻŦ 3 
 

¢ƘŜ ǎǳƳƳŀǊȅ ǇŀƳǇƘƭŜǘ ŀƭǎƻ ōǊƛŜŦƭȅ ŘŜǎŎǊƛōŜŘ ǿƘŀǘ ƛǎ ƛƴǾƻƭǾŜŘ ƛƴ ǘŀƪƛƴƎ ǇŀǊǘ ƛƴ 5ƛŀƭŜŎǘƛŎŀƭ 
.ŜƘŀǾƛƻǳǊŀƭ ¢ƘŜǊŀǇȅΦ 
 
мтύ (If applicable) ²ƘŜƴ ȅƻǳ ǊŜŀŘ ǘƘŜ ƛƴŦƻǊƳŀǘƛƻƴΣ ŘƛŘ ȅƻǳ ǘƘƛƴƪ ǘƘŀǘ 5ƛŀƭŜŎǘƛŎŀƭ 

.ŜƘŀǾƛƻǳǊŀƭ ¢ƘŜǊŀǇȅ Ƴŀȅ ōŜ ǎǳƛǘŀōƭŜ ŦƻǊ ȅƻǳΚ 
 
 
муύ ά¢ƘƻǎŜ ŀǊŜ ŀƭƭ ƻŦ ǘƘŜ ǉǳŜǎǘƛƻƴǎ ǘƘŀǘ L ƘŀǾŜΦ Lǎ ǘƘŜǊŜ ŀƴȅǘƘƛƴƎ ŜƭǎŜ ǘƘŀǘ ȅƻǳ ǿƻǳƭŘ ƭƛƪŜ ǘƻ 

ŀŘŘ ŀōƻǳǘ ȅƻǳǊ ǊŜŀǎƻƴǎ ŦƻǊ ƴƻǘ ǿŀƴǘƛƴƎ ǘƻ ǘŀƪŜ ǇŀǊǘ ƛƴ ǘƘƛǎ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ǎǘǳŘȅΚέ 
 

 

------End by thanking participant----- 
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The impact of advertising patient and
public involvement on trial recruitment:
embedded cluster randomised
recruitment trial
Adwoa Hughes-Morley1,2* , Mark Hann2, Claire Fraser3, Oonagh Meade4, Karina Lovell3, Bridget Young5,
Chris Roberts2, Lindsey Cree3, Donna More3, Neil O’Leary6, Patrick Callaghan7, Waquas Waheed2 and Peter Bower8

Abstract

Background: Patient and public involvement in research (PPIR) may improve trial recruitment rates, but it is unclear
how. Where trials use PPIR to improve design and conduct, many do not communicate this clearly to potential
participants. Better communication of PPIR might encourage patient enrolment, as trials may be perceived as more
socially valid, relevant and trustworthy. We aimed to evaluate the impact on recruitment of directly advertising PPIR
to potential trial participants.

Methods: This is a cluster trial, embedded within a host trial (‘EQUIP’) recruiting service users diagnosed with severe
mental illness. The intervention was informed by a systematic review, a qualitative study, social comparison theory
and a stakeholder workshop including service users and carers. Adopting Participatory Design approaches, we
co-designed the recruitment intervention with PPIR partners using a leaflet to advertise the PPIR in EQUIP and
sent potential participants invitations with the leaflet (intervention group) or not (control group). Primary outcome was
the proportion of patients enrolled in EQUIP. Secondary outcomes included the proportions of patients who positively
responded to the trial invitation.

Results: Thirty-four community mental health teams were randomised and 8182 service users invited. For the primary
outcome, 4% of patients in the PPIR group were enrolled versus 5.3% of the control group. The intervention was not
effective for improving recruitment rates (adjusted OR = 0.75, 95% CI = 0.53 to 1.07, p = 0.113). For the secondary
outcome of positive response, the intervention was not effective, with 7.3% of potential participants in the intervention
group responding positively versus 7.9% of the control group (adjusted OR = 0.74, 95% CI = 0.53 to 1.04, p = 0.082). We
did not find a positive impact of directly advertising PPIR on any other outcomes.

Conclusion: To our knowledge, this is the largest ever embedded trial to evaluate a recruitment or PPIR intervention.
Advertising PPIR did not improve enrolment rates or any other outcome. It is possible that rather than advertising PPIR
being the means to improve recruitment, PPIR may have an alternative impact on trials by making them more
attractive, acceptable and patient-centred. We discuss potential reasons for our findings and implications for
recruitment practice and research.
(Continued on next page)
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Trial registration numbers: ISRCTN, ISRCTN16488358. Registered on 14 May 2014.
Study Within A Trial, SWAT-26. Registered on 21 January 2016.

Keywords: Recruitment, Patient and public involvement, Research methodology, Randomised controlled trial,
Service user involvement, Study within a trial, Mesh: embedded trial

Background
Randomised controlled trials are the ‘gold standard’ for
evaluating treatments, yet recruitment into trials re-
mains a great challenge, with approximately 45% of pub-
licly funded and 80% of industry-funded trials failing to
meet their recruitment targets [1, 2]. Mental health dis-
orders are the leading cause of disability among adults
worldwide [3]; however, trials enrolling patients with
mental health problems experience even greater recruit-
ment challenges [4–7]. These challenges stem from vari-
ous sources including stigma [8] and issues related to
the diagnosis adversely impacting on the patient’s ability
and motivation to participate in research [9]. Inability to
recruit into a trial adversely impacts trials by reducing
the total sample size (which limits internal validity) and
the proportion of eligible participants who are recruited
(which limits external validity).
Thus there is a need to develop and test interventions

to improve recruitment. One method is to ‘embed’ trials
of recruitment interventions in ongoing trials; however,
such trials are rare. Systematic reviews of trial recruit-
ment interventions have highlighted the need for more
embedded recruitment trials [10, 11]. Recent initiatives
have also increasingly called for the development and
evaluation of interventions for recruiting and retaining
participants in trials [11–16].
We have developed methodological, logistical and

reporting frameworks for embedded recruitment trials
[12, 17] and assessed their feasibility using interventions
such as an improved Participant Information Sheet and
a multimedia decision aid [18, 19]. The eventual aim is
to make delivery of embedded recruitment trials a rou-
tine activity, to assist the rapid development of recruit-
ment to meet health and policy goals [20].
Patient and public involvement in research (PPIR), also

known, among other terms, as ‘user involvement’, is re-
search being carried out ‘with’ or ‘by’ patients and/or
members of the public rather than ‘to’, ‘about’ or ‘for’
them [21]. This definition of PPIR is broad and involves
patients, all groups who represent patients, as well as
members of the public taking roles in the development,
conduct and governance of research [22–24]. PPIR is
thought to be crucial because it produces ‘better’
patient-focussed research by offering unique, invaluable
insights into its prioritization, design, implementation
and evaluation, making trials more effective and credible

[25, 26]. PPIR is well-established as public policy in the
United Kingdom (UK) and other developed countries
and is increasingly mandated for publicly funded trials
[27–30]. However, quantitative evidence around its im-
pact is sparse, and that which exists is of poor quality
and lacking in rigour [31]. There is a need to assess the
effectiveness, cost-effectiveness and ethical impacts of
PPIR through high-quality methodological research
[31–37].
We recently reported a systematic review and meta-

synthesis of factors affecting the recruitment of partici-
pants into depression trials [38] to help us to develop
and evaluate an intervention for recruiting participants
into mental health trials, using the Medical Research
Council (MRC) complex interventions framework [39].
We developed a conceptual framework, which highlighted
that the decision by patients to enrol as subjects in trials
involves a difficult deliberation involving ‘risk’ [38]. This
includes potential risks of stigma, of ‘losing out’ by being
randomised to the ‘wrong’ intervention arm, or of en-
countering adverse effects of trial involvement, against
potential rewards such as a personal need to access treat-
ment and support. Outside of the mental health context,
perceptions of risk have also been shown to impact on pa-
tients’ decision to enrol in trials [40–44]. We have also
undertaken a qualitative study with patients who declined
to participate in a trial, which highlighted the need to re-
search the presentation and provision of accurate and ef-
fective trial information in which patients and the public
play a seminal role [45].
There is some emerging observational evidence that

mental health trials with more PPIR are associated with
an increased likelihood of achieving their recruitment
targets [46], although studies in other clinical settings
have had variable outcomes [47]. PPIR may have a role
in reducing patient perception of risk in trials and, as a
consequence, may increase trial enrolment. Patients may
perceive trials with PPIR to be improved methodologic-
ally or ethically, or to be more relevant and, therefore,
more likely to influence practice in ways that are import-
ant to them and other patients [25, 26, 48]. Additionally,
the concept of ‘social validation’ suggests that people
may be more willing to comply with a request to enrol
in a trial if they believe that others are already engaged
in a trial, as people tend to compare and base their
beliefs, attitudes and actions on similar others [49–51].
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A survey of public attitudes to research suggests that
PPIR may increase confidence and trust in a trial, if po-
tential participants are reassured that other patients have
advised its design [52, 53]. The authors concluded that:
‘if health researchers communicate the fact that patients
and the public have been involved in the design of their
research when approaching potential study participants,
it might help to boost recruitment’ [52, 53]. However, to
achieve these effects, it is necessary that PPIR is commu-
nicated to patients, but this does not always seem to be
the case as researchers tend not to routinely advertise
PPIR [54, 55]. We aimed to test this hypothesis about
the effects of PPIR on recruitment using a rigorous
evaluation. In this paper, we describe the development
and evaluation of an intervention directly advertising
PPIR in a mental health trial to potential participants.

Objectives
Our objectives were to work with PPIR stakeholders to
develop an intervention directly advertising PPIR in the
design and conduct of a host trial, the ‘Enhancing the
Quality of User Involved care Planning in mental health
services’ (‘EQUIP’) trial, which was recruiting people
with a diagnosis of severe mental illness; and to evaluate
its effectiveness on recruitment by undertaking a rando-
mised controlled trial, embedded in the EQUIP host trial.

Methods
We report the development of the intervention in line
with the Criteria for Reporting the Development and
Evaluation of Complex Interventions (CReDECI 2) [56]
and its evaluation in line with the ‘guidelines for reporting
embedded recruitment trials’ [17].

Trial design: the EQUIP host trial
The EQUIP trial aimed to recruit 480 service users with
diagnoses of severe mental illness to evaluate the cost-
effectiveness of a training intervention for mental health
professionals in enhancing user involvement in care
planning. EQUIP had significant high-quality PPIR and
was awarded the 2014 UK Mental Health Research
Network Prize for ‘Outstanding Carer Involvement’ [57].
EQUIP is a multicentre cluster randomised trial, where

36 community mental health teams in the Midlands and
the North of England were randomly allocated to training
or to usual care. In EQUIP mental health team clusters
were ‘paired’ at the recruitment stage (based on size and
geographic location) and randomised using minimisation
in pairs to training or the control arm. Recruitment in the
paired clusters then operated in parallel.
EQUIP used existing registers maintained by commu-

nity mental health teams to recruit service users. Re-
cruitment was undertaken by the UK Clinical Research
Network Mental Health (CRN MH) clinical studies

officers (CSOs) and research nurses, who, in conjunction
with service users’ care coordinators, were responsible
for accessing service user details, determining eligibility
and mailing trial invitations. Invitations were posted to
patients before randomisation of mental health teams
occurred in EQUIP. To be eligible, patients had to be:
aged 18 years or older; under the care of the community
mental health team; have capacity to provide fully in-
formed consent; and judged by their care coordinator to
be well enough to complete study assessments. The re-
search team did not have access to service users’ details
until service users returned the ‘Consent to Contact’
Form. In the majority of mental health teams, potential
participants who did not respond to the initial invitation
letter were telephoned by a CSO or a member of their
mental health team to determine whether they had re-
ceived the trial invitation and whether they were interested
in taking part. Recruitment and baseline assessment of
participants within each cluster occurred within a 6-week
period, before the training was delivered to the mental
health clusters in the intervention arm. The EQUIP team
aimed to recruit a minimum of 10 participants per cluster
(no upper limit was specified). Details of the EQUIP trial
design have been reported elsewhere [58].

Trial design: the embedded recruitment trial
Recruitment into the embedded trial occurred over an
18-month period (June 2014 to December 2015) until
recruitment into the host trial ceased. A patient-level
randomised controlled trial would have been the most
efficient design for the embedded recruitment trial; how-
ever, this was not practical as it was logistically burden-
some for the EQUIP host trial team to administer. We
therefore adopted a cluster randomised design for the
recruitment trial, using the same mental health team
clusters as in the EQUIP host trial. This had two metho-
dological implications. First, due to the relatively small
numbers of clusters (n = 36), there was a possibility of
imbalance between the patients in the two arms of the
embedded trial. Second, there was also a potential risk
to the validity of the host trial: if the PPIR recruitment
intervention were successful there could be differences
between arms in the numbers and types of patients en-
rolled into the host trial.
We therefore adopted a cross-factorial, embedded

randomised controlled trial design with the EQUIP host
trial intervention allocation, using pairwise allocation. In
the embedded trial, the same cluster pairs as in the
EQUIP host trial were presented for randomisation;
however, we randomised both clusters to receive the
PPIR intervention, or both to the control arm (as op-
posed to one cluster being assigned to the intervention
arm, and the other to the control arm). The priority was
to ensure the integrity of the host trial. Pairwise
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allocation guaranteed that we achieved balance of cluster
allocations between intervention and control arms for
both the EQUIP host trial and for the embedded recruit-
ment trial; this allocation method also ensured the vali-
dity of both the host and embedded recruitment trial
interventions.
Clusters were randomly allocated for their patients to

be sent one of two interventions: the standard invitation
(control group); or the PPIR intervention in addition to
the standard invitation (intervention group). The PPIR
intervention was sent in the same envelope as the
EQUIP trial invitation, which also contained a cover let-
ter, a Participant Information Sheet, a ‘Consent to Con-
tact’ Form and stamped addressed envelope. The
embedded recruitment trial thus measured the incre-
mental benefit of being sent the recruitment interven-
tion. Figure 1 outlines the recruitment flowchart for the
embedded recruitment trial.

Eligibility criteria for participants: embedded
recruitment trial
The recruitment trial included all patients identified as
potentially eligible for the EQUIP host trial: there were
no additional inclusion or exclusion criteria.

The recruitment intervention: the PPIR communication
and its development
We developed a recruitment intervention communicat-
ing PPIR guided by the MRC complex interventions
framework [39], informed by Participatory Design ap-
proaches with end users [59, 60]. As described earlier,
the hypothesised mechanism was reducing the percep-
tion of risk in trial enrolment, informed by our prior sys-
tematic review [38] and qualitative study [45],‘social
validation’, emerging from social comparison theory [49,
51] and survey evidence [52, 53]. We searched the latest
Cochrane systematic reviews to determine frequently
used recruitment and retention interventions [11, 61].
We reviewed the EQUIP host trial recruitment strategy
and held discussions with the EQUIP team to determine
a simple, systematic, feasible and acceptable method of
delivering the PPIR intervention. Given that the recruit-
ment occurred through mental health teams and pa-
tients were being approached to enter the host trial by
postal invitations, we selected a leaflet format as the de-
livery mechanism to communicate PPIR. We then orga-
nised an expert workshop involving 27 key stakeholders
including 10 service users with severe mental illness and
two carers of people with severe mental illness, who
were either EQUIP PPIR members or belonged to the

Fig. 1 Flow diagram for the embedded recruitment trial. An overview of the flow of mental health teams and their patients in the embedded
trial, based on the ‘guidelines for reporting embedded recruitment trials’, which adapts Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials (CONSORT) for
embedded recruitment trials [17]
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EQUIP trial target population. Other stakeholders present
were: five principal investigators/researchers with expertise
in undertaking mental health trials; three patients with
physical health problems; two researchers with expertise in
PPIR; two mental health trial recruiters; two Research
Ethics Board members and a consultant psychiatrist.
During this workshop, stakeholders endorsed the use

of the of the leaflet format for advertising PPIR with the
aim of improving recruitment. Working in small breakout
groups (each group comprised of a mix of researchers and
PPIR members), and then reconvening, stakeholders dis-
cussed and agreed seven ‘core principles’ for the leaflet ad-
vertising PPIR to potential trial participants (see Table 1).
In line with the principles of Participatory Design, par-

ticipants were asked to design their ideal PPIR leaflet ac-
cording to the ‘core principles’ in four breakout groups
using appropriate materials. Each of the four groups pre-
sented their prototype leaflets to the wider group, in-
cluding the key elements of the design. Members then
voted for which of the four leaflets they thought was
best overall for attracting potential participants. The
top-rated leaflet contained similar elements to the other
leaflets, including: making a clear and direct appeal for
potential participants to join the trial; positive photo-
graphs of people with mental health problems which
avoided the typical media image of people holding their
heads in their hands, which members discussed as stig-
matising [62]; highlighting benefits to future patients
and convenience; the option to withdraw from the trial
without giving a reason; and approval by an independent
Research Ethics Committee.
Two of the PPIR members of EQUIP who were

present at the workshop (LC and DM) – one a carer and
the other a service user – volunteered to be photo-
graphed and featured in the EQUIP PPIR leaflet. Both
PPIR members had active and ongoing involvement in
EQUIP, one as a co-applicant and a member of the Trial
Management Team; and both as part of the training

team who delivered the user-involvement training inter-
vention to the host trial intervention clusters. We
worked closely with LC and DM to develop a bespoke
leaflet for the EQUIP host trial, in line with the ‘core
principles’ and taking into account key elements from
the four leaflets created during the workshop. Once the
initial version was developed, we asked for contributions
from the EQUIP host trial researchers (chiefly to check
for accuracy); their input did not change the content or
format of the leaflet. The leaflet was then sent to a pro-
fessional graphic designer in a company with significant
expertise in designing patient communication materials
(www.makingsense.co.uk). The design brief highlighted
the agreed ‘core principles’ (Table 1) and related solely
to the visual presentation of the leaflet and not the con-
tent. Two versions of the leaflet were initially designed
and presented to the EQUIP team and PPIR members,
who voted on their preferred design. Voting gave priority
to PPIR members, who also provided comments in three
rounds of iterations before the final design was agreed.
These comments related to the colours and visual pres-
entation, and the content did not change. Table 2 out-
lines the presentation and content of the final leaflet,
which is also attached as Additional file 1.

Outcome measures
In the EQUIP host trial, CSOs or mental health teams
telephoned patients who did not initially respond to the
postal invitation in poor recruiting clusters. There is evi-
dence that telephone follow-up prompting of patients
who do not respond to invitations to participate in trials
significantly increases recruitment [11]. The host trial
recruiters undertook telephone follow-ups as, and when,
necessary which meant that not all clusters had the tele-
phone follow-ups.
Our pre-planned primary outcome was, therefore,

chosen to assess the effect of the PPIR leaflet, without
potential contamination of the telephone follow-ups.
The primary outcome for our embedded recruitment
trial was the proportion of participants in each group
who were consented and enrolled into the EQUIP host
trial after responding to the postal invitation (i.e. the
proportion of participants who responded and enrolled
without the need for a telephone follow-up reminder).
The secondary outcomes were:

1. The proportion of patients in each group who
positively responded without the need for a
telephone follow-up reminder (note this differs from
the number actually consented and enrolled, due to
for instance, the EQUIP trial exclusion criteria)

2. The total proportions of patients in each group who
were consented and enrolled, including telephone
follow-up of initial nonresponders

Table 1 Core components of the patient and public
involvement in research (PPIR) communication leaflet
intervention

1. The intervention advertising PPIR was in a leaflet format

2. The leaflet was in a booklet style

3. The leaflet was written in plain language, with an informal,
conversational style

4. The leaflet included photographs of the PPIR patients and carers, who
in their own voice describe how they were involved in the trial and
what their impact has been

5. The leaflet included photographs of the research team

6. The leaflet aimed to show that PPIR was taken seriously and was not
tokenistic, and aimed to provide an honest account of PPIR

7. The leaflet aimed to be eye catching: bold, bright print, large font,
colourful
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3. The numbers of clusters in each group needing to
conduct telephone follow-ups due to low postal
response. This outcome takes into account the
potential resource implications of a mental health
clinician or a trial recruiter telephoning patients
who do not respond to the trial invitation

Sample size calculation
The sample size calculations for the EQUIP trial have
been published in the original protocol [58].
As is usual with a trial embedded within a host trial,

we did not undertake a formal power calculation to de-
termine the sample size [15], since the sample size was
constrained by the number of mental health teams and
patients being approached in the EQUIP host trial. Our
sample size was the total number of service users invited
to participate in EQUIP from the 34 available clusters at
the time of implementing the embedded trial, which was
8182 potential participants. We did not undertake a
post-hoc power calculation as this is arguably a futile
exercise, since the power of a trial is expressed in the
confidence interval generated from the outcome analysis
[63] (see ‘Results’ section).

Randomisation
Randomisation was undertaken by the host trial statisti-
cians (NO’L and CR), who were independent from the
delivery of the trial interventions for both the host and
embedded recruitment trials. Randomisation in the
EQUIP host trial was stratified by cluster pairing, the
site/region of each cluster and the caseload size of each
cluster. For the recruitment trial, we used the same clus-
ter pairing as the host trial and allocated each cluster
pair by block-randomisation with permuted block sizes
of 2, 4 and 6, using a computerised randomisation
programme. Service users did not know that they were
part of a trial of a recruitment intervention so were blind
to the study hypothesis. CSOs and research nurses
undertaking trial recruitment and mental health team

clusters were also blind to the group to which clusters
were allocated.

Statistical methods
We obtained baseline data on cluster size (patient list
size), deprivation, care quality rating and patient satis-
faction with clinical care. Deprivation used the Index of
Multiple Deprivation (IMD) rank averaged across
Lower-layer Super Output Areas for each cluster’s
Clinical Commissioning Group [64]. Care quality and
patient satisfaction data were obtained at the cluster
level from the Care Quality Commission which is the
independent regulator of health and social care in
England [65]. Patient satisfaction focussed on the expe-
riences of service users who receive care and treatment
within the mental health teams. Preliminary graphical
and tabular examination of the data explored baseline
comparability of trial arms and representativeness of
the sample in terms of the clusters and the overall
eligible population.
Data analysis used generalised linear mixed models

[66] to estimate the effect of the recruitment interven-
tion. As the unit of randomisation was the cluster pair,
we fitted a three-level, random effects logistic model
which pertained to the individual patient, clustered
within mental health teams, and clustered within paired
mental health teams. We adjusted for mental health
team cluster size, levels of deprivation and care quality
rating (we did not include patient satisfaction with
clinical care in the model due to incomplete data). We
present the marginal mean difference in proportions, as
well as odds ratios (ORs), to assist with interpretation.
Standard errors and confidence intervals for cluster mar-
ginal effects were calculated using the Delta Method.
Given that the EQUIP randomisation occurred after the
embedded trial randomisation, there was no plausible
causal effect of the EQUIP intervention on recruitment
so we did not test for an interaction between the EQUIP
intervention and the recruitment intervention. Fisher’s
exact test was used to test for association between

Table 2 Content and layout of the finalised patient and public involvement in research (PPIR) leaflet

Presentational elements Content

• Four-page booklet format
• Photographs of the EQUIP trial team together with PPIR
members on the front and back pages
• Written in plain language; informal, conversational style
• Contained several photographs of the PPIR members,
including one of them designing the leaflet
• Quotations written by PPIR members
• Use of large font sizes and bright colours

• Front and back pages advertised award of ‘outstanding
carer involvement’ to EQUIP
• Front page stated that ‘real patients and carers’ had informed
in the design of the study, and asked patients to consider taking
part in EQUIP
• Middle pages of the leaflet contained photographs of PPIR members
• Quotations by PPIR members described why they thought the
study was important
• A section highlighting issues felt to be important to patients including:
helping future patients, convenience, confidentiality, approval by a
Research Ethics Committee
• Quotation by EQUIP chief investigator about close working with PPIR
members
• Contained contact details of the study team
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recruitment trial arm and the need for telephone follow-
up. Analyses used the intention-to-treat principle and
were conducted using Stata, version 14 (Stata Corp.,
College Station, TX, USA).

Results
Thirty-eight community mental health team clusters were
recruited and randomised. One cluster pair (two clusters)
could not be included as the EQUIP recruitment started
before the embedded trial could begin. Another cluster
pair withdrew from the EQUIP trial after randomisation,
but prior to the mailing of invitation letters to their pa-
tients, and so are not included in the analysis. Eight
thousand one hundred and eighty-two patients in 34
clusters were sent the standard EQUIP trial invitation
letter or the addition of the PPIR intervention – see
Fig. 1, flow diagram for the embedded recruitment trial.
Table 2 outlines the characteristics of the mental health
clusters and patients. Comparison of cluster baseline
characteristics showed that clusters in the intervention
arm were larger (544 mean patient list size versus 323);
located in more deprived areas (IMD quintile median
1.5 versus 2.5); and had fewer mental health team clus-
ters rated as ‘good’ for care quality (11.1% versus
18.8%). Patients in the intervention and control arms
were broadly similar in age and gender distribution.

Primary outcome
For the primary outcome of the proportions consented
and enrolled into the EQUIP trial, 4% of patients sent
the PPIR communication were enrolled compared with
5.3% of the control group (Table 3). Mixed-effects logis-
tic regression showed that the recruitment intervention
was not effective for improving recruitment rates [OR =
0.75, 95% CI = 0.53 to 1.07, p = 0.113]. The average mar-
ginal effect of the intervention on the probability of en-
rolment was −0.0123 [95% CI = −0.0282 to 0.0036].

Secondary outcomes

1. Responding positively to the invitation, without
telephone follow-up: there was no difference
between the intervention and control groups, with
7.3% of potential participants sent the recruitment
intervention responding positively, compared with
7.9% in the control group: adjusted OR = 0.74, 95%
CI = 0.53 to 1.04, p = 0.082. The average marginal
effect of the intervention on the probability of
positive response was −0.0208 [95% CI = −0.0451
to 0.0035].

2. All positive response (including telephone follow-up):
there was no difference between the intervention and
control groups, with 9.2% of the intervention group
responding positively, compared with 10.0% in the

control group: adjusted OR = 0.74, 95% CI = 0.51 to
1.09, p = 0.125. The average marginal effect of the
intervention on the probability of all positive response
was −0.0343 [95% CI = −0.0795 to 0.0108].

3. Number of clusters requiring telephone follow-up of
nonresponsive patients: this showed that there was
no association between the recruitment trial arm
and the need for a telephone reminder, with 66.7%
in the PPIR group, compared with 75% of control
group: Fisher’s exact test p value = 0.715.

Harms
We tested a two-tailed hypothesis, which accepted that
sending the recruitment intervention to potential partici-
pants could cause benefit or loss to recruitment for the
host trial. Patients not being recruited presents a loss to
the host trial; however, for the patient, not being en-
rolled into the trial may not be harmful and may in fact
be the best thing for them to make an informed decision
that suits them without encountering the potential
inconvenience or negative consequences of trial partici-
pation. The primary and secondary outcomes were de-
signed to demonstrate any potential harms to the
EQUIP host trial in terms of reduced enrolment in the
intervention group. The results demonstrate that the re-
cruitment intervention was ineffective for increasing

Table 3 Baseline information for mental health cluster teams
and patients, by allocation

Mental health team cluster
Baseline factors

PPIR group Control group

List size, mean (SD) 544 (273) 323 (191.6)

IMD quintile, median (range)
[1 =most deprived; 5 = least deprived]

1.5 (1–4) 2.5 (1–5)

Care Quality Commission rating

Good, n (%) 2 (11.1%) 3 (18.8%)

Requires improvement, n (%) 8 (44.4%) 6 (37.5%)

Rating suspended, n (%) 8 (44.4%) 4 (25%)

Not yet inspected, n (%) 0 (0%) 3 (18.8%)

Patient satisfaction with carea, mean (SD)
[10 = highly satisfied]

6.6 (0.3) 6.9 (0.2)

Patients expressing interestb:

Male, n (%) 151 (38.9%) 81 (36.8%)

Female, n (%) 237 (61.1%) 139 (63.2%)

Patients enrolledb:

Male, n (%) 76 (36.2%) 49 (36%)

Female, n (%) 134 (63.8%) 87 (64%)

Mean age, years (SD) 48.5 (12.8) 45.5 (9.3)

IMD Index of Multiple Deprivation, PPIR patient and public involvement in
research, SD standard deviation
aPatient satisfaction survey score data available for 32 clusters
bBaseline information only available for observed sample and not for
entire cluster
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enrolment rates for all outcomes measured. A second
potential harm to the host trial was the potential differ-
ences in the numbers and types of patients enrolled into
the host trial between the intervention and control
groups. We sought to minimise this potential harm by
adopting the cross-factorial design, and making baseline
comparisons between the intervention and control groups.
Baseline comparison of the intervention and control
groups found no differences. We did not measure other
potential harms, such as perceptions of increased pressure
to participate in the intervention group.

Discussion
Summary of main findings
We undertook an embedded trial to evaluate the effective-
ness on recruitment of directly advertising PPIR to poten-
tial trial participants. In this group of patients with severe
mental health problems, the overall rates of response and
participation were low, although this was in line with simi-
lar studies [18]. For our primary outcome, we found that
being sent the intervention was not effective for improving
recruitment rates. Our secondary outcomes found that
directly advertising PPIR did not make a positive dif-
ference to any other outcomes.

Strengths and limitations
To our knowledge, this multicentre trial involving 8182
patients is the largest-ever trial embedded in an ongoing
trial to have been undertaken to evaluate the effective-
ness of an intervention on trial recruitment [11] as well
as the largest to evaluate the impact of patient and pub-
lic involvement [31, 47]. Recruitment trials embedded
within host trials are often plagued by the problem of
small sample sizes as embedded trials are reliant upon
the numbers of patients approached by the host trial.
These numbers are not usually sufficient to show small
but important differences in recruitment [11, 15].
The EQUIP host trial had award-winning high-quality

PPIR. Additionally, the development of the recruitment
intervention and its evaluation involved close collabor-
ation with PPIR members. Both PPIR and recruitment
are considered complex interventions [55, 67]. In our
trial we used the MRC complex interventions framework
to systematically develop a theory-informed recruitment
intervention and evaluate it in a rigorous way, using real
patients being approached to make a real decision about
participation in an ongoing trial. With increasing calls
and now guidance for measuring the impact of PPIR
[68, 69], our work provides randomised evidence in a
field that is very much lacking such evidence.
Cluster randomised designs are often used to evaluate

the effectiveness of recruitment interventions [70–72],
as they are often the most logistically feasible way to de-
liver recruitment interventions embedded in ongoing

host trials. We recognise that cluster randomised trials
can be susceptible to a range of methodological prob-
lems [73, 74]. Due to logistic and operational reasons, it
was not possible to undertake a patient-level randomised
trial, so we adopted a cluster randomised trial design,
which was a design agreeable to the host trial team, and
protected the host trial from potential biases introduced
by the recruitment intervention such as differential re-
cruitment and imbalance in the characteristics of pa-
tients recruited into the host trial as a consequence of
the PPIR intervention. The outcome of the random allo-
cation led to there being more and larger clusters in the
intervention arm of the recruitment trial. However, this
imbalance was a result of the random allocation and oc-
curred by chance. This was a compromise and without
this design we would not have been able to conduct the
embedded recruitment trial, and we later adjusted for
cluster size in the analyses. The randomisation of matched
cluster pairs also has some potential problems, such as
some pairs of clusters being more closely matched than
others, so minimisation in this instance may have been a
better option. However, again it was not feasible to under-
take the minimisation because logistically, the least bur-
densome option for the host trial team was to use the
same cluster pairs that they were using in the host trial.
There is an argument that the impact of involvement

within any particular project is somewhat unpredictable,
and that there is a need to provide details of context in
accounts of PPIR [75]. Furthermore, there is also a need
to understand how context and mechanism influence
the impact of PPIR [75]. We did not have sufficient re-
sources to undertake formal qualitative interviews to
understand the mechanism of impact. However, we are
currently undertaking two other embedded trials of this
intervention directly advertising PPIR to potential trial
participants to better understand the context and mech-
anism of impact. In one of these linked trials, we are
undertaking user-testing of the PPIR recruitment inter-
vention with patients and families to enable the revision
and refining of the intervention to make it more appro-
priate to their context. We are also undertaking qualita-
tive interviews with people who enter the host trial to
explore their views of the PPIR intervention and deter-
mine its impact on their decision-making.

Comparison with existing trial literature
Our findings contrast with a survey where 44% members
of the British public responding to a hypothetical ques-
tion indicated that they would be more likely to enrol in
a trial if they found that patients had advised in its de-
sign [53]. The authors of this survey reported that very
few people thought that PPIR would reduce their confi-
dence in a trial. We found that patients actually invited
to enter a real trial were no more likely to enrol when
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they were sent a leaflet about PPIR. Research investigat-
ing hypothetical and actual willingness to enrol in a trial
found that only 20% of participants stating hypothetical
willingness to enter a trial actually enrolled and that
statements of hypothetical willingness to participate in
future trials may overestimate true enrolment [76].
A systematic review to assesses the impact of PPIR on

recruitment and retention in trials has found that while
PPIR is consistently associated with improved retention,
the evidence for impact on enrolment is variable and in-
consistent [47]. A number of studies identified by this
review found either no significant positive effect of PPIR
on trial recruitment, or in one case involving the recruit-
ment of African-Americans being recruited through
three different sources, that the non-PPIR arm was more
effective at improving recruitment [77]. Our present
findings are, therefore, in line with the trial literature
evaluating the impact of PPIR on recruitment.

Explaining our findings and potential mechanisms of action
Beyond advertising PPIR intervention simply being inef-
fective for improving trial recruitment and response
rates, there are a range of other possible reasons for our
present findings. First, it is possible that people in the
PPIR arm did not read the leaflet. The leaflet was sent
by post in a large recruitment pack with several other
documents. Those sent the recruitment pack may not
have opened it, and those who did may not have read
the PPIR recruitment leaflet. We were not able to deter-
mine how many people read the recruitment leaflet and
our intention-to-treat analysis may have underestimated
the effects of the active intervention components.
Second, it is also not clear whether those sent the leaflet,

and who read it, understood the message in the leaflet and
what PPIR meant for the trial that they were being asked
to enrol into. Conversely, there is some research evidence
indicating that patients receiving supplementary written
information about a trial in the form of a booklet or leaflet
have improved knowledge about the trial [78, 79]. It is
possible that those who read the leaflet were more likely
to make a more informed decision about not enrolling in
the trial, which would have been a good decision for the
patient, but a bad outcome for the trial. Unfortunately, in
this population it was not possible to obtain estimates of
the effect of the recruitment intervention for those who
were randomised to receive the leaflet, who also actually
read it, and how they interpreted the message.
Third, there are a range of mechanisms by which PPIR

might influence recruitment, including on the trial de-
sign and trial conduct. Thus, the role of PPIR might lead
to sensitive issues being handled better [80] or enhance
trial quality and appropriateness, making them more ef-
fective [25, 35]. These mechanisms call into question the
mechanism used in our trial, which is that advertising

PPIR might improve recruitment. Additionally, the high-
quality PPIR in EQUIP may have meant that the PPIR
benefits may have been already optimised in EQUIP.
The addition of the PPIR recruitment intervention may,
therefore, have been irrelevant since the PPIR under-
taken in EQUIP may have been sufficient to promote
participant recruitment. However, the overall enrolment
rates in EQUIP were low, with rates similar to other tri-
als recruiting from similar populations [18, 81], so this
does not suggest that the significant PPIR in EQUIP im-
proved recruitment when compared with other trials.
This contrasts with an observational study which found
that studies that involved patients to a greater extent were
more likely to have achieved recruitment targets [46].
Fourth, we developed our conceptual framework

around the decision to enter trials using depression as
the case exemplar, yet our recruitment intervention, in-
formed by the conceptual framework, was evaluated in a
population of patients with severe mental illness (who
may or may not have had depression). Depression is the
leading cause of disease burden worldwide [82, 83], and
when we initiated our programme of work we antici-
pated that we would develop and then test the recruit-
ment intervention using a depression trial. However, we
found it impossible to recruit a host depression trial in
order to evaluate the recruitment intervention, despite
directly contacting 14 potential host trials registered on
the National Institute for Health Research (NIHR) trials
portfolio, seeking support from the Clinical Research
Network Mental Health, which contacted trials on our
behalf, and advertising for host trials via the UK Trial
Managers’ Network. The main reason why a depression
host trial was not forthcoming was due to a mismatch
between the recruitment timelines of potential host trials
and that of the embedded recruitment trial: the majority
of host trials approached were either close to finishing
participant recruitment, or were in the early phase of
set-up, meaning that it was not possible to align host
trial participant recruitment with the embedded recruit-
ment trial. Two other depression trials reported that
they already intended to advertise their PPIR activities to
potential participants. This failure to recruit a depression
trial may have impacted on the embedded trial outcomes
as the intervention may not have been as relevant for
the population in the EQUIP trial of people with severe
mental illness. However, approximately 47% of the
EQUIP population had comorbid depression. Addition-
ally, mental health disorders in general have the stron-
gest established history of PPIR in the UK [84–86], and
there is some evidence that the use of PPIR is signifi-
cantly associated with successful recruitment across a
range of mental health trials, including severe mental ill-
ness, psychoses and depression [87, 88]. Furthermore,
the Health Research Authority survey suggesting direct
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communication of PPIR to potential participants indi-
cated that this approach could be used in all disease
areas [52, 53]. We developed the PPIR intervention
closely with the EQUIP trial and the use of the interven-
tion was strongly endorsed by stakeholders.
Fifth, we used the concept of social validation to in-

form our recruitment intervention. The concepts of risk
and social validation exist across all disease areas, how-
ever, not just depression. Social validation has also been
used successfully as a trial recruitment intervention, with
an embedded recruitment trial of text messages containing
quotes from existing participants significantly increasing
randomisations [89]. However, in our trial, social valid-
ation came from patients as research partners, rather than
from patients as trial participants. This may have had an
influence on our findings.
Finally, informal discussions of our findings with

stakeholders suggested that the stigma associated with
mental illness may have led to a negative impact of the
PPIR intervention. Stigma, both towards others with
mental health problems, as well as mental health stigma
‘internalised’ towards the person’s own self are well-
documented and can deter people with mental health
problems from seeking health care [90–92]. In our re-
cruitment trial, stigma may have meant that awareness
that EQUIP had significant PPIR from individuals with
mental health problems may have made some people re-
luctant to enrol. Additionally, there may have been a
perception of a lack of ‘professionalism’ in trial design
and conduct, suggested by the significant involvement of
patients and carers, as opposed to the trial being wholly
conducted by ‘trained professional researchers’. Stigma
and a perceived lack of professionalism may have com-
bined to make some people disinclined to enrol in the
trial. Other PPIR members and stakeholders involved in
other trials suggested that the leaflet lacked representa-
tiveness and commented that the images of people in
the leaflet were not representative of them, that: ‘the
people in this leaflet do not look like me’. Diversity in
representativeness of PPIR members has been discussed
in the trial literature, and arguments have been made for
the need to engage with PPIR representatives who reflect
the diversity of the study population [93]. Due to resource
constraints, we were unable to undertake qualitative inter-
views with the people sent the PPIR communication in
order to explore and understand patient views of the
intervention.

Implications for recruitment practice, public policy and
research
It is important to highlight here that while we found that
directly communicating PPIR using a leaflet to potential
trial participants was not effective for improving trial re-
cruitment, this is not the same as PPIR being ineffective

or harmful to trials in general. Our experience in under-
taking this trial, and that of the EQUIP host trial, is that
PPIR is very effective for developing interventions that
can be delivered and evaluated in trials. However, we did
not actually evaluate this, as the recruitment interven-
tion was about direct communication of PPIR to poten-
tial participants. It is quite possible that rather than
directly communicating PPIR to potential participants,
what PPIR achieves in terms of making a trial and its in-
terventions more attractive, acceptable and patient-
centred is what is important in terms of its impact. More
rigorous trials are needed to evaluate the impact of
PPIR. Here, our findings point to a direction of focus for
evaluating the impact of PPIR in trials, in informing the
design and conduct of trials, but not as a means for dir-
ect recruitment. Policy-makers should be aware that
PPIR is not a panacea and should fund more systematic
evaluations of the impact of PPIR. Findings from this re-
search will be sent to the authors of the Cochrane sys-
tematic review of interventions to improve recruitment
to trials, for inclusion in future systematic reviews [11].
There is some evidence to suggest that PPIR may be

effective for improving retention in trials [47]. Partici-
pants in EQUIP are currently in the follow-up phase.
We aim to determine whether direct communication of
PPIR improves retention in EQUIP. It is unclear to what
extent different versions of this intervention might have
had different impacts in different trial contexts and
patient populations. For example, while the PPIR inter-
vention was developed with PPIR partners, it was not
user-tested with potential trial participants. There is
some evidence that performance-based user-testing of
trial information can identify strengths and weaknesses
in trial information materials and make them fit for pur-
pose [94, 95]. Here, the usability, acceptability and acces-
sibility can be improved using semistructured interviews
and iterative testing cycles [96]. A user-tested version of
the intervention may have impacted on how potential
participants responded. A user-tested version of the PPIR
intervention is currently being evaluated in the Culturally-
adapted Family Intervention (CaFI) study recruiting
African-Caribbean people diagnosed with schizophrenia
[97]; another version of the intervention is currently being
evaluated in a study investigating early signs of dementia.
Our broad aim is to aggregate the results across the dif-
ferent trials to obtain a more precise estimate of effect,
as well as to explore the effectiveness of the intervention
across different research contexts and patient populations.
Our trial highlights the potential benefits of process

evaluation in embedded recruitment trials by adopting
qualitative methods to explore patients’ use and views of
recruitment interventions. This would make it necessary
for trialists to obtain the necessary ethical permissions
to approach people sent such recruitment materials to
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gain insights into the mechanisms and contexts of these
interventions [98]. There are potential problems, as
process evaluation would add significant costs to embed-
ded trials and may add significant complexity to the
process of embedding a trial, which might act as a bar-
rier to adoption. In addition, however, our prior work
with people who declined to enter a trial highlights that
even those who declined to enter a trial reported that
they do not mind being approached and, in addition,
were happy to explore their trial participation decisions
[45]. We are currently undertaking an additional qualita-
tive study to explore the views of people who are sent a
similar PPIR recruitment intervention as part of the trial
embedded in the CaFI study [97].

Conclusions
This embedded recruitment trial found no benefits of
directly communicating PPIR on response, consent
or enrolment rates. Further embedded trials of these ma-
terials are being conducted to explore how the impact of
the intervention may vary by intervention type, trial con-
text and patient population. A more comprehensive co-
hort of embedded trials of recruitment interventions
across the trials portfolio could lead to a rapid develop-
ment of the evidence base around recruitment to make
trials more acceptable and accessible to patients.

Additional file

Additional file 1: Recruitment intervention advertising patient and
public involvement in research. A copy of the recruitment intervention
which was mailed to potential trial participants. (PDF 2112 kb)
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gain insights into the mechanisms and contexts of these
interventions [98]. There are potential problems, as
process evaluation would add significant costs to embed-
ded trials and may add significant complexity to the
process of embedding a trial, which might act as a bar-
rier to adoption. In addition, however, our prior work
with people who declined to enter a trial highlights that
even those who declined to enter a trial reported that
they do not mind being approached and, in addition,
were happy to explore their trial participation decisions
[45]. We are currently undertaking an additional qualita-
tive study to explore the views of people who are sent a
similar PPIR recruitment intervention as part of the trial
embedded in the CaFI study [97].

Conclusions
This embedded recruitment trial found no benefits of
directly communicating PPIR on response, consent
or enrolment rates. Further embedded trials of these ma-
terials are being conducted to explore how the impact of
the intervention may vary by intervention type, trial con-
text and patient population. A more comprehensive co-
hort of embedded trials of recruitment interventions
across the trials portfolio could lead to a rapid develop-
ment of the evidence base around recruitment to make
trials more acceptable and accessible to patients.
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Chapter 7: Overall discussion and conclusions  

7.1 Overview 

The purpose of this concluding chapter is to examine the implications of the empirical 

findings from the previous chapters, to relate these findings to the current literature and 

to suggest future directions for trial recruitment practice and research.  

In this chapter we will:  

1. Briefly revisit our aims and objectives 

2. Provide a statement of principal findings from the three studies 

3. Interpret our findings in the context of the wider literature  

4. Examine the overall methodological strengths and limitations of the thesis  

5. Hypothesise how possible implementation, mechanism and contextual factors  

may have led to our observed findings 

6. Discuss some of the challenges encountered in conducting the research in this 

thesis 

7. Reflect on the contribution made by this thesis 

8. Reflect on the overall implications of the findings for recruitment practice and 

make recommendations for future research 

9. Present overall conclusions 

10. Describe the ongoing work emerging from the thesis 

 

7.2 Revisiting thesis aims and objectives 

The thesis aimed to systematically develop an intervention for recruiting participants into 

mental health trials and evaluate its effectiveness, guided by the MRC framework for 

complex interventions [164]. The research was guided by four objectives: 

1. To undertake a systematic review, meta-synthesis and conceptual framework of 

empirical qualitative evidence of influences on recruitment into depression trials  

2. Identify potential components of a possible recruitment intervention, drawing on 

findings from qualitative interviews with patients who declined to participate in a 

depression trial 

3. To develop the recruitment intervention, using Participatory Design methods  
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4. To determine the effectiveness of the recruitment intervention, using a  

randomised controlled trial design embedded in an ongoing trial involving patients 

with mental health problems 

 

7.3 Overview of studies and principal findings 

7.3.1 Summary of main findings: Study One 

In Study One (Chapter 4), we undertook a systematic review, meta-synthesis and 

conceptual framework of empirical qualitative evidence of influences on recruitment into 

depression trials. Findings indicated that the decision to enter a depression trial was made 

by patients and gatekeepers based on the patients’ health state at the time of being 

approached to participate; on their attitude towards the research and trial interventions; 

and on the extent to which patients became engaged with the trial. We developed a 

conceptual framework of factors influencing the decision to participate. This highlighted 

that the decision to participate by both the patient and the gatekeeper involved a 

judgement between risk and reward. The findings suggested that advertising PPIR to 

prospective trial participants might help to reduce such perceived risk. The findings also 

identified a need for further qualitative work to understand the decision making from the 

perspective of patients who declined to enrol. 

 

7.3.2 Summary of main findings: Study Two 

In Study Two (Chapter 5), we undertook semi-structured qualitative interviews with 20 

patients who declined to participate in a trial to understand the process of declining trial 

participation. Findings indicated that the decision making process involved four stages, 

each of which was associated with a different type of non-participation decision. Stage 1 

was associated with the ‘prior decliner’, who had an established position of declining trials, 

which they did after assessing the nature of the invitation. Stage 2 was associated with the 

‘self-excluder’ who focused on the trial eligibility criteria and interpreted that they were 

ineligible after determining their own eligibility. Stage 3 was associated with the ‘treatment 

decliner’ who was eligible, but took a treatment decision about not needing the trial 

treatment after assessing their own need for trial therapy and potential to benefit from the 

treatment. Stage 4 involved deliberating burdens and benefits of trial participation, and was 

associated with the ‘trial decliner’, who declined after deliberating about the burdens 

versus the benefits of participation. Patients had positive views of the trial and often had 
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prior experience of research participation. Trial demands were considered only after 

patients assessed themselves as eligible and also in need of the trial treatment. Most did 

not participate because they considered that they did not need the trial treatment, or 

judged themselves as ineligible for the trial. Findings indicated that while ‘prior decliners’ 

are unlikely to respond to trial recruitment interventions, many of the other factors 

leading to non-participation can be addressed, as these are a result of situational and 

process factors rather than a rejection of trials. A number of possible recruitment 

interventions were identified, including the use of PPIR to inform the design and delivery 

of trials.  

 

7.3.3 Summary of main findings: Study Three 

In Study Three (Chapter 6), we developed an intervention advertising PPIR to potential 

participants, and determined its effectiveness using a cluster randomised trial embedded 

in an ongoing mental health trial (The EQUIP Trial). Development of the recruitment 

intervention was guided by Participatory Design approaches. The principles underlying the 

intervention were informed by the meta-synthesis (Study One), the qualitative study 

(Study Two), social comparison theory and a workshop involving mental health service 

users, trialists and members of research ethics committees. We co-designed the 

recruitment intervention with PPIR partners using a leaflet as the delivery mechanism to 

advertise PPIR. Patients invited into the EQUIP trial were sent the recruitment 

intervention (intervention group), or not (control group). The primary outcome was the 

proportion of patients consented and enrolled in EQUIP. Thirty-four mental health team 

clusters containing 8182 patients were randomised. For the primary outcome, 4% of 

patients in the intervention group were enrolled compared with 5.3% of the control group. 

Analysis showed that the PPIR intervention was not effective for improving trial 

recruitment rates (adjusted OR= 0.75, 95% CI= 0.53 to 1.07, p=0.113). Directly advertising 

PPIR using a leaflet demonstrated no benefits for improving participant recruitment into 

EQUIP, or on any other outcome.  

 

7.3.4 What does this research add? 

To our knowledge, this is the first piece of work to have systematically developed and 

evaluated a recruitment intervention for mental health trials using a trial embedded 

within an ongoing trial. Recruiting patients into trials has been described as a complex 

intervention [461]. However, in the literature there is a clear absence of studies that 
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systematically adopt a complex interventions framework to develop and evaluate a 

recruitment intervention. A lack of robust theory to guide intervention development has 

also been a key limitation of the existing literature. Additionally, there is an absence of 

solutions that have been empirically evaluated for effectiveness. Furthermore, explanations 

of recruitment processes in the literature have rarely been subjected to formal examination 

[188].   

This thesis contributes to the trial recruitment evidence base by combining theory-

informed intervention development with randomised evaluation in an ongoing trial 

recruiting real patients with mental health problems.  The combination of intervention 

development and rigorous evaluation is a distinctive feature of this thesis. In the latest 

Cochrane systematic review of recruitment interventions, the sample sizes of the identified 

studies ranged between six and 2561 participants. With a sample size of 8182, this thesis 

also presents the largest ever trial embedded in an ongoing trial to evaluate the 

effectiveness of an intervention for trial recruitment [370]. 

Whilst PPIR is well-established in the UK and elsewhere, quantitative impact on its 

effectiveness is lacking. By developing and evaluating a recruitment intervention 

advertising PPIR, the thesis also makes a contribution to the evidence base for the impact 

of PPIR. Based on existing systematic reviews of PPIR, the embedded trial also represents 

the largest ever trial to evaluate the impact of PPIR [351], [591]. In Study Three (Chapter 6) 

we adopted the Participatory Design method, which is rarely used in the context of trial 

recruitment, to successfully co-design the recruitment intervention with PPIR members 

and other stakeholders, informed by the findings from studies one and two. We directly 

evaluated a recommendation made by the HRA in a press release that ‘if health researchers 

communicate the fact that patients and the public have been involved in the design of their 

research when approaching potential study participants, it might help to boost recruitment’ 

[334] and found that direct communication of PPIR is ineffective for improving 

recruitment rates, at least in this particular context.  

The systematic review and meta-synthesis (Chapter 4) enabled the development of a 

conceptual framework and identified that the enrolment decision actually involves two 

weighing up decisions by the patient and gatekeeper, rather than either the patient or 

gatekeeper alone. The conceptual framework highlighted that there were clear tensions 

between the assessment of risk and reward. The review highlighted the important role that 

gatekeepers play in the recruitment of patients into depression trials, as well as the 

protective biases in predicting the vulnerabilities of patients with depression. The review 

also identified a strong theme that patients predominantly enrol in depression trials to 
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access services to meet mental health needs, which contrasted with the literature and 

suggested that altruism is rather the key reason for taking part. This conceptual framework 

highlighted a number of mechanisms which could be evaluated to determine their impact 

on trial recruitment.  

Research on the patient decision to decline trial participation has been described as a 

‘blind spot’ in the literature [512]. Study Two (Chapter 5) focused on a group of patients 

under-represented in the meta-synthesis and the wider literature, by qualitatively 

exploring in depth the accounts of those who declined trial participation in order to 

understand the process involved in their decision making.  This thesis presents the first 

qualitative study to focus on the decision making process (rather than simply the reasons) 

for patients who opt out of participating in depression trials. Findings from the qualitative 

study supported the meta-synthesis in Chapter 4 by highlighting that in making the 

participation decision, patients considered their current health state and whether they 

would benefit from the trial therapy, against the burden posed by participation in the 

therapy and other inconvenience. Whilst a lot of prior research has focused on trial 

demands as a barrier to participation, we found this to be of much less consideration than 

patients’ own assessment of eligibility for the trial and their perceived need for the 

treatment. We also found patients’ attitudes to research and the trial to be positive, which 

contrasts with some literature suggesting that patients who do not participate are less 

supportive of research.  

 

7.4 Interpreting findings in the context of the wider literature 

In Chapters 4, 5 and 6 we compare the findings of the individual studies with the wider 

literature. This section provides an overview of how the thesis findings overall compare 

with the wider literature.  

This thesis builds on the work of the START programme which aimed to support the 

routine adoption of embedded trials to test standardised recruitment interventions across 

ongoing host trials [572]. Using the START methodology, we successfully evaluated our 

recruitment intervention developed for mental health trials in the context of an ongoing 

mental health trial, and reported findings using guidelines for reporting embedded 

recruitment trials developed as part of START [553]. To date, four trials have completed in 

START: published findings suggest limited benefits of optimised patient information 

materials on recruitment rates (RR 1.08, 95% CI 0.95 to 1.23, I2 =0)[592], [593]. Thus the 

work in this thesis supports the aims of START by demonstrating that it is possible to 
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embed trials of recruitment interventions across ongoing host trials, providing a model for 

rapid improvement of the evidence base. 

Our findings from Study Two links in with the wider decision making literature, in 

particular the ‘deliberation and determination’ framework by Elwyn & Miron-Shatz (2010) 

[532], which proposes that decision making comprises a pre-decisional process and an act 

of decision determination. This model distinguishes between the pre-decisional 

deliberation process, the act of determination and post-decisional outcomes. Our findings 

and the stages appear to match this process of ‘deliberation’, in which the person considers 

the invitation in light of their eligibility, experiences and need; and determination, which 

is the act of choosing to not participate. Here, our classification of individuals, such as 

‘prior decliners’, ‘self-excluders’, ‘treatment decliner’ and ‘trial decliner’ appears to 

synchronise with the ‘determination’ phase of the deliberation and determination 

framework. Whilst other potentially theories and frameworks exist - including prospect 

theory [594] and expected utility theory [595] - the deliberation and determination 

framework is particularly pertinent because it has been used in the trial participation 

literature to evaluate patients’ decision making about trial enrolment [596]. 

Although a wide range of benefits have been suggested about the impact of PPIR, very 

little quantitative evidence exists in the literature; mainly because objective methods for 

assessing its impact and influences remain elusive in a process that is fundamentally 

relational, subjective and socially constructed [354]. In this thesis, we found that 

advertising PPIR to potential trial participants in a mental health trial was not effective for 

improving recruitment. Our findings, based on a sample of patients being recruited into 

an ongoing mental health trial contrasts with the findings from the HRA survey, in which 

44% members of the British public responding to a hypothetical scenario indicated that 

they would be more likely to enrol in a trial if they found that real patients had advised in 

its design [333], [334]. From their findings, the HRA recommended that if trialists 

advertised PPIR to potential participants, it might boost recruitment. In our embedded 

trial patients invited to enter a real trial were no more likely to enrol when they were sent 

a leaflet advertising the PPIR in the trial. Our findings also contrast with an embedded 

trial which evaluated the impact of text messages containing quotes from existing trial 

participants on recruitment. Sending text messages containing quotes from existing 

participants increased randomisations, with 3.5% of the intervention group and 0% of the 

control group randomised into the host trial, risk difference 3.5 (95% CI 1.7-5.2) [577]. This 

text message trial also utilised the concept of social validation; however unlike our 
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intervention, the social validation in their trial came from existing participants rather than 

PPIR partners, which may account for the differences in findings.  

Our finding receives support from the wider literature, where a study investigating 

hypothetical and actual willingness to enrol in a trial found that only 20% of participants 

stating hypothetical willingness to enter a trial actually enrolled and that statements of 

hypothetical willingness to participate in future trials may overestimate true enrolment 

[597]. This may account for the differences between ours and the HRA findings. Another 

cross-sectional survey investigating the impact of PPIR compared public interest in 

research participation in studies overall, with studies explicitly designed with PPIR [598]. 

In that study 5% of respondents had either been previously involved as PPIR contributors 

themselves or knew someone who had; findings showed there was no association between 

prior personal PPIR or knowing someone who had and willingness to engage in research. 

The authors concluded that PPIR in study design may not affect overall rates of 

participation [598]. While this was a cross-sectional hypothetical survey of healthy 

members of the US population, the findings are similar to ours in that knowledge of PPIR 

did not affect reported willingness to enrol in research. In another observational study by 

Wisdom et. al. (2002) involving the recruitment of African-Americans being recruited 

through three different sources, the non-PPIR arm was more effective for improving 

recruitment [599]. Whilst these are observational studies, the findings from the thesis are 

in line with this literature evaluating the impact of PPIR on recruitment. 

Since starting the research in this thesis, Edelman and Barron (2015) have argued that the 

way in which PPIR has been evaluated as a complex intervention is the reason why 

evaluation has proved difficult, consequently derailing the development of a meaningful 

and robust evidence base [347]. They maintain that PPIR cannot, and indeed should not, 

be evaluated as an intervention but rather as part of the research process. Edelman and 

Barron offer alternative constructions of PPIR from the deontological and consequentialist 

perspectives, which respectively construct PPIR as a contribution of expertise and 

advocacy, equitable to the contribution of clinicians and statisticians; or as a 

methodological activity to improve research quality. Here, they assert that PPIR should 

not be tested against pre-determined outcomes in the same manner that a complex 

intervention would be evaluated. Rather, they state evaluation should focus on process. In 

this thesis we have successfully adopted a complex intervention approach to evaluate the 

impact of a PPIR intervention on recruitment. Thus our findings suggest that PPIR can 

indeed be successfully evaluated as a complex intervention, in a systematic and robust 

way. Our approach to evaluating PPIR is supported by other authors, who have argued 
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that the lack of an evidence base for PPIR is a consequence of this focus on process, which 

often leads to the exclusion of defining or measuring the outcomes of PPIR [600]. 

Moreover, it has also been suggested that defining PPIR outcomes solely in terms of 

research quality ignores the rights of those being researched or likely to benefit from the 

research to be involved in how it is defined and executed [601] -p36. 

Recently, others have paid attention to using the complex interventions framework to 

develop and evaluate a trial retention intervention. Duncan et. al. (2015) adopted the 

complex interventions framework and behaviour change theory to develop a cover-letter 

to improve trial follow-up questionnaire response rates and evaluate its impact in an 

embedded trial. Findings from their trial showed questionnaire return rate was 

significantly higher in the group receiving the theoretically informed letter than the group 

who received the original cover letter (73.0% vs. 66.8%, difference +6.2%, [95% CI +1.0% 

to +11.4%]) [602]. The authors are now encouraging the evaluation of their intervention in 

other contexts, using the SWAT platform [603].  

 

7.5 Key methodological strengths and limitations 

In this section we will examine the methodological strengths and limitations of the thesis. 

A critical assessment of each study’s methodological strengths and limitations can be 

found in Chapter 3 and as part of the individual manuscripts (Chapters 4-6). Findings from 

this thesis should be interpreted in context of the following strengths and limitations. 

Firstly, the findings may not generalise from the contexts of the REFRAMED and EQUIP 

trials to other trials conducted nationally or internationally.  The findings may not 

translate to recruiting participants in other contexts; such as in other disease areas outside 

of or even within mental health; outside of the NHS; or in other healthcare contexts. These 

findings are most likely to apply to trials sharing similar demographics to our study 

populations and using similar recruitment methods.  

 

7.5.1 Rigour 

As noted earlier, this thesis used best practice guidelines to develop, evaluate and report 

an intervention for recruiting participants into mental health trials. The science of 

intervention development is still in its infancy [461]. Few studies report the development 

process, giving the impression that interventions emerge ‘out of thin air’ and proceed 

straight to trial [188]. Working alongside START, which developed methodological, 
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logistical and reporting frameworks for embedded recruitment trials and assessed their 

feasibility, the author systematically developed a recruitment intervention using the 

evidence base and published theory, and evaluated its effectiveness using the gold 

standard of a randomised controlled trial. The MRC framework was adopted to identify 

the evidence base and develop a conceptual framework to inform the mechanism of the 

intervention; qualitative interviews with a hard-to-reach group of patients who declined 

trial participation were undertaken to understand the process of decision making; 

additional components of the PPIR intervention were identified using an existing theory 

and existing research evidence; and the recruitment intervention was co-designed with 

end-users.  The recruitment intervention was evaluated in a large trial embedded within 

an ongoing multi-centre trial recruiting patients from routine mental health settings, 

which is the most robust test of effectiveness [554]. Outcomes were reported in 

collaboration with PPIR partners and used best practice in accordance with published 

reporting guidelines [553], [604][605][478]. 

 

In Chapter 3 we outlined how reflexivity and triangulation are important to ensuring 

rigour in qualitative research. Below, we describe how this was achieved in the thesis.  

 

7.5.2 Reflexivity and triangulation 

Whilst reflexivity and data triangulation are important for the quality of qualitative 

research [522], such processes do not guarantee quality [606]. Nevertheless, for the 

purposes of transparency, it is important to reflect on how the researcher’s position as a 

health services researcher may have impacted on the qualitative research undertaken 

within this thesis. Researchers’ flexibility and adaptability is important during the research 

process, particularly in ensuring that we do not become constrained by our own 

preconceptions  [607]. The author aimed to enforce this throughout the conduct of the 

qualitative research; however it must be acknowledged that her background as a health 

services researcher and previous experiences of recruiting people with mental health 

problems into trials may have shaped the interpretation of the findings. Integrating 

reflexivity and triangulation into the process meant that whilst the potential influence 

of those experiences was acknowledged, she maintained a ‘field diary’ and consciously 

returned to the data to verify and ensure her interpretation of data was not unduly 

influenced. Additionally, the meta-synthesis and conceptual framework (Study One) may 

have influenced personal perceptions and interpretation of interviewee accounts in the 

qualitative study (Study Two). It was therefore important to guard against this prior 
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experience and knowledge constraining our analysis and interpretation. This was achieved 

through actively seeking out deviant cases - that is, pursuing cases and accounts that did 

not fit with the emerging findings.  

In terms of triangulation, the author’s supervisory team and collaborators were from 

multiple disciplines, covering health services research, psychology, psychiatry and clinical 

trials. As such, during the interpretation and write up she sought their contributions in 

order to help to develop both depth and range of meaning in the data, and to assure the 

trustworthiness of the analysis [523], [524]. For example, the supervisory team engaged 

with the data during the analysis process by reading a proportion of the transcripts and 

drafts of the manuscripts using extensive quotations from participants’ accounts. During 

the analyses for both studies one and two, the appropriateness of the fit of the data 

mapped to the themes and stages were discussed during supervisory meetings. As part of 

this process, some themes and categories were renamed to more accurately reflect the 

content or grouped with other categories or themes. Audit-trail records of the developing 

analyses for studies one and two were maintained, including definitions of the key 

theoretical categories. For Study Two, the author also examined links between emergent 

findings and theoretical ideas in the wider literature to test the quality of the developing 

analysis in terms of its coherence, theoretical validity and potential to inform practice. 

These strategies contributed to ensuring rigour in the qualitative studies. 

 

7.5.3 Adopting a mixed-methods approach 

The three studies were designed to build on each other; for findings from each to inform 

the next study. Furthermore, adopting pragmatism as a philosophical perspective enabled 

the use of a combination of quantitative, qualitative and Participatory Design methods, 

which ensured robustness and comprehensiveness, allowing for a wider range of questions 

to be answered than each method can individually allow. This addressed the deficits of 

either method alone in addressing the complex issues around trial recruitment. For 

example, the meta-synthesis and qualitative study min studies one and two provided an 

in-depth exploration of the issues affecting recruitment and the decision to decline 

participation. Using quantitative methods for studies one and two would have provided 

summary data of limited insight into the issues. Conversely, the use of qualitative methods 

to evaluate the recruitment intervention would not have permitted a robust estimation of 

the effectiveness of the recruitment intervention. The focus on actual, rather than 
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hypothetical decisions also ensured that we evaluated the recruitment intervention under 

the conditions in which it would be applied in practice.  

In Chapter 3 we highlighted the strengths and limitations of mixed methods research.  In 

mixed methods research the result of a qualitative phase of research can inform the 

quantitative phase and theory can be generated and tested. Using mixed methods research 

enabled us to generate a conceptual framework from our meta-synthesis; which informed 

the development of the recruitment intervention; which was then tested in a trial. One 

challenge with mixed methods research is that findings from a qualitative study may not 

always translate easily into an intervention that can be evaluated. A second challenge of 

this mixed methods approach in this thesis was the need to learn multiple methods in 

detail concurrently, in order to deliver the work: however, this added to the breath of skills 

of the researcher, who is now using the skills in her current role.  

 

7.5.4 Patient, public and stakeholder involvement 

In this section we will examine the PPIR in the thesis as a whole. A critical assessment of 

PPIR in the development and evaluation of the recruitment intervention has been reported 

in Chapters 3 and 6. 

There is an argument that despite the policy emphasis on PPIR, some professionals have 

not embraced the idea of partnerships with patients and even feel threatened by the 

notion of active involvement [322][336]. PPIR was necessary and fundamental to the 

development and evaluation of a recruitment intervention advertising PPIR in a mental 

health trial. Using the Participatory Design approach, we worked with the patients and 

professionals who were best placed to know what works, engaging with PPIR members in a 

way that went ‘beyond the role of passive suppliers of opinion, to a role of active negotiators 

for change’ [608]. Treating research as a shared exercise between researcher and patients, 

carers and other stakeholders aimed to shift the balance of power so all actors were on a 

more equal footing [609]. For example, in developing the leaflets, the PPIR partners took 

the lead and the research team was not asked for their opinion until the leaflet was 

drafted. Priority in voting for the preferred leaflet was also given to PPIR partners, which 

aimed to provide authenticity to the intervention.  

The PPIR within this thesis was facilitated by the SURP and PRIMER. Involvement from 

both PPIR groups strengthened the work in this thesis by bringing forth different 
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perspectives and drawing on the strengths of each group. The research presented was well 

received by PPIR members and suggestions were implemented (Table 19). 

 

Table 19: Suggestions by PPIR groups for the research and action taken 

Suggestions by PPIR groups Response 

Timing of telephone calls for qualitative should 
be conducted from late morning to early 
evenings  

All telephone interviews conducted 
between 11am-8pm  

Role play the qualitative interview with a 
service user prior to interviews 

Role play undertaken with a service user 
from SURP prior to start of interviews 

Important to consider how suicide risk might 
be managed in undertaking telephone 
interviews with people with low mood 

Protocol for managing suicide risk 
implemented (see Appendix C) 

 

EQUIP as a host trial had strong, award-winning PPIR: among the grant holding team 

were PPIR members; and the trial intervention training team was led by service users 

and/or carers. Thus at the time of undertaking the work within this thesis, we used the 

best example of a trial with authentic PPIR that was available to develop and evaluate our 

recruitment intervention. Lindsey Cree and Donna More, EQUIP PPIR partners, are co-

authors on Study Three (Chapter 6). We therefore co-developed, co-produced and co-

delivered a recruitment intervention with significant input from those to whom the 

intervention directly relates.  

It is important to acknowledge that in undertaking the PPIR in the thesis, the focus and 

direction of the research was set by the researcher; the PPIR partners did not have input 

into all aspects of the research or decision making, so the ‘control’ the PPIR partners had 

on the research was bounded. Thus, despite the extensive PPIR in the thesis, it did not 

amount to user-control.  Doing PPIR also requires more resources. Whilst the author had a 

generous budget allocated for PPIR through her funding from the NIHR, this is not a 

typical resource available to most doctoral-level researchers. Working with PPIR members 

and trialists/research professionals and managing a broad range of abilities can also be 

challenging. For example, in the workshop to develop the recruitment intervention a 

balance had to be struck between engaging with PPIR stakeholder who had no experience 

of trial recruitment and trialist/researcher stakeholders with significant experience. A lot 

of context had to be provided in the presentation and attendees were encouraged to ask 

questions and seek clarification. Since it was important to ensure that all stakeholders 

present could contribute, for some researcher attendees the pace might have been slower 
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than they may have preferred.  However, the workshop was successful in achieving all its 

aims and informal feedback from participants was very positive. 

The work within this thesis was nominated by PRIMER for best ‘Public Engagement’ at the 

Greater Manchester Clinical Research Awards 2015. 

 

7.5.5 Part of a wider endeavour to develop an evidence base for 

recruitment 

A key strength of this thesis is that the development, implementation evaluation and 

reporting of the recruitment intervention has been part of a wider research endeavour, 

designed to rapidly and systematically develop an evidence base for trial recruitment 

interventions. Here, the recruitment endeavour is a core part of improving overall trial 

efficiency, through marginal but incremental gains in all aspects of trials, with the aim of 

making gains that are ‘greater than the sum of its parts’ [357]. 

As described earlier, this thesis links in with the work of START. The author collaborated 

closely with the START team throughout the PhD programme, to shadow and gain 

valuable insights from START, as well as to actively contribute to START, in order to 

inform the development and evaluation of a separate recruitment intervention for mental 

health trials. Working closely with the START team, the author actively contributed to the 

START protocol [572]; to the development and testing of the START recruitment 

interventions in ongoing host trials [592][557], [610]; and to the development of guidelines 

for reporting embedded recruitment trials [553]. This active collaboration and 

contribution to the START programme is evidenced in multiple co-authored publications 

arising from START [307], [553], [572], [592].  

Thus a strength of this thesis is its links with the wider evidence based trial recruitment 

endeavour, which ensured a broad overview of the clinical trial enterprise. Working with 

different trial teams to deliver the work in this thesis illuminated different aspects of trial 

methodology research, ensured the consideration of different recruitment contexts, and 

led to the development of an intervention with the potential application to a range of 

trials, not just in mental health. Furthermore, being part of this endeavour means findings 

and outcomes from the thesis can make its own clear contribution, through for example, 

the registration of the work in this thesis as a SWAT [590], which encourages other 

trialists to adopt or adapt the recruitment intervention from this thesis to undertake their 

own embedded methodology research. Here, this thesis will serve to provide a worked 

example, from intervention development through to rigorous evaluation, for others to 
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learn from and adapt. Improving recruitment is one aspect of improving efficiency in the 

conduct of trials, where resources can be wasted because of limited evidence upon which 

to base many aspects of design, conduct, analysis, and reporting of trials [357].  

 

7.5.6 Failure to recruit a host depression trial to evaluate the intervention  

Depression is the most common mental health problem, thus when we initiated the PhD 

programme of Research, the author anticipated that the thesis would most likely focus on 

depression as there were numerous trials evaluating interventions to manage depression. 

Studies one and two were therefore undertaken using depression as a case exemplar, with 

the expectation of continuing to develop and evaluate the recruitment intervention in the 

context of a depression trial. However, at the time of developing our intervention, the 

author was unable to recruit a depression trial. We sought support from the CRN Mental 

Health, who contacted trial teams on our behalf. We advertised for host trials in Trials and 

Tribulations, the Magazine for the UK Trial Managers’ Network. We also directly 

contacted trialists undertaking current mental health trials, as well as those listed on the 

UK Clinical Trials Gateway as having mental health trials in ‘set up’ or ‘recruiting’. 

However we were unsuccessful. Therefore, having developed the recruitment intervention 

using depression as the case exemplar, we were unable to conduct the evaluation in a 

depression trial. The intervention developed using depression as a case exemplar may not 

have been as relevant for the population in the EQUIP trial of people with SMI.  This may 

have impacted on the embedded trial outcomes. Table 20 outlines the commonalities and 

differences between depression and SMI. 
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Table 20: A comparison of depression and SMI, data from Rajji (2009)[611], Messias 

(2007)[612], Kessler (2011)[613], Gelder (2012)[614] 

 
 

Depression SMI 

Patient populations  Higher prevalence in females. 
Age of onset 25 years 

Higher prevalence in males. 
Age of onset: 18 years in men; 
25 years in women 

Symptoms  Difficulties in thinking and 
concentration, loss of energy, 
social withdrawal, self-neglect 

Difficulties in thinking and 
concentration, loss of energy, 
social withdrawal, self-neglect 
 
Hallucinations, delusions, 
disorders of the form and flow 
of thought, lack of insight 

Illness course Relapsing-remitting Relapsing-remitting 

Sequelae Suicidality, infections 
(communicable diseases such 
as HIV/AIDS hepatitis), 
endocrine, cardiovascular, 
cerebrovascular, respiratory 
and gastrointestinal disorders, 
secondary substance abuse 
disorders. 

Suicidality, infections 
(communicable diseases such 
as HIV/AIDS hepatitis), 
endocrine, cardiovascular, 
cerebrovascular, respiratory 
and gastrointestinal disorders, 
secondary substance abuse 
disorders. 

Impact on decision 
making 

Approximately 52% of patients 
had impaired capacity 

Approximately 22% of 
patients had impaired 
capacity 

Treatment - typical Pharmacological 
(Antidepressants); 
psychological or combined; 
disease management programs 

Pharmacological 
(Antipsychotics); 
psychological or combined; 
disease management 
programs; social occupational 
and educational interventions  

 

From Table 19, it is evident that there are significant overlaps between SMI and 

depression. This overlap has given rise to a debate in the literature about the relationship 

between psychotic and affective symptoms and whether they should be classified along a 

continuum, or as discrete conditions [27] [615].  Whilst data from EQUIP is not yet 

available to determine to what extent depression was prevalent in that population of 

patients with SMI, there is clear evidence that depression comorbidity is high in SMI, with 

an estimated 50% of patients with SMI also experiencing comorbid depression [27]. 

Conversely, depressive episodes can also evolve into psychosis [27]; indeed, it is estimated 

that between 14% and 19% of patients experience psychosis during the course of a 

depressive episode [27]. The initial symptoms of both conditions reflect a core 

psychopathology common to the early stages of both [27]. There are also commonalities in 

their treatment, with CBT for example being recommended by NICE to manage both 
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depression and SMI  [31], [34]. However, there are also key differences such as the presence 

of delusions, hallucinations, disordered thinking and lack of insight in SMI [614]. In terms 

of decision making – which is particularly pertinent to the trial enrolment decision - 

impairment in capacity is also more common in SMI with 52% of patients assessed as 

having impaired capacity in general, compared with 22% of patients with depression [616]. 

There is evidence that outpatients diagnosed with depression have few impairments in 

their decision-making capacities related to research [617]. Individuals diagnosed with 

schizophrenia on the other hand have shown heterogeneity in performance on measures 

of decision making capacity for research [618]. However, it is noteworthy that patients 

diagnosed with schizophrenia tend to respond to interventions to improve decisional 

capacity for consenting to research; and that such patients also retain the information 

necessary for informed consent during trials [619]. Current trials in both depression and 

SMI tend to investigate pharmacological and psychological interventions [166][64][168]; 

however, for SMI there also tends to be more trials evaluating service level interventions 

such as liaison psychiatry, care planning or systemic therapies, which might reflect greater 

need for services as well as the impact of SMI on families and loved ones [620]. Thus whist 

there are significant differences between SMI and depression, there are also some overlaps 

in presentation, disease management and evaluation of potential treatments. 

Mental health research has a very strong history of PPIR in the UK [621], [622]ώсноϐςώснрϐΣ 

and there is some evidence that the use of PPIR is significantly associated with successful 

recruitment in different mental health trials, including depression and SMI [332]. The 

concepts of risk and social validation used to develop the recruitment intervention exists 

across all disease areas however, not just depression, and it is possible that our findings 

would have been similar had we evaluated the intervention in a depression trial. Social 

validation has also been used successfully as a trial recruitment intervention, with an 

embedded recruitment trial of text messages containing quotes from existing participants 

significantly increasing randomisations [626]. Moreover, the HRA survey advocating the 

direct advertising of PPIR to prospective  trial participants indicated that this approach 

could be used in all disease areas [333][333]. Finally, the PPIR intervention was strongly 

endorsed by stakeholders at the workshop and was developed in close collaboration with 

the EQUIP trial team and stakeholders, who also endorsed its use. 
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7.5.7 The role of the qualitative study 

With the benefit of hindsight, the core findings of the qualitative study (Chapter 5) could 

have played a more prominent role in the recruitment intervention. Whilst the systematic 

review and the PPIR literature made a strong case for developing a PPIR intervention, the 

small number of ‘decliners’ opting into the qualitative study meant that the study took 

longer than anticipated to be completed. Additionally, the timings of the EQUIP 

recruitment phase meant that the recruitment intervention had to be ready for evaluation 

before the qualitative study was finalised. This meant that whilst emergent findings from 

the qualitative study informed the intervention (which highlighted eligibility issues and 

the need for more effective trial information), the analysis was completed after the 

intervention had already been designed, meaning it was not fully utilised in the 

intervention design. When completed, the full qualitative analysis suggested other 

mechanisms could be targeted. Thus earlier completion of the qualitative study might 

have led to the development of a different intervention, or a variation on the current 

intervention, which may have made more use of the findings from the qualitative study. 

These other options are discussed in the ‘Recommendations’ section later in this chapter. 

It is important to briefly reflect here on the relative contribution that findings from 

qualitative research can make to trials, versus the knowledge that can be gained from 

PPIR. A key distinction in terms of their contribution to trials is that whilst qualitative 

research is generally recommended in the early stages of complex interventions 

development, PPIR can occur at any or all stages of the research process. PPIR involves 

patients, carers and members of the public as partners in research and is a two way 

exchange of knowledge that can influence trial design, treatment, trial conduct and 

implementation. Qualitative research on the other hand involves the collection of 

participant data to address research questions, predominantly for advancing 

understanding related to trial design, treatment, findings or implementation issues. Thus 

it involves the researchers being informed by the participants [627]. Overlaps exist where 

in both qualitative research and PPIR individuals can be asked to comment on how their 

experience might improve trial conduct or the patient experience in trials, or to suggest 

research questions or priorities. Undertaking PPIR and qualitative research synergistically 

can be powerful, particularly in accessing hard-to-reach groups [627], which we 

successfully did in this thesis, through PPIR consultations with SURP and PRIMER, which 

led to suggested changes being implemented in the qualitative study.  
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7.5.8 Optimisation of the PPIR leaflet 

Ideally, the recruitment intervention would have been user tested. The intervention was 

not user tested, due to time constraints and the need to assimilate with the host trial and 

ensure the intervention was ready for randomisation. We are currently evaluating the 

impact of a user tested version of the recruitment intervention in a study of culturally 

adapted family intervention for African Caribbean people with schizophrenia and their 

family. While the wording of the recruitment intervention was approved by both the host 

trial and PPIR partners, in hindsight the leaflet may have been optimised and 

modifications to the wording made. The leaflet was also only delivered in the English 

language, which may have impacted on those not able to read in English; however, the 

host trial only recruited participants who could complete the study procedures in English, 

therefore attempting to develop the leaflet in any other language would have constituted a 

waste of recourses since non-English speaking patients could not have been enrolled.  

 

7.5.9 Cluster randomisation 

Patient level randomisation would have been the most efficient method for ensuring 

adequate power for testing the PPI leaflet intervention in the embedded trial in Study 

Three (Chapter 6), and we had originally aimed to adopt this approach. It was not possible 

to undertake patient level randomisation for the embedded trial however, as this was 

logistically burdensome and not acceptable to the trial team. Cluster randomisation 

enabled the embedded trial to be implemented in EQUIP and random assignment in the 

embedded recruitment trial and reduced the burden on the host trial. However, this 

design reduced the power of the trial and introduced imbalance issues which had to be 

addressed methodologically and in the statistical analysis.  

 

7.5.10 Absence of a formal process evaluation 

Whilst we developed, implemented and evaluated a recruitment intervention in a trial 

embedded in an ongoing host trial, we did not undertake a formal process evaluation, 

which would have offered a greater insight into our findings. The MRC guidance for 

developing and evaluating complex interventions recognised the importance of process 

evaluations within trials [164]; and recently guidance on the process evaluation of complex 

interventions have been published [628]. We lacked the time within the time-frame of the 

PhD to undertake a process evaluation to explain our findings, which we acknowledge to 

be a limitation of the work presented. However, undertaking such a study is also not 
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straightforward and would have required significant resources.  Whilst process evaluations 

are required for trials in general, there is arguably less of a need for them in embedded 

trials, given the constraints imposed by the host trials. Indeed, such process evaluations 

may only be justified with very high cost and high impact interventions, such as Donovan 

et. al.’s Quintet Recruitment Intervention, a complex intervention which uses a 

combination of qualitative research methods with quantification to understand 

recruitment and identify sources of difficulties [629]. Furthermore, there are limitations 

set by embedded trials which work well with minor changes to trial procedures which have 

limited impact on trial teams, but gives less scope for major impactful changes. This is a 

limitation of all embedded trials, but is relevant to the work presented in this thesis.   

 

 7.6 The lack of effectiveness observed in the recruitment 

intervention 

It is important to revisit why, given the systematic development of the recruitment 

intervention, it was found to be ineffective for all outcomes measured.  Here, we remind 

the reader that the intervention evaluated advertising PPIR to potential trial participants, 

rather than evaluating the impact of PPIR in terms of improving the trial. In the previous 

section we discussed the lack of process evaluation in the thesis arising from limited 

resources, and how this is a limitation. In this section we attempt to hypothesise about the 

possible causes leading to the lack of effectiveness in the recruitment intervention, using 

the format for process evaluation of complex interventions outlined by the MRC [628]. 

The framework for process evaluation focuses on three key areas: 1) implementation; 2) 

mechanism; and 3) context. We use these to frame our discussion. 

 

7.6.1 Implementation 

The process evaluation guidelines emphasise that an intervention may have limited impact 

because it is not implemented as intended. Capturing fidelity, that is, whether the 

intervention was delivered as intended is considered important to developing an 

understanding of what works.  

For the embedded trial a robust and auditable randomisation process, packaging and 

delivery system of the patient recruitment packs was employed. There was no indication 

that implementation of the recruitment did not occur as it should and that patients 
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randomised to the leaflets were not sent them. Thus it is likely that the intervention was 

implemented as intended - that is, posted to potential participants in the invitation packs.  

 

7.6.2 Mechanism 

Investigating the mechanisms through which interventions deliver change is highlighted 

by the process evaluation guidelines as vital to discerning how the effects of the 

intervention are manifested. 

7.6.2.1 Risk 

The meta-synthesis identified the consideration of risk as an important issue in the 

participation decision. Issues of risk may be less important than other mechanisms 

identified in the qualitative work in this thesis, such as patients self-excluding themselves 

as ineligible. Alternatively, risk may be important, but written information is not a good 

method of addressing it. 

 

7.6.2.2 Social validation  

To inform the recruitment intervention, the concept of social validation was utilised. It has 

been suggested that the concept of social validation can be applied in trials across all 

disease areas, with an embedded recruitment trial of text messages containing quotes from 

existing participants significantly increasing randomisations in a trial of smoking cessation 

support [626]. However, in our trial, social validation came from a service user and a carer 

who were research partners, rather than trial participants. This may have impacted on our 

findings.  

7.6.2.3 Use of the leaflet as the delivery mechanism 

Whilst the leaflet format was chosen for ease of implementation and compatibility with 

the host trial recruitment, it is important to acknowledge that the use of the leaflet as the 

delivery mechanism may have adversely affected the impact of the intervention. 

Alternative delivery mechanisms for communicating risk and social validation such as text 

messages, email or telephone calls may have resulted in a more positive impact. 

Furthermore, an alternative format, for example, comprising of two rather than the 

booklet format of four pages, may have elicited a more positive response. There may also 

have been a ceiling effect associated with the use of the leaflet, since there is some 
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evidence to suggest that there is little additional benefit to using supplementary 

information such as leaflets when recruiting participants [370]. 

7.6.2.4 Content of the leaflet 

In terms of the presentational elements of the leaflet, the content and wording was based 

on the core principles agreed from the workshop and elements deemed by workshop 

attendees and the EQUIP PPI partners to be important. Whilst the content of the leaflet 

was written in close collaboration with PPIR partners and was intended to be written in 

clear, plain language, we did not assess its readability, undertake user testing, nor did we 

seek an external assessment of how clear the ‘plain language’ used in the leaflet was, for 

example, via the ‘Crystal Mark’ seal of approval for the clarity of understanding [632]. In 

line with the core principles identified from the workshop, the leaflet aimed to be eye 

catching: bold, bright print, large font and colourful. Whilst this was achieved, visual 

appeal of the leaflet may have been achieved with an alternative use of some colour with 

good contrast [633]. The provision of structured, evidence-based guidance to PPIR 

members on the leaflet content may have resulted in a leaflet that had greater potential to 

positively impact on response rates [634].  

 

7.6.2.5 Media 

Whilst the information design of the leaflet such as the information architecture and 

typography of the leaflet was undertaken by a professional graphic designer in a company 

with significant expertise in developing and printing patient leaflets for the NHS, the 

leaflet design was bounded by the principles developed from the workshop and the steer of 

PPIR partners.  The use of numerous images in the leaflet may have affected how the 

leaflet was perceived. The paper density of the printed leaflet and the glossy finish used 

may have also impacted on how it was perceived. Again, more structured guidance based 

on evidence-based leaflet design for PPIR partners may have resulted in a leaflet that had 

greater potential to positively impact on response rates. 

 

7.6.2.6 Exposure to the intervention 

It is possible that people in the intervention arm did not read the recruitment leaflet. The 

intervention was sent by post in a large recruitment pack with several other documents. 

Those sent the recruitment pack may not have opened it, and those that did may not have 
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read the recruitment leaflet.  We were not able to determine how many people read the 

recruitment leaflet, and our intention to treat analysis may have underestimated the 

effects of the active intervention components.  

 

7.6.2.7 Interpretation of the recruitment intervention 

It is not clear whether patients who received the recruitment intervention leaflet and read 

it understood and appreciated the message it attempted to convey, and what PPIR meant 

for EQUIP, which they were being asked to enrol into. On the other hand there is some 

research evidence suggesting that patients reading supplementary written information 

about a trial in booklet or leaflet format have enhanced knowledge about the trial [630], 

[631]. It is Likely that those who read the leaflet may have been more likely to make a more 

informed decision about declining to enrol the trial, which, although a good decision for 

the patient, constituted an adverse outcome for the trial. It was not possible however to 

obtain estimates of the effectiveness of recruitment intervention for patients who were 

allocated to receive the intervention, who also read the leaflet, and how they received and 

interpreted the content of the leaflet. 

 

7.6.3 Context 

The process evaluation guidelines highlight the importance of considering how context 

can affect implementation of the intervention and outcomes. This includes anything 

external to the intervention that may act as a barrier or facilitator to its implementation, or 

its effects.  

 

7.6.3.1 Lack of representativeness  

Informal discussions of our findings with stakeholders and PPIR contributors to other 

trials suggested that the recruitment intervention leaflet lacked appeal to the target group 

in terms of the representativeness in the images used. Some remarked that the images of 

people in the leaflet did not represent them, that: ‘the people in this leaflet do not look like 

me’. As previously noted, lack of diversity of PPIR members has been highlighted in the 

literature, and it has been proposed that there is a need to engage with PPIR contributors 

who reflect the diversity of the study’s target population [326]. Unfortunately, we were 

unable to gather biographical data for all patients approached or undertake qualitative 
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interviews with the people sent the recruitment intervention in order to explore and 

understand patient views of the intervention. 

 

7.6.3.2 The host trial  

There are a range of mechanisms by which PPIR might influence recruitment, including on 

the trial design and trial conduct. Thus the role of PPIR  might lead to sensitive issues 

being handled better [635] or enhance trial quality and appropriateness, making them 

more effective  [322], [353]. These mechanisms call into question the mechanism used in 

our trial, which is that advertising PPIR might improve recruitment. Additionally, the 

high-quality PPIR in EQUIP may have meant that the PPIR benefits may have been already 

optimised in the host trial. The addition of the PPIR recruitment intervention may 

therefore have been irrelevant.  

The meta-synthesis and qualitative study identified issues around individual patients 

making individual decisions about their participation in trials and patients’ consideration 

about the treatments they might receive. These two studies highlighted the issues around 

patient-level randomised trials that evaluate patient focused treatments. The EQUIP trial 

in hindsight did not fit this model, and this may have contributed to the lack of effect. 

EQUIP was cluster randomised; and the intervention being evaluated was at the service 

level of the mental health teams, rather than being patient focused. Patients themselves 

did not receive an intervention and were therefore not making a decision around whether 

or not they were in need of a trial treatment. While patients may have benefited from the 

EQUIP intervention, this would have been an indirect benefit and therefore the 

hypothesised mechanism around risk reduction may not have been as strong in EQUIP as 

it would have been in a patient-level randomised trial.  

As previously discussed, the recruitment intervention was developed using depression as 

the exemplar, however it was tested in a group of patients with SMI, who may or may not 

have had comorbid depression. This may have impacted on the findings as the 

intervention may not have been as relevant for the SMI population in EQUIP as it would 

have for a trial recruiting patients with depression. Since we have already outlined the 

issues elsewhere in this discussion, we will not repeat them, other than to reiterate that in 

evaluating the intervention in EQUIP, the context in was different to than envisioned 

when developing the intervention, which might have adversely impacted on the outcomes 

observed. 
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7.7 Challenges 

In this section we discuss the challenges in undertaking the work in this thesis, and the 

approaches we took to managing these challenges. 

This thesis, particularly studies two and three (Chapters 5 and 6) is the result of a 

collaborative endeavour. Collaborations are formed when two or more stakeholders invest 

their resources (e.g., talent, information, data), to solve problems that they could not solve 

as individuals [636]. There are a number of significant advantages to interdisciplinary 

collaboration, including enhanced access to other knowledge [637]. Collaborations 

occurred in this thesis through a nested qualitative study in an ongoing host trial (Chapter 

5), and through the embedded trial to evaluate the effectiveness of the recruitment 

intervention (Chapter 6). Prior research exploring issues around embedded recruitment 

trials identified that while there was broad support for such studies from key stakeholders, 

there were concerns around challenges to implementation, for both the host  and 

embedded trials [554]. Challenges for host trials included increased complexity and 

management burden; compatibility between the host and embedded trial; and the impact 

of the embedded trial on trial design and relationships with collaborators. For embedded 

trials, there were concerns that host trial investigators might have strong preferences, 

limiting the embedded study investigators' control over their research, and also concerns 

about sample size which might limit statistical power [554]. These concerns were raised 

for embedded recruitment trials, however these also relate equally to the qualitative study 

nested within REFRAMED. During the course of the work undertaken in this thesis, the 

author encountered a number of these challenges, which we discuss below. 

 

7.7.1 Increased complexity and management burden 

Undertaking the embedded recruitment trial raised significant methodological and 

logistical challenges (discussed in Chapter 3), which had to be resolved prior to 

implementing the embedded trial in EQUIP. By working closely within the host trial team 

we were able to reduce the burden of implementing the embedded recruitment trial. We 

also brought added value to the EQUIP trial team by providing additional resource to the 

host trial; this closer collaboration also expedited the collection, analysis and reporting of 

data for the embedded recruitment trial, thus benefitting both trial teams. This approach 
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recognised that implementing an embedded trial presents an additional burden to the 

host trial team.   

In order to undertake both the embedded qualitative study in REFRAMED and the 

embedded trial in EQUIP, the author was required to have research contracts with the 

academic institutions as well as letters of access to all recruiting sites. Whilst there were 

processes in place to support this, this was nonetheless an additional administrative 

burden to the host trials.  

 

7.7.2 Compatibility between the host and SWAT 

To ensure compatibility with the EQUIP trial, The recruitment intervention and 

embedded recruitment trial were designed around EQUIP. There were a number of issues 

around compatibility. We were restricted in the method of delivering the recruitment 

intervention by the recruitment methods utilised in EQUIP. EQUIP used a postal 

recruitment method, which meant that we had to align the recruitment intervention with 

this. Due to the potential burden posed by patient level-randomisation, we were also 

restricted in the design of the embedded recruitment trial to cluster randomisation. 

Cluster randomisation in the embedded recruitment trial created additional challenges 

which had to be managed. This illustrates that to ensure the success of embedded 

recruitment trials, the design of the host trial and its recruitment processes will dictate to 

a large extent the design and delivery of the recruitment intervention, as well as the design 

of the embedded recruitment trial.  Here, it is possible and feasible to undertake 

embedded recruitment trials, however there must be careful consideration of the host trial 

to ensure there is alignment of the embedded recruitment trial, without risking the host 

trial, or compromising the embedded recruitment trial too much. 

 

7.7.3 Regulatory approval delays and addition of new sites in host trial 

Aside from the challenges presented above, we faced additional challenges not previously 

identified in the literature.  Due to delays in gaining NHS ethics permission to undertake 

the embedded trial, the mailing out of invitations to the first two clusters in the EQUIP 

trial occurred before NHS ethics approval was received to undertake the embedded trial. 

This meant that instead of testing the recruitment intervention in all EQUIP clusters, the 

first two EQUIP clusters could not be included in the embedded recruitment trial. In all 
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such issues, the host trial was always the priority and therefore could not be delayed whilst 

approval was pending for the SWAT. 

The EQUIP team found recruiting adequate numbers of patients in the limited 

recruitment window to be challenging. Additionally, fewer numbers of recruited patients 

than anticipated within each of the clinical team clusters led to slower than anticipated 

recruitment, and meant that the EQUIP team found it necessary to extend recruitment 

from the original planned clusters of 24 community mental health teams to 36 teams. This 

created additional logistical challenges for the embedded trial. Here, additional clusters 

recruited were required to be randomised to the embedded trial within tight timelines; 

there was a need to organise the supply of additional intervention leaflets to the to the trial 

team and to assist with the packing of the trial invitation packs; and additional Research 

Letters of Access had to be sought for each additional site. 

 

7.8 Dissemination of findings: impact 

The mere existence of relevant research is insufficient to inform evidence based practice or 

policy [638]. A frequent finding in health services research is the gap between scientific 

evidence and actual practice [639], [640]. Whilst the UK is a global leader in delivering 

excellent research, there are clear gaps in the translation of research findings into practice, 

meaning that research is not fully utilised [641]. The primary motivation for submitting 

this thesis in the alternative format was to ensure timely dissemination of findings to 

maximise their utility.   

We are now in the era that  Arnold Relman predicted as the ‘third revolution’ in medical 

care, which is that of ‘assessment and accountability’ [642], where research funders and  

research organisations are actively seeking to determine whether and how they are making 

a difference [643]. This difference has been described as ‘research impact’, and in the UK 

and internationally, there is an increasing requirement for researchers to describe the 

impact of their work [644]. Whilst the assessment of impact can be subject to distortions  

as well as being administratively burdensome, impact remains a measure of research 

quality, nowhere more so than the UK [645]. 

Research Councils UK distinguish between academic, and economic and societal impacts 

of research. Here, academic impact is defined as:  
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‘The demonstrable contribution that excellent research makes to academic 
advances, across and within disciplines, including significant advances in 
understanding, methods, theory and application.’ [646]  

Economic and societal impact on the other hand is defined as: 

‘The demonstrable contribution that excellent research makes to society and the 
economy. Economic and societal impacts embraces all the extremely diverse ways 
in which research-related knowledge and skills benefit individuals, organisations 
and nations by: fostering global economic performance, and specifically the 
economic competitiveness of the United Kingdom; increasing the effectiveness of 
public services and policy; and enhancing quality of life, health and creative 
output.’ [647] 

Researchers are encouraged to engage with potential users of their research throughout 

the lifetime of their project and beyond. Users of the research in this thesis are patients 

with and without mental health problems, carers, trialists, CRNs, funding bodies, policy 

makers, the commercial pharmaceutical industry, and clinical and contract research 

organisations. Thus this thesis has the potential to make an academic as well as an 

economic and societal impact.  

In terms of academic impact, findings from this thesis have been disseminated through 

open-access sources and national and international conference presentations, thus it has 

the potential to reach a wider audience more rapidly than a ‘publish-at-the-end’ approach. 

Tables 21 and 22 outline the publications and presentations arising from or contributed by 

this thesis. These have arisen through a combination of direct dissemination of findings as 

well as collaborating with others during the course of the thesis. 
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Table 21: Peer-reviewed publications and contributions arising from the thesis 

Reference Contribution 

Published journal articles 

Hughes-Morley, A., Hann, M., Fraser, C., Meade, O., 
Lovell, K., Young, B., Roberts, C., Cree, L., More, D., 
O’Leary, N. and Callaghan, P., (2016). The impact of 
advertising patient and public involvement on trial 
recruitment: embedded cluster randomised recruitment 
trial. Trials, 17(1), p.586. 

Lead author 

Hughes-Morley, A., Young, B., Hann, M., Waheed, W., 
Bower, P. (2015). SWAT 26: Improving trial recruitment 
with a leaflet advertising patient and public involvement. 
SWAT Repository Store  

Lead author 

Hughes-Morley, A., Young, B., Hempel, R.J., Russell, I.T., 
Waheed, W., & Bower, P. (2016).What can we learn from 
trial decliners about improving recruitment? Qualitative 
study. Trials, 17(1), p.494 

Lead author 

Edge, D., Degnan, A., Cotterill, S., Berry, K., Drake, R., 
Baker, J., Barrowclough, C., Hughes-Morley, A., Grey, P., 
Bhugra, D. and Cahoon, P., (2016). Culturally-adapted 
Family Intervention (CaFI) for African-Caribbeans 
diagnosed with schizophrenia and their families: a 
feasibility study protocol of implementation and 
acceptability. Pilot and Feasibility Studies, 2(1), p.39. 

Conception and design of embedded 
recruitment trial 
 

Madurasinghe, V.W. and Eldridge, S. on behalf of MRC 
START Group* and Forbes, G. on behalf of the START 
Expert Consensus Group (2016). Guidelines for reporting 
embedded recruitment trials. Trials217:27.  
 
*Named as group author 

Contributed to consensus meetings 
and discussions; reviewed and 
commented on the checklist and 
drafts of the manuscript; and 
contributed to organising consensus 
meetings 

Hughes-Morley, A., Young, B., Waheed, W., Small, N. 
and Bower, P., (2015). Factors affecting recruitment into 
depression trials: systematic review, meta-synthesis and 
conceptual framework. Journal of affective disorders, 172, 
pp.274-290. 

Lead author 
 

Man, M.S., on behalf of the Healthlines Study Group, Rick, 
J. and Bower, P., on behalf of the MRC-START Group 
(2015). Improving recruitment to a study of telehealth 
management for long-term conditions in primary care: two 
embedded, randomised controlled trials of optimised 
patient information materials. Trials, 16(1), p.1. 
 
*Named as group author 

Provided comments on drafts of the 
manuscript  

Waheed, W., Hughes-Morley, A., Woodham, A., Allen, G. 
and Bower, P., 2015. Overcoming barriers to recruiting 
ethnic minorities to mental health research: a typology of 
recruitment strategies. BMC psychiatry, 15(1), p.1. 

Contributed to matching of strategies 
and to manuscript writing 

Rick, J., Graffy, J., Knapp, P., Small, N., Collier, D.J., 
Eldridge, S., Kennedy, A., Salisbury, C., Treweek, S., 
Torgerson, D., Wallace, P., Madurasinghe, V.W., Hughes-
Morley, A., Bower, P. (2014). Systematic techniques for 
assisting recruitment to trials (START): study protocol for 
embedded, randomized controlled trials. Trials, 15(1), p.1. 

Provided comments on drafts of the 
manuscript  

 

  

http://www.qub.ac.uk/sites/TheNorthernIrelandNetworkforTrialsMethodologyResearch/SWATSWARInformation/Repositories/SWATStore/
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Table 22: Presentations arising from the thesis 

Title Conference 

Oral presentations 

Improving trial recruitment through improved 
communication about patient and public 
involvement: an embedded cluster randomised 
recruitment trial 

Society for Social Medicine Conference, 
University of York, September 2016 

The need to undertake embedded recruitment and 
retention trials 

Invited Presentation. University of Oxford. 
June 2016 

Trials, recruitment and mental health Invited Presentation. York Trials Unit, 
University of York March 2016 

Assessing the impact of patient and public 
involvement on recruitment and retention in clinical 
trials: a systematic review 

3rd International Clinical Trials 
Methodology Conference, Glasgow, 15-17 
November 2015.  
Abstract published in: Trials 2015, 16(Suppl 
2):O91 (16 November 2015) 

Improving trial recruitment by developing an 
evidence base 

Grünenthal GmBH, Aachen, Germany 

Recruiting to mental health trials: how can we make it 
evidence-based?  

8th Annual Optimizing Clinical Trials 
Summit. Barcelona, Spain, October 2014. 

Recruiting to mental health trials: how can we make it 
evidence-based?  

Mental Health Research Network Annual 
Scientific Conference. Liverpool: Mental 
Health Research Network. March 2014 

Factors affecting recruitment into depression trials: 
systematic review and meta-synthesis of qualitative 
evidence 

Scope Summit: Enrolment Planning and 
Patient Recruitment, 4-6

th
 February 2014, 

Miami, Florida 
 

Systematic techniques for assisting recruitment to 
trials (START): developing the science of recruitment 
DOI: 10.1186/1745-6215-14-S1-O61 

2
nd

 International Clinical Trials 
Methodology Conference, Edinburgh, 18-19 
November 2013. 
Abstract published in: Trials 2013, 14(Suppl 
1): O61 (29 November 2013) 

Poster Presentations 

Advertising patient and public involvement in trials as 
a way of improving participant recruitment: 
development of an intervention and its evaluation 
DOI: 10.1186/1745-6215-16-S2-P100 

3rd International Clinical Trials 
Methodology Conference, Glasgow, 15-17 
November 2015.  
Abstract published in: Trials 2015, 16(Suppl 
2):P100 (16 November 2015) 

Testing the effectiveness of user-tested patient 
information on recruitment rates across multiple 
trials: meta-analysis of data from the START 
programme 
DOI: 10.1186/1745-6215-16-S2-P84 

3rd International Clinical Trials 
Methodology Conference, Glasgow, 15-17 
November 2015. 
Abstract published in: Trials 2015, 16(Suppl 
2):P100 (16 November 2015) 

Factors affecting recruitment into depression trials: 
systematic review and meta-synthesis of qualitative 
evidence 
 

NIHR Trainees Meeting 2013, Leeds 
* Poster Prize Competition Winner 

Factors affecting recruitment into depression trials: 
systematic review and meta-synthesis of qualitative 
evidence 
DOI: 10.1186/1745-6215-14-S1-P82 

2
nd

 International Clinical Trials 
Methodology Conference, Edinburgh, 18-19 
November 2013. 
Abstract published in: Trials 2013, 14(Suppl 
1):P82 (29 November 2013) 

A multimedia intervention to enhance recruitment to 
clinical trials in primary care and community settings: 
process of development and evaluation 
DOI: 10.1186/1745-6215-14-S1-P90 

2
nd

 International Clinical Trials 
Methodology Conference, Edinburgh, 18-19 
November 2013. 
Trials 2013, 14(Suppl 1):P90 (29 November 
2013) 

https://trialsjournal.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/1745-6215-14-S1-O61
https://trialsjournal.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/1745-6215-16-S2-P100
https://trialsjournal.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/1745-6215-16-S2-P84
https://trialsjournal.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/1745-6215-14-S1-P82
https://trialsjournal.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/1745-6215-14-S1-P90
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This thesis has gained local, national and international attention from a range of 

stakeholders. The publication arising from Study One (Chapter 4) is placed in the top 25% 

of all research output scored by Altmetric, the multi-platform web-tool which monitors 

the reach and influence of research [648]. Studies  Two (Chapter 5) and Three (Chapter 6) 

are placed in the top 5% of all research outputs scored by Altmetric. Study Three has also 

been formally peer-reviewed and registered online as part of the SWAT (SWAT 26) 

programme [590]. The SWAT programme is identifying methods for trials about which 

there is sufficient uncertainty to justify research to support well-informed decision 

making. The programme provides a library of these methodology studies and a repository 

for people using the designs to log their study and deposit their findings, to contribute to 

meta-analyses of the individual SWAT.   

Emerging from the thesis, the author was invited to meet with researchers embarking on a 

newly funded project on trials engagement in children [649] to help inform their project 

by sharing experiences and findings from the thesis. She was also invited to formally 

collaborate with the University of Oxford's Patient Experience Institute to develop a PPIR 

intervention to enhance recruitment and retention in surgical trials.  Study Three is being 

incorporated in a systematic review being undertaken as part of this collaboration, which 

is assessing the impact of PPIR on recruitment and retention [591].  

Findings from this thesis have also been presented at three invited international 

conferences to audiences comprising of commercial pharmaceutical companies and 

clinical research and contract research organisations. Here, several companies expressed a 

keen interest in the findings and methods, and resulted in further invitations, including to 

collaborate and to visit the headquarters of one company in Germany and one in the UK. 

As a result of these international presentations, the author was also invited to join the 

Recruitment Group of the Clinical Trials Transformation Initiative (CTTI), a multi-national 

collaboration of academia, funders and the commercial sector founded by the US Federal 

Drug Administration (FDA) and Duke University. The focus of the CTTI Recruitment 

Group is to develop and publish recommendations and solutions for effective recruitment 

into trials being undertaken across academia and industry, with support from the FDA, a 

major funder and policy maker.  

This thesis has the potential to impact on how PPIR is done, since its findings challenge 

the existing axiom that PPIR will always have a positive impact on research. Conversely, 

PPIR is also a valid and important route to impact; however demonstrating the impact of 

PPIR can be challenging [650]. PPIR has been essential to this thesis. Collaboration with 

PPIR members ensured the success of this embedded recruitment trial, by supporting 

http://www.qub.ac.uk/sites/TheNorthernIrelandNetworkforTrialsMethodologyResearch/SWATSWARInformation/Repositories/SWATStore/
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timely development of the recruitment intervention, which allowed its evaluation. 

Furthermore, PPIR has supported interpretation of our findings and dissemination of 

results through co-authorship of academic articles with PPIR partners. Our work is a case 

study of how PPIR can be effectively utilised to develop and evaluate interventions.  Early 

dissemination involved presenting findings from Study One at the Annual Meeting of the 

Mental Health Research Network, where the audience comprised of patients, clinicians, 

trial recruiters and mental health trialists, amongst others. However, there is still progress 

to be made in this important impact pathway. More benefit may have been derived if 

studies two and three were published earlier. This would have strengthened the impact of 

the thesis to date. Future focus of economic and societal impact will include the 

dissemination of findings to the HRA, CRN Mental Health, INVOLVE and other PPIR 

partners, using plain language summaries, in-person presentations and social media. The 

main challenges to future PPIR will be a lack of time and resources, particularly since the 

author is now employed full-time and the research funding period for the thesis has now 

concluded. In terms of future academic impact, findings from the thesis will  be shared 

with the authors of the Cochrane systematic review of recruitment interventions, which is 

currently being updated [651].  

Thus this thesis has already made significant progress in terms of academic and economic 

impact, with additional plans made for future dissemination.  

 

7.9 Ongoing research linked to this thesis 

There are four key pieces of work which build on the findings presented in this thesis and 

will help to develop further knowledge in the area. The first two involve evaluating the 

PPIR recruitment intervention in other mental health research contexts. 

Whilst the evidence from our embedded trial of the recruitment intervention indicated 

that it did not have a positive effect on recruitment, it is important to obtain a clearer 

assessment of the general utility of the recruitment intervention, and its sensitivity to 

contextual factors such as clinical populations, and interventions under test, setting, or 

time [90]. The following are future and additional directions of research emerging from 

this work. 

 

There is a need to understand how context and mechanism influencing the impact of PPIR 

[652]. We are currently undertaking two linked embedded trials of the recruitment 

intervention to provide further evidence of its effectiveness in other mental health studies, 
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and to better understand the context and mechanism of impact. We are undertaking a 

third evaluation to assess the impact of the intervention on participant retention. 

 

7.9.1  Assessing effectiveness of the recruitment intervention in the 

Culturally-adapted Family Intervention for African Caribbean people 

Diagnosed with Schizophrenia study 

We are currently evaluating the recruitment intervention in a study of a Culturally-

adapted Family Intervention for African Caribbean people Diagnosed with Schizophrenia 

and their families (CaFI) [653]. CaFI is a feasibility study with strong and ongoing PPIR, 

and was awarded the 2014 Mental Health Research Network Prize for ‘Outstanding 

Service-User Involvement’ [654]. CaFI is a feasibility study where all patients enrolled are 

offered the family intervention, therefore there is no risk of patients ‘losing out’ by not 

receiving the study intervention. We have developed a recruitment intervention, using the 

intervention development process developed in the thesis. To optimise the intervention, 

we undertook user-testing of the recruitment intervention with patients and families to 

refine it and make it more appropriate to their context. Secondly, we are undertaking 

qualitative interviews with people who enrol in CaFI to explore their views of the 

recruitment intervention and determine its impact on their decision making. This will 

enable us to gain a better understanding of the mechanism of the intervention’s impact, 

which we were not able to do within EQUIP. The embedded recruitment trial in CaFI 

adopts patient-level randomisation. We aim to complete this project in 2017. 

 

7.9.2 Assessing effectiveness of the PPIR intervention in the Software 

Architecture for Mental health Self-management study 

In seeking to determine the effectiveness of the recruitment intervention across different 

contexts, we are also undertaking an evaluation of the recruitment intervention in the 

Software Architecture for Mental health Self-management (SAMS) study. SAMS is an 

observational study investigating cognitive decline and dementia using software and has 

adopted PPIR to inform the development of both its software and study design. Thus we 

will evaluate whether the effectiveness of the intervention varies where there is no ‘risk’ of 

randomisation. We have developed the PPIR leaflet intervention using the same process 

developed within the thesis for developing the recruitment intervention. SAMS adopts 

patient level randomisation. We aim to complete this study in 2017. 
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7.9.3 Meta-analysis to evaluate the effectiveness of the PPIR leaflet on 

recruitment and retention  

The purpose of undertaking the three linked studies in EQUIP, CaFI and SAMS is to 

explore variability of the interventions’ effectiveness across different host studies. There is 

emerging evidence that PPIR may have a more positive impact on retention [591]. Our aim 

is to combine results on the effectiveness of the PPIR intervention on patient recruitment 

and retention. 

To pool the effectiveness of the intervention across different trials, we will explore this in a 

meta-analytic framework, following the START model [655]. In line with the START meta-

analysis model, the proportions of invited patients recruited into each trial will be entered 

into a meta-analysis, and the heterogeneity of the intervention effect across trials will be 

assessed using the I2 statistic. If there is significant heterogeneity, an exploration of the 

differences between trials might be undertaken to explain the variation. Due to the small 

number of trials, the power of any such analyses will be limited; however we will explore 

this issue qualitatively using data collected on the trial, the patient population, and the 

context of the study. A pre-specified analysis plan will guide the analysis. We plan to 

publish this meta-analysis. Subsequently, data will be captured and reported by the 

existing Cochrane reviews of recruitment and retention interventions [370][656]. We aim 

to complete the meta-analysis in 2018. 

 

7.9.4 Development of a PPIR intervention for surgical trials  

This work is led by Mr. Richard Bulbulia and Dr. Joanna Crocker, at the University of 

Oxford. 

PPIR has the potential to enhance recruitment and retention in clinical trials, but there 

have been few attempts to investigate this experimentally. The aim of this project is to 

develop a PPIR intervention aimed at improving recruitment and/or retention in surgical 

trials. The project will consist of 4 stages:  

(1) Mapping current PPIR practice in UK surgical trials through a survey and analysis 

of NRES data;  

(2) Focus groups with key stakeholders (surgical trial investigators, administrators, 

PPIR co-ordinators and patients or members of the public involved in surgical 

trials) to explore the needs and challenges associated with PPIR in surgical trials, 

perceived barriers to effective recruitment and retention in surgical trials, possible 
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components of a PPIR intervention, and participants’ views about PPIR impact on 

recruitment and retention in surgical trials;  

(3) A survey of stakeholders’ views on the possible components of the PPIR 

intervention and the importance of the identified barriers to recruitment and 

retention;  

(4) A consensus workshop with a purposive sample of stakeholders to determine the 

most suitable PPIR intervention for implementation and evaluation.  

The project will lead to a robust, evidence based PPIR intervention to be implemented and 

experimentally evaluated in surgical trials. Other anticipated outputs include two open-

access peer-reviewed journal articles, a lay summary report to be published on numerous 

online platforms, conference papers, and dissemination activities at surgical trial centres 

across the UK. 

The author is involved in this project as a collaborator, and has provided and will continue 

to provide advice to the project. 

 

7.10 Recommendations for recruitment practice, policy and 

research 

The findings presented in this thesis evidence a need for further research. 

Recommendations specific to each study have been reported in the relevant chapter 

(Chapters 4-6). In the following section we report overarching recommendations from the 

thesis overall. For each recommendation, the required ‘action’, key actors and a timeframe 

for completion are specified. 

 

7.10.1 Recommendation 1: An urgent need to investigate patient centred-

trial designs to aid recruitment  

Why this is important: It is clear from the findings within this thesis that further 

research is needed to explore how best to match the way patients perceive trials as serving 

a health need, with trial recruitment efforts. Different trial designs have been proposed to 

tackle some of the problems of patient preferences and poor recruitment, including 

patient preference and the cohort multiple randomised controlled trial designs. Such 

designs can be challenging to implement, however, a consequence of which is perhaps 

their infrequent use, particularly in the context of mental health trials. There is a need for 
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methodological innovation to enable patient-centred trial recruitment, particularly how to 

achieve greater synergy between the patients’ aims and the aims of the trial. The concept 

of ‘patient-centred trials’ has the potential to resolve the issue of withholding treatment 

(through randomisation to non-preferred interventions) from patients who are seeking 

treatment. 

Action: The ethical, methodological and practical elements of patient-centred design 

approaches need to be explored to take account of the patient focus on receiving the trial 

intervention and potentially feeling disappointed if they agree to enter a trial and are 

subsequently randomised to the non-preferred arm. Whilst some work has already been 

undertaken in this area [657], this has been limited to the context of face-to-face 

recruitment. Research is required from the trials community to resolve issues around these 

existing patient-centred trial designs. Here, findings from the thesis suggest that 

alternatives to the equipoise framework should be prioritised. 

Responsibility of: Trial Methodologists, trialists, funders, ethicists 

Timeframe: Immediately and ongoing 

 

7.10.2 Recommendation 2: A focus on eligibility is required  

Why this is important: The qualitative study identified that the majority of interviewees 

had declined to participant in REFRAMED did so after determining that they were 

ineligible.  To improve responses to postal invitations in similar trials, it is important to 

explore issues around patients’ assessment of eligibility and to address these with 

recruitment interventions where such issues can be ameliorated.  An efficiency argument 

can be made for understanding and optimising the eligibility screening process. Measures 

of success might include increased proportions of patients approached who are enrolled.  

Action: This is relevant to everyone engaged in the patient recruitment process. Trialists 

can aim to influence patients’ assessments of eligibility by exploring methods including:  

1. organisational changes related to electronic patient records to estimate eligibility 

more precisely 

2. Influencing patients’ own assessment of eligibility and their judgments of their 

potential to benefit from the trial treatment 

3. The wording of trial invitations, for example to minimise the risk of excluding 

themselves as ineligible. 
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Here, it is important to consider cost effectiveness of proposed interventions, since some 

strategies such as listing fewer exclusion criteria on trial invitations may lead to increase 

workload, through increased numbers of ineligible patients opting in, without an 

associated increase in enrolment rates. 

Responsibility of: CRNs, trial Methodologists, trialists, clinical teams and other 

gatekeepers 

Timeframe: Ongoing 

 

7.10.3 Recommendation 3: Further rigorous evaluations of impacts of PPIR 

is required 

 

Why this is important: This thesis demonstrates that it is possible to rigorously evaluate 

the impact of PPIR. There is a need for further robust quantitative evidence to assess PPIR 

impact on recruitment. Whilst there may be a limit in that not all assessments of PPIR 

require an embedded trial design - indeed qualitative research has generated good-quality 

evidence about PPIR [652], [658] - a need remains for robust quantitative evidence. 

Action: A priority for future research is to focus on the provision and presentation of 

suitable and effective trial information. The involvement of patients and the public in the 

design of trial invitation materials may refine and optimise trial communication to be 

more in line with how patients make the participation decision. Involving patients and the 

public in the design and execution of trials may also enhance both the perception and 

communication around the need for the trial treatment.  

Responsibility of: Trialists, trials units, trial methodologists, funders 

Timeframe: Ongoing, especially during the course of PPIR activities 

 

7.10.4 Recommendation 4: Embedding trials of recruitment interventions 

routinely within ongoing mental health trials 

 

Why this is important: Despite the policy and infrastructure drive, mental health trials 

continue to fail [213], [659]. Very few trials are embedded in host mental health trials. We 

have demonstrated that it is possible to develop a recruitment intervention for mental 

health trials and evaluate effectiveness in ongoing trials. Whilst embedded trials can be 
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challenging to implement and may require additional resources, they are arguably the 

most important way to generate an evidence base for trial recruitment. 

Action: Both those that are interested in trials methodology research and those 

undertaking trials. This is often an inexpensive way of conducting a trial and adding to the 

evidence base [90]. Trials should plan these well in advance of starting recruitment. One 

way would be to routinely embed recruitment (and retention) trials in feasibility studies or 

the pilot phase of trials, where the focus tends to be to obtain robust estimates of 

recruitment and retention rates. Trialists should build these embedded recruitment trials 

within grant applications, and funders should consider routinely funding these trials. This 

will quickly and systematically build up the evidence base. 

Responsibility of: Trialists, trials units, trial methodologists, funders 

Timeframe: Immediately and ongoing, with special consideration during feasibility and 

pilot phases of trials 

 

7.10.5 Recommendation 5: Dissemination of effective and ineffectiveness 

recruitment interventions  

Why this is important: Despite emerging evidence, the practice of recruiting participants 

into trials continues to be viewed by many trialists as an ‘art’ rather than a ‘science’. For 

example, some trial teams are reluctant to alter their recruitment practices because they 

‘know’ that an intervention is effective in improving recruitment or retention, since they 

have used it for years [90].  Thus there is a need for a step change in recruitment practices 

to ensure that findings from embedded recruitment trials are implemented by trial teams, 

and that valuable research effort is not wasted. Here, it is equally important to highlight 

where interventions have been shown to be ineffective.   

Action: There is an onus on methodologists undertaking embedded recruitment and 

retention trials to disseminate findings to the trial community, whether positive, negative 

or inconclusive, beyond systematic reviews which are updated only every five years. There 

is a particular role for the CRNs, which support trial recruitment, the UK Clinical Research 

Collaboration Clinical Trials Unit Network (UK CRC CTU)[90], [357] who deliver trials 

and the UK Trial Managers’ Network, whose members manage trials. 

Responsibility of: Trial Methodologists, trialists, CRNs, UK CRC CTU, TMN 

Timeframe: Immediately and ongoing 
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7.10.6 Recommendation 6: Retention needs attention 

Why this is important:  

‘Retention can sometimes seem like Cinderella, left alone and neglected in favour of 
the ugly sister that recruitment can turn into.’ [660]  

Recruitment is crucial, however, once the patient is in the trial they need to remain in the 

trial in order for the research question to be answered. A focus on participant retention is 

therefore equally critical. Trials with greater than expected attrition are underpowered, 

have limited impact and may even be unethical. If attrition is not at random, especially in 

trials aiming to demonstrate disease modification, outcome data analyses may result in 

erroneous conclusions. 

Action: Trialists and trial methodologists. This is often another inexpensive way of 

conducting a trial and adding to the evidence base. Trials should plan these well in 

advance of starting follow-up. Trialists should build these embedded retention trials 

within grant applications, and funders should consider routinely funding these trials. This 

will quickly and systematically build up the evidence base. 

Responsibility of: Trial Methodologists, trialists, funders 

Timeframe: During the planning stages of a trial 
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8. Conclusions 

 Mental health trials are a leading cause of disease burden, giving rise to a need for 

new interventions that have been robustly evaluated in the context of randomised 

controlled trials 

 Recruiting participants into mental health trials is known for being ‘notoriously 

difficult’, highlighting a clear need to improve participant recruitment. A key 

criticism of the existing literature is the absence of scientific evidence for trial 

recruitment 

 A key policy drive in the conduct of trials in the UK and other developed nations is 

PPIR; however little is known about the impact of PPIR, and there have been 

increasing calls to assess its effectiveness through robust methodological research 

 This thesis adopted the MRC complex interventions framework to systematically 

develop an intervention for recruiting patients into mental health trials  

 A systematic review of factors affecting recruitment into depression trials was 

undertaken, which led to the development of a meta-synthesis and conceptual 

framework. This identified that ‘risk’ was a key factors in the decision making 

process for patients and suggested that PPIR may have a role to pay in reducing the 

perception of risk 

 We undertook a qualitative study to understand the decision making of patients 

who had declined trial participation. The process of the decision making was 

mapped. This identified that patients who declined the trial were not necessarily 

rejecting the trial, and that such individuals may respond to recruitment efforts in 

the future, particularly where such efforts focus on patients’ assessment of their 

own eligibility or on their mental health needs.  

 Using Participatory Design methods, we developed a recruitment intervention 

which involved advertising PPIR in a trial. We evaluated its effectiveness in a large 

trial embedded within an ongoing mental health trial. We found this intervention 

to be ineffective for improving recruitment for all outcomes measured 

 The research in this thesis identified other mechanisms which can be used to 

develop other recruitment interventions 

 We discuss the lack of effectiveness in the recruitment intervention and 

hypothesise about possible causes leading to the lack of effectiveness, using the 

format for process evaluation of complex interventions outlined by the MRC   

 We discuss dissemination and the impact of findings to date  
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 Further work is currently underway to assess the effectiveness of the intervention 

across different contexts, and to understand the mechanism of impact 

 We make recommendations for future research and recruitment practice 
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ώооϐ !Φ tŀǊŀōƛŀƎƘƛΣ /Φ .ƻƴŜǘǘƻΣ aΦ wǳƎƎŜǊƛΣ !Φ [ŀǎŀƭǾƛŀΣ ŀƴŘ aΦ [ŜŜǎŜΣ ά{ŜǾŜǊŜ ŀƴŘ ǇŜǊǎƛǎǘŜƴǘ 
ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ƛƭƭƴŜǎǎΥ ! ǳǎŜŦǳƭ ŘŜŦƛƴƛǘƛƻƴ ŦƻǊ ǇǊƛƻǊƛǘƛȊƛƴƎ ŎƻƳƳǳƴƛǘȅπōŀǎŜŘ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ǎŜǊǾƛŎŜ 
ƛƴǘŜǊǾŜƴǘƛƻƴǎΣέ Soc. Psychiatry Psychiatr. Epidemiol.Σ ǾƻƭΦ пмΣ ƴƻΦ сΣ ǇǇΦ пртςпсоΣ нллсΦ 
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ώопϐ bŀǘƛƻƴŀƭ /ƻƭƭŀōƻǊŀǘƛƴƎ /ŜƴǘǊŜ ŦƻǊ aŜƴǘŀƭ IŜŀƭǘƘΣ άtǎȅŎƘƻǎƛǎ ŀƴŘ ǎŎƘƛȊƻǇƘǊŜƴƛŀ ƛƴ ŀŘǳƭǘǎΥ 
ǘǊŜŀǘƳŜƴǘ ŀƴŘ ƳŀƴŀƎŜƳŜƴǘΣέ NICEΣ ƴƻΦ CŜōǊǳŀǊȅΣ ǇΦ CŜō рп /ƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ DǳƛŘŜƭƛƴŜǎ ƴϲ мтуΣ 
нлмпΦ 

ώорϐ WΦ tŜǊŅƭŅΣ WΦ {ǳǾƛǎŀŀǊƛΣ {Φ LΦ {ŀŀǊƴƛΣ YΦ YǳƻǇǇŀǎŀƭƳƛΣ 9Φ LǎƻƳŜǘǎŅΣ {Φ tƛǊƪƻƭŀΣ ¢Φ tŀǊǘƻƴŜƴΣ !Φ 
¢ǳǳƭƛƻπIŜƴǊƛƪǎǎƻƴΣ WΦ IƛƴǘƛƪƪŀΣ ¢Φ YƛŜǎŜǇǇŅΣ ¢Φ IŅǊƪŅƴŜƴΣ {Φ YƻǎƪƛƴŜƴΣ ŀƴŘ WΦ [ǀƴƴǉǾƛǎǘΣ 
ά[ƛŦŜǘƛƳŜ ǇǊŜǾŀƭŜƴŎŜ ƻŦ ǇǎȅŎƘƻǘƛŎ ŀƴŘ ōƛǇƻƭŀǊ L ŘƛǎƻǊŘŜǊǎ ƛƴ ŀ ƎŜƴŜǊŀƭ ǇƻǇǳƭŀǘƛƻƴΣέ Arch. 
Gen. PsychiatryΣ ǾƻƭΦ спΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇǇΦ мфςнуΣ нллтΦ 

ώосϐ ²ƻǊƭŘ IŜŀƭǘƘ hǊƎŀƴƛȊŀǘƛƻƴΣ ά5ŜǇǊŜǎǎƛƻƴΥ CŀŎǘ ǎƘŜŜǘ ƴƻΦ осфΣέ 
http://www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs369/en/Σ ǾƻƭΦ осфΦ ²ƻǊƭŘ IŜŀƭǘƘ 
hǊƎŀƴƛȊŀǘƛƻƴΣ нлмнΦ 

ώотϐ !Φ WΦ CŜǊǊŀǊƛΣ !Φ WΦ {ƻƳŜǊǾƛƭƭŜΣ !Φ WΦ .ŀȄǘŜǊΣ wΦ bƻǊƳŀƴΣ {Φ .Φ tŀǘǘŜƴΣ ¢Φ ±ƻǎΣ ŀƴŘ IΦ !Φ 
²ƘƛǘŜŦƻǊŘΣ άDƭƻōŀƭ ǾŀǊƛŀǘƛƻƴ ƛƴ ǘƘŜ ǇǊŜǾŀƭŜƴŎŜ ŀƴŘ ƛƴŎƛŘŜƴŎŜ ƻŦ ƳŀƧƻǊ ŘŜǇǊŜǎǎƛǾŜ 
ŘƛǎƻǊŘŜǊΥ ŀ ǎȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ ǊŜǾƛŜǿ ƻŦ ǘƘŜ ŜǇƛŘŜƳƛƻƭƻƎƛŎŀƭ ƭƛǘŜǊŀǘǳǊŜΦΣέ Psychol. Med.Σ ǾƻƭΦ поΣ 
ƴƻΦ оΣ ǇǇΦ птмςумΣ нлмоΦ 

ώоуϐ 5Φ WΦ {ƳƛǘƘΣ .Φ LΦ bƛŎƘƻƭƭΣ .Φ /ǳƭƭŜƴΣ 5Φ aŀǊǘƛƴΣ ½Φ ¦ƭπIŀǉΣ WΦ 9ǾŀƴǎΣ WΦ aΦ wΦ DƛƭƭΣ .Φ wƻōŜǊǘǎΣ WΦ 
DŀƭƭŀŎƘŜǊΣ 5Φ aŀŎƪŀȅΣ aΦ IƻǘƻǇŦΣ LΦ 5ŜŀǊȅΣ bΦ /ǊŀŘŘƻŎƪΣ ŀƴŘ WΦ tΦ tŜƭƭΣ άtǊŜǾŀƭŜƴŎŜ ŀƴŘ 
ŎƘŀǊŀŎǘŜǊƛǎǘƛŎǎ ƻŦ ǇǊƻōŀōƭŜ ƳŀƧƻǊ ŘŜǇǊŜǎǎƛƻƴ ŀƴŘ ōƛǇƻƭŀǊ ŘƛǎƻǊŘŜǊ ǿƛǘƘƛƴ ¦Y .ƛƻōŀƴƪΥ 
/ǊƻǎǎπǎŜŎǘƛƻƴŀƭ ǎǘǳŘȅ ƻŦ мтнΣтрм ǇŀǊǘƛŎƛǇŀƴǘǎΣέ PLoS OneΣ ǾƻƭΦ уΣ ƴƻΦ ммΣ нлмоΦ 

ώофϐ IΦ !Φ ²ƘƛǘŜŦƻǊŘΣ !Φ WΦ CŜǊǊŀǊƛΣ [Φ 5ŜƎŜƴƘŀǊŘǘΣ ±Φ CŜƛƎƛƴΣ ŀƴŘ ¢Φ ±ƻǎΣ ά¢ƘŜ Ǝƭƻōŀƭ ōǳǊŘŜƴ ƻŦ 
ƳŜƴǘŀƭΣ ƴŜǳǊƻƭƻƎƛŎŀƭ ŀƴŘ ǎǳōǎǘŀƴŎŜ ǳǎŜ ŘƛǎƻǊŘŜǊǎΥ !ƴ ŀƴŀƭȅǎƛǎ ŦǊƻƳ ǘƘŜ Ǝƭƻōŀƭ ōǳǊŘŜƴ ƻŦ 
ŘƛǎŜŀǎŜ ǎǘǳŘȅ нлмлΣέ PLoS OneΣ ǾƻƭΦ млΣ ƴƻΦ нΣ нлмрΦ 

ώплϐ {Φ {ŀƘŀΣ 5Φ /ƘŀƴǘΣ WΦ ²ŜƭƘŀƳΣ ŀƴŘ WΦ aŎDǊŀǘƘΣ ά! ǎȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ ǊŜǾƛŜǿ ƻŦ ǘƘŜ ǇǊŜǾŀƭŜƴŎŜ ƻŦ 
ǎŎƘƛȊƻǇƘǊŜƴƛŀΣέ PLoS MedicineΣ ǾƻƭΦ нΣ ƴƻΦ рΦ ǇǇΦ лпмоςлпооΣ нллрΦ 

ώпмϐ WΦ .Φ YƛǊƪōǊƛŘŜΣ !Φ 9ǊǊŀȊǳǊƛȊΣ ¢Φ WΦ /ǊƻǳŘŀŎŜΣ /Φ aƻǊƎŀƴΣ 5Φ WŀŎƪǎƻƴΣ WΦ .ƻȅŘŜƭƭΣ wΦ aΦ aǳǊǊŀȅΣ 
ŀƴŘ tΦ .Φ WƻƴŜǎΣ άLƴŎƛŘŜƴŎŜ ƻŦ ǎŎƘƛȊƻǇƘǊŜƴƛŀ ŀƴŘ ƻǘƘŜǊ ǇǎȅŎƘƻǎŜǎ ƛƴ 9ƴƎƭŀƴŘΣ мфрлπнллфΥ 
! ǎȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ ǊŜǾƛŜǿ ŀƴŘ ƳŜǘŀπŀƴŀƭȅǎŜǎΣέ PLoS ONEΣ ǾƻƭΦ тΣ ƴƻΦ оΦ нлмнΦ 

ώпнϐ !Φ WΦ CŜǊǊŀǊƛΣ CΦ WΦ /ƘŀǊƭǎƻƴΣ wΦ 9Φ bƻǊƳŀƴΣ {Φ .Φ tŀǘǘŜƴΣ DΦ CǊŜŜŘƳŀƴΣ /Φ WΦ [Φ aǳǊǊŀȅΣ ¢Φ ±ƻǎΣ 
ŀƴŘ IΦ !Φ ²ƘƛǘŜŦƻǊŘΣ ά.ǳǊŘŜƴ ƻŦ 5ŜǇǊŜǎǎƛǾŜ 5ƛǎƻǊŘŜǊǎ ōȅ /ƻǳƴǘǊȅΣ {ŜȄΣ !ƎŜΣ ŀƴŘ ¸ŜŀǊΥ 
CƛƴŘƛƴƎǎ ŦǊƻƳ ǘƘŜ Dƭƻōŀƭ .ǳǊŘŜƴ ƻŦ 5ƛǎŜŀǎŜ {ǘǳŘȅ нлмлΣέ PLoS Med.Σ ǾƻƭΦ млΣ ƴƻΦ ммΣ нлмоΦ 

ώпоϐ /Φ WΦ [Φ aǳǊǊŀȅ ŀƴŘ !Φ [ƻǇŜȊΣ The Global Burden of Disease: a comprehensive assessment 
of mortality and disability from diseases, injuries, and risk factors in 1990 and projected to 
2020Φ DŜƴŜǾŀ ŀƴŘ .ƻǎǘƻƴΥ ²ƻǊƭŘ IŜŀƭǘƘ hǊƎŀƴƛȊŀǘƛƻƴ ŀƴŘ IŀǊǾŀǊŘ {ŎƘƻƻƭ ƻŦ tǳōƭƛŎ 
IŜŀƭǘƘΣ мффсΦ 

ώппϐ {Φ /Φ 5ŀǾƛǎΣ ά!ƴƴǳŀƭ wŜǇƻǊǘ ƻŦ ǘƘŜ /ƘƛŜŦ aŜŘƛŎŀƭ hŦŦƛŎŜǊ нлмоΦ tǳōƭƛŎ aŜƴǘŀƭ IŜŀƭǘƘ 
tǊƛƻǊƛǘƛŜǎΥ LƴǾŜǎǘƛƴƎ ƛƴ ǘƘŜ 9ǾƛŘŜƴŎŜΣέ Cent. Ment. Heal.Σ ǾƻƭΦ рмΣ ƴƻΦ aŀǊŎƘΣ ǇǇΦ нлмоς
нлмсΣ нлмпΦ 

ώпрϐ tΦ aŎ/ǊƻƴŜΣ {Φ 5ƘŀƴŀǎƛǊƛΣ !Φ tŀǘŜƭΣ aΦ YƴŀǇǇΣ ŀƴŘ {Φ [ŀǿǘƻƴπ{ƳƛǘƘΣ άtŀȅƛƴƎ ǘƘŜ ǇǊƛŎŜΥ ǘƘŜ 
Ŏƻǎǘ ƻŦ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ŎŀǊŜ ƛƴ 9ƴƎƭŀƴŘ ǘƻ нлнсΣέ Br. J. PsychiatryΣ ǾƻƭΦ мупΣ ǇǇΦ оусςфнΣ 
нллуΦ 

ώпсϐ ²Φ wǀǎǎƭŜǊΣ IΦ WƻŀŎƘƛƳ {ŀƭƛȊŜΣ WΦ Ǿŀƴ hǎΣ ŀƴŘ !Φ wƛŜŎƘŜǊπwǀǎǎƭŜǊΣ ά{ƛȊŜ ƻŦ ōǳǊŘŜƴ ƻŦ 
ǎŎƘƛȊƻǇƘǊŜƴƛŀ ŀƴŘ ǇǎȅŎƘƻǘƛŎ ŘƛǎƻǊŘŜǊǎΣέ Eur. Neuropsychopharmacol.Σ ǾƻƭΦ мрΣ ƴƻΦ пΣ ǇǇΦ 
оффςплфΣ нллрΦ 

ώптϐ {Φ .ǊƻǿƴΣ aΦ YƛƳΣ /Φ aƛǘŎƘŜƭƭΣ ŀƴŘ IΦ LƴǎƪƛǇΣ ά¢ǿŜƴǘȅπŦƛǾŜ ȅŜŀǊ ƳƻǊǘŀƭƛǘȅ ƻŦ ŀ ŎƻƳƳǳƴƛǘȅ 
ŎƻƘƻǊǘ ǿƛǘƘ ǎŎƘƛȊƻǇƘǊŜƴƛŀΣέ Br. J. PsychiatryΣ ǾƻƭΦ мфсΣ ƴƻΦ нΣ ǇǇΦ ммсςмнмΣ нлмлΦ 
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ώпуϐ /Φ aƻǊƎŀƴΣ ¢Φ .ǳǊƴǎΣ wΦ CƛǘȊǇŀǘǊƛŎƪΣ ±Φ tƛƴŦƻƭŘΣ ŀƴŘ {Φ tǊƛŜōŜΣ ά{ƻŎƛŀƭ ŜȄŎƭǳǎƛƻƴ ŀƴŘƳŜƴǘŀƭ 
ƘŜŀƭǘƘ /ƻƴŎŜǇǘǳŀƭ ŀƴŘ ƳŜǘƘƻŘƻƭƻƎƛŎŀƭ ǊŜǾƛŜǿΣέ Br. J. PsychiatryΣ ǾƻƭΦ мфмΣ ǇǇΦ пттςпуоΣ 
нллтΦ 

ώпфϐ {ƻŎƛŀƭ 9ȄŎƭǳǎƛƻƴ ¦ƴƛǘΣ ά.ǊŜŀƪƛƴƎ ǘƘŜ /ȅŎƭŜΥ ǘŀƪƛƴƎ ǎǘƻŎƪ ƻŦ ǇǊƻƎǊŜǎǎ ŀƴŘ ǇǊƛƻǊƛǘƛŜǎ ŦƻǊ ǘƘŜ 
ŦǳǘǳǊŜ π ŀ ǊŜǇƻǊǘ ōȅ ǘƘŜ {ƻŎƛŀƭ 9ȄŎƭǳǎƛƻƴ ¦ƴƛǘΣέ нллпΦ 

ώрлϐ hŦŦƛŎŜ ŦƻǊ bŀǘƛƻƴŀƭ {ǘŀǘƛǎǘƛŎǎΣ άмс ǘƻ сп ȅŜŀǊ ƻƭŘǎ ƛƴ ŜƳǇƭƻȅƳŜƴǘ ōȅ ǇƻǇǳƭŀǘƛƻƴΣ ƭƻƴƎ ǘŜǊƳ 
ŎƻƴŘƛǘƛƻƴǎ ŀƴŘ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ƛƭƭƴŜǎǎ ƛƴ 9ƴƎƭŀƴŘ όWŀƴǳŀǊȅ ǘƻ aŀǊŎƘ нлмсύΣέ нлмсΦ 

ώрмϐ YΦ ²ƛƴŘŦǳƘǊ ŀƴŘ bΦ YŀǇǳǊΣ ά{ǳƛŎƛŘŜ ŀƴŘ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ƛƭƭƴŜǎǎΥ ! ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǊŜǾƛŜǿ ƻŦ мр ȅŜŀǊǎ 
ŦƛƴŘƛƴƎǎ ŦǊƻƳ ǘƘŜ ¦Y bŀǘƛƻƴŀƭ /ƻƴŦƛŘŜƴǘƛŀƭ LƴǉǳƛǊȅ ƛƴǘƻ {ǳƛŎƛŘŜΣέ Br. Med. Bull.Σ ǾƻƭΦ мллΣ 
ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇǇΦ млмςмнмΣ нлммΦ 

ώрнϐ YΦ !ƳƻǊŜ ŀƴŘ tΦ [Φ IƻǿŘŜƴπ/ƘŀǇƳŀƴΣ άaŜƴǘŀƭ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ŀƴŘ ƘƻƳŜƭŜǎǎƴŜǎǎΣέ ƛƴ 
International Encyclopedia of Housing and HomeΣ нлмнΣ ǇǇΦ нсуςнтоΦ 

ώроϐ aΦ /Φ !ƴƎŜǊƳŜȅŜǊ ŀƴŘ {Φ 5ƛŜǘǊƛŎƘΣ άtǳōƭƛŎ ōŜƭƛŜŦǎ ŀōƻǳǘ ŀƴŘ ŀǘǘƛǘǳŘŜǎ ǘƻǿŀǊŘǎ ǇŜƻǇƭŜ 
ǿƛǘƘ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ƛƭƭƴŜǎǎΥ ! ǊŜǾƛŜǿ ƻŦ ǇƻǇǳƭŀǘƛƻƴ ǎǘǳŘƛŜǎΣέ Acta Psychiatrica ScandinavicaΣ ǾƻƭΦ 
ммоΣ ƴƻΦ оΦ ǇǇΦ мсоςмтфΣ нллсΦ 

ώрпϐ /Φ IŜƴŘŜǊǎƻƴΣ tΦ ²ƛƭƭƛŀƳǎΣ YΦ [ƛǘǘƭŜΣ ŀƴŘ DΦ ¢ƘƻǊƴƛŎǊƻŦǘΣ άaŜƴǘŀƭ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ǇǊƻōƭŜƳǎ ƛƴ ǘƘŜ 
ǿƻǊƪǇƭŀŎŜΥ /ƘŀƴƎŜǎ ƛƴ ŜƳǇƭƻȅŜǊǎΩ ƪƴƻǿƭŜŘƎŜΣ ŀǘǘƛǘǳŘŜǎ ŀƴŘ ǇǊŀŎǘƛŎŜǎ ƛƴ 9ƴƎƭŀƴŘ нллсπ
нлмлΣέ Br. J. PsychiatryΣ ǾƻƭΦ нлнΣ ƴƻΦ {¦tt[ΦррΣ нлмоΦ 

ώррϐ ²ƻǊƭŘ IŜŀƭǘƘ hǊƎŀƴƛȊŀǘƛƻƴΣ Mental Health Action Plan 2013-2020Φ DŜƴŜǾŀΥ ²ƻǊƭŘ IŜŀƭǘƘ 
hǊƎŀƴƛȊŀǘƛƻƴΣ нлмоΦ 

ώрсϐ aΦ CƻǳŎŀǳƭǘΣ Birth of Biopolitics (Michel Foucault: Lectures at the College De France)Σ ǾƻƭΦ 
мсΣ ƴƻΦ мΦ нлмлΦ 

ώртϐ WΦ aƻƴŎǊƛŜŦŦ ŀƴŘ {Φ ¢ƛƳƛƳƛΣ ά¢ƘŜ ǎƻŎƛŀƭ ŀƴŘ ŎǳƭǘǳǊŀƭ ŎƻƴǎǘǊǳŎǘƛƻƴ ƻŦ ǇǎȅŎƘƛŀǘǊƛŎ ƪƴƻǿƭŜŘƎŜΥ 
ŀƴ ŀƴŀƭȅǎƛǎ ƻŦ bL/9 ƎǳƛŘŜƭƛƴŜǎ ƻƴ ŘŜǇǊŜǎǎƛƻƴ ŀƴŘ !5I5Σέ Anthropol. Med.Σ ǾƻƭΦ нлΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ 
ǇǇΦ рфςтмΣ нлмоΦ 

ώруϐ /Φ WƻƴŜǎΣ 5Φ IŀŎƪŜǊΣ LΦ /ƻǊƳŀŎΣ !Φ aŜŀŘŜƴΣ ŀƴŘ /Φ .Φ LǊǾƛƴƎΣ ά/ƻƎƴƛǘƛǾŜ ōŜƘŀǾƛƻǳǊ ǘƘŜǊŀǇȅ 
ǾŜǊǎǳǎ ƻǘƘŜǊ ǇǎȅŎƘƻǎƻŎƛŀƭ ǘǊŜŀǘƳŜƴǘǎ ŦƻǊ ǎŎƘƛȊƻǇƘǊŜƴƛŀΦΣέ Cochrane Database Syst. Rev.Σ 
ǾƻƭΦ пΣ ǇΦ /5ллутмнΣ нлмнΦ 

ώрфϐ {Φ WŀǳƘŀǊΣ tΦ WΦ aŎYŜƴƴŀΣ WΦ wŀŘǳŀΣ 9Φ CǳƴƎΣ wΦ {ŀƭǾŀŘƻǊΣ ŀƴŘ YΦ wΦ [ŀǿǎΣ ά/ƻƎƴƛǘƛǾŜπ
ōŜƘŀǾƛƻǳǊŀƭ ǘƘŜǊŀǇȅ ŦƻǊ ǘƘŜ ǎȅƳǇǘƻƳǎ ƻŦ ǎŎƘƛȊƻǇƘǊŜƴƛŀΥ ǎȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ ǊŜǾƛŜǿ ŀƴŘ ƳŜǘŀπ
ŀƴŀƭȅǎƛǎ ǿƛǘƘ ŜȄŀƳƛƴŀǘƛƻƴ ƻŦ ǇƻǘŜƴǘƛŀƭ ōƛŀǎΦΣέ Br. J. PsychiatryΣ ǾƻƭΦ нлпΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇǇΦ нлςфΣ 
нлмпΦ 

ώслϐ {Φ [ŜǳŎƘǘΣ !Φ /ƛǇǊƛŀƴƛΣ [Φ {ǇƛƴŜƭƛΣ 5Φ aŀǾǊƛŘƛǎΣ 5Φ mǊŜȅΣ CΦ wƛŎƘǘŜǊΣ aΦ {ŀƳŀǊŀΣ /Φ .ŀǊōǳƛΣ wΦ 
wΦ 9ƴƎŜƭΣ WΦ wΦ DŜŘŘŜǎΣ ²Φ YƛǎǎƭƛƴƎΣ aΦ tΦ {ǘŀǇŦΣ .Φ [ŅǎǎƛƎΣ DΦ {ŀƭŀƴǘƛΣ ŀƴŘ WΦ aΦ 5ŀǾƛǎΣ 
ά/ƻƳǇŀǊŀǘƛǾŜ ŜŦŦƛŎŀŎȅ ŀƴŘ ǘƻƭŜǊŀōƛƭƛǘȅ ƻŦ мр ŀƴǘƛǇǎȅŎƘƻǘƛŎ ŘǊǳƎǎ ƛƴ ǎŎƘƛȊƻǇƘǊŜƴƛŀΥ ! 
ƳǳƭǘƛǇƭŜπǘǊŜŀǘƳŜƴǘǎ ƳŜǘŀπŀƴŀƭȅǎƛǎΣέ LancetΣ ǾƻƭΦ оунΣ ƴƻΦ фуфсΣ ǇǇΦ фрмςфснΣ нлмоΦ 

ώсмϐ !Φ CŜƪŀŘǳΣ {Φ /Φ ²ƻƻŘŜǊǎƻƴΣ YΦ aŀǊƪƻǇƻǳƭƻΣ /Φ 5ƻƴŀƭŘǎƻƴΣ !Φ tŀǇŀŘƻǇƻǳƭƻǎΣ ŀƴŘ !Φ WΦ 
/ƭŜŀǊŜΣ ά²Ƙŀǘ ƘŀǇǇŜƴǎ ǘƻ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘǎ ǿƛǘƘ ǘǊŜŀǘƳŜƴǘπǊŜǎƛǎǘŀƴǘ ŘŜǇǊŜǎǎƛƻƴΚ ! ǎȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ 
ǊŜǾƛŜǿ ƻŦ ƳŜŘƛǳƳ ǘƻ ƭƻƴƎ ǘŜǊƳ ƻǳǘŎƻƳŜ ǎǘǳŘƛŜǎΣέ J. Affect. Disord.Σ ǾƻƭΦ ммсΣ ƴƻΦ мςнΣ ǇǇΦ 
пςммΣ нллфΦ 

ώснϐ 9Φ WŅŅǎƪŜƭŅƛƴŜƴΣ tΦ WǳƻƭŀΣ bΦ IƛǊǾƻƴŜƴΣ WΦ WΦ aŎDǊŀǘƘΣ {Φ {ŀƘŀΣ aΦ LǎƻƘŀƴƴƛΣ WΦ ±ŜƛƧƻƭŀΣ ŀƴŘ WΦ 
aƛŜǘǘǳƴŜƴΣ ά! ǎȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ ǊŜǾƛŜǿ ŀƴŘ ƳŜǘŀπŀƴŀƭȅǎƛǎ ƻŦ ǊŜŎƻǾŜǊȅ ƛƴ ǎŎƘƛȊƻǇƘǊŜƴƛŀΣέ 
Schizophr. Bull.Σ ǾƻƭΦ офΣ ƴƻΦ сΣ ǇǇΦ мнфсςмолсΣ нлмоΦ 
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ώсоϐ aΦ wΦ {ǘŀŦŦƻǊŘΣ IΦ WŀŎƪǎƻƴΣ 9Φ aŀȅƻπ²ƛƭǎƻƴΣ !Φ tΦ aƻǊǊƛǎƻƴΣ ŀƴŘ ¢Φ YŜƴŘŀƭƭΣ ά9ŀǊƭȅ 
ƛƴǘŜǊǾŜƴǘƛƻƴǎ ǘƻ ǇǊŜǾŜƴǘ ǇǎȅŎƘƻǎƛǎΥ ǎȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ ǊŜǾƛŜǿ ŀƴŘ ƳŜǘŀπŀƴŀƭȅǎƛǎΦΣέ BMJΣ ǾƻƭΦ опсΣ 
ǇΦ ŦмурΣ нлмоΦ 

ώспϐ WΦ {ǇƛƧƪŜǊΣ !Φ ±ŀƴ {ǘǊŀǘŜƴΣ /Φ [Φ IΦ .ƻŎƪǘƛƴƎΣ WΦ !Φ /Φ aŜŜǳǿƛǎǎŜƴΣ ŀƴŘ !Φ WΦ [Φ aΦ ±ŀƴ 
.ŀƭƪƻƳΣ άtǎȅŎƘƻǘƘŜǊŀǇȅΣ ŀƴǘƛŘŜǇǊŜǎǎŀƴǘǎΣ ŀƴŘ ǘƘŜƛǊ ŎƻƳōƛƴŀǘƛƻƴ ŦƻǊ ŎƘǊƻƴƛŎ ƳŀƧƻǊ 
ŘŜǇǊŜǎǎƛǾŜ ŘƛǎƻǊŘŜǊΥ ! ǎȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ ǊŜǾƛŜǿΣέ Canadian Journal of PsychiatryΣ ǾƻƭΦ руΣ ƴƻΦ тΦ 
ǇǇΦ оусςофнΣ нлмоΦ 

ώсрϐ WΦ wΦ DŜŘŘŜǎΣ {Φ aΦ /ŀǊƴŜȅΣ /Φ 5ŀǾƛŜǎΣ ¢Φ !Φ CǳǊǳƪŀǿŀΣ 5Φ WΦ YǳǇŦŜǊΣ 9Φ CǊŀƴƪΣ ŀƴŘ DΦ aΦ 
DƻƻŘǿƛƴΣ άwŜƭŀǇǎŜ ǇǊŜǾŜƴǘƛƻƴ ǿƛǘƘ ŀƴǘƛŘŜǇǊŜǎǎŀƴǘ ŘǊǳƎ ǘǊŜŀǘƳŜƴǘ ƛƴ ŘŜǇǊŜǎǎƛǾŜ 
ŘƛǎƻǊŘŜǊǎΥ ! ǎȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ ǊŜǾƛŜǿΣέ LancetΣ ǾƻƭΦ осмΣ ƴƻΦ форуΣ ǇǇΦ сроςссмΣ нллоΦ 

ώссϐ YΦ ¢Φ aǳŜǎŜǊΣ CΦ 5ŜŀǾŜǊǎΣ 5Φ [Φ tŜƴƴΣ ŀƴŘ WΦ 9Φ /ŀǎǎƛǎƛΣ άtǎȅŎƘƻǎƻŎƛŀƭ ǘǊŜŀǘƳŜƴǘǎ ŦƻǊ 
ǎŎƘƛȊƻǇƘǊŜƴƛŀΦΣέ Annu. Rev. Clin. Psychol.Σ ǾƻƭΦ фΣ ǇǇΦ псрςфтΣ нлмоΦ 

ώстϐ 5Φ aΦ .ŜǊǿƛŎƪΣ ά.ǊƻŀŘŜƴƛƴƎ ǘƘŜ ǾƛŜǿ ƻŦ ŜǾƛŘŜƴŎŜπōŀǎŜŘ ƳŜŘƛŎƛƴŜΣέ Qual Saf Heal. CareΣ 
ƴƻΦ мпΣ ǇǇΦ омрςомсΣ нллрΦ 

ώсуϐ WΦ [ƛƴŘΣ A Treatise on the Scurvy: In Three Parts, Containing an Inquiry Into the Nature, 
Causes, an Cure, of that Disease, Together with a Critical and Chronological View of what 
Has Been Published on the Subject. Φ {Φ /ǊƻǿŘŜǊ Σ мтрпΦ 

ώсфϐ aŜŘƛŎŀƭ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ /ƻǳƴŎƛƭΣ ά/ƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǘǊƛŀƭ ƻŦ Ǉŀǘǳƭƛƴ ƛƴ ǘƘŜ ŎƻƳƳƻƴ ŎƻƭŘΣέ LancetΣ ǾƻƭΦ ƛƛΣ ǇǇΦ 
отоςотрΣ мфппΦ 

ώтлϐ WΦ CΦ WΦ /ŀŘŜΣ ά[ƛǘƘƛǳƳ ǎŀƭǘǎ ƛƴ ǘƘŜ ǘǊŜŀǘƳŜƴǘ ƻŦ ǇǎȅŎƘƻǘƛŎ ŜȄŎƛǘŜƳŜƴǘΣέ Med. J. Aust.Σ ǾƻƭΦ нΣ 
ƴƻΦ осΣ ǇΦ опфςорнΦΣ мфпфΦ 

ώтмϐ !Φ [Φ /ƻŎƘǊŀƴŜΣ Effectiveness and efficiency: random reflections on health servicesΦ 
[ƻƴŘƻƴΥ wƻȅŀƭ {ƻŎƛŜǘȅ ƻŦ aŜŘƛŎƛƴŜ tǊŜǎǎΣ мфффΦ 

ώтнϐ LΦ /ƘŀƭƳŜǊǎΣ ά¢ƘŜ ƭŜǘƘŀƭ ŎƻƴǎŜǉǳŜƴŎŜǎ ƻŦ ŦŀƛƭƛƴƎ ǘƻ ƳŀƪŜ ǳǎŜ ƻŦ ŀƭƭ ǊŜƭŜǾŀƴǘ ŜǾƛŘŜƴŎŜ 
ŀōƻǳǘ ǘƘŜ ŜŦŦŜŎǘǎ ƻŦ ƳŜŘƛŎŀƭ ǘǊŜŀǘƳŜƴǘǎΥ ǘƘŜ ƴŜŜŘ ŦƻǊ ǎȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ ǊŜǾƛŜǿǎΦΣέ ƛƴ Treating 
individuals: from randomised trials to personalised medicineΣ tΦ wƻǘƘǿŜƭƭΣ 9ŘΦ [ƻƴŘƻƴΣ 
нллтΣ ǇǇΦ отςруΦ 

ώтоϐ 5Φ [Φ {ŀŎƪŜǘǘ ŀƴŘ ²Φ aΦ wƻǎŜƴōŜǊƎΣ άhƴ ǘƘŜ ƴŜŜŘ ŦƻǊ ŜǾƛŘŜƴŎŜπōŀǎŜŘ ƳŜŘƛŎƛƴŜΦ Σέ Heal. 
EconΣ ƴƻΦ пΣ ǇΦ нпфςрпΦΣ мффрΦ 

ώтпϐ DΦ IΦ DǳȅŀǘǘΣ ά9ǾƛŘŜƴŎŜπōŀǎŜŘ ƳŜŘƛŎƛƴŜΣέ ACP J. ClubΣ ǾƻƭΦ ммпΣ ƴƻΦ !мсΣ мффмΦ 

ώтрϐ {Φ 9Φ {ǘǊŀǳǎΣ ²Φ {Φ wƛŎƘŀǊŘǎƻƴΣ tΦ DƭŀǎȊƛƻǳΣ ŀƴŘ wΦ .Φ IŀȅƴŜǎΣ Evidence based medicine: 
how to practice and teach itΣ пǘƘ ŜŘΦ /ƘǳǊŎƘƛƭƭ [ƛǾƛƴƎǎǘƻƴŜΣ нлмлΦ 

ώтсϐ wΦ .Φ IŀȅƴŜǎΣ tΦ WΦ 5ŜǾŜǊŜŀǳȄΣ ŀƴŘ DΦ IΦ DǳȅŀǘǘΣ ά/ƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ŜȄǇŜǊǘƛǎŜ ƛƴ ǘƘŜ ŜǊŀ ƻŦ ŜǾƛŘŜƴŎŜπ
ōŀǎŜŘ ƳŜŘƛŎƛƴŜ ŀƴŘ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘ ŎƘƻƛŎŜΣέ Evid. Based Med.Σ ǾƻƭΦ тΣ ƴƻΦ нΣ ǇǇΦ осςоуΣ нллнΦ 

ώттϐ {Φ 9Φ {ǘǊŀǳǎΣ ²Φ {Φ wƛŎƘŀǊŘǎƻƴΣ tΦ DƭŀǎȊƛƻǳΣ ŀƴŘ wΦ .Φ IŀȅƴŜǎΣ ά9ǾƛŘŜƴŎŜπōŀǎŜŘ ƳŜŘƛŎƛƴŜΥ 
Ƙƻǿ ǘƻ ǇǊŀŎǘƛŎŜ ŀƴŘ ǘŜŀŎƘ 9.aΣέ нллрΦ 

ώтуϐ .Φ ¢Φ IǳƴƎΣ bΦ tΦ [ƻƴƎΣ [Φ tΦ IǳƴƎΣ bΦ ¢Φ [ǳŀƴΣ bΦ IΦ !ƴƘΣ ¢Φ 5Φ bƎƘƛΣ aΦ ±ŀƴ IƛŜǳΣ bΦ ¢Φ IΦ 
¢ǊŀƴƎΣ IΦ CΦ wŀŦƛŘƛƴŀǊƛǾƻΣ bΦ YΦ !ƴƘΣ 5Φ IŀǿƪŜǎΣ bΦ ¢Φ IǳȅΣ ŀƴŘ YΦ IƛǊŀȅŀƳŀΣ άwŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ 
¢ǊŜƴŘǎ ƛƴ 9ǾƛŘŜƴŎŜπ.ŀǎŜŘ aŜŘƛŎƛƴŜΥ ! WƻƛƴǇƻƛƴǘ wŜƎǊŜǎǎƛƻƴ !ƴŀƭȅǎƛǎ ƻŦ aƻǊŜ ǘƘŀƴ рл 
¸ŜŀǊǎ ƻŦ tǳōƭƛŎŀǘƛƻƴ 5ŀǘŀΣέ PLoS OneΣ ǾƻƭΦ млΣ ƴƻΦ пΣ ǇΦ ŜлмнмлрпΣ нлмсΦ 

ώтфϐ wΦ tΦ 9ƭ 5ƛōΣ #Φ bΦ !ǘŀƭƭŀƘΣ ŀƴŘ wΦ .Φ !ƴŘǊƛƻƭƻΣ άaŀǇǇƛƴƎ ǘƘŜ /ƻŎƘǊŀƴŜ ŜǾƛŘŜƴŎŜ ŦƻǊ 
ŘŜŎƛǎƛƻƴ ƳŀƪƛƴƎ ƛƴ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ŎŀǊŜΣέ J. Eval. Clin. Pract.Σ ǾƻƭΦ моΣ ƴƻΦ пΣ ǇǇΦ суфςсфнΣ нллтΦ 
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ώулϐ 9ǾƛŘŜƴŎŜ .ŀǎŜŘ aŜŘƛŎƛƴŜ ²ƻǊƪƛƴƎ DǊƻǳǇΣ ά9ǾƛŘŜƴŎŜ ōŀǎŜŘ ƳŜŘƛŎƛƴŜΦ ! ƴŜǿ ŀǇǇǊƻŀŎƘ ǘƻ 
ǘŜŀŎƘƛƴƎ ǘƘŜ ǇǊŀŎǘƛŎŜ ƻŦ ƳŜŘƛŎƛƴŜΦΣέ JAMAΣ ǾƻƭΦ нсуΣ ǇǇΦ нпнлςнпнрΣ мффнΦ 

ώумϐ WΦ ²ŀƭƭŀŎŜΣ ά¢ƘŜ ǇǊŀŎǘƛŎŜ ƻŦ ŜǾƛŘŜƴŎŜπōŀǎŜŘ ǇǎȅŎƘƛŀǘǊȅ ǘƻŘŀȅΣέ Adv. Psychiatr. Treat.Σ ǾƻƭΦ 
мтΣ ǇǇΦ оуфςофрΣ нлммΦ 

ώунϐ wΦ [ŜǾƛƴŜ ŀƴŘ aΦ CƛƴƪΣ ά¢ƘŜ ŎŀǎŜ ŀƎŀƛƴǎǘ ŜǾƛŘŜƴŎŜπōŀǎŜŘ ǇǊƛƴŎƛǇƭŜǎ ƛƴ ǇǎȅŎƘƛŀǘǊȅΣέ Med. 
HypothesesΣ ǾƻƭΦ стΣ ƴƻΦ нΣ ǇǇΦ плмςпмлΣ нллсΦ 

ώуоϐ WΦ DŜŘŘŜǎΣ άhƴ ǘƘŜ ƴŜŜŘ ŦƻǊ ŜǾƛŘŜƴŎŜπōŀǎŜŘ ǇǎȅŎƘƛŀǘǊȅΣέ Evid. Based. Med.Σ ǇǇΦ мффςнллΣ 
мффсΦ 

ώупϐ {Φ aΦ [ŀǿǊƛŜΣ !Φ LΦ CΦ {ŎƻǘǘΣ ŀƴŘ aΦ /Φ {ƘŀǊǇŜΣ άLƳǇƭŜƳŜƴǘƛƴƎ ŜǾƛŘŜƴŎŜπōŀǎŜŘ ǇǎȅŎƘƛŀǘǊȅΥ 
²ƘƻǎŜ ǊŜǎǇƻƴǎƛōƛƭƛǘȅΚΣέ British Journal of PsychiatryΣ ǾƻƭΦ мтуΣ ƴƻΦ a!w/IΦΣ ǇǇΦ мфрςмфсΣ 
нллмΦ 

ώурϐ WΦ DŜŘŘŜǎΣ ά9ǾƛŘŜƴŎŜπōŀǎŜŘ ǇǊŀŎǘƛŎŜ ƛƴ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ƘŜŀƭǘƘΣέ ƛƴ Evidence-based practiceΣ [Φ 
¢ǊƛƴŘŜǊ ŀƴŘ {Φ wŜȅƴƻƭŘǎΣ 9ŘǎΦ .ƭŀŎƪǿŜƭƭ {ŎƛŜƴŎŜ [ǘŘΣ нлллΣ ǇǇΦ ссςууΦ 

ώусϐ ¢Φ {ƘŜƭŘƻƴ ŀƴŘ LΦ /ƘŀƭƳŜǊǎΣ ά¢ƘŜ ¦Y /ƻŎƘǊŀƴŜ /ŜƴǘǊŜ ŀƴŘ ǘƘŜ bI{ /ŜƴǘǊŜ ŦƻǊ ǊŜǾƛŜǿǎ ŀƴŘ 
ŘƛǎǎŜƳƛƴŀǘƛƻƴΥ ǊŜǎǇŜŎǘƛǾŜ ǊƻƭŜǎ ǿƛǘƘƛƴ ǘƘŜ ƛƴŦƻǊƳŀǘƛƻƴ ǎȅǎǘŜƳǎ ǎǘǊŀǘŜƎȅ ƻŦ ǘƘŜ bI{ wϧ5 
ǇǊƻƎǊŀƳƳŜΣ ŎƻƻǊŘƛƴŀǘƛƻƴ ŀƴŘ ǇǊƛƴŎƛǇƭŜǎ ǳƴŘŜǊƭȅƛƴƎ ŎƻƭƭŀōƻǊŀǘƛƻƴΦ Σέ Heal. EconΣ ǾƻƭΦ оΣ 
ƴƻΦ όоύΣ ǇǇΦ мрмςмстΣ мффпΦ 

ώутϐ 5ŜǇŀǊǘƳŜƴǘ ƻŦ IŜŀƭǘƘΣ ά! ŦƛǊǎǘ Ŏƭŀǎǎ ǎŜǊǾƛŎŜΥ vǳŀƭƛǘȅ ƛƴ ǘƘŜ ƴŜǿ bI{Φέ 5ŜǇŀǊǘƳŜƴǘ ƻŦ 
IŜŀƭǘƘΣ [ƻƴŘƻƴΣ мффуΦ 

ώууϐ WΦ .ŜƭǎŜȅΣ ά²Ƙŀǘ ƛǎ ŜǾƛŘŜƴŎŜπōŀǎŜŘ ƳŜŘƛŎƛƴŜΚέ IŀȅǿŀǊŘ aŜŘƛŎŀƭ /ƻƳƳǳƴƛŎŀǘƛƻƴǎΣ нллфΦ 

ώуфϐ {ŜƴǎŜ !ōƻǳǘ {ŎƛŜƴŎŜ ŀƴŘ !ŎŀŘŜƳȅ ƻŦ aŜŘƛŎŀƭ wƻȅŀƭ /ƻƭƭŜƎŜǎΣ ά9ǾƛŘŜƴŎŜ ōŀǎŜŘ ƳŜŘƛŎƛƴŜ 
ƳŀǘǘŜǊǎΣέ нлмоΦ 

ώфлϐ WΦ !ŘŀƳǎƻƴΣ /Φ 9Φ IŜǿƛǘǘΣ ŀƴŘ 5Φ WΦ ¢ƻǊƎŜǊǎƻƴΣ άtǊƻŘǳŎƛƴƎ ōŜǘǘŜǊ ŜǾƛŘŜƴŎŜ ƻƴ Ƙƻǿ ǘƻ 
ƛƳǇǊƻǾŜ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΣέ BmjΣ ǾƻƭΦ ормΣ нлмрΦ 

ώфмϐ wΦ /ŀǊƴǿŜƭƭΣ ά9ǎǎŜƴǘƛŀƭ ŘƛŦŦŜǊŜƴŎŜǎ ōŜǘǿŜŜƴ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ŀƴŘ ŜǾƛŘŜƴŎŜπōŀǎŜŘ ǇǊŀŎǘƛŎŜΣέ Nurse 
Res.Σ ǾƻƭΦ уΣ ƴƻΦ нΣ ǇǇΦ ррςсуΣ нлмрΦ 

ώфнϐ aΦ wΦ {ƘƛǊŜȅΣ {Φ [Φ IŀǳŎƪΣ WΦ [Φ 9ƳōǊŜŜΣ ¢Φ WΦ YƛƴƴŜǊΣ DΦ [Φ {ŎƘŀŀǊΣ [Φ ŀ tƘƛƭƭƛǇǎΣ {Φ wΦ !ǎƘōȅΣ /Φ 
CΦ {ǿŜƴǘȅΣ ŀƴŘ LΦ ŀ aŎ/ƻƻƭΣ ά{ƘƻǿŎŀǎƛƴƎ ŘƛŦŦŜǊŜƴŎŜǎ ōŜǘǿŜŜƴ ǉǳŀƭƛǘȅ ƛƳǇǊƻǾŜƳŜƴǘΣ 
ŜǾƛŘŜƴŎŜπōŀǎŜŘ ǇǊŀŎǘƛŎŜΣ ŀƴŘ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΦΣέ J. Contin. Educ. Nurs.Σ ǾƻƭΦ пнΣ ƴƻΦ нΣ ǇǇΦ ртπсуπ
тлΣ нлммΦ 

ώфоϐ aΦ 5ŀǿŜǎΣ ²Φ {ǳƳƳŜǊǎƪƛƭƭΣ tΦ DƭŀǎȊƛƻǳΣ !Φ /ŀǊǘŀōŜƭƭƻǘǘŀΣ WΦ aŀǊǘƛƴΣ YΦ IƻǇŀȅƛŀƴΣ CΦ 
tƻǊȊǎƻƭǘΣ !Φ .ǳǊƭǎΣ ŀƴŘ WΦ hǎōƻǊƴŜΣ ά{ƛŎƛƭȅ ǎǘŀǘŜƳŜƴǘ ƻƴ ŜǾƛŘŜƴŎŜπōŀǎŜŘ ǇǊŀŎǘƛŎŜΦΣέ BMC 
Med. Educ.Σ ǾƻƭΦ рΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇΦ мΣ нллрΦ 

ώфпϐ ²ƻǊƭŘ IŜŀƭǘƘ hǊƎŀƴƛǎŀǘƛƻƴΣ άLƴǾŜǎǘƛƴƎ ƛƴ aŜƴǘŀƭ IŜŀƭǘƘΦέ ²ƻǊƭŘ IŜŀƭǘƘ hǊƎŀƴƛǎŀǘƛƻƴΣ 
DŜƴŜǾŀΣ нллоΦ 

ώфрϐ /Φ tƻǇŜΣ άwŜǎƛǎǘƛƴƎ ŜǾƛŘŜƴŎŜΥ ¢ƘŜ ǎǘǳŘȅ ƻŦ ŜǾƛŘŜƴŎŜπōŀǎŜŘ ƳŜŘƛŎƛƴŜ ŀǎ ŀ ŎƻƴǘŜƳǇƻǊŀǊȅ 
ǎƻŎƛŀƭ ƳƻǾŜƳŜƴǘΣέ Health:Σ ǾƻƭΦ тΣ ƴƻΦ оΣ ǇǇΦ нстςнунΣ нллоΦ 

ώфсϐ aΦ tΦ YŜƭƭȅΣ LΦ IŜŀǘƘΣ WΦ IƻǿƛŎƪΣ ŀƴŘ ¢Φ DǊŜŜƴƘŀƭƎƘΣ ά¢ƘŜ ƛƳǇƻǊǘŀƴŎŜ ƻŦ ǾŀƭǳŜǎ ƛƴ ŜǾƛŘŜƴŎŜπ
ōŀǎŜŘ ƳŜŘƛŎƛƴŜΣέ BMC Med. EthicsΣ ǾƻƭΦ мсΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇΦ сфΣ нлмрΦ 

ώфтϐ ¢Φ DǊŜŜƴƘŀƭƎƘΣ WΦ IƻǿƛŎƪΣ ŀƴŘ bΦ aŀǎƪǊŜȅΣ ά9ǾƛŘŜƴŎŜ ōŀǎŜŘ ƳŜŘƛŎƛƴŜΥ ŀ ƳƻǾŜƳŜƴǘ ƛƴ 
ŎǊƛǎƛǎΚΣέ BmjΣ ǾƻƭΦ опуΣ ƴƻΦ Ƨǳƴмо пΣ ǇǇΦ ƎотнрςƎотнрΣ нлмпΦ 
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ώфуϐ WΦ tΦ !Φ LƻŀƴƴƛŘƛǎΣ ά²Ƙȅ Ƴƻǎǘ ǇǳōƭƛǎƘŜŘ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ŦƛƴŘƛƴƎǎ ŀǊŜ ŦŀƭǎŜΦΣέ PLoS Med.Σ ǾƻƭΦ нΣ ƴƻΦ 
уΣ ǇΦ ŜмнпΣ нллрΦ 

ώффϐ ¢Φ DǊŜŜƴƘŀƭƎƘΣ ά²Ƙȅ Řƻ ǿŜ ŀƭǿŀȅǎ ŜƴŘ ǳǇ ƘŜǊŜΚ 9ǾƛŘŜƴŎŜπōŀǎŜŘ ƳŜŘƛŎƛƴŜΩǎ ŎƻƴŎŜǇǘǳŀƭ 
ŎǳƭπŘŜπǎŀŎǎ ŀƴŘ ǎƻƳŜ ƻŦŦπǊƻŀŘ ŀƭǘŜǊƴŀǘƛǾŜ ǊƻǳǘŜǎΣέ J. Prim. Health CareΣ ǾƻƭΦ пΣ ƴƻΦ нΣ ǇǇΦ 
фнςфтΣ нлмнΦ 

ώмллϐ WΦ tΦ !Φ LƻŀƴƴƛŘƛǎΣ ά9ǾƛŘŜƴŎŜπ.ŀǎŜŘ aŜŘƛŎƛƴŜ Iŀǎ .ŜŜƴ IƛƧŀŎƪŜŘΥ ! wŜǇƻǊǘ ǘƻ 5ŀǾƛŘ 
{ŀŎƪŜǘǘΦΣέ J. Clin. Epidemiol.Σ нлмсΦ 

ώмлмϐ WΦ DŜŘŘŜǎ ŀƴŘ {Φ /ŀǊƴŜȅΣ άwŜŎŜƴǘ ŀŘǾŀƴŎŜǎ ƛƴ ŜǾƛŘŜƴŎŜπōŀǎŜŘ ǇǎȅŎƘƛŀǘǊȅΣέ Canadian 
Journal of PsychiatryΣ ǾƻƭΦ псΣ ƴƻΦ рΦ ǇǇΦ плоςплсΣ нллмΦ 

ώмлнϐ WΦ tΦ !Φ LƻŀƴƴƛŘƛǎΣ ά9ǾƛŘŜƴŎŜπ.ŀǎŜŘ aŜŘƛŎƛƴŜ Iŀǎ .ŜŜƴ IƛƧŀŎƪŜŘΥ ! wŜǇƻǊǘ ǘƻ 5ŀǾƛŘ 
{ŀŎƪŜǘǘΦΣέ J. Clin. Epidemiol.Σ нлмсΦ 

ώмлоϐ CΦ bŀǳŘŜǘΣ .Φ CŀƭƛǎǎŀǊŘΣ wΦ .ƻǳǎǎŀƎŜƻƴΣ ŀƴŘ 5Φ IŜŀƭȅΣ άIŀǎ ŜǾƛŘŜƴŎŜπōŀǎŜŘ ƳŜŘƛŎƛƴŜ ƭŜŦǘ 
ǉǳŀŎƪŜǊȅ ōŜƘƛƴŘΚΣέ Intern. Emerg. Med.Σ ǾƻƭΦ млΣ ƴƻΦ рΣ ǇǇΦ сомςсопΣ нлмрΦ 

ώмлпϐ 5Φ WΦ /ƻƻƪΣ wΦ WŀŜǎŎƘƪŜΣ ŀƴŘ DΦ IΦ DǳȅŀǘǘΣ ά/ǊƛǘƛŎŀƭ ŀǇǇǊŀƛǎŀƭ ƻŦ ǘƘŜǊŀǇŜǳǘƛŎ ƛƴǘŜǊǾŜƴǘƛƻƴǎ ƛƴ 
ǘƘŜ ƛƴǘŜƴǎƛǾŜ ŎŀǊŜ ǳƴƛǘΥ ƘǳƳŀƴ ƳƻƴƻŎƭƻƴŀƭ ŀƴǘƛōƻŘȅ ǘǊŜŀǘƳŜƴǘ ƛƴ ǎŜǇǎƛǎΦ WƻǳǊƴŀƭ /ƭǳō ƻŦ 
ǘƘŜ IŀƳƛƭǘƻƴ wŜƎƛƻƴŀƭ /ǊƛǘƛŎŀƭ /ŀǊŜ DǊƻǳǇΣέ J Intensive Care MedΣ ǾƻƭΦ тΣ ƴƻΦ сΣ ǇǇΦ нтрς
нунΣ мффнΦ 

ώмлрϐ ²Φ {Φ wƛŎƘŀǊŘǎƻƴΣ aΦ /Φ ²ƛƭǎƻƴΣ WΦ bƛǎƘƛƪŀǿŀΣ ŀƴŘ wΦ {Φ IŀȅǿŀǊŘΣ ά¢ƘŜ ǿŜƭƭπōǳƛƭǘ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ 
ǉǳŜǎǘƛƻƴΥ ! ƪŜȅ ǘƻ ŜǾƛŘŜƴŎŜπōŀǎŜŘ ŘŜŎƛǎƛƻƴǎΦΣέ Am. Coll. Physicians J. ClubΣ ǾƻƭΦ мноΣ ƴƻΦ сΣ 
ǇǇΦ !мнς!моΣ мффрΦ 

ώмлсϐ ²Φ aΦ wƻǎŜƴōŜǊƎΣ WΦ 5ŜŜƪǎΣ !Φ [ǳǎƘŜǊΣ wΦ {ƴƻǿōŀƭƭΣ DΦ 5ƻƻƭŜȅΣ ŀƴŘ 5Φ {ŀŎƪŜǘǘΣ άLƳǇǊƻǾƛƴƎ 
ǎŜŀǊŎƘƛƴƎ ǎƪƛƭƭǎ ŀƴŘ ŜǾƛŘŜƴŎŜ ǊŜǘǊƛŜǾŀƭΣέ J R Coll Physicians L.Σ ǾƻƭΦ онΣ ƴƻΦ сΣ ǇǇΦ рртςрсоΣ 
мффуΦ 

ώмлтϐ WΦ tŀǊƪŜǎΣ /Φ IȅŘŜΣ WΦ 5ŜŜƪǎΣ ŀƴŘ wΦ aƛƭƴŜΣ ά¢ŜŀŎƘƛƴƎ ŎǊƛǘƛŎŀƭ ŀǇǇǊŀƛǎŀƭ ǎƪƛƭƭǎ ƛƴ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ŎŀǊŜ 
ǎŜǘǘƛƴƎǎΦΣέ Cochrane database Syst. Rev. OnlineΣ ǾƻƭΦ ммΣ ƴƻΦ оΣ ǇΦ /5ллмнтлΣ нллмΦ 

ώмлуϐ WΦ 9ǇƭƛƴƎΣ WΦ {ƳǳŎƴȅΣ !Φ tŀǘƛƭΣ ŀƴŘ CΦ ¢ǳŘƛǾŜǊΣ ά¢ŜŀŎƘƛƴƎ ŜǾƛŘŜƴŎŜπōŀǎŜŘ ƳŜŘƛŎƛƴŜ ǎƪƛƭƭǎ 
ǘƘǊƻǳƎƘ ŀ ǊŜǎƛŘŜƴŎȅπŘŜǾŜƭƻǇŜŘ ƎǳƛŘŜƭƛƴŜΣέ Fam. Med.Σ ǾƻƭΦ опΣ ƴƻΦ фΣ ǇǇΦ спсςспуΣ нллнΦ 

ώмлфϐ DΦ WŀƳǘǾŜŘǘΣ WΦ aΦ ¸ƻǳƴƎΣ 5Φ ¢Φ YǊƛǎǘƻŦŦŜǊǎŜƴΣ aΦ !Φ hΩ.ǊƛŜƴΣ ŀƴŘ !Φ 5Φ hȄƳŀƴΣ ά!ǳŘƛǘ ŀƴŘ 
CŜŜŘōŀŎƪΥ ŜŦŦŜŎǘǎ ƻƴ ǇǊƻŦŜǎǎƛƻƴŀƭ ǇǊŀŎǘƛŎŜ ŀƴŘ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ŎŀǊŜ ƻǳǘŎƻƳŜǎΣέ Cochrane 
Database Syst RevΣ ƴƻΦ нΣ ǇΦ /5лллнрфΣ нллсΦ 

ώммлϐ tΦ .ǳǊƴǎΣ wΦ wƻƘǊƛŎƘΣ ŀƴŘ YΦ /ƘƻƴƎΣ ά¢ƘŜ [ŜǾŜƭǎ ƻŦ 9ǾƛŘŜƴŎŜ ŀƴŘ ǘƘŜƛǊ ǊƻƭŜ ƛƴ 9ǾƛŘŜƴŎŜπ
.ŀǎŜŘ aŜŘƛŎƛƴŜΣέ Plast Reconstr SurgΣ ǾƻƭΦ мнуΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇǇΦ олрςомлΣ нлммΦ 

ώмммϐ ¢Φ aŜǊƭƛƴΣ !Φ ²ŜǎǘƻƴΣ ŀƴŘ wΦ ¢ƻƻƘŜǊΣ ά9ȄǘŜƴŘƛƴƎ ŀƴ ŜǾƛŘŜƴŎŜ ƘƛŜǊŀǊŎƘȅ ǘƻ ƛƴŎƭǳŘŜ ǘƻǇƛŎǎ 
ƻǘƘŜǊ ǘƘŀƴ ǘǊŜŀǘƳŜƴǘΥ ǊŜǾƛǎƛƴƎ ǘƘŜ !ǳǎǘǊŀƭƛŀƴ ΨƭŜǾŜƭǎ ƻŦ ŜǾƛŘŜƴŎŜΣΩέ BMC Med. Res. 
Methodol.Σ ǾƻƭΦ фΣ ƴƻΦ опΣ нллфΦ 

ώммнϐ WΦ tΦ ¢Φ IƛƎƎƛƴǎ ŀƴŘ {Φ DǊŜŜƴΣ ά/ƻŎƘǊŀƴŜ IŀƴŘōƻƻƪ ŦƻǊ {ȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ wŜǾƛŜǿǎ ƻŦ 
LƴǘŜǊǾŜƴǘƛƻƴǎ ±ŜǊǎƛƻƴ рΦмΦл ώǳǇŘŀǘŜŘ aŀǊŎƘ нлммϐΦέ ¢ƘŜ /ƻŎƘǊŀƴŜ /ƻƭƭŀōƻǊŀǘƛƻƴΣ нлммΦ 

ώммоϐ 5Φ ¢Φ /ŀƳǇōŜƭƭ ŀƴŘ WΦ /Φ {ǘŀƴƭŜȅΣ Experimental and quasi-experimental designs for 
researchΦ /ƘƛŎŀƎƻΣ L[Υ wŀƴŘ aŎbŀƭƭȅ /ƻƭƭŜƎŜΣ мфсоΦ 

ώммпϐ /ŀƴŀŘƛŀƴ ¢ŀǎƪ CƻǊŎŜ ƻƴ ǘƘŜ tŜǊƛƻŘƛŎ IŜŀƭǘƘ 9ȄŀƳƛƴŀǘƛƻƴΣ ά¢ƘŜ ǇŜǊƛƻŘƛŎ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ 
ŜȄŀƳƛƴŀǘƛƻƴΦ /ŀƴŀŘƛŀƴ ¢ŀǎƪ CƻǊŎŜ ƻƴ ǘƘŜ tŜǊƛƻŘƛŎ IŜŀƭǘƘ 9ȄŀƳƛƴŀǘƛƻƴΣέ Can Med Assoc JΣ 
ǾƻƭΦ мнмΣ ǇǇΦ ммфоςмнрпΣ мфтфΦ 
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ώммрϐ tΦ DƭŀǎȊƛƻǳΣ WΦ tΦ ±ŀƴŘŜƴōǊƻǳŎƪŜΣ ŀƴŘ LΦ /ƘŀƭƳŜǊǎΣ ά!ǎǎŜǎǎƛƴƎ ǘƘŜ ǉǳŀƭƛǘȅ ƻŦ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΣέ 
BmjΣ ǾƻƭΦ онуΣ ƴƻΦ тполΣ ǇǇΦ офςпмΣ нллпΦ 

ώммсϐ DΦ IΦ DǳȅŀǘǘΣ 5Φ [Φ {ŀŎƪŜǘǘΣ WΦ /Φ {ƛƴŎƭŀƛǊΣ wΦ IŀȅǿŀǊŘΣ 5Φ WΦ /ƻƻƪΣ ŀƴŘ wΦ WΦ /ƻƻƪΣ ά¦ǎŜǊǎΩ 
ƎǳƛŘŜǎ ǘƻ ǘƘŜ ƳŜŘƛŎŀƭ ƭƛǘŜǊŀǘǳǊŜΦ L·Φ ! ƳŜǘƘƻŘ ŦƻǊ ƎǊŀŘƛƴƎ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ŎŀǊŜ ǊŜŎƻƳƳŜƴŘŀǘƛƻƴǎΣέ 
JAMAΣ ǾƻƭΦ нтпΣ мффрΦ 

ώммтϐ ¦Φ {Φ tΦ {Φ ¢Φ CΦ ¦{t¢CΣ ά DǳƛŘŜ ǘƻ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǇǊŜǾŜƴǘƛǾŜ ǎŜǊǾƛŎŜǎΥ ǊŜǇƻǊǘƻŦ ǘƘŜ ¦Φ{Φ tǊŜǾŜƴǘƛǾŜ 
{ŜǊǾƛŎŜǎ ¢ŀǎƪ CƻǊŎŜΣέ  ²ƛƭƭƛŀƳǎϧ ²ƛƭƪƛƴǎΣ ΦΣ .ŀƭǘƛƳƻǊŜΣ мффсΦ 

ώммуϐ bIaw/Σ ά! ƎǳƛŘŜ ǘƻ ǘƘŜ ŘŜǾŜƭƻǇƳŜƴǘΣ ƛƳǇƭŜƳŜƴǘŀǘƛƻƴ ŀƴŘ ŜǾŀƭǳŀǘƛƻƴ ƻŦ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǇǊŀŎǘƛŎŜ 
ƎǳƛŘŜƭƛƴŜǎΦέ /ƻƳƳƻƴǿŜŀƭǘƘ ƻŦ !ǳǎǘǊŀƭƛŀΣ /ŀƴōŜǊǊŀΣ !/¢Σ мфффΦ 

ώммфϐ WΦ 5ŀƭȅΣ YΦ ²ƛƭƭƛǎΣ wΦ {ƳŀƭƭΣ WΦ DǊŜŜƴΣ bΦ ²ŜƭŎƘΣ aΦ YŜŀƭȅΣ ŀƴŘ 9Φ IǳƎƘŜǎΣ ά! ƘƛŜǊŀǊŎƘȅ ƻŦ 
ŜǾƛŘŜƴŎŜ ŦƻǊ ŀǎǎŜǎǎƛƴƎ ǉǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΣέ J. Clin. Epidemiol.Σ ǾƻƭΦ слΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇǇΦ 
поςпфΣ нллтΦ 

ώмнлϐ {Φ LΦ DΦ bΦ {LDb ŀƴŘ {Φ LΦ DΦ bŜǘǿƻǊƪΣ ά{LDb рлΥ ! ƎǳƛŘŜƭƛƴŜ ŘŜǾŜƭƻǇŜǊΩǎ ƘŀƴŘōƻƻƪΦΣέ 
9ŘƛƴōǳǊƎƘΣ нлммΦ 

ώмнмϐ h/9.aΣ ά¢ƘŜ hȄŦƻǊŘ нлмм [ŜǾŜƭǎ ƻŦ 9ǾƛŘŜƴŎŜΦέ hȄŦƻǊŘ /ŜƴǘǊŜ ŦƻǊ 9ǾƛŘŜƴŎŜπ.ŀǎŜŘ 
aŜŘƛŎƛƴŜΣ ƘǘǘǇΥκκǿǿǿΦŎŜōƳΦƴŜǘκƛƴŘŜȄΦŀǎǇȄΚƻҐрсроΣ нлммΦ 

ώмннϐ bL/9Σ άbL/9Υ DǳƛŘŜƭƛƴŜ 5ŜǾŜƭƻǇƳŜƴǘ aŜǘƘƻŘǎΦέ bŀǘƛƻƴŀƭ LƴǎǘƛǘǳǘŜ ŦƻǊ /ƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ 9ȄŎŜƭƭŜƴŎŜΣ 
[ƻƴŘƻƴΣ нллрΦ 

ώмноϐ !Φ ²ŜƛƎƘǘƳŀƴΣ {Φ 9ƭƭƛǎΣ !Φ /ǳƭƭǳƳΣ [Φ {ŀƴŘŜǊΣ ŀƴŘ wΦ ¢ǳǊƭŜȅΣ άDǊŀŘƛƴƎ ŜǾƛŘŜƴŎŜ ŀƴŘ 
ǊŜŎƻƳƳŜƴŘŀǘƛƻƴǎ ŦƻǊ ǇǳōƭƛŎ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ƛƴǘŜǊǾŜƴǘƛƻƴǎΥ ŘŜǾŜƭƻǇƛƴƎ ŀƴŘ ǇƛƭƻǘƛƴƎ ŀ ŦǊŀƳŜǿƻǊƪΦέ 
IŜŀƭǘƘ 5ŜǾŜƭƻǇƳŜƴǘ !ƎŜƴŎȅΣ [ƻƴŘƻƴΣ нллрΦ 

ώмнпϐ DΦ ¢ƻƳƭƛƴ ŀƴŘ .Φ .ƻǊƎŜǘǘƻΣ άwŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ǇȅǊŀƳƛŘΥ ! ƴŜǿ ŜǾƛŘŜƴŎŜπōŀǎŜŘ ǇǊŀŎǘƛŎŜ ƳƻŘŜƭ ŦƻǊ 
ƻŎŎǳǇŀǘƛƻƴŀƭ ǘƘŜǊŀǇȅΣέ Am. J. Occup. Ther.Σ ǾƻƭΦ срΣ ƴƻΦ нΣ ǇǇΦ муфςмфсΣ нлммΦ 

ώмнрϐ .Φ .ƻǊƎŜǘǘƻΣ {Φ .ƻǊƴΣ 5Φ .ǸƴŜƳŀƴƴπDŜƛǖƭŜǊΣ aΦ 5ǸŎƘǘƛƴƎΣ !ΦπaΦ YŀƘǊǎΣ bΦ YŀǎǇŜǊΣ aΦ 
aŜƴȊŜƭΣ !Φ bŜǘȊōŀƴŘΣ YΦ wŜƛŎƘŜƭΣ ²Φ wŜǖƭŜǊΣ aΦ {ŎƘƳƛŘǘΣ ²Φ {ŜƛŦŜǊǘƘΣ IΦ ¢ƘƛŜƳŜΣ ŀƴŘ .Φ 
²ƛƴƪŜƭƳŀƴƴΣ ά¢ƘŜ tȅǊŀƳƛŘ ƻŦ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ π /ƻƴǘǊƛōǳǘƛƻƴ ǘƻ ǘƘŜ 5ƛǎŎǳǎǎƛƻƴ ƻŦ 9ǾƛŘŜƴŎŜπ
ōŀǎŜŘ tǊŀŎǘƛŎŜ ƛƴ hŎŎǳǇŀǘƛƻƴŀƭ ¢ƘŜǊŀǇȅΣέ ErgoscienceΣ ǾƻƭΦ нΣ ƴƻΦ нΣ ǇǇΦ рсςсоΣ нллтΦ 

ώмнсϐ /Φ WΦ .ǳƭǇƛǘǘΣ Randomised Controlled Clinical TrialsΣ {ŜŎƻƴŘΦ bŜǿ ¸ƻǊƪΥ {ǇǊƛƴƎŜǊ ¦{Σ мффсΦ 

ώмнтϐ aΦ aŜƭŘǊǳƳΣ ά! ōǊƛŜŦ ƘƛǎǘƻǊȅ ƻŦ ǘƘŜ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛȊŜŘ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭΥ ŦǊƻƳ hǊŀƴƎŜǎ ŀƴŘ 
[ŜƳƻƴǎ ǘƻ ǘƘŜ DƻƭŘ {ǘŀƴŘŀǊŘΣέ Hematology/Oncology Clinics of North AmericaΣ ǾƻƭΦ мпΣ 
ƴƻΦ пΦ ǇǇΦ тпрςтслΣ !ǳƎπнлллΦ 

ώмнуϐ wΦ YǳƴȊΣ DΦ 9Φ ±ƛǎǘΣ ŀƴŘ !Φ 5Φ hȄƳŀƴΣ άwŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŀǘƛƻƴ ǘƻ ǇǊƻǘŜŎǘ ŀƎŀƛƴǎǘ ǎŜƭŜŎǘƛƻƴ ōƛŀǎ ƛƴ 
ƘŜŀƭǘƘŎŀǊŜ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΣέ Cochrane Database Syst. Rev.Σ ǾƻƭΦ όнύΣ ƴƻΦ awллллмнΣ нллтΦ 

ώмнфϐ /Φ wƻōŜǊǘǎ ŀƴŘ 5Φ ¢ƻǊƎŜǊǎƻƴΣ άwŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŀǘƛƻƴ ƳŜǘƘƻŘǎ ƛƴ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΣέ BmjΣ ǾƻƭΦ омтΣ 
ƴƻΦ тмсуΣ ǇǇΦ молмςмомлΣ мффуΦ 

ώмолϐ YΦ CΦ {ŎƘǳƭȊ ŀƴŘ 5Φ !Φ DǊƛƳŜǎΣ ά.ƭƛƴŘƛƴƎ ƛƴ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΥ ƘƛŘƛƴƎ ǿƘƻ Ǝƻǘ ǿƘŀǘΣέ 
LancetΣ ǾƻƭΦ орфΣ ƴƻΦ фолтΣ ǇǇΦ сфсςтллΣ нллнΦ 

ώмомϐ .Φ {ƛōōŀƭŘ ŀƴŘ aΦ wƻƭŀƴŘΣ ά¦ƴŘŜǊǎǘŀƴŘƛƴƎ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΦ ²Ƙȅ ŀǊŜ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ 
ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎ ƛƳǇƻǊǘŀƴǘΚΣέ BMJ  Br. Med. J.Σ ǾƻƭΦ омсΣ ƴƻΦ тмнсΣ ǇΦ нлмΣ мффуΦ 

ώмонϐ 5Φ [Φ {ŀŎƪŜǘǘΣ ²Φ aΦ /Φ wƻǎŜƴōŜǊƎΣ WΦ ŀ aΦ DǊŀȅΣ wΦ .Φ IŀȅƴŜǎΣ ŀƴŘ ²Φ {Φ wƛŎƘŀǊŘǎƻƴΣ 
ά9ǾƛŘŜƴŎŜ ōŀǎŜŘ ƳŜŘƛŎƛƴŜΥ ǿƘŀǘ ƛǘ ƛǎ ŀƴŘ ǿƘŀǘ ƛǘ ƛǎƴΩǘΣέ Br. Med. J.Σ ǾƻƭΦ омнΣ ƴƻΦ тлноΣ ǇǇΦ 
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тмςтнΣ мффсΦ 

ώмооϐ IΦ {ŀŎƪǎΣ ¢Φ /Φ /ƘŀƭƳŜǊǎΣ ŀƴŘ IΦ WΦ {ƳƛǘƘΣ άwŀƴŘƻƳƛȊŜŘ ǾŜǊǎǳǎ ƘƛǎǘƻǊƛŎŀƭ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭǎ ŦƻǊ 
ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΣέ Am J MedΣ ǾƻƭΦ тнΣ ǇǇΦ нооςнплΣ мфунΦ 

ώмопϐ {Φ .ŀǊǘƻƴΣ ά²ƘƛŎƘ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǎǘǳŘƛŜǎ ǇǊƻǾƛŘŜ ǘƘŜ ōŜǎǘ ŜǾƛŘŜƴŎŜΚΥ ¢ƘŜ ōŜǎǘ w/¢ ǎǘƛƭƭ ǘǊǳƳǇǎ 
ǘƘŜ ōŜǎǘ ƻōǎŜǊǾŀǘƛƻƴŀƭ ǎǘǳŘȅΣέ BmjΣ ǾƻƭΦ онмΣ ƴƻΦ тнрсΣ ǇΦ нррΣ нлллΦ 

ώморϐ /Φ ²ŀǊƭƻǿΣ ά/ƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǘǊƛŀƭǎ ŦƻǊ ǘƻƳƻǊǊƻǿ ŦǳƴŘŜŘ ōȅ ǘƘŜ aw/Σέ BmjΣ ǾƻƭΦ онтΣ ǇǇΦ нплςнпмΣ 
нллоΦ 

ώмосϐ bŀǘƛƻƴŀƭ LƴǎǘƛǘǳǘŜǎ ƻŦ IŜŀƭǘƘΣ άbLIπǿƛŘŜ ǎǘǊŀǘŜƎƛŎ ǇƭŀƴΥ ŦƛǎŎŀƭ ȅŜŀǊǎ нлмсπнлнлΣέ нлмсΦ 

ώмотϐ /ŀƴŀŘƛŀƴ LƴǎǘƛǘǳǘŜǎ ƻŦ IŜŀƭǘƘ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΣ ά/ƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ¢ǊƛŀƭǎΣέ Canadian Institutes of Health 
ResearchΣ нлмсΦ ώhƴƭƛƴŜϐΦ !ǾŀƛƭŀōƭŜΥ ƘǘǘǇΥκκǿǿǿΦŎƛƘǊπƛǊǎŎΦƎŎΦŎŀκŜκотсллΦƘǘƳƭΦ ώ!ŎŎŜǎǎŜŘΥ 
ноπWǳƴπнлмсϐΦ 

ώмоуϐ ²ƻǊƭŘ IŜŀƭǘƘ hǊƎŀƴƛȊŀǘƛƻƴΣ ά¢ƘŜ ²Ih ǎǘǊŀǘŜƎȅ ƻƴ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ŦƻǊ ƘŜŀƭǘƘΣέ нлмнΦ 

ώмофϐ ¦Y /ƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ /ƻƭƭŀōƻǊŀǘƛƻƴΣ ά¦Y IŜŀƭǘƘ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ !ƴŀƭȅǎƛǎ нлмпΣέ нлмрΦ 

ώмплϐ 5ŜǇŀǊǘƳŜƴǘ ƻŦ ƘŜŀƭǘƘΣ ά.Ŝǎǘ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ŦƻǊ ōŜǎǘ ƘŜŀƭǘƘΥ ŀ ƴŜǿ ƴŀǘƛƻƴŀƭ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ 
ǎǘǊŀǘŜƎȅΣέ нллсΦ 

ώмпмϐ ¢ƘŜ {ŎƻǘǘƛǎƘ DƻǾŜǊƴƳŜƴǘΣ ά5ŜƭƛǾŜǊƛƴƎ LƴƴƻǾŀǘƛƻƴ ǘƘǊƻǳƎƘ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ π {ŎƻǘǘƛǎƘ 
DƻǾŜǊƴƳŜƴǘ IŜŀƭǘƘ ŀƴŘ {ƻŎƛŀƭ /ŀǊŜ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ {ǘǊŀǘŜƎȅΣέ нлмрΦ 

ώмпнϐ IΦ LΦ aƻǎŜǎΣ 5Φ IΦ aΦ aŀǘƘŜǎƻƴΣ {Φ /ŀƛǊƴǎπ{ƳƛǘƘΣ .Φ tΦ DŜƻǊƎŜΣ /Φ tŀƭƛǎŎƘΣ ŀƴŘ 9Φ wΦ 5ƻǊǎŜȅΣ 
ά¢ƘŜ !ƴŀǘƻƳȅ ƻŦ aŜŘƛŎŀƭ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΥ ¦{ ŀƴŘ LƴǘŜǊƴŀǘƛƻƴŀƭ /ƻƳǇŀǊƛǎƻƴǎΣέ J. Am. Med. 
Assoc.Σ ǾƻƭΦ омоΣ ƴƻΦ нΣ ǇǇΦ мтпςмуфΣ нлмрΦ 

ώмпоϐ IΦ bŀŎƛ ŀƴŘ WΦ tΦ !Φ LƻŀƴƴƛŘƛǎΣ άIƻǿ ƎƻƻŘ ƛǎ ΨŜǾƛŘŜƴŎŜΩ ŦǊƻƳ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǎǘǳŘƛŜǎ ƻŦ ŘǊǳƎ ŜŦŦŜŎǘǎ 
ŀƴŘ ǿƘȅ ƳƛƎƘǘ ǎǳŎƘ ŜǾƛŘŜƴŎŜ Ŧŀƛƭ ƛƴ ǘƘŜ ǇǊŜŘƛŎǘƛƻƴ ƻŦ ǘƘŜ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǳǘƛƭƛǘȅ ƻŦ ŘǊǳƎǎΚΣέ Annu. 
Rev. Pharmacol. Toxicol.Σ ǾƻƭΦ ррΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇǇΦ мсфςуфΣ нлмрΦ 

ώмппϐ IΦ bŀŎƛΣ {Φ 5ƛŀǎΣ ŀƴŘ !Φ 9Φ !ŘŜǎΣ άLƴŘǳǎǘǊȅ ǎǇƻƴǎƻǊǎƘƛǇ ōƛŀǎ ƛƴ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ŦƛƴŘƛƴƎǎΥ ŀ ƴŜǘǿƻǊƪ 
ƳŜǘŀπŀƴŀƭȅǎƛǎ ƻŦ [5[ ŎƘƻƭŜǎǘŜǊƻƭ ǊŜŘǳŎǘƛƻƴ ƛƴ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎ ƻŦ ǎǘŀǘƛƴǎΦΣέ BMJΣ ǾƻƭΦ опфΣ 
ƴƻΦ ƻŎǘлоψмΣ ǇΦ ƎртпмΣ нлмпΦ 

ώмпрϐ aΦ 5Φ aŀǎǊƛΣ .Φ wŀƳƛǊŜȊΣ /Φ tƻǇŜǎŎǳΣ ŀƴŘ 9Φ aΦ wŜƎƎƛŜΣ ά/ƻƴǘǊŀŎǘ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ƻǊƎŀƴƛȊŀǘƛƻƴǎΥ 
ŀƴ ƛƴŘǳǎǘǊȅ ŀƴŀƭȅǎƛǎΣέ Int. J. Pharm. Healthc. Mark.Σ ǾƻƭΦ сΣ ƴƻΦ пΣ ǇǇΦ оосςорлΣ нлмнΦ 

ώмпсϐ bŀǘƛƻƴŀƭ LƴǎǘƛǘǳǘŜ ŦƻǊ IŜŀƭǘƘ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΣ άDǊƻǿǘƘ ǘƘǊƻǳƎƘ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΥ ǘƘŜ bLIw ŀǎ ŀƴ 
ŜƴƎƛƴŜ ŦƻǊ ƎǊƻǿǘƘΣέ нлмрΦ 

ώмптϐ bŀǘƛƻƴŀƭ LƴǎǘƛǘǳǘŜ ŦƻǊ IŜŀƭǘƘ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΣ άLƴŘǳǎǘǊȅΣέ WebsiteΣ нлмсΦ ώhƴƭƛƴŜϐΦ !ǾŀƛƭŀōƭŜΥ 
ƘǘǘǇΥκκǿǿǿΦƴƛƘǊΦŀŎΦǳƪκƛƴŘǳǎǘǊȅκΦ ώ!ŎŎŜǎǎŜŘΥ ноπWǳƴπнлмсϐΦ 

ώмпуϐ YΦ CΦ {ŎƘǳƭȊΣ LΦ /ƘŀƭƳŜǊǎΣ wΦ WΦ IŀȅŜǎΣ ŀƴŘ 5Φ DΦ !ƭǘƳŀƴΣ ά9ƳǇƛǊƛŎŀƭ ŜǾƛŘŜƴŎŜ ƻŦ ōƛŀǎΦ 
5ƛƳŜƴǎƛƻƴǎ ƻŦ ƳŜǘƘƻŘƻƭƻƎƛŎŀƭ ǉǳŀƭƛǘȅ ŀǎǎƻŎƛŀǘŜŘ ǿƛǘƘ ŜǎǘƛƳŀǘŜǎ ƻŦ ǘǊŜŀǘƳŜƴǘ ŜŦŦŜŎǘǎ ƛƴ 
ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΦΣέ JAMAΣ ǾƻƭΦ нтоΣ ƴƻΦ рΣ ǇǇΦ плуςмнΣ мффрΦ 

ώмпфϐ 5Φ aƻƘŜǊΣ  ŀ wΦ WŀŘŀŘΣ DΦ bƛŎƘƻƭΣ aΦ tŜƴƳŀƴΣ tΦ ¢ǳƎǿŜƭƭΣ ŀƴŘ {Φ ²ŀƭǎƘΣ ά!ǎǎŜǎǎƛƴƎ ǘƘŜ 
ǉǳŀƭƛǘȅ ƻŦ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛȊŜŘ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΣέ Control. Clin. TrialsΣ ǾƻƭΦ мсΣ ƴƻΦ фпΣ ǇǇΦ снςтоΣ 
мффрΦ 

ώмрлϐ 5Φ aƻƘŜǊΣ !Φ wΦ WŀŘŀŘΣ ŀƴŘ tΦ ¢ǳƎǿŜƭƭΣ ά!ǎǎŜǎǎƛƴƎ ǘƘŜ ǉǳŀƭƛǘȅ ƻŦ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛȊŜŘ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ 
ǘǊƛŀƭǎΦ /ǳǊǊŜƴǘ ƛǎǎǳŜǎ ŀƴŘ ŦǳǘǳǊŜ  ŘƛǊŜŎǘƛƻƴǎΦΣέ Int. J. Technol. Assess. Health CareΣ ǾƻƭΦ мнΣ 
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ƴƻΦ нΣ ǇǇΦ мфрςнлуΣ мффсΦ 

ώмрмϐ YΦ IǳǿƛƭŜǊπaǸƴǘŜƴŜǊΣ tΦ WǸƴƛΣ /Φ WǳƴƪŜǊΣ ŀƴŘ aΦ 9ƎƎŜǊΣ άvǳŀƭƛǘȅ ƻŦ ǊŜǇƻǊǘƛƴƎ ƻŦ 
ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛȊŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎ ŀǎ ŀ ƳŜŀǎǳǊŜ ƻŦ ƳŜǘƘƻŘƻƭƻƎƛŎ ǉǳŀƭƛǘȅΦΣέ JAMAΣ ǾƻƭΦ нутΣ ƴƻΦ нмΣ ǇǇΦ 
нулмςнулпΣ нллнΦ 

ώмрнϐ /Φ .ŜƎƎΣ aΦ /ƘƻΣ {Φ 9ŀǎǘǿƻƻŘΣ wΦ IƻǊǘƻƴΣ 5Φ aƻƘŜǊΣ LΦ hƭƪƛƴΣ wΦ tƛǘƪƛƴΣ 5Φ wŜƴƴƛŜΣ YΦ CΦ 
{ŎƘǳƭȊΣ 5Φ {ƛƳŜƭΣ ŀƴŘ 5Φ CΦ {ǘǊƻǳǇΣ άLƳǇǊƻǾƛƴƎ ǘƘŜ ǉǳŀƭƛǘȅ ƻŦ ǊŜǇƻǊǘƛƴƎ ƻŦ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛȊŜŘ 
ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΦ ¢ƘŜ /hb{hw¢ ǎǘŀǘŜƳŜƴǘΣέ JAMAΣ ǾƻƭΦ нтсΣ ǇǇΦ сотςсофΣ мффсΦ 

ώмроϐ 5Φ aƻƘŜǊΣ YΦ CΦ {ŎƘǳƭȊΣ 5Φ !ƭǘƳŀƴΣ ŀƴŘ /Φ DǊƻǳǇΣ ά¢ƘŜ /hb{hw¢ ǎǘŀǘŜƳŜƴǘΥ ǊŜǾƛǎŜŘ 
ǊŜŎƻƳƳŜƴŘŀǘƛƻƴǎ ŦƻǊ ƛƳǇǊƻǾƛƴƎ ǘƘŜ ǉǳŀƭƛǘȅ ƻŦ ǊŜǇƻǊǘǎ ƻŦ ǇŀǊŀƭƭŜƭπƎǊƻǳǇ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛȊŜŘ 
ǘǊƛŀƭǎΦώǎŜŜ ŎƻƳƳŜƴǘϐΦ ώwŜǾƛŜǿϐ ώол ǊŜŦǎϐΣέ JAMAΣ ǾƻƭΦ нурΣ ǇǇΦ мфутςмффмΣ нллмΦ 

ώмрпϐ YΦ CΦ {ŎƘǳƭȊΣ 5Φ DΦ !ƭǘƳŀƴΣ ŀƴŘ 5Φ aƻƘŜǊΣ ά/hb{hw¢ нлмл {ǘŀǘŜƳŜƴǘΥ ǳǇŘŀǘŜŘ ƎǳƛŘŜƭƛƴŜǎ 
ŦƻǊ ǊŜǇƻǊǘƛƴƎ ǇŀǊŀƭƭŜƭ ƎǊƻǳǇ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΣέ Br. Med. J.Σ ǾƻƭΦ оплΣ ǇǇΦ сфтςтлнΣ нлмлΦ 

ώмррϐ aΦ YΦ /ŀƳǇōŜƭƭΣ 5Φ wΦ 9ƭōƻǳǊƴŜΣ ŀƴŘ 5Φ DΦ !ƭǘƳŀƴΣ ά/hb{hw¢ ǎǘŀǘŜƳŜƴǘΥ ŜȄǘŜƴǎƛƻƴ ǘƻ 
ŎƭǳǎǘŜǊ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΣέ BmjΣ ǾƻƭΦ онуΣ ƴƻΦ тппмΣ ǇǇΦ тлнςтлуΣ нллпΦ 

ώмрсϐ aΦ YΦ /ŀƳǇōŜƭƭΣ DΦ tƛŀƎƎƛƻΣ 5Φ wΦ 9ƭōƻǳǊƴŜΣ ŀƴŘ 5Φ DΦ !ƭǘƳŀƴΣ ά/ƻƴǎƻǊǘ нлмл ǎǘŀǘŜƳŜƴǘΥ 
ŜȄǘŜƴǎƛƻƴ ǘƻ ŎƭǳǎǘŜǊ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΣέ BmjΣ ǾƻƭΦ опрΣ ƴƻΦ ǎŜǇлп мΣ ǇǇΦ ŜрссмςŜрссмΣ 
нлмнΦ 

ώмртϐ aΦ ½ǿŀǊŜƴǎǘŜƛƴΣ {Φ ¢ǊŜǿŜŜƪΣ WΦ DŀƎƴƛŜǊΣ 5Φ !ƭǘƳŀƴΣ {Φ ¢ǳƴƛǎΣ .Φ IŀȅƴŜǎΣ !Φ hȄƳŀƴΣ ŀƴŘ 5Φ 
aƻƘŜǊΣ άLƳǇǊƻǾƛƴƎ ǘƘŜ ǊŜǇƻǊǘƛƴƎ ƻŦ ǇǊŀƎƳŀǘƛŎ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΥ ŀƴ ŜȄǘŜƴǎƛƻƴ ƻŦ ǘƘŜ /hb{hw¢ 
ǎǘŀǘŜƳŜƴǘΣέ BMJ.Σ ǾƻƭΦ ммΣ ƴƻΦ ооΣ ǇΦ ŀнофлΣ нллуΦ 

ώмруϐ [Φ ¢ǳǊƴŜǊΣ [Φ {ƘŀƳǎŜŜǊΣ 5Φ DΦ !ƭǘƳŀƴΣ YΦ CΦ {ŎƘǳƭȊΣ ŀƴŘ 5Φ aƻƘŜǊΣ ά5ƻŜǎ ǳǎŜ ƻŦ ǘƘŜ 
/hb{hw¢ {ǘŀǘŜƳŜƴǘ ƛƳǇŀŎǘ ǘƘŜ ŎƻƳǇƭŜǘŜƴŜǎǎ ƻŦ ǊŜǇƻǊǘƛƴƎ ƻŦ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ 
ǘǊƛŀƭǎ ǇǳōƭƛǎƘŜŘ ƛƴ ƳŜŘƛŎŀƭ ƧƻǳǊƴŀƭǎΚ ! /ƻŎƘǊŀƴŜ ǊŜǾƛŜǿŀΣέ Syst. Rev.Σ ǾƻƭΦ мΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇΦ слΣ 
нлмнΦ 

ώмрфϐ wΦ aƘŀǎƪŀǊΣ .Φ 5ƧǳƭōŜƎƻǾƛŎΣ !Φ aŀƎŀȊƛƴΣ IΦ tΦ {ƻŀǊŜǎΣ ŀƴŘ !Φ YǳƳŀǊΣ άtǳōƭƛǎƘŜŘ 
ƳŜǘƘƻŘƻƭƻƎƛŎŀƭ ǉǳŀƭƛǘȅ ƻŦ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛȊŜŘ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎ ŘƻŜǎ ƴƻǘ ǊŜŦƭŜŎǘ ǘƘŜ ŀŎǘǳŀƭ ǉǳŀƭƛǘȅ 
ŀǎǎŜǎǎŜŘ ƛƴ ǇǊƻǘƻŎƻƭǎΣέ Journal of Clinical EpidemiologyΣ ǾƻƭΦ срΣ ƴƻΦ сΦ ǇǇΦ слнςслфΣ нлмнΦ 

ώмслϐ DΦ !ƴŘǊŜǿǎΣ άwŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎ ƛƴ ǇǎȅŎƘƛŀǘǊȅΥ ƛƳǇƻǊǘŀƴǘ ōǳǘ ǇƻƻǊƭȅ ŀŎŎŜǇǘŜŘΣέ 
BMJ.Σ ǾƻƭΦ омфΣ ƴƻΦ рснΣ мфффΦ 

ώмсмϐ aΦ {ƭŀŘŜ ŀƴŘ {Φ tǊƛŜōŜΣ ά!ǊŜ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎ ǘƘŜ ƻƴƭȅ ƎƻƭŘ ǘƘŀǘ ƎƭƛǘǘŜǊǎΚΣέ Br. 
J. PsychiatryΣ ǾƻƭΦ мтфΣ ǇǇΦ нусςнутΣ нллмΦ 

ώмснϐ WΦ DǊƻǎǎƳŀƴ ŀƴŘ CΦ WΦ aŀŎƪŜƴȊƛŜΣ ά¢ƘŜ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛȊŜŘ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭΥ ƎƻƭŘ ǎǘŀƴŘŀǊŘΣ ƻǊ 
ƳŜǊŜƭȅ ǎǘŀƴŘŀǊŘΚΣέ Perspect. Biol. Med.Σ ǾƻƭΦ пуΣ ƴƻΦ пΣ ǇǇΦ рмсςопΣ WŀƴΦ нллрΦ 

ώмсоϐ {Φ DƛƭōƻŘȅ ŀƴŘ tΦ ²ƘƛǘǘȅΣ άLƳǇǊƻǾƛƴƎ ǘƘŜ ŘŜƭƛǾŜǊȅ ŀƴŘ ƻǊƎŀƴƛǎŀǘƛƻƴ ƻŦ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ 
ǎŜǊǾƛŎŜǎΥ ōŜȅƻƴŘ ǘƘŜ ŎƻƴǾŜƴǘƛƻƴŀƭ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭΣέ Br. J. PsychiatryΣ ǾƻƭΦ мулΣ 
ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇǇΦ моςмуΣ нллнΦ 

ώмспϐ tΦ /ǊŀƛƎΣ tΦ 5ƛŜǇǇŜΣ {Φ aŀŎƛƴǘȅǊŜΣ {Φ aƛŎƘƛŜΣ LΦ bŀȊŀǊŜǘƘΣ ŀƴŘ aΦ tŜǘǘƛŎǊŜǿΣ ά5ŜǾŜƭƻǇƛƴƎ 
ŀƴŘ ŜǾŀƭǳŀǘƛƴƎ ŎƻƳǇƭŜȄ ƛƴǘŜǊǾŜƴǘƛƻƴǎΥ ǘƘŜ ƴŜǿ aŜŘƛŎŀƭ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ /ƻǳƴŎƛƭ ƎǳƛŘŀƴŎŜΦΣέ 
BMJΣ ǾƻƭΦ оотΣ ǇΦ ŀмсррΣ WŀƴΦ нллуΦ 

ώмсрϐ WΦ DǊŜŜƴΣ ά¢ƘŜ ŜǾƻƭǾƛƴƎ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭ ƛƴ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ƘŜŀƭǘƘΥ ǎǘǳŘȅƛƴƎ ŎƻƳǇƭŜȄƛǘȅ 
ŀƴŘ ǘǊŜŀǘƳŜƴǘ ǇǊƻŎŜǎǎΣέ Adv. Psychiatr. Treat.Σ ǾƻƭΦ мнΥΣ нллсΦ 

ώмссϐ tΦ /ƘŜƴΣ ¢Φ !Φ CǳǊǳƪŀǿŀΣ YΦ {ƘƛƴƻƘŀǊŀΣ aΦ IƻƴȅŀǎƘƛƪƛΣ IΦ LƳŀƛΣ YΦ LŎƘƛƪŀǿŀΣ 5Φ aΦ /ŀƭŘǿŜƭƭΣ 
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±Φ IǳƴƻǘΣ ŀƴŘ wΦ /ƘǳǊŎƘƛƭƭΣ άvǳŀƴǘƛǘȅ ŀƴŘ ǉǳŀƭƛǘȅ ƻŦ ǇǎȅŎƘƻǘƘŜǊŀǇȅ ǘǊƛŀƭǎ ŦƻǊ ŘŜǇǊŜǎǎƛƻƴ ƛƴ 
ǘƘŜ Ǉŀǎǘ ŦƛǾŜ ŘŜŎŀŘŜǎΣέ J. Affect. Disord.Σ ǾƻƭΦ мсрΣ ǇǇΦ мфлςмфрΣ нлмпΦ 

ώмстϐ .Φ ¢ƘƻǊƴƭŜȅ ŀƴŘ /Φ !ŘŀƳǎΣ ά/ƻƴǘŜƴǘ ŀƴŘ ǉǳŀƭƛǘȅ ƻŦ нллл ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎ ƛƴ ǎŎƘƛȊƻǇƘǊŜƴƛŀ 
ƻǾŜǊ рл ȅŜŀǊǎΦΣέ BMJΣ ǾƻƭΦ омтΣ ƴƻΦ тмстΣ ǇǇΦ ммумςпΣ hŎǘΦ мффуΦ 

ώмсуϐ WΦ aƛȅŀǊ ŀƴŘ /Φ 9Φ !ŘŀƳǎΣ ά/ƻƴǘŜƴǘ ŀƴŘ vǳŀƭƛǘȅ ƻŦ мл ллл /ƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ¢Ǌƛŀƭǎ ƛƴ 
{ŎƘƛȊƻǇƘǊŜƴƛŀ hǾŜǊ сл ¸ŜŀǊǎΣέ Schizophr BullΣ ǾƻƭΦ офΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇǇΦ ннсςннфΣ нлмнΦ 

ώмсфϐ /ƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ¢ǊƛŀƭǎΦƎƻǾΣ ά¢ǊŜƴŘǎΣ /ƘŀǊǘǎΣ ŀƴŘ aŀǇǎΣέ ClinicalTrials.govΣ нлмсΦ ώhƴƭƛƴŜϐΦ !ǾŀƛƭŀōƭŜΥ 
ƘǘǘǇǎΥκκŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭǘǊƛŀƭǎΦƎƻǾκŎǘнκǊŜǎƻǳǊŎŜǎκǘǊŜƴŘǎΦ ώ!ŎŎŜǎǎŜŘΥ ннπWǳƴπнлмсϐΦ 

ώмтлϐ L{w/¢bΣ άL{w/¢b ǊŜƎƛǎǘǊȅΣέ BioMed CentralΣ нлмсΦ ώhƴƭƛƴŜϐΦ !ǾŀƛƭŀōƭŜΥ 
ƘǘǘǇΥκκǿǿǿΦƛǎǊŎǘƴΦŎƻƳκΦ 

ώмтмϐ /ƻŎƘǊŀƴŜ [ƛōǊŀǊȅΣ ά/ƻŎƘǊŀƴŜ /ŜƴǘǊŀƭ wŜƎƛǎǘŜǊ ƻŦ /ƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ¢Ǌƛŀƭǎ ό/9b¢w![ύΣέ Cochrane 
LibraryΣ нлмсΦ ώhƴƭƛƴŜϐΦ !ǾŀƛƭŀōƭŜΥ ƘǘǘǇΥκκǿǿǿΦŎƻŎƘǊŀƴŜƭƛōǊŀǊȅΦŎƻƳκŀōƻǳǘκŎŜƴǘǊŀƭπ
ƭŀƴŘƛƴƎπǇŀƎŜΦƘǘƳƭΦ 

ώмтнϐ {Φ DŀǘŜǎΣ tΦ .ǊƻŎƪƭŜƘǳǊǎǘΣ aΦ YΦ /ŀƳǇōŜƭƭΣ ŀƴŘ 5Φ wΦ 9ƭōƻǳǊƴŜΣ άwŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ǘƻ 
ƳǳƭǘƛŎŜƴǘǊŜ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΣέ BJOGΣ ǾƻƭΦ мммΣ ǇǇΦ оςрΣ нллпΦ 

ώмтоϐ 5Φ aƻƘŜǊΣ /Φ {Φ 5ǳƭōŜǊƎΣ ŀƴŘ DΦ ŀ ²ŜƭƭǎΣ ά{ǘŀǘƛǎǘƛŎŀƭ ǇƻǿŜǊΣ ǎŀƳǇƭŜ ǎƛȊŜΣ ŀƴŘ ǘƘŜƛǊ 
ǊŜǇƻǊǘƛƴƎ ƛƴ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛȊŜŘ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΦΣέ JAMAΣ ǾƻƭΦ нтнΣ ǇǇΦ мннςмнпΣ мффпΦ 

ώмтпϐ aΦ YǊȊȅǿƛƴǎƪƛ ŀƴŘ bΦ !ƭǘƳŀƴΣ άtƻƛƴǘǎ ƻŦ ǎƛƎƴƛŦƛŎŀƴŎŜΥ tƻǿŜǊ ŀƴŘ ǎŀƳǇƭŜ ǎƛȊŜΣέ Nat. 
MethodsΣ ǾƻƭΦ млΣ ƴƻΦ мнΣ ǇǇΦ ммофςммплΣ нлмоΦ 

ώмтрϐ YΦ {Φ .ǳǘǘƻƴΣ WΦ tΦ ŀ LƻŀƴƴƛŘƛǎΣ /Φ aƻƪǊȅǎȊΣ .Φ ŀ bƻǎŜƪΣ WΦ CƭƛƴǘΣ 9Φ {Φ WΦ wƻōƛƴǎƻƴΣ ŀƴŘ aΦ wΦ 
aǳƴŀŦƼΣ άtƻǿŜǊ ŦŀƛƭǳǊŜΥ ǿƘȅ ǎƳŀƭƭ ǎŀƳǇƭŜ ǎƛȊŜ ǳƴŘŜǊƳƛƴŜǎ ǘƘŜ ǊŜƭƛŀōƛƭƛǘȅ ƻŦ 
ƴŜǳǊƻǎŎƛŜƴŎŜΦΣέ Nat. Rev. Neurosci.Σ ǾƻƭΦ мпΣ ƴƻΦ рΣ ǇǇΦ осрςтсΣ нлмоΦ 

ώмтсϐ {Φ wΦ WƻƴŜǎΣ ά!ƴ ƛƴǘǊƻŘǳŎǘƛƻƴ ǘƻ ǇƻǿŜǊ ŀƴŘ ǎŀƳǇƭŜ ǎƛȊŜ ŜǎǘƛƳŀǘƛƻƴΣέ Emerg. Med. J.Σ ǾƻƭΦ 
нлΣ ƴƻΦ рΣ ǇǇΦ проςпруΣ нллоΦ 

ώмттϐ /Φ tΦ DǊƻǎǎΣ wΦ aŀƭƭƻǊȅΣ !Φ IŜƛŀǘΣ ŀƴŘ IΦ aΦ YǊǳƳƘƻƭȊΣ άwŜǇƻǊǘƛƴƎ ǘƘŜ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ǇǊƻŎŜǎǎ 
ƛƴ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΥ ǿƘƻ ŀǊŜ ǘƘŜǎŜ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘǎ ŀƴŘ Ƙƻǿ ŘƛŘ ǘƘŜȅ ƎŜǘ ǘƘŜǊŜΚΣέ Ann Int MedΣ ǾƻƭΦ 
мотΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇǇΦ млςмсΣ нллнΦ 

ώмтуϐ WΦ DƻǊǊƛƴƎŜΣ άLƴƛǘƛŀƭ ǇǊŜǇŀǊŀǘƛƻƴǎ ŦƻǊ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΣέ ƛƴ Principles and Practice of Clinical 
TrialsΣ 9Φ IŀǊǊƛǎ ŀƴŘ WΦ CƛǘȊƎŜǊŀƭŘΣ 9ŘǎΦ 9ŘƛƴōǳǊƎƘΥ /ƘǳǊŎƘƛƭƭ [ƛǾƛƴƎǎǘƻƴŜΣ мфтлΣ ǇǇΦ пмςпсΦ 

ώмтфϐ WΦ .ŜŀǊƳŀƴΣ wΦ [ƻŜǿŜƴǎƻƴΣ ŀƴŘ ²Φ DǳƭƭŜƴΣ άaǳŜƴŎƘΩǎ ǇƻǎǘǳƭŀǘŜǎΣ ƭŀǿǎΣ ŀƴŘ ŎƻǊƻƭƭŀǊƛŜǎΣέ 
Biometrics noteΣ ǾƻƭΦ пΣ ƴƻΦ нсΣ мфтпΦ 

ώмулϐ WΦ CΦ /ƻƭƭƛƴǎΣ ²Φ hΦ ²ƛƭƭƛŦƻǊŘΣ 5Φ DΦ ²ŜƛǎǎΣ {Φ CΦ .ƛƴƎƘŀƳΣ ŀƴŘ /Φ YƭŜǘǘΣ άtƭŀƴƴƛƴƎ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘ 
ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘΥ Ŧŀƴǘŀǎȅ ŀƴŘ ǊŜŀƭƛǘȅΣέ Stat Med.Σ ǾƻƭΦ оΣ ǇǇΦ порςппоΣ мфупΦ 

ώмумϐ /ǳǘǘƛƴƎ 9ŘƎŜ LƴŦƻǊƳŀǘƛƻƴΣ άtŀǘƛŜƴǘ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ŀƴŘ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǾŜƴŘƻǊ ŦŜŜǎ ǘƻǇ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǘǊƛŀƭ 
Ŏƻǎǘ ŘǊƛǾŜǊǎΣέ Cutting Edge InformationΣ нлмсΦ ώhƴƭƛƴŜϐΦ !ǾŀƛƭŀōƭŜΥ 
ƘǘǘǇǎΥκκǿǿǿΦŎǳǘǘƛƴƎŜŘƎŜƛƴŦƻΦŎƻƳκнлммκŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭπǘǊƛŀƭπŎƻǎǘπŘǊƛǾŜǊǎκΦ ώ!ŎŎŜǎǎŜŘΥ нрπWǳƴπ
нлмсϐΦ 

ώмунϐ /ŜƴǘŜǊ²ŀǘŎƘΣ άtƘŀǎŜ L ŀƴŘ LL ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǘǊƛŀƭ ōǳŘƎŜǘǎ ŘƻǳōƭŜ ƻǾŜǊ Ǉŀǎǘ ŦƛǾŜ ȅŜŀǊǎ ŘǳŜ ǘƻ 
ǎǘŀŦŦƛƴƎΣ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘ ŜƴǊƻƭƭƳŜƴǘΣέ Global NewsΣ нлмрΦ ώhƴƭƛƴŜϐΦ !ǾŀƛƭŀōƭŜΥ 
ƘǘǘǇΥκκǿǿǿΦŎŜƴǘŜǊǿŀǘŎƘΦŎƻƳκƴŜǿǎπƻƴƭƛƴŜκнлмрκлсκлуκǇƘŀǎŜπƛπŀƴŘπƛƛπŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭπǘǊƛŀƭπ
ōǳŘƎŜǘǎπŘƻǳōƭŜπƻǾŜǊπǇŀǎǘπŦƛǾŜπȅŜŀǊǎπŘǳŜπǘƻπǎǘŀŦŦƛƴƎπǇŀǘƛŜƴǘπŜƴǊƻƭƭƳŜƴǘκІƳƻǊŜπноспоΦ 
ώ!ŎŎŜǎǎŜŘΥ нрπWǳƴπнлмсϐΦ 
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ώмуоϐ bΦ IŀǿƪŜǎΣ ά¦Y Ƴǳǎǘ ƛƳǇǊƻǾŜ ƛǘǎ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ǊŀǘŜ ƛƴ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΣ ǊŜǇƻǊǘ ǎŀȅǎΣέ BmjΣ ǾƻƭΦ 
опрΣ ǇΦ ŜумлпΣ нлмнΦ 

ώмупϐ aΦ YΦ /ŀƳǇōŜƭƭΣ /Φ {ƴƻǿŘƻƴΣ 5Φ CǊŀƴŎƛǎΣ 5Φ 9ƭōƻǳǊƴŜΣ !Φ aΦ aŎ5ƻƴŀƭŘΣ wΦ YƴƛƎƘǘΣ ±Φ 
9ƴǘǿƛǎǘƭŜΣ WΦ DŀǊŎƛŀΣ LΦ wƻōŜǊǘǎΣ ŀƴŘ !Φ DǊŀƴǘΣ άwŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ǘƻ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΥ ǎǘǊŀǘŜƎƛŜǎ 
ŦƻǊ ǘǊƛŀƭ ŜƴǊƻƭƳŜƴǘ ŀƴŘ ǇŀǊǘƛŎƛǇŀǘƛƻƴ ǎǘǳŘȅΦ ¢ƘŜ {¢9t{ ǎǘǳŘȅΣέ Health Technol. Assess. 
(Rockv).Σ ǾƻƭΦ ммΣ ƴƻΦ пуΣ ǇΦ ммоΣ нллтΦ 

ώмурϐ .Φ DΦ {ǳƭƭȅΣ {Φ !Φ WǳƭƛƻǳǎΣ ŀƴŘ WΦ bƛŎƘƻƭƭΣ ά! ǊŜƛƴǾŜǎǘƛƎŀǘƛƻƴ ƻŦ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ǘƻ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘΣ 
ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘΣ ƳǳƭǘƛŎŜƴǘŜǊ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΥ ŀ ǊŜǾƛŜǿ ƻŦ ǘǊƛŀƭǎ ŦǳƴŘŜŘ ōȅ ǘǿƻ ¦Y ŦǳƴŘƛƴƎ ŀƎŜƴŎƛŜǎΣέ 
TrialsΣ ǾƻƭΦ мпΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇΦ мссΣ нлмоΦ 

ώмусϐ .Φ YŀǎŜƴŘŀΣ 9Φ Ǿƻƴ 9ƭƳΣ WΦ ¸ƻǳΣ !Φ .ƭǸƳƭŜΣ ¸Φ ¢ƻƳƻƴŀƎŀΣ wΦ {ŀŎŎƛƭƻǘǘƻΣ !Φ !ƳǎǘǳǘȊΣ ¢Φ 
.ŜƴƎƻǳƎƘΣ WΦ WΦ aŜŜǊǇƻƘƭΣ aΦ {ǘŜƎŜǊǘΣ YΦ ŀ hΦ ¢ƛƪƪƛƴŜƴΣ LΦ bŜǳƳŀƴƴΣ !Φ /ŀǊǊŀǎŎƻπ[ŀōǊŀΣ aΦ 
CŀǳƭƘŀōŜǊΣ {Φ aΦ aǳƭƭŀΣ 5Φ aŜǊǘȊΣ 9Φ ŀ !ƪƭΣ 5Φ .ŀǎǎƭŜǊΣ WΦ ²Φ .ǳǎǎŜΣ LΦ CŜǊǊŜƛǊŀπDƻƴȊłƭŜȊΣ CΦ 
[ŀƳƻƴǘŀƎƴŜΣ !Φ bƻǊŘƳŀƴƴΣ ±Φ DƭƻȅΣ IΦ wŀŀǘȊΣ [Φ aƻƧŀΣ wΦ wƻǎŜƴǘƘŀƭΣ {Φ 9ōǊŀƘƛƳΣ {Φ 
{ŎƘŀƴŘŜƭƳŀƛŜǊΣ {Φ ·ƛƴΣ tΦ hΦ ±ŀƴŘǾƛƪΣ .Φ /Φ WƻƘƴǎǘƻƴΣ aΦ ŀ ²ŀƭǘŜǊΣ .Φ .ǳǊƴŀƴŘΣ aΦ 
{ŎƘǿŜƴƪƎƭŜƴƪǎΣ [Φ DΦ IŜƳƪŜƴǎΣ IΦ /Φ .ǳŎƘŜǊΣ DΦ IΦ DǳȅŀǘǘΣ ŀƴŘ aΦ .ǊƛŜƭΣ άtǊŜǾŀƭŜƴŎŜΣ 
ŎƘŀǊŀŎǘŜǊƛǎǘƛŎǎΣ ŀƴŘ ǇǳōƭƛŎŀǘƛƻƴ ƻŦ ŘƛǎŎƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛȊŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΦΣέ JAMAΣ ǾƻƭΦ оммΣ ƴƻΦ 
млΣ ǇǇΦ млпрςрмΣ нлмпΦ 

ώмутϐ /ŜƴǘŜǊ²ŀǘŎƘΣ State of the Clinical Trials Industry 2009: A Sourcebook of Charts and 
StatisticsΦ /ŜƴǘŜǊ²ŀǘŎƘΣ нллфΦ 

ώмууϐ tΦ .ƻǿŜǊΣ ±Φ /Φ .ǊǳŜǘƻƴΣ /Φ DŀƳōƭŜΣ {Φ ¢ǊŜǿŜŜƪΣ /Φ ¢ǳŘǳǊ {ƳƛǘƘΣ .Φ ¸ƻǳƴƎΣ ŀƴŘ tΦ 
²ƛƭƭƛŀƳǎƻƴΣ άLƴǘŜǊǾŜƴǘƛƻƴǎ ǘƻ ƛƳǇǊƻǾŜ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ŀƴŘ ǊŜǘŜƴǘƛƻƴ ƛƴ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΥ ŎǳǊǊŜƴǘ 
ǇǊŀŎǘƛŎŜ ŀƴŘ ŦǳǘǳǊŜ ǇǊƛƻǊƛǘƛŜǎΣέ нлмпΦ 

ώмуфϐ wΦ CƻȅΣ WΦ tŀǊǊȅΣ !Φ 5ǳƎƎŀƴΣ .Φ 5ŜƭŀƴŜȅΣ {Φ ²ƛƭǎƻƴΣ bΦ [ŜǿƛƴπǾŀƴ ŘŜƴ .ǊƻŜƪΣ !Φ [ŀǎǎŜƴΣ [Φ 
±ƛŎƪŜǊǎΣ ŀƴŘ tΦ aȅǊŜǎΣ άIƻǿ ŜǾƛŘŜƴŎŜ ōŀǎŜŘ ŀǊŜ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ǎǘǊŀǘŜƎƛŜǎ ǘƻ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛȊŜŘ 
ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎ ƛƴ ǇǊƛƳŀǊȅ ŎŀǊŜΚ 9ȄǇŜǊƛŜƴŎŜ ŦǊƻƳ ǎŜǾŜƴ ǎǘǳŘƛŜǎΣέ Fam. Pract.Σ ǾƻƭΦ нлΣ ƴƻΦ 
мΣ ǇǇΦ уоςфнΣ нллоΦ 

ώмфлϐ !Φ aΦ aŎ5ƻƴŀƭŘΣ wΦ /Φ YƴƛƎƘǘΣ aΦ YΦ /ŀƳǇōŜƭƭΣ ±Φ ŀ 9ƴǘǿƛǎǘƭŜΣ !Φ aΦ DǊŀƴǘΣ WΦ ŀ /ƻƻƪΣ 5Φ wΦ 
9ƭōƻǳǊƴŜΣ 5Φ CǊŀƴŎƛǎΣ WΦ DŀǊŎƛŀΣ LΦ wƻōŜǊǘǎΣ ŀƴŘ /Φ {ƴƻǿŘƻƴΣ ά²Ƙŀǘ ƛƴŦƭǳŜƴŎŜǎ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ 
ǘƻ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΚ ! ǊŜǾƛŜǿ ƻŦ ǘǊƛŀƭǎ ŦǳƴŘŜŘ ōȅ ǘǿƻ ¦Y ŦǳƴŘƛƴƎ ŀƎŜƴŎƛŜǎΦΣέ 
TrialsΣ ǾƻƭΦ тΣ ǇΦ фΣ WŀƴΦ нллсΦ 

ώмфмϐ YΦ .ŀǊƴŀǊŘΣ [Φ 5ŜƴǘΣ ŀƴŘ !Φ /ƻƻƪΣ ά! ǎȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ ǊŜǾƛŜǿ ƻŦ ƳƻŘŜƭǎ ǘƻ ǇǊŜŘƛŎǘ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ 
ǘƻ ƳǳƭǘƛŎŜƴǘǊŜ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΣέ BMC Med. Res. Methodol.Σ ǾƻƭΦ млΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇΦ соΣ нлмлΦ 

ώмфнϐ !ǎǎƻŎƛŀǘƛƻƴ ƻŦ .ǊƛǘƛǎƘ tƘŀǊƳŀŎŜǳǘƛŎŀƭ LƴŘǳǎǘǊƛŜǎΣ ά{ŜŎǳǊƛƴƎ ŀ ŦǳǘǳǊŜ ŦƻǊ ƛƴƴƻǾŀǘƛǾŜ 
ƳŜŘƛŎƛƴŜǎΥ ŀ ŘƛǎŎǳǎǎƛƻƴ ǇŀǇŜǊΣέ нлмсΦ 

ώмфоϐ 5Φ CŀȅǘŜǊΣ /Φ aŎ5ŀƛŘΣ ŀƴŘ !Φ 9ŀǎǘǿƻƻŘΣ ά! ǎȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ ǊŜǾƛŜǿ ƘƛƎƘƭƛƎƘǘǎ ǘƘǊŜŀǘǎ ǘƻ ǾŀƭƛŘƛǘȅ 
ƛƴ ǎǘǳŘƛŜǎ ƻŦ ōŀǊǊƛŜǊǎ ǘƻ ŎŀƴŎŜǊ ǘǊƛŀƭ ǇŀǊǘƛŎƛǇŀǘƛƻƴΣέ Journal of Clinical EpidemiologyΣ ǾƻƭΦ 
слΣ ƴƻΦ млΦ нллтΦ 

ώмфпϐ wΦ {Φ !ǎƘŜǊȅ ŀƴŘ ²Φ 9Φ aŎ!ǳƭƛŦŦŜΣ άLƳǇƭŜƳŜƴǘŀǘƛƻƴ ƛǎǎǳŜǎ ŀƴŘ ǘŜŎƘƴƛǉǳŜǎ ƛƴ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛȊŜŘ 
ǘǊƛŀƭǎ ƻŦ ƻǳǘǇŀǘƛŜƴǘ ǇǎȅŎƘƻǎƻŎƛŀƭ ǘǊŜŀǘƳŜƴǘǎ ŦƻǊ ŘǊǳƎ ŀōǳǎŜǊǎΥ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ƻŦ ǎǳōƧŜŎǘǎΣέ 
Am. J. Drug Alcohol AbuseΣ ǾƻƭΦ муΣ ƴƻΦ оΣ ǇǇΦ олрςонфΣ мффнΦ 

ώмфрϐ /Φ CŀƛǊƘǳǊǎǘ YΦ 5ƻǿǊƛŎƪΣ άtǊƻōƭŜƳǎ ǿƛǘƘ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ƛƴ ŀ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛȊŜŘ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭ ƻŦ 
ŎƻǳƴǎŜƭƭƛƴƎ ƛƴ ƎŜƴŜǊŀƭ ǇǊŀŎǘƛŎŜΥ ŎŀǳǎŜǎ ŀƴŘ ƛƳǇƭƛŎŀǘƛƻƴǎΦΣέ Journal of Health Services & 
Research PolicyΣ ǾƻƭΦ мΣ ƴƻΦ нΦ ǇǇΦ ттςулΣ мффсΦ 

ώмфсϐ ¦Φ {ƪŜǊǊƛǘǘΣ .Φ tƛǘǘΣ {Φ !ǊƳǎǘǊƻƴƎΣ ŀƴŘ !Φ hΩ.ǊƛŜƴΣ άwŜŎǊǳƛǘƛƴƎ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘǎ ŦƻǊ ŘǊǳƎ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΥ ! 
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ŘƛŦŦƛŎǳƭǘ ǘŀǎƪΣέ Psychiatr. Bull.Σ ǾƻƭΦ нлΣ ƴƻΦ мнΣ ǇǇΦ тлуςтмлΣ мффсΦ 

ώмфтϐ YΦ .ƻƴǾƛŎƛƴƛΣ ά¢ƘŜ ŀǊǘ ƻŦ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘΥ ǘƘŜ ŦƻǳƴŘŀǘƛƻƴ ƻŦ ŦŀƳƛƭȅ ŀƴŘ ƭƛƴƪŀƎŜ ǎǘǳŘƛŜǎ ƻŦ 
ǇǎȅŎƘƛŀǘǊƛŎ ƛƭƭƴŜǎǎΦ ώwŜǾƛŜǿϐ ώоп ǊŜŦǎϐΣέ Family ProcessΣ ǾƻƭΦ отΣ ƴƻΦ нΦ ǇǇΦ мроςмсрΣ мффуΦ 

ώмфуϐ /Φ WΦ IǳƴǘΣ [Φ aΦ {ƘŜǇƘŜǊŘΣ ŀƴŘ DΦ !ƴŘǊŜǿǎΣ ά5ƻ ŘƻŎǘƻǊǎ ƪƴƻǿ ōŜǎǘ Κ /ƻƳƳŜƴǘǎ ƻƴ ŀ 
ŦŀƛƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭΣέ Med. J. Aust.Σ ƴƻΦ мтпΣ ǇǇΦ мςуΣ нллмΦ 

ώмффϐ YΦ !ǊŜŀƴ t!Φ !ƭǾƛŘǊŜȊ WΦ bŜǊȅ wΦ 9ǎǘŜǎ /Φ [ƛƴƪƛƴǎΣ άwŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ŀƴŘ ǊŜǘŜƴǘƛƻƴ ƻŦ ƻƭŘŜǊ 
ƳƛƴƻǊƛǘƛŜǎ ƛƴ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ǎŜǊǾƛŎŜǎ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΦΣέ GerontologistΣ ǾƻƭΦ поΣ ƴƻΦ мΦ ǇǇΦ осςппΣ 
нллоΦ 

ώнллϐ WΦ IŜǘƘŜǊǘƻƴΣ !Φ aŀǘƘŜǎƻƴΣ ŀƴŘ aΦ wƻōǎƻƴΣ άwŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ōȅ Dtǎ ŘǳǊƛƴƎ Ŏƻƴǎǳƭǘŀǘƛƻƴǎ ƛƴ ŀ 
ǇǊƛƳŀǊȅ ŎŀǊŜ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛȊŜŘ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭ ŎƻƳǇŀǊƛƴƎ ŎƻƳǇǳǘŜǊƛȊŜŘ ǇǎȅŎƘƻƭƻƎƛŎŀƭ ǘƘŜǊŀǇȅ 
ǿƛǘƘ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǇǎȅŎƘƻƭƻƎȅ ŀƴŘ ǊƻǳǘƛƴŜ Dt ŎŀǊŜΥ ǇǊƻōƭŜƳǎ ŀƴŘ ǇƻǎǎƛōƭŜ ǎƻƭǳǘƛƻƴǎΣέ Prim. 
Health Care Res. Dev.Σ ǾƻƭΦ рΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇǇΦ рςмлΣ нллпΦ 

ώнлмϐ bΦ aŜŀŘΣ ²Φ aŀŎ5ƻƴŀƭŘΣ tΦ .ƻǿŜǊΣ YΦ [ƻǾŜƭƭΣ 5Φ wƛŎƘŀǊŘǎΣ /Φ wƻōŜǊǘǎΣ ŀƴŘ !Φ .ǳŎƪƴŀƭƭΣ ά 
¢ƘŜ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ŜŦŦŜŎǘƛǾŜƴŜǎǎ ƻŦ ƎǳƛŘŜŘ ǎŜƭŦπƘŜƭǇ ǾŜǊǎǳǎ ǿŀƛǘƛƴƎπƭƛǎǘ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭ ƛƴ ǘƘŜ 
ƳŀƴŀƎŜƳŜƴǘ ƻŦ ŀƴȄƛŜǘȅ ŀƴŘ ŘŜǇǊŜǎǎƛƻƴΥ ŀ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛȊŜŘ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭΣέ Psychol. Med.Σ 
ǾƻƭΦ орΣ ǇǇΦ мсооςмспоΣ нллрΦ 

ώнлнϐ WΦ IƻǿŀǊŘ [Φ ŘŜ {ŀƭƛǎ LΦ ¢ƻƳƭƛƴ ½Φ ¢ƘƻǊƴƛŎǊƻŦǘ DΦ 5ƻƴƻǾŀƴΣ ά²Ƙȅ ƛǎ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ǘƻ ǘǊƛŀƭǎ 
ŘƛŦŦƛŎǳƭǘΚ !ƴ ƛƴǾŜǎǘƛƎŀǘƛƻƴ ƛƴǘƻ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ŘƛŦŦƛŎǳƭǘƛŜǎ ƛƴ ŀƴ w/¢ ƻŦ ǎǳǇǇƻǊǘŜŘ 
ŜƳǇƭƻȅƳŜƴǘ ƛƴ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘǎ ǿƛǘƘ ǎŜǾŜǊŜ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ƛƭƭƴŜǎǎΦΣέ Contemporary Clinical TrialsΣ ǾƻƭΦ олΣ 
ƴƻΦ мΦ ǇǇΦ плςпсΣ нллфΦ 

ώнлоϐ !Φ ²ƻƻŘŀƭƭΣ /Φ aƻǊƎŀƴΣ /Φ {ƭƻŀƴΣ ŀƴŘ [Φ IƻǿŀǊŘΣ ά.ŀǊǊƛŜǊǎ ǘƻ ǇŀǊǘƛŎƛǇŀǘƛƻƴ ƛƴ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ 
ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΥ ŀǊŜ ǘƘŜǊŜ ǎǇŜŎƛŦƛŎ ƎŜƴŘŜǊΣ ŜǘƘƴƛŎƛǘȅ ŀƴŘ ŀƎŜ ǊŜƭŀǘŜŘ ōŀǊǊƛŜǊǎΚΣέ BMC 
PsychiatrΣ ǾƻƭΦ млΣ ǇΦ млоΣ нлмлΦ 

ώнлпϐ WΦ ²ƻƻŘŦƻǊŘΣ tΦ CŀǊǊŀƴŘΣ aΦ .ŜǎǎŀƴǘΣ ŀƴŘ /Φ ²ƛƭƭƛŀƳǎΣ άwŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ƛƴǘƻ ŀ ƎǳƛŘŜŘ ƛƴǘŜǊƴŜǘ 
ōŀǎŜŘ /.¢ όƛ/.¢ύ ƛƴǘŜǊǾŜƴǘƛƻƴ ŦƻǊ ŘŜǇǊŜǎǎƛƻƴΥ ƭŜǎǎƻƴ ƭŜŀǊƴǘ ŦǊƻƳ ǘƘŜ ŦŀƛƭǳǊŜ ƻŦ ŀ 
ǇǊŜǾŀƭŜƴŎŜ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ǎǘǊŀǘŜƎȅΣέ Contemp Clin TrialsΣ ǾƻƭΦ онΣ ƴƻΦ рΣ ǇǇΦ спмςспуΣ нлммΦ 

ώнлрϐ WΦ DŀǊƴƘŀƳΣ /Φ {ƭŀƴŜȅΣ ŀƴŘ /Φ hΩ5ƻƴƻǾŀƴΣ ά5ŜǇǊŜǎǎƛƻƴ ǘǊƛŀƭ ǎǳōƧŜŎǘ ŜȄŎƭǳǎƛƻƴ 
ŎƘŀǊŀŎǘŜǊƛǎǘƛŎǎΣέ Int Clin PsychopharmacolΣ ǾƻƭΦ нсΣ ǇΦ ŜмуΣ нлммΦ 

ώнлсϐ 9Φ IŀōŜǊŦŜƭƭƴŜǊΣ άwŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ƻŦ ŘŜǇǊŜǎǎƛǾŜ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘǎ ŦƻǊ ŀ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǘǊƛŀƭ ƛƴ ŀ 
ǇǎȅŎƘƛŀǘǊƛŎ ǇǊŀŎǘƛŎŜΦΣέ PharmacopsychiatryΣ ǾƻƭΦ ооΣ ƴƻΦ пΦ ǇǇΦ мпнςмппΣ нлллΦ 

ώнлтϐ ¢Φ YŀǘȊΣ tΦ CƛǎƘŜǊΣ !Φ YŀǘȊΣ WΦ 5ŀǾƛŘǎƻƴΣ ŀƴŘ DΦ CŜŘŜǊΣ ά¢ƘŜ ŦŜŀǎƛōƛƭƛǘȅ ƻŦ ŀ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘΣ 
ǇƭŀŎŜōƻπŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǘǊƛŀƭ ƻŦ ƘƻƳŜƻǇŀǘƘƛŎ ǘǊŜŀǘƳŜƴǘ ƻŦ ŘŜǇǊŜǎǎƛƻƴ ƛƴ ƎŜƴŜǊŀƭ 
ǇǊŀŎǘƛŎŜΣέ Homeopath. J. Fac. Homeopath.Σ ǾƻƭΦ фпΣ ƴƻΦ оΣ ǇǇΦ мпрςмрнΣ нллрΦ 

ώнлуϐ IΦ aƛƴŀǎΣ {Φ YƭƛƳƛŘƛǎΣ ŀƴŘ wΦ YƻƪŀƴƻǾƛŎΣ άaŜƴǘŀƭ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ƛƴ ƎŜƴŜǊŀƭ ǇǊŀŎǘƛŎŜΣέ 
Australas PsychiatrΣ ǾƻƭΦ моΣ ƴƻΦ нΣ ǇǇΦ мумςмупΣ нллрΦ 

ώнлфϐ aΦ [Φ {ǘŜƪΣ CΦ .Φ Ǿŀƴ ŘŜǊ ²ǳǊŦŦΣ .Φ aΦ WΦ ¦ƛǘŘŜƘŀŀƎΣ !Φ ¢Φ CΦ .ŜŜƪƳŀƴΣ ŀƴŘ ²Φ WΦ DΦ 
IƻƻƎŜƴŘƛƧƪΣ ά9/¢ ƛƴ ǘƘŜ ǘǊŜŀǘƳŜƴǘ ƻŦ ŘŜǇǊŜǎǎŜŘ ŜƭŘŜǊƭȅΥ [Ŝǎǎƻƴǎ ŦǊƻƳ ŀ ǘŜǊƳƛƴŀǘŜŘ 
ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǘǊƛŀƭΣέ Int J Geriatr PsychiatryΣ ǾƻƭΦ ннΣ ƴƻΦ млΣ ǇǇΦ млрнςмлрпΣ нллтΦ 

ώнмлϐ hΦ ¸ŀǎǘǊǳōŜǘǎƪŀȅŀΣ 9Φ /ƘƛǳΣ ŀƴŘ {Φ hΩ/ƻƴƴŜƭƭΣ άLǎ ƎƻƻŘ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ǇǊŀŎǘƛŎŜ ŦƻǊ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ 
ǘǊƛŀƭǎ ƎƻƻŘ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǇǊŀŎǘƛŎŜΚΣέ Int J Geriatr PsychiatryΣ ǾƻƭΦ мнΣ ƴƻΦ нΣ ǇǇΦ ннтςномΣ мффтΦ 

ώнммϐ [Φ .ǳǊƎŜǎǎ bΦ /ƘǊƛǎǘŜƴǎŜƴ IΦ DǊƛŦŦƛǘƘǎ YaΦ CŀǊǊŜǊΣ άwŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ŎƘŀƭƭŜƴƎŜǎ ŀǎǎƻŎƛŀǘŜŘ ǿƛǘƘ 
ŀ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭ ǿƛǘƘƛƴ ŀ ƎŜƴŜǊŀƭ ǘŜƭŜǇƘƻƴŜ ŎƻǳƴǎŜƭƭƛƴƎ ǎŜǊǾƛŎŜΦΣέ Journal of 
Telemedicine & TelecareΣ ǾƻƭΦ мсΣ ƴƻΦ тΦ ǇǇΦ плфςпмоΣ нлмлΦ 
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ώнмнϐ YΦ .ǊȅŀƴǘΣ aΦ bΦ ²ƛŎƪǎΣ ŀƴŘ bΦ ²ƛƭƭƛǎΣ άwŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ƻŦ hƭŘŜǊ !ŦǊƛŎŀƴ !ƳŜǊƛŎŀƴ aŀƭŜǎ ŦƻǊ 
5ŜǇǊŜǎǎƛƻƴ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΥ [Ŝǎǎƻƴǎ [ŜŀǊƴŜŘΣέ Arch. Psychiatr. Nurs.Σ ǾƻƭΦ нуΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇǇΦ мтςнлΣ 
нлмпΦ 

ώнмоϐ YΦ hƭǎŜƴΣ 5Φ IƻǿŜƭΣ wΦ .ŀǊōŜǊΣ DΦ !Φ CƻǊŘΣ tΦ DŀƭƭŀƎƘŜǊΣ wΦ IΦ aŎ!ƭƭƛǎǘŜǊπ²ƛƭƭƛŀƳǎΣ WΦ 
bƛƭǎǎƻƴΣ WΦ hΩ.ǊƛŜƴΣ WΦ tŀǊƪŜǊΣ ŀƴŘ !Φ ¢ƘƻƳŀǎΣ ά[Ŝǎǎƻƴǎ ŦǊƻƳ ŀ Ǉƛƭƻǘ ŀƴŘ ŦŜŀǎƛōƛƭƛǘȅ 
ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭ ƛƴ ŘŜǇǊŜǎǎƛƻƴ ό.ƭƻƻŘ ǇǊŜǎǎǳǊŜ wŀǇƛŘ LƴǘŜƴǎƛǾŜ [ƻǿŜǊƛƴƎ !ƴŘ bƻǊƳŀƭ 
¢ǊŜŀǘƳŜƴǘ ŦƻǊ aƻƻŘ ŀƴŘ ŎƻƎƴƛǘƛƻƴ ƛƴ ǇŜǊǎƛǎǘŜƴǘ ŘŜǇǊŜǎǎƛƻƴ ό.wL[ƛ!b¢ ƳƻƻŘ ǎǘǳŘȅύύΣέ 
Pilot Feasibility Stud.Σ ǾƻƭΦ мΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇǇΦ мςммΣ нлмрΦ 

ώнмпϐ DΦ ¢ƻƎƴƻƴƛΣ /Φ !ƭƭƛΣ CΦ !ǾŀƴȊƛƴƛΣ DΦ .ŜǘǘŜƭƭƛΣ CΦ /ƻƭƻƳōƻΣ wΦ /ƻǊǎƻΣ wΦ aŀǊŎƘƛƻƭƛΣ ŀƴŘ !Φ 
½ǳǎǎƛƴƻΣ άwŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǘǊƛŀƭǎ ƛƴ ƎŜƴŜǊŀƭ ǇǊŀŎǘƛŎŜΥ ƭŜǎǎƻƴǎ ŦǊƻƳ ŀ ŦŀƛƭǳǊŜΣέ Br. Med. 
J.Σ ǾƻƭΦ олоΣ ƴƻΦ сулуΣ ǇǇΦ фсфςфтмΣ мффмΦ 

ώнмрϐ {Φ {ƛƳǇǎƻƴΣ wΦ /ƻǊƴŜȅΣ tΦ CƛǘȊƎŜǊŀƭŘΣ ŀƴŘ WΦ .ŜŜŎƘŀƳΣ ά! ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭ ǘƻ 
ŜǾŀƭǳŀǘŜ ǘƘŜ ŜŦŦŜŎǘƛǾŜƴŜǎǎ ŀƴŘ ŎƻǎǘπŜŦŦŜŎǘƛǾŜƴŜǎǎ ƻŦ ŎƻǳƴǎŜƭƭƛƴƎ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘǎ ǿƛǘƘ ŎƘǊƻƴƛŎ 
ŘŜǇǊŜǎǎƛƻƴΣέ Health Technol. Assess.Σ ǾƻƭΦ пΣ ƴƻΦ осΣ ǇǇΦ мςуоΣ нлллΦ 

ώнмсϐ ±Φ ²ŜƛǎŦŜƭŘΣ wΦ 9ƴƎƭƛǎƘΣ ŀƴŘ !Φ /ƭŀƛōƻǊƴŜΣ άwŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ /ƘŀƭƭŜƴƎŜǎ ƛƴ /ƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ¢Ǌƛŀƭǎ ŦƻǊ 
5ƛŦŦŜǊŜƴǘ 5ƛǎŜŀǎŜǎ ŀƴŘ /ƻƴŘƛǘƛƻƴǎΣέ ƛƴ Public Engagement and Clinical Trials: New Models 
and Disruptive Technologies - Workshop SummaryΣ нлмнΣ ǇǇΦ мтςолΦ 

ώнмтϐ aΦ IƻǘƻǇŦΣ DΦ [ŜǿƛǎΣ ŀƴŘ /Φ bƻǊƳŀƴŘΣ άtǳǘǘƛƴƎ ǘǊƛŀƭǎ ƻƴ ǘǊƛŀƭΥ ǘƘŜ Ŏƻǎǘǎ ŀƴŘ ŎƻƴǎŜǉǳŜƴŎŜǎ 
ƻŦ ǎƳŀƭƭ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǘǊƛŀƭǎ ƛƴ ŘŜǇǊŜǎǎƛƻƴΥ ŀ ǎȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ ǊŜǾƛŜǿ ƻŦ ƳŜǘƘƻŘƻƭƻƎȅΣέ J. Epidemiol. 
Community HealthΣ ƴƻΦ рмΣ ǇǇΦ орпςоруΣ мффтΦ 

ώнмуϐ .Φ {ƛƳƳƻƴŘǎΣ bΦ ¢ǳǊƴŜǊΣ [Φ ¢ƘƻƳŀǎΣ WΦ /ŀƳǇōŜƭƭΣ DΦ [ŜǿƛǎΣ bΦ ²ƛƭŜǎΣ ŀƴŘ YΦ ¢ǳǊƴŜǊΣ 
άtŀǘƛŜƴǘǎΩ ŜȄǇŜǊƛŜƴŎŜǎ ƻŦ ǇŀǊǘƛŎƛǇŀǘƛƴƎ ƛƴ ŀ ƭŀǊƎŜπǎŎŀƭŜ ǘǊƛŀƭ ƻŦ ŎƻƎƴƛǘƛǾŜ ōŜƘŀǾƛƻǳǊŀƭ 
ǘƘŜǊŀǇȅ ŦƻǊ ŘŜǇǊŜǎǎƛƻƴΥ ŀ ƳƛȄŜŘ ƳŜǘƘƻŘǎ ǎǘǳŘȅΣέ Fam. Pract.Σ ǾƻƭΦ олΣ ƴƻΦ сΣ ǇǇΦ тлрςтммΣ 
нлмоΦ 

ώнмфϐ WΦ wƻōŜǊǘǎ [²Φ ²ŀǊƴŜǊ ¢5Φ .ǊƻŘȅΣ άtŜǊǎǇŜŎǘƛǾŜǎ ƻŦ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘǎ ǿƛǘƘ ǎŎƘƛȊƻǇƘǊŜƴƛŀ ŀƴŘ 
ǇǎȅŎƘƛŀǘǊƛǎǘǎ ǊŜƎŀǊŘƛƴƎ ŜǘƘƛŎŀƭƭȅ ƛƳǇƻǊǘŀƴǘ ŀǎǇŜŎǘǎ ƻŦ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ǇŀǊǘƛŎƛǇŀǘƛƻƴΦΣέ American 
Journal of PsychiatryΣ ǾƻƭΦ мртΣ ƴƻΦ мΦ ǇǇΦ стςтпΣ нлллΦ 

ώннлϐ !Φ CΦ WƻǊƳΣ /Φ aΦ YŜƭƭȅΣ ŀƴŘ !Φ WΦ aƻǊƎŀƴΣ άtŀǊǘƛŎƛǇŀƴǘ ŘƛǎǘǊŜǎǎ ƛƴ ǇǎȅŎƘƛŀǘǊƛŎ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΥ ŀ 
ǎȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ ǊŜǾƛŜǿΣέ Psychol MedΣ ǾƻƭΦ отΣ ƴƻΦ тΣ ǇǇΦ фмтςфнсΣ нллтΦ 

ώннмϐ aΦ 9ŘƭƛƴƎŜǊΣ 9Φ !Φ 5ŜƛǎŜƴƘŀƳƳŜǊΣ aΦ CƛŀƭŀΣ !Φ IƻŦŜǊΣ DΦ YŜƳƳƭŜǊΣ wΦ {ǘǊŀǳǎǎΣ /Φ DΦ 
²ƛŘǎŎƘǿŜƴŘǘŜǊΣ ŀƴŘ ²Φ ²Φ CƭŜƛǎŎƘƘŀŎƪŜǊΣ ά!ǘǘƛǘǳŘŜǎ ƻŦ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘǎ ǿƛǘƘ ǎŎƘƛȊƻǇƘǊŜƴƛŀ ŀƴŘ 
ŘŜǇǊŜǎǎƛƻƴ ǘƻǿŀǊŘǎ ǇǎȅŎƘƛŀǘǊƛŎ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΦΣέ Psychiatry Res.Σ ǾƻƭΦ мрΣ ƴƻΦ мтт όмπнύΣ ǇǇΦ мтнς
мтсΣ нлмлΦ 

ώнннϐ 5Φ ¢ŀƭƭƻƴΣ WΦ aǳƭƭƛƎŀƴΣ bΦ ²ƛƭŜǎΣ [Φ ¢ƘƻƳŀǎΣ ¢Φ WΦ tŜǘŜǊǎΣ wΦ 9ƭƎƛŜΣ 5Φ {ƘŀǊǇΣ ŀƴŘ DΦ [ŜǿƛǎΣ 
άLƴǾƻƭǾƛƴƎ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘǎ ǿƛǘƘ ŘŜǇǊŜǎǎƛƻƴ ƛƴ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΥ ŀ ǎǳǊǾŜȅ ƻŦ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘǎΩ ŀǘǘƛǘǳŘŜǎ ǘƻ 
ǇŀǊǘƛŎƛǇŀǘƛƻƴΣέ Br. J. Gen. Pract.Σ ƴƻΦ Lƴ ǇǊŜǎǎΦ 

ώнноϐ {Φ aŀǊǎƘŀƭƭ wΦ {ǇƛǘȊŜǊ wΦ ±ŀǳƎƘŀƴ {Φ ±ŀǳƎƘŀƴ wΦ aŜƭƭƳŀƴ [Φ aŀŎYƛƴƴƻƴ wΦ wƻƻǎŜΣ 
ά!ǎǎŜǎǎƛƴƎ ǘƘŜ ǎǳōƧŜŎǘƛǾŜ ŜȄǇŜǊƛŜƴŎŜ ƻŦ ōŜƛƴƎ ŀ ǇŀǊǘƛŎƛǇŀƴǘ ƛƴ ǇǎȅŎƘƛŀǘǊƛŎ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΦΣέ 
American Journal of PsychiatryΣ ǾƻƭΦ мруΣ ƴƻΦ нΦ ǇǇΦ омфςонмΣ нллмΦ 

ώннпϐ {Φ wƻǎǎΣ !Φ DǊŀƴǘΣ /Φ /ƻǳƴǎŜƭƭΣ ²Φ DƛƭƭŜǎǇƛŜΣ LΦ wǳǎǎŜƭƭΣ ŀƴŘ wΦ tǊŜǎŎƻǘǘΣ ά.ŀǊǊƛŜǊǎ ǘƻ 
ǇŀǊǘƛŎƛǇŀǘƛƻƴ ƛƴ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΥ ŀ ǎȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ ǊŜǾƛŜǿΣέ J. Clin. Epidemiol.Σ ǾƻƭΦ 
рнΣ ƴƻΦ мнΣ ǇǇΦ ммпоςммрсΣ мфффΦ 

ώннрϐ DΦ [Φ {ŎƘƳƻǘȊŜǊΣ ά.ŀǊǊƛŜǊǎ ŀƴŘ ŦŀŎƛƭƛǘŀǘƻǊǎ ǘƻ ǇŀǊǘƛŎƛǇŀǘƛƻƴ ƻŦ ƳƛƴƻǊƛǘƛŜǎ ƛƴ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΣέ 
Ethn. Dis.Σ ǾƻƭΦ ннΣ ƴƻΦ нΣ ǇǇΦ ннсςнолΣ нлмнΦ 
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ώннсϐ DΦ .ǊƻǿƴΣ aΦ aŀǊǎƘŀƭƭΣ tΦ .ƻǿŜǊΣ !Φ ²ƻƻŘƘŀƳΣ ŀƴŘ ²Φ ²ŀƘŜŜŘΣ ά.ŀǊǊƛŜǊǎ ǘƻ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƛƴƎ 
ŜǘƘƴƛŎ ƳƛƴƻǊƛǘƛŜǎ ǘƻ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΥ ŀ ǎȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ ǊŜǾƛŜǿΣέ Int J Methods Psychiatr 
ResΣ нлмпΦ 

ώннтϐ {Φ DŜƻǊƎŜΣ bΦ 5ǳǊŀƴΣ ŀƴŘ YΦ bƻǊǊƛǎΣ ά! {ȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ wŜǾƛŜǿ ƻŦ .ŀǊǊƛŜǊǎ ŀƴŘ CŀŎƛƭƛǘŀǘƻǊǎ ǘƻ 
aƛƴƻǊƛǘȅ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ tŀǊǘƛŎƛǇŀǘƛƻƴ !ƳƻƴƎ !ŦǊƛŎŀƴ !ƳŜǊƛŎŀƴǎΣ [ŀǘƛƴƻǎΣ !ǎƛŀƴ !ƳŜǊƛŎŀƴǎΣ ŀƴŘ 
tŀŎƛŦƛŎ LǎƭŀƴŘŜǊǎΣέ Am. J. Public HealthΣ ǾƻƭΦ млпΣ ƴƻΦ нΣ ǇǇΦ ŜмсςŜомΣ нлмоΦ 

ώннуϐ /Φ IŜƭƭŜǊΣ WΦ 9Φ .ŀƭƭǎπ.ŜǊǊȅΣ WΦ 5Φ bŜǊȅΣ tΦ WΦ 9ǊǿƛƴΣ 5Φ [ƛǘǘƭŜǘƻƴΣ aΦ YƛƳΣ ŀƴŘ ²Φ tΦ YǳƻΣ 
ά{ǘǊŀǘŜƎƛŜǎ ŀŘŘǊŜǎǎƛƴƎ ōŀǊǊƛŜǊǎ ǘƻ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǘǊƛŀƭ ŜƴǊƻƭƭƳŜƴǘ ƻŦ ǳƴŘŜǊǊŜǇǊŜǎŜƴǘŜŘ 
ǇƻǇǳƭŀǘƛƻƴǎΥ ! ǎȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ ǊŜǾƛŜǿΣέ Contemp Clin TrialsΣ ǾƻƭΦ офΣ ƴƻΦ нΣ ǇǇΦ мсфςмунΣ нлмпΦ 

ώннфϐ .Φ CƭŜǘŎƘŜǊΣ !Φ DƘŜƻǊƎƘŜΣ 5Φ aƻƻǊŜΣ {Φ ²ƛƭǎƻƴΣ ŀƴŘ {Φ 5ŀƳŜǊȅΣ άLƳǇǊƻǾƛƴƎ ǘƘŜ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ 
ŀŎǘƛǾƛǘȅ ƻŦ ŎƭƛƴƛŎƛŀƴǎ ƛƴ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΥ ŀ ǎȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ ǊŜǾƛŜǿΣέ BmjΣ ǾƻƭΦ нΣ ƴƻΦ 
мΣ ǇΦ ŜлллпфсΣ нлмнΦ 

ώнолϐ /Φ ²ƻƻŘŀƭƭ !Φ IƻǿŀǊŘ [Φ aƻǊƎŀƴΣ ά.ŀǊǊƛŜǊǎ ǘƻ ǇŀǊǘƛŎƛǇŀǘƛƻƴ ƛƴ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΥ 
ŦƛƴŘƛƴƎǎ ŦǊƻƳ ǘƘŜ DŜƴŜǘƛŎǎ ŀƴŘ tǎȅŎƘƻǎƛǎ όD!tύ {ǘǳŘȅΦΣέ International Review of 
PsychiatryΣ ǾƻƭΦ ноΣ ƴƻΦ мΦ ǇǇΦ омςплΣ нлммΦ 

ώномϐ DΦ .ǊƻǿƴΣ aΦ aŀǊǎƘŀƭƭΣ tΦ .ƻǿŜǊΣ !Φ ²ƻƻŘƘŀƳΣ ŀƴŘ ²Φ ²ŀƘŜŜŘΣ ά.ŀǊǊƛŜǊǎ ǘƻ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƛƴƎ 
ŜǘƘƴƛŎ ƳƛƴƻǊƛǘƛŜǎ ǘƻ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΥ ŀ ǎȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ ǊŜǾƛŜǿΣέ Int. J. Methods 
Psychiatr. Res.Σ ǾƻƭΦ ноΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇǇΦ осςпуΣ нлмпΦ 

ώнонϐ [Φ ²ƻƻŘŀƭƭ !Φ aƻǊƎŀƴ /Φ {ƭƻŀƴ /Φ IƻǿŀǊŘΣ ά.ŀǊǊƛŜǊǎ ǘƻ ǇŀǊǘƛŎƛǇŀǘƛƻƴ ƛƴ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ 
ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΥ ŀǊŜ ǘƘŜǊŜ ǎǇŜŎƛŦƛŎ ƎŜƴŘŜǊΣ ŜǘƘƴƛŎƛǘȅ ŀƴŘ ŀƎŜ ǊŜƭŀǘŜŘ ōŀǊǊƛŜǊǎΚΦ ώwŜǾƛŜǿϐΣέ BMC 
PsychiatryΦ нлмлΦ 

ώнооϐ !Φ ²ƻƻŘŀƭƭΣ /Φ aƻǊƎŀƴΣ /Φ {ƭƻŀƴΣ ŀƴŘ [Φ IƻǿŀǊŘΣ ά.ŀǊǊƛŜǊǎ ǘƻ ǇŀǊǘƛŎƛǇŀǘƛƻƴ ƛƴ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ 
ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΥ ŀǊŜ ǘƘŜǊŜ ǎǇŜŎƛŦƛŎ ƎŜƴŘŜǊΣ ŜǘƘƴƛŎƛǘȅ ŀƴŘ ŀƎŜ ǊŜƭŀǘŜŘ ōŀǊǊƛŜǊǎΚΣέ BMC 
PsychiatryΣ ǾƻƭΦ нΣ ǇǇΦ млςмлоΣ нлмлΦ 

ώнопϐ aΦ aƛǊŀōƛΣ aΦ [Φ ²ŜƛƴƳŀƴΣ {Φ aΦ aŀƎƴŜǘǘƛΣ ŀƴŘ YΦ bΦ YŜǇǇƭŜǊΣ άtǊƻŦŜǎǎƛƻƴŀƭ ŀǘǘƛǘǳŘŜǎ 
ǘƻǿŀǊŘ ǘƘŜ ŎƘǊƻƴƛŎ ƳŜƴǘŀƭƭȅ ƛƭƭΣέ Hosp. Community Psychol.Σ ǾƻƭΦ осΣ ǇǇΦ плпςплрΣ мфурΦ 

ώнорϐ tΦ ²Φ /ƻǊǊƛƎŀƴ ŀƴŘ 5Φ [Φ tŜƴƴΣ ά5ƛǎŜŀǎŜ ŀƴŘ ŘƛǎŎǊƛƳƛƴŀǘƛƻƴΥ ¢ǿƻ ǇŀǊŀŘƛƎƳǎ ǘƘŀǘ ŘŜǎŎǊƛōŜ 
ǎŜǾŜǊŜ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ƛƭƭƴŜǎǎΦΣέ J. Ment. Heal.Σ ǾƻƭΦ сΣ ǇǇΦ оррςоссΣ мффтΦ 

ώносϐ tΦ /ƻǊǊƛƎŀƴΣ άIƻǿ ǎǘƛƎƳŀ ƛƴǘŜǊŦŜǊŜǎ ǿƛǘƘ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ŎŀǊŜΣέ Am. Psychol. Am. Psychol.Σ 
ǾƻƭΦ рфΣ ƴƻΦ тΣ ǇΦ смпΣ нллпΦ 

ώнотϐ bΦ wǸǎŎƘΣ aΦ /Φ !ƴƎŜǊƳŜȅŜǊΣ ŀƴŘ tΦ ²Φ /ƻǊǊƛƎŀƴΣ άaŜƴǘŀƭ ƛƭƭƴŜǎǎ ǎǘƛƎƳŀΥ /ƻƴŎŜǇǘǎΣ 
ŎƻƴǎŜǉǳŜƴŎŜǎΣ ŀƴŘ ƛƴƛǘƛŀǘƛǾŜǎ ǘƻ ǊŜŘǳŎŜ ǎǘƛƎƳŀΣέ Eur. PsychiatryΣ ǾƻƭΦ нлΣ ƴƻΦ уΣ ǇǇΦ рнфς
рофΣ нллрΦ 

ώноуϐ aΦ /Φ !ƴƎŜǊƳŜȅŜǊ ŀƴŘ IΦ aŀǘǎŎƘƛƴƎŜǊΣ ά¢ƘŜ ǎǘƛƎƳŀ ƻŦ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ƛƭƭƴŜǎǎΥ ŜŦŦŜŎǘǎ ƻŦ ƭŀōŜƭƭƛƴƎ 
ƻƴ ǇǳōƭƛŎ ŀǘǘƛǘǳŘŜǎ ǘƻǿŀǊŘǎ ǇŜƻǇƭŜ ǿƛǘƘ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ŘƛǎƻǊŘŜǊΣέ Acta Psychiatr. Scand.Σ ǾƻƭΦ 
млуΣ ƴƻΦ пΣ ǇǇΦ олпςолфΣ нллоΦ 

ώнофϐ [Φ IƛƴǘƻƴΣ ½Φ DǳƻΣ WΦ IƛƭƭȅƎǳǎΣ ŀƴŘ {Φ [ŜǾƪƻŦŦΣ ά²ƻǊƪƛƴƎ ǿƛǘƘ ŎǳƭǘǳǊŜΥ ! ǉǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ŀƴŀƭȅǎƛǎ 
ƻŦ ōŀǊǊƛŜǊǎ ǘƻ ǘƘŜ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ƻŦ /ƘƛƴŜǎŜς!ƳŜǊƛŎŀƴ ŦŀƳƛƭȅ ŎŀǊŜƎƛǾŜǊǎ ŦƻǊ ŘŜƳŜƴǘƛŀ 
ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΣέ J. Cross. Cult. Gerontol.Σ ǾƻƭΦ мрΣ ƴƻΦ нΣ ǇǇΦ ммфςмотΣ нлллΦ 

ώнплϐ LΦ CǳǊƛƳǎƪȅΣ !Φ IΦ /ƘŜǳƴƎΣ /Φ {Φ 5ŜǿŀΣ ŀƴŘ wΦ .Φ ½ƛǇǳǊǎƪȅΣ ά{ǘǊŀǘŜƎƛŜǎ ǘƻ ŜƴƘŀƴŎŜ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘ 
ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ŀƴŘ ǊŜǘŜƴǘƛƻƴ ƛƴ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ƛƴǾƻƭǾƛƴƎ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘǎ ǿƛǘƘ ŀ ŦƛǊǎǘ ŜǇƛǎƻŘŜ ƻŦ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ 
ƛƭƭƴŜǎǎΦΣέ Contemp. Clin. TrialsΣ ǾƻƭΦ нфΣ ƴƻΦ сΣ ǇǇΦ уснςсΣ bƻǾΦ нллуΦ 

ώнпмϐ /Φ aΦ /ƻƴƴŜƭƭΣ .Φ !Φ {ƘŀǿΣ {Φ .Φ IƻƭƳŜǎΣ ŀƴŘ bΦ [Φ CƻǎǘŜǊΣ ά/ŀǊŜƎƛǾŜǊǎΩ ŀǘǘƛǘǳŘŜǎ ǘƻǿŀǊŘ 
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ǘƘŜƛǊ ŦŀƳƛƭȅ ƳŜƳōŜǊǎΩ ǇŀǊǘƛŎƛǇŀǘƛƻƴ ƛƴ !ƭȊƘŜƛƳŜǊ ŘƛǎŜŀǎŜ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΥ LƳǇƭƛŎŀǘƛƻƴǎ ŦƻǊ 
ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ŀƴŘ ǊŜǘŜƴǘƛƻƴΣέ Alzheimer Dis. Assoc. Disord.Σ ǾƻƭΦ мрΣ ƴƻΦ оΣ ǇǇΦ мотςмпрΣ 
нллмΦ 

ώнпнϐ [Φ /ƻƘŜƴ .WΦ aŎDŀǊǾŜȅ 9[Φ tƛƴƪŜǊǘƻƴ w/Φ YǊȅȊƘŀƴƛǾǎƪŀΣ ά²ƛƭƭƛƴƎƴŜǎǎ ŀƴŘ ŎƻƳǇŜǘŜƴŎŜ ƻŦ 
ŘŜǇǊŜǎǎŜŘ ŀƴŘ ǎŎƘƛȊƻǇƘǊŜƴƛŎ ƛƴǇŀǘƛŜƴǘǎ ǘƻ ŎƻƴǎŜƴǘ ǘƻ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΦΣέ Journal of the American 
Academy of Psychiatry & the LawΣ ǾƻƭΦ онΣ ƴƻΦ нΦ ǇǇΦ мопςмпоΣ нллпΦ 

ώнпоϐ 5Φ [Φ .ŀŎƘƳŀƴΣ aΦ {ǘǳŎƪŜȅΣ aΦ 9ōŜƭƛƴƎΣ aΦ ¢Φ ²ŀƎƴŜǊΣ ²Φ WΦ 9ǾŀƴǎΣ ŀƴŘ ±Φ IƛǊǘƘΣ 
ά9ǎǘŀōƭƛǎƘƳŜƴǘ ƻŦ ŀ tǊŜŘƻƳƛƴŀƴǘƭȅ !ŦǊƛŎŀƴπ!ƳŜǊƛŎŀƴ /ƻƘƻǊǘ ŦƻǊ ǘƘŜ {ǘǳŘȅ ƻŦ !ƭȊƘŜƛƳŜǊΩǎ 
5ƛǎŜŀǎŜΣέ Dement Geriatr Cogn DisordΣ ǾƻƭΦ нтΣ ǇǇΦ онфςоосΣ нллфΦ 

ώнппϐ !Φ CΦ WƻǊƳΣ !Φ 9Φ YƻǊǘŜƴΣ tΦ !Φ WŀŎƻƳōΣ IΦ /ƘǊƛǎǘŜƴǎŜƴΣ .Φ wƻŘƎŜǊǎΣ ŀƴŘ tΦ tƻƭƭƛǘǘΣ άΨaŜƴǘŀƭ 
ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ƭƛǘŜǊŀŎȅΩΥ ŀ ǎǳǊǾŜȅ ƻŦ ǘƘŜ ǇǳōƭƛŎΩǎ ŀōƛƭƛǘȅ ǘƻ ǊŜŎƻƎƴƛǎŜ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ŘƛǎƻǊŘŜǊǎ ŀƴŘ ǘƘŜƛǊ 
ōŜƭƛŜŦǎ ŀōƻǳǘ ǘƘŜ ŜŦŦŜŎǘƛǾŜƴŜǎǎ ƻŦ ǘǊŜŀǘƳŜƴǘΣέ Med. J. Aust.Σ ǾƻƭΦ мссΣ ǇǇΦ мунςмусΣ мффтΦ 

ώнпрϐ {Φ WΦ .ƻǊƻǿǎƪȅΣ [Φ ± wǳōŜƴǎǘŜƛƴΣ [Φ {Φ aŜǊŜŘƛǘƘΣ tΦ /ŀƳǇΣ aΦ WŀŎƪǎƻƴ‐¢ǊƛŎƘŜΣ ŀƴŘ YΦ .Φ 
²ŜƭƭǎΣ ά²Ƙƻ ƛǎ ŀǘ Ǌƛǎƪ ƻŦ ƴƻƴŘŜǘŜŎǘƛƻƴ ƻŦ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ǇǊƻōƭŜƳǎ ƛƴ ǇǊƛƳŀǊȅ ŎŀǊŜΚΣέ J. 
Gen. Intern. Med.Σ ǾƻƭΦ мрΣ ƴƻΦ сΣ ǇǇΦ оумςоууΣ нллмΦ 

ώнпсϐ aΦ LΦ hƭƛǾŜǊΣ bΦ tŜŀǊǎƻƴΣ bΦ /ƻŜΣ ŀƴŘ 5Φ DǳƴƴŜƭƭΣ άIŜƭǇπǎŜŜƪƛƴƎ ōŜƘŀǾƛƻǳǊ ƛƴ ƳŜƴ ŀƴŘ 
ǿƻƳŜƴ ǿƛǘƘ ŎƻƳƳƻƴ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ǇǊƻōƭŜƳǎΥ ŎǊƻǎǎπǎŜŎǘƛƻƴŀƭ ǎǘǳŘȅΣέ Br. J. PsychiatryΣ 
ǾƻƭΦ мусΣ ƴƻΦ пΣ ǇǇΦ нфтςолмΣ нллрΦ 

ώнптϐ YΦ .ƘǳƛΣ {Φ {ǘŀƴǎŦŜƭŘΣ {Φ IǳƭƭΣ {Φ tǊƛŜōŜΣ CΦ aƻƭŜΣ ŀƴŘ DΦ CŜŘŜǊΣ ά9ǘƘƴƛŎ ǾŀǊƛŀǘƛƻƴǎ ƛƴ 
ǇŀǘƘǿŀȅǎ ǘƻ ŀƴŘ ǳǎŜ ƻŦ ǎǇŜŎƛŀƭƛǎǘ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ǎŜǊǾƛŎŜǎ ƛƴ ǘƘŜ ¦Y {ȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ ǊŜǾƛŜǿΣέ Br. 
J. PsychiatryΣ ǾƻƭΦ мунΣ ƴƻΦ нΣ ǇǇΦ млрςммсΣ нллоΦ 

ώнпуϐ /Φ aƻǊƎŀƴΣ wΦ aŀƭƭŜǘǘΣ DΦ IǳǘŎƘƛƴǎƻƴΣ IΦ .ŀƎŀƭƪƻǘŜΣ YΦ aƻǊƎŀƴΣ ŀƴŘ tΦ CŜŀǊƻƴΣ άtŀǘƘǿŀȅǎ 
ǘƻ ŎŀǊŜ ŀƴŘ ŜǘƘƴƛŎƛǘȅΦ мΥ{ŀƳǇƭŜ ŎƘŀǊŀŎǘŜǊƛǎǘƛŎǎ ŀƴŘ ŎƻƳǇǳƭǎƻǊȅ ŀŘƳƛǎǎƛƻƴΣέ Br. J. 
PsychiatryΣ ǾƻƭΦ мусΣ ǇǇΦ нумςнуфΣ нллрΦ 

ώнпфϐ /Φ aƻǊƎŀƴΣ tΦ 5ŀȊȊŀƴΣ YΦ aƻǊƎŀƴΣ tΦ WƻƴŜǎΣ DΦ IŀǊǊƛǎƻƴΣ WΦ [ŜŦŦΣ wΦ a¦ww!¸Σ ŀƴŘ tΦ 
C9!whbΣ άCƛǊǎǘ ŜǇƛǎƻŘŜ ǇǎȅŎƘƻǎƛǎ ŀƴŘ ŜǘƘƴƛŎƛǘȅΥ ƛƴƛǘƛŀƭ ŦƛƴŘƛƴƎǎ ŦǊƻƳ ǘƘŜ !9{ht ǎǘǳŘȅΣέ 
World PsychiatryΣ ǾƻƭΦ рΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇΦ плΣ нллсΦ 

ώнрлϐ WΦ CΦ .ƻǊǳǎΣ aΦ WΦ IƻǿŜǎΣ bΦ tΦ 5ŜǾƛƴǎΣ wΦ wƻǎŜƴōŜǊƎΣ ŀƴŘ ²Φ ²Φ [ƛǾƛƴƎǎǘƻƴΣ άtǊƛƳŀǊȅ 
ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ŎŀǊŜ ǇǊƻǾƛŘŜǊǎΩ ǊŜŎƻƎƴƛǘƛƻƴ ŀƴŘ ŘƛŀƎƴƻǎƛǎ ƻŦ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ŘƛǎƻǊŘŜǊǎ ƛƴ ǘƘŜƛǊ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘǎΣέ 
Gen. Hosp. PsychiatryΣ ǾƻƭΦ млΣ ƴƻΦ рΣ ǇǇΦ омтςонмΣ мфууΦ 

ώнрмϐ 9Φ IƛƎƎƛƴǎΣ ά! wŜǾƛŜǿ ƻŦ ¦ƴǊŜŎƻƎƴƛȊŜŘ aŜƴǘŀƭ LƭƭƴŜǎǎ ƛƴ tǊƛƳŀǊȅ /ŀǊŜΥ tǊŜǾŀƭŜƴŎŜΣ bŀǘǳǊŀƭ 
IƛǎǘƻǊȅΣ ŀƴŘ 9ŦŦƻǊǘǎ ǘƻ /ƘŀƴƎŜ ǘƘŜ /ƻǳǊǎŜΦΣέ Arch. Fam. Med.Σ ǾƻƭΦ оΣ ƴƻΦ млΣ ǇǇΦ флуςфмтΣ 
мффпΦ 

ώнрнϐ YΦ YǊƻŜƴƪŜΣ !Φ ¢ŀȅƭƻǊπ±ŀƛǎŜȅΣ !Φ WΦ 5ƛŜǘǊƛŎƘΣ ŀƴŘ ¢Φ 9Φ hȄƳŀƴΣ άLƴǘŜǊǾŜƴǘƛƻƴǎ ǘƻ LƳǇǊƻǾŜ 
tǊƻǾƛŘŜǊ 5ƛŀƎƴƻǎƛǎ ŀƴŘ ¢ǊŜŀǘƳŜƴǘ ƻŦ aŜƴǘŀƭ 5ƛǎƻǊŘŜǊǎ ƛƴ tǊƛƳŀǊȅ /ŀǊŜΥ ! /ǊƛǘƛŎŀƭ wŜǾƛŜǿ 
ƻŦ ǘƘŜ [ƛǘŜǊŀǘǳǊŜΣέ PsychosomaticsΣ ǾƻƭΦ пмΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇǇΦ офςрнΣ нлллΦ 

ώнроϐ aw/ ŀƴŘ aΦ wΦ /ƻǳƴŎƛƭΣ άwŜǾƛŜǿ ƻŦ aŜƴǘŀƭ IŜŀƭǘƘ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΥ wŜǇƻǊǘ ƻŦ ǘƘŜ {ǘǊŀǘŜƎƛŎ 
wŜǾƛŜǿ DǊƻǳǇ нлмлΣέ aŜŘƛŎŀƭ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ /ƻǳƴŎƛƭΣ нлмлΦ 

ώнрпϐ wΦ aΦ ±ƛŘŀǾŜǊΣ .Φ [ŀŦƭŜǳǊΣ /Φ ¢ƻƴƎΣ wΦ .ǊŀŘǎƘŀǿΣ ŀƴŘ {Φ !Φ aŀǊǘǎΣ ά²ƻƳŜƴ ǎǳōƧŜŎǘǎ ƛƴ bLIπ
ŦǳƴŘŜŘ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ƭƛǘŜǊŀǘǳǊŜΥ ƭŀŎƪ ƻŦ ǇǊƻƎǊŜǎǎ ƛƴ ōƻǘƘ ǊŜǇǊŜǎŜƴǘŀǘƛƻƴ ŀƴŘ ŀƴŀƭȅǎƛǎ ōȅ 
ǎŜȄΣέ J. Womens. Health Gend. Based. Med.Σ ǾƻƭΦ фΣ ƴƻΦ рΣ ǇǇΦ пфрςрлпΣ нлллΦ 

ώнррϐ ²Φ ¢Φ /ŀǊǇŜƴǘŜǊ ŀƴŘ wΦ wΦ /ƻƴƭŜȅΣ ά{ŜƴǎŜ ŀƴŘ ƴƻƴǎŜƴǎŜΥΥ ŀƴ Ŝǎǎŀȅ ƻƴ ǎŎƘƛȊƻǇƘǊŜƴƛŀ 
ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ŜǘƘƛŎǎΣέ Schizophr. Res.Σ ǾƻƭΦ орΣ ƴƻΦ оΣ ǇǇΦ нмфςннрΣ мфффΦ 
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ώнрсϐ CΦ /Φ aǳǊǇƘȅΣ WΦ {Φ wǳōƛƴǎȊǘŜƛƴΣ  ŀ aƛŎƘŀŜƭΣ wΦ 5Φ wƻƎŜǊǎΣ ¢Φ ²Φ wƻōōƛƴǎΣ 9Φ {Φ tŀȅƪŜƭΣ ŀƴŘ .Φ 
WΦ {ŀƘŀƪƛŀƴΣ ά5ŜŎƛǎƛƻƴπƳŀƪƛƴƎ ŎƻƎƴƛǘƛƻƴ ƛƴ Ƴŀƴƛŀ ŀƴŘ ŘŜǇǊŜǎǎƛƻƴΦΣέ Psychol. Med.Σ ǾƻƭΦ омΣ 
ƴƻΦ пΣ ǇǇΦ стфςфоΣ aŀȅ нллмΦ 

ώнртϐ tΦ /ŀǊǇŜƴǘŜǊ ²¢ WǊΦ DƻƭŘ WaΦ [ŀƘǘƛ !/Φ vǳŜŜǊƴ /!Φ /ƻƴƭŜȅ wwΦ .ŀǊǘƪƻ WWΦ YƻǾƴƛŎƪ WΦ 
!ǇǇŜƭōŀǳƳΣ ά5ŜŎƛǎƛƻƴŀƭ ŎŀǇŀŎƛǘȅ ŦƻǊ ƛƴŦƻǊƳŜŘ ŎƻƴǎŜƴǘ ƛƴ ǎŎƘƛȊƻǇƘǊŜƴƛŀ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΦΣέ 
Archives of General PsychiatryΣ ǾƻƭΦ ртΣ ƴƻΦ сΦ ǇǇΦ рооςроуΣ нлллΦ 

ώнруϐ wΦ aƛŎƘŜƭǎΣ ά!ǊŜ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ŜǘƘƛŎǎ ōŀŘ ŦƻǊ ƻǳǊ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ƘŜŀƭǘƘΚΣέ N. Engl. J. Med.Σ ǾƻƭΦ оплΣ 
ƴƻΦ муΣ ǇǇΦ мпнтςмполΣ мфффΦ 

ώнрфϐ WΦ aΦ hƭŘƘŀƳΣ {Φ IŀƛƳƻǿƛǘȊΣ ŀƴŘ {Φ WΦ 5ŜƭŀƴƻΣ άtǊƻǘŜŎǘƛƻƴ ƻŦ ǇŜǊǎƻƴǎ ǿƛǘƘ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ 
ŘƛǎƻǊŘŜǊǎ ŦǊƻƳ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ǊƛǎƪΥ ŀ ǊŜǎǇƻƴǎŜ ǘƻ ǘƘŜ ǊŜǇƻǊǘ ƻŦ ǘƘŜ bŀǘƛƻƴŀƭ .ƛƻŜǘƘƛŎǎ !ŘǾƛǎƻǊȅ 
/ƻƳƳƛǎǎƛƻƴΣέ Arch. Gen. PsychiatryΣ ǾƻƭΦ рсΣ ƴƻΦ уΣ ǇΦ сууΣ мфффΦ 

ώнслϐ 5Φ ± WŜǎǘŜΣ /Φ !Φ 5ŜǇǇΣ ŀƴŘ .Φ ²Φ tŀƭƳŜǊΣ άaŀƎƴƛǘǳŘŜ ƻŦ ƛƳǇŀƛǊƳŜƴǘ ƛƴ ŘŜŎƛǎƛƻƴŀƭ ŎŀǇŀŎƛǘȅ 
ƛƴ ǇŜƻǇƭŜ ǿƛǘƘ ǎŎƘƛȊƻǇƘǊŜƴƛŀ ŎƻƳǇŀǊŜŘ ǘƻ ƴƻǊƳŀƭ ǎǳōƧŜŎǘǎΥ ŀƴ ƻǾŜǊǾƛŜǿΣέ Schizophr BullΣ 
ǾƻƭΦ онΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇǇΦ мнмςмнуΣ нллсΦ 

ώнсмϐ [Φ !ǇǇŜƭōŀǳƳ t{Φ wƻǘƘΣ ά/ƻƳǇŜǘŜƴŎȅ ǘƻ ŎƻƴǎŜƴǘ ǘƻ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΥ ŀ ǇǎȅŎƘƛŀǘǊƛŎ ƻǾŜǊǾƛŜǿΦΣέ 
Archives of General PsychiatryΣ ǾƻƭΦ офΣ ƴƻΦ уΦ ǇǇΦ фрмςфруΣ мфунΦ 

ώнснϐ aΦ !Φ [ŜŜ ŀƴŘ [Φ DŀƴȊƛƴƛΣ ά5ŜǇǊŜǎǎƛƻƴ ƛƴ ǘƘŜ ŜƭŘŜǊƭȅΥ ŜŦŦŜŎǘ ƻƴ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘ ŀǘǘƛǘǳŘŜǎ ǘƻǿŀǊŘ 
ƭƛŦŜπǎǳǎǘŀƛƴƛƴƎ ǘƘŜǊŀǇȅΣέ J. Am. Geriatr. Soc.Σ мффнΦ 

ώнсоϐ WΦ 9Φ .ŀƪŜǊ ŀƴŘ {Φ /ƘŀƴƴƻƴΣ άwŜŀǎƻƴƛƴƎ ƛƴ ŘŜǇǊŜǎǎƛƻƴΥ ƛƳǇŀƛǊƳŜƴǘ ƻƴ ŀ ŎƻƴŎŜǇǘ 
ŘƛǎŎǊƛƳƛƴŀǘƛƻƴ ƭŜŀǊƴƛƴƎ ǘŀǎƪΣέ Cogn. Emot.Σ ǾƻƭΦ фΣ ƴƻΦ сΣ ǇǇΦ ртфςрфтΣ мффрΦ 

ώнспϐ /Φ 9ƭƭƛƻǘǘΣ ά/ŀǊƛƴƎ ŀōƻǳǘ ǊƛǎƪǎΥ !ǊŜ ǎŜǾŜǊŜƭȅ ŘŜǇǊŜǎǎŜŘ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘǎ ŎƻƳǇŜǘŜƴǘ ǘƻ ŎƻƴǎŜƴǘ ǘƻ 
ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΚΣέ Arch. Gen. PsychiatryΣ ǾƻƭΦ рпΣ ƴƻΦ нΣ ǇΦ ммоΣ мффтΦ 

ώнсрϐ [Φ 5ƛȄƻƴΣ [Φ tƻǎǘǊŀŘƻΣ WΦ 5ŜƭŀƘŀƴǘȅΣ tΦ WΦ CƛǎŎƘŜǊΣ ŀƴŘ !Φ [ŜƘƳŀƴΣ ά¢ƘŜ ŀǎǎƻŎƛŀǘƛƻƴ ƻŦ 
ƳŜŘƛŎŀƭ ŎƻƳƻǊōƛŘƛǘȅ ƛƴ ǎŎƘƛȊƻǇƘǊŜƴƛŀ ǿƛǘƘ ǇƻƻǊ ǇƘȅǎƛŎŀƭ ŀƴŘ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ƘŜŀƭǘƘΣέ J Nerv Ment 
DisΣ ǾƻƭΦ мутΣ ƴƻΦ уΣ ǇǇΦ пфсςрлнΣ мфффΦ 

ώнссϐ WΦ {ƻƪŀƭΣ 9Φ aŜǎǎƛŀǎΣ CΦ .Φ 5ƛŎƪŜǊǎƻƴΣ WΦ YǊŜȅŜƴōǳƘƭΣ /Φ IΦ .ǊƻǿƴΣ wΦ ²Φ DƻƭŘōŜǊƎΣ ŀƴŘ [Φ .Φ 
5ƛȄƻƴΣ ά/ƻƳƻǊōƛŘƛǘȅ ƻŦ ƳŜŘƛŎŀƭ ƛƭƭƴŜǎǎŜǎ ŀƳƻƴƎ ŀŘǳƭǘǎ ǿƛǘƘ ǎŜǊƛƻǳǎ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ƛƭƭƴŜǎǎ ǿƘƻ 
ŀǊŜ ǊŜŎŜƛǾƛƴƎ ŎƻƳƳǳƴƛǘȅ ǇǎȅŎƘƛŀǘǊƛŎ ǎŜǊǾƛŎŜǎΣέ J Nerv Ment DisΣ ǾƻƭΦ мфнΣ ƴƻΦ сΣ ǇǇΦ пнмς
пнтΣ нллпΦ 

ώнстϐ IΦπ¦Φ ²ƛǘǘŎƘŜƴ ŀƴŘ CΦ WŀŎƻōƛΣ ά{ƛȊŜ ŀƴŘ ōǳǊŘŜƴ ƻŦ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ŘƛǎƻǊŘŜǊǎ ƛƴ 9ǳǊƻǇŜππŀ ŎǊƛǘƛŎŀƭ 
ǊŜǾƛŜǿ ŀƴŘ ŀǇǇǊŀƛǎŀƭ ƻŦ нт ǎǘǳŘƛŜǎΦΣέ Eur. Neuropsychopharmacol.Σ ǾƻƭΦ мрΣ ƴƻΦ пΣ ǇǇΦ ортς
тсΣ !ǳƎΦ нллрΦ 

ώнсуϐ wΦ /Φ YŜǎǎƭŜǊΣ .Φ WΦ /ƻȄΣ WΦ DΦ DǊŜŜƴΣ WΦ hǊƳŜƭΣ YΦ !Φ aŎ[ŀǳƎƘƭƛƴΣ YΦ wΦ aŜǊƛƪŀƴƎŀǎΣ aΦ 
tŜǘǳƪƘƻǾŀΣ 5Φ {Φ tƛƴŜΣ [Φ WΦ wǳǎǎƻΣ WΦ {ǿŜƴŘǎŜƴΣ IΦ ¦Φ ²ƛǘǘŎƘŜƴΣ ŀƴŘ !Φ aΦ ½ŀǎƭŀǾǎƪȅΣ ά¢ƘŜ 
ŜŦŦŜŎǘǎ ƻŦ ƭŀǘŜƴǘ ǾŀǊƛŀōƭŜǎ ƛƴ ǘƘŜ ŘŜǾŜƭƻǇƳŜƴǘ ƻŦ ŎƻƳƻǊōƛŘƛǘȅ ŀƳƻƴƎ ŎƻƳƳƻƴ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ 
ŘƛǎƻǊŘŜǊǎΣέ Depress. AnxietyΣ ǾƻƭΦ нуΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇǇΦ нфςофΣ нлммΦ 

ώнсфϐ ¢Φ ²9!±9wΣ tΦ a!559bΣ ±Φ /I!w[9{Σ DΦ {¢La{hbΣ !Φ w9b¢hbΣ tΦ ¢¸w9wΣ ¢Φ .!wb9{Σ /Φ 
.9b/IΣ IΦ aL55[9¢hbΣ bΦ ²wLDI¢Σ {Φ t!¢9w{hbΣ ²Φ {I!b!I!bΣ bΦ {9L±9²wLDI¢Σ ŀƴŘ 
/Φ Chw5Σ ά/ƻƳƻǊōƛŘƛǘȅ ƻŦ ǎǳōǎǘŀƴŎŜ ƳƛǎǳǎŜ ŀƴŘ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ƛƭƭƴŜǎǎ ƛƴ ŎƻƳƳǳƴƛǘȅ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ 
ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ŀƴŘ ǎǳōǎǘŀƴŎŜ ƳƛǎǳǎŜ ǎŜǊǾƛŎŜǎΣέ Br. J. PsychiatryΣ ǾƻƭΦ муоΣ ƴƻΦ пΣ ǇǇΦ олпςомоΣ {ŜǇΦ 
нллоΦ 

ώнтлϐ tΦ CΦ .ǳŎƪƭŜȅΣ άtǊŜǾŀƭŜƴŎŜ ŀƴŘ ŎƻƴǎŜǉǳŜƴŎŜǎ ƻŦ ǘƘŜ Řǳŀƭ ŘƛŀƎƴƻǎƛǎ ƻŦ ǎǳōǎǘŀƴŎŜ ŀōǳǎŜ 
ŀƴŘ ǎŜǾŜǊŜ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ƛƭƭƴŜǎǎΣέ Journal of Clinical PsychiatryΣ ǾƻƭΦ стΣ ƴƻΦ {¦tt[Φ тΦ ǇǇΦ рςфΣ 
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нллсΦ 

ώнтмϐ .Φ 5Φ [ŜōƻǿƛǘȊ ŀƴŘ WΦ [Φ tŜŀǊǎƻƴΣ άLƴǘŜǊǾŜƴǘƛƻƴ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ƛƴ ǇǎȅŎƘƻǎƛǎΥ tǊŜǾŜƴǘƛƻƴ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΣέ 
Schizophr. Bull.Σ ǾƻƭΦ нсΣ ƴƻΦ оΣ ǇǇΦ рпоςрпфΣ нлллΦ 

ώнтнϐ aΦ 9Φ /ƘŀǊƭǎƻƴ ŀƴŘ wΦ LΦ IƻǊǿƛǘȊΣ ά!ǇǇƭȅƛƴƎ ǊŜǎǳƭǘǎ ƻŦ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎ ǘƻ 
ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǇǊŀŎǘƛŎŜΥ ƛƳǇŀŎǘ ƻŦ ƭƻǎǎŜǎ ōŜŦƻǊŜ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŀǘƛƻƴΦΣέ Br. Med. J.Σ ǾƻƭΦ нуфΣ ǇǇΦ мнумς
мнупΣ мфупΦ 

ώнтоϐ !Φ YŀƳƛƴǎƪȅΣ [Φ ²Φ wƻōŜǊǘǎΣ ŀƴŘ WΦ [Φ .ǊƻŘȅΣ άLƴŦƭǳŜƴŎŜǎ ǳǇƻƴ ǿƛƭƭƛƴƎƴŜǎǎ ǘƻ ǇŀǊǘƛŎƛǇŀǘŜ ƛƴ 
ǎŎƘƛȊƻǇƘǊŜƴƛŀ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΥ ŀƴ ŀƴŀƭȅǎƛǎ ƻŦ ƴŀǊǊŀǘƛǾŜ Řŀǘŀ ŦǊƻƳ со ǇŜƻǇƭŜ ǿƛǘƘ ǎŎƘƛȊƻǇƘǊŜƴƛŀΣέ 
Ethics BehavΣ ǾƻƭΦ моΣ ǇǇΦ нтфςолнΣ нллоΦ 

ώнтпϐ 9Φ 9Φ ¢ƘƻƳǇǎƻƴΣ IΦ ²Φ bŜƛƎƘōƻǊǎΣ /Φ aǳƴŘŀȅΣ ŀƴŘ WΦ {Φ WŀŎƪǎƻƴΣ άwŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ŀƴŘ 
wŜǘŜƴǘƛƻƴ ƻŦ !ŦǊƛŎŀƴ !ƳŜǊƛŎŀƴ tŀǘƛŜƴǘǎ ŦƻǊ /ƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ !ƴ 9ȄǇƭƻǊŀǘƛƻƴ ƻŦ wŜǎǇƻƴǎŜ wŀǘŜǎ ƛƴ ŀƴ 
¦Ǌōŀƴ tǎȅŎƘƛŀǘǊƛŎ IƻǎǇƛǘŀƭΣέ J. Consult. Clin. Psychol.Σ ǾƻƭΦ спΣ ƴƻΦ рΣ ǇǇΦ усмςустΣ мффсΦ 

ώнтрϐ WΦ !Φ aŜƛƴŜǊǘΣ aΦ /Φ .ƭŜƘŀǊΣ YΦ {Φ tŜƛƴŘƭΣ !Φ bŜŀƭπ.ŀǊƴŜǘǘΣ ŀƴŘ YΦ [Φ ²ƛǎƴŜǊΣ ά.ǊƛŘƎƛƴƎ ǘƘŜ 
ƎŀǇΥ wŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ƻŦ !ŦǊƛŎŀƴπ!ƳŜǊƛŎŀƴ ǿƻƳŜƴ ƛƴǘƻ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ǎǘǳŘƛŜǎΣέ Acad. 
PsychiatryΣ ǾƻƭΦ нтΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇǇΦ нмςнуΣ нллоΦ 

ώнтсϐ /Φ ²ŀǊƭƻǿΣ ά!ŘǾŀƴŎŜŘ ƛǎǎǳŜǎ ƛƴ ǘƘŜ ŘŜǎƛƎƴ ŀƴŘ ŎƻƴŘǳŎǘ ƻŦ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛȊŜŘ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΥ ǘƘŜ 
ōƛƎƎŜǊ ǘƘŜ ōŜǘǘŜǊΚΣέ Stat MedΣ ǇǇΦ нтфтςнулоΣ нллнΦ 

ώнттϐ WΦ aΦ ²ŀǘǎƻƴ ŀƴŘ 5Φ WΦ ¢ƻǊƎŜǊǎƻƴΣ άLƴŎǊŜŀǎƛƴƎ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ǘƻ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΥ ŀ ǊŜǾƛŜǿ 
ƻŦ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΦΣέ BMC Med. Res. Methodol.Σ ǾƻƭΦ сΣ ǇΦ опΣ WŀƴΦ нллсΦ 

ώнтуϐ {Φ 5Φ IŀƭǇŜǊƴΣ WΦ IΦ ¢Φ YŀǊƭŀǿƛǎƘΣ ŀƴŘ WΦ !Φ .ŜǊƭƛƴΣ ά¢ƘŜ ŎƻƴǘƛƴǳƛƴƎ ǳƴŜǘƘƛŎŀƭ ŎƻƴŘǳŎǘ ƻŦ 
ǳƴŘŜǊǇƻǿŜǊŜŘ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΣέ JAMAΣ ǾƻƭΦ нууΣ ǇǇΦ оруςоснΣ нллнΦ 

ώнтфϐ 5Φ .Φ IǳƴƴƛƴƎƘŀƪŜΣ /Φ ŀ 5ŀǊōȅΣ ŀƴŘ WΦ [Φ tǊƻōǎǘŦƛŜƭŘΣ άwŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ŜȄǇŜǊƛŜƴŎŜ ƛƴ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ 
ǘǊƛŀƭǎΥ ƭƛǘŜǊŀǘǳǊŜ ǎǳƳƳŀǊȅ ŀƴŘ ŀƴƴƻǘŀǘŜŘ ōƛōƭƛƻƎǊŀǇƘȅΦΣέ Control. Clin. TrialsΣ ǾƻƭΦ уΣ ƴƻΦ п 
{ǳǇǇƭΣ ǇΦ с{ςол{Σ 5ŜŎΦ мфутΦ 

ώнулϐ WΦ {Φ ¢ƻǊƎŜǊǎƻƴΣ YΦ !ǊƭƛƴƎŜǊΣ aΦ YŅǇǇƛΣ ŀƴŘ [Φ {ƧǀǎǘǊǀƳΣ άtǊƛƴŎƛǇƭŜǎ ŦƻǊ 9ƴƘŀƴŎŜŘ 
wŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ƻŦ {ǳōƧŜŎǘǎ ƛƴ ŀ [ŀǊƎŜ /ƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ¢Ǌƛŀƭ Υ ¢ƘŜ ·9b5h{ {ǘǳŘȅ 9ȄǇŜǊƛŜƴŎŜΣέ Control. 
Clin. TrialsΣ ǾƻƭΦ рнрΣ ǇǇΦ рмрςрнрΣ нллмΦ 

ώнумϐ wΦ .Φ Dǳƭ ŀƴŘ tΦ ŀ !ƭƛΣ ά/ƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΥ ǘƘŜ ŎƘŀƭƭŜƴƎŜ ƻŦ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ŀƴŘ ǊŜǘŜƴǘƛƻƴ ƻŦ 
ǇŀǊǘƛŎƛǇŀƴǘǎΦΣέ J. Clin. Nurs.Σ ǾƻƭΦ мфΣ ƴƻΦ мςнΣ ǇǇΦ ннтςооΣ WŀƴΦ нлмлΦ 

ώнунϐ ¢Φ .ƻŘŜƴƘŜƛƳŜǊΣ ά¦ƴŜŀǎȅ ŀƭƭƛŀƴŎŜΥ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ƛƴǾŜǎǘƛƎŀǘƻǊǎ ŀƴŘ ǘƘŜ ǇƘŀǊƳŀŎŜǳǘƛŎŀƭ ƛƴŘǳǎǘǊȅΣέ 
N Engl J MedΣ ǾƻƭΦ опнΣ ǇǇΦ мрофςмрппΣ нлллΦ 

ώнуоϐ ¢Φ .Φ 5ǊǳŜƪŜΣ .Φ 5ŜǎŎŀƳǇǎπ[ŀǘǎŎƘŀΣ ŀƴŘ CΦ [ƻŎŀǘŜƭƭƛΣ ά{ǘƻǇǇƛƴƎ ŀ ƳŜŘƛŎŀƭ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ǇǊƻƧŜŎǘ 
ŦƻǊ ŦƛƴŀƴŎƛŀƭ ǊŜŀǎƻƴǎΣέ Nephrol Dial Transpl.Σ ǾƻƭΦ муΣ ƴƻΦ млΣ ǇǇΦ мфунςмфуоΣ нллоΦ 

ώнупϐ aΦ DƻŘǿƛƴΣ [Φ wǳƘƭŀƴŘΣ LΦ /ŀǎǎƻƴΣ {Φ aŀŎ5ƻƴŀƭŘΣ 5Φ 5ŜƭǾŀΣ wΦ .ƛǊǘǿƘƛǎǘƭŜΣ aΦ [ŀƳΣ ŀƴŘ wΦ 
{ŜƎǳƛƴΣ άtǊŀƎƳŀǘƛŎ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǘǊƛŀƭǎ ƛƴ ǇǊƛƳŀǊȅ ŎŀǊŜΥ ǘƘŜ ǎǘǊǳƎƎƭŜ ōŜǘǿŜŜƴ ŜȄǘŜǊƴŀƭ 
ŀƴŘ ƛƴǘŜǊƴŀƭ ǾŀƭƛŘƛǘȅΣέ BMC Med. Res. Methodol.Σ ǾƻƭΦ оΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇΦ нуΣ нллоΦ 

ώнурϐ tΦ aΦ wƻǘƘǿŜƭƭΣ ά¢ǊŜŀǘƛƴƎ LƴŘƛǾƛŘǳŀƭǎ мΥ 9ȄǘŜǊƴŀƭ ±ŀƭƛŘƛǘȅ ƻŦ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ 
ǘǊƛŀƭǎΥΨ¢ƻ ǿƘƻƳ Řƻ ǘƘŜ ǊŜǎǳƭǘǎ ƻŦ ǘƘƛǎ ǘǊƛŀƭ ŀǇǇƭȅΚΣΩέ LancetΣ ǾƻƭΦ осрΣ ƴƻΦ фпроΣ ǇǇΦ унςфоΣ 
нллрΦ 

ώнусϐ aΦ 9Φ /ƘŀǊƭǎƻƴ ŀƴŘ wΦ LΦ IƻǊǿƛǘȊΣ ά!ǇǇƭȅƛƴƎ ǊŜǎǳƭǘǎ ƻŦ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎ ǘƻ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǇǊŀŎǘƛŎŜΥ 
ƛƳǇŀŎǘ ƻŦ ƭƻǎǎŜǎ ōŜŦƻǊŜ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŀǘƛƻƴΣέ Br. Med. J. (Clinical Res. Ed.Σ ǾƻƭΦ нуфΣ ƴƻΦ нуф 
όспрпύΣ ǇǇΦ мнумςмнупΣ мфупΦ 
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ώнутϐ IΦ DΦ /Φ ±ŀƴ {ǇŀƭƭΣ !Φ ¢ƻǊŜƴΣ !Φ YƛǎǎΣ ŀƴŘ wΦ !Φ CƻǿƭŜǊΣ ά9ƭƛƎƛōƛƭƛǘȅ ŎǊƛǘŜǊƛŀ ƻŦ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛȊŜŘ 
ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎ ǇǳōƭƛǎƘŜŘ ƛƴ ƘƛƎƘπƛƳǇŀŎǘ ƎŜƴŜǊŀƭ ƳŜŘƛŎŀƭ ƧƻǳǊƴŀƭǎΣέ JAMA J. Am. Med. 
Assoc.Σ ǾƻƭΦ нфтΣ ƴƻΦ ммΣ ǇǇΦ мнооςмнплΣ нллтΦ 

ώнууϐ ¸Φ DΦ wŀōƛƴƻǿƛǘȊ ŀƴŘ 5Φ DŀƭƭŀƎƘŜǊπ¢ƘƻƳǇǎƻƴΣ άwŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ŀƴŘ ǊŜǘŜƴǘƛƻƴ ƻŦ ŜǘƘƴƛŎ 
ƳƛƴƻǊƛǘȅ ŜƭŘŜǊǎ ƛƴǘƻ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΣέ Alzheimer Dis. Assoc. Disord.Σ ǾƻƭΦ нпΣ ƴƻΦ {¦tt[Φ мΣ 
ǇǇΦ {орς{пмΣ нлмлΦ 

ώнуфϐ {Φ .ƻƭŜƴΣ WΦ ¢ƛƭōǳǊǘΣ /Φ .ŀŦŦƛΣ ¢Φ [Φ DŀǊȅΣ bΦ tƻǿŜΣ aΦ IƻǿŜǊǘƻƴΣ WΦ CƻǊŘΣ DΦ [ŀƛΣ wΦ ²ƛƭǎƻƴΣ 
ŀƴŘ 9Φ .ŀǎǎΣ ά5ŜŦƛƴƛƴƎ ΨǎǳŎŎŜǎǎΩ ƛƴ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ƻŦ ǳƴŘŜǊǊŜǇǊŜǎŜƴǘŜŘ ǇƻǇǳƭŀǘƛƻƴǎ ǘƻ ŎŀƴŎŜǊ 
ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΥ ƳƻǾƛƴƎ ǘƻǿŀǊŘ ŀ ƳƻǊŜ ŎƻƴǎƛǎǘŜƴǘ ŀǇǇǊƻŀŎƘΣέ CancerΣ ǾƻƭΦ млсΣ ƴƻΦ сΣ ǇǇΦ 
ммфтςмнлпΣ нллсΦ 

ώнфлϐ aΦ 9Φ ¢Φ aŎaǳǊŘƻΣ IΦ wƻōŜǊǘǎΣ {Φ tŀǊƪŜǊΣ bΦ ²ȅŀǘǘΣ IΦ aŀȅΣ /Φ DƻƻŘƳŀƴΣ {Φ WŀŎƪǎƻƴΣ WΦ 
DƭŀŘƳŀƴΣ {Φ hΩaŀƘƻƴȅΣ YΦ !ƭƛΣ 9Φ 5ƛŎƪƛƴǎƻƴΣ tΦ 9ŘƛǎƻƴΣ ŀƴŘ /Φ 5ȅŜǊΣ άLƳǇǊƻǾƛƴƎ 
ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ƻŦ ƻƭŘŜǊ ǇŜƻǇƭŜ ǘƻ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ǘƘǊƻǳƎƘ ƎƻƻŘ ǇǊŀŎǘƛŎŜΣέ Age and AgeingΣ ǾƻƭΦ плΣ 
ƴƻΦ сΦ ǇǇΦ срфςссрΣ нлммΦ 

ώнфмϐ aΦ YΦ /ŀƳǇōŜƭƭΣ /Φ {ƴƻǿŘƻƴΣ 5Φ CǊŀƴŎƛǎΣ 5Φ 9ƭōƻǳǊƴŜΣ !Φ aΦ aŎ5ƻƴŀƭŘΣ wΦ YƴƛƎƘǘΣ ±Φ 
9ƴǘǿƛǎǘƭŜΣ WΦ DŀǊŎƛŀΣ LΦ wƻōŜǊǘǎΣ ŀƴŘ !Φ DǊŀƴǘΣ άwŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ǘƻ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΥ ǎǘǊŀǘŜƎƛŜǎ 
ŦƻǊ ǘǊƛŀƭ ŜƴǊƻƭƭƳŜƴǘ ŀƴŘ ǇŀǊǘƛŎƛǇŀǘƛƻƴ ǎǘǳŘȅΦ ¢ƘŜ {¢9t{ ǎǘǳŘȅΦΣέ Heal. Technol AssessΣ ǾƻƭΦ 
ммΣ ƴƻΦ пуΣ ǇΦ ƛƛƛΣ ƛȄπмлрΣ bƻǾΦ нллтΦ 

ώнфнϐ !Φ aŀǊǘƛƴΣ wΦ bŜƎǊƻƴΣ !Φ .ŀƭōƛŜǊȊΣ bΦ .ƛŎƪŜƭƭΣ ŀƴŘ 9Φ !Φ IƻǿŜƭƭΣ άwŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ƻŦ .ƭŀŎƪ ŀƴŘ 
[ŀǘƛƴŀ ²ƻƳŜƴ ǘƻ ŀ wŀƴŘƻƳƛȊŜŘ /ƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ¢ǊƛŀƭΣέ J. Heal. Care Poor UnderservedΣ ǾƻƭΦ нпΣ 
ƴƻΦ оΣ ǇǇΦ ммлнςмммпΣ нлмоΦ 

ώнфоϐ .Φ !Φ DǳŀŘŀƎƴƻƭƻΣ 5Φ DΦ tŜǘŜǊŜƛǘΣ tΦ IŜƭōƛƎΣ 5Φ YƻƻǇΣ tΦ YǳǎǎƳŀƴΣ 9Φ CΦ 5ǳƴƴΣ ŀƴŘ !Φ 
tŀǘƴŀƛƪΣ άLƴǾƻƭǾƛƴƎ !ƳŜǊƛŎŀƴ LƴŘƛŀƴǎ ŀƴŘ ƳŜŘƛŎŀƭƭȅ ǳƴŘŜǊǎŜǊǾŜŘ ǊǳǊŀƭ ǇƻǇǳƭŀǘƛƻƴǎ ƛƴ 
ŎŀƴŎŜǊ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΣέ Clin. TrialsΣ ǾƻƭΦ сΣ ƴƻΦ сΣ ǇǇΦ смлςсмтΣ нллфΦ 

ώнфпϐ bŀǘƛƻƴŀƭ LƴǎǘƛǘǳŜǎ ƻŦ IŜŀƭǘƘΣ άbLI ƎǳƛŘŜƭƛƴŜǎ ƻƴ ǘƘŜ ƛƴŎƭǳǎƛƻƴ ƻŦ ǿƻƳŜƴ ŀƴŘ ƳƛƴƻǊƛǘƛŜǎ ŀǎ 
ǎǳōƧŜŎǘǎ ƛƴ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΣέ ǾƻƭΦ ноΣ ƴƻΦ ммΦ мффпΦ 

ώнфрϐ {Φ 9ǇǎǘŜƛƴΣ ά¢ƘŜ wƛǎŜ ƻŦ ΨwŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘƻƭƻƎȅΩ /ƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΣ wŀŎƛŀƭ YƴƻǿƭŜŘƎŜΣ ŀƴŘ ǘƘŜ 
tƻƭƛǘƛŎǎ ƻŦ LƴŎƭǳǎƛƻƴ ŀƴŘ 5ƛŦŦŜǊŜƴŎŜΣέ Soc. Stud. Sci.Σ ǾƻƭΦ оуΣ ƴƻΦ рΣ ǇǇΦ улмςуонΣ нллуΦ 

ώнфсϐ aΦ WΦ aƻƴǘƻȅŀΣ άaŀƪƛƴƎ ǘƘŜ aŜȄƛŎŀƴ 5ƛŀōŜǘƛŎΥ wŀŎŜΣ {ŎƛŜƴŎŜ ŀƴŘ ǘƘŜ DŜƴŜǘƛŎǎ ƻŦ 
LƴŜǉǳŀƭƛǘȅΣέ Igarss 2014Σ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇǇΦ мςрΣ нлмпΦ 

ώнфтϐ WΦ IΦ WƻƴŜǎΣ Bad Blood: The Tuskegee Syphilis ExperimentΦ bŜǿ ¸ƻǊƪΥ ¢ƘŜ CǊŜŜ tǊŜǎǎΣ мфумΦ 

ώнфуϐ IΦ .ƻǊƴƻΣ !Φ {ƛŜƎŜƭΣ ŀƴŘ /Φ wȅŀƴΣ ά¢ƘŜ ǇǊƻōƭŜƳ ƻŦ ǊŜǇǊŜǎŜƴǘŀǘƛǾŜƴŜǎǎ ƻŦ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǘǊƛŀƭ 
ǇŀǊǘƛŎƛǇŀƴǘǎΥ ǳƴŘŜǊǎǘŀƴŘƛƴƎ ǘƘŜ ǊƻƭŜ ƻŦ ƘƛŘŘŜƴ ŎƻǎǘǎΦΣέ J. Health Serv. Res. PolicyΣ ǾƻƭΦ нмΣ 
ƴƻΦ оΣ ǇǇΦ мпрςсΣ WǳƭΦ нлмсΦ 

ώнффϐ DΦ ¸Φ [ŀƛΣ ¢Φ [Φ DŀǊȅΣ WΦ ¢ƛƭōǳǊǘΣ {Φ .ƻƭŜƴΣ /Φ .ŀŦŦƛΣ wΦ CΦ ²ƛƭǎƻƴΣ aΦ ²Φ IƻǿŜǊǘƻƴΣ aΦ /Φ 
DƛōōƻƴǎΣ ¢Φ tΦ ¢ŀƴǇƛǘǳƪǇƻƴƎǎŜΣ ŀƴŘ bΦ wΦ tƻǿŜΣ ά9ŦŦŜŎǘƛǾŜƴŜǎǎ ƻŦ ǎǘǊŀǘŜƎƛŜǎ ǘƻ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘ 
ǳƴŘŜǊǊŜǇǊŜǎŜƴǘŜŘ ǇƻǇǳƭŀǘƛƻƴǎ ƛƴǘƻ ŎŀƴŎŜǊ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΣέ Clin. TrialsΣ ǾƻƭΦ оΣ ƴƻΦ нΣ ǇǇΦ 
мооςмпмΣ нллсΦ 

ώоллϐ WΦ DΦ CƻǊŘΣ aΦ ²Φ IƻǿŜǊǘƻƴΣ DΦ ¸Φ [ŀƛΣ ¢Φ [Φ DŀǊȅΣ {Φ .ƻƭŜƴΣ aΦ /Φ DƛōōƻƴǎΣ WΦ ¢ƛƭōǳǊǘΣ /Φ .ŀŦŦƛΣ 
¢Φ tΦ ¢ŀƴǇƛǘǳƪǇƻƴƎǎŜΣ ŀƴŘ wΦ CΦ ²ƛƭǎƻƴΣ ά.ŀǊǊƛŜǊǎ ǘƻ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƛƴƎ ǳƴŘŜǊǊŜǇǊŜǎŜƴǘŜŘ 
ǇƻǇǳƭŀǘƛƻƴǎ ǘƻ ŎŀƴŎŜǊ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΥ ŀ ǎȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ ǊŜǾƛŜǿΣέ CancerΣ ǾƻƭΦ ммнΣ ƴƻΦ нΣ ǇǇΦ ннуς
нпнΣ нллтΦ 

ώолмϐ WΦ YΦ /ŀǊǊƻƭƭΣ !Φ YΦ ¸ŀƴŎŜȅΣ .Φ {ǇǊƛƴƎΣ /Φ CƛƎǳŜǊƻŀπaƻǎŜƭŜȅΣ 5Φ /Φ aƻƘǊΣ YΦ aΦ aǳǎǘƛŀƴΣ [Φ YΦ 
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{ǇǊƻŘΣ WΦ vΦ tǳǊƴŜƭƭΣ ŀƴŘ YΦ CƛǎŎŜƭƭŀΣ ά²Ƙŀǘ ŀǊŜ ǎǳŎŎŜǎǎŦǳƭ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ŀƴŘ ǊŜǘŜƴǘƛƻƴ 
ǎǘǊŀǘŜƎƛŜǎ ŦƻǊ ǳƴŘŜǊǎŜǊǾŜŘ ǇƻǇǳƭŀǘƛƻƴǎΚ 9ȄŀƳƛƴƛƴƎ ǇƘȅǎƛŎŀƭ ŀŎǘƛǾƛǘȅ ƛƴǘŜǊǾŜƴǘƛƻƴǎ ƛƴ 
ǇǊƛƳŀǊȅ ŎŀǊŜ ŀƴŘ ŎƻƳƳǳƴƛǘȅ ǎŜǘǘƛƴƎǎΣέ Transl. Behav. Med.Σ ǾƻƭΦ мΣ ƴƻΦ нΣ ǇǇΦ нопςнрмΣ 
нлммΦ 

ώолнϐ 5Φ wƛǾŜǊǎΣ 9Φ aΦ !ǳƎǳǎǘΣ LΦ {ŜƘƻǾƛŎΣ .Φ [Φ DǊŜŜƴΣ ŀƴŘ DΦ vǳƛƴƴΣ ά! ǎȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ ǊŜǾƛŜǿ ƻŦ ǘƘŜ 
ŦŀŎǘƻǊǎ ƛƴŦƭǳŜƴŎƛƴƎ !ŦǊƛŎŀƴ !ƳŜǊƛŎŀƴǎΩ ǇŀǊǘƛŎƛǇŀǘƛƻƴ ƛƴ ŎŀƴŎŜǊ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΣέ Contemp Clin 
TrialsΣ нлмоΦ 

ώолоϐ 5ŜǇŀǊǘƳŜƴǘ hŦ IŜŀƭǘƘΣ ά9ƳōŜŘŘƛƴƎ IŜŀƭǘƘ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΥ bŀǘƛƻƴŀƭ LƴǎǘƛǘǳǘŜ ŦƻǊ IŜŀƭǘƘ 
wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ !ƴƴǳŀƭ wŜǇƻǊǘ нллфκмлΦέ /Ǌƻǿƴ /ƻǇȅǊƛƎƘǘΣ tǊƻŘǳŎŜŘ ōȅ /hL ŦƻǊ ǘƘŜ 
5ŜǇŀǊǘƳŜƴǘ ƻŦ IŜŀƭǘƘΣ ǇΦ ттΣ нлмлΦ 

ώолпϐ bŀǘƛƻƴŀƭ LƴǎǘƛǘǳǘŜ ŦƻǊ IŜŀƭǘƘ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΣ άbLIw ŀƴƴǳŀƭ ǊŜǇƻǊǘ нлмпκнлмрΣέ нлмсΦ 

ώолрϐ /Φ [Φ /ƻƻǇŜǊΣ 5Φ IƛƴŘΣ wΦ 5ǳƴŎŀƴΣ {Φ ²ŀƭǘŜǊǎΣ !Φ [ŀǊǘŜȅΣ 9Φ [ŜŜΣ ŀƴŘ aΦ .ǊŀŘōǳǊƴΣ ά! ǊŀǇƛŘ 
ǊŜǾƛŜǿ ƛƴŘƛŎŀǘŜŘ ƘƛƎƘŜǊ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ǊŀǘŜǎ ƛƴ ǘǊŜŀǘƳŜƴǘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎ ǘƘŀƴ ƛƴ ǇǊŜǾŜƴǘƛƻƴ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΣέ J. 
Clin. Epidemiol.Σ ǾƻƭΦ суΣ ƴƻΦ оΣ ǇǇΦ оптςорпΣ нлмрΦ 

ώолсϐ 5Φ [Φ {ŀŎƪŜǘǘΣ ά.ƛŀǎ ƛƴ ŀƴŀƭȅǘƛŎ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΣέ J. Chronic Dis.Σ ǾƻƭΦ онΣ ƴƻΦ мςнΣ ǇǇΦ рмςсоΣ мфтфΦ 

ώолтϐ WΦ wƛŎƪΣ tΦ .ƻǿŜǊΣ 5Φ /ƻƭƭƛŜǊΣ {Φ 9ƭŘǊƛŘƎŜΣ WΦ DǊŀŦŦȅΣ !Φ YŜƴƴŜŘȅΣ tΦ YƴŀǇǇΣ !Φ IǳƎƘŜǎπaƻǊƭŜȅΣ 
/Φ {ŀƭƛǎōǳǊȅΣ ŀƴŘ bΦ {ƳŀƭƭΣ ά{ȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ ǘŜŎƘƴƛǉǳŜǎ ŦƻǊ ŀǎǎƛǎǘƛƴƎ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ǘƻ ǘǊƛŀƭǎ 
ό{¢!w¢ύΥ ŘŜǾŜƭƻǇƛƴƎ ǘƘŜ ǎŎƛŜƴŎŜ ƻŦ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘΣέ TrialsΣ ǾƻƭΦ мпΣ ƴƻΦ {ǳǇǇƭ мΣ ǇΦ hсмΣ нлмоΦ 

ώолуϐ WΦ .ǊŜǘǘΣ {Φ {ǘŀƴƛǎȊŜǿǎƪŀΣ /Φ aƻŎƪŦƻǊŘΣ YΦ {ŜŜǊǎΣ {Φ IŜǊǊƻƴπaŀǊȄΣ ŀƴŘ IΦ .ŀȅƭƛǎǎΣ ά¢ƘŜ 
tLwL/ha {ǘǳŘȅΥ ! ǎȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ ǊŜǾƛŜǿ ƻŦ ǘƘŜ ŎƻƴŎŜǇǘǳŀƭƛǎŀǘƛƻƴΣ ƳŜŀǎǳǊŜƳŜƴǘΣ ƛƳǇŀŎǘ ŀƴŘ 
ƻǳǘŎƻƳŜǎ ƻŦ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘǎ ŀƴŘ ǇǳōƭƛŎ ƛƴǾƻƭǾŜƳŜƴǘ ƛƴ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ŀƴŘ ǎƻŎƛŀƭ ŎŀǊŜ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΣέ нлмлΦ 

ώолфϐ Lb±h[±9Σ ά5ŜŦƛƴƛƴƎ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘ ŀƴŘ ǇǳōƭƛŎ ƛƴǾƻƭǾŜƳŜƴǘΣέ нлмрΦ Φ 

ώомлϐ {Φ wΦ !ǊƴǎǘŜƛƴΣ ά! ƭŀŘŘŜǊ ƻŦ ŎƛǘƛȊŜƴ ǇŀǊǘƛŎƛǇŀǘƛƻƴΣέ J. Am. Inst. Plann.Σ ǾƻƭΦ орΣ ƴƻΦ пΣ ǇǇΦ 
нмсςннпΣ мфсфΦ 

ώоммϐ WΦ vΦ ¢ǊƛǘǘŜǊ ŀƴŘ !Φ aŎ/ŀƭƭǳƳΣ ά¢ƘŜ ǎƴŀƪŜǎ ŀƴŘ ƭŀŘŘŜǊǎ ƻŦ ǳǎŜǊ ƛƴǾƻƭǾŜƳŜƴǘΥ aƻǾƛƴƎ 
ōŜȅƻƴŘ !ǊƴǎǘŜƛƴΣέ Health Policy (New. York).Σ ǾƻƭΦ тсΣ ƴƻΦ нΣ ǇǇΦ мрсςмсуΣ нллсΦ 

ώомнϐ WΦ .ƻƻǘŜΣ wΦ ¢ŜƭŦƻǊŘΣ ŀƴŘ /Φ /ƻƻǇŜǊΣ ά/ƻƴǎǳƳŜǊ ƛƴǾƻƭǾŜƳŜƴǘ ƛƴ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΥ ŀ ǊŜǾƛŜǿ 
ŀƴŘ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ŀƎŜƴŘŀΣέ Health Policy (New. York).Σ ǾƻƭΦ смΣ ƴƻΦ нΣ ǇǇΦ нмоςносΣ нллнΦ 

ώомоϐ WΦ ²ŀƭǎƘ WΦ .ƻȅƭŜΣ άLƳǇǊƻǾƛƴƎ ŀŎǳǘŜ ǇǎȅŎƘƛŀǘǊƛŎ ƘƻǎǇƛǘŀƭ ǎŜǊǾƛŎŜǎ ŀŎŎƻǊŘƛƴƎ ǘƻ ƛƴǇŀǘƛŜƴǘ 
ŜȄǇŜǊƛŜƴŎŜǎΦ ! ǳǎŜǊπƭŜŘ ǇƛŜŎŜ ƻŦ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ŀǎ ŀ ƳŜŀƴǎ ǘƻ ŜƳǇƻǿŜǊƳŜƴǘΦΣέ Issues in Mental 
Health NursingΣ ǾƻƭΦ олΣ ƴƻΦ мΦ ǇǇΦ омςоуΣ нллфΦ 

ώомпϐ 5Φ wƻǎŜΣ tΦ CƭŜƛǎŎƘƳŀƴƴΣ ŀƴŘ tΦ {ŎƘƻŦƛŜƭŘΣ άtŜǊŎŜǇǘƛƻƴǎ ƻŦ ǳǎŜǊ ƛƴǾƻƭǾŜƳŜƴǘΥ ŀ ǳǎŜǊπƭŜŘ 
ǎǘǳŘȅΣέ Int. J. Soc. PsychiatryΣ ǾƻƭΦ рсΣ ƴƻΦ пΣ ǇǇΦ оуфςплмΣ нлмлΦ 

ώомрϐ 9Φ CŜƛƴƎƻƭŘΣ ά/ƛǘƛȊŜƴ ǇŀǊǘƛŎƛǇŀǘƛƻƴΥ ŀ ǊŜǾƛŜǿ ƻŦ ǘƘŜ ƛǎǎǳŜǎΣέ ƛƴ The consumer and the health 
care system: social and management perspectivesΣ IΦ wƻǎŜƴΣ WΦ aŜǘǎŎƘΣ ŀƴŘ {Φ [ŜǾŜȅΣ 9ŘǎΦ 
bŜǿ ¸ƻǊƪΥ {ǇŜŎǘǊǳƳΣ мфттΦ 

ώомсϐ WΦ LǾŜǎΣ {Φ 5ŀƳŜǊȅΣ ŀƴŘ {Φ wŜŘǿƻŘΣ άttLΣ ǇŀǊŀŘƻȄŜǎ ŀƴŘ tƭŀǘƻΥ ǿƘƻΩǎ ǎŀƛƭƛƴƎ ǘƘŜ ǎƘƛǇΚΣέ J 
Med EthicsΣ ǾƻƭΦ офΣ ƴƻΦ оΣ ǇǇΦ мумςмурΣ нлмоΦ 

ώомтϐ WΦ .ƻƻǘŜΣ wΦ ¢ŜƭŦƻǊŘΣ ŀƴŘ /Φ /ƻƻǇŜǊΣ ά/ƻƴǎǳƳŜǊ ƛƴǾƻƭǾŜƳŜƴǘ ƛƴ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΥ ŀ ǊŜǾƛŜǿ 
ŀƴŘ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ŀƎŜƴŘŀΣέ Health Policy (New. York).Σ ǾƻƭΦ смΣ ƴƻΦ нΣ ǇǇΦ нмоςносΣ нллнΦ 

ώомуϐ 5Φ DǊƻǎǎ ŀƴŘ %Φ [Φ CƻƎƎΣ άCƻŎǳǎ ƻƴ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ aŜǘƘƻŘǎ /ƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ¢Ǌƛŀƭǎ ƛƴ ǘƘŜ нмǎǘ /ŜƴǘǳǊȅ Υ 
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¢ƘŜ /ŀǎŜ ŦƻǊ tŀǊǘƛŎƛǇŀƴǘπ/ŜƴǘŜǊŜŘ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΣέ Res. Nurs. HealthΣ ǇǇΦ ролςрофΣ нллмΦ 

ώомфϐ aΦπtΦ DŀƎƴƻƴΣ aΦ 5ŜǎƳŀǊǘƛǎΣ 5Φ [ŜǇŀƎŜπ{ŀǾŀǊȅΣ WΦ DŀƎƴƻƴΣ aΦ {ǘπtƛŜǊǊŜΣ aΦ wƘŀƛƴŘǎΣ wΦ 
[ŜƳƛŜǳȄΣ CΦπtΦ DŀǳǾƛƴΣ IΦ tƻƭƭŜƴŘŜǊΣ ŀƴŘ CΦ [ŞƎŀǊŞΣ άLƴǘǊƻŘǳŎƛƴƎ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘǎΩ ŀƴŘ ǘƘŜ ǇǳōƭƛŎΩǎ 
ǇŜǊǎǇŜŎǘƛǾŜǎ ǘƻ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ǘŜŎƘƴƻƭƻƎȅ ŀǎǎŜǎǎƳŜƴǘΥ ! ǎȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ ǊŜǾƛŜǿ ƻŦ ƛƴǘŜǊƴŀǘƛƻƴŀƭ 
ŜȄǇŜǊƛŜƴŎŜǎΣέ Int. J. Technol. Assess. Health CareΣ ǾƻƭΦ нтΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇǇΦ омςпнΣ нлммΦ 

ώонлϐ bŀǘƛƻƴŀƭ LƴǎǘƛǘǳǘŜ ŦƻǊ IŜŀƭǘƘ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΣ άCǳƴŘƛƴƎΥ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘ ŀƴŘ tǳōƭƛŎ LƴǾƻƭǾŜƳŜƴǘΣέ 
FundingΣ нлмсΦ ώhƴƭƛƴŜϐΦ !ǾŀƛƭŀōƭŜΥ ƘǘǘǇΥκκǿǿǿΦƴƛƘǊΦŀŎΦǳƪκŦǳƴŘƛƴƎκǇƎŦŀǊπǇŀǘƛŜƴǘπŀƴŘπ
ǇǳōƭƛŎπƛƴǾƻƭǾŜƳŜƴǘΦƘǘƳΦ 

ώонмϐ YΦ {ǘŀƭŜȅΣ ά{ǘŀƭŜȅ YΦ 9ȄǇƭƻǊƛƴƎ ƛƳǇŀŎǘΥ ǇǳōƭƛŎ ƛƴǾƻƭǾŜƳŜƴǘ ƛƴ bI{Σ ǇǳōƭƛŎ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ŀƴŘ ǎƻŎƛŀƭ 
ŎŀǊŜ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΦέ Lb±h[±9Σ нллфΦ 

ώоннϐ ±Φ !Φ 9ƴǘǿƛǎǘƭŜΣ aΦ WΦ wŜƴŦǊŜǿΣ {Φ ¸ŜŀǊƭŜȅΣ WΦ CƻǊǊŜǎǘŜǊΣ ŀƴŘ ¢Φ [ŀƳƻƴǘΣ ά[ŀȅ ǇŜǊǎǇŜŎǘƛǾŜǎΥ 
ŀŘǾŀƴǘŀƎŜǎ ŦƻǊ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΣέ BmjΣ ǾƻƭΦ омсΣ ƴƻΦ тмнфΣ ǇǇΦ псоςпссΣ мффуΦ 

ώоноϐ YΦ {ǘŀƭŜȅΣ ά9ȄǇƭƻǊƛƴƎ LƳǇŀŎǘΥ tǳōƭƛŎ ƛƴǾƻƭǾŜƳŜƴǘ ƛƴ bI{Σ ǇǳōƭƛŎ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ŀƴŘ ǎƻŎƛŀƭ ŎŀǊŜ 
ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΦέ bŀǘƛƻƴŀƭ LƴǎǘƛǘǳǘŜ ŦƻǊ IŜŀƭǘƘ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΣ 9ŀǎǘƭŜƛƎƘΣ нллфΦ 

ώонпϐ ¢Φ 5ŜƭōŀƴŎƻΣ 5Φ aΦ .ŜǊǿƛŎƪΣ WΦ LΦ .ƻǳŦŦƻǊŘΣ tΦ !Φ 9ŘƎƳŀƴπ[ŜǾƛǘŀƴΣ DΦ hƭƭŜƴǎŎƘƭŅƎŜǊΣ 5Φ 
tƭŀƳǇƛƴƎΣ ŀƴŘ wΦ DΦ wƻŎƪŜŦŜƭƭŜǊΣ άIŜŀƭǘƘŎŀǊŜ ƛƴ ŀ ƭŀƴŘ ŎŀƭƭŜŘ ǇŜƻǇƭŜǇƻǿŜǊΥ bƻǘƘƛƴƎ ŀōƻǳǘ 
ƳŜ ǿƛǘƘƻǳǘ ƳŜΣέ Health ExpectationsΣ ǾƻƭΦ пΣ ƴƻΦ оΦ ǇǇΦ мппςмрлΣ нллмΦ 

ώонрϐ DΦ bŜƭǎƻƴΣ WΦ hŎƘƻŎƪŀΣ YΦ DǊƛŦŦƛƴΣ ŀƴŘ WΦ [ƻǊŘΣ άΨbƻǘƘƛƴƎ !ōƻǳǘ aŜΣ ²ƛǘƘƻǳǘ aŜΩΥ 
tŀǊǘƛŎƛǇŀǘƻǊȅ !Ŏǘƛƻƴ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ǿƛǘƘ {ŜƭŦπIŜƭǇκaǳǘǳŀƭ !ƛŘ hǊƎŀƴƛȊŀǘƛƻƴǎ ŦƻǊ tǎȅŎƘƛŀǘǊƛŎ 
/ƻƴǎǳƳŜǊκ{ǳǊǾƛǾƻǊǎΣέ Am. J. Community Psychol.Σ ǾƻƭΦ нсΣ ƴƻΦ сΣ ǇǇΦ уумςфммΣ мффуΦ 

ώонсϐ tΦ ²ƛƭǎƻƴΣ 9Φ aŀǘƘƛŜΣ WΦ YŜŜƴŀƴΣ 9Φ aŎbŜƛƭƭȅΣ /Φ DƻƻŘƳŀƴΣ !Φ IƻǿŜΣ CΦ tƻƭŀƴŘΣ {Φ 
{ǘŀƴƛǎȊŜǿǎƪŀΣ {Φ YŜƴŘŀƭƭΣ 5Φ aǳƴŘŀȅΣ aΦ /ƻǿŜΣ ŀƴŘ {Φ tŜŎƪƘŀƳΣ άwŜǎŜ!ǊŎƘ ǿƛǘƘ tŀǘƛŜƴǘ 
ŀƴŘ tǳōƭƛŎ ƛƴǾhƭǾŜƳŜƴǘΥ ŀ wŜŀƭƛǎ¢ ŜǾŀƭǳŀǘƛƻƴ ς ǘƘŜ w!tthw¢ ǎǘǳŘȅΣέ Heal. Serv. Deliv. 
Res.Σ ǾƻƭΦ оΣ ƴƻΦ оуΣ ǇǇΦ мςмтсΣ нлмрΦ 

ώонтϐ WΦ .ǊŜǘǘΣ {Φ {ǘŀƴƛǎȊŜǿǎƪŀΣ ŀƴŘ /Φ aƻŎƪŦƻǊŘΣ άaŀǇǇƛƴƎ ǘƘŜ ƛƳǇŀŎǘ ƻŦ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘ ŀƴŘ ǇǳōƭƛŎ 
ƛƴǾƻƭǾŜƳŜƴǘ ƛƴ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ŀƴŘ ǎƻŎƛŀƭ ŎŀǊŜ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΥ ŀ ǎȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ ǊŜǾƛŜǿΣέ Heal. ExpectΣ ǾƻƭΦ 
мтΣ нлмпΦ 

ώонуϐ WΦ .ǊŜǘǘΣ {Φ {ǘŀƴƛǎȊŜǿǎƪŀΣ /Φ aƻŎƪŦƻǊŘΣ {Φ IŜǊǊƻƴπaŀǊȄΣ WΦ IǳƎƘŜǎΣ /Φ ¢ȅǎŀƭƭΣ ŀƴŘ wΦ 
{ǳƭŜƳŀƴΣ ά! {ȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ wŜǾƛŜǿ ƻŦ ǘƘŜ LƳǇŀŎǘ ƻŦ tŀǘƛŜƴǘ ŀƴŘ tǳōƭƛŎ LƴǾƻƭǾŜƳŜƴǘ ƻƴ 
{ŜǊǾƛŎŜ ¦ǎŜǊǎΣ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘŜǊǎ ŀƴŘ /ƻƳƳǳƴƛǘƛŜǎΣέ PatientΣ ǾƻƭΦ тΣ ƴƻΦ пΣ ǇǇΦ оутςофрΣ нлмпΦ 

ώонфϐ WΦ .ǊŜǘǘΣ {Φ {ǘŀƴƛǎȊŜǿǎƪŀΣ /Φ aƻŎƪŦƻǊŘΣ {Φ IŜǊǊƻƴπaŀǊȄΣ WΦ IǳƎƘŜǎΣ /Φ ¢ȅǎŀƭƭΣ ŀƴŘ wΦ 
{ǳƭŜƳŀƴΣ άaŀǇǇƛƴƎ ǘƘŜ ƛƳǇŀŎǘ ƻŦ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘ ŀƴŘ ǇǳōƭƛŎ ƛƴǾƻƭǾŜƳŜƴǘ ƻƴ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ŀƴŘ ǎƻŎƛŀƭ 
ŎŀǊŜ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΥ ŀ ǎȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ ǊŜǾƛŜǿΣέ Heal. ExpectΣ ǾƻƭΦ мтΣ ƴƻΦ рΣ ǇǇΦ сотςсрлΣ нлмпΦ 

ώоолϐ WΦ tΦ 5ƻƳŜŎǉΣ DΦ tǊǳǘǎƪȅΣ ¢Φ 9ƭǊŀƛȅŀƘΣ ½Φ ²ŀƴƎΣ aΦ bŀōƘŀƴΣ ŀƴŘ bΦ {ƘƛǇǇŜŜΣ άtŀǘƛŜƴǘ 
ŜƴƎŀƎŜƳŜƴǘ ƛƴ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΥ ŀ ǎȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ ǊŜǾƛŜǿΣέ BMC Heal. Serv ResΣ ǾƻƭΦ мпΣ нлмпΦ 

ώоомϐ 9Φ bƛƭǎŜƴΣ IΦ aȅǊƘŀǳƎΣ aΦ WƻƘŀƴǎŜƴΣ {Φ hƭƛǾŜǊΣ ŀƴŘ !Φ hȄƳŀƴΣ άaŜǘƘƻŘǎ ƻŦ ŎƻƴǎǳƳŜǊ 
ƛƴǾƻƭǾŜƳŜƴǘ ƛƴ ŘŜǾŜƭƻǇƛƴƎ ƘŜŀƭǘƘŎŀǊŜ ǇƻƭƛŎȅ ŀƴŘ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΣ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǇǊŀŎǘƛŎŜ ƎǳƛŘŜƭƛƴŜǎ ŀƴŘ 
ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘ ƛƴŦƻǊƳŀǘƛƻƴ ƳŀǘŜǊƛŀƭ όwŜǾƛŜǿύΣέ Cochrane database Syst. Rev.Σ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇΦ 
/5ллпрсоΣ нлмлΦ 

ώоонϐ [Φ 9ƴƴƛǎ ŀƴŘ ¢Φ ²ȅƪŜǎΣ άLƳǇŀŎǘ ƻŦ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘ ƛƴǾƻƭǾŜƳŜƴǘ ƛƴ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΥ 
ƭƻƴƎƛǘǳŘƛƴŀƭ ǎǘǳŘȅΣέ Br. J. PsychiatryΣ ǾƻƭΦ нлоΣ ƴƻΦ рΣ ǇǇΦ оумςоусΣ нлмоΦ 

ώоооϐ !Φ Iǳƴƴ ŀƴŘ ƘǘǘǇΥκκǿǿǿΦƘǊŀΦƴƘǎΦǳƪκŘƻŎǳƳŜƴǘǎκнлмоκммκǎǳǊǾŜȅπƎŜƴŜǊŀƭπǇǳōƭƛŎπ
ŀǘǘƛǘǳŘŜǎπǘƻǿŀǊŘǎπƘŜŀƭǘƘπǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΦǇŘŦΣ ά{ǳǊǾŜȅ ƻŦ ǘƘŜ ƎŜƴŜǊŀƭ ǇǳōƭƛŎΥ ŀǘǘƛǘǳŘŜǎ ǘƻǿŀǊŘǎ 
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ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΣέ LǇǎƻǎ ahwL ŀƴŘ bI{ IŜŀƭǘƘ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ !ǳǘƘƻǊƛǘȅΣ нлмоΦ 

ώоопϐ IŜŀƭǘƘ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ !ǳǘƘƻǊƛǘȅΣ άtŀǘƛŜƴǘ ƛƴǾƻƭǾŜƳŜƴǘ ƛƴŎǊŜŀǎŜǎ ǇǳōƭƛŎ ŎƻƴŦƛŘŜƴŎŜ ƛƴ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ 
ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΣέ нлмоΦ Φ 

ώоорϐ wΦ /ƘŀƳōŜǊǎΣ [Φ aΦ hΩ.ǊƛŜƴΣ {Φ [ƛƴƴŜƭƭΣ ŀƴŘ {Φ {ƘŀǊǇΣ ά²Ƙȅ ŘƻƴΩǘ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘŜǊǎ ǊŜǇƻǊǘ 
ŎƻƴǎǳƳŜǊ ƛƴǾƻƭǾŜƳŜƴǘΚΣέ Qual. Prim. CareΣ ǾƻƭΦ мнΣ ƴƻΦ нΣ ǇǇΦ мрмςмртΣ нллпΦ 

ώоосϐ WΦ hŎƭƻƻ ŀƴŘ wΦ aŀǘǘƘŜǿǎΣ άCǊƻƳ ǘƻƪŜƴƛǎƳ ǘƻ ŜƳǇƻǿŜǊƳŜƴǘΥ ǇǊƻƎǊŜǎǎƛƴƎ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘ ŀƴŘ 
ǇǳōƭƛŎ ƛƴǾƻƭǾŜƳŜƴǘ ƛƴ ƘŜŀƭǘƘŎŀǊŜ ƛƳǇǊƻǾŜƳŜƴǘΣέ BMJ Qual. Saf.Σ нлмсΦ 

ώоотϐ {Φ {ǘŀƴƛǎȊŜǿǎƪŀΣ !Φ !ŘŜōŀƧƻΣ wΦ .ŀǊōŜǊΣ tΦ .ŜǊŜǎŦƻǊŘΣ [Φ .ǊŀŘȅΣ ŀƴŘ WΦ .ǊŜǘǘΣ ά5ŜǾŜƭƻǇƛƴƎ 
ǘƘŜ ŜǾƛŘŜƴŎŜ ōŀǎŜ ƻŦ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘ ŀƴŘ ǇǳōƭƛŎ ƛƴǾƻƭǾŜƳŜƴǘ ƛƴ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ŀƴŘ ǎƻŎƛŀƭ ŎŀǊŜ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΥ 
ǘƘŜ ŎŀǎŜ ŦƻǊ ƳŜŀǎǳǊƛƴƎ ƛƳǇŀŎǘΣέ Int J Consum StudΣ ǾƻƭΦ орΣ нлммΦ 

ώооуϐ WΦ [ŀƴŘŜǊΣ ¢Φ IŀƛƴȊΣ LΦ IƛǊǎŎƘōŜǊƎΣ {Φ .ƻǎǎŜǊǘΣ ŀƴŘ 5Φ {ǘǊŜŎƘΣ ά5ƻ tǳōƭƛŎ LƴǾƻƭǾŜƳŜƴǘ 
!ŎǘƛǾƛǘƛŜǎ ƛƴ .ƛƻƳŜŘƛŎŀƭ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ŀƴŘ LƴƴƻǾŀǘƛƻƴ wŜŎǊǳƛǘ wŜǇǊŜǎŜƴǘŀǘƛǾŜƭȅ ! {ȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ 
vǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ wŜǾƛŜǿΣέ Public Health GenomicsΣ нлмсΦ 

ώоофϐ tΦ .ŜǊŜǎŦƻǊŘΣ ά.ŜȅƻƴŘ ǘƘŜ ǳǎǳŀƭ ǎǳǎǇŜŎǘǎΥ ǘƻǿŀǊŘǎ ƛƴŎƭǳǎƛǾŜ ǳǎŜǊ ƛƴǾƻƭǾŜƳŜƴǘΣέ нлмоΦ 

ώоплϐ [Φ CƻǊōŀǘΣ DΦ IǳōōŀǊŘΣ ŀƴŘ bΦ YŜŀǊƴŜȅΣ άtŀǘƛŜƴǘ ŀƴŘ ǇǳōƭƛŎ ƛƴǾƻƭǾŜƳŜƴǘΥ aƻŘŜƭǎ ŀƴŘ 
ƳǳŘŘƭŜǎΣέ J. Clin. Nurs.Σ ǾƻƭΦ муΣ ƴƻΦ муΣ ǇǇΦ нрптςнррпΣ нллфΦ 

ώопмϐ [Φ CƻǊōŀǘΣ DΦ IǳōōŀǊŘΣ ŀƴŘ bΦ YŜŀǊƴŜȅΣ άtŀǘƛŜƴǘ ŀƴŘ ǇǳōƭƛŎ ƛƴǾƻƭǾŜƳŜƴǘΥ ƳƻŘŜƭǎ ŀƴŘ 
ƳǳŘŘƭŜǎΣέ J. Clin. Nurs.Σ ǾƻƭΦ муΣ ƴƻΦ муΣ ǇǇΦ нрптςнррпΣ нллфΦ 

ώопнϐ {Φ {ǘŀƴƛǎȊŜǿǎƪŀΣ WΦ .ǊŜǘǘΣ /Φ aƻŎƪŦƻǊŘΣ ŀƴŘ wΦ .ŀǊōŜǊΣ ά¢ƘŜ DwLtt ŎƘŜŎƪƭƛǎǘΥ ǎǘǊŜƴƎǘƘŜƴƛƴƎ 
ǘƘŜ ǉǳŀƭƛǘȅ ƻŦ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘ ŀƴŘ ǇǳōƭƛŎ ƛƴǾƻƭǾŜƳŜƴǘ ǊŜǇƻǊǘƛƴƎ ƛƴ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΣέ Int. J. Technol. 
Assess. Health CareΣ ǾƻƭΦ нтΣ ƴƻΦ пΣ ǇǇΦ офмςоффΣ нлммΦ 

ώопоϐ ½Φ WƻǊŘŀƴ ŀƴŘ !Φ /ƻǳǊǘΣ άwŜŎƻƴǎǘǊǳŎǘƛƴƎ ŎƻƴǎǳƳŜǊ ǇŀǊǘƛŎƛǇŀǘƛƻƴ ƛƴ ŜǾƛŘŜƴŎŜπōŀǎŜŘ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ 
ŎŀǊŜΥ ŀ ǇƻƭŜƳƛŎΣέ Int. J. Consum. Stud.Σ ǾƻƭΦ опΣ ƴƻΦ рΣ ǇǇΦ рруςрсмΣ нлмлΦ 

ώоппϐ tΦ aΦ ²ƛƭǎƻƴΣ ά! ǇƻƭƛŎȅ ŀƴŀƭȅǎƛǎ ƻŦ ǘƘŜ 9ȄǇŜǊǘ tŀǘƛŜƴǘ ƛƴ ǘƘŜ ¦ƴƛǘŜŘ YƛƴƎŘƻƳΥ {ŜƭŦπŎŀǊŜ ŀǎ 
ŀƴ ŜȄǇǊŜǎǎƛƻƴ ƻŦ ǇŀǎǘƻǊŀƭ ǇƻǿŜǊΚΣέ Heal. Soc. Care CommunityΣ ǾƻƭΦ фΣ ƴƻΦ оΣ ǇǇΦ мопςмпнΣ 
нллмΦ 

ώопрϐ YΦ {ǘŀƭŜȅΣ άΨLǎ ƛǘ ǿƻǊǘƘ ŘƻƛƴƎΚΩ aŜŀǎǳǊƛƴƎ ǘƘŜ ƛƳǇŀŎǘ ƻŦ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘ ŀƴŘ ǇǳōƭƛŎ ƛƴǾƻƭǾŜƳŜƴǘ ƛƴ 
ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΣέ Res. Involv. Engagem.Σ ǾƻƭΦ мΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇǇΦ мςмлΣ нлмрΦ 

ώопсϐ YΦ {ǘŀƭŜȅΣ {Φ !Φ .ǳŎƪƭŀƴŘΣ IΦ IŀȅŜǎΣ ŀƴŘ aΦ ¢ŀǊǇŜȅΣ άΨ¢ƘŜ ƳƛǎǎƛƴƎ ƭƛƴƪǎΩΥ ǳƴŘŜǊǎǘŀƴŘƛƴƎ 
Ƙƻǿ ŎƻƴǘŜȄǘ ŀƴŘ ƳŜŎƘŀƴƛǎƳ ƛƴŦƭǳŜƴŎŜ ǘƘŜ ƛƳǇŀŎǘ ƻŦ ǇǳōƭƛŎ ƛƴǾƻƭǾŜƳŜƴǘ ƛƴ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΣέ 
Heal. ExpectΣ ǾƻƭΦ мтΣ нлмпΦ 

ώоптϐ bΦ 9ŘŜƭƳŀƴ ŀƴŘ 5Φ .ŀǊǊƻƴΣ ά9Ǿŀƭǳŀǘƛƻƴ ƻŦ ǇǳōƭƛŎ ƛƴǾƻƭǾŜƳŜƴǘ ƛƴ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΥ ǘƛƳŜ ŦƻǊ ŀ 
ƳŀƧƻǊ ǊŜπǘƘƛƴƪΚΣέ J. Health Serv. Res. PolicyΣ ǾƻƭΦ нмΣ ƴƻΦ оΣ ǇǇΦ нлфςнммΣ нлмсΦ 

ώопуϐ 9Φ [Φ ŀƴŘ aΦ 9ΦΣ ά9ǾŀƭǳŀǘƛƴƎ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘ ŀƴŘ ǎǘŀƪŜƘƻƭŘŜǊ ŜƴƎŀƎŜƳŜƴǘ ƛƴ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΥ aƻǾƛƴƎ 
ŦǊƻƳ ǘƘŜƻǊȅ ǘƻ ǇǊŀŎǘƛŎŜΣέ J. Comp. Eff. Res.Σ ǾƻƭΦ пΣ ƴƻΦ нΣ ǇǇΦ мооςмпрΣ нлмрΦ 

ώопфϐ bΦ 5Φ {ƘƛǇǇŜŜΣ WΦ tΦ 5ƻƳŜŎǉ DŀǊŎŜǎΣ DΦ WΦ tǊǳǘǎƪȅ [ƻǇŜȊΣ ½Φ ²ŀƴƎΣ ¢Φ !Φ 9ƭǊŀƛȅŀƘΣ ŀƴŘ aΦ 
bŀōƘŀƴΣ άtŀǘƛŜƴǘ ŀƴŘ ǎŜǊǾƛŎŜ ǳǎŜǊ ŜƴƎŀƎŜƳŜƴǘ ƛƴ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΥ ŀ ǎȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ ǊŜǾƛŜǿ ŀƴŘ 
ǎȅƴǘƘŜǎƛȊŜŘ ŦǊŀƳŜǿƻǊƪΣέ Heal. ExpectΣ нлмоΦ 

ώорлϐ 9Φ [Φ ŀƴŘ aΦ 9ΦΣ ά9ǾŀƭǳŀǘƛƴƎ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘ ŀƴŘ ǎǘŀƪŜƘƻƭŘŜǊ ŜƴƎŀƎŜƳŜƴǘ ƛƴ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΥ aƻǾƛƴƎ 
ŦǊƻƳ ǘƘŜƻǊȅ ǘƻ ǇǊŀŎǘƛŎŜΣέ J. Comp. Eff. Res.Σ ǾƻƭΦ пΣ ƴƻΦ нΣ ǇǇΦ мооςмпрΣ нлмрΦ 
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ώормϐ /Φ aƻŎƪŦƻǊŘΣ {Φ {ǘŀƴƛǎȊŜǿǎƪŀΣ CΦ DǊƛŦŦƛǘƘǎΣ ŀƴŘ {Φ IŜǊǊƻƴπaŀǊȄΣ ά¢ƘŜ ƛƳǇŀŎǘ ƻŦ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘ ŀƴŘ 
ǇǳōƭƛŎ ƛƴǾƻƭǾŜƳŜƴǘ ƻƴ ¦Y bI{ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ŎŀǊŜΥ ŀ ǎȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ ǊŜǾƛŜǿΣέ Int J Qual Heal. CareΣ 
ǾƻƭΦ нпΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇǇΦ нуςоуΣ нлмнΦ 

ώорнϐ 5Φ 9ǾŀƴǎΣ άtŀǘƛŜƴǘ ŀƴŘ ǇǳōƭƛŎ ƛƴǾƻƭǾŜƳŜƴǘ ƛƴ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ƛƴ ǘƘŜ 9ƴƎƭƛǎƘ bI{Υ ! ŘƻŎǳƳŜƴǘŀǊȅ 
ŀƴŀƭȅǎƛǎ ƻŦ ǘƘŜ ŎƻƳǇƭŜȄ ƛƴǘŜǊǇƭŀȅ ƻŦ ŜǾƛŘŜƴŎŜ ŀƴŘ ǇƻƭƛŎȅΣέ Evid. Policy A J. Res. Debate 
Pract.Σ ǾƻƭΦ млΣ ƴƻΦ оΣ ǇǇΦ осмςоттΣ нлмпΦ 

ώороϐ WΦ .ǊŜǘǘΣ {Φ {ǘŀƴƛǎȊŜǿǎƪŀΣ /Φ aƻŎƪŦƻǊŘΣ {Φ IŜǊǊƻƴπaŀǊȄΣ WΦ IǳƎƘŜǎΣ ŀƴŘ /Φ ¢ȅǎŀƭƭΣ άaŀǇǇƛƴƎ 
ǘƘŜ ƛƳǇŀŎǘ ƻŦ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘ ŀƴŘ ǇǳōƭƛŎ ƛƴǾƻƭǾŜƳŜƴǘ ƻƴ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ŀƴŘ ǎƻŎƛŀƭ ŎŀǊŜ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΥ ŀ 
ǎȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ ǊŜǾƛŜǿΣέ Heal. ExpectΣ ǾƻƭΦ мтΣ нлмпΦ 

ώорпϐ wΦ .ŀǊōŜǊΣ WΦ .ƻƻǘŜΣ ŀƴŘ DΦ tŀǊǊȅΣ ά/ŀƴ ǘƘŜ ƛƳǇŀŎǘ ƻŦ ǇǳōƭƛŎ ƛƴǾƻƭǾŜƳŜƴǘ ƻƴ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ōŜ 
ŜǾŀƭǳŀǘŜŘΚ ! ƳƛȄŜŘ ƳŜǘƘƻŘǎ ǎǘǳŘȅΣέ Heal. Expect.Σ ǾƻƭΦ мрΣ нлмнΦ 

ώоррϐ DΦ wƻǿŜ ŀƴŘ [Φ WΦ CǊŜǿŜǊΣ άtǳōƭƛŎ tŀǊǘƛŎƛǇŀǘƛƻƴ aŜǘƘƻŘǎΥ ! CǊŀƳŜǿƻǊƪ ŦƻǊ 9ǾŀƭǳŀǘƛƻƴΣέ 
Sci. Technol. Human ValuesΣ ǾƻƭΦ нрΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇǇΦ оςнфΣ нлллΦ 

ώорсϐ aΦ DƘŜƻǊƎƘƛŀŘŜΣ aΦ ±ŀŘǳƎŀƴŀǘƘŀƴΣ {Φ WΦ DǊŜŜƴŜΣ wΦ WΦ aŜƴǘȊΣ YΦ CΦ !ŘŀƳǎΣ {Φ 5Φ !ƴƪŜǊΣ aΦ 
!ǊƴƻƭŘΣ CΦ .ŀǎŎƘƛŜǊŀΣ WΦ DΦ CΦ /ƭŜƭŀƴŘΣ DΦ /ƻǘǘŜǊΣ DΦ /Φ CƻƴŀǊƻǿΣ /Φ DƛƻǊŘŀƴƻΣ aΦ aŜǘǊŀΣ CΦ 
aƛǎǎŜƭǿƛǘȊΣ 9Φ aΚΚƘƭƘƻŦŜǊΣ {Φ bƻŘŀǊƛΣ ²Φ CǊŀƴƪ tŜŀŎƻŎƪΣ .Φ aΦ tƛŜǎƪŜΣ IΦ bΦ {ŀōōŀƘΣ bΦ 
{ŀǘƻΣ aΦ wΦ {ƘŀƘΣ bΦ [Φ {ǘƻŎƪōǊƛŘƎŜΣ WΦ wΦ ¢ŜŜǊƭƛƴƪΣ 5Φ WΦ ±ŀƴ ±ŜƭŘƘǳƛǎŜƴΣ !Φ ½ŀƭŜǿǎƪƛΣ CΦ 
½ŀƴƴŀŘΣ ŀƴŘ WΦ .ǳǘƭŜǊΣ ά{ƛǘŜ ǎŜƭŜŎǘƛƻƴ ƛƴ Ǝƭƻōŀƭ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǘǊƛŀƭǎ ƛƴ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘǎ ƘƻǎǇƛǘŀƭƛȊŜŘ ŦƻǊ 
ƘŜŀǊǘ ŦŀƛƭǳǊŜΥ tŜǊŎŜƛǾŜŘ ǇǊƻōƭŜƳǎ ŀƴŘ ǇƻǘŜƴǘƛŀƭ ǎƻƭǳǘƛƻƴǎΣέ Heart Fail. Rev.Σ ǾƻƭΦ мфΣ ƴƻΦ нΣ 
ǇǇΦ морςмрнΣ нлмпΦ 

ώортϐ {Φ ¢ǊŜǿŜŜƪΣ 5Φ DΦ !ƭǘƳŀƴΣ tΦ .ƻǿŜǊΣ aΦ /ŀƳǇōŜƭƭΣ LΦ /ƘŀƭƳŜǊǎΣ {Φ /ƻǘǘƻƴΣ tΦ /ǊŀƛƎΣ 5Φ 
/ǊƻǎōȅΣ tΦ 5ŀǾƛŘǎƻƴΣ ŀƴŘ 5Φ 5ŜǾŀƴŜΣ άaŀƪƛƴƎ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎ ƳƻǊŜ ŜŦŦƛŎƛŜƴǘΥ ǊŜǇƻǊǘ ƻŦ 
ǘƘŜ ŦƛǊǎǘ ƳŜŜǘƛƴƎ ǘƻ ŘƛǎŎǳǎǎ ǘƘŜ ¢Ǌƛŀƭ CƻǊƎŜ ǇƭŀǘŦƻǊƳΣέ TrialsΣ ǾƻƭΦ мсΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇΦ нсмΣ нлмрΦ 

ώоруϐ wΦ WΦ tǊŜǎŎƻǘǘΣ /Φ 9Φ /ƻǳƴǎŜƭƭΣ {Φ wƻǎǎΣ ŀƴŘ wΦ 5ŜǾƻƴΣ άCŀŎǘƻǊǎ ǘƘŀǘ ƭƛƳƛǘ ǘƘŜ ǉǳŀƭƛǘȅΣ ƴǳƳōŜǊ 
ŀƴŘ ǇǊƻƎǊŜǎǎ ƻŦ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΣέ Health Technol. Assess. (Rockv).Σ ǾƻƭΦ оΣ ƴƻΦ 
нлΣ мфффΦ 

ώорфϐ tΦ .ƻǿŜǊΣ ±Φ .ǊǳŜǘƻƴΣ /Φ DŀƳōƭŜΣ {Φ ¢ǊŜǿŜŜƪΣ /Φ {ƳƛǘƘΣ .Φ ¸ƻǳƴƎΣ ŀƴŘ tΦ ²ƛƭƭƛŀƳǎƻƴΣ 
άLƴǘŜǊǾŜƴǘƛƻƴǎ ǘƻ ƛƳǇǊƻǾŜ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ŀƴŘ ǊŜǘŜƴǘƛƻƴ ƛƴ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΥ ŀ ǎǳǊǾŜȅ ŀƴŘ 
ǿƻǊƪǎƘƻǇ ǘƻ ŀǎǎŜǎǎ ŎǳǊǊŜƴǘ ǇǊŀŎǘƛŎŜ ŀƴŘ ŦǳǘǳǊŜ ǇǊƛƻǊƛǘƛŜǎΣέ TrialsΣ ǾƻƭΦ мрΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇΦ оффΣ 
нлмпΦ 

ώослϐ .Φ !Φ .ǊƻǿƴΣ IΦ [Φ [ƻƴƎΣ IΦ DƻǳƭŘΣ ¢Φ ²ŜƛǘȊΣ ŀƴŘ bΦ aƛƭƭƛƪŜƴΣ ά! ŎƻƴŎŜǇǘǳŀƭ ƳƻŘŜƭ ŦƻǊ ǘƘŜ 
ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ƻŦ ŘƛǾŜǊǎŜ ǿƻƳŜƴ ƛƴǘƻ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ǎǘǳŘƛŜǎΣέ J. Womens. Health Gend. Based. 
Med.Σ ǾƻƭΦ фΣ ƴƻΦ сΣ ǇǇΦ снрςсонΣ нлллΦ 

ώосмϐ DΦ aΦ ¢ƛƳƳŜǊƳŀƴΣ ά¢ƘŜ ŀǊǘ ƻŦ ŀŘǾŜǊǘƛǎƛƴƎ ŦƻǊ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ǎǳōƧŜŎǘǎΣέ Nurs. Res.Σ ǾƻƭΦ прΣ ƴƻΦ 
сΣ ǇΦ оофςоплΣоппΣ мффсΦ 

ώоснϐ /Φ wΦ .ŀǉǳŜǘΣ YΦ IŜƴŘŜǊǎƻƴΣ tΦ /ƻƳƳƛǎƪŜȅΣ ŀƴŘ WΦ bΦ aƻǊǊƻǿΣ ά/ƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΥ ǘƘŜ ŀǊǘ ƻŦ 
ŜƴǊƻƭƭƳŜƴǘΦΣέ Semin. Oncol. Nurs.Σ ǾƻƭΦ нпΣ ƴƻΦ пΣ ǇǇΦ нснςфΣ bƻǾΦ нллуΦ 

ώосоϐ 9Φ {Φ CǊƻŜƭƛŎƘŜǊ ŀƴŘ YΦ [ƻǊƛƎΣ ά²Ƙƻ ŎŀǊŜǎ ŀōƻǳǘ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ŀƴȅǿŀȅΚΣέ Patient Educ 
CounsΣ ǾƻƭΦ пуΣ ƴƻΦ нΣ ǇΦ фтΣ нллнΦ 

ώоспϐ tΦ .ƻǿŜǊΣ tΦ ²ŀƭƭŀŎŜΣ 9Φ ²ŀǊŘΣ WΦ DǊŀŦŦȅΣ WΦ aƛƭƭŜǊΣ .Φ 5ŜƭŀƴŜȅΣ ŀƴŘ !Φ [Φ YƛƴƳƻƴǘƘΣ 
άLƳǇǊƻǾƛƴƎ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ǘƻ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ƛƴ ǇǊƛƳŀǊȅ ŎŀǊŜΣέ Fam. Pract.Σ ǾƻƭΦ нсΣ ƴƻΦ рΣ 
ǇǇΦ офмςофтΣ нллфΦ 

ώосрϐ tΦ .ƻǿŜǊΣ tΦ ²ŀƭƭŀŎŜΣ 9Φ ²ŀǊŘΣ WΦ DǊŀŦŦȅΣ WΦ aƛƭƭŜǊΣ .Φ 5ŜƭŀƴŜȅΣ ŀƴŘ !Φ [Φ YƛƴƳƻƴǘƘΣ 
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άLƳǇǊƻǾƛƴƎ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ǘƻ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ƛƴ ǇǊƛƳŀǊȅ ŎŀǊŜΦΣέ Fam. Pract.Σ ǾƻƭΦ нсΣ ƴƻΦ рΣ 
ǇǇΦ офмςтΣ hŎǘΦ нллфΦ 

ώоссϐ wΦ CƻȅΣ WΦ tŀǊǊȅΣ  ŀ 5ǳƎƎŀƴΣ .Φ 5ŜƭŀƴŜȅΣ {Φ ²ƛƭǎƻƴΣ bΦ ¢Φ [Ŝǿƛƴπ±ŀƴ 5Ŝƴ .ǊƻŜƪΣ  ŀ [ŀǎǎŜƴΣ [Φ 
±ƛŎƪŜǊǎΣ ŀƴŘ tΦ aȅǊŜǎΣ άIƻǿ ŜǾƛŘŜƴŎŜ ōŀǎŜŘ ŀǊŜ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ǎǘǊŀǘŜƎƛŜǎ ǘƻ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛȊŜŘ 
ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎ ƛƴ ǇǊƛƳŀǊȅ ŎŀǊŜΚ 9ȄǇŜǊƛŜƴŎŜ ŦǊƻƳ ǎŜǾŜƴ ǎǘǳŘƛŜǎΦΣέ Fam. Pract.Σ ǾƻƭΦ нлΣ 
ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇǇΦ уоςфнΣ CŜōΦ нллоΦ 

ώостϐ WΦ aΦ ²ŀǘǎƻƴ ŀƴŘ 5Φ WΦ ¢ƻǊƎŜǊǎƻƴΣ άLƴŎǊŜŀǎƛƴƎ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ǘƻ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎ Υ ŀ ǊŜǾƛŜǿ 
ƻŦ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΣέ BMC Med. Res. Methodol.Σ ǾƻƭΦ фΣ ǇǇΦ мςфΣ нллсΦ 

ώосуϐ WΦ aŀǇǎǘƻƴŜΣ 5Φ 9ƭōƻǳǊƴŜΣ ŀƴŘ LΦ wƻōŜǊǘǎΣ ά{ǘǊŀǘŜƎƛŜǎ ǘƻ ƛƳǇǊƻǾŜ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ǘƻ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ 
ǎǘǳŘƛŜǎΦΣέ Cochrane Database Syst. Rev.Σ ƴƻΦ нΣ ǇΦ awллллмоΣ WŀƴΦ нллтΦ 

ώосфϐ tΦ IΦ ¸Φ /ŀƭŘǿŜƭƭΣ {Φ IŀƳƛƭǘƻƴΣ !Φ ¢ŀƴΣ ŀƴŘ WΦ /Φ /ǊŀƛƎΣ ά{ǘǊŀǘŜƎƛŜǎ ŦƻǊ ƛƴŎǊŜŀǎƛƴƎ 
ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ǘƻ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΥ ǎȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ ǊŜǾƛŜǿΣέ PLoS MedΣ ǾƻƭΦ тΣ ƴƻΦ ммΣ 
нлмлΦ 

ώотлϐ {Φ ¢ǊŜǿŜŜƪΣ tΦ [ƻŎƪƘŀǊǘΣ aΦ tƛǘƪŜǘƘƭȅΣ WΦ !Φ /ƻƻƪΣ aΦ YƧŜƭŘǎǘǊƻƳΣ aΦ WƻƘŀƴǎŜƴΣ ¢Φ YΦ ¢ŀǎƪƛƭŀΣ 
CΦ aΦ {ǳƭƭƛǾŀƴΣ {Φ ²ƛƭǎƻƴΣ /Φ WŀŎƪǎƻƴΣ wΦ WƻƴŜǎΣ ŀƴŘ 9Φ 5Φ aƛǘŎƘŜƭƭΣ άaŜǘƘƻŘǎ ǘƻ ƛƳǇǊƻǾŜ 
ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ǘƻ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΥ /ƻŎƘǊŀƴŜ ǎȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ ǊŜǾƛŜǿ ŀƴŘ ƳŜǘŀπ
ŀƴŀƭȅǎƛǎΣέ BmjΣ ǾƻƭΦ оΣ ƴƻΦ нΣ нлмоΦ 

ώотмϐ tΦ bȅǎǘǳŜƴ ŀƴŘ YΦ .Φ IŀƎŜƴΣ ά¢ŜƭŜǇƘƻƴŜ ǊŜƳƛƴŘŜǊǎ ŀǊŜ ŜŦŦŜŎǘƛǾŜ ƛƴ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƛƴƎ 
ƴƻƴǊŜǎǇƻƴŘƛƴƎ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘǎ ǘƻ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛȊŜŘ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΦΣέ J. Clin. Epidemiol.Σ ǾƻƭΦ ртΣ ƴƻΦ 
уΣ ǇǇΦ ттоςсΣ !ǳƎΦ нллпΦ 

ώотнϐ [Φ ¢ǊŜǾŜƴŀΣ [Φ LǊǿƛƎΣ ŀƴŘ !Φ .ŀǊǊŀǘǘΣ άLƳǇŀŎǘ ƻŦ ǇǊƛǾŀŎȅ ƭŜƎƛǎƭŀǘƛƻƴ ƻƴ ǘƘŜ ƴǳƳōŜǊ ŀƴŘ 
ŎƘŀǊŀŎǘŜǊƛǎǘƛŎǎ ƻŦ ǇŜƻǇƭŜ ǿƘƻ ŀǊŜ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘŜŘ ŦƻǊ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΥ ŀ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭΣέ J. 
Med. EthicsΣ ǾƻƭΦ онΣ ƴƻΦ уΣ ǇǇΦ птоςпттΣ нллсΦ 

ώотоϐ !Φ !ǾŜƴŜƭƭΣ !Φ aΦ DǊŀƴǘΣ aΦ aŎDŜŜΣ DΦ aŎtƘŜǊǎƻƴΣ aΦ YΦ /ŀƳǇōŜƭƭΣ ŀƴŘ aΦ !Φ aŎDŜŜΣ 
ά¢ƘŜ ŜŦŦŜŎǘǎ ƻŦ ŀƴ ƻǇŜƴ ŘŜǎƛƎƴ ƻƴ ǘǊƛŀƭ ǇŀǊǘƛŎƛǇŀƴǘ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘΣ ŎƻƳǇƭƛŀƴŎŜ ŀƴŘ 
ǊŜǘŜƴǘƛƻƴςŀ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛȊŜŘ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭ ŎƻƳǇŀǊƛǎƻƴ ǿƛǘƘ ŀ ōƭƛƴŘŜŘΣ ǇƭŀŎŜōƻπŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ 
ŘŜǎƛƎƴΣέ Clin. TrialsΣ ǾƻƭΦ мΣ ƴƻΦ сΣ ǇǇΦ пфлςпфуΣ нллпΦ 

ώотпϐ ²Φ ²ŀƘŜŜŘΣ !Φ IǳƎƘŜǎπaƻǊƭŜȅΣ !Φ ²ƻƻŘƘŀƳΣ DΦ !ƭƭŜƴΣ ŀƴŘ tΦ .ƻǿŜǊΣ άhǾŜǊŎƻƳƛƴƎ 
ōŀǊǊƛŜǊǎ ǘƻ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƛƴƎ ŜǘƘƴƛŎ ƳƛƴƻǊƛǘƛŜǎ ǘƻ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΥ ! ǘȅǇƻƭƻƎȅ ƻŦ 
ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ǎǘǊŀǘŜƎƛŜǎΣέ BMC PsychiatryΣ ǾƻƭΦ мрΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ нлмрΦ 

ώотрϐ {Φ WΦ ¦ȅ.ƛŎƻΣ {Φ tŀǾŜƭΣ ŀƴŘ /Φ tΦ DǊƻǎǎΣ άwŜŎǊǳƛǘƛƴƎ ǾǳƭƴŜǊŀōƭŜ ǇƻǇǳƭŀǘƛƻƴǎ ƛƴǘƻ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΥ ! 
ǎȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ ǊŜǾƛŜǿ ƻŦ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ƛƴǘŜǊǾŜƴǘƛƻƴǎΣέ J. Gen. Intern. Med.Σ ǾƻƭΦ ннΣ ƴƻΦ сΣ ǇǇΦ 
урнςусоΣ нллтΦ 

ώотсϐ tΦ IΦ ¸Φ /ŀƭŘǿŜƭƭΣ tΦ bΦ .ǳǘƻǿΣ ŀƴŘ WΦ /Φ /ǊŀƛƎΣ άtŀǊŜƴǘǎΩ ŀǘǘƛǘǳŘŜǎ ǘƻ ŎƘƛƭŘǊŜƴΩǎ 
ǇŀǊǘƛŎƛǇŀǘƛƻƴ ƛƴ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛȊŜŘ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΣέ J. Pediatr.Σ ǾƻƭΦ мпнΣ ƴƻΦ рΣ ǇǇΦ ррпςррфΣ 
нллоΦ 

ώоттϐ LΦ bƎǳƴŜΣ aΦ WƛǿŀΣ !Φ 5ŀŘƛŎƘΣ WΦ [ƻǘǊƛŜǘΣ ŀƴŘ 5Φ {ǊƛǊŀƳΣ ά9ŦŦŜŎǘƛǾŜ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ǎǘǊŀǘŜƎƛŜǎ ƛƴ 
ǇǊƛƳŀǊȅ ŎŀǊŜ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΥ ŀ ǎȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ ǊŜǾƛŜǿΣέ Qual. Prim. CareΣ ǾƻƭΦ нлΣ ƴƻΦ нΣ ǇǇΦ ммрςмноΣ 
нлмнΦ 

ώотуϐ WΦ aΦ wŜƴŘŜƭƭΣ wΦ 5Φ aŜǊǊƛǘǘΣ ŀƴŘ WΦ wΦ DŜŘŘŜǎΣ άLƴŎŜƴǘƛǾŜǎ ŀƴŘ ŘƛǎƛƴŎŜƴǘƛǾŜǎ ǘƻ 
ǇŀǊǘƛŎƛǇŀǘƛƻƴ ōȅ ŎƭƛƴƛŎƛŀƴǎ ƛƴ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΣέ Cochrane Database Syst. Rev.Σ 
ƴƻΦ нΣ ǇΦ awллллнмΣ нллтΦ 

ώотфϐ LΦ WƻƘƴǎƻƴ ±!Φ tƻǿŜƭƭπ¸ƻǳƴƎ ¸aΦ ¢ƻǊǊŜǎ 9wΦ {ǇǊǳƛƭƭΣ ά! ǎȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ ǊŜǾƛŜǿ ƻŦ ǎǘǊŀǘŜƎƛŜǎ 
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ǘƘŀǘ ƛƴŎǊŜŀǎŜ ǘƘŜ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ŀƴŘ ǊŜǘŜƴǘƛƻƴ ƻŦ !ŦǊƛŎŀƴ !ƳŜǊƛŎŀƴ ŀŘǳƭǘǎ ƛƴ ƎŜƴŜǘƛŎ ŀƴŘ 
ƎŜƴƻƳƛŎ ǎǘǳŘƛŜǎΦ ώwŜǾƛŜǿϐΣέ ABNF JournalΣ ǾƻƭΦ ннΣ ƴƻΦ пΦ ǇǇΦ упςууΣ нлммΦ 

ώоулϐ /Φ ¢Φ {ƳƛǘƘΣ IΦ IƛŎƪŜȅΣ aΦ /ƭŀǊƪŜΣ WΦ .ƭŀȊŜōȅΣ ŀƴŘ tΦ ²ƛƭƭƛŀƳǎƻƴΣ ά¢ƘŜ ǘǊƛŀƭǎ ƳŜǘƘƻŘƻƭƻƎƛŎŀƭ 
ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ŀƎŜƴŘŀΥ ǊŜǎǳƭǘǎ ŦǊƻƳ ŀ ǇǊƛƻǊƛǘȅ ǎŜǘǘƛƴƎ ŜȄŜǊŎƛǎŜΣέ TrialsΣ ǾƻƭΦ мрΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇΦ онΣ 
нлмпΦ 

ώоумϐ tΦ .ƻǿŜǊΣ tΦ ²ŀƭƭŀŎŜΣ 9Φ ²ŀǊŘΣ WΦ DǊŀŦŦȅΣ WΦ aƛƭƭŜǊΣ .Φ 5ŜƭŀƴŜȅΣ ŀƴŘ !Φ [Φ YƛƴƳƻƴǘƘΣ 
άLƳǇǊƻǾƛƴƎ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ǘƻ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ƛƴ ǇǊƛƳŀǊȅ ŎŀǊŜΣέ Fam. Pract.Σ ǾƻƭΦ нсΣ ƴƻΦ рΣ 
ǇǇΦ офмςофтΣ нллфΦ 

ώоунϐ WΦ 9Φ 5Φ aŀǇǎǘƻƴŜ ŀƴŘ LΦ DΦ wƻōŜǊǘǎΣ ά{ǘǊŀǘŜƎƛŜǎ ǘƻ ƛƳǇǊƻǾŜ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ǘƻ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ 
ǎǘǳŘƛŜǎΣέ Cochrane Database Syst. Rev.Σ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇΦ awллллмоΣ нллпΦ 

ώоуоϐ WΦ DǊŀŦŦȅΣ tΦ .ƻǿŜǊΣ 9Φ ²ŀǊŘΣ tΦ ²ŀƭƭŀŎŜΣ .Φ 5ŜƭŀƴŜȅΣ !Φπ[Φ YƛƴƳƻƴǘƘΣ 5Φ /ƻƭƭƛŜǊΣ ŀƴŘ WΦ 
aƛƭƭŜǊΣ ά¢Ǌƛŀƭǎ ǿƛǘƘƛƴ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΚ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘŜǊΣ ŦǳƴŘŜǊ ŀƴŘ ŜǘƘƛŎŀƭ ǇŜǊǎǇŜŎǘƛǾŜǎ ƻƴ ǘƘŜ 
ǇǊŀŎǘƛŎŀƭƛǘȅ ŀƴŘ ŀŎŎŜǇǘŀōƛƭƛǘȅ ƻŦ ƴŜǎǘƛƴƎ ǘǊƛŀƭǎ ƻŦ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ƳŜǘƘƻŘǎ ƛƴ ŜȄƛǎǘƛƴƎ ǇǊƛƳŀǊȅ 
ŎŀǊŜ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΦΣέ BMC Med. Res. Methodol.Σ ǾƻƭΦ млΣ ǇΦ оуΣ WŀƴΦ нлмлΦ 

ώоупϐ WΦ wƛŎƪΣ WΦ DǊŀŦŦȅΣ tΦ YƴŀǇǇΣ bΦ {ƳŀƭƭΣ 5Φ WΦ /ƻƭƭƛŜǊΣ ŀƴŘ {Φ 9ƭŘǊƛŘƎŜΣ ά{ȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ ǘŜŎƘƴƛǉǳŜǎ 
ŦƻǊ ŀǎǎƛǎǘƛƴƎ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ǘƻ ǘǊƛŀƭǎ ό{¢!w¢ύΥ ǎǘǳŘȅ ǇǊƻǘƻŎƻƭ ŦƻǊ ŜƳōŜŘŘŜŘΣ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛȊŜŘ 
ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΣέ Trials.Σ ǾƻƭΦ мрΣ ǇΦ плтΣ нлмпΦ 

ώоурϐ CΦ /ŀƳŀŎƘƻΣ 5Φ CΦ CŀǊƳŜǊΣ aΦ !Φ IŀƭƭΣ ŀƴŘ {Φ !Φ WŀŎƪǎƻƴΣ ά!ǘǘƛǘǳŘŜǎ ƻŦ !ŦǊƛŎŀƴ !ƳŜǊƛŎŀƴ 
ŀƴŘ ƭƻǿ ǎƻŎƛƻŜŎƻƴƻƳƛŎ ǎǘŀǘǳǎ ǿƘƛǘŜ ǿƻƳŜƴ ǘƻǿŀǊŘ ƳŜŘƛŎŀƭ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΣέ J. Health Care 
Poor UnderservedΣ ǾƻƭΦ муΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇǇΦ урςффΣ нллтΦ 

ώоусϐ ²Φ bΦ wƻōƛƴŜǊΣ WΦ ŀ ¸ƻȊǿƛŀƪΣ 5Φ [Φ .ŜŀǊƳŀƴΣ ¢Φ 5Φ {ǘǊŀƴŘΣ ŀƴŘ YΦ wΦ {ǘǊŀǎōǳǊƎΣ ά.ŀǊǊƛŜǊǎ ǘƻ 
ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ǇŀǊǘƛŎƛǇŀǘƛƻƴ ƛƴ ŀ ŘƛŀōŜǘŜǎ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛȊŜŘ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǘǊƛŀƭΦΣέ Soc. Sci. Med.Σ ǾƻƭΦ 
суΣ ƴƻΦ сΣ ǇǇΦ млсфςтпΣ aŀǊΦ нллфΦ 

ώоутϐ [Φ CŜǎǘƛƴƎŜǊΣ ά! ǘƘŜƻǊȅ ƻŦ ǎƻŎƛŀƭ ŎƻƳǇŀǊƛǎƻƴ ǇǊƻŎŜǎǎŜǎΣέ Hum. RelationsΣ ǾƻƭΦ тΣ ƴƻΦ нΣ ǇǇΦ 
ммтςмплΣ мфрпΦ 

ώоууϐ wΦ aΦ DǊƻǾŜǎΣ wΦ .Φ /ƛŀƭŘƛƴƛΣ ŀƴŘ aΦ tΦ /ƻǳǇŜǊΣ ά¦ƴŘŜǊǎǘŀƴŘƛƴƎ ǘƘŜ ŘŜŎƛǎƛƻƴ ǘƻ ǇŀǊǘƛŎƛǇŀǘŜ 
ƛƴ ŀ ǎǳǊǾŜȅΣέ Public Opin. Q.Σ ǾƻƭΦ рсΣ ƴƻΦ пΣ ǇǇΦ птрςпфрΣ мффнΦ 

ώоуфϐ LΦ !ƧȊŜƴΣ From intentions to actions: A theory of planned behaviorΦ {ǇǊƛƴƎŜǊΣ мфурΦ 

ώофлϐ DΦ tΦ vǳƛƴƴΣ /Φ [Φ tǊŀǘǘΣ YΦ .ǊȅŀƴǘπDŜƻǊƎŜΣ ±Φ 5Φ /ŀǊŀǿŀȅΣ .Φ tŀǘŜǊƴƻǎǘŜǊΣ ¢Φ wƻƭŘŀƴΣ !Φ 
{ƘŀŦŦŜǊΣ /Φ hΦ {ƘƛƳƛȊǳΣ 9Φ WΦ ±ŀǳƎƘƴΣ /Φ ²ƛƭƭƛŀƳǎΣ ŀƴŘ DΦ .ŜǇƭŜǊΣ ά[ǳƴƎ ŎŀƴŎŜǊ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘǎΩ 
ŘŜŎƛǎƛƻƴǎ ŀōƻǳǘ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǘǊƛŀƭǎ ŀƴŘ ǘƘŜ ǘƘŜƻǊȅ ƻŦ ǇƭŀƴƴŜŘ ōŜƘŀǾƛƻǊΣέ J. Cancer Educ.Σ ǾƻƭΦ 
нсΣ ƴƻΦ пΣ ǇǇΦ спмςспуΣ нлммΦ 

ώофмϐ [Φ ²Φ DǊŜŜƴ ŀƴŘ aΦ ²Φ YǊŜǳǘŜǊΣ Health promotion planning: an educational and 
environmental approachΣ нƴŘ ŜŘΦ aƻǳƴǘŀƛƴ ±ƛŜǿΣ /!Υ aŀȅŦƛŜƭŘ tǳōƭƛǎƘƛƴƎΣ мффмΦ 

ώофнϐ !Φ aΦ aŎ5ƻƴŀƭŘΣ {Φ ¢ǊŜǿŜŜƪΣ IΦ {ƘŀƪǳǊΣ /Φ CǊŜŜΣ wΦ YƴƛƎƘǘΣ /Φ {ǇŜŜŘΣ ŀƴŘ aΦ YΦ /ŀƳǇōŜƭƭΣ 
ά¦ǎƛƴƎ ŀ ōǳǎƛƴŜǎǎ ƳƻŘŜƭ ŀǇǇǊƻŀŎƘ ŀƴŘ ƳŀǊƪŜǘƛƴƎ ǘŜŎƘƴƛǉǳŜǎ ŦƻǊ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ǘƻ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ 
ǘǊƛŀƭǎΣέ TrialsΣ ǾƻƭΦ мнΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇΦ тпΣ нлммΦ 

ώофоϐ wΦ ²Φ wƻƎŜǊǎ ŀƴŘ {Φ tǊŜƴǘƛŎŜπ5ǳƴƴΣ άtǊƻǘŜŎǘƛƻƴ ƳƻǘƛǾŀǘƛƻƴ ǘƘŜƻǊȅΣέ мффтΦ 

ώофпϐ {Φ 9Φ [ŜǾƪƻŦŦΣ .Φ wΦ [ŜǾȅΣ ŀƴŘ tΦ CΦ ²ŜƛǘȊƳŀƴΣ ά¢ƘŜ ƳŀǘŎƘƛƴƎ ƳƻŘŜƭ ƻŦ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘΣέ 
Recruit. Retent. Minor. Popul. Lessons Learn. Conduct. Res. Heal. Promot. Minor. AgingΣ 
ǾƻƭΦ сΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇΦ нфΣ нлллΦ 

ώофрϐ 5Φ CǊŀƴŎƛǎΣ LΦ wƻōŜǊǘǎΣ 5Φ wΦ 9ƭōƻǳǊƴŜΣ IΦ {ƘŀƪǳǊΣ wΦ /Φ YƴƛƎƘǘΣ WΦ DŀǊŎƛŀΣ /Φ {ƴƻǿŘƻƴΣ ±Φ ŀ 
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9ƴǘǿƛǎǘƭŜΣ !Φ aΦ aŎ5ƻƴŀƭŘΣ !Φ aΦ DǊŀƴǘΣ ŀƴŘ aΦ YΦ /ŀƳǇōŜƭƭΣ άaŀǊƪŜǘƛƴƎ ŀƴŘ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ 
ǘǊƛŀƭǎΥ ŀ ŎŀǎŜ ǎǘǳŘȅΦΣέ TrialsΣ ǾƻƭΦ уΣ ǇΦ отΣ WŀƴΦ нллтΦ 

ώофсϐ YΦ [ŜǿƛƴΣ ά CƛŜƭŘ ¢ƘŜƻǊȅΦ 9ȄǇŜǊƛƳŜƴǘ ƛƴ ǎƻŎƛŀƭ ǇǎȅŎƘƻƭƻƎȅΥ ŎƻƴŎŜǇǘǎ ŀƴŘ ƳŜǘƘƻŘǎΣέ Am J 
SociolΣ ǾƻƭΦ ппΣ ǇǇΦ усуςуфсΣ мфофΦ 

ώофтϐ {Φ .Φ ²ȅŀǘǘΣ bΦ 5ƛŜƪŜƭƳŀƴƴΣ CΦ IŜƴŘŜǊǎƻƴΣ aΦ 9Φ !ƴŘǊŜǿΣ DΦ .ƛƭƭƛƴƎǎƭŜȅΣ {Φ IΦ CŜƭŘŜǊΣ ŀƴŘ {Φ 
CǳǉǳŀΣ ά! ŎƻƳƳǳƴƛǘȅπŘǊƛǾŜƴ ƳƻŘŜƭ ƻŦ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ǇŀǊǘƛŎƛǇŀǘƛƻƴΥ ǘƘŜ WŀŎƪǎƻƴ IŜŀǊǘ {ǘǳŘȅ 
tŀǊǘƛŎƛǇŀƴǘ wŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ŀƴŘ wŜǘŜƴǘƛƻƴ {ǘǳŘȅΣέ Ethn. Dis.Σ ǾƻƭΦ моΣ ƴƻΦ пΣ ǇǇΦ поуςпррΣ 
нллоΦ 

ώофуϐ ¢Φ /Φ .ǊƻŎƪΣ άLƳǇƭƛŎŀǘƛƻƴǎ ƻŦ /ƻƳƳƻŘƛǘȅ ¢ƘŜƻǊȅ ŦƻǊ ±ŀƭǳŜ 9ȄŎƘŀƴƎŜΣέ ƛƴ Psychological 
Foundations of AttitudeΣ !Φ DΦ DǊŜŜƴǿŀƭŘΣ ¢Φ /Φ .ǊƻŎƪΣ ŀƴŘ ¢Φ aΦ hǎǘǊƻƳΣ 9ŘǎΦ bŜǿ ¸ƻǊƪΥ 
!ŎŀŘŜƳƛŎ tǊŜǎǎΣ мфсуΦ 

ώоффϐ /Φ WΦ CǊŜŜΣ 9Φ IƻƛƭŜΣ wΦ YƴƛƎƘǘΣ {Φ wƻōŜǊǘǎƻƴΣ ŀƴŘ YΦ aΦ 5ŜǾǊƛŜǎΣ ά5ƻ ƳŜǎǎŀƎŜǎ ƻŦ ǎŎŀǊŎƛǘȅ 
ƛƴŎǊŜŀǎŜ ǘǊƛŀƭ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘΚΣέ Contemp. Clin. TrialsΣ ǾƻƭΦ онΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇǇΦ осςфΣ WŀƴΦ нлммΦ 

ώпллϐ WΦ hΦ tǊƻŎƘŀǎƪŀ ŀƴŘ ²Φ CΦ ±ŜƭƛŎŜǊΣ ά¢ƘŜ ǘǊŀƴǎǘƘŜƻǊŜǘƛŎŀƭ ƳƻŘŜƭ ƻŦ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ōŜƘŀǾƛƻǊ 
ŎƘŀƴƎŜΣέ Am. J. Heal. Promot.Σ ǾƻƭΦ мнΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇǇΦ оуςпуΣ мффтΦ 

ώплмϐ IΦ 9Φ tŜǇƭŀǳΣ Interpersonal relations in nursing: A conceptual frame of reference for 
psychodynamic nursingΦ bŜǿ ¸ƻǊƪΥ DΦtΦ tǳǘƴŀƳΩǎ {ƻƴǎΣ мфрнΦ 

ώплнϐ {Φ tŜƴŎƪƻŦŜǊΣ aΦ .ȅǊƴΣ tΦ aǳƳōȅΣ ŀƴŘ /Φ 9Φ CŜǊǊŀƴǎΣ άLƳǇǊƻǾƛƴƎ ǎǳōƧŜŎǘ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘΣ 
ǊŜǘŜƴǘƛƻƴΣ ŀƴŘ ǇŀǊǘƛŎƛǇŀǘƛƻƴ ƛƴ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ǘƘǊƻǳƎƘ tŜǇƭŀǳΩǎ ǘƘŜƻǊȅ ƻŦ ƛƴǘŜǊǇŜǊǎƻƴŀƭ 
ǊŜƭŀǘƛƻƴǎΣέ Nurs. Sci. Q.Σ ǾƻƭΦ нпΣ ƴƻΦ нΣ ǇǇΦ мпсςмрмΣ нлммΦ 

ώплоϐ [Φ .Φ 5ǳƴƴ ŀƴŘ bΦ 9Φ DƻǊŘƻƴΣ άLƳǇǊƻǾƛƴƎ ƛƴŦƻǊƳŜŘ ŎƻƴǎŜƴǘ ŀƴŘ ŜƴƘŀƴŎƛƴƎ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ŦƻǊ 
ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ōȅ ǳƴŘŜǊǎǘŀƴŘƛƴƎ ŜŎƻƴƻƳƛŎ ōŜƘŀǾƛƻǊΣέ JAMA J. Am. Med. Assoc.Σ ǾƻƭΦ нфоΣ ƴƻΦ рΣ 
ǇǇΦ слфςсмнΣ нллрΦ 

ώплпϐ LΦ wƻōŜǊǘǎΣ 5Φ ¸ŀǘŜǎΣ tΦ {ŀƴŘŜǊŎƻŎƪΣ .Φ CŀǊǊŜƭƭΣ WΦ ²ŀǎǎŜǊōŜǊƎΣ ŀƴŘ DΦ [ƻƳŀǎΣ ά9ŦŦŜŎǘ ƻŦ 
ƛƴǘǊŀǾŜƴƻǳǎ ŎƻǊǘƛŎƻǎǘŜǊƻƛŘǎ ƻƴ ŘŜŀǘƘ ǿƛǘƘƛƴ мп Řŀȅǎ ƛƴ млллу ŀŘǳƭǘǎ ǿƛǘƘ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭƭȅ 
ǎƛƎƴƛŦƛŎŀƴǘ ƘŜŀŘ ƛƴƧǳǊȅ όaw/ /w!{I ǘǊƛŀƭύΥ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ ǇƭŀŎŜōƻπŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭΣέ LancetΣ 
ǾƻƭΦ оспΣ ƴƻΦ фппнΣ ǇǇΦ монмςмонуΣ нллпΦ 

ώплрϐ WΦ CΦ .ŀŎƘŜƴƘŜƛƳŜǊ ŀƴŘ .Φ !Φ .ǊŜǎŎƛŀΣ Reinventing Patient Recruitment: Revolutionary 
ideas for clinical trial successΦ !ǎƘƎŀǘŜ tǳōƭƛǎƘƛƴƎ /ƻƳǇŀƴȅΣ нллтΦ 

ώплсϐ LΦ !ƧȊŜƴΣ aΦ CƛǎƘōŜƛƴΣ LΦ !ǘƻƳƛŎΣ 9Φ !ƎŜƴŎȅΣ ¢Φ CŜŘŜǊŀƭΣ ŀƴŘ ¢Φ /ƻƳƳƛǎǎƛƻƴΣ ά¢I9hw¸ hC 
w9!{hb95 !/¢Lhb κ ¢I9hw¸ hC t[!bb95 .9I!±LhwΣέ Soc. Psychol. (Gott).Σ ǾƻƭΦ нллтΣ 
ǇǇΦ стςфуΣ мфулΦ 

ώплтϐ LΦ !ƧȊŜƴΣ ά¢ƘŜ ǘƘŜƻǊȅ ƻŦ ǇƭŀƴƴŜŘ ōŜƘŀǾƛƻǊΣέ Organ. Behav. Hum. Decis. Process.Σ ǾƻƭΦ рлΣ 
ƴƻΦ нΣ ǇǇΦ мтфςнммΣ мффмΦ 

ώплуϐ DΦ tΦ vǳƛƴƴΣ /Φ [Φ tǊŀǘǘΣ YΦ .ǊȅŀƴǘπDŜƻǊƎŜΣ ±Φ 5Φ /ŀǊŀǿŀȅΣ .Φ tŀǘŜǊƴƻǎǘŜǊΣ ¢Φ wƻƭŘŀƴΣ !Φ 
{ƘŀŦŦŜǊΣ /Φ hΦ {ƘƛƳƛȊǳΣ 9Φ WΦ ±ŀǳƎƘƴΣ ŀƴŘ /Φ ²ƛƭƭƛŀƳǎΣ ά[ǳƴƎ ŎŀƴŎŜǊ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘǎΩ ŘŜŎƛǎƛƻƴǎ 
ŀōƻǳǘ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǘǊƛŀƭǎ ŀƴŘ ǘƘŜ ǘƘŜƻǊȅ ƻŦ ǇƭŀƴƴŜŘ ōŜƘŀǾƛƻǊΣέ J. Cancer Educ.Σ ǇǇΦ мςуΣ нлммΦ 

ώплфϐ /Φ WΦ !ǊƳƛǘŀƎŜ ŀƴŘ aΦ /ƻƴƴŜǊΣ ά9ŦŦƛŎŀŎȅ ƻŦ ǘƘŜ ǘƘŜƻǊȅ ƻŦ ǇƭŀƴƴŜŘ ōŜƘŀǾƛƻǳǊΥ ! ƳŜǘŀ‐
ŀƴŀƭȅǘƛŎ ǊŜǾƛŜǿΣέ Br. J. Soc. Psychol.Σ ǾƻƭΦ плΣ ƴƻΦ пΣ ǇǇΦ птмςпффΣ нллмΦ 

ώпмлϐ [Φ DŀƭƭƛΣ wΦ YƴƛƎƘǘΣ {Φ wƻōŜǊǘǎƻƴΣ 9Φ IƻƛƭŜΣ hΦ hƭŀŘŀǇƻΣ 5Φ [Φ CǊŀƴŎƛǎΣ ŀƴŘ /Φ CǊŜŜΣ ά¦ǎƛƴƎ 
ƳŀǊƪŜǘƛƴƎ ǘƘŜƻǊȅ ǘƻ ƛƴŦƻǊƳ ǎǘǊŀǘŜƎƛŜǎ ŦƻǊ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘΥ ŀ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ƻǇǘƛƳƛǎŀǘƛƻƴ ƳƻŘŜƭ 
ŀƴŘ ǘƘŜ ǘȄǘнǎǘƻǇ ŜȄǇŜǊƛŜƴŎŜΣέ TrialsΣ ǾƻƭΦ мрΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇΦ мунΣ нлмпΦ 
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ώпммϐ !Φ .ƻǿƭƛƴƎΣ Research methods in health: investigating health and health servicesΦ 
aŎDǊŀǿπIƛƭƭ 9ŘǳŎŀǘƛƻƴ ό¦YύΣ нлмпΦ 

ώпмнϐ 5Φ IŀǊǇŜǊ ŀƴŘ !Φ wΦ ¢ƘƻƳǇǎƻƴΣ Qualitative research methods in mental health and 
psychotherapy: A guide for students and practitionersΦ WƻƘƴ ²ƛƭŜȅ ϧ {ƻƴǎΣ нлммΦ 

ώпмоϐ !Φ hŀƪƭŜȅΣ άtŀǊŀŘƛƎƳ ǿŀǊǎΥ ǎƻƳŜ ǘƘƻǳƎƘǘǎ ƻƴ ŀ ǇŜǊǎƻƴŀƭ ŀƴŘ ǇǳōƭƛŎ ǘǊŀƧŜŎǘƻǊȅΣέ Int. J. 
Soc. Res. Methodol.Σ ǾƻƭΦ нΣ ƴƻΦ оΣ ǇǇΦ нптςнрпΣ мфффΦ 

ώпмпϐ aΦ {ƭŀŘŜ ŀƴŘ {Φ tǊƛŜōŜΣ Choosing methods in mental health research: Mental health 
research from theory to practiceΦ wƻǳǘƭŜŘƎŜΣ нллтΦ 

ώпмрϐ {Φ aΦ /ŀǊǘŜǊ ŀƴŘ aΦ [ƛǘǘƭŜΣ άWǳǎǘƛŦȅƛƴƎ YƴƻǿƭŜŘƎŜΣ WǳǎǘƛŦȅƛƴƎ aŜǘƘƻŘΣ ¢ŀƪƛƴƎ !ŎǘƛƻƴΥ 
9ǇƛǎǘŜƳƻƭƻƎƛŜǎΣ aŜǘƘƻŘƻƭƻƎƛŜǎΣ ŀƴŘ aŜǘƘƻŘǎ ƛƴ vǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΣέ Qual. Health Res.Σ 
ǾƻƭΦ мтΣ ƴƻΦ млΣ ǇǇΦ момсςмонуΣ нллтΦ 

ώпмсϐ ¢Φ {Φ YǳƘƴΣ ά¢ƘŜ ŜǎǎŜƴǘƛŀƭ ǘŜƴǎƛƻƴΥ {ŜƭŜŎǘŜŘ ǎǘǳŘƛŜǎ ƛƴ ǎŎƛŜƴǘƛŦƛŎ ǘǊŀŘƛǘƛƻƴ ŀƴŘ ŎƘŀƴƎŜΣέ 
мфттΦ 

ώпмтϐ 9Φ DΦ Dǳōŀ ŀƴŘ ¸Φ {Φ [ƛƴŎƻƭƴΣ ά/ƻƳǇŜǘƛƴƎ ǇŀǊŀŘƛƎƳǎ ƛƴ ǉǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΣέ Handb. Qual. 
Res.Σ ǾƻƭΦ нΣ ƴƻΦ мсоςмфпΣ мффпΦ 

ώпмуϐ aΦ !Φ IǳǎǎŀƛƴΣ ¢Φ 9ƭȅŀǎΣ ŀƴŘ hΦ !Φ bŀǎǎŜŜŦΣ άwŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ tŀǊŀŘƛƎƳǎΥ ! {ƭƛǇǇŜǊȅ {ƭƻǇŜ ŦƻǊ 
CǊŜǎƘ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘŜǊǎΣέ Life Sci. J.Σ ǾƻƭΦ млΣ ƴƻΦ пΣ ǇǇΦ нотпςноумΣ нлмоΦ 

ώпмфϐ /Φ ¢ŜŘŘƭƛŜ ŀƴŘ CΦ ¸ǳΣ άaƛȄŜŘ aŜǘƘƻŘǎ {ŀƳǇƭƛƴƎΥ ! ¢ȅǇƻƭƻƎȅ ²ƛǘƘ 9ȄŀƳǇƭŜǎΣέ J. Mix. 
Methods Res.Σ ǾƻƭΦ мΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇǇΦ ттςмллΣ нллтΦ 

ώпнлϐ bΦ .ǳǊƴǎ ŀƴŘ {Φ YΦ DǊƻǾŜΣ The Practice of Nursing Research: Conduct, Critique, and 
UtilizationΣ рǘƘ ŜŘΦ {ǘΦ [ƻǳƛǎΥ 9ƭǎŜǾƛŜǊ {ŀǳƴŘŜǊǎΣ нллрΦ 

ώпнмϐ 5Φ CΦ tƻƭƛǘΣ /Φ ¢Φ .ŜŎƪΣ ŀƴŘ .Φ tΦ IǳƴƎƭŜǊΣ Essentials of Nursing Research: Methods, 
Appraisal and UtilizationΣ рǘƘ 9ŘΦ tƘƛƭŀŘŜƭǇƘƛŀΥ [ƛǇǇƛƴŎƻǘǘ ²ƛƭƭƛŀƳǎ ϧ ²ƛƭƪƛƴǎΣ нллмΦ 

ώпннϐ {Φ tŜǘŜǊǎΣ άvǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ƳŜǘƘƻŘǎ ƛƴ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ƘŜŀƭǘƘΣέ Evid Based Ment Heal.Σ ǾƻƭΦ 
моΣ ƴƻΦ нΣ ǇǇΦ орςплΣ нлмлΦ 

ώпноϐ .Φ {ŎƘǳƭȊŜ ŀƴŘ aΦ /Φ !ƴƎŜǊƳŜȅŜǊΣ ά{ǳōƧŜŎǘƛǾŜ ŜȄǇŜǊƛŜƴŎŜǎ ƻŦ ǎǘƛƎƳŀΦ ! ŦƻŎǳǎ ƎǊƻǳǇ ǎǘǳŘȅ 
ƻŦ ǎŎƘƛȊƻǇƘǊŜƴƛŎ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘǎΣ ǘƘŜƛǊ ǊŜƭŀǘƛǾŜǎ ŀƴŘ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ǇǊƻŦŜǎǎƛƻƴŀƭǎΦΣέ Soc Sci MedΣ 
ǾƻƭΦ рсΣ ǇǇΦ нффςомнΣ нллоΦ 

ώпнпϐ 9Φ DΦ Dǳōŀ ŀƴŘ ¸Φ {Φ [ƛƴŎƻƭƴΣ Fourth Generation EvaluationΦ /ŀƭƛŦƻǊƴƛŀΣ [ƻƴŘƻƴΣ bŜǿ 5ŜƭƘƛΥ 
{ŀƎŜ tǳōƭƛŎŀǘƛƻƴǎΣ мфуфΦ 

ώпнрϐ aΦ 5ƛȄƻƴπ²ƻƻŘǎΣ {Φ !ƎŀǊǿŀƭΣ .Φ ¸ƻǳƴƎΣ 5Φ WƻƴŜǎΣ ŀƴŘ !Φ {ǳǘǘƻƴΣ άLƴǘŜƎǊŀǘƛǾŜ ŀǇǇǊƻŀŎƘŜǎ 
ǘƻ ǉǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ŀƴŘ ǉǳŀƴǘƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ŜǾƛŘŜƴŎŜΦέ [ƻƴŘƻƴΣ нллпΦ 

ώпнсϐ bΦ aŀȅǎ ŀƴŘ /Φ tƻǇŜΣ άvǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΥ ǊƛƎƻǳǊ ŀƴŘ ǉǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΣέ BmjΣ ǾƻƭΦ 
оммΣ ƴƻΦ сффтΣ ǇǇΦ млфςммнΣ мффрΦ 

ώпнтϐ ¸Φ {Φ [ƛƴŎƻƭƴ ŀƴŘ 9Φ DΦ DǳōŀΣ ά9ǎǘŀōƭƛǎƘƛƴƎ ¢ǊǳǎǘǿƻǊǘƘƛƴŜǎǎΣέ ƛƴ Naturalistic InquiryΣ мфурΣ 
ǇǇΦ нуфςоомΦ 

ώпнуϐ !Φ {ƘŜƴǘƻƴΣ ά{ǘǊŀǘŜƎƛŜǎ ŦƻǊ ŜƴǎǳǊƛƴƎ ǘǊǳǎǘǿƻǊǘƘƛƴŜǎǎ ƛƴ ǉǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ǇǊƻƧŜŎǘǎΣέ 
Educ. Inf.Σ ǾƻƭΦ ннΣ ǇǇΦ соςтрΣ нллпΦ 

ώпнфϐ aΦ vΦ tŀǘǘƻƴΣ ά9ƴƘŀƴŎƛƴƎ ǘƘŜ ǉǳŀƭƛǘȅ ŀƴŘ ŎǊŜŘƛōƛƭƛǘȅ ƻŦ ǉǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ŀƴŀƭȅǎƛǎΦΣέ Health Serv. 
Res.Σ ǾƻƭΦ опΣ ƴƻΦ tŀǘǘƻƴ мффлΣ ǇǇΦ ммуфςмнлуΣ мфффΦ 
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ώполϐ DΦ !Φ ¢ƻōƛƴ ŀƴŘ /Φ aΦ .ŜƎƭŜȅΣ άaŜǘƘƻŘƻƭƻƎƛŎŀƭ ǊƛƎƻǳǊ ǿƛǘƘƛƴ ŀ ǉǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ŦǊŀƳŜǿƻǊƪΣέ J. 
Adv. Nurs.Σ ǾƻƭΦ пуΣ ƴƻΦ пΣ ǇǇΦ оууςофсΣ нллпΦ 

ώпомϐ aΦ IŜƴƴƛƴƪΣ LΦ IǳǘǘŜǊΣ ŀƴŘ !Φ .ŀƛƭŜȅΣ Qualitative Research MethodsΦ ¢ƘƻǳǎŀƴŘ hŀƪǎΣ /!Υ 
{ŀƎŜΣ нлммΦ 

ώпонϐ wΦ 9ƭƭƛƻǘǘΣ /Φ ¢Φ CƛǎŎƘŜǊΣ ŀƴŘ 5Φ [Φ wŜƴƴƛŜΣ ά9ǾƻƭǾƛƴƎ ƎǳƛŘŜƭƛƴŜǎ ŦƻǊ ǇǳōƭƛŎŀǘƛƻƴ ƻŦ ǉǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ 
ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ǎǘǳŘƛŜǎ ƛƴ ǇǎȅŎƘƻƭƻƎȅ ŀƴŘ ǊŜƭŀǘŜŘ ŦƛŜƭŘǎΦΣέ Br. J. Clin. Psychol.Σ ǾƻƭΦ оуΣ ǇǇΦ нмрς
ннфΣ мфффΦ 

ώпооϐ tΦ aΦ tȅŜǘǘΣ ά±ŀƭƛŘŀǘƛƻƴ ƻŦ ǉǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ƛƴ ǘƘŜ ΨǊŜŀƭ ǿƻǊƭŘΩΦΣέ Qual. Health Res.Σ ǾƻƭΦ 
моΣ ƴƻΦ уΣ ǇǇΦ ммтлςммтфΣ нллоΦ 

ώпопϐ [Φ CƛƴƭŀȅΣ άΨhǳǘƛƴƎΩ ǘƘŜ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘŜǊΥ ǘƘŜ ǇǊƻǾŜƴŀƴŎŜΣ ǇǊƻŎŜǎǎΣ ŀƴŘ ǇǊŀŎǘƛŎŜ ƻŦ ǊŜŦƭŜȄƛǾƛǘȅΦΣέ 
Qual. Health Res.Σ ǾƻƭΦ мнΣ ƴƻΦ пΣ ǇǇΦ ромςрпрΣ нллнΦ 

ώпорϐ [Φ YǊŜŦǘƛƴƎΣ άwƛƎƻǊ ƛƴ ǉǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΥ ǘƘŜ ŀǎǎŜǎǎƳŜƴǘ ƻŦ ǘǊǳǎǘǿƻǊǘƘƛƴŜǎǎΦΣέ The 
American journal of occupational therapy. : official publication of the American 
Occupational Therapy AssociationΣ ǾƻƭΦ прΣ ƴƻΦ оΦ ǇǇΦ нмпςнннΣ мффмΦ 

ώпосϐ WΦ wŀŜ ŀƴŘ .Φ DǊŜŜƴΣ άtƻǊǘǊŀȅƛƴƎ wŜŦƭŜȄƛǾƛǘȅ ƛƴ IŜŀƭǘƘ {ŜǊǾƛŎŜǎ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΣέ Qual. Health 
Res.Σ ǇΦ млпфтономссоплпсπΣ нлмсΦ 

ώпотϐ {Φ bΦ IŜǎǎŜπ.ƛōŜǊ ŀƴŘ tΦ [ŜŀǾȅΣ The Practice of Qualitative ResearchΦ ¢ƘƻǳǎŀƴŘ hŀƪǎΣ /!Υ 
{ŀƎŜΣ нллсΦ 

ώпоуϐ aΦ 5ƻǿƭƛƴƎΣ ά!ǇǇǊƻŀŎƘŜǎ ǘƻ ǊŜŦƭŜȄƛǾƛǘȅ ƛƴ ǉǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΦΣέ Nurse Res.Σ ǾƻƭΦ моΣ ƴƻΦ оΣ 
ǇǇΦ тςнмΣ нллсΦ 

ώпофϐ [Φ Cƛƴƭŀȅ ŀƴŘ .Φ DƻǳƎƘΣ Reflexivity: A Practical Guide for Researchers in Health and Social 
SciencesΦ нллуΦ 

ώпплϐ YΦ bΦ [ƻƘǊ ŀƴŘ 5Φ aΦ {ǘŜƛƴǿŀŎƘǎΣ άIŜŀƭǘƘ ǎŜǊǾƛŎŜǎ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΥ ŀƴ ŜǾƻƭǾƛƴƎ ŘŜŦƛƴƛǘƛƻƴ ƻŦ ǘƘŜ 
ŦƛŜƭŘΣέ Heal. Serv ResΣ ǾƻƭΦ отΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇǇΦ тςфΣ нллнΦ 

ώппмϐ !Φ hΩ/ŀǘƘŀƛƴΣ 9Φ aǳǊǇƘȅΣ ŀƴŘ WΦ bƛŎƘƻƭƭΣ ά²ƘȅΣ ŀƴŘ ƘƻǿΣ ƳƛȄŜŘ ƳŜǘƘƻŘǎ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ƛǎ 
ǳƴŘŜǊǘŀƪŜƴ ƛƴ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ǎŜǊǾƛŎŜǎ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ƛƴ 9ƴƎƭŀƴŘΥ ŀ ƳƛȄŜŘ ƳŜǘƘƻŘǎ ǎǘǳŘȅΣέ BMC Health 
Serv. Res.Σ ǾƻƭΦ тΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇΦ урΣ нллтΦ 

ώппнϐ aΦ .Φ aƛƭŜǎ ŀƴŘ !Φ aΦ IǳōŜǊƳŀƴΣ ά5ǊŀǿƛƴƎ ǾŀƭƛŘ ƳŜŀƴƛƴƎ ŦǊƻƳ ǉǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ŘŀǘŀΥ ¢ƻǿŀǊŘ ŀ 
ǎƘŀǊŜŘ ŎǊŀŦǘΣέ Educ. Res.Σ ǾƻƭΦ моΣ ƴƻΦ рΣ ǇǇΦ нлςолΣ мфупΦ 

ώппоϐ /Φ IǳƎƘŜǎΣ άvǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ŀƴŘ ǉǳŀƴǘƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ŀǇǇǊƻŀŎƘŜǎΣέ URL http//tinyurl. com/bmztxp8Σ 
нлмнΦ 

ώпппϐ aΦ IŀƳƳŜǊǎƭŜȅΣ ά¢ƘŜ tŀǊŀŘƛƎƳ ²ŀǊǎΥ ǊŜǇƻǊǘǎ ŦǊƻƳ ǘƘŜ ŦǊƻƴǘΣέ Br. J. Sociol. Educ.Σ ǾƻƭΦ моΣ 
ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇǇΦ момςмпоΣ мффнΦ 

ώппрϐ bΦ [Φ DŀƎŜΣ ά¢ƘŜ tŀǊŀŘƛƎƳ ²ŀǊǎ ŀƴŘ ¢ƘŜƛǊ !ŦǘŜǊƳŀǘƘ ! ΨIƛǎǘƻǊƛŎŀƭΩ {ƪŜǘŎƘ ƻŦ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ƻƴ 
¢ŜŀŎƘƛƴƎ {ƛƴŎŜ мфуфΣέ Educ. Res.Σ ǾƻƭΦ муΣ ƴƻΦ тΣ ǇǇΦ пςмлΣ мфуфΦ 

ώппсϐ !Φ ¢ŀǎƘŀƪƪƻǊƛ ŀƴŘ /Φ ¢ŜŘŘƭƛŜΣ άaƛȄŜŘ ƳŜǘƘƻŘƻƭƻƎȅΥ /ƻƳōƛƴƛƴƎ ǉǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ŀƴŘ 
ǉǳŀƴǘƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ŀǇǇǊƻŀŎƘŜǎΣέ мффуΦ 

ώпптϐ YΦ wΦ IƻǿŜΣ ά!Ǝŀƛƴǎǘ ǘƘŜ ǉǳŀƴǘƛǘŀǘƛǾŜπǉǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ƛƴŎƻƳǇŀǘƛōƛƭƛǘȅ ǘƘŜǎƛǎ ƻǊ ŘƻƎƳŀǎ ŘƛŜ 
ƘŀǊŘΣέ Educ. Res.Σ ǾƻƭΦ мтΣ ƴƻΦ уΣ ǇǇΦ млςмсΣ мфууΦ 

ώппуϐ aΦ vΦ tŀǘǘƻƴΣ Qualitative evaluation and research methodsΦ {!D9 tǳōƭƛŎŀǘƛƻƴǎΣ ƛƴŎΣ мффлΦ 
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ώппфϐ DΦ .Φ wƻǎǎƳŀƴ ŀƴŘ .Φ [Φ ²ƛƭǎƻƴΣ άbǳƳōŜǊǎ ŀƴŘ ǿƻǊŘǎΥ /ƻƳōƛƴƛƴƎ ǉǳŀƴǘƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ŀƴŘ 
ǉǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ƳŜǘƘƻŘǎ ƛƴ ŀ ǎƛƴƎƭŜ ƭŀǊƎŜπǎŎŀƭŜ ŜǾŀƭǳŀǘƛƻƴ ǎǘǳŘȅΣέ Eval. Rev.Σ ǾƻƭΦ фΣ ƴƻΦ рΣ ǇǇΦ 
снтςспоΣ мфурΦ 

ώпрлϐ WΦ ²Φ /ǊŜǎǿŜƭƭΣ Research design: Qualitative, quantitative, and mixed methods 
approachesΦ {ŀƎŜ ǇǳōƭƛŎŀǘƛƻƴǎΣ нлмоΦ 

ώпрмϐ !Φ .ǊȅƳŀƴΣ Quantity and quality in social researchΦ [ƻƴŘƻƴΥ wƻǳǘƭŜŘƎŜΣ нллпΦ 

ώпрнϐ WΦ /Φ DǊŜŜƴŜΣ ±Φ WΦ /ŀǊŀŎŜƭƭƛΣ ŀƴŘ ²Φ CΦ DǊŀƘŀƳΣ ά¢ƻǿŀǊŘ ŀ ŎƻƴŎŜǇǘǳŀƭ ŦǊŀƳŜǿƻǊƪ ŦƻǊ 
ƳƛȄŜŘπƳŜǘƘƻŘ ŜǾŀƭǳŀǘƛƻƴ ŘŜǎƛƎƴǎΣέ Educ. Eval. Policy Anal.Σ ǾƻƭΦ ммΣ ƴƻΦ оΣ ǇǇΦ нррςнтпΣ 
мфуфΦ 

ώпроϐ !Φ ¢ŀǎƘŀƪƪƻǊƛ ŀƴŘ /Φ ¢ŜŘŘƭƛŜΣ SAGE Handbook of Mixed Methods in Social & Behavioral 
ResearchΣ ǾƻƭΦ нƴŘΦ {ŀƎŜΣ нлмлΦ 

ώпрпϐ WΦ aΦ aƻǊǎŜΣ άtǊƛƴŎƛǇƭŜǎ ƻŦ ƳƛȄŜŘ ƳŜǘƘƻŘǎ ŀƴŘ ƳǳƭǘƛπƳŜǘƘƻŘ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ŘŜǎƛƎƴΣέ ƛƴ 
Handbook of mixed methods in social and behavioural researchΣ нллоΣ ǇǇΦ муфςнлуΦ 

ώпррϐ !Φ hΩ/ŀǘƘŀƛƴΣ 9Φ aǳǊǇƘȅΣ ŀƴŘ WΦ bƛŎƘƻƭƭΣ ά¢ƘǊŜŜ ǘŜŎƘƴƛǉǳŜǎ ŦƻǊ ƛƴǘŜƎǊŀǘƛƴƎ Řŀǘŀ ƛƴ ƳƛȄŜŘ 
ƳŜǘƘƻŘǎ ǎǘǳŘƛŜǎΣέ BMJΣ ǾƻƭΦ опмΣ ƴƻΦ ǎŜǇмт мΣ ǇǇΦ ŎпрутςŎпрутΣ нлмлΦ 

ώпрсϐ WΦ /Φ DǊŜŜƴŜΣ ±Φ WΦ /ŀǊŀŎŜƭƭƛΣ ŀƴŘ ²Φ CΦ DǊŀƘŀƳΣ ά¢ƻǿŀǊŘ ŀ ŎƻƴŎŜǇǘǳŀƭ ŦǊŀƳŜǿƻǊƪ ŦƻǊ 
ƳƛȄŜŘ ƳŜǘƘƻŘπƳŜǘƘƻŘ ŜǾŀƭǳŀǘƛƻƴ ŘŜǎƛƎƴǎΣέ Educ. Eval. Policy Anal.Σ ǾƻƭΦ ммΣ ǇǇΦ нррςнтпΣ 
мфуфΦ 

ώпртϐ DΦ .Φ wƻǎǎƳŀƴ ŀƴŘ .Φ [Φ ²ƛƭǎƻƴΣ άbǳƳōŜǊǎ ŀƴŘ ǿƻǊŘǎ ǊŜǾƛǎƛǘŜŘΥ .ŜƛƴƎ ΨǎƘŀƳŜƭŜǎǎƭȅ 
ŜŎƭŜŎǘƛŎΣΩέ Qual. Quant.Σ ǾƻƭΦ нуΣ ƴƻΦ оΣ ǇǇΦ омрςонтΣ мффпΦ 

ώпруϐ /Φ ¢ŜŘŘƭƛŜ ŀƴŘ !Φ ¢ŀǎƘŀƪƪƻǊƛΣ ά/ƻƳƳƻƴ Ψ/ƻǊŜΩ /ƘŀǊŀŎǘŜǊƛǎǘƛŎǎ ƻŦ aƛȄŜŘ aŜǘƘƻŘǎ 
wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΥ ! wŜǾƛŜǿ ƻŦ /ǊƛǘƛŎŀƭ LǎǎǳŜǎ ŀƴŘ /ŀƭƭ ŦƻǊ DǊŜŀǘŜǊ /ƻƴǾŜǊƎŜƴŎŜΣέ Am. Behav. Sci.Σ 
ǾƻƭΦ рсΣ ƴƻΦ сΣ ǇǇΦ ттпςтууΣ нлмнΦ 

ώпрфϐ !Φ WΦ hƴǿǳŜƎōǳȊƛŜ ŀƴŘ wΦ .Φ WƻƘƴǎƻƴΣ ά¢ƘŜ ±ŀƭƛŘƛǘȅ LǎǎǳŜ ƛƴ aƛȄŜŘ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΣέ Res. Sch. 
Mid-South Educ. Res. Assoc.Σ ǾƻƭΦ моΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇǇΦ пуςсоΣ нллсΦ 

ώпслϐ aŜŘƛŎŀƭ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ /ƻǳƴŎƛƭΣ A framework for the development and evaluation of 
randomised controlled trials for complex interventions to improve healthΦ [ƻƴŘƻƴΥ 
aŜŘƛŎŀƭ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ /ƻǳƴŎƛƭΣ нлллΦ 

ώпсмϐ wΦ ¢ǊŀƳƳΣ YΦ 5ŀǿǎΣ ŀƴŘ ±Φ {ŎƘŀŘŜǿŀƭŘǘΣ ά/ƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǘǊƛŀƭ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘςŀ ŎƻƳǇƭŜȄ 
ƛƴǘŜǊǾŜƴǘƛƻƴΚΣέ J Clin NursΣ нлмоΦ 

ώпснϐ !Φ aΦ /ƭŀǊƪΣ ά²Ƙŀǘ ŀǊŜ ǘƘŜ ŎƻƳǇƻƴŜƴǘǎ ƻŦ ŎƻƳǇƭŜȄ ƛƴǘŜǊǾŜƴǘƛƻƴǎ ƛƴ ƘŜŀƭǘƘŎŀǊŜΚ 
¢ƘŜƻǊƛȊƛƴƎ ŀǇǇǊƻŀŎƘŜǎ ǘƻ ǇŀǊǘǎΣ ǇƻǿŜǊǎ ŀƴŘ ǘƘŜ ǿƘƻƭŜ ƛƴǘŜǊǾŜƴǘƛƻƴΣέ Soc. Sci. Med.Σ ǾƻƭΦ 
фоΣ ǇǇΦ мурςмфоΣ нлмоΦ 

ώпсоϐ 9Φ aǳǊǊŀȅΣ {Φ ¢ǊŜǿŜŜƪΣ /Φ tƻǇŜΣ !Φ aŀŎCŀǊƭŀƴŜΣ [Φ .ŀƭƭƛƴƛΣ /Φ 5ƻǿǊƛŎƪΣ ¢Φ CƛƴŎƘΣ !Φ YŜƴƴŜŘȅΣ 
CΦ aŀƛǊΣ ŀƴŘ /Φ hΩ5ƻƴƴŜƭƭΣ άbƻǊƳŀƭƛǎŀǘƛƻƴ ǇǊƻŎŜǎǎ ǘƘŜƻǊȅΥ ŀ ŦǊŀƳŜǿƻǊƪ ŦƻǊ ŘŜǾŜƭƻǇƛƴƎΣ 
ŜǾŀƭǳŀǘƛƴƎ ŀƴŘ ƛƳǇƭŜƳŜƴǘƛƴƎ ŎƻƳǇƭŜȄ ƛƴǘŜǊǾŜƴǘƛƻƴǎΣέ BMC Med.Σ ǾƻƭΦ уΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇΦ соΣ 
нлмлΦ 

ώпспϐ tΦ IŀǿŜΣ !Φ {ƘƛŜƭƭΣ ŀƴŘ ¢Φ wƛƭŜȅΣ ά/ƻƳǇƭŜȄ ƛƴǘŜǊǾŜƴǘƛƻƴǎΥ Ƙƻǿ Ψƻǳǘ ƻŦ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭΩ Ŏŀƴ ŀ 
ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭ ōŜΚΣέ BMJ Br. Med. J.Σ ǾƻƭΦ онуΣ ƴƻΦ тпррΣ ǇΦ мрсмΣ нллпΦ 

ώпсрϐ .Φ .ƭŀŎƪǿƻƻŘΣ άaŜǘƘƻŘƻƭƻƎƛŎŀƭ ƛǎǎǳŜǎ ƛƴ ŜǾŀƭǳŀǘƛƴƎ ŎƻƳǇƭŜȄ ƘŜŀƭǘƘŎŀǊŜ ƛƴǘŜǊǾŜƴǘƛƻƴǎΣέ J. 
Adv. Nurs.Σ ǾƻƭΦ рпΣ ƴƻΦ рΣ ǇǇΦ смнςсннΣ нллсΦ 
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ώпссϐ WΦ 5ŀǘǘŀ ŀƴŘ aΦ tŜǘǘƛŎǊŜǿΣ ά/ƘŀƭƭŜƴƎŜǎ ǘƻ ŜǾŀƭǳŀǘƛƴƎ ŎƻƳǇƭŜȄ ƛƴǘŜǊǾŜƴǘƛƻƴǎΥ ŀ ŎƻƴǘŜƴǘ 
ŀƴŀƭȅǎƛǎ ƻŦ ǇǳōƭƛǎƘŜŘ ǇŀǇŜǊǎΦΣέ BMC Public HealthΣ ǾƻƭΦ моΣ ǇΦ рсуΣ нлмоΦ 

ώпстϐ /ŜƴǘǊŜ ŦƻǊ wŜǾƛŜǿǎ ŀƴŘ 5ƛǎǎŜƳƛƴŀǘƛƻƴΣ Systematic Reviews: CRD’s Guidance for 
Undertaking Revbiews in Health CareΦ ¸ƻǊƪΥ /w5Σ ¦ƴƛǾŜǊǎƛǘȅ ƻŦ ¸ƻǊƪΣ нллфΦ 

ώпсуϐ wΦ 5ŜǊ{ƛƳƻƴƛŀƴ ŀƴŘ bΦ [ŀƛǊŘΣ άaŜǘŀπŀƴŀƭȅǎƛǎ ƛƴ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΣέ Control. Clin. TrialsΣ ǾƻƭΦ тΣ 
ƴƻΦ оΣ ǇǇΦ мттςмууΣ мфусΦ 

ώпсфϐ 5Φ ²ŀƭǎƘ ŀƴŘ {Φ 5ƻǿƴŜΣ άaŜǘa‐sȅƴǘƘŜǎƛǎ ƳŜǘƘƻŘ ŦƻǊ ǉǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΥ ŀ ƭƛǘŜǊŀǘǳǊŜ 
ǊŜǾƛŜǿΣέ J. Adv. Nurs.Σ ǾƻƭΦ рлΣ ƴƻΦ нΣ ǇǇΦ нлпςнммΣ нллрΦ 

ώптлϐ aΦ tŜǘǘƛŎǊŜǿ ŀƴŘ IΦ wƻōŜǊǘǎΣ Systematic Reviews in the Social SciencesΦ .ƭŀŎƪǿŜƭƭΦ 
aŀƭŘŜƴΣ aŀǎǎŀŎƘǳǎŜǘǘǎΣ нллсΦ 

ώптмϐ DΦ ²Φ bƻōƭƛǘ ŀƴŘ wΦ 5Φ IŀǊŜΣ Meta-ethnography: Synthesizing qualitative studiesΣ ǾƻƭΦ ммΦ 
{!D9 tǳōƭƛŎŀǘƛƻƴǎΣ LƴŎƻǊǇƻǊŀǘŜŘΣ мфууΦ 

ώптнϐ 5Φ aƻƘŜǊΣ !Φ [ƛōŜǊŀǘƛΣ WΦ ¢ŜǘȊƭŀŦŦΣ 5Φ DΦ !ƭǘƳŀƴΣ ŀƴŘ DΦ twL{a!Σ άtǊŜŦŜǊǊŜŘ ǊŜǇƻǊǘƛƴƎ ƛǘŜƳǎ 
ŦƻǊ ǎȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ ǊŜǾƛŜǿǎ ŀƴŘ ƳŜǘŀπŀƴŀƭȅǎŜǎΥ ǘƘŜ twL{a! ǎǘŀǘŜƳŜƴǘΣέ BMJΣ ǾƻƭΦ оофΣ ǇΦ 
ōнрорΣ нллфΦ 

ώптоϐ WΦ .ŀǊǊƻǎƻΣ /Φ WΦ DƻƭƭƻǇΣ aΦ {ŀƴŘŜƭƻǿǎƪƛΣ WΦ aŜȅƴŜƭƭΣ tΦ CΦ tŜŀǊŎŜΣ ŀƴŘ [Φ WΦ /ƻƭƭƛƴǎΣ ά¢ƘŜ 
ŎƘŀƭƭŜƴƎŜǎ ƻŦ ǎŜŀǊŎƘƛƴƎ ŦƻǊ ŀƴŘ ǊŜǘǊƛŜǾƛƴƎ ǉǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ǎǘǳŘƛŜǎΣέ West. J. Nurs. Res.Σ ǾƻƭΦ нрΣ 
ƴƻΦ нΣ ǇǇΦ мроςмтуΣ нллоΦ 

ώптпϐ {Φ aŎŘƻƴŀƭŘΣ [Φ ¢ŀȅƭƻǊΣ ŀƴŘ /Φ !ŘŀƳǎΣ ά{ŜŀǊŎƘƛƴƎ ǘƘŜ ǊƛƎƘǘ ŘŀǘŀōŀǎŜΦ ! ŎƻƳǇŀǊƛǎƻƴ ƻŦ ŦƻǳǊ 
ŘŀǘŀōŀǎŜǎ ŦƻǊ ǇǎȅŎƘƛŀǘǊȅ ƧƻǳǊƴŀƭǎΣέ Health Libr. Rev.Σ ǾƻƭΦ мсΣ ƴƻΦ оΣ ǇǇΦ мрмςмрсΣ мфффΦ 

ώптрϐ !Φ .ƻƻǘƘΣ ά{ŜŀǊŎƘƛƴƎ ŦƻǊ ǉǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ŦƻǊ ƛƴŎƭǳǎƛƻƴ ƛƴ ǎȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ ǊŜǾƛŜǿǎΥ ŀ 
ǎǘǊǳŎǘǳǊŜŘ ƳŜǘƘƻŘƻƭƻƎƛŎŀƭ ǊŜǾƛŜǿΣέ Syst. Rev.Σ ǾƻƭΦ рΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇΦ тпΣ нлмсΦ 

ώптсϐ aΦ {ǳōƛǊŀƴŀΣ LΦ {ƻƭŀΣ WΦ aΦ DŀǊŎƛŀΣ LΦ DƛŎƘΣ ŀƴŘ DΦ ¦ǊǊΚΚǘƛŀΣ ά! ƴǳǊǎƛƴƎ ǉǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ǎȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ 
ǊŜǾƛŜǿ ǊŜǉǳƛǊŜŘ a95[Lb9 ŀƴŘ /Lb!I[ ŦƻǊ ǎǘǳŘȅ ƛŘŜƴǘƛŦƛŎŀǘƛƻƴΣέ Journal of Clinical 
EpidemiologyΣ ǾƻƭΦ руΣ ƴƻΦ мΦ ǇǇΦ нлςнрΣ нллрΦ 

ώпттϐ !Φ /ƻƻƪŜΣ 5Φ {ƳƛǘƘΣ ŀƴŘ !Φ .ƻƻǘƘΣ ά.ŜȅƻƴŘ tL/h ¢ƘŜ {tL59w ¢ƻƻƭ ŦƻǊ vǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ 9ǾƛŘŜƴŎŜ 
{ȅƴǘƘŜǎƛǎΣέ Qual. Health Res.Σ ǾƻƭΦ ннΣ ƴƻΦ млΣ ǇǇΦ мпорςмппоΣ нлмнΦ 

ώптуϐ [Φ !Φ aƻƘŜǊ 5  ¢ŜǘȊƭŀŦŦ WΣ !ƭǘƳŀƴ 5DΣ ¢ƘŜ twL{a! DǊƻǳǇΣ άtǊŜŦŜǊǊŜŘ wŜǇƻǊǘƛƴƎ LǘŜƳǎ ŦƻǊ 
{ȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ wŜǾƛŜǿǎ ŀƴŘ aŜǘŀπ!ƴŀƭȅǎŜǎΥ ¢ƘŜ twL{a! {ǘŀǘŜƳŜƴǘΣέ PLoS Med.Σ ǾƻƭΦ сΣ ƴƻΦ 
όсύ ŜмллллфтΣ нллфΦ 

ώптфϐ /Φ !Φ DƻǊŜŎƪƛΣ WΦ aΦ .ǊƻǿƴΣ aΦ .ǊƛƎƎǎΣ ŀƴŘ WΦ bƛȄƻƴΣ ά9Ǿŀƭǳŀǘƛƻƴ ƻŦ ŦƛǾŜ ǎŜŀǊŎƘ ǎǘǊŀǘŜƎƛŜǎ ƛƴ 
ǊŜǘǊƛŜǾƛƴƎ ǉǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘπǊŜǇƻǊǘŜŘ ŜƭŜŎǘǊƻƴƛŎ Řŀǘŀ ƻƴ ǘƘŜ ƛƳǇŀŎǘ ƻŦ ǇǊŜǎǎǳǊŜ ǳƭŎŜǊǎ ƻƴ 
ǉǳŀƭƛǘȅ ƻŦ ƭƛŦŜΣέ J Adv NursΣ ǾƻƭΦ ссΣ ƴƻΦ оΣ ǇǇΦ спрςсрнΣ нлмлΦ 

ώпулϐ !Φ aΦ aŜǘƘƭŜȅΣ {Φ /ŀƳǇōŜƭƭΣ /Φ /ƘŜǿπDǊŀƘŀƳΣ wΦ aŎbŀƭƭȅΣ ŀƴŘ {Φ /ƘŜǊŀƎƘƛπ{ƻƘƛΣ άtL/hΣ 
tL/h{ ŀƴŘ {tL59wΥ ŀ ŎƻƳǇŀǊƛǎƻƴ ǎǘǳŘȅ ƻŦ ǎǇŜŎƛŦƛŎƛǘȅ ŀƴŘ ǎŜƴǎƛǘƛǾƛǘȅ ƛƴ ǘƘǊŜŜ ǎŜŀǊŎƘ ǘƻƻƭǎ 
ŦƻǊ ǉǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ǎȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ ǊŜǾƛŜǿǎΦΣέ BMC Health Serv. Res.Σ ǾƻƭΦ мпΣ ǇΦ ртфΣ нлмпΦ 

ώпумϐ {Φ {Φ ²ƻƴƎΣ bΦ [Φ ²ƛƭŎȊȅƴǎƪƛΣ ŀƴŘ wΦ .Φ IŀȅƴŜǎΣ ά5ŜǾŜƭƻǇƛƴƎ ƻǇǘƛƳŀƭ ǎŜŀǊŎƘ ǎǘǊŀǘŜƎƛŜǎ ŦƻǊ 
ŘŜǘŜŎǘƛƴƎ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭƭȅ ǊŜƭŜǾŀƴǘ ǉǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ǎǘǳŘƛŜǎ ƛƴ a95[Lb9Σέ MedinfoΣ ǾƻƭΦ ммΣ ƴƻΦ Ǉǘ мΣ 
ǇǇΦ оммςомсΣ нллпΦ 

ώпунϐ bΦ aŀȅǎ ŀƴŘ /Φ tƻǇŜΣ ά!ǎǎŜǎǎƛƴƎ ǉǳŀƭƛǘȅ ƛƴ ǉǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΣέ BmjΣ ǾƻƭΦ мΣ ƴƻΦ онл 
όтннсύΣ ǇǇΦ рлςрнΣ нлллΦ 
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ώпуоϐ 5Φ WΦ /ƻƘŜƴ ŀƴŘ .Φ CΦ /ǊŀōǘǊŜŜΣ ά9ǾŀƭǳŀǘƛǾŜ ŎǊƛǘŜǊƛŀ ŦƻǊ ǉǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ƛƴ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ŎŀǊŜΥ 
ŎƻƴǘǊƻǾŜǊǎƛŜǎ ŀƴŘ ǊŜŎƻƳƳŜƴŘŀǘƛƻƴǎΣέ Ann. Fam. Med.Σ ǾƻƭΦ сΣ ƴƻΦ пΣ ǇǇΦ оомςоофΣ нллуΦ 

ώпупϐ CΦ ¢ƻȅŜΣ YΦ {ŜŜǊǎΣ bΦ !ƭƭŎƻŎƪΣ aΦ .ǊƛƎƎǎΣ 9Φ /ŀǊǊΣ WΦ !ƴŘǊŜǿǎΣ ŀƴŘ YΦ .ŀǊƪŜǊΣ άΨ¢ǊȅƛƴƎ ǘƻ Ǉƛƴ 
Řƻǿƴ ƧŜƭƭȅΩπŜȄǇƭƻǊƛƴƎ ƛƴǘǳƛǘƛǾŜ ǇǊƻŎŜǎǎŜǎ ƛƴ ǉǳŀƭƛǘȅ ŀǎǎŜǎǎƳŜƴǘ ŦƻǊ ƳŜǘŀπŜǘƘƴƻƎǊŀǇƘȅΣέ 
BMC Med. Res. Methodol.Σ ǾƻƭΦ моΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇΦ псΣ нлмоΦ 

ώпурϐ wΦ /ŀƳǇōŜƭƭΣ tΦ tƻǳƴŘΣ aΦ aƻǊƎŀƴΣ DΦ 5ŀƪŜǊπ²ƘƛǘŜΣ bΦ .ǊƛǘǘŜƴΣ wΦ tƛƭƭΣ [Φ ¸ŀǊŘƭŜȅΣ /Φ tƻǇŜΣ 
ŀƴŘ WΦ 5ƻƴƻǾŀƴΣ Evaluating meta-ethnography: systematic analysis and synthesis of 
qualitative researchΦ tǊŜǇǊŜǎǎ tǊƻƧŜŎǘǎ [ƛƳƛǘŜŘΣ нлммΦ 

ώпусϐ aΦ 5ƛȄƻƴπ²ƻƻŘǎΣ !Φ {ǳǘǘƻƴΣ wΦ {ƘŀǿΣ ¢Φ aƛƭƭŜǊΣ WΦ {ƳƛǘƘΣ .Φ ¸ƻǳƴƎΣ {Φ .ƻƴŀǎΣ !Φ .ƻƻǘƘΣ ŀƴŘ 
5Φ WƻƴŜǎΣ ά!ǇǇǊŀƛǎƛƴƎ ǉǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ŦƻǊ ƛƴŎƭǳǎƛƻƴ ƛƴ ǎȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ ǊŜǾƛŜǿǎΥ ŀ 
ǉǳŀƴǘƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ŀƴŘ ǉǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ŎƻƳǇŀǊƛǎƻƴ ƻŦ ǘƘǊŜŜ ƳŜǘƘƻŘǎΣέ J. Health Serv. Res. PolicyΣ 
ǾƻƭΦ мнΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇǇΦ пнςптΣ нллтΦ 

ώпутϐ [Φ {ǇŜƴŎŜǊ ŀƴŘ DΦ .ǊƛǘŀƛƴΣ Quality in Qualitative Evaluation: A framework for assessing 
research evidenceΦ DƻǾŜǊƴƳŜƴǘ /ƘƛŜŦ {ƻŎƛŀƭ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘŜǊΩǎ hŦŦƛŎŜΣ /ŀōƛƴŜǘ hŦŦƛŎŜΣ нллоΦ 

ώпууϐ /!{t ¦YΣ ά/ǊƛǘƛŎŀƭ !ǇǇǊŀƛǎŀƭ {ƪƛƭƭǎ tǊƻƎǊŀƳƳŜ ό/!{tύvǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ /ƘŜŎƪƭƛǎǘ 
омΦлрΦмоΣέ нлмоΦ ώhƴƭƛƴŜϐΦ !ǾŀƛƭŀōƭŜΥ ƘǘǘǇΥκκǿǿǿΦŎŀǎǇπǳƪΦƴŜǘκǿǇπ
ŎƻƴǘŜƴǘκǳǇƭƻŀŘǎκнлммκммκ/!{tπvǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜπwŜǎŜŀǊŎƘπ/ƘŜŎƪƭƛǎǘπомΦлрΦмоΦǇŘŦΦ 

ώпуфϐ aΦ 5ƛȄƻƴπ²ƻƻŘǎΣ wΦ [Φ {ƘŀǿΣ {Φ !ƎŀǊǿŀƭΣ ŀƴŘ WΦ !Φ {ƳƛǘƘΣ ά¢ƘŜ ǇǊƻōƭŜƳ ƻŦ ŀǇǇǊŀƛǎƛƴƎ 
ǉǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΣέ Qual Saf Heal. CareΣ ǾƻƭΦ моΣ ƴƻΦ оΣ ǇǇΦ нноςннрΣ нллпΦ 

ώпфлϐ wΦ {Φ .ŀǊōƻǳǊ ŀƴŘ aΦ .ŀǊōƻǳǊΣ ά9ǾŀƭǳŀǘƛƴƎ ŀƴŘ ǎȅƴǘƘŜǎƛȊƛƴƎ ǉǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΥ ǘƘŜ ƴŜŜŘ 
ǘƻ ŘŜǾŜƭƻǇ ŀ ŘƛǎǘƛƴŎǘƛǾŜ ŀǇǇǊƻŀŎƘΣέ J. Eval. Clin. Pract.Σ ǾƻƭΦ фΣ ƴƻΦ нΣ ǇǇΦ мтфςмусΣ нллоΦ 

ώпфмϐ aΦ 5ƛȄƻƴπ²ƻƻŘǎΣ 5Φ /ŀǾŜǊǎΣ {Φ !ƎŀǊǿŀƭΣ 9Φ !ƴƴŀƴŘŀƭŜΣ !Φ !ǊǘƘǳǊΣ WΦ IŀǊǾŜȅΣ wΦ IǎǳΣ {Φ 
YŀǘōŀƳƴŀΣ wΦ hƭǎŜƴΣ ŀƴŘ [Φ {ƳƛǘƘΣ ά/ƻƴŘǳŎǘƛƴƎ ŀ ŎǊƛǘƛŎŀƭ ƛƴǘŜǊǇǊŜǘƛǾŜ ǎȅƴǘƘŜǎƛǎ ƻŦ ǘƘŜ 
ƭƛǘŜǊŀǘǳǊŜ ƻƴ ŀŎŎŜǎǎ ǘƻ ƘŜŀƭǘƘŎŀǊŜ ōȅ ǾǳƭƴŜǊŀōƭŜ ƎǊƻǳǇǎΣέ BMC Med Res MethodolΣ ǾƻƭΦ сΣ 
ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇΦ орΣ нллсΦ 

ώпфнϐ WΦ ¢ƘƻƳŀǎ ŀƴŘ !Φ IŀǊŘŜƴΣ άaŜǘƘƻŘǎ ŦƻǊ ǘƘŜ ǘƘŜƳŀǘƛŎ ǎȅƴǘƘŜǎƛǎ ƻŦ ǉǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ƛƴ 
ǎȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ ǊŜǾƛŜǿǎΣέ BMC Med. Res. Methodol.Σ ǾƻƭΦ уΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇΦ прΣ нллуΦ 

ώпфоϐ tΦ bΦ {ǘŜǊƴ ŀƴŘ /Φ /Φ IŀǊǊƛǎΣ ά²ƻƳŜƴΩǎ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ŀƴŘ ǘƘŜ ǎelf‐carŜ ǇŀǊŀŘƻȄΦ ! ƳƻŘŜƭ ǘƻ ƎǳƛŘŜ 
self‐care ǊŜŀŘƛƴŜǎǎΣέ Health Care Women Int.Σ ǾƻƭΦ сΣ ƴƻΦ мςоΣ ǇǇΦ мрмςмсоΣ мфурΦ 

ώпфпϐ aΦ !Φ aƻƘŀƳƳŜŘΣ wΦ WΦ aƻƭŜǎΣ ŀƴŘ ¢Φ CΦ /ƘŜƴΣ άaŜǘŀπǎȅƴǘƘŜǎƛǎ ƻŦ ǉǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΥ 
ǘƘŜ ŎƘŀƭƭŜƴƎŜǎ ŀƴŘ ƻǇǇƻǊǘǳƴƛǘƛŜǎΣέ Int. J. Clin. Pharm.Σ ǇǇΦ мςмлΣ нлмсΦ 

ώпфрϐ aΦ {ŀƴŘŜƭƻǿǎƪƛΣ {Φ 5ƻŎƘŜǊǘȅΣ ŀƴŘ /Φ 9ƳŘŜƴΣ άCƻŎǳǎ ƻƴ ǉǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ƳŜǘƘƻŘǎ vǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ 
ƳŜǘŀǎȅƴǘƘŜǎƛǎΥ ƛǎǎǳŜǎ ŀƴŘ ǘŜŎƘƴƛǉǳŜǎΣέ Res. Nurs. Heal.Σ ǾƻƭΦ нлΣ ǇǇΦ осрςотнΣ мффтΦ 

ώпфсϐ {Φ 9Φ YƴƻǿƭŜǎΣ DΦ ¢ƻƳǎΣ /Φ {ŀƴŘŜǊǎΣ tΦ .ŜŜΣ YΦ [ƻǾŜƭƭΣ {Φ wŜƴƴƛŎƪπ9ƎƎƭŜǎǘƻƴŜΣ 5Φ /ƻȅƭŜΣ /Φ aΦ 
YŜƴƴŜŘȅΣ 9Φ [ƛǘǘƭŜǿƻƻŘΣ 5Φ YŜǎǎƭŜǊΣ {Φ DƛƭōƻŘȅΣ ŀƴŘ tΦ .ƻǿŜǊΣ άvǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ƳŜǘŀπǎȅƴǘƘŜǎƛǎ 
ƻŦ ǳǎŜǊ ŜȄǇŜǊƛŜƴŎŜ ƻŦ ŎƻƳǇǳǘŜǊƛǎŜŘ ǘƘŜǊŀǇȅ ŦƻǊ ŘŜǇǊŜǎǎƛƻƴ ŀƴŘ ŀƴȄƛŜǘȅΣέ PLoS OneΣ нлмоΦ 

ώпфтϐ {Φ 5Φ .ǊŜŀƭŜȅΣ /Φ IŜǿƛǘǘΣ WΦ aΦ DǊŜŜƴΣ WΦ aƻǊǊŜƭƭΣ ŀƴŘ {Φ DƛƭōƻŘȅΣ ά{ŎǊŜŜƴƛƴƎ ŦƻǊ Ǉƻǎǘƴŀǘŀƭ 
ŘŜǇǊŜǎǎƛƻƴ ππ ƛǎ ƛǘ ŀŎŎŜǇǘŀōƭŜ ǘƻ ǿƻƳŜƴ ŀƴŘ ƘŜŀƭǘƘŎŀǊŜ ǇǊƻŦŜǎǎƛƻƴŀƭǎΚ ! ǎȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ 
ǊŜǾƛŜǿ ŀƴŘ ƳŜǘŀπǎȅƴǘƘŜǎƛǎΣέ J. Reprod. Infant Psychol.Σ ǾƻƭΦ нуΣ ƴƻΦ пΣ ǇǇΦ онуςоппΣ нлмлΦ 

ώпфуϐ !Φ [ƛƳƪŀƪŜƴƎΣ !Φ tƘŀŘǘŀǊŜΣ WΦ {ƘŀƘΣ aΦ ±ŀƎƘŀǎƛŀΣ 5Φ ¸Φ ²ŜƛΣ !Φ {ƘŀƘΣ ŀƴŘ wΦ tƛŜǘǊƻōƻƴΣ 
ά²ƛƭƭƛƴƎƴŜǎǎ ǘƻ tŀǊǘƛŎƛǇŀǘŜ ƛƴ /ƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ¢Ǌƛŀƭǎ ŀƳƻƴƎ tŀǘƛŜƴǘǎ ƻŦ /ƘƛƴŜǎŜ IŜǊƛǘŀƎŜΥ ! aŜǘŀπ
{ȅƴǘƘŜǎƛǎΣέ PLoS OneΣ ǾƻƭΦ уΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ нлмоΦ 
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ώпффϐ {Φ aŎ/ŀƴƴΣ aΦ /ŀƳǇōŜƭƭΣ ŀƴŘ ±Φ 9ƴǘǿƛǎǘƭŜΣ άwŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ǘƻ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΥ ŀ ƳŜǘŀπ
ŜǘƘƴƻƎǊŀǇƘƛŎ ǎȅƴǘƘŜǎƛǎ ƻŦ ǎǘǳŘƛŜǎ ƻŦ ǊŜŀǎƻƴǎ ŦƻǊ ǇŀǊǘƛŎƛǇŀǘƛƻƴΣέ J Heal. Serv Res PolicyΣ ǾƻƭΦ 
муΣ ƴƻΦ пΣ ǇǇΦ нооςнпмΣ нлмоΦ 

ώрллϐ bΦ .ǊƛǘǘŜƴΣ wΦ /ŀƳǇōŜƭƭΣ /Φ tƻǇŜΣ WΦ 5ƻƴƻǾŀƴΣ aΦ aƻǊƎŀƴΣ ŀƴŘ wΦ tƛƭƭΣ ά¦ǎƛƴƎ ƳŜǘŀ 
ŜǘƘƴƻƎǊŀǇƘȅ ǘƻ ǎȅƴǘƘŜǎƛǎŜ ǉǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΥ ŀ ǿƻǊƪŜŘ ŜȄŀƳǇƭŜΣέ J Heal. Serv Res 
PolicyΣ ǾƻƭΦ тΣ ƴƻΦ пΣ ǇǇΦ нлфςнмрΣ нллнΦ 

ώрлмϐ /Φ ¢Φ .ŜŎƪΣ άtƻǎǘǇŀǊǘǳƳ ŘŜǇǊŜǎǎƛƻƴΥ ! ƳŜǘŀǎȅƴǘƘŜǎƛǎΣέ Qual Heal. ResΣ ǾƻƭΦ мнΣ ƴƻΦ пΣ ǇǇΦ 
проςптнΣ нллнΦ 

ώрлнϐ bΦ aŀȅǎΣ /Φ tƻǇŜΣ ŀƴŘ WΦ tƻǇŀȅΣ ά{ȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎŀƭƭȅ ǊŜǾƛŜǿƛƴƎ ǉǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ŀƴŘ ǉǳŀƴǘƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ 
ŜǾƛŘŜƴŎŜ ǘƻ ƛƴŦƻǊƳ ƳŀƴŀƎŜƳŜƴǘ ŀƴŘ ǇƻƭƛŎȅπƳŀƪƛƴƎ ƛƴ ǘƘŜ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ŦƛŜƭŘΣέ J Heal. Serv Res 
PolicyΣ ǾƻƭΦ млΣ нллрΦ 

ώрлоϐ WΦ bƻȅŜǎΣ WΦ tƻǇŀȅΣ !Φ tŜŀǊǎƻƴΣ ŀƴŘ YΦ IŀƴƴŜǎΣ άнл vǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ŀƴŘ /ƻŎƘǊŀƴŜ 
ǊŜǾƛŜǿǎΣέ Cochrane Handb. Syst. Rev. Interv.Σ ǇΦ ртмΣ нллуΦ 

ώрлпϐ wΦ {ŎƘǊŜƛōŜǊΣ 5Φ /ǊƻƻƪǎΣ ŀƴŘ tΦ bΦ {ǘŜǊƴΣ άvǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ƳŜǘŀπŀƴŀƭȅǎƛǎΣέ Complet. a Qual. 
Proj. Details dialogueΣ ǇǇΦ оммςонсΣ мффтΦ 

ώрлрϐ !Φ 9Φ .ŜƴƴƛƻƴΣ wΦ [Φ {ƘŀǿΣ ŀƴŘ WΦ aΦ DƛōǎƻƴΣ ά²Ƙŀǘ Řƻ ǿŜ ƪƴƻǿ ŀōƻǳǘ ǘƘŜ ŜȄǇŜǊƛŜƴŎŜ ƻŦ 
ŀƎŜ ǊŜƭŀǘŜŘ ƳŀŎǳƭŀǊ ŘŜƎŜƴŜǊŀǘƛƻƴΚ ! ǎȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ ǊŜǾƛŜǿ ŀƴŘ ƳŜǘŀπǎȅƴǘƘŜǎƛǎ ƻŦ ǉǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ 
ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΣέ Soc. Sci. Med.Σ ǾƻƭΦ трΣ ƴƻΦ сΣ ǇǇΦ фтсςфурΣ нлмнΦ 

ώрлсϐ 5Φ [Φ CƛƴŦƎŜƭŘΣ άaŜǘŀǎȅƴǘƘŜǎƛǎΥ ¢ƘŜ ǎǘŀǘŜ ƻŦ ǘƘŜ ŀǊǘτǎƻ ŦŀǊΣέ Qual. Health Res.Σ ǾƻƭΦ моΣ ƴƻΦ 
тΣ ǇǇΦ уфоςфлпΣ нллоΦ 

ώрлтϐ 5Φ [Φ aƻǊƎŀƴΣ άtŀǊŀŘƛƎƳǎ [ƻǎǘ ŀƴŘ tǊŀƎƳŀǘƛǎƳ wŜƎŀƛƴŜŘΥ aŜǘƘƻŘƻƭƻƎƛŎŀƭ LƳǇƭƛŎŀǘƛƻƴǎ ƻŦ 
/ƻƳōƛƴƛƴƎ vǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ŀƴŘ vǳŀƴǘƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ aŜǘƘƻŘǎΣέ J. Mix. Methods Res.Σ ǾƻƭΦ мΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇǇΦ 
пуςтсΣ нллтΦ 

ώрлуϐ aΦ aƛƭŜǎ ŀƴŘ !Φ IǳōŜǊƳŀƴΣ Qualitative Data Analysis: an Expanded SourcebookΦ [ƻƴŘƻƴΥ 
{ŀƎŜΣ мффпΦ 

ώрлфϐ WΦ !Φ aŀȄǿŜƭƭΣ ά/ƻƴŎŜǇǘǳŀƭ CǊŀƳŜǿƻǊƪΣέ ƛƴ Qualitative Research Design: An Interactive 
ApproachΣ нлммΣ ǇǇΦ мпмςмрмΦ 

ώрмлϐ 9Φ CƻǎǎŜȅΣ /Φ IŀǊǾŜȅΣ CΦ aŎ5ŜǊƳƻǘǘΣ ŀƴŘ [Φ 5ŀǾƛŘǎƻƴΣ ά¦ƴŘŜǊǎǘŀƴŘƛƴƎ ŀƴŘ ŜǾŀƭǳŀǘƛƴƎ 
ǉǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘϝΣέ Aust. N. Z. J. PsychiatryΣ ǾƻƭΦ осΣ ƴƻΦ сΣ ǇǇΦ тмтςтонΣ нллнΦ 

ώрммϐ aΦ .ŀǊƴŜǎΣ bΦ ²ƛƭŜǎΣ WΦ aƻǊǊƛǎƻƴΣ 5Φ YŜǎǎƭŜǊΣ /Φ ²ƛƭƭƛŀƳǎΣ ²Φ YǳȅƪŜƴΣ DΦ [ŜǿƛǎΣ ŀƴŘ YΦ 
¢ǳǊƴŜǊΣ ά9ȄǇƭƻǊƛƴƎ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘǎΩ ǊŜŀǎƻƴǎ ŦƻǊ ŘŜŎƭƛƴƛƴƎ ŎƻƴǘŀŎǘ ƛƴ ŀ ŎƻƎƴƛǘƛǾŜ ōŜƘŀǾƛƻǳǊŀƭ 
ǘƘŜǊŀǇȅ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭ ƛƴ ǇǊƛƳŀǊȅ ŎŀǊŜΣέ Br J Gen Pr.Σ ǾƻƭΦ снΣ ƴƻΦ рфуΣ ǇǇΦ 
ŜотмπтΣ нлмнΦ 

ώрмнϐ /Φ {ƴƻǿŘƻƴΣ 5Φ 9ƭōƻǳǊƴŜΣ ŀƴŘ WΦ DŀǊŎƛŀΣ ά¢ƘŜ ŘŜŎƛǎƛƻƴ ǘƻ ŘŜŎƭƛƴŜ ǘƻ ŜƴǊƻƭ ƛƴ ŀ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǘǊƛŀƭΥ 
ŀ ōƭƛƴŘ ǎǇƻǘ ƛƴ ǘƘŜ ƭƛǘŜǊŀǘǳǊŜ ƻƴ ŘŜŎƛǎƛƻƴπƳŀƪƛƴƎ ŦƻǊ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ǇŀǊǘƛŎƛǇŀǘƛƻƴΣέ Limits 
Consent A Socio-ethical Approach to Hum. Subj. Res. Med.Σ ǇΦ ртΣ нллфΦ 

ώрмоϐ ¢Φ wΦ [ȅƴŎƘΣ .Φ ²ƘŀƭƭŜȅΣ wΦ WΦ IŜƳǇŜƭΣ {Φ .ȅŦƻǊŘΣ tΦ /ƭŀǊƪŜΣ {Φ /ƭŀǊƪŜΣ 5Φ YƛƴƎŘƻƴΣ IΦ 
hΩaŀƘŜƴΣ LΦ ¢Φ wǳǎǎŜƭƭΣ WΦ {ƘŜŀǊŜǊΣ aΦ {ǘŀƴǘƻƴΣ aΦ {ǿŀƭŜǎΣ !Φ ²ŀǘƪƛƴǎΣ ŀƴŘ .Φ wŜƳƛƴƎǘƻƴΣ 
άwŜŦǊŀŎǘƻǊȅ ŘŜǇǊŜǎǎƛƻƴΥ ƳŜŎƘŀƴƛǎƳǎ ŀƴŘ ŜǾŀƭǳŀǘƛƻƴ ƻŦ ǊŀŘƛŎŀƭƭȅ ƻǇŜƴ ŘƛŀƭŜŎǘƛŎŀƭ 
ōŜƘŀǾƛƻǳǊ ǘƘŜǊŀǇȅ όwhπ5.¢ύ ώw9Cw!a95ϐΥ ǇǊƻǘƻŎƻƭ ŦƻǊ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭΣέ BMJ OpenΣ ǾƻƭΦ 
рΣ ƴƻΦ тΣ нлмрΦ 

ώрмпϐ 5Φ [Φ aƻǊƎŀƴΣ Integrating qualitative and quantitative methods : a pragmatic approachΦ 
{ŀƎŜ tǳōƭƛŎŀǘƛƻƴǎ LƴŎΦΣ нлмпΦ 
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ώрмрϐ WΦ 5ŜǿŜȅΣ άIƻǿ ²Ŝ ¢ƘƛƴƪΣέ ƛƴ John Dewey: The Later Works, 1925-1953Σ ǾƻƭΦ уΥ мфооΣ 
мфуфΣ ǇǇΦ млрςорнΦ 

ώрмсϐ CΦ CȅƭŀƴΣ ά{ŜƳƛ ǎǘǊǳŎǘǳǊŜŘ ƛƴǘŜǊǾƛŜǿƛƴƎΣέ A Handb. Res. methods Clin. Heal. Psychol.Σ ǇǇΦ 
срςтуΣ нллрΦ 

ώрмтϐ WΦ [Φ aΦ aŎ/ƻȅŘ ŀƴŘ ¢Φ {Φ YŜǊǎƻƴΣ ά/ƻƴŘǳŎǘƛƴƎ LƴǘŜƴǎƛǾŜ LƴǘŜǊǾƛŜǿǎ ¦ǎƛƴƎ 9ƳŀƛƭΥ ! 
{ŜǊŜƴŘƛǇƛǘƻǳǎ /ƻƳǇŀǊŀǘƛǾŜ hǇǇƻǊǘǳƴƛǘȅΣέ Qual. Soc. WorkΣ ǾƻƭΦ рΣ ƴƻΦ оΣ ǇǇΦ оуфςплсΣ 
нллсΦ 

ώрмуϐ wΦ WΦ IŀƳƛƭǘƻƴ ŀƴŘ .Φ WΦ .ƻǿŜǊǎΣ άLƴǘŜǊƴŜǘ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ŀƴŘ ŜπƳŀƛƭ ƛƴǘŜǊǾƛŜǿǎ ƛƴ ǉǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ 
ǎǘǳŘƛŜǎΣέ Qual. Health Res.Σ ǾƻƭΦ мсΣ ƴƻΦ сΣ ǇǇΦ унмςуорΣ нллсΦ 

ώрмфϐ {Φ 9Φ .ŀƪŜǊ ŀƴŘ wΦ 9ŘǿŀǊŘǎΣ άIƻǿ Ƴŀƴȅ ǉǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ƛƴǘŜǊǾƛŜǿǎ ƛǎ ŜƴƻǳƎƘΥ 9ȄǇŜǊǘ ǾƻƛŎŜǎ 
ŀƴŘ ŜŀǊƭȅ ŎŀǊŜŜǊ ǊŜŦƭŜŎǘƛƻƴǎ ƻƴ ǎŀƳǇƭƛƴƎ ŀƴŘ ŎŀǎŜǎ ƛƴ ǉǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΣέ Natl. Cent. 
Res. Methods Rev. Pap.Σ ǇǇΦ мςпоΣ нлмнΦ 

ώрнлϐ 9Φ [Φ !ƴŎŀ±ƛǘŎǳΣ [Φ ±ƛǘŎǳΣ ŀƴŘ !Φ aŀǊŎǳΣ άaǳƭǘƛπ{ǘŀƎŜ aŀȄƛƳǳƳ ±ŀǊƛŀǘƛƻƴ {ŀƳǇƭƛƴƎ ƛƴ 
IŜŀƭǘƘ tǊƻƳƻǘƛƻƴ tǊƻƎǊŀƳǎΩ 9ǾŀƭǳŀǘƛƻƴΣέ J. Prev. Med.Σ ǾƻƭΦ мрΣ ǇǇΦ рςмуΣ нллтΦ 

ώрнмϐ LΦ ¢Φ /ƻȅƴŜΣ ά{ŀƳǇƭƛƴƎ ƛƴ ǉǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΦ tǳǊǇƻǎŜŦǳƭ ŀƴŘ ǘƘŜƻǊŜǘƛŎŀƭ ǎŀƳǇƭƛƴƎΤ 
ƳŜǊƎƛƴƎ ƻǊ ŎƭŜŀǊ ōƻǳƴŘŀǊƛŜǎΚΣέ J. Adv. Nurs.Σ ǾƻƭΦ нсΣ ƴƻΦ оΣ ǇǇΦ сноςсолΣ мффтΦ 

ώрннϐ !Φ {ǘǊŀǳǎǎ ŀƴŘ WΦ aΦ /ƻǊōƛƴΣ Basics of qualitative research: Grounded theory procedures 
and techniquesΦ {ŀƎŜ tǳōƭƛŎŀǘƛƻƴǎΣ LƴŎΣ мффлΦ 

ώрноϐ bΦ YΦ 5ŜƴȊƛƴΣ The research act: A theoretical introduction to sociological methodsΦ 
¢ǊŀƴǎŀŎǘƛƻƴ ǇǳōƭƛǎƘŜǊǎΣ мфтлΦ 

ώрнпϐ !Φ aŀŘƛƭƭΣ !Φ WƻǊŘŀƴΣ ŀƴŘ /Φ {ƘƛǊƭŜȅΣ άhōƧŜŎǘƛǾƛǘȅ ŀƴŘ ǊŜƭƛŀōƛƭƛǘȅ ƛƴ ǉǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ŀƴŀƭȅǎƛǎΥ 
wŜŀƭƛǎǘΣ ŎƻƴǘŜȄǘǳŀƭƛǎǘ ŀƴŘ ǊŀŘƛŎŀƭ ŎƻƴǎǘǊǳŎǘƛƻƴƛǎǘ ŜǇƛǎǘŜƳƻƭƻƎƛŜǎΣέ Br. J. Psychol.Σ ǾƻƭΦ фмΣ 
ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇǇΦ мςнлΣ нлллΦ 

ώрнрϐ v{w LƴǘŜǊƴŀǘƛƻƴŀƭΣ άb±ƛǾƻ ǉǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ Řŀǘŀ ŀƴŀƭȅǎƛǎ {ƻŦǘǿŀǊŜΦ ±ŜǊǎƛƻƴ млΦέ v{w 
LƴǘŜǊƴŀǘƛƻƴŀƭ tǘȅ [ǘŘΦΣ нлмнΦ 

ώрнсϐ bΦ aŀǳǘƘƴŜǊ ŀƴŘ !Φ 5ƻǳŎŜǘΣ άwŜŦƭŜŎǘƛƻƴǎ ƻƴ ŀ ±ƻƛŎŜπŎŜƴǘǊŜŘ wŜƭŀǘƛƻƴŀƭ aŜǘƘƻŘ Υ 
!ƴŀƭȅǎƛƴƎ aŀǘŜǊƴŀƭ ŀƴŘ 5ƻƳŜǎǘƛŎ ±ƻƛŎŜǎΣέ ƛƴ Feminist Dilemmas in Qualitative ResearchΣ 
мффуΣ ǇǇΦ мнлςмптΦ 

ώрнтϐ .Φ DƭŀǎŜǊ ŀƴŘ !Φ {ǘǊŀǳǎǎΣ ά¢ƘŜ 5ƛǎŎƻǾŜǊȅ ƻŦ DǊƻǳƴŘŜŘ ¢ƘŜƻǊȅΥ ǎǘǊŀǘŜƎƛŜǎ ŦƻǊ vǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ 
wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΣέ мфстΦ 

ώрнуϐ tΦ bΦ {ǘŜǊƴΣ άDǊƻǳƴŘŜŘ ǘƘŜƻǊȅ ƳŜǘƘƻŘƻƭƻƎȅΥ ƛǘǎ ǳǎŜǎ ŀƴŘ ǇǊƻŎŜǎǎŜǎΦΣέ Image (IN).Σ ǾƻƭΦ мнΣ 
ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇǇΦ нлςноΣ мфулΦ 

ώрнфϐ /Φ tƻǇŜ ŀƴŘ bΦ aŀȅǎΣ άwŜŀŎƘƛƴƎ ǘƘŜ ǇŀǊǘǎ ƻǘƘŜǊ ƳŜǘƘƻŘǎ Ŏŀƴƴƻǘ ǊŜŀŎƘΥ ŀƴ ƛƴǘǊƻŘǳŎǘƛƻƴ 
ǘƻ ǉǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ƳŜǘƘƻŘǎ ƛƴ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ŀƴŘ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ǎŜǊǾƛŎŜǎ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΣέ BMJ Br. Med. J.Σ ǾƻƭΦ оммΣ 
ƴƻΦ сффсΣ ǇΦ пнΣ мффрΦ 

ώролϐ WΦ aΦ aƻǊǎŜΣ ά/ƻƴŦǳǎƛƴƎ ŎŀǘŜƎƻǊƛŜǎ ŀƴŘ ǘƘŜƳŜǎΦΣέ Qual. Health Res.Σ ǾƻƭΦ муΣ ƴƻΦ сΣ ǇǇΦ 
тнтςтнуΣ нллуΦ 

ώромϐ !Φ IǳƎƘŜǎπaƻǊƭŜȅΣ .Φ ¸ƻǳƴƎΣ ²Φ ²ŀƘŜŜŘΣ bΦ {ƳŀƭƭΣ ŀƴŘ tΦ .ƻǿŜǊΣ άCŀŎǘƻǊǎ ŀŦŦŜŎǘƛƴƎ 
ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ƛƴǘƻ ŘŜǇǊŜǎǎƛƻƴ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΥ {ȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ ǊŜǾƛŜǿΣ ƳŜǘŀπǎȅƴǘƘŜǎƛǎ ŀƴŘ ŎƻƴŎŜǇǘǳŀƭ 
ŦǊŀƳŜǿƻǊƪΣέ J Affect DisordΣ ǾƻƭΦ мтн/Σ ǇǇΦ нтпςнфлΣ нлмрΦ 

ώронϐ DΦ 9ƭǿȅƴ ŀƴŘ ¢Φ aƛǊƻƴπ{ƘŀǘȊΣ ά5ŜƭƛōŜǊŀǘƛƻƴ ōŜŦƻǊŜ ŘŜǘŜǊƳƛƴŀǘƛƻƴΥ ǘƘŜ ŘŜŦƛƴƛǘƛƻƴ ŀƴŘ 
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ŜǾŀƭǳŀǘƛƻƴ ƻŦ ƎƻƻŘ ŘŜŎƛǎƛƻƴ ƳŀƪƛƴƎΣέ Heal. ExpectΣ ǾƻƭΦ моΣ ǇǇΦ мофςмптΣ нлмлΦ 

ώрооϐ WΦ 9ƴǎƛƎƴΣ ά9ǘƘƛŎŀƭ ƛǎǎǳŜǎ ƛƴ ǉǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ǿƛǘƘ ƘƻƳŜƭŜǎǎ ȅƻǳǘƘǎΣέ J. Adv. 
Nurs.Σ ǾƻƭΦ поΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇǇΦ поςрлΣ нллоΦ 

ώропϐ DΦ bƻǾƛŎƪΣ άLǎ ǘƘŜǊŜ ŀ ōƛŀǎ ŀƎŀƛƴǎǘ ǘŜƭŜǇƘƻƴŜ ƛƴǘŜǊǾƛŜǿǎ ƛƴ ǉǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΚΣέ Res. 
Nurs. HealthΣ ǾƻƭΦ омΣ ƴƻΦ пΣ ǇǇΦ офмςофуΣ нллуΦ 

ώрорϐ bΦ Iǳƴǘ ŀƴŘ {Φ aŎIŀƭŜΣ ά! ǇǊŀŎǘƛŎŀƭ ƎǳƛŘŜ ǘƻ ǘƘŜ ŜπƳŀƛƭ ƛƴǘŜǊǾƛŜǿΣέ Qual. Health Res.Σ ǾƻƭΦ 
мтΣ ƴƻΦ млΣ ǇǇΦ мпмрςмпнмΣ нллтΦ 

ώросϐ WΦ 9Φ {ǘǳǊƎŜǎ ŀƴŘ YΦ WΦ IŀƴǊŀƘŀƴΣ ά/ƻƳǇŀǊƛƴƎ ǘŜƭŜǇƘƻƴŜ ŀƴŘ ŦŀŎŜπǘƻπŦŀŎŜ ǉǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ 
ƛƴǘŜǊǾƛŜǿƛƴƎΥ ŀ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ƴƻǘŜΣέ Qual. Res.Σ ǾƻƭΦ пΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇǇΦ млтςммуΣ нллпΦ 

ώротϐ [Φ 9ƴƴƛǎ ŀƴŘ ¢Φ ²ȅƪŜǎΣ άLƳǇŀŎǘ ƻŦ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘ ƛƴǾƻƭǾŜƳŜƴǘ ƛƴ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΥ 
ƭƻƴƎƛǘǳŘƛƴŀƭ ǎǘǳŘȅΣέ Br J PsychiatΣ ǾƻƭΦ нлоΣ нлмоΦ 

ώроуϐ 5Φ DΦ !ƭǘƳŀƴ ŀƴŘ WΦ aΦ .ƭŀƴŘΣ ά¢ǊŜŀǘƳŜƴǘ ŀƭƭƻŎŀǘƛƻƴ ƛƴ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΥ ǿƘȅ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜΚΣέ 
BmjΣ ǾƻƭΦ омуΣ ƴƻΦ тмфнΣ ǇΦ мнлфΣ мфффΦ 

ώрофϐ 9Φ [ŜǎŀŦŦǊŜ ŀƴŘ DΦ ±ŜǊōŜƪŜΣ ά/ƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ¢Ǌƛŀƭǎ ŀƴŘ LƴǘŜǊǾŜƴǘƛƻƴ {ǘǳŘƛŜǎΣέ ƛƴ Encyclopedia of 
Statistics in Behavioral ScienceΣ .Φ 9ǾŜǊƛǘǘ ŀƴŘ 5Φ IƻǿŜƭƭΣ 9ŘǎΦ ²ƛƭŜȅπ.ƭŀŎƪǿŜƭƭΣ нллрΦ 

ώрплϐ WΦ IΦ ²ŀǊŜ ŀƴŘ aΦ .Φ IŀƳŜƭΣ άtǊŀƎƳŀǘƛŎ ¢Ǌƛŀƭǎ π DǳƛŘŜǎ ǘƻ .ŜǘǘŜǊ tŀǘƛŜƴǘ /ŀǊŜΚΣέ N Engl J 
Med.Σ ǾƻƭΦ оспΣ нлммΦ 

ώрпмϐ 5Φ [Φ {ŀŎƪŜǘǘΣ ά/ƭƛƴƛŎƛŀƴπǘǊƛŀƭƛǎǘ ǊƻǳƴŘǎΥ мтΦ aƛƴŘ ȅƻǳǊ ŜȄǇƭŀƴŀǘƻǊȅ ŀƴŘ ǇǊŀƎƳŀǘƛŎ 
ŀǘǘƛǘǳŘŜǎΗ tŀǊǘ нΥ IƻǿΚΣέ Clin TrialsΣ ǾƻƭΦ млΣ нлмоΦ 

ώрпнϐ 5Φ {ŎƘǿŀǊǘȊ ŀƴŘ WΦ [ŜƭƭƻǳŎƘΣ ά9ȄǇƭŀƴŀǘƻǊȅ ŀƴŘ ǇǊŀƎƳŀǘƛŎ ŀǘǘƛǘǳŘŜǎ ƛƴ ǘƘŜǊŀǇŜǳǘƛŎŀƭ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΣέ 
J. Chronic Dis.Σ ǾƻƭΦ нлΣ ƴƻΦ уΣ ǇǇΦ сотςспуΣ мфстΦ 

ώрпоϐ [Φ ¢ƘŀōŀƴŜΣ WΦ YŀŎȊƻǊƻǿǎƪƛΣ [Φ 5ƻƭƻǾƛŎƘΣ [Φ ²Φ /ƘŀƳōŜǊǎΣ ŀƴŘ [Φ aōǳŀƎōŀǿΣ άwŜŘǳŎƛƴƎ ǘƘŜ 
ŎƻƴŦǳǎƛƻƴ ŀƴŘ ŎƻƴǘǊƻǾŜǊǎƛŜǎ ŀǊƻǳƴŘ ǇǊŀƎƳŀǘƛŎ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΥ ǳǎƛƴƎ ǘƘŜ /ŀǊŘƛƻǾŀǎŎǳƭŀǊ IŜŀƭǘƘ 
!ǿŀǊŜƴŜǎǎ tǊƻƎǊŀƳ ό/I!tύ ǘǊƛŀƭ ŀǎ ŀƴ ƛƭƭǳǎǘǊŀǘƛǾŜ ŜȄŀƳǇƭŜΣέ TrialsΣ ǾƻƭΦ мсΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇǇΦ мςуΣ 
нлмрΦ 

ώрппϐ YΦ 9Φ ¢ƘƻǊǇŜΣ aΦ ½ǿŀǊŜƴǎǘŜƛƴΣ !Φ 5Φ hȄƳŀƴΣ {Φ ¢ǊŜǿŜŜƪΣ /Φ 5Φ CǳǊōŜǊƎΣ 5Φ DΦ !ƭǘƳŀƴΣ {Φ 
¢ǳƴƛǎΣ 9Φ .ŜǊƎŜƭΣ LΦ IŀǊǾŜȅΣ 5Φ WΦ aŀƎƛŘΣ ŀƴŘ YΦ /ƘŀƭƪƛŘƻǳΣ ά! ǇǊŀƎƳŀǘƛŎςŜȄǇƭŀƴŀǘƻǊȅ 
ŎƻƴǘƛƴǳǳƳ ƛƴŘƛŎŀǘƻǊ ǎǳƳƳŀǊȅ όtw9/L{ύΥ ŀ ǘƻƻƭ ǘƻ ƘŜƭǇ ǘǊƛŀƭ ŘŜǎƛƎƴŜǊǎΣέ J. Clin. Epidemiol.Σ 
ǾƻƭΦ снΣ ƴƻΦ рΣ ǇǇΦ пспςптрΣ нллфΦ 

ώрпрϐ DΦ ¢ƻǎƘΣ YΦ {ƻŀǊŜǎπ²ŜƛǎŜǊΣ ŀƴŘ /Φ 9Φ !ŘŀƳǎΣ άtǊŀƎƳŀǘƛŎ Ǿǎ ŜȄǇƭŀƴŀǘƻǊȅ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΥ ǘƘŜ 
ǇǊŀƎƳŀǎŎƻǇŜ ǘƻƻƭ ǘƻ ƘŜƭǇ ƳŜŀǎǳǊŜ ŘƛŦŦŜǊŜƴŎŜǎ ƛƴ ǇǊƻǘƻŎƻƭǎ ƻŦ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛȊŜŘ 
ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΣέ Dialogues Clin NeurosciΣ ǾƻƭΦ моΣ ƴƻΦ нΣ ǇǇΦ нлфςнмрΣ нлммΦ 

ώрпсϐ ¢Φ YƻǇǇŜƴŀŀƭΣ WΦ [ƛƴƳŀƴǎΣ WΦ !Φ YƴƻǘǘƴŜǊǳǎΣ ŀƴŘ aΦ {ǇƛƎǘΣ άtǊŀƎƳŀǘƛŎ ǾǎΦ ŜȄǇƭŀƴŀǘƻǊȅΥ ŀƴ 
ŀŘŀǇǘŀǘƛƻƴ ƻŦ ǘƘŜ tw9/L{ ǘƻƻƭ ƘŜƭǇǎ ǘƻ ƧǳŘƎŜ ǘƘŜ ŀǇǇƭƛŎŀōƛƭƛǘȅ ƻŦ ǎȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ ǊŜǾƛŜǿǎ ŦƻǊ 
Řŀƛƭȅ ǇǊŀŎǘƛŎŜΣέ J. Clin. Epidemiol.Σ ǾƻƭΦ спΣ ƴƻΦ млΣ ǇǇΦ млфрςммлмΣ нлммΦ 

ώрптϐ 5Φ WΦ ¢ƻǊƎŜǊǎƻƴΣ ά/ƻƴǘŀƳƛƴŀǘƛƻƴ ƛƴ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΥ ƛǎ ŎƭǳǎǘŜǊ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŀǘƛƻƴ ǘƘŜ ŀƴǎǿŜǊΚΣέ BmjΣ ǾƻƭΦ 
оннΣ нллмΦ 

ώрпуϐ {Φ tǳŦŦŜǊΣ 5Φ WΦ ¢ƻǊƎŜǊǎƻƴΣ ŀƴŘ WΦ ²ŀǘǎƻƴΣ ά/ƭǳǎǘŜǊ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛȊŜŘ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΣέ J. Eval. 
Clin. Pract.Σ ǾƻƭΦ ммΣ ƴƻΦ рΣ ǇǇΦ птфςпуоΣ нллрΦ 

ώрпфϐ !Φ 5ƻƴƴŜǊ ŀƴŘ bΦ YƭŀǊΣ Design and analysis of cluster randomization trials in health 
researchΦ нлллΦ 
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ώррлϐ wΦ WΦ IŀȅŜǎ ŀƴŘ {Φ .ŜƴƴŜǘǘΣ ά{ƛƳǇƭŜ ǎŀƳǇƭŜ ǎƛȊŜ ŎŀƭŎǳƭŀǘƛƻƴ ŦƻǊ ŎƭǳǎǘŜǊπǊŀƴŘƻƳƛȊŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΣέ 
Int. J. Epidemiol.Σ ǾƻƭΦ нуΣ ƴƻΦ нΣ ǇǇΦ омфςонсΣ мфффΦ 

ώррмϐ {Φ WΦ [Φ 9ŘǿŀǊŘǎΣ 5Φ !Φ .ǊŀǳƴƘƻƭǘȊΣ wΦ WΦ [ƛƭŦƻǊŘΣ ŀƴŘ !Φ WΦ {ǘŜǾŜƴǎΣ ά9ǘƘƛŎŀƭ ƛǎǎǳŜǎ ƛƴ ǘƘŜ 
ŘŜǎƛƎƴ ŀƴŘ ŎƻƴŘǳŎǘ ƻŦ ŎƭǳǎǘŜǊ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΣέ Br Med JΣ ǾƻƭΦ омуΣ ƴƻΦ тмфрΣ 
ǇǇΦ мплтςфΣ мфффΦ 

ώррнϐ {Φ tǳŦŦŜǊΣ 5Φ ¢ƻǊƎŜǊǎƻƴΣ ŀƴŘ WΦ ²ŀǘǎƻƴΣ ά9ǾƛŘŜƴŎŜ ŦƻǊ Ǌƛǎƪ ƻŦ ōƛŀǎ ƛƴ ŎƭǳǎǘŜǊ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ 
ǘǊƛŀƭǎΥ ǊŜǾƛŜǿ ƻŦ ǊŜŎŜƴǘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎ ǇǳōƭƛǎƘŜŘ ƛƴ ǘƘǊŜŜ ƎŜƴŜǊŀƭ ƳŜŘƛŎŀƭ ƧƻǳǊƴŀƭǎΣέ BmjΣ ǾƻƭΦ онтΣ 
ƴƻΦ тпмуΣ ǇǇΦ турςтуфΣ нллоΦ 

ώрроϐ ±Φ ²Φ aŀŘǳǊŀǎƛƴƎƘŜΣ aΦ wΦ /Φ {Φ DΦ {ŀƴŘǊŀ 9ƭŘǊƛŘƎŜ ƻƴ ōŜƘŀƭŦ ƻŦΣ ŀƴŘ {Φ 9Φ /Φ DΦ DƻǊŘƻƴ 
CƻǊōŜǎ ƻƴ ōŜƘŀƭŦ ƻŦ ǘƘŜΣ άDǳƛŘŜƭƛƴŜǎ ŦƻǊ ǊŜǇƻǊǘƛƴƎ ŜƳōŜŘŘŜŘ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΣέ TrialsΣ 
ǾƻƭΦ мтΣ ǇΦ нтΣ нлмсΦ 

ώррпϐ WΦ DǊŀŦŦȅΣ tΦ .ƻǿŜǊΣ 9Φ ²ŀǊŘΣ tΦ ²ŀƭƭŀŎŜΣ .Φ 5ŜƭŀƴŜȅΣ !Φ YƛƴƳƻƴǘƘΣ 5Φ /ƻƭƭƛŜǊΣ ŀƴŘ WΦ aƛƭƭŜǊΣ 
ά¢Ǌƛŀƭǎ ǿƛǘƘƛƴ ǘǊƛŀƭǎ Κ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘŜǊ Σ ŦǳƴŘŜǊ ŀƴŘ ŜǘƘƛŎŀƭ ǇŜǊǎǇŜŎǘƛǾŜǎ ƻƴ ǘƘŜ ǇǊŀŎǘƛŎŀƭƛǘȅ ŀƴŘ 
ŀŎŎŜǇǘŀōƛƭƛǘȅ ƻŦ ƴŜǎǘƛƴƎ ǘǊƛŀƭǎ ƻŦ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ƳŜǘƘƻŘǎ ƛƴ ŜȄƛǎǘƛƴƎ ǇǊƛƳŀǊȅ ŎŀǊŜ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΣέ BMC 
Med. Res. Methodol.Σ нлмлΦ 

ώрррϐ {Φ ¢ǊŜǿŜŜƪΣ 9Φ aƛǘŎƘŜƭƭΣ aΦ tƛǘƪŜǘƘƭȅΣ WΦ /ƻƻƪΣ aΦ YƧŜƭŘǎǘǊǄƳΣ ¢Φ ¢ŀǎƪƛƭŀΣ aΦ WƻƘŀƴǎŜƴΣ CΦ 
{ǳƭƭƛǾŀƴΣ {Φ ²ƛƭǎƻƴΣ /Φ WŀŎƪǎƻƴΣ ŀƴŘ wΦ WƻƴŜǎΣ ά{ǘǊŀǘŜƎƛŜǎ ǘƻ ƛƳǇǊƻǾŜ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ǘƻ 
ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎ ό wŜǾƛŜǿ ύΣέ Library (Lond).Σ ƴƻΦ мΣ нлмлΦ 

ώррсϐ ±Φ aŀŘǳǊŀǎƛƴƎƘŜΣ {Φ 9ƭŘǊƛŘƎŜΣ DΦ CƻǊōŜǎΣ ŀƴŘ aΦ wΦ /Φ {Φ ǘŜŀƳΣ ά5ŜǾŜƭƻǇƛƴƎ ƎǳƛŘŜƭƛƴŜǎ ŦƻǊ 
ǊŜǇƻǊǘƛƴƎ ŜƳōŜŘŘŜŘ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΣέ TrialsΣ ǾƻƭΦ мсΣ ƴƻΦ {ǳǇǇƭ нΣ ǇΦ hмнΣ нлмрΦ 

ώрртϐ tΦ .ƻǿŜǊΣ 5Φ /ƻƭƭƛŜǊΣ {Φ 9ƭŘǊƛŘƎŜΣ WΦ DǊŀŦŦȅΣ !Φ YŜƴƴŜŘȅΣ tΦ YƴŀǇǇΣ !Φ IǳƎƘŜǎπaƻǊƭŜȅΣ WΦ wƛŎƪΣ 
/Φ {ŀƭƛǎōǳǊȅΣ ŀƴŘ bΦ {ƳŀƭƭΣ ά! ƳǳƭǘƛƳŜŘƛŀ ƛƴǘŜǊǾŜƴǘƛƻƴ ǘƻ ŜƴƘŀƴŎŜ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ǘƻ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ 
ǘǊƛŀƭǎ ƛƴ ǇǊƛƳŀǊȅ ŎŀǊŜ ŀƴŘ ŎƻƳƳǳƴƛǘȅ ǎŜǘǘƛƴƎǎΥ ǇǊƻŎŜǎǎ ƻŦ ŘŜǾŜƭƻǇƳŜƴǘ ŀƴŘ ŜǾŀƭǳŀǘƛƻƴΣέ 
TrialsΣ ǾƻƭΦ мпΣ ƴƻΦ {ǳǇǇƭ мΣ ǇΦ tфлΣ нлмоΦ 

ώрруϐ aΦ {Φ aŀƴΣ WΦ wƛŎƪΣ ŀƴŘ tΦ .ƻǿŜǊΣ άLƳǇǊƻǾƛƴƎ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ǘƻ ŀ ǎǘǳŘȅ ƻŦ ǘŜƭŜƘŜŀƭǘƘ 
ƳŀƴŀƎŜƳŜƴǘ ŦƻǊ ƭƻƴƎπǘŜǊƳ ŎƻƴŘƛǘƛƻƴǎ ƛƴ ǇǊƛƳŀǊȅ ŎŀǊŜΥ ǘǿƻ ŜƳōŜŘŘŜŘΣ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ 
ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎ ƻŦ ƻǇǘƛƳƛǎŜŘ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘ ƛƴŦƻǊƳŀǘƛƻƴ ƳŀǘŜǊƛŀƭǎΣέ TrialsΣ ǾƻƭΦ мсΣ ǇΦ олфΣ нлмрΦ 

ώррфϐ tΦ .ƻǿŜǊΣ /Φ wƻōŜǊǘǎΣ bΦ hΩ[ŜŀǊȅΣ tΦ /ŀƭƭŀƎƘŀƴΣ tΦ .ŜŜΣ /Φ CǊŀǎŜǊΣ /Φ DƛōōƻƴǎΣ bΦ hƭƭŜǾŜŀƴǘΣ 
!Φ wƻƎŜǊǎΣ [Φ 5ŀǾƛŜǎΣ wΦ 5ǊŀƪŜΣ /Φ {ŀƴŘŜǊǎΣ hΦ aŜŀŘŜΣ !Φ DǊǳƴŘȅΣ [Φ ²ŀƭƪŜǊΣ [Φ /ǊŜŜΣ YΦ 
.ŜǊȊƛƴǎΣ IΦ .ǊƻƻƪǎΣ {Φ .ŜŀǘǘȅΣ tΦ /ŀƘƻƻƴΣ !Φ wƻƭŦŜΣ ŀƴŘ YΦ [ƻǾŜƭƭΣ ά! ŎƭǳǎǘŜǊ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ 
ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭ ŀƴŘ ǇǊƻŎŜǎǎ ŜǾŀƭǳŀǘƛƻƴ ƻŦ ŀ ǘǊŀƛƴƛƴƎ ǇǊƻƎǊŀƳƳŜ ŦƻǊ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ 
ǇǊƻŦŜǎǎƛƻƴŀƭǎ ǘƻ ŜƴƘŀƴŎŜ ǳǎŜǊ ƛƴǾƻƭǾŜƳŜƴǘ ƛƴ ŎŀǊŜ ǇƭŀƴƴƛƴƎ ƛƴ ǎŜǊǾƛŎŜ ǳǎŜǊǎ ǿƛǘƘ ǎŜǾŜǊŜ 
ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ƛǎǎǳŜǎ ό9v¦LtύΥ ǎǘǳŘȅ ǇǊƻǘƻŎƻƭ ŦƻǊ ŀ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ ŎƻΣέ TrialsΣ ǾƻƭΦ мсΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ 
ǇΦ опуΣ нлмрΦ 

ώрслϐ bŀǘƛƻƴŀƭ LƴǎǘƛǘǳǘŜ ŦƻǊ IŜŀƭǘƘ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΣ άbLIw I{ϧ5w ǎǘǳŘȅ ǿƛƴǎ ƴŀǘƛƻƴŀƭ ŀǿŀǊŘ ŦƻǊ 
ƛƴǾƻƭǾƛƴƎ ǎŜǊǾƛŎŜ ǳǎŜǊǎ ŀƴŘ ŎŀǊŜǊǎΣέ нлмпΦ Φ 

ώрсмϐ CΦ YŜƴǎƛƴƎ ŀƴŘ WΦ .ƭƻƳōŜǊƎΣ άtŀǊǘƛŎƛǇŀǘƻǊȅ ŘŜǎƛƎƴΥ LǎǎǳŜǎ ŀƴŘ ŎƻƴŎŜǊƴǎΣέ Comput. Support. 
Coop. WorkΣ ǾƻƭΦ тΣ ƴƻΦ оςпΣ ǇǇΦ мстςмурΣ мффуΦ 

ώрснϐ 9Φ .Φ bΦ {ŀƴŘŜǊǎ ŀƴŘ tΦ WΦ {ǘŀǇǇŜǊǎΣ ά/ƻπŎǊŜŀǘƛƻƴ ŀƴŘ ǘƘŜ ƴŜǿ ƭŀƴŘǎŎŀǇŜǎ ƻŦ ŘŜǎƛƎƴΣέ 
CoDesignΣ ǾƻƭΦ пΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇǇΦ рςмуΣ нллуΦ 

ώрсоϐ 9Φ .ΦπbΦ {ŀƴŘŜǊǎΣ άDŜƴŜǊŀǘƛǾŜ ¢ƻƻƭǎ ŦƻǊ /ƻπŘŜǎƛƎƴƛƴƎΣέ ƛƴ Collaborative Design: 
Proceedings of CoDesigning 2000Σ {Φ !Φ wΦ {ŎǊƛǾŜƴŜǊΣ [Φ WΦ .ŀƭƭΣ ŀƴŘ !Φ ²ƻƻŘŎƻŎƪΣ 9ŘǎΦ 
[ƻƴŘƻƴΥ {ǇǊƛƴƎŜǊ [ƻƴŘƻƴΣ нлллΣ ǇǇΦ оςмнΦ 
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ώрспϐ 5Φ {ŎƘǳƭŜǊ ŀƴŘ !Φ bŀƳƛƻƪŀΣ άtŀǊǘƛŎƛǇŀǘƻǊȅ 5ŜǎƛƎƴΥ tǊƛƴŎƛǇƭŜǎ ŀƴŘ tǊŀŎǘƛŎŜǎΣέ SystemΣ ǇΦ 
омфΣ мффоΦ 

ώрсрϐ DΦ ²ŀŘƭŜȅΣ wΦ [ŜŘŜǊƳŀƴΣ WΦ DƭŜŜǎƻƴΣ ŀƴŘ aΦ !ƭǾŀǊŜȊπWƛƳŜƴŜȊΣ άtŀǊǘƛŎƛǇŀǘƻǊȅ ŘŜǎƛƎƴ ƻŦ ŀƴ 
ƻƴƭƛƴŜ ǘƘŜǊŀǇȅ ŦƻǊ ȅƻǳǘƘ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ƘŜŀƭǘƘΣέ ƛƴ OzCHI 2013Σ нлмоΣ ǇǇΦ рмтςрнсΦ 

ώрссϐ tΦ IŀƎŜƴΣ tΦ /ƻƭƭƛƴΣ ŀƴŘ !Φ aŜǘŎŀƭŦΣ Participatory Design of evidence-based online youth 
mental health promotion, intervention and treatmentΦ нлмнΦ 

ώрстϐ {Φ YΦ hǊƭƻǿǎƪƛΣ {Φ [ŀǿƴΣ !Φ ±ŜƴƴƛƴƎΣ aΦ ²ƛƴǎŀƭƭΣ DΦ aΦ WƻƴŜǎΣ YΦ ²ȅƭŘΣ wΦ ŀ 5ŀƳŀǊŜƭƭΣ DΦ 
!ƴǘŜȊŀƴŀΣ DΦ {ŎƘǊŀŘŜǊΣ 5Φ {ƳƛǘƘΣ tΦ /ƻƭƭƛƴΣ ŀƴŘ bΦ .ƛŘŀǊƎŀŘŘƛΣ άtŀǊǘƛŎƛǇŀǘƻǊȅ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ŀǎ 
hƴŜ tƛŜŎŜ ƻŦ ǘƘŜ tǳȊȊƭŜΥ ! {ȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ wŜǾƛŜǿ ƻŦ /ƻƴǎǳƳŜǊ LƴǾƻƭǾŜƳŜƴǘ ƛƴ 5ŜǎƛƎƴ ƻŦ 
¢ŜŎƘƴƻƭƻƎȅπ.ŀǎŜŘ ¸ƻǳǘƘ aŜƴǘŀƭ IŜŀƭǘƘ ŀƴŘ ²Ŝƭƭπ.ŜƛƴƎ LƴǘŜǊǾŜƴǘƛƻƴǎΣέ JMIR Hum. 
FactorsΣ ǾƻƭΦ нΣ ƴƻΦ нΣ ǇΦ ŜмнΣ нлмрΦ 

ώрсуϐ tΦ .ŀǘŜ ŀƴŘ DΦ wƻōŜǊǘΣ ά9ȄǇŜǊƛŜƴŎŜπōŀǎŜŘ ŘŜǎƛƎƴΥ ŦǊƻƳ ǊŜŘŜǎƛƎƴƛƴƎ ǘƘŜ ǎȅǎǘŜƳ ŀǊƻǳƴŘ ǘƘŜ 
ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘ ǘƻ ŎƻπŘŜǎƛƎƴƛƴƎ ǎŜǊǾƛŎŜǎ ǿƛǘƘ ǘƘŜ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘΣέ Qual. Saf. Heal. CareΣ ǾƻƭΦ мрΣ ƴƻΦ рΣ ǇǇΦ 
олтςомлΣ нллсΦ 

ώрсфϐ tΦ 9ƘƴΣ άtŀǊǘƛŎƛǇŀǘƛƻƴ ƛƴ ŘŜǎƛƎƴ ǘƘƛƴƎǎΣέ Conf. Particip. Des.Σ ǇǇΦ фнςмлмΣ нллуΦ 

ώртлϐ 9Φ {Φ bƛƭǎŜƴΣ IΦ ¢Φ aȅǊƘŀǳƎΣ aΦ WƻƘŀƴǎŜƴΣ {Φ hƭƛǾŜǊΣ ŀƴŘ !Φ 5Φ hȄƳŀƴΣ άaŜǘƘƻŘǎ ƻŦ 
ŎƻƴǎǳƳŜǊ ƛƴǾƻƭǾŜƳŜƴǘ ƛƴ ŘŜǾŜƭƻǇƛƴƎ ƘŜŀƭǘƘŎŀǊŜ ǇƻƭƛŎȅ ŀƴŘ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΣ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǇǊŀŎǘƛŎŜ 
ƎǳƛŘŜƭƛƴŜǎ ŀƴŘ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘ ƛƴŦƻǊƳŀǘƛƻƴ ƳŀǘŜǊƛŀƭΣέ Cochrane Database Syst RevΣ ǾƻƭΦ оΣ нллсΦ 

ώртмϐ tΦ YƴŀǇǇΣ 5Φ YΦ wŀȅƴƻǊΣ WΦ {ƛƭŎƻŎƪΣ ŀƴŘ .Φ tŀǊƪƛƴǎƻƴΣ ά/ŀƴ ǳǎŜǊ ǘŜǎǘƛƴƎ ƻŦ ŀ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǘǊƛŀƭ 
ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘ ƛƴŦƻǊƳŀǘƛƻƴ ǎƘŜŜǘ ƳŀƪŜ ƛǘ ŦƛǘπŦƻǊπǇǳǊǇƻǎŜΚπŀ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛȊŜŘ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭΣέ BMC 
Med.Σ ǾƻƭΦ фΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇΦ уфΣ нлммΦ 

ώртнϐ WΦ wƛŎƪΣ WΦ DǊŀŦŦȅΣ tΦ YƴŀǇǇΣ bΦ {ƳŀƭƭΣ 5Φ /ƻƭƭƛŜǊΣ {Φ 9ƭŘǊƛŘƎŜΣ !Φ YŜƴƴŜŘȅΣ /Φ {ŀƭƛǎōǳǊȅΣ {Φ 
¢ǊŜǿŜŜƪΣ 5Φ ¢ƻǊƎŜǊǎƻƴΣ tΦ ²ŀƭƭŀŎŜΣ ±Φ aŀŘǳǊŀǎƛƴƎƘŜΣ !Φ IǳƎƘŜǎπaƻǊƭŜȅΣ ŀƴŘ tΦ .ƻǿŜǊΣ 
ά{ȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ ǘŜŎƘƴƛǉǳŜǎ ŦƻǊ ŀǎǎƛǎǘƛƴƎ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ǘƻ ǘǊƛŀƭǎ ό{¢!w¢ύΥ ǎǘǳŘȅ ǇǊƻǘƻŎƻƭ ŦƻǊ 
ŜƳōŜŘŘŜŘΣ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛȊŜŘ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΣέ TrialsΣ ǾƻƭΦ мрΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇΦ плтΣ нлмпΦ 

ώртоϐ /Φ CǊŀǳŜƴōŜǊƎŜǊΣ WΦ DƻƻŘΣ ŀƴŘ !Φ !ƭŎƻǊƴΣ ά/ƘŀƭƭŜƴƎŜǎΣ ƻǇǇƻǊǘǳƴƛǘƛŜǎ ŀƴŘ ŦǳǘǳǊŜ 
ǇŜǊǎǇŜŎǘƛǾŜǎ ƛƴ ƛƴŎƭǳŘƛƴƎ ŎƘƛƭŘǊŜƴ ǿƛǘƘ ŘƛǎŀōƛƭƛǘƛŜǎ ƛƴ ǘƘŜ ŘŜǎƛƎƴ ƻŦ ƛƴǘŜǊŀŎǘƛǾŜ 
ǘŜŎƘƴƻƭƻƎȅΣέ Proc. 11th Int. Conf. Interact. Des. Child. - IDC ’12Σ ǇǇΦ остςотлΣ нлмнΦ 

ώртпϐ tΦ 9Ƙƴ ŀƴŘ aΦ YȅƴƎΣ ά/ŀǊŘōƻŀǊŘ /ƻƳǇǳǘŜǊǎΥ aƻŎƪƛƴƎπƛǘπǳǇ ƻǊ IŀƴŘǎπƻƴ ǘƘŜ CǳǘǳǊŜΣέ Des. 
WorkΣ ƴƻΦ мффмΣ ǇǇΦ мсфςмфрΣ мффмΦ 

ώртрϐ !Φ IǳƎƘŜǎπaƻǊƭŜȅΣ .Φ ¸ƻǳƴƎΣ ²Φ ²ŀƘŜŜŘΣ bΦ {ƳŀƭƭΣ ŀƴŘ tΦ .ƻǿŜǊΣ άCŀŎǘƻǊǎ ŀŦŦŜŎǘƛƴƎ 
ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ƛƴǘƻ ŘŜǇǊŜǎǎƛƻƴ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΥ {ȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ ǊŜǾƛŜǿΣ ƳŜǘŀπǎȅƴǘƘŜǎƛǎ ŀƴŘ ŎƻƴŎŜǇǘǳŀƭ 
ŦǊŀƳŜǿƻǊƪΣέ J. Affect. Disord.Σ ǾƻƭΦ мтнΣ нлмрΦ 

ώртсϐ !Φ IǳƎƘŜǎπaƻǊƭŜȅΣ .Φ ¸ƻǳƴƎΣ wΦ IŜƳǇŜƭΣ LΦ wǳǎǎŜƭƭΣ ²Φ ²ŀƘŜŜŘΣ ŀƴŘ tΦ .ƻǿŜǊΣ ά²Ƙŀǘ Ŏŀƴ 
ǿŜ ƭŜŀǊƴ ŦǊƻƳ ǘǊƛŀƭ ŘŜŎƭƛƴŜǊǎ ŀōƻǳǘ ƛƳǇǊƻǾƛƴƎ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘΚ vǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ǎǘǳŘȅΣέ TrialsΣ ǾƻƭΦ 
мтΣ ƴƻΦ пфпΣ нлмсΦ 

ώрттϐ /Φ CǊŜŜΣ 9Φ IƻƛƭŜΣ {Φ wƻōŜǊǘǎƻƴΣ ŀƴŘ wΦ YƴƛƎƘǘΣ ά¢ƘǊŜŜ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎ ƻŦ ƛƴǘŜǊǾŜƴǘƛƻƴǎ ǘƻ 
ƛƴŎǊŜŀǎŜ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ǘƻ ŀ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛȊŜŘ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭ ƻŦ ƳƻōƛƭŜ ǇƘƻƴŜ ōŀǎŜŘ ǎƳƻƪƛƴƎ 
ŎŜǎǎŀǘƛƻƴ ǎǳǇǇƻǊǘΣέ Clin TrialsΣ ǾƻƭΦ тΣ ǇǇΦ нсрςнтоΣ нлмлΦ 

ώртуϐ ±Φ /Φ .ǊǳŜǘƻƴΣ WΦ ¢ƛŜǊƴŜȅΣ {Φ {ǘŜƴƴƛƴƎΣ {Φ IŀǊŘƛƴƎΣ {Φ aŜǊŜŘƛǘƘΣ LΦ bŀȊŀǊŜǘƘΣ ŀƴŘ DΦ wŀƛǘΣ 
ά{ǘǊŀǘŜƎƛŜǎ ǘƻ ƛƳǇǊƻǾŜ ǊŜǘŜƴǘƛƻƴ ƛƴ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΣέ Cochrane Database Syst RevΣ ǾƻƭΦ 
мнΣ ǇΦ awллллонΣ нлмоΦ 

ώртфϐ ¢ƛƳŜ ǘƻ /ƘŀƴƎŜΣ άDŜǘ ǘƘŜ tƛŎǘǳǊŜΣέ нлмсΦ ώhƴƭƛƴŜϐΦ !ǾŀƛƭŀōƭŜΥ ƘǘǘǇΥκκǿǿǿΦǘƛƳŜπǘƻπ
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ŎƘŀƴƎŜΦƻǊƎΦǳƪκƎŜǘǘƘŜǇƛŎǘǳǊŜΦ 

ώрулϐ YΦ CΦ {ŎƘǳƭȊ ŀƴŘ 5Φ !Φ DǊƛƳŜǎΣ ά{ŀƳǇƭŜ ǎƛȊŜ ŎŀƭŎǳƭŀǘƛƻƴǎ ƛƴ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΥ aŀƴŘŀǘƻǊȅ 
ŀƴŘ ƳȅǎǘƛŎŀƭΣέ LancetΣ ǾƻƭΦ осрΣ ƴƻΦ фпстΦ ǇǇΦ мопуςмороΣ нллрΦ 

ώрумϐ aΦ YΦ /ŀƳǇōŜƭƭΣ WΦ aΦ DǊƛƳǎƘŀǿΣ ŀƴŘ bΦ {ǘŜŜƴΣ ά{ŀƳǇƭŜ ǎƛȊŜ ŎŀƭŎǳƭŀǘƛƻƴǎ ŦƻǊ ŎƭǳǎǘŜǊ 
ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΣέ J. Heal. Serv. Res. PolicyΣ ǾƻƭΦ рΣ ǇǇΦ мнςмсΣ нлллΦ 

ώрунϐ aƛŎǊƻǎƻŦǘ /ƻǊǇƻǊŀǘƛƻƴΣ άaƛŎǊƻǎƻŦǘ 9ȄŎŜƭ нлмлΦέ aƛŎǊƻǎƻŦǘ /ƻǊǇƻǊŀǘƛƻƴΣ нлмлΦ 

ώруоϐ 5ŜǇŀǊǘƳŜƴǘ ŦƻǊ /ƻƳƳǳƴƛǘƛŜǎ ŀƴŘ [ƻŎŀƭ DƻǾŜǊƴƳŜƴǘΣ ά9ƴƎƭƛǎƘ ƛƴŘƛŎŜǎ ƻŦ ŘŜǇǊƛǾŀǘƛƻƴ 
нлмрΦέ 5ŜǇŀǊǘƳŜƴǘ ŦƻǊ /ƻƳƳǳƴƛǘƛŜǎ ŀƴŘ [ƻŎŀƭ DƻǾŜǊƴƳŜƴǘΣ 9ƴƎƭŀƴŘΣ нлмрΦ 

ώрупϐ /ŀǊŜ vǳŀƭƛǘȅ /ƻƳƳƛǎǎƛƻƴΣ ά/ƻƳƳǳƴƛǘȅ aŜƴǘŀƭ IŜŀƭǘƘ {ǳǊǾŜȅ нлмрΣέ нлмрΦ ώhƴƭƛƴŜϐΦ 
!ǾŀƛƭŀōƭŜΥ ƘǘǘǇΥκκǿǿǿΦŎǉŎΦƻǊƎΦǳƪκŎƻƴǘŜƴǘκŎƻƳƳǳƴƛǘȅπƳŜƴǘŀƭπƘŜŀƭǘƘπǎǳǊǾŜȅπнлмрΦ 

ώрурϐ aΦ YΦ /ŀƳǇōŜƭƭΣ WΦ aƻƭƭƛǎƻƴΣ bΦ {ǘŜŜƴΣ WΦ aΦ DǊƛƳǎƘŀǿΣ ŀƴŘ aΦ 9ŎŎƭŜǎΣ ά!ƴŀƭȅǎƛǎ ƻŦ ŎƭǳǎǘŜǊ 
ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛȊŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎ ƛƴ ǇǊƛƳŀǊȅ ŎŀǊŜΥ ŀ ǇǊŀŎǘƛŎŀƭ ŀǇǇǊƻŀŎƘΣέ Fam. Pract.Σ ǾƻƭΦ мтΣ ƴƻΦ нΣ ǇǇΦ 
мфнςмфсΣ нлллΦ 

ώрусϐ YΦπ¸Φ [ƛŀƴƎ ŀƴŘ {Φ [Φ ½ŜƎŜǊΣ ά[ƻƴƎƛǘǳŘƛƴŀƭ Řŀǘŀ ŀƴŀƭȅǎƛǎ ǳǎƛƴƎ ƎŜƴŜǊŀƭƛȊŜŘ ƭƛƴŜŀǊ ƳƻŘŜƭǎΣέ 
BiometrikaΣ ǾƻƭΦ тоΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇǇΦ моςннΣ мфусΦ 

ώрутϐ bΦ 9Φ .ǊŜǎƭƻǿ ŀƴŘ 5Φ DΦ /ƭŀȅǘƻƴΣ ά!ǇǇǊƻȄƛƳŀǘŜ LƴŦŜǊŜƴŎŜ ƛƴ DŜƴŜǊŀƭƛȊŜŘ [ƛƴŜŀǊ aƛȄŜŘ 
aƻŘŜƭǎΣέ J. Am. Stat. Assoc.Σ ǾƻƭΦ ууΣ ƴƻΦ пнмΣ ǇǇΦ фςнрΣ мффоΦ 

ώрууϐ wΦ !Φ CƛǎƘŜǊΣ άhƴ ǘƘŜ LƴǘŜǊǇǊŜǘŀǘƛƻƴ ƻŦ ϧІȄоŎтΤн ŦǊƻƳ /ƻƴǘƛƴƎŜƴŎȅ ¢ŀōƭŜǎΣ ŀƴŘ ǘƘŜ 
/ŀƭŎǳƭŀǘƛƻƴ ƻŦ tΣέ J. R. Stat. Soc.Σ ǾƻƭΦ урΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇǇΦ утςфпΣ мфннΦ 

ώруфϐ {ǘŀǘŀ/ƻǊǇΣ ά{ǘŀǘŀ {ǘŀǘƛǎǘƛŎŀƭ {ƻŦǘǿŀǊŜΥ wŜƭŜŀǎŜ мпΣέ 2015Φ нлмрΦ 

ώрфлϐ !Φ IǳƎƘŜǎπaƻǊƭŜȅΣ ά{²!¢ нсΥ LƳǇǊƻǾƛƴƎ ǘǊƛŀƭ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ǿƛǘƘ ŀ ƭŜŀŦƭŜǘ ŀŘǾŜǊǘƛǎƛƴƎ 
ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘ ŀƴŘ ǇǳōƭƛŎ ƛƴǾƻƭǾŜƳŜƴǘΣέ North. Irel. Netw. Trials Methodol. Res.Σ нлмрΦ 

ώрфмϐ WΦ /ǊƻŎƪŜǊΣ !Φ IǳƎƘŜǎπaƻǊƭŜȅΣ {Φ tŜǘƛǘπ½ŜƳŀƴΣ ŀƴŘ {Φ wŜŜǎΣ ά!ǎǎŜǎǎƛƴƎ ǘƘŜ ƛƳǇŀŎǘ ƻŦ 
ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘ ŀƴŘ ǇǳōƭƛŎ ƛƴǾƻƭǾŜƳŜƴǘ ƻƴ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ŀƴŘ ǊŜǘŜƴǘƛƻƴ ƛƴ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΥ ŀ 
ǎȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ ǊŜǾƛŜǿΣέ TrialsΣ ǾƻƭΦ мсΣ ƴƻΦ {ǳǇǇƭ нΣ ǇǇΦ hфмςhфмΣ нлмрΦ 

ώрфнϐ aΦπ{Φ aŀƴΣ WΦ wƛŎƪΣ tΦ .ƻǿŜǊΣ /Φ ¢ƘƻƳŀǎΣ [Φ 9ŘǿŀǊŘǎΣ !Φ !Φ aƻƴǘƎƻƳŜǊȅΣ /Φ {ŀƭƛǎōǳǊȅΣ 5Φ 
/ƻƭƭƛŜǊΣ {Φ 9ƭŘǊƛŘƎŜΣ WΦ DǊŀŦŦȅΣ !Φ IǳƎƘŜǎπaƻǊƭŜȅΣ !Φ YŜƴƴŜŘȅΣ ŀƴŘ tΦ YƴŀǇǇΣ άLƳǇǊƻǾƛƴƎ 
ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ǘƻ ŀ ǎǘǳŘȅ ƻŦ ǘŜƭŜƘŜŀƭǘƘ ƳŀƴŀƎŜƳŜƴǘ ŦƻǊ ƭƻƴƎπǘŜǊƳ ŎƻƴŘƛǘƛƻƴǎ ƛƴ ǇǊƛƳŀǊȅ 
ŎŀǊŜΥ ¢ǿƻ ŜƳōŜŘŘŜŘΣ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎ ƻŦ ƻǇǘƛƳƛǎŜŘ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘ ƛƴŦƻǊƳŀǘƛƻƴ 
ƳŀǘŜǊƛŀƭǎΣέ TrialsΣ ǾƻƭΦ мсΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ нлмрΦ 

ώрфоϐ tΦ .ƻǿŜǊΣ WΦ wƛŎƪΣ !Φ YŜƴƴŜŘȅΣ /Φ {ŀƭƛǎōǳǊȅΣ 5Φ /ƻƭƭƛŜǊΣ 5Φ ¢ƻǊƎŜǊǎƻƴΣ WΦ DǊŀŦŦȅΣ {Φ ¢ǊŜǿŜŜƪΣ {Φ 
9ƭŘǊƛŘƎŜΣ ±Φ aŀŘǳǊŀǎƛƴƎƘŜΣ tΦ YƴŀǇǇΣ !Φ IǳƎƘŜǎπaƻǊƭŜȅΣ ŀƴŘ bΦ {ƳŀƭƭΣ ά¢ŜǎǘƛƴƎ ǘƘŜ 
ŜŦŦŜŎǘƛǾŜƴŜǎǎ ƻŦ ǳǎŜǊπǘŜǎǘŜŘ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘ ƛƴŦƻǊƳŀǘƛƻƴ ƻƴ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ǊŀǘŜǎ ŀŎǊƻǎǎ ƳǳƭǘƛǇƭŜ 
ǘǊƛŀƭǎΥ ƳŜǘŀπŀƴŀƭȅǎƛǎ ƻŦ Řŀǘŀ ŦǊƻƳ ǘƘŜ ǎǘŀǊǘ ǇǊƻƎǊŀƳƳŜΣέ TrialsΣ ǾƻƭΦ мсΣ ƴƻΦ {ǳǇǇƭ нΣ ǇǇΦ 
tупςtупΣ нлмрΦ 

ώрфпϐ 5Φ YŀƘƴŜƳŀƴ ŀƴŘ !Φ ¢ǾŜǊǎƪȅΣ άtǊƻǎǇŜŎǘ ¢ƘŜƻǊȅΥ !ƴ !ƴŀƭȅǎƛǎ ƻŦ 5ŜŎƛǎƛƻƴ ǳƴŘŜǊ wƛǎƪΣέ 
EconometricaΣ ǾƻƭΦ птΣ ƴƻΦ нΣ ǇǇΦ нсоςнфнΣ мфтфΦ 

ώрфрϐ tΦ aƻƴƎƛƴΣ ά9ȄǇŜŎǘŜŘ ǳǘƛƭƛǘȅ ǘƘŜƻǊȅΣέ ƛƴ Handbook of Economic MethodologyΣ мффтΣ ǇǇΦ 
опнςорлΦ 

ώрфсϐ YΦ DƛƭƭƛŜǎΣ DΦ 9ƭǿȅƴΣ ŀƴŘ WΦ /ƻƻƪΣ άaŀƪƛƴƎ ŀ ŘŜŎƛǎƛƻƴ ŀōƻǳǘ ǘǊƛŀƭ ǇŀǊǘƛŎƛǇŀǘƛƻƴΥ ǘƘŜ 
ŦŜŀǎƛōƛƭƛǘȅ ƻŦ ƳŜŀǎǳǊƛƴƎ ŘŜƭƛōŜǊŀǘƛƻƴ ŘǳǊƛƴƎ ǘƘŜ ƛƴŦƻǊƳŜŘ ŎƻƴǎŜƴǘ ǇǊƻŎŜǎǎ ŦƻǊ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ 
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ǘǊƛŀƭǎΣέ TrialsΣ ǾƻƭΦ мрΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇΦ олтΣ нлмпΦ 

ώрфтϐ {Φ tΦ .ǳŎƘōƛƴŘŜǊΣ .Φ aŜǘŎƘΣ {Φ 9Φ IƻƭǘŜΣ {Φ {ŎƘŜŜǊΣ !Φ /ƻƭŜǘǘƛΣ ŀƴŘ 9Φ ±ƛǘǘƛƴƎƘƻŦŦΣ 
ά5ŜǘŜǊƳƛƴŀƴǘǎ ƻŦ 9ƴǊƻƭƭƳŜƴǘ ƛƴ ŀ tǊŜǾŜƴǘƛǾŜ IL± ±ŀŎŎƛƴŜ ¢ǊƛŀƭΥ IȅǇƻǘƘŜǘƛŎŀƭ ±ŜǊǎǳǎ !Ŏǘǳŀƭ 
²ƛƭƭƛƴƎƴŜǎǎ ŀƴŘ .ŀǊǊƛŜǊǎ ǘƻ tŀǊǘƛŎƛǇŀǘƛƻƴΣέ JAIDS J. Acquir. Immune Defic. Syndr.Σ ǾƻƭΦ осΣ 
ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇǇΦ слпςсмнΣ нллпΦ 

ώрфуϐ 9Φ /ƻōōΣ !Φ DŜōǊŜƳŀǊƛŀƳΣ 5Φ {ƛƴƎŜǊΣ ŀƴŘ aΦ 5ŀǾƛǎΣ άtǳōƭƛŎ LƴǘŜǊŜǎǘ ƛƴ aŜŘƛŎŀƭ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ 
tŀǊǘƛŎƛǇŀǘƛƻƴΥ 5ƻŜǎ Lǘ aŀǘǘŜǊ ƛŦ tŀǘƛŜƴǘǎ ƻǊ /ƻƳƳǳƴƛǘȅ aŜƳōŜǊǎ IŀǾŜ IŜƭǇŜŘ 5ŜǎƛƎƴ ǘƘŜ 
{ǘǳŘȅΚΣέ Clin. Transl. Sci.Σ ǾƻƭΦ уΣ ǇǇΦ рлнςрлрΣ нлмрΦ 

ώрффϐ YΦ ²ƛǎŘƻƳΣ YΦ bŜƛƎƘōƻǊǎΣ ±Φ IΦ ²ƛƭƭƛŀƳǎΣ {Φ [Φ IŀǾǎǘŀŘΣ ŀƴŘ .Φ /Φ ¢ƛƭƭŜȅΣ άwŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ƻŦ 
!ŦǊƛŎŀƴ !ƳŜǊƛŎŀƴǎ ǿƛǘƘ ǘȅǇŜ н ŘƛŀōŜǘŜǎ ǘƻ ŀ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛȊŜŘ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭ ǳǎƛƴƎ ǘƘǊŜŜ 
ǎƻǳǊŎŜǎΣέ Ethn. HealthΣ ǾƻƭΦ тΣ ƴƻΦ пΣ ǇǇΦ нстςнтуΣ нллнΦ 

ώсллϐ {Φ !Φ YǊŜƛƴŘƭŜǊΣ άtŀǘƛŜƴǘ ƛƴǾƻƭǾŜƳŜƴǘ ŀƴŘ ǘƘŜ ǇƻƭƛǘƛŎǎ ƻŦ ƳŜǘƘƻŘƻƭƻƎȅΣέ Can. Public Adm.Σ 
ǾƻƭΦ рнΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇǇΦ ммоςмнпΣ нллфΦ 

ώслмϐ 9Φ aŀǘƘƛŜΣ tΦ ²ƛƭǎƻƴΣ CΦ tƻƭŀƴŘΣ 9Φ aŎbŜƛƭƭȅΣ !Φ IƻǿŜΣ {Φ {ǘŀƴƛǎȊŜǿǎƪŀΣ aΦ /ƻǿŜΣ 5Φ 
aǳƴŘŀȅΣ ŀƴŘ /Φ DƻƻŘƳŀƴΣ ά/ƻƴǎǳƳŜǊ ƛƴǾƻƭǾŜƳŜƴǘ ƛƴ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΥ ! ¦Y ǎŎƻǇƛƴƎ ŀƴŘ 
ǎǳǊǾŜȅΣέ Int. J. Consum. Stud.Σ ǾƻƭΦ оуΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇǇΦ орςппΣ нлмпΦ 

ώслнϐ !Φ 5ǳƴŎŀƴΣ 5Φ .ƻƴŜǘǘƛΣ WΦ /ƭŀǊƪǎƻƴΣ ŀƴŘ /Φ wŀƳǎŀȅΣ άLƳǇǊƻǾƛƴƎ ǘǊƛŀƭ ǉǳŜǎǘƛƻƴƴŀƛǊŜ 
ǊŜǎǇƻƴǎŜ ǊŀǘŜǎ ǳǎƛƴƎ ōŜƘŀǾƛƻǳǊ ŎƘŀƴƎŜ ǘƘŜƻǊȅΣέ TrialsΣ ǾƻƭΦ мс ǎǳǇǇƭŜƳΣ ǇΦ ǇфнΣ нлмрΦ 

ώслоϐ !Φ 5ǳƴŎŀƴΣ 5Φ .ƻƴƴŜǘǘƛΣ WΦ /ƭŀǊƪǎƻƴΣ ŀƴŘ /Φ wŀƳǎŀȅΣ ά{²!¢ нпΥ ¦ǎƛƴƎ ŀ ǘƘŜƻǊŜǘƛŎŀƭƭȅ 
ƛƴŦƻǊƳŜŘ ŎƻǾŜǊ ƭŜǘǘŜǊ ǘƻ ƛƳǇǊƻǾŜ ǊŜǎǇƻƴǎŜ ǊŀǘŜǎ ǘƻ ŀƴƴǳŀƭ Ǉƻǎǘŀƭ ǉǳŜǎǘƛƻƴƴŀƛǊŜǎΦΣέ The 
Northern Ireland Network for Trials Methodology ResearchΣ нлмсΦ ώhƴƭƛƴŜϐΦ !ǾŀƛƭŀōƭŜΥ 
ƘǘǘǇǎΥκκǿǿǿΦǉǳōΦŀŎΦǳƪκǎƛǘŜǎκ¢ƘŜbƻǊǘƘŜǊƴLǊŜƭŀƴŘbŜǘǿƻǊƪŦƻǊ¢ǊƛŀƭǎaŜǘƘƻŘƻƭƻƎȅwŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ
κCƛƭŜ{ǘƻǊŜκCƛƭŜǘƻǳǇƭƻŀŘΣрпрлмлΣŜƴΦǇŘŦΦ 

ώслпϐ wΦ aǀƘƭŜǊΣ {Φ YƻǇƪŜΣ ŀƴŘ DΦ aŜȅŜǊΣ ά/ǊƛǘŜǊƛŀ ŦƻǊ wŜǇƻǊǘƛƴƎ ǘƘŜ 5ŜǾŜƭƻǇƳŜƴǘ ŀƴŘ 
9Ǿŀƭǳŀǘƛƻƴ ƻŦ /ƻƳǇƭŜȄ LƴǘŜǊǾŜƴǘƛƻƴǎ ƛƴ ƘŜŀƭǘƘŎŀǊŜΥ ǊŜǾƛǎŜŘ ƎǳƛŘŜƭƛƴŜ ό/wŜ59/L нύΣέ TrialsΣ 
ǾƻƭΦ мсΣ ǇΦ нлпΣ нлмрΦ 

ώслрϐ !Φ ¢ƻƴƎΣ tΦ {ŀƛƴǎōǳǊȅΣ ŀƴŘ WΦ /ǊŀƛƎΣ ά/ƻƴǎƻƭƛŘŀǘŜŘ ŎǊƛǘŜǊƛŀ ŦƻǊ ǊŜǇƻǊǘƛƴƎ ǉǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ 
ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ό/hw9vύΥ ŀ онπƛǘŜƳ ŎƘŜŎƪƭƛǎǘ ŦƻǊ ƛƴǘŜǊǾƛŜǿǎ ŀƴŘ ŦƻŎǳǎ ƎǊƻǳǇǎΣέ Int. J. Qual. Heal. 
CareΣ ǾƻƭΦ мфΣ ƴƻΦ сΣ ǇǇΦ опфςортΣ нллтΦ 

ώслсϐ wΦ .ŀǊōƻǳǊΣ ά/ƘŜŎƪƭƛǎǘǎ ŦƻǊ ƛƳǇǊƻǾƛƴƎ ǊƛƎƻǳǊ ƛƴ ǉǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΥ ŀ ŎŀǎŜ ƻŦ ǘƘŜ ǘŀƛƭ 
ǿŀƎƎƛƴƎ ǘƘŜ ŘƻƎΚΣέ BmjΣ ǾƻƭΦ оннΣ ǇǇΦ мммрςмммтΣ нллмΦ 

ώслтϐ bΦ DŀƭŜΣ DΦ IŜŀǘƘΣ 9Φ /ŀƳŜǊƻƴΣ {Φ wŀǎƘƛŘΣ ŀƴŘ {Φ wŜŘǿƻƻŘΣ ά¦ǎƛƴƎ ǘƘŜ ŦǊŀƳŜǿƻǊƪ ƳŜǘƘƻŘ 
ŦƻǊ ǘƘŜ ŀƴŀƭȅǎƛǎ ƻŦ ǉǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ Řŀǘŀ ƛƴ ƳǳƭǘƛπŘƛǎŎƛǇƭƛƴŀǊȅ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΣέ BMC Med. Res. 
Methodol.Σ ǾƻƭΦ моΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇΦ ммтΣ нлмоΦ 

ώслуϐ 5Φ tΦ ²![5whb ŀƴŘ [9{[9¸Σ ά¦ǎŜǊ ƛƴǾƻƭǾŜƳŜƴǘ ƛƴ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ǎŜǊǾƛŎŜ ŘŜǾŜƭƻǇƳŜƴǘΥ 
Iƻǿ ŦŀǊ Ŏŀƴ ƛǘ ƎƻΚΣέ J. Ment. Heal.Σ ǾƻƭΦ тΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇǇΦ фрςмлпΣ мффуΦ 

ώслфϐ WΦ hŎƭƻƻ ŀƴŘ wΦ aŀǘǘƘŜǿǎΣ άCǊƻƳ ǘƻƪŜƴƛǎƳ ǘƻ ŜƳǇƻǿŜǊƳŜƴǘΥ ǇǊƻƎǊŜǎǎƛƴƎ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘ ŀƴŘ 
ǇǳōƭƛŎ ƛƴǾƻƭǾŜƳŜƴǘ ƛƴ ƘŜŀƭǘƘŎŀǊŜ ƛƳǇǊƻǾŜƳŜƴǘΣέ BMJ Qual. Saf.Σ ƴƻΦ aŀǊŎƘΣ ǇǇΦ мςтΣ 
нлмсΦ 

ώсмлϐ tΦ .ƻǿŜǊΣ WΦ wƛŎƪΣ !Φ YŜƴƴŜŘȅΣ /Φ {ŀƭƛǎōǳǊȅΣ 5Φ /ƻƭƭƛŜǊΣ 5Φ ¢ƻǊƎŜǊǎƻƴΣ WΦ DǊŀŦŦȅΣ {Φ ¢ǊŜǿŜŜƪΣ {Φ 
9ƭŘǊƛŘƎŜΣ ±Φ aŀŘǳǊŀǎƛƴƎƘŜΣ tΦ YƴŀǇǇΣ !Φ IǳƎƘŜǎπaƻǊƭŜȅΣ bΦ {ƳŀƭƭΣ /Φ wΦ ǘŜŀƳΣ IΦ wΦ ǘŜŀƳΣ 
ŀƴŘ 9Φ wΦ ǘŜŀƳΣ ά¢ŜǎǘƛƴƎ ǘƘŜ ŜŦŦŜŎǘƛǾŜƴŜǎǎ ƻŦ ǳǎŜǊπǘŜǎǘŜŘ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘ ƛƴŦƻǊƳŀǘƛƻƴ ƻƴ 
ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ǊŀǘŜǎ ŀŎǊƻǎǎ ƳǳƭǘƛǇƭŜ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΥ ƳŜǘŀπŀƴŀƭȅǎƛǎ ƻŦ Řŀǘŀ ŦǊƻƳ ǘƘŜ ǎǘŀǊǘ 
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ǇǊƻƎǊŀƳƳŜΣέ TrialsΣ ǾƻƭΦ мсΣ ƴƻΦ {ǳǇǇƭ нΣ ǇΦ tупΣ нлмрΦ 

ώсммϐ ¢Φ YΦ wŀƧƧƛΣ ½Φ LǎƳŀƛƭΣ ŀƴŘ .Φ IΦ aǳƭǎŀƴǘΣ ά!ƎŜ ŀǘ ƻƴǎŜǘ ŀƴŘ ŎƻƎƴƛǘƛƻƴ ƛƴ ǎŎƘƛȊƻǇƘǊŜƴƛŀΥ 
ƳŜǘŀπŀƴŀƭȅǎƛǎΦΣέ Br. J. PsychiatryΣ ǾƻƭΦ мфрΣ ƴƻΦ пΣ ǇǇΦ нусςфоΣ нллфΦ 

ώсмнϐ 9Φ [Φ aŜǎǎƛŀǎΣ /Φ ¸Φ /ƘŜƴΣ ŀƴŘ ²Φ ²Φ 9ŀǘƻƴΣ ά9ǇƛŘŜƳƛƻƭƻƎȅ ƻŦ {ŎƘƛȊƻǇƘǊŜƴƛŀΥ wŜǾƛŜǿ ƻŦ 
CƛƴŘƛƴƎǎ ŀƴŘ aȅǘƘǎΣέ Psychiatric Clinics of North AmericaΣ ǾƻƭΦ олΣ ƴƻΦ оΦ ǇǇΦ оноςооуΣ 
нллтΦ 

ώсмоϐ wΦ /Φ YŜǎǎƭŜǊ ŀƴŘ 9Φ WΦ .ǊƻƳŜǘΣ ά¢ƘŜ ŜǇƛŘŜƳƛƻƭƻƎȅ ƻŦ ŘŜǇǊŜǎǎƛƻƴ ŀŎǊƻǎǎ ŎǳƭǘǳǊŜǎΣέ BMC 
Med. Clin. N. Am. Annu Rev Public Heal. Author Manuscr. Annu Rev Public Heal.Σ ǾƻƭΦ фΣ 
ƴƻΦ опΣ ǇǇΦ флмςмпΣ нлммΦ 

ώсмпϐ aΦ DΦ DŜƭŘŜǊΣ bΦ /Φ !ƴŘǊŜŀǎŜƴΣ WΦ [ƻǇŜȊπLōƻǊΣ ŀƴŘ WΦ wΦ DŜŘŘŜǎΣ New Oxford textbook of 
psychiatryΣ нƴŘ ŜŘΦ bŜǿ ¸ƻǊƪΥ hȄŦƻǊŘ ¦ƴƛǾŜǊǎƛǘȅ tǊŜǎǎΣ ¦{!Σ нлмнΦ 

ώсмрϐ IΦπWΦ aǀƭƭŜǊΣ άhŎŎǳǊǊŜƴŎŜ ŀƴŘ ǘǊŜŀǘƳŜƴǘ ƻŦ ŘŜǇǊŜǎǎƛǾŜ ŎƻƳƻǊōƛŘƛǘȅκŎƻǎȅƴŘǊƻƳŀƭƛǘȅ ƛƴ 
ǎŎƘƛȊƻǇƘǊŜƴƛŎ ǇǎȅŎƘƻǎŜǎΥ ŎƻƴŎŜǇǘǳŀƭ ŀƴŘ ǘǊŜŀǘƳŜƴǘ ƛǎǎǳŜǎΦΣέ World J. Biol. PsychiatryΣ ǾƻƭΦ 
сΣ ƴƻΦ пΣ ǇǇΦ нптςнсоΣ нллрΦ 

ώсмсϐ 5Φ hƪŀƛΣ DΦ hǿŜƴΣ IΦ aŎDǳƛǊŜΣ {Φ {ƛƴƎƘΣ wΦ /ƘǳǊŎƘƛƭƭΣ ŀƴŘ aΦ IƻǘƻǇŦΣ άaŜƴǘŀƭ ŎŀǇŀŎƛǘȅ ƛƴ 
ǇǎȅŎƘƛŀǘǊƛŎ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘǎΥ {ȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ ǊŜǾƛŜǿΣέ Br. J. PsychiatryΣ ǾƻƭΦ мфмΣ ǇǇΦ нфмςнфтΦ 

ώсмтϐ tΦ {Φ !ǇǇŜƭōŀǳƳΣ ¢Φ DǊƛǎǎƻΣ 9Φ CǊŀƴƪΣ {Φ hΩ5ƻƴƴŜƭƭΣ ŀƴŘ 5Φ WΦ YǳǇŦŜǊΣ ά/ƻƳǇŜǘŜƴŎŜ ƻŦ 
ŘŜǇǊŜǎǎŜŘ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘǎ ŦƻǊ ŎƻƴǎŜƴǘ ǘƻ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΣέ Am. J. PsychiatryΣ ǾƻƭΦ мрсΣ ƴƻΦ фΣ ǇǇΦ моулς
моупΣ мфффΦ 

ώсмуϐ [Φ .Φ 5ǳƴƴΣ ά/ŀǇŀŎƛǘȅ ǘƻ ŎƻƴǎŜƴǘ ǘƻ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ƛƴ ǎŎƘƛȊƻǇƘǊŜƴƛŀΥ ¢ƘŜ ŜȄǇŀƴŘƛƴƎ ŜǾƛŘŜƴŎŜ 
ōŀǎŜΣέ Behav. Sci. LawΣ ǾƻƭΦ нпΣ ƴƻΦ пΣ ǇǇΦ помςппрΣ нллсΦ 

ώсмфϐ .Φ !Φ CƛǎŎƘŜǊΣ wΦ tΦ aŎaŀƘƻƴΣ ²Φ !Φ aŜȅŜǊΣ 5Φ WΦ {ƭŀŎƪΣ tΦ {Φ !ǇǇŜƭōŀǳƳΣ ŀƴŘ ²Φ ¢Φ 
/ŀǊǇŜƴǘŜǊΣ άtŀǊǘƛŎƛǇŀƴǘǎ ǿƛǘƘ ǎŎƘƛȊƻǇƘǊŜƴƛŀ ǊŜǘŀƛƴ ǘƘŜ ƛƴŦƻǊƳŀǘƛƻƴ ƴŜŎŜǎǎŀǊȅ ŦƻǊ 
ƛƴŦƻǊƳŜŘ ŎƻƴǎŜƴǘ ŘǳǊƛƴƎ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΣέ J. Clin. PsychiatryΣ ǾƻƭΦ тпΣ ƴƻΦ сΣ ǇǇΦ сннςснтΣ 
нлмоΦ 

ώснлϐ bŀǘƛƻƴŀƭ LƴǎǘƛǘǳǘŜ ŦƻǊ IŜŀƭǘƘ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΣ ά¦Y /ƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ¢Ǌƛŀƭǎ DŀǘŜǿŀȅΣέ UK Clinical Trials 
GatewayΣ нлмсΦ ώhƴƭƛƴŜϐΦ !ǾŀƛƭŀōƭŜΥ ƘǘǘǇǎΥκκǿǿǿΦǳƪŎǘƎΦƴƛƘǊΦŀŎΦǳƪκƘƻƳŜκΦ ώ!ŎŎŜǎǎŜŘΥ нлπ
!ǳƎπнлмсϐΦ 

ώснмϐ YΦ {ǘŀƭŜȅΣ ά!ƴ ŜǾŀƭǳŀǘƛƻƴ ƻŦ ǎŜǊǾƛŎŜ ǳǎŜǊ ƛƴǾƻƭǾŜƳŜƴǘ ƛƴ ǎǘǳŘƛŜǎ ŀŘƻǇǘŜŘ ōȅ ǘƘŜ aŜƴǘŀƭ 
IŜŀƭǘƘ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ bŜǘǿƻǊƪΣέ MethodsΣ ǾƻƭΦ млΣ ƴƻΦ нΦм tŀǊǘ мΣ ǇΦ млΣ нлмнΦ 

ώсннϐ YΦ {ǘŀƭŜȅΣ ¢Φ YŀōƛǊΣ ŀƴŘ DΦ {ȊƳǳƪƭŜǊΣ ά{ŜǊǾƛŎŜ ǳǎŜǊǎ ŀǎ ŎƻƭƭŀōƻǊŀǘƻǊǎ ƛƴ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ 
ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΥ ƭŜǎǎ ǎǘƛŎƪΣ ƳƻǊŜ ŎŀǊǊƻǘΣέ Psychol. Med.Σ ǾƻƭΦ поΣ ƴƻΦ сΣ ǇǇΦ ммнмςммнрΣ нлмоΦ 

ώсноϐ /Φ DŀƳōƭŜΣ [Φ 5ǳŘƭŜȅΣ !Φ !ƭƭŀƳΣ tΦ .ŜƭƭΣ IΦ DƻƻŘŀǊŜΣ .Φ IŀƴƭŜȅΣ WΦ tǊŜǎǘƻƴΣ !Φ ²ŀƭƪŜǊΣ tΦ 
²ƛƭƭƛŀƳǎƻƴΣ ŀƴŘ .Φ ¸ƻǳƴƎΣ άtŀǘƛŜƴǘ ŀƴŘ ǇǳōƭƛŎ ƛƴǾƻƭǾŜƳŜƴǘ ƛƴ ǘƘŜ ŜŀǊƭȅ ǎǘŀƎŜǎ ƻŦ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ 
ǘǊƛŀƭ ŘŜǾŜƭƻǇƳŜƴǘΥ ŀ ǎȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ ŎƻƘƻǊǘ ƛƴǾŜǎǘƛƎŀǘƛƻƴΣέ BMJ OpenΣ ǾƻƭΦ пΣ ƴƻΦ тΣ ǇΦ 
ŜллрнопΣ нлмпΦ 

ώснпϐ YΦ {ǘŀƭŜȅΣ ά!ƴ ŜǾŀƭǳŀǘƛƻƴ ƻŦ ǎŜǊǾƛŎŜ ǳǎŜǊ ƛƴǾƻƭǾŜƳŜƴǘ ƛƴ ǎǘǳŘƛŜǎ ŀŘƻǇǘŜŘ ōȅ ǘƘŜ aŜƴǘŀƭ 
IŜŀƭǘƘ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ bŜǘǿƻǊƪΦέ aIwbΣ нлмнΦ 

ώснрϐ {Φ tŀǘǘŜǊǎƻƴΣ WΦ ¢ǊƛǘŜΣ ŀƴŘ ¢Φ ²ŜŀǾŜǊΣ ά!ŎǘƛǾƛǘȅ ŀƴŘ ǾƛŜǿǎ ƻŦ ǎŜǊǾƛŎŜ ǳǎŜǊǎ ƛƴǾƻƭǾŜŘ ƛƴ 
ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΥ ¦Y ǎǳǊǾŜȅΣέ Br. J. PsychiatryΣ ǾƻƭΦ нлрΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇǇΦ суςтрΣ нлмпΦ 

ώснсϐ /Φ CǊŜŜΣ 9Φ IƻƛƭŜΣ {Φ wƻōŜǊǘǎƻƴΣ ŀƴŘ wΦ YƴƛƎƘǘΣ ά¢ƘǊŜŜ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎ ƻŦ ƛƴǘŜǊǾŜƴǘƛƻƴǎ ǘƻ 
ƛƴŎǊŜŀǎŜ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ǘƻ ŀ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛȊŜŘ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭ ƻŦ ƳƻōƛƭŜ ǇƘƻƴŜ ōŀǎŜŘ ǎƳƻƪƛƴƎ 
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ŎŜǎǎŀǘƛƻƴ ǎǳǇǇƻǊǘΣέ Clin. TrialsΣ ǾƻƭΦ тΣ ƴƻΦ оΣ ǇǇΦ нсрςнтоΣ нлмлΦ 

ώснтϐ IΦ aƻǊƎŀƴΣ DΦ ¢ƘƻƳǎƻƴΣ bΦ /ǊƻǎǎƭŀƴŘΣ CΦ 5ȅƪŜǎΣ ŀƴŘ tΦ IƻŘŘƛƴƻǘǘΣ ά/ƻƳōƛƴƛƴƎ ttL ǿƛǘƘ 
ǉǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ǘƻ ŜƴƎŀƎŜ ΨƘŀǊŘŜǊπǘƻπǊŜŀŎƘΩ ǇƻǇǳƭŀǘƛƻƴǎΥ ǎŜǊǾƛŎŜ ǳǎŜǊ ƎǊƻǳǇǎ ŀǎ Ŏƻπ
ŀǇǇƭƛŎŀƴǘǎ ƻƴ ŀ ǇƭŀǘŦƻǊƳ ǎǘǳŘȅ ŦƻǊ ŀ ǘǊƛŀƭΣέ Res. Involv. Engagem.Σ ǾƻƭΦ нΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇΦ тΣ нлмсΦ 

ώснуϐ DΦ CΦ aƻƻǊŜΣ {Φ !ǳŘǊŜȅΣ aΦ .ŀǊƪŜǊΣ [Φ .ƻƴŘΣ /Φ .ƻƴŜƭƭΣ ²Φ IŀǊŘŜƳŀƴΣ [Φ aƻƻǊŜΣ !Φ 
hΩ/ŀǘƘŀƛƴΣ ¢Φ ¢ƛƴŀǘƛΣ 5Φ ²ƛƎƘǘΣ ŀƴŘ WΦ .ŀƛǊŘΣ άtǊƻŎŜǎǎ ŜǾŀƭǳŀǘƛƻƴ ƻŦ ŎƻƳǇƭŜȄ ƛƴǘŜǊǾŜƴǘƛƻƴǎΥ 
aŜŘƛŎŀƭ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ /ƻǳƴŎƛƭ ƎǳƛŘŀƴŎŜΣέ BmjΣ ǾƻƭΦ орлΣ нлмрΦ 

ώснфϐ WΦ [Φ 5ƻƴƻǾŀƴΣ [Φ wƻƻǎƘŜƴŀǎΣ aΦ WŜǇǎƻƴΣ 5Φ 9ƭƭƛƻǘǘΣ WΦ ²ŀŘŜΣ YΦ !ǾŜǊȅΣ bΦ aƛƭƭǎΣ /Φ ²ƛƭǎƻƴΣ {Φ 
tŀǊŀƳŀǎƛǾŀƴΣ ŀƴŘ WΦ aΦ .ƭŀȊŜōȅΣ άhǇǘƛƳƛǎƛƴƎ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ŀƴŘ ƛƴŦƻǊƳŜŘ ŎƻƴǎŜƴǘ ƛƴ 
ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΥ ǘƘŜ ŘŜǾŜƭƻǇƳŜƴǘ ŀƴŘ ƛƳǇƭŜƳŜƴǘŀǘƛƻƴ ƻŦ ǘƘŜ vǳƛƴǘŜǘ 
wŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ LƴǘŜǊǾŜƴǘƛƻƴ όvwLύΣέ TrialsΣ ǾƻƭΦ мтΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇǇΦ мςммΣ нлмсΦ 

ώсолϐ !Φ /Φ DǊŀƘŀƳΣ 5Φ ²Φ wŀƛǎŎƘΣ /Φ [Φ CȅŜΣ ŀƴŘ aΦ wΦ {ŀǘƘŜǊΣ ά!ǎǎŜǎǎƳŜƴǘ ƻŦ ǘƘŜ ƛƳǇŀŎǘ ƻŦ ŀ 
ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǘǊƛŀƭǎ ƘŀƴŘōƻƻƪ ŀƳƻƴƎ ǇƘŀǊƳŀŎȅ ǎǘǳŘŜƴǘǎΣέ Clin TherΣ ǾƻƭΦ нтΣ ƴƻΦ нΣ ǇǇΦ 
ноуςнпрΣ нллрΦ 

ώсомϐ !Φ ¸Φ YǊǳǎŜΣ [Φ [Φ YƧŀŜǊƎŀǊŘΣ YΦ YǊƻƎǎƎŀŀǊŘΣ /Φ DƭǳǳŘΣ 9Φ [Φ aƻǊǘŜƴǎŜƴΣ !Φ DƻǘǘǎŎƘŀǳΣ ŀƴŘ !Φ 
aΦ .ƧŜǊƎΣ ά! ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭ ŀǎǎŜǎǎƛƴƎ ǘƘŜ ƛƳǇŀŎǘ ƻŦ ǿǊƛǘǘŜƴ ƛƴŦƻǊƳŀǘƛƻƴ ƻƴ ƻǳǘǇŀǘƛŜƴǘǎΩ 
ƪƴƻǿƭŜŘƎŜ ŀōƻǳǘ ŀǘǘƛǘǳŘŜ ǘƻǿŀǊŘ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΦ ¢ƘŜ LbCh ǘǊƛŀƭ ƎǊƻǳǇΣέ 
Control Clin TrialsΣ ǾƻƭΦ нмΣ ǇǇΦ нноςнплΣ нлллΦ 

ώсонϐ tƭŀƛƴ 9ƴƎƭƛǎƘ /ŀƳǇŀƛƎƴΣ ά/Ǌȅǎǘŀƭ aŀǊƪΣέ ServicesΣ нлмтΦ ώhƴƭƛƴŜϐΦ !ǾŀƛƭŀōƭŜΥ 
ƘǘǘǇΥκκǿǿǿΦǇƭŀƛƴŜƴƎƭƛǎƘΦŎƻΦǳƪκǎŜǊǾƛŎŜǎκŎǊȅǎǘŀƭπƳŀǊƪΦƘǘƳƭΦ ώ!ŎŎŜǎǎŜŘΥ лоπWŀƴπнлмтϐΦ 

ώсооϐ 5Φ 5ƛŎƪƛƴǎƻƴΣ 5Φ YΦ wŀȅƴƻǊΣ ŀƴŘ aΦ 5ǳƳŀƴΣ άtŀǘƛŜƴǘ ƛƴŦƻǊƳŀǘƛƻƴ ƭŜŀŦƭŜǘǎ ŦƻǊ ƳŜŘƛŎƛƴŜǎΥ 
¦ǎƛƴƎ ŎƻƴǎǳƳŜǊ ǘŜǎǘƛƴƎ ǘƻ ŘŜǘŜǊƳƛƴŜ ǘƘŜ Ƴƻǎǘ ŜŦŦŜŎǘƛǾŜ ŘŜǎƛƎƴΣέ Patient Educ. Couns.Σ 
ǾƻƭΦ поΣ ƴƻΦ нΣ ǇǇΦ мптςмрфΣ нллмΦ 

ώсопϐ [Φ [ŜƴǘȊΣ IΦ tΦ aŀŀǘΣ ŀƴŘ 5Φ 5ƻǎǘΣ ά!ƴ ŜǾƛŘŜƴŎŜπōŀǎŜŘ ǘŜƳǇƭŀǘŜ ǇǊƻǇƻǎŀƭ ŦƻǊ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘ 
ƛƴŦƻǊƳŀǘƛƻƴ ƭŜŀŦƭŜǘǎΣέ Inf. Des. J.Σ ǾƻƭΦ нмΣ ƴƻΦ оΣ ǇǇΦ ннрςнпоΣ нлмпΦ 

ώсорϐ 5Φ {ƴŀǇŜΣ WΦ YƛǊƪƘŀƳΣ bΦ .ǊƛǘǘŜƴΣ CΦ DǊŀŘƛƴƎŜǊΣ CΦ [ƻƻōŀƴΣ ŀƴŘ WΦ tƻǇŀȅΣ ά9ȄǇƭƻǊƛƴƎ 
ǇŜǊŎŜƛǾŜŘ ōŀǊǊƛŜǊǎΣ ŘǊƛǾŜǊǎΣ ƛƳǇŀŎǘǎ ŀƴŘ ǘƘŜ ƴŜŜŘ ŦƻǊ ŜǾŀƭǳŀǘƛƻƴ ƻŦ ǇǳōƭƛŎ ƛƴǾƻƭǾŜƳŜƴǘ ƛƴ 
ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ŀƴŘ ǎƻŎƛŀƭ ŎŀǊŜ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΥ ŀ ƳƻŘƛŦƛŜŘ 5ŜƭǇƘƛ ǎǘǳŘȅΣέ BMJ OpenΣ ǾƻƭΦ пΣ нлмпΦ 

ώсосϐ aΦ 5Φ wƻŎƪǾƛƭƭŜΣ WΦ /ƘƛƭƛƴƎŜǊƛŀƴΣ {Φ tΦ CƭƛŜƎŜǊΣ ŀƴŘ !Φ IŀǊǘΣ ά9ǎǘŀōƭƛǎƘƛƴƎ ŀƴ !Iwv [ŜŀǊƴƛƴƎ 
/ƻƭƭŀōƻǊŀǘƛǾŜΥ ! ²ƘƛǘŜ tŀǇŜǊΣέ ContractΣ ǾƻƭΦ нфлΣ ǇǇΦ млςмфлΣ нлмнΦ 

ώсотϐ WΦ YΦ IŀǊǊƛǎΣ YΦ DΦ tǊƻǾŀƴΣ YΦ WΦ WƻƘƴǎƻƴΣ ŀƴŘ {Φ WΦ [ŜƛǎŎƘƻǿΣ ά5ǊŀǿōŀŎƪǎ ŀƴŘ ōŜƴŜŦƛǘǎ 
ŀǎǎƻŎƛŀǘŜŘ ǿƛǘƘ ƛƴǘŜǊπƻǊƎŀƴƛȊŀǘƛƻƴŀƭ ŎƻƭƭŀōƻǊŀǘƛƻƴ ŀƭƻƴƎ ǘƘŜ ŘƛǎŎƻǾŜǊȅπŘŜǾŜƭƻǇƳŜƴǘπ
ŘŜƭƛǾŜǊȅ ŎƻƴǘƛƴǳǳƳΥ ŀ ŎŀƴŎŜǊ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ƴŜǘǿƻǊƪ ŎŀǎŜ ǎǘǳŘȅΣέ Implement. Sci.Σ ǾƻƭΦ тΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ 
ǇǇΦ мςмоΣ нлмнΦ 

ώсоуϐ {Φ wΦ IŀƴƴŜȅΣ aΦ !Φ DƻƴȊŀƭŜȊπ.ƭƻŎƪΣ aΦ WΦ .ǳȄǘƻƴΣ ŀƴŘ aΦ YƻƎŀƴΣ ά¢ƘŜ ǳǘƛƭƛǎŀǘƛƻƴ ƻŦ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ 
ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ƛƴ ǇƻƭƛŎȅπƳŀƪƛƴƎΥ ŎƻƴŎŜǇǘǎΣ ŜȄŀƳǇƭŜǎ ŀƴŘ ƳŜǘƘƻŘǎ ƻŦ ŀǎǎŜǎǎƳŜƴǘΣέ Heal. Res. 
Policy Syst.Σ ǾƻƭΦ мΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇΦ нΣ нллоΦ 

ώсофϐ wΦ DǊƻƭ ŀƴŘ aΦ ²ŜƴǎƛƴƎΣ ά²Ƙŀǘ ŘǊƛǾŜǎ ŎƘŀƴƎŜΚ .ŀǊǊƛŜǊǎ ǘƻ ŀƴŘ ƛƴŎŜƴǘƛǾŜǎ ŦƻǊ ŀŎƘƛŜǾƛƴƎ 
ŜǾƛŘŜƴŎŜπōŀǎŜŘ ǇǊŀŎǘƛŎŜΣέ Med. J. Aust.Σ ǾƻƭΦ мулΣ ƴƻΦ с {ǳǇǇƭΣ ǇΦ {ртΣ нллпΦ 

ώсплϐ wΦ DǊƻƭ ŀƴŘ WΦ DǊƛƳǎƘŀǿΣ άCǊƻƳ ōŜǎǘ ŜǾƛŘŜƴŎŜ ǘƻ ōŜǎǘ ǇǊŀŎǘƛŎŜΥ ŜŦŦŜŎǘƛǾŜ ƛƳǇƭŜƳŜƴǘŀǘƛƻƴ 
ƻŦ ŎƘŀƴƎŜ ƛƴ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘǎΩ ŎŀǊŜΣέ LancetΣ ǾƻƭΦ оснΣ ƴƻΦ фофмΣ ǇǇΦ мннрςмнолΣ нллоΦ 

ώспмϐ {Φ 5Φ /ƻƻƪǎŜȅΣ ά! ǊŜǾƛŜǿ ƻŦ ¦Y ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ŦǳƴŘƛƴƎΣέ HMSOΣ ƴƻΦ 5ŜŎŜƳōŜǊΣ нллсΦ 
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ώспнϐ !Φ {Φ wŜƭƳŀƴΣ ά!ǎǎŜǎǎƳŜƴǘ ŀƴŘ ŀŎŎƻǳƴǘŀōƛƭƛǘȅΣέ N. Engl. J. Med.Σ ǾƻƭΦ омфΣ ƴƻΦ муΣ ǇǇΦ 
мннлςмнннΣ мфууΦ 

ώспоϐ WΦ bΦ [ŀǾƛǎΣ {Φ 9Φ wƻǎǎΣ /Φ .Φ aŎ[ŜƻŘΣ ŀƴŘ !Φ DƛƭŘƛƴŜǊΣ άaŜŀǎǳǊƛƴƎ ǘƘŜ ƛƳǇŀŎǘ ƻŦ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ 
ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΣέ J Heal. Serv Res PolicyΣ ǾƻƭΦ уΣ нллоΦ 

ώсппϐ bΦ {ǘŜǊƴΣ ά.ǳƛƭŘƛƴƎ ƻƴ ǎǳŎŎŜǎǎ ŀƴŘ ƭŜŀǊƴƛƴƎ ŦǊƻƳ ŜȄǇŜǊƛŜƴŎŜΥ !ƴ LƴŘŜǇŜƴŘŜƴǘ wŜǾƛŜǿ ƻŦ 
ǘƘŜ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ 9ȄŎŜƭƭŜƴŎŜ CǊŀƳŜǿƻǊƪΣέ нлмсΦ 

ώспрϐ bΦ {ǘŜǊƴΣ ά.ǳƛƭŘƛƴƎ ƻƴ ǎǳŎŎŜǎǎ ŀƴŘ ƭŜŀǊƴƛƴƎ ŦǊƻƳ ŜȄǇŜǊƛŜƴŎŜΥ !ƴ LƴŘŜǇŜƴŘŜƴǘ wŜǾƛŜǿ ƻŦ 
ǘƘŜ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ 9ȄŎŜƭƭŜƴŎŜ CǊŀƳŜǿƻǊƪΣέ нлмсΦ 

ώспсϐ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ /ƻǳƴŎƛƭǎ ¦YΣ άtŀǘƘǿŀȅǎ ǘƻ ƛƳǇŀŎǘΣέ WebsiteΣ нлмсΦ ώhƴƭƛƴŜϐΦ !ǾŀƛƭŀōƭŜΥ 
ƘǘǘǇΥκκǿǿǿΦǊŎǳƪΦŀŎΦǳƪκƛƴƴƻǾŀǘƛƻƴκƛƳǇŀŎǘǎκΦ ώ!ŎŎŜǎǎŜŘΥ нлπWǳƴπнлмсϐΦ 

ώсптϐ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ /ƻǳƴŎƛƭǎ ¦YΣ άtŀǘƘǿŀȅǎ ǘƻ ƛƳǇŀŎǘΣέ WebsiteΣ нлмсΦ Φ 

ώспуϐ !ƭǘƳŜǘǊƛŎΣ ά²Ƙŀǘ ŘƻŜǎ !ƭǘƳŜǘǊƛŎ ŘƻΚ Σέ нлмсΦ ώhƴƭƛƴŜϐΦ !ǾŀƛƭŀōƭŜΥ 
ƘǘǘǇǎΥκκǿǿǿΦŀƭǘƳŜǘǊƛŎΦŎƻƳκΦ 

ώспфϐ tΦ YƴŀǇǇΣ ά¢ƘŜ ¢w9/! ǎǘǳŘȅΥ ¢wƛŀƭǎ 9ƴƎŀƎŜƳŜƴǘ ƛƴ /ƘƛƭŘǊŜƴ ŀƴŘ !ŘƻƭŜǎŎŜƴǘǎΦέ ¦ƴƛǾŜǊǎƛǘȅ 
ƻŦ ¸ƻǊƪΣ нлмсΦ 

ώсрлϐ {Φ YǳǊǳǾƛƭƭŀΣ bΦ aŀȅǎΣ !Φ tƭŜŀǎŀƴǘΣ ŀƴŘ DΦ ²ŀƭǘΣ ά5ŜǎŎǊƛōƛƴƎ ǘƘŜ ƛƳǇŀŎǘ ƻŦ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΥ 
ŀ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ LƳǇŀŎǘ CǊŀƳŜǿƻǊƪΣέ BMC Health Serv. Res.Σ ǾƻƭΦ сΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇǇΦ мςмуΣ нллсΦ 

ώсрмϐ {Φ ¢ǊŜǿŜŜƪΣ ά¦ǇŘŀǘŜ ƻŦ /ƻŎƘǊŀƴŜ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ǎȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ ǊŜǾƛŜǿΦέ tŜǊǎƻƴŀƭ 
/ƻǊǊŜǎǇƻƴŘŜƴŎŜΣ нлмсΦ 

ώсрнϐ 5Φ .ǳŎƪΣ /Φ DŀƳōƭŜΣ [Φ 5ǳŘƭŜȅΣ WΦ tǊŜǎǘƻƴΣ .Φ IŀƴƭŜȅΣ tΦ wΦ ²ƛƭƭƛŀƳǎƻƴΣ .Φ ¸ƻǳƴƎΣ !Φ !ƭƭŀƳΣ 
tΦ .ŜƭƭΣ ŀƴŘ bΦ CƻǊƳǎǘƻƴŜΣ άCǊƻƳ Ǉƭŀƴǎ ǘƻ ŀŎǘƛƻƴǎ ƛƴ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘ ŀƴŘ ǇǳōƭƛŎ ƛƴǾƻƭǾŜƳŜƴǘΥ 
ǉǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ ǎǘǳŘȅ ƻŦ ŘƻŎǳƳŜƴǘŜŘ Ǉƭŀƴǎ ŀƴŘ ǘƘŜ ŀŎŎƻǳƴǘǎ ƻŦ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘŜǊǎ ŀƴŘ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘǎ 
ǎŀƳǇƭŜŘ ŦǊƻƳ ŀ ŎƻƘƻǊǘ ƻŦ ŎƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΣέ BMJ OpenΣ ǾƻƭΦ пΣ ƴƻΦ мнΣ ǇΦ ŜллспллΣ нлмпΦ 

ώсроϐ 5Φ 9ŘƎŜΣ !Φ 5ŜƎƴŀƴΣ {Φ /ƻǘǘŜǊƛƭƭΣ YΦ .ŜǊǊȅΣ wΦ 5ǊŀƪŜΣ wΦ .ŀƪŜǊΣ /Φ .ŀǊǊƻǿŎƭƻǳƎƘΣ !Φ IǳƎƘŜǎπ
aƻǊƭŜȅΣ tΦ DǊŜȅΣ 5Φ .ƘǳƎǊŀΣ tΦ /ŀƘƻƻƴΣ bΦ ¢ŀǊǊƛŜǊΣ {Φ [ŜǿƛǎΣ ŀƴŘ YΦ !ōŜƭΣ ά/ǳƭǘǳǊŀƭƭȅπ
ŀŘŀǇǘŜŘ CŀƳƛƭȅ LƴǘŜǊǾŜƴǘƛƻƴ ό/ŀCLύ ŦƻǊ !ŦǊƛŎŀƴπ/ŀǊƛōōŜŀƴǎ ŘƛŀƎƴƻǎŜŘ ǿƛǘƘ ǎŎƘƛȊƻǇƘǊŜƴƛŀ 
ŀƴŘ ǘƘŜƛǊ ŦŀƳƛƭƛŜǎΥ ŀ ŦŜŀǎƛōƛƭƛǘȅ ǎǘǳŘȅ ǇǊƻǘƻŎƻƭ ƻŦ ƛƳǇƭŜƳŜƴǘŀǘƛƻƴ ŀƴŘ ŀŎŎŜǇǘŀōƛƭƛǘȅΣέ Pilot 
Feasibility Stud.Σ ǾƻƭΦ нΣ ƴƻΦ офΣ нлмсΦ 

ώсрпϐ bŀǘƛƻƴŀƭ LƴǎǘƛǘǳǘŜ ŦƻǊ IŜŀƭǘƘ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΣ άbLIw I{ϧ5w ǎǘǳŘȅ ǿƛƴǎ ƴŀǘƛƻƴŀƭ ŀǿŀǊŘ ŦƻǊ 
ƛƴǾƻƭǾƛƴƎ ǎŜǊǾƛŎŜ ǳǎŜǊǎ ŀƴŘ ŎŀǊŜǊǎΣέ нлмпΦ Φ 

ώсррϐ WΦ wƛŎƪΣ WΦ DǊŀŦŦȅΣ tΦ YƴŀǇǇΣ bΦ {ƳŀƭƭΣ 5Φ WΦ /ƻƭƭƛŜǊΣ {Φ 9ƭŘǊƛŘƎŜΣ !Φ YŜƴƴŜŘȅΣ /Φ {ŀƭƛǎōǳǊȅΣ {Φ 
¢ǊŜǿŜŜƪΣ 5Φ ¢ƻǊƎŜǊǎƻƴΣ tΦ ²ŀƭƭŀŎŜΣ ±Φ aŀŘǳǊŀǎƛƴƎƘŜΣ !Φ IǳƎƘŜǎπaƻǊƭŜȅΣ ŀƴŘ tΦ .ƻǿŜǊΣ 
ά{ȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ ǘŜŎƘƴƛǉǳŜǎ ŦƻǊ ŀǎǎƛǎǘƛƴƎ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ǘƻ ǘǊƛŀƭǎ ό{¢!w¢ύΥ {ǘǳŘȅ ǇǊƻǘƻŎƻƭ ŦƻǊ 
ŜƳōŜŘŘŜŘΣ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛȊŜŘ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΣέ TrialsΣ ǾƻƭΦ мрΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ нлмпΦ 

ώсрсϐ ±Φ /Φ .ǊǳŜǘƻƴΣ WΦ CΦ ¢ƛŜǊƴŜȅΣ {Φ {ǘŜƴƴƛƴƎΣ {Φ aŜǊŜŘƛǘƘΣ {Φ IŀǊŘƛƴƎΣ LΦ bŀȊŀǊŜǘƘΣ ŀƴŘ DΦ wŀƛǘΣ 
ά{ǘǊŀǘŜƎƛŜǎ ǘƻ ƛƳǇǊƻǾŜ ǊŜǘŜƴǘƛƻƴ ƛƴ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΥ ŀ /ƻŎƘǊŀƴŜ ǎȅǎǘŜƳŀǘƛŎ ǊŜǾƛŜǿ ŀƴŘ 
ƳŜǘŀπŀƴŀƭȅǎƛǎΣέ BMJ OpenΣ ǾƻƭΦ пΣ ƴƻΦ нΣ нлмпΦ 

ώсртϐ bΦ aƛƭƭǎΣ WΦ [Φ 5ƻƴƻǾŀƴΣ WΦ ²ŀŘŜΣ CΦ /Φ IŀƳŘȅΣ 5Φ 9Φ bŜŀƭΣ ŀƴŘ WΦ !Φ [ŀƴŜΣ ά9ȄǇƭƻǊƛƴƎ 
ǘǊŜŀǘƳŜƴǘ ǇǊŜŦŜǊŜƴŎŜǎ ŦŀŎƛƭƛǘŀǘŜŘ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ǘƻ ǊŀƴŘƻƳƛȊŜŘ ŎƻƴǘǊƻƭƭŜŘ ǘǊƛŀƭǎΣέ J. Clin. 
Epidemiol.Σ ǾƻƭΦ спΣ ƴƻΦ млΣ ǇǇΦ ммнтςммосΣ нлммΦ 

ώсруϐ [Φ 5ǳŘƭŜȅΣ /Φ DŀƳōƭŜΣ WΦ tǊŜǎǘƻƴΣ 5Φ .ǳŎƪΣ .Φ IŀƴƭŜȅΣ 9tL/ tŀǘƛŜƴǘ !ŘǾƛǎƻǊȅ DǊƻǳǇΣ ŀƴŘ .Φ 
¸ƻǳƴƎΣ ά²Ƙŀǘ 5ƛŦŦŜǊŜƴŎŜ 5ƻŜǎ tŀǘƛŜƴǘ ŀƴŘ tǳōƭƛŎ LƴǾƻƭǾŜƳŜƴǘ aŀƪŜ ŀƴŘ ²Ƙŀǘ !ǊŜ Lǘǎ 
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tŀǘƘǿŀȅǎ ǘƻ LƳǇŀŎǘΚ vǳŀƭƛǘŀǘƛǾŜ {ǘǳŘȅ ƻŦ tŀǘƛŜƴǘǎ ŀƴŘ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘŜǊǎ ŦǊƻƳ ŀ /ƻƘƻǊǘ ƻŦ 
wŀƴŘƻƳƛǎŜŘ /ƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ ¢ǊƛŀƭǎΣέ PLoS OneΣ ǾƻƭΦ млΣ ƴƻΦ сΣ ǇΦ ŜлмнуумтΣ нлмрΦ 

ώсрфϐ DΦ IǳōōŀǊŘΣ !Φ /ŀƳǇōŜƭƭΣ ½Φ 5ŀǾƛŜǎΣ WΦ aǳƴǊƻΣ !Φ LǊŜƭŀƴŘΣ {Φ [ŜǎƭƛŜΣ !Φ ²ŀǘǎƻƴΣ ŀƴŘ {Φ 
¢ǊŜǿŜŜƪΣ ά9ȄǇŜǊƛŜƴŎŜǎ ƻŦ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƛƴƎ ǘƻ ŀ Ǉƛƭƻǘ ǘǊƛŀƭ ƻŦ /ŀǊŘƛŀŎ wŜƘŀōƛƭƛǘŀǘƛƻƴ Lƴ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘǎ 
ǿƛǘƘ .ƻǿŜƭ ŎŀƴŎŜǊ ό/wL.ύ ǿƛǘƘ ŀƴ ŜƳōŜŘŘŜŘ ǇǊƻŎŜǎǎ ŜǾŀƭǳŀǘƛƻƴΥ ƭŜǎǎƻƴǎ ƭŜŀǊƴŜŘ ǘƻ 
ƛƳǇǊƻǾŜ ǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘΣέ Pilot Feasibility Stud.Σ ǾƻƭΦ мΣ ƴƻΦ мΣ ǇΦ мрΣ нлмрΦ 

ώсслϐ {Φ ¢ǊŜǿŜŜƪΣ άwŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘ ŀƴŘ ǊŜǘŜƴǘƛƻƴΣέ нлмсΦ ώhƴƭƛƴŜϐΦ !ǾŀƛƭŀōƭŜΥ 
ƘǘǘǇΥκκōƭƻƎǎΦōƛƻƳŜŘŎŜƴǘǊŀƭΦŎƻƳκƻƴπƳŜŘƛŎƛƴŜκŀƴƴƻǳƴŎŜƳŜƴǘκǊŜŎǊǳƛǘƳŜƴǘπŀƴŘπ
ǊŜǘŜƴǘƛƻƴκΦ 
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10. Appendices 
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Appendix A: REFRAMED trial ethical approval letter 
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Appendix B: Reply form for patients declining participation in the 

REFRAMED trial 
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Appendix C: REFRAMED RISK assessment procedures 

 

REFRAMED 

PROTOCOL FOR ASSESSING AND REPORTING RISK 

The following principles and procedures govern risk assessment and reporting in the 
REFRAMED study. REFRAMED members do not manage risk themselves. 

General principles 

Site PIs are responsible for risk assessment in their treatment programmes. The Trial 
Management Team is responsible for risk assessment during research assessments. This 
includes ensuring that staff, students and interns working with them receive adequate 
induction and training prior to participant contact in which risk could be disclosed and 
ongoing supervision during their research work. 

General procedures 

Background training materials are available on the website. All staff should attend training 
in the use of this protocol as soon as is reasonably possible. If they undertake any work 
where risk may be an issue prior to receiving formal training, it is the PI’s / Trial 
Management Team’s responsibility to ensure that they have reviewed all the materials and 
have received bespoke training.  

Risk Assessment: Whenever any significant risk is identified a risk assessment should be 
completed and (counter-) signed by the responsible member of staff. If at all possible this 
should be done at the time of the assessment, or as soon afterwards as possible. This 
record should be kept on file in line with the study’s data storage procedures. 

Reporting Risk: Any significant, but not imminent risk should be reported to the person’s 
GP and, if appropriate, other health care professionals, as soon as is reasonably possible. 
The Trial Management Team should ALWAYS be notified of any risk assessments that 
have taken place. Please use Appendix 1 to write a brief report and send this to the Trial 
Team. 

For research outside of the local area, PIs / supervisors should familiarise themselves with 
the local providers’ risk procedures, and researchers should hold the relevant contact 
details needed in the case of immediate risk. 

When clinical staff is not available they should ensure appropriate cover is arranged for 
any risk issues that might arise in their absence. 

When conducting telephone interviews in which risk may be disclosed, the interviewer 
should establish the telephone number and location of the participant at the start of the 
call, and clarify the boundaries of confidentiality (as per trial / clinic protocol). 

Local emergency contact numbers 

Prof Peter Bower (Primary Supervisor): 0161 275 7638/[mobile number redacted] 
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Bournemouth / Poole 

Community Mental Health Teams (Adult) - Bournemouth, Poole and SE Dorset 

Monday – Friday, 8.30am – 5pm.  At evenings or weekends please contact the Crisis Team 
directly on 01202 652000. 

Southampton/Winchester 

Access and Assessment 
Team - Southampton 

Adult 
Mental 
Health 

College Keep, Terminus Terrace, 
Southampton, SO14 3DT 

02380 
717204 

Access and Assessment 
Team - East Hampshire  

Adult 
Mental 
Health 

Osborn Centre, Osborn Road, 
Fareham, PO16 7ES  

01329 
288331 

Access and Assessment 
Team - North Hampshire 

Adult 
Mental 
Health 

Church Square Resource Centre, 49 
Church Square, Basingstoke, RG21 
7SN 

01256 
346616 

Access and Assessment 
Team - West Hampshire  

Adult 
Mental 
Health  

Old School House, Southampton 
Road, Cadnam, SO40 2NF 

02380 
816650 

 

Bangor/ North Wales 

Nant y Glyn Community Mental Health Team, Telephone 01492 532164. 

Roslin Community Mental Health Team, Telephone 01492 860926. 

 

Flintshire NE Wales North Delyn Pwll Glas Resource Centre 
Pwll Glas Road 
Mold, CH7 1RA 

01352 
750252 

Flintshire NE Wales Mold Pwll Glas Resource Centre 
Pwll Glas Road 
Mold, CH7 1RA 

01352 
750252 

Flintshire NE Wales Deeside Aston House, 
Plough Lane, 
Aston, Deeside, 
Flintshire, CH5 1XS 

01244 
834921 

Wrexham 

  

Wrexham 

Central 

  

Rural 

Wrexham 

  

Wrexham 

16 Grosvenor Road, 
Wrexham, LL11 1BU 

16 Grosvenor Road, 
Wrexham, LL11 1BU 

01978 
355783 

  

01978 366867 

http://www.southernhealth.nhs.uk/services/mental-health/adult/access/
http://www.southernhealth.nhs.uk/services/mental-health/adult/access/
http://www.southernhealth.nhs.uk/services/mental-health/adult/access/
http://www.southernhealth.nhs.uk/services/mental-health/adult/access/
http://www.southernhealth.nhs.uk/services/mental-health/adult/access/
http://www.southernhealth.nhs.uk/services/mental-health/adult/access/
http://www.southernhealth.nhs.uk/services/mental-health/adult/access/
http://www.southernhealth.nhs.uk/services/mental-health/adult/access/
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Denbigh Conwy & 
Denbigh 

South Oakleigh, 
Glyndwr Abbey Road, 
Llangollen, LL20 8SS 

01978 
860707 

Denbigh Conwy & 
Denbigh 

Dyffryn 
Clwyd 

Tim Duffryn Clwyd, 
Noddfa, 
Middle Lane, 
Denbigh,  
Clwyd, L16 3UR 

01745  
813138 

Denbigh Conwy & 
Denbigh 

Rhuddlan Hafod,  
Beechwood Road,  
Rhyl, LL18 3EU 

01745 
443050 

Conwy Conwy & 
Denbigh 

Colwyn Nant-y-Glyn Resource Centre, 
Nant-y-Glyn Road,  
Colwyn 

01492 
532164 

Conwy Conwy & 
Denbigh 

Aberconwy Roslin Community Mental 
Health Team 
Nant y Gamar Road 
Craig y Don 
Llandudno 
Conwy LL30 1YE 

01492 
860926 

Ynys Mon NW Wales Ynys Mon Bryn Y Neuadd 
Hospital,  
Llanfairfechan,  
Conwy,  
LL3 5DH 

01248 
682508 

Gwynedd NW Wales Dwyfor Cilan, 
Penlan Street, 
Pwllheli,  
Gwynedd, LL53 5NI 

01758 
614647 

Gwynedd NW Wales Arfon Hergest Unit 
Ysbyty Gwynedd 
BANGOR 
Gwynedd LL57 2PW 

01248 
363470 

Gwynedd NW Wales Meirionydd Plas Brith, 
Dolgallau, 
Gwynedd, 
LL40 1DU. 

01341  
422122 
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Exploring Risk in Research Interviews 

 

THOUGHTS 

“I see that you’ve said / you mentioned that……...  These are thoughts / feelings that people 
suffering from depression often have, but it’s important to make sure you are receiving the 
right kind of support.  So if it’s OK, I would now like to ask you some more questions that 
will explore these feelings in a little more depth.” 

 PLANS 

1 Do you know how you would kill yourself?   Yes / No 

If yes – details 

 

 

2 Have you made any actual plans to end your life?  Yes / No 

If yes – details 

 

ACTIONS 

3 Have you made any actual preparations to kill yourself? Yes / No 

If yes – details 

 

4 Have you ever attempted suicide in the past?   Yes / No 

If yes – details 

 

PREVENTION 

5 Is there anything stopping you killing or harming yourself  

at the moment?       Yes / No 

If yes – details 

 

6 Do you feel that there is any immediate danger that you  

will harm or kill yourself?     Yes / No 

Details: 
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FOLLOW-UP FROM PREVIOUS CONTACT 

7 If Action B was enacted at previous assessment and level B risk is identified 
at current assessment: Last time we met I suggested that you spoke to your GP about 
these thoughts, and I also wrote to your GP about this. Have you been able to speak with 
your GP about these thoughts since we last met?   Yes / No 

See risk table overleaf for appropriate actions 
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Researcher Risk Protocol 

To be used following any indication of risk from questionnaire items, responses to 
interview questions or any other sources. Look at answers from the sheet to determine the 
level of risk, A B or C: 

Actions by Researcher Tell Participant 

All answers  ‘no’ apart from Q5 ‘yes’: 

 

A 

 

 

 

 

 

I can see that things have been very difficult for you, 
but it seems to me these thoughts about death are 
not ones you would act on – would this be how you 
see things?  (if they say yes)  I would advise you to 
make an appointment to see your GP to talk about 
these feelings (as per trial protocol).  

  

‘Yes’ for any one of Qs 1-4;  plus ‘yes’ 
for Q5 and ‘no’ for Q6  

 

 

B1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

‘Yes’ for any one of Qs 1-4;  plus ‘yes’ 
for Q5 and ‘no’ for Q6 and ‘no’ to Q7 

 

 

 

 

Things seem to be very hard for you right now and I 
think it would help if you were to speak to your GP 
about these feelings.  I will be writing to your GP to 
tell them that you have been here today and have 
been having some troubling thoughts. I would also 
advise you to make an appointment to see your GP to 
talk about these feelings. (as per trial protocol). 

I think it’s important that your GP knows how 
difficult things are for you right now. I will be 
telephoning your GP to speak with him/her and 
suggest that you meet with one another. I also advise 
that you make an appointment to see your GP to talk 
about these feelings. (as per trial protocol).N.B: 
telephone call to GP to be followed up by letter. The 
letter should include the statement “the clinical 
management of this patient remains your 
responsibility, but it is part of our protocol to inform 
you of any risks disclosed to ourselves so that you 
can take account of them in your care plan.” 

Scoring ‘yes’ to Q6 

Scoring ‘no’ to Q5 and ‘yes’ to Qs 1-4 
or 6 

 

I am very concerned about your safety at this 
moment, I am not a clinician but I would like you to 

B2 
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C Actively Suicidal 

 

 

talk to one right now. I am going to make some 
telephone calls now to arrange for your GP Care 
Co-ordinator / Crisis Management team/the 
emergency services to let them know how you 
are feeling and to arrange for you to receive 
immediate help. 

  

Action to take in the case of immediate risk: 

Participant needs immediate help – do not leave them alone, or if on telephone, do not 
hang up.  Follow your trial’s chain of supervisory clinical contact in order to involve 
supervisory clinician right away. Then (with clinician if possible) follow the chain of contact 
below: 

1. GP / out of hours GP; if not  

2.Crisis team; if not  

3. Clinician accompanies to A&E; if not (or interview is over telephone)  

4. Call ambulance.                                                         
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Appendix 1                          Risk Report 

Patient ID: _____________________  DOB: ________________ 

 

Suicide risk information: 

 

 Suicidal ideation severity, frequency, whether longstanding/recent/fluctuating. 

 Any history of suicide attempts? (State if no history) 

 Any history of self-harming behaviour without intent to die? (State if none) 

 Is there a plan? (State if no plan) 

 Are there the means? (State if no means) 

 Any protective factors? (State if none) 

 Any other relevant information, such as precipitating environmental factors (i.e. impending 
divorce, for example)? 

 Relevant inventory scores and their meanings where appropriate 

 Are those within the patient’s care network (GP, psychiatrist, etc.) aware of the behaviour? 

 

 

 

 

 

Date reported: ___/___/___ 

 

Additional notes / actions taken: 

As part of the REFRAMED risk protocol, suicide risk is managed by the patient’s GP or their 
Research Therapist. 

 

 

 

 

 

Date action taken: ___/___/___ 
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Researcher / assessor: _________________ Signed: ______________ Date: ___/___/___ 

 

 

Supervisor: _________________________  Signed: ______________ Date: ___/_  
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Appendix D: START ethics amendment letter 
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Appendix E: EQUIP ethics amendment letter 
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Appendix F: EQUIP trial invitation cover letter 
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Appendix G: EQUIP Participant information sheet 

Enhancing the quality of user involved care planning in 
Mental Health Services (EQUIP) 

Participant Information Sheet (Service users) 

²Ŝ ǿƻǳƭŘ ƭƛƪŜ ǘƻ ƛƴǾƛǘŜ ȅƻǳ ǘƻ ǘŀƪŜ ǇŀǊǘ ƛƴ ƻǳǊ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ǎǘǳŘȅΦ .ŜŦƻǊŜ ȅƻǳ ŘŜŎƛŘŜ ƛŦ ȅƻǳ 
ǿƻǳƭŘ ƭƛƪŜ ǘƻ ǘŀƪŜ ǇŀǊǘΣ ǿŜ ǿƻǳƭŘ ƭƛƪŜ ȅƻǳ ǘƻ ǳƴŘŜǊǎǘŀƴŘ ǿƘȅ ǘƘŜ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ƛǎ ōŜƛƴƎ ŘƻƴŜ 
ŀƴŘ ǿƘŀǘ ƛǘ ǿƻǳƭŘ ƛƴǾƻƭǾŜ ŦƻǊ ȅƻǳΦ !ǎƪ ǳǎ ƛŦ ŀƴȅǘƘƛƴƎ ƛǎ ƴƻǘ ŎƭŜŀǊ ŀƴŘ ǘŀƭƪ ǘƻ ƻǘƘŜǊǎ ŀōƻǳǘ 
ǘƘŜ ǎǘǳŘȅ ƛŦ ȅƻǳ ǿƛǎƘΦ 

What is the purpose of the study? 

aŀƴȅ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ǇƻƭƛŎȅ ŘƻŎǳƳŜƴǘǎ ǎǘŀǘŜ ǘƘŀǘ ƛƴǾƻƭǾƛƴƎ ǎŜǊǾƛŎŜ ǳǎŜǊǎ ŀƴŘ ŎŀǊŜǊǎ ƛƴ 
ŎŀǊŜ ǇƭŀƴƴƛƴƎ ƛǎ ŦǳƴŘŀƳŜƴǘŀƭ ǘƻ ƛƳǇǊƻǾƛƴƎ ǘƘŜ ǉǳŀƭƛǘȅ ƻŦ ŎŀǊŜ ŀƴŘ ǇǊƻƳƻǘƛƴƎ ǊŜŎƻǾŜǊȅ 
ōǳǘ ǘƘŜǊŜ ƛǎ ǎǳōǎǘŀƴǘƛŀƭ ŜǾƛŘŜƴŎŜ ǘƘŀǘ ǘƘƛǎ ŘƻŜǎ ƴƻǘ ŀƭǿŀȅǎ ƻŎŎǳǊΦ ¢ƘŜ 9v¦Lt ǎǘǳŘȅ ƛǎ ŀ 
ŦƛǾŜ ȅŜŀǊ ǇǊƻƎǊŀƳƳŜ ƻŦ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ǿƘƛŎƘ ŀƛƳǎ ǘƻ ŜƴƘŀƴŎŜ ǘƘŜ ǉǳŀƭƛǘȅ ƻŦ ǳǎŜǊ ƛƴǾƻƭǾŜŘ ŎŀǊŜ 
ǇƭŀƴƴƛƴƎ ƛƴ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ǎŜǊǾƛŎŜǎΦ LŦ ȅƻǳ ǿƻǳƭŘ ƭƛƪŜ ǘƻ ŦƛƴŘ ƻǳǘ ƳƻǊŜ ŀōƻǳǘ ǘƘŜ 9v¦Lt 
ǇǊƻƎǊŀƳƳŜ ƎǊŀƴǘΣ ȅƻǳ Ƴŀȅ ǿƛǎƘ ǘƻ Ǿƛǎƛǘ ƻǳǊ ǿŜōǎƛǘŜΥ 
ǿǿǿΦƴǳǊǎƛƴƎΦƳŀƴŎƘŜǎǘŜǊΦŀŎΦǳƪκŜǉǳƛǇ  

tŀǊǘ ƻŦ ǘƘŜ 9v¦Lt ǇǊƻƧŜŎǘΣ Ƙŀǎ ōŜŜƴ ǘƘŜ ŘŜǾŜƭƻǇƳŜƴǘ ƻŦ ŀ ǎŜǊǾƛŎŜ ǳǎŜǊκŎŀǊŜǊπƭŜŘ ǘǊŀƛƴƛƴƎ 
ǇŀŎƪŀƎŜ ŦƻǊ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ǇǊƻŦŜǎǎƛƻƴŀƭǎΦ ²Ŝ ŀǊŜ ƴƻǿ ǳƴŘŜǊǘŀƪƛƴƎ ŀ ǎǘǳŘȅ ǘƻ ǘŜǎǘ ǘƘŜ 
ŜŦŦŜŎǘƛǾŜƴŜǎǎ ƻŦ ǘƘƛǎ ƴŜǿ ǘǊŀƛƴƛƴƎ ǇŀŎƪŀƎŜ ƻƴ ǎŜǊǾƛŎŜ ǳǎŜǊκŎŀǊŜǊ ƛƴǾƻƭǾŜƳŜƴǘ ƛƴ ŎŀǊŜ 
ǇƭŀƴƴƛƴƎ ŎƻƳǇŀǊŜŘ ǘƻ ǘƘŜ ǳǎǳŀƭ ŎŀǊŜ ǇƭŀƴƴƛƴƎ ŜȄǇŜǊƛŜƴŎŜΦ ²Ŝ ǿƛƭƭ Řƻ ǘƘƛǎ ōȅ ŘŜƭƛǾŜǊƛƴƎ 
ǘƘŜ ǘǊŀƛƴƛƴƎ ǘƻ ǎƻƳŜ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ǘŜŀƳǎ ŀƴŘ ƴƻǘ ǘƻ ƻǘƘŜǊ ǘŜŀƳǎ ǘƻ ǎŜŜ ƛŦ ǊŜŎŜƛǾƛƴƎ ǘƘŜ 
ǘǊŀƛƴƛƴƎ Ƙŀǎ ŀƴ ƛƳǇŀŎǘ ƻƴ ǘƘŜ ŜȄǘŜƴǘ ƻŦ ǎŜǊǾƛŎŜ ǳǎŜǊκŎŀǊŜǊ ƛƴǾƻƭǾŜƳŜƴǘ ƛƴ ŎŀǊŜ ǇƭŀƴƴƛƴƎΦ 
¢Ƙƛǎ ǎǘǳŘȅ ƛǎ ŎŀƭƭŜŘ ‘Evaluation of the efficacy and cost effectiveness of user/carer 
involved care planning’. 

How is it decided which mental health team receives the new training package? 

¢ƻ ŦƛƴŘ ƻǳǘ ƛŦ ǘƘŜ ƴŜǿ ǘǊŀƛƴƛƴƎ ǇŀŎƪŀƎŜ ƛǎ ōŜǘǘŜǊ ǘƘŀƴ ǎǘŀƴŘŀǊŘ ŎŀǊŜΣ ǿŜ ƴŜŜŘ ǘƻ ŎƻƳǇŀǊŜ 
ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ǘŜŀƳǎ ǿƘƻ ǊŜŎŜƛǾŜ ǘƘŜ ǘǊŀƛƴƛƴƎ ǿƛǘƘ ǘƘƻǎŜ ǿƘƻ Řƻ ƴƻǘΦ ¢ƻ ǘǊȅ ǘƻ ƳŀƪŜ 
ǎǳǊŜ ǘƘŜ ƎǊƻǳǇǎ ŀǊŜ ǘƘŜ ǎŀƳŜ ǘƻ ǎǘŀǊǘ ǿƛǘƘΣ ŜŀŎƘ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ǘŜŀƳ ǿƘƻ ƛǎ ǘŀƪƛƴƎ ǇŀǊǘ 
ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ Ǉǳǘ ƛƴǘƻ ŀ ƎǊƻǳǇ ōȅ ŎƘŀƴŎŜ όǳǎƛƴƎ ŀ ǊŀƴŘƻƳ ǇǊƻŎŜǎǎ ǎƛƳƛƭŀǊ ǘƻ ŦƭƛǇǇƛƴƎ ŀ ŎƻƛƴύΦ 
¢ƘŜȅ ǿƛƭƭ ƘŀǾŜ ŀƴ Ŝǉǳŀƭ ŎƘŀƴŎŜ ƻŦ ōŜƛƴƎ ƛƴ ǘƘŜ ǘŜŀƳ ǿƘƛŎƘ ǿƛƭƭ ŜƛǘƘŜǊ ǊŜŎŜƛǾŜ ǘƘŜ ƴŜǿƭȅ 
ŘŜǾŜƭƻǇŜŘ ǘǊŀƛƴƛƴƎ ƛƴ ŎŀǊŜ ǇƭŀƴƴƛƴƎ ƻǊ ǿƛƭƭ ŎƻƴǘƛƴǳŜ ǿƛǘƘ ǘƘŜƛǊ ǳǎǳŀƭ ǇǊŀŎǘƛŎŜ ƻŦ ŎŀǊŜ 
ǇƭŀƴƴƛƴƎΦ ¢ƘŜ ǾƛǎƛǘƛƴƎ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘŜǊ ǿƛƭƭ ƴƻǘ ōŜ ŀǿŀǊŜ ƻŦ ǿƘƛŎƘ ƎǊƻǳǇ ȅƻǳ ŀǊŜ ƛƴΦ 
 
Why have I been invited? 

¸ƻǳ ƘŀǾŜ ōŜŜƴ ƛƴǾƛǘŜŘ ǘƻ ǘŀƪŜ ǇŀǊǘ ōŜŎŀǳǎŜ ȅƻǳ ŀǊŜ ŀ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ǎŜǊǾƛŎŜ ǳǎŜǊ ŀƴŘ ȅƻǳ 
ŀǊŜ ǊŜŎŜƛǾƛƴƎ ǎǳǇǇƻǊǘ ŦǊƻƳ ŀ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ǘŜŀƳ ǿƘŜǊŜ ǎŜǊǾƛŎŜ ǳǎŜǊκŎŀǊŜǊ ƛƴǾƻƭǾŜƳŜƴǘ 
ƛƴ ŎŀǊŜ ǇƭŀƴƴƛƴƎ ƛǎ ōŜƛƴƎ ŜǾŀƭǳŀǘŜŘΦ ²Ŝ ƎǊŜŀǘƭȅ ǾŀƭǳŜ ǘƘŜ ƛƴǇǳǘ ƻŦ ƛƴŘƛǾƛŘǳŀƭǎ ǿƛǘƘ ƭƛǾŜŘ 
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ŜȄǇŜǊƛŜƴŎŜ ƻŦ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ǎŜǊǾƛŎŜǎΦ 

Do I have to take part? 

bƻΦ Lǘ ƛǎ ǳǇ ǘƻ ȅƻǳ ǘƻ ŘŜŎƛŘŜ ǿƘŜǘƘŜǊ ƻǊ ƴƻǘ ǘƻ ǘŀƪŜ ǇŀǊǘΦ LŦ ȅƻǳ ǿŀƴǘ ǘƻ ǘŀƪŜ ǇŀǊǘΣ ȅƻǳ 
Ƴŀȅ ǿƛǎƘ ǘƻ ƪŜŜǇ ǘƘƛǎ ǇŀǊǘƛŎƛǇŀƴǘ ƛƴŦƻǊƳŀǘƛƻƴ ǎƘŜŜǘ ƛƴ ŀ ǎŀŦŜ ǇƭŀŎŜΦ .ŜŦƻǊŜ ȅƻǳ ǘŀƪŜ ǇŀǊǘ 
ǿŜ ǿƛƭƭ ŀǎƪ ȅƻǳ ǘƻ ǎƛƎƴ ŀ ŎƻƴǎŜƴǘ ŦƻǊƳΦ ¸ƻǳ ŀǊŜ ǎǘƛƭƭ ŦǊŜŜ ǘƻ ǿƛǘƘŘǊŀǿ ŀǘ ŀƴȅ ǘƛƳŜ ŀƴŘ 
ǿƛǘƘƻǳǘ ƎƛǾƛƴƎ ŀ ǊŜŀǎƻƴΦ ! ŘŜŎƛǎƛƻƴ ǘƻ ǿƛǘƘŘǊŀǿ ŀǘ ŀƴȅ ǘƛƳŜΣ ƻǊ ŀ ŘŜŎƛǎƛƻƴ ƴƻǘ ǘƻ ǘŀƪŜ 
ǇŀǊǘΣ ǿƛƭƭ ƴƻǘ ŀŦŦŜŎǘ ǘƘŜ ǎǘŀƴŘŀǊŘ ƻŦ ŎŀǊŜ ȅƻǳ ǊŜŎŜƛǾŜΦ 

What will happen to me if I take part? 

LŦ ȅƻǳ Řƻ ŘŜŎƛŘŜ ǘƻ ǘŀƪŜ ǇŀǊǘΣ ǿŜ ǿƻǳƭŘ ƭƛƪŜ ȅƻǳ ǘƻ ǘŀƪŜ ǇŀǊǘ ƛƴ ǘǿƻ ŦŀŎŜ ǘƻ ŦŀŎŜ ƳŜŜǘƛƴƎǎ 
ǿƛǘƘ ŀ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘŜǊ ŦǊƻƳ ǘƘŜ ¦ƴƛǾŜǊǎƛǘȅ ƻŦ aŀƴŎƘŜǎǘŜǊκbƻǘǘƛƴƎƘŀƳ ƻǊ ŀ bI{ /ƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ 
{ǘǳŘƛŜǎ hŦŦƛŎŜǊ όŀ /ƭƛƴƛŎŀƭ {ǘǳŘƛŜǎ hŦŦƛŎŜǊ ǎǳǇǇƻǊǘǎ ǎǘǳŘƛŜǎ ōŜƛƴƎ ŎŀǊǊƛŜŘ ƻǳǘ ǿƛǘƘƛƴ ǘƘŜ 
bI{ ōǳǘ ƛǎ ƴƻǘ ŎƻƴƴŜŎǘŜŘ ǿƛǘƘ ŀƴȅ ŎŀǊŜ ȅƻǳ ǊŜŎŜƛǾŜύΦ ¢ƘŜ ŦƛǊǎǘ ƳŜŜǘƛƴƎ ǿƛƭƭ ƭŀǎǘ 
ŀǇǇǊƻȄƛƳŀǘŜƭȅ слπфл ƳƛƴǳǘŜǎ ŀƴŘ ǘƘŜ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘŜǊ ǿƛƭƭ ŀǎƪ ȅƻǳ ǘƻ ŎƻƳǇƭŜǘŜ ŀ ƴǳƳōŜǊ ƻŦ 
ǉǳŜǎǘƛƻƴƴŀƛǊŜǎ ǊŜƭŀǘƛƴƎ ǘƻ ȅƻǳǊ ŜȄǇŜǊƛŜƴŎŜǎ ƻŦ ōŜƛƴƎ ŀ ƳŜƴǘŀƭ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ǎŜǊǾƛŎŜ ǳǎŜǊ ŀƴŘ 
Ƙƻǿ ǘƘƛǎ ƛƳǇŀŎǘǎ ƻƴ ȅƻǳǊ ƭƛŦŜΦ /ŀǊŜ ǇƭŀƴƴƛƴƎ ƛǎ ǘƘŜ ǿŀȅ ŀ ǇŜǊǎƻƴΩǎ ƴŜŜŘǎ ŀǊŜ ǘǳǊƴŜŘ ƛƴǘƻ 
ŀƎǊŜŜŘ Ǝƻŀƭǎ ǘƘŀǘ ǘƘŜȅ ŀƴŘ ǎŜǊǾƛŎŜǎ Ŏŀƴ ǿƻǊƪ ǘƻǿŀǊŘǎΦ ¢ƘŜ ŎŀǊŜ Ǉƭŀƴ ǎŜǘǎ ƻǳǘ ǘƘŜǎŜ 
ƎƻŀƭǎΣ ǘƘŜ ǎǳǇǇƻǊǘ ŀ ǇŜǊǎƻƴ ƴŜŜŘǎ ǘƻ ŀŎƘƛŜǾŜ ǘƘŜƳ ŀƴŘ ǿƘŀǘ ǎŜǊǾƛŎŜǎ ǿƛƭƭ ǇǊƻǾƛŘŜΦ  

¢ƘŜ ƳŜŜǘƛƴƎ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ŀǊǊŀƴƎŜŘ ŀǘ ŀ Ƴǳǘǳŀƭƭȅ ŀƎǊŜŜŘ ŘŀǘŜΣ ǘƛƳŜ ŀƴŘ ǇƭŀŎŜΦ ¢Ƙƛǎ ŎƻǳƭŘ ōŜ 
ȅƻǳǊ ƘƻƳŜ ŀŘŘǊŜǎǎΣ ǘƘŜ ¦ƴƛǾŜǊǎƛǘȅ ƻǊ ŀƴƻǘƘŜǊ ŎƻƳƳǳƴƛǘȅ ƭƻŎŀǘƛƻƴΦ CƻƭƭƻǿƛƴƎ ŀ ǇŜǊƛƻŘ ƻŦ 
ǎƛȄ ƳƻƴǘƘǎ ȅƻǳ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ŀǎƪŜŘ ǘƻ ǘŀƪŜ ǇŀǊǘ ƛƴ ŀ ǎŜŎƻƴŘ ƳŜŜǘƛƴƎ ǿƘƛŎƘ ǿƛƭƭ ƭŀǎǘ 
ŀǇǇǊƻȄƛƳŀǘŜƭȅ сл ƳƛƴǳǘŜǎΦ !ǘ ǘƘƛǎ ƳŜŜǘƛƴƎ ȅƻǳ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ŀǎƪŜŘ ǘƻ ŎƻƳǇƭŜǘŜ ǘƘŜ ǎŀƳŜ 
ǉǳŜǎǘƛƻƴƴŀƛǊŜǎ ǿƘƛŎƘ ȅƻǳ ŎƻƳǇƭŜǘŜŘ ŀǘ ǘƘŜ ŦƛǊǎǘ ƛƴǘŜǊǾƛŜǿΦ  

.ŜŦƻǊŜ ǘƘƛǎ ƳŜŜǘƛƴƎ ǘŀƪŜǎ ǇƭŀŎŜ ǿŜ ǿƛƭƭ ŎƻƴǘŀŎǘ ȅƻǳǊ /ŀǊŜ /ƻƻǊŘƛƴŀǘƻǊ ǘƻ ǳƴŘŜǊǘŀƪŜ ŀ 
ǎŀŦŜǘȅ ŀǎǎŜǎǎƳŜƴǘ ǘƻ ŜƴǎǳǊŜ ǘƘŀǘ ǘŀƪƛƴƎ ǇŀǊǘ ƛƴ ǘƘŜ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ǿƛƭƭ ƴƻǘ ǇǊŜǎŜƴǘ ŀƴȅ Ǌƛǎƪǎ ǘƻ 
ȅƻǳ ƻǊ ǘƘŜ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ǘŜŀƳΦ ! ƳŜƳōŜǊ ƻŦ ǘƘŜ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ǘŜŀƳ Ƴŀȅ ŀƭǎƻ ƴŜŜŘ ǘƻ ƭƻƻƪ ŀǘ ȅƻǳǊ 
ƳŜŘƛŎŀƭ ƴƻǘŜǎ ǘƻ ŎƻƭƭŜŎǘ Řŀǘŀ ƻƴ ŘƛŀƎƴƻǎƛǎΣ ǘǊŜŀǘƳŜƴǘ ƘƛǎǘƻǊȅ ŀƴŘ ŎŀǊŜ ǇƭŀƴƴƛƴƎ 
ǊŜǎƻǳǊŎŜǎ ǿƘƛŎƘ ƘŀǾŜ ōŜŜƴ ǳǎŜŘΣ ŦƻǊ ŜȄŀƳǇƭŜΣ ǎǘŀŦŦ ŀƴŘ ŦŀŎƛƭƛǘƛŜǎΦ ²Ŝ ǿƛƭƭ ŀǎƪ ȅƻǳ ǘƻ 
ǇǊƻǾƛŘŜ ŎƻƴǎŜƴǘ ŦƻǊ ŀŎŎŜǎǎ ǘƻ ȅƻǳǊ ƘŜŀƭǘƘ ǊŜŎƻǊŘǎ ƻƴ ǘƘŜ ǎǘǳŘȅ ŎƻƴǎŜƴǘ ŦƻǊƳΦ 

Expenses and payments 

9ŀŎƘ ǎŜǊǾƛŎŜ ǳǎŜǊ ǿƛƭƭ ǊŜŎŜƛǾŜ ŀ ϻмл ƘƛƎƘ ǎǘǊŜŜǘ ƎƛŦǘ ǾƻǳŎƘŜǊ ŦƻǊ ǘŀƪƛƴƎ ǇŀǊǘΣ ǿƘƛŎƘ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ 
ǇŀƛŘ ŦƻƭƭƻǿƛƴƎ ŎƻƳǇƭŜǘƛƻƴ ƻŦ ǘƘŜ ǎŜŎƻƴŘ ƛƴǘŜǊǾƛŜǿΦ  

What are the possible disadvantages and risks of taking part? 

¢Ƙƛǎ ǎǘǳŘȅ ǿƛƭƭ ƴƻǘ ƘŜƭǇ ȅƻǳ ǇŜǊǎƻƴŀƭƭȅΦ ¢ƘŜ ƛƴŦƻǊƳŀǘƛƻƴ ȅƻǳ ǇǊƻǾƛŘŜ ƳƛƎƘǘ ƘŜƭǇ ƛƳǇǊƻǾŜ 
ǘƘŜ ǿŀȅ ǎŜǊǾƛŎŜǎ ŀǊŜ ǇǊƻǾƛŘŜŘ ǘƻ bI{ ǇŀǘƛŜƴǘǎ ƛƴ ǘƘŜ ŦǳǘǳǊŜΦ hŎŎŀǎƛƻƴŀƭƭȅ ǇŜƻǇƭŜ Ŏŀƴ ŦŜŜƭ 
ǳǇǎŜǘ ƛŦ ǘƘŜȅ ǘƘƛƴƪ ŀōƻǳǘ ǎƻƳŜǘƘƛƴƎ ŘƛǎǘǊŜǎǎƛƴƎ ǘƘŀǘ Ƙŀǎ ƘŀǇǇŜƴŜŘ ǘƻ ǘƘŜƳΦ LŦ ǘƘƛǎ 
ƘŀǇǇŜƴǎΣ ȅƻǳ Ƴŀȅ ƭƛƪŜ ǘƻ ƳŀƪŜ ǳǎŜ ƻŦ ǘƘŜ ǎǳǇǇƻǊǘ ǎŜǊǾƛŎŜǎ ƭƛǎǘŜŘ ƛƴ ǘƘƛǎ ƛƴŦƻǊƳŀǘƛƻƴ 
ǎƘŜŜǘ ƻǊ ȅƻǳ Ƴŀȅ ǿƛǎƘ ǘƻ ŎƻƴǘŀŎǘ ǘƘŜ ŎƘƛŜŦ ƛƴǾŜǎǘƛƎŀǘƻǊ ŦƻǊ ǘƘƛǎ ǎǘǳŘȅ ŀǘ ǘƘŜ ¦ƴƛǾŜǊǎƛǘȅ ƻŦ 
aŀƴŎƘŜǎǘŜǊΥ YŀǊƛƴŀ [ƻǾŜƭƭ όǘŜƭΥ лмсм олс туроύΦ 
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Will my taking part in the study be kept confidential? 

¸ŜǎΦ ²Ŝ ǿƛƭƭ Ŧƻƭƭƻǿ ŜǘƘƛŎŀƭ ŀƴŘ ƭŜƎŀƭ ǇǊŀŎǘƛŎŜΣ ŀƴŘ ŀƭƭ ǇŜǊǎƻƴŀƭ ƛƴŦƻǊƳŀǘƛƻƴ ŀōƻǳǘ ȅƻǳ ǿƛƭƭ 
ōŜ ƘŀƴŘƭŜŘ ƛƴ ŎƻƴŦƛŘŜƴŎŜΦ ¢ƘŜ ƻƴƭȅ ŜȄŎŜǇǘƛƻƴ ǘƻ ǘƘƛǎ ǿƻǳƭŘ ōŜ ƛŦ ȅƻǳ ǎƘŀǊŜ ǎƻƳŜǘƘƛƴƎ 
ǿƛǘƘ ǳǎΣ ǿƘƛŎƘ ǊŜǾŜŀƭǎ ǘƘŀǘ ŀ ǾǳƭƴŜǊŀōƭŜ ǇŜǊǎƻƴ ƛǎ ŀǘ Ǌƛǎƪ ƻŦ ƘŀǊƳΦ Lƴ ǘƘƛǎ ŎŀǎŜ ǿŜ Ƴŀȅ ōŜ 
ǊŜǉǳƛǊŜŘ ǘƻ ŀŎǘ ƻƴ ǘƘƛǎ ƛƴŦƻǊƳŀǘƛƻƴ ōǳǘ ǿŜ ǿƻǳƭŘ ƴƻǘ Řƻ ǘƘƛǎ ǿƛǘƘƻǳǘ ƛƴǾƻƭǾƛƴƎ ȅƻǳ ƛƴ 
ǘƘƛǎ ǇǊƻŎŜǎǎΦ !ƭƭ ŘƻŎǳƳŜƴǘǎ ǿƛǘƘ ǇŀǊǘƛŎƛǇŀƴǘǎΩ ƴŀƳŜǎ ƻƴ ǘƘŜƳ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ƪŜǇǘ ƛƴ ŀ ƭƻŎƪŜŘ 
ŦƛƭƛƴƎ ŎŀōƛƴŜǘ ǿƛǘƘƛƴ ŀ ƭƻŎƪŜŘ ƻŦŦƛŎŜ ŀǘ ǘƘŜ ¦ƴƛǾŜǊǎƛǘȅΦ bƻǘŜǎ ŀƴŘ ŎƻƳǇǳǘŜǊ ŦƛƭŜǎ ǿƛƭƭ ƴƻǘ 
ōŜ ǎƘƻǿƴ ǘƻ ŀƴȅƻƴŜ ƻǳǘǎƛŘŜ ǘƘŜ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ǘŜŀƳΦ ²Ŝ ƘŀǾŜ ǘƻ ƪŜŜǇ ǘƘŜǎŜ ŦƛƭŜǎ ŦƻǊ мл ȅŜŀǊǎ 
ŀŦǘŜǊ ǘƘŜ ŜƴŘ ƻŦ ǘƘŜ ǎǘǳŘȅΣ ōǳǘ ŀŦǘŜǊ ǘƘŀǘΣ ŀƭƭ ƛƴŦƻǊƳŀǘƛƻƴ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ŘŜǎǘǊƻȅŜŘΦ LŦ ȅƻǳ 
ōŜŎƻƳŜ ǳƴǿŜƭƭ ŘǳǊƛƴƎ ǘƘŜ ŎƻǳǊǎŜ ƻŦ ǘƘŜ ǎǘǳŘȅΣ ǿŜ ǿƛƭƭ ƪŜŜǇ ȅƻǳǊ ŀƴƻƴȅƳƛǎŜŘ Řŀǘŀ ƛƴ 
ƭƛƴŜ ǿƛǘƘ ȅƻǳǊ ƻǊƛƎƛƴŀƭ ŎƻƴǎŜƴǘ ŦƻǊƳ ǳƴƭŜǎǎ ȅƻǳ ǘŜƭƭ ǳǎ ǘƘŀǘ ȅƻǳ ǿƻǳƭŘ ƭƛƪŜ ȅƻǳǊ Řŀǘŀ 
ǊŜƳƻǾŜŘΦ  

What if there is a problem? 

LŦ ȅƻǳ ƘŀǾŜ ŀ ŎƻƴŎŜǊƴ ŀōƻǳǘ ŀƴȅ ŀǎǇŜŎǘ ƻŦ ǘƘƛǎ ǎǘǳŘȅ ȅƻǳ ǎƘƻǳƭŘ ŀǎƪ ǘƻ ǎǇŜŀƪ ǘƻ ǘƘŜ 
tǊƻƎǊŀƳƳŜ aŀƴŀƎŜǊΥ /ƭŀƛǊŜ CǊŀǎŜǊ όлмсм олс туунύ ƻǊ ǘƘŜ ŎƘƛŜŦ ƛƴǾŜǎǘƛƎŀǘƻǊ YŀǊƛƴŀ 
[ƻǾŜƭƭ όǘŜƭΥ лмсм олс туроύ ǿƘƻ ǿƛƭƭ Řƻ ǘƘŜƛǊ ōŜǎǘ ǘƻ ŀƴǎǿŜǊ ȅƻǳǊ ǉǳŜǎǘƛƻƴǎΦ LŦ ǘƘŜǊŜ ŀǊŜ 
ŀƴȅ ƛǎǎǳŜǎ ǊŜƎŀǊŘƛƴƎ ǘƘƛǎ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ ǘƘŀǘ ȅƻǳ ǿƻǳƭŘ ǇǊŜŦŜǊ ƴƻǘ ǘƻ ŘƛǎŎǳǎǎ ǿƛǘƘ ǘƘŜ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ 
ǘŜŀƳΣ ǇƭŜŀǎŜ ŎƻƴǘŀŎǘ ǘƘŜ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ tǊŀŎǘƛŎŜ ŀƴŘ DƻǾŜǊƴŀƴŎŜ /ƻπƻǊŘƛƴŀǘƻǊ ōȅ ŜƛǘƘŜǊ 
ǿǊƛǘƛƴƎ ǘƻ Ψ¢ƘŜ wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ tǊŀŎǘƛŎŜ ŀƴŘ DƻǾŜǊƴŀƴŎŜ /ƻπƻǊŘƛƴŀǘƻǊΣ  wŜǎŜŀǊŎƘ hŦŦƛŎŜΣ 
/ƘǊƛǎǘƛŜ .ǳƛƭŘƛƴƎΣ ¢ƘŜ ¦ƴƛǾŜǊǎƛǘȅ ƻŦ aŀƴŎƘŜǎǘŜǊΣ hȄŦƻǊŘ wƻŀŘΣ aŀƴŎƘŜǎǘŜǊΣ aмо фt[ΩΣ ōȅ 
ŜƳŀƛƭƛƴƎ ǊŜǎŜŀǊŎƘΦŎƻƳǇƭŀƛƴǘǎϪƳŀƴŎƘŜǎǘŜǊΦŀŎΦǳƪ  ƻǊ ōȅ ǘŜƭŜǇƘƻƴƛƴƎ лмсм нтр улфоΦ  

The following services are also available for help and advice should you require it: 

Manchester Mental Health and Social Care Trust Patient Advice and Liaison Service 
(PALS) 
aŀƴŎƘŜǎǘŜǊ aŜƴǘŀƭ IŜŀƭǘƘ ŀƴŘ {ƻŎƛŀƭ /ŀǊŜ ¢Ǌǳǎǘ tŀǘƛŜƴǘ !ŘǾƛŎŜ ŀƴŘ [ƛŀƛǎƻƴ {ŜǊǾƛŎŜ  
ммǘƘ CƭƻƻǊΣ IŜȄŀƎƻƴ ¢ƻǿŜǊ 
/ǊǳƳǇǎŀƭƭ ±ŀƭŜ 
aŀƴŎƘŜǎǘŜǊ aф уDv 

¢ŜƭŜǇƘƻƴŜΥ лмсм уун нлупκнлур   
aƻōƛƭŜΥ лтумр нупссл     
9πƳŀƛƭΥ t![{ϪƳƘǎŎΦƴƘǎΦǳƪ     

  
  

mailto:research.complaints@manchester.ac.uk
mailto:PALS@mhsc.nhs.uk
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Appendix H: EQUIP trial ‘Consent to Contact’ form 
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Appendix I: statistical analysis (Study Three) 

Primary outcome=Proportions of patients consented and enrolled by post.  

Generalized linear mixed models. Fitting a 3-level model (individuals within teams within 

EQUIP cluster-pairs). Also fitting Trial Arm from embedded trial + IMD + cluster Size + 

CQC rating: 

melogit Enrol_Post i.Trial_Group ib3.IMD_Tri i.CQC_Rating size || Clus_pair_ID: || 

Clustr_ID:, or 

 

 

  

Note: LR test is conservative and provided only for reference.

LR test vs. logistic model: chi2(2) = 3.74                Prob > chi2 = 0.1544

                                                                                        

             var(_cons)    .0472755   .0530549                      .0052406    .4264768

Clus_pair_ID>Clustr_ID  

                                                                                        

             var(_cons)    .0016799   .0381299                      8.04e-23    3.51e+16

Clus_pair_ID            

                                                                                        

                 _cons     .0565882    .014587   -11.14   0.000     .0341435    .0937872

                  size     .9999334   .0003167    -0.21   0.833     .9993128    1.000554

                        

                    4      .7204256   .2737801    -0.86   0.388     .3420667    1.517286

                    3      1.319031   .3309923     1.10   0.270     .8065991    2.157009

                    2      1.186988   .3171949     0.64   0.521     .7030443    2.004058

            CQC_Rating  

                        

                    2      .9109685   .1717482    -0.49   0.621     .6295399    1.318207

                    1      .7051063   .1532955    -1.61   0.108     .4604653    1.079723

               IMD_Tri  

                        

         1.Trial_Group     .7538554   .1342442    -1.59   0.113     .5317515    1.068729

                        

                                                                                        

            Enrol_Post   Odds Ratio   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                                        

Log likelihood = -1476.1329                     Prob > chi2       =     0.0651

                                                Wald chi2(7)      =      13.30

Integration method: mvaghermite                 Integration pts.  =          7

                                                             

      Clustr_ID           34         36      240.6        591

   Clus_pair_ID           17        137      481.3        942

                                                             

 Group Variable       Groups    Minimum    Average    Maximum

                      No. of       Observations per Group

                                                             

Mixed-effects logistic regression               Number of obs     =      8,182
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Adjusted rate difference between arms, with standard error 

margins, dydx(Trial_Group) predict( mu ) atmeans 

 

 

  

Note: dy/dx for factor levels is the discrete change from the base level.

                                                                               

1.Trial_Group    -.0123001   .0080873    -1.52   0.128    -.0281509    .0035506

                                                                               

                     dy/dx   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                           Delta-method

                                                                               

               size            =    560.0114 (mean)

               4.CQC_Rating    =    .0469323 (mean)

               3.CQC_Rating    =    .3802249 (mean)

               2.CQC_Rating    =    .4489122 (mean)

               1.CQC_Rating    =    .1239306 (mean)

               3.IMD_Tri       =    .3181374 (mean)

               2.IMD_Tri       =    .2286727 (mean)

               1.IMD_Tri       =    .4531899 (mean)

               1.Trial_Gr~p    =    .6577854 (mean)

at           : 0.Trial_Gr~p    =    .3422146 (mean)

dy/dx w.r.t. : 1.Trial_Group

Expression   : Marginal predicted mean, predict(mu)

Model VCE    : OIM

Conditional marginal effects                    Number of obs     =      8,182
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Secondary outcome 1: Patients in each group responding positively to the 

intervention without prompting 

melogit Res_Post i.Trial_Group ib3.IMD_Tri i.CQC_Rating size || Clus_pair_ID: || 

Clustr_ID:, or 

 

  

LR test vs. logistic model: chi2(2) = 7.81                Prob > chi2 = 0.0202

                                                                                        

             var(_cons)    .0310417   .0349283                      .0034211    .2816579

Clus_pair_ID>Clustr_ID  

                                                                                        

             var(_cons)    .0191073   .0304919                      .0008372    .4360853

Clus_pair_ID            

                                                                                        

                 _cons      .055636   .0134888   -11.92   0.000     .0345927    .0894803

                  size      1.00037   .0002775     1.33   0.182     .9998264    1.000914

                        

                    4      .6757969   .2488886    -1.06   0.287     .3283431    1.390927

                    3      1.877934   .4442961     2.66   0.008     1.181126    2.985823

                    2       1.53116   .3842891     1.70   0.090      .936239    2.504115

            CQC_Rating  

                        

                    2      .9070903   .1479264    -0.60   0.550     .6589285    1.248713

                    1      .8265146   .1529593    -1.03   0.303     .5750725    1.187896

               IMD_Tri  

                        

         1.Trial_Group     .7418651   .1273249    -1.74   0.082     .5299499    1.038521

                        

                                                                                        

              Res_Post   Odds Ratio   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                                        

Log likelihood = -2157.2469                     Prob > chi2       =     0.0040

                                                Wald chi2(7)      =      20.85

Integration method: mvaghermite                 Integration pts.  =          7

                                                             

      Clustr_ID           34         36      240.6        591

   Clus_pair_ID           17        137      481.3        942

                                                             

 Group Variable       Groups    Minimum    Average    Maximum

                      No. of       Observations per Group

                                                             

Mixed-effects logistic regression               Number of obs     =      8,182
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Adjusted rate difference between arms, with standard error 

margins, dydx(Trial_Group) predict( mu ) atmeans  

 

  

Note: dy/dx for factor levels is the discrete change from the base level.

                                                                               

1.Trial_Group    -.0207967   .0124178    -1.67   0.094    -.0451352    .0035418

                                                                               

                     dy/dx   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                           Delta-method

                                                                               

               size            =    560.0114 (mean)

               4.CQC_Rating    =    .0469323 (mean)

               3.CQC_Rating    =    .3802249 (mean)

               2.CQC_Rating    =    .4489122 (mean)

               1.CQC_Rating    =    .1239306 (mean)

               3.IMD_Tri       =    .3181374 (mean)

               2.IMD_Tri       =    .2286727 (mean)

               1.IMD_Tri       =    .4531899 (mean)

               1.Trial_Gr~p    =    .6577854 (mean)

at           : 0.Trial_Gr~p    =    .3422146 (mean)

dy/dx w.r.t. : 1.Trial_Group

Expression   : Marginal predicted mean, predict(mu)

Model VCE    : OIM

Conditional marginal effects                    Number of obs     =      8,182
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Secondary outcome 2: All patients in PPIR vs. control group responding positively, 

including telephone follow up 

 

  

Note: LR test is conservative and provided only for reference.

LR test vs. logistic model: chi2(2) = 43.35               Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

                                                                                        

             var(_cons)    .0475296   .0429158                      .0080982    .2789572

Clus_pair_ID>Clustr_ID  

                                                                                        

             var(_cons)    .0667136    .064817                       .009936    .4479368

Clus_pair_ID            

                                                                                        

                 _cons     .1563284    .047586    -6.10   0.000     .0860863    .2838846

                  size      .999773   .0003017    -0.75   0.452     .9991818    1.000365

                        

                    4      1.125651   .4798092     0.28   0.781     .4881783    2.595546

                    3      1.421866   .4236537     1.18   0.237     .7929352    2.549643

                    2      1.093842    .338904     0.29   0.772     .5959748     2.00762

            CQC_Rating  

                        

                    2      1.135655    .200433     0.72   0.471      .803557    1.605003

                    1      1.057513   .2020863     0.29   0.770      .727151    1.537966

               IMD_Tri  

                        

         1.Trial_Group     .7426489   .1438592    -1.54   0.125     .5080383    1.085602

                        

                                                                                        

               Respond   Odds Ratio   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                                        

Log likelihood = -3072.1275                     Prob > chi2       =     0.4556

                                                Wald chi2(7)      =       6.75

Integration method: mvaghermite                 Integration pts.  =          7

                                                             

      Clustr_ID           34         36      240.6        591

   Clus_pair_ID           17        137      481.3        942

                                                             

 Group Variable       Groups    Minimum    Average    Maximum

                      No. of       Observations per Group

                                                             

Mixed-effects logistic regression               Number of obs     =      8,182
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Adjusted rate difference between arms, with standard error 

margins, dydx(Trial_Group) predict( mu ) atmeans 

 

 

  

Note: dy/dx for factor levels is the discrete change from the base level.

                                                                               

1.Trial_Group    -.0343377   .0230329    -1.49   0.136    -.0794815     .010806

                                                                               

                     dy/dx   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                           Delta-method

                                                                               

               size            =    560.0114 (mean)

               4.CQC_Rating    =    .0469323 (mean)

               3.CQC_Rating    =    .3802249 (mean)

               2.CQC_Rating    =    .4489122 (mean)

               1.CQC_Rating    =    .1239306 (mean)

               3.IMD_Tri       =    .3181374 (mean)

               2.IMD_Tri       =    .2286727 (mean)

               1.IMD_Tri       =    .4531899 (mean)

               1.Trial_Gr~p    =    .6577854 (mean)

at           : 0.Trial_Gr~p    =    .3422146 (mean)

dy/dx w.r.t. : 1.Trial_Group

Expression   : Marginal predicted mean, predict(mu)

Model VCE    : OIM

Conditional marginal effects                    Number of obs     =      8,182
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Secondary outcome 3: clusters in both arms needing telephone follow up. Fisher's 

exact test 

. tabi 12 6 \ 12 4, chi2 exact row expected 

 

 

   1-sided Fisher's exact =                 0.440

           Fisher's exact =                 0.715

          Pearson chi2(1) =   0.2833   Pr = 0.595

                 70.59      29.41      100.00 

                  24.0       10.0        34.0 

     Total          24         10          34 

                                             

                 75.00      25.00      100.00 

                  11.3        4.7        16.0 

         2          12          4          16 

                                             

                 66.67      33.33      100.00 

                  12.7        5.3        18.0 

         1          12          6          18 

                                             

       row           1          2       Total

                      col

                      

    row percentage    

  expected frequency  

      frequency       

                      

  Key                 
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